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THEME
Recent measurements and developments in optical propagation in the air and in the
sea have opened the door to applications of significant importance to military systems.
As an example, transmission measurements in the marine boundary layer have
demonstrated that light beams are strongly scattered in the forward direction by hydromjeteors; as a result, communication links may be possible beyond line of sight. Another
example is improved modeling of the upper atmosphere and related propagation effects,
which allows high altitude sensing systems to discriminate between target and background
radiance.
Such phenomena and others peculiar to atmosphere and marine environments offer
unique possibilities to communicate between space based and submerged platforms as
well as pointing the way to remote observations. The resultant applicaitions to communication and surveillance are of great interest to the military.
This meeting reviewed these propagation phenomena to establish their limitations on
transmitting and receiving equipment and bring out military implications and applications.
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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION

I. The purpose of the technical meeting on "Special Topics in Optical Propagation"
which was held in Monterey, California, US, was to review the new elements of knowledge
which are technically utilizable, and the new elements of development in the field of
propagation and optical devices, which have a direct military application to communications and reconnaissance.
Two sessions were devoted to the reconnaissance of sea traffic from surveillance
satellites: Session III on "The Effects of the High Atmosphere (theory and experiments)"
and Session VI on "Adaptive Optics".
One Session, Session I dealt with strategic communications and, more particularly,
communications with submerged submarines, which depend on propagation.
Measurements were the subject of Session TI, and instruments, laser sources, special
filters, etc. were covered in Session IV.
The new points in the field of optical propagation are concerned with:
the air, for the upper atmosphere,
the water, for radiative transfer,
glass, for non linear effects.
Optical transmission between a satellite and a submerged platform is based on these
results.
2. In his opening speech at the AGARD EPP Symposium on "Electromagnetics of the Sea",
which took place in Paris in 1970 (see AGARD C.P.77), Vice Admiral O'Grady, from the
US Navy General Staff, requested the assistance of AGARD EPP for investigations on non
acoustic means of sea surveillance, and especially on electromagnetic means for the
detection and location of submarines.
The EPP meeting on "Optical Propagation in the Atmosphere" which convened in Lyngby
(Denmark) in 1975 (see AGARD C.P. 183) and the EPP meeting held recently in Monterey,
California, on "S)ecial Topics in Optical Propagation" provide partial replies, or
elements of replies, to Vice-Admiral O'Grady's request.
However, it should be pointed out that, while the extent of our knowledge on optical
propagation in the atmosphere is relatively satisfactory as regards the understanding
and modelling of phenomena, the computation of results and their good agreement with
experience, the same does not apply to optical propagation in the water, a recently
openeo field of research where scientific and technical activities have only been
developing for a few decades, whereas optical research in the atmosphere has been going
on since the beginning of instrument optics.
On the other hand, experiments in sea water, and the acquisition of a sufficient amount
of high quality data are certainly more difficult and more costly than in the atmosphere.
A considerable effort should be made in this area, because, as regards the propagation
of light, and due to the presence of noise sources, the ocean water varies much more
with the location considered than the atmosphere.
Much remains to be done. However, it is already known that interesting possibilities
exist when the conditions are favourable in the water, and, if necessary, in the air.
The purpose in view is of course to extend these possibilities to less favourable conditions and to determine accurately the natural constraints.
3. In addition, at Monterey, various important contributions were made in the fields
of optical propagation, laser sources in the blue-green, detection, on optical fibers
and non-linear effects.
In this respect, it should be recalled that the use of the laser has made it possible
to obtain electric fields of an intensity comparable to that of the intra-atomic field,
that is approximately 1010 V;p.m , and to induce a non-linear polarization in non ferroelectric media, either in the mass of crystals or amorphous bodies, or in solid or
liquid core optical fibers.
=Thus,

the technology of these non-linear effects and mainly of the Brillouin scattering
and the stimulated Raman effect has developed during the last few years (see "Fiber
and Integrated Optics", NATO Advanced Study Institute Series: B 41 (1978)M it has
led to a good understanding of the physical phenomena involved, and to the presentation
of a theory confirmed by experience.
Among the various results achieved, that which appears the most important and the most
stimulating for the imagination is the phase conjugation response, either by Brillouin
backscatter or by a degenerate mixture of four waves.
ix

To make a brief description of this matter, let us say that the medium which receives
the field of angular frequency, whose expression is E = ReIli(x,yz)e1Ot produces the field
Ep.C" = Re[O*(x,y~z)eJwt

I

M Re[O(xy,z)e Jwt1

where 0" is the conjugate imaginary quantity of 0. Hence the appellation of "Reflection
by Conjugation of Space Phase". The reflected wave travels back alonq the path of the
incident wave.
For the time being, high reflectivity has been obtained at low power densities, on
small size samples. Tlis I only the initial phase of this work, but it seems to hold
good promise.
For the production of fusion nuclear energy, activation through the heating of small
material pellets containing a mixture of deuterium and tritium could use high intensity
u.v. light beams, automatically aimed at the pellets, by phase conjugation, from the
light emitted by the pellet itself.
ror the transmission of the solar energy between a space station and an earth station.
the high intensity beam would be automatically aimed at the earth station by the
sounding signal emitted by this station and sent back, amplified, by the space station,
along the very same path.
Thus, in the long term, non linear optics seems to be potentially capable of solving
many adaptation problems.
In the field of chemistry and pollution, the identification and quantity determination
of pollutants such as SO 2 or nitrogen oxides in the atmosphere can be carried out at
a distance, in real time, by optical means, for the protection of the environment and
for defence purposes.
Such methods utilize the interaction of the light of a laser with the atmospheric
molecule to determine the composition at a distance.
New possibilities are being opened for optical fibers, in a new band in the vicinity
of 1600 nm, if these hopes are confirmed, it will be possible to leave a space of
100 km or more between repeaters on the cables for sub-marine or ground communications.
It should be pointed out that optical fibers and cables offer a high transmission
reliability due to their invulnerability to jamming and the extreme difficulty of
interception. In view of these advantages which are to be added to many others, the
optical cable is a first-class means of tactical communication.
In the field of optical detection, the use of quantum mechanics formulations applied
to photodetection opens new theoretical avenues.
The use of a light source offering a coherent state atwo photons (TCS could make it possible to gain approximately ten decibels on the siqnal/noise ratio necessary to detectio
and, consequently, on the overall power of the link.
The possibility of producing and using a light source offering this coherence remains
to be demonstrated experimentally.
4. I would like to add that, among the many papers presented on the occasion of this
meeting, most were related to advanced studies.
Although some of these papers had already been published, the fact that they were
collected together, associated with their oral presentation and the ensuing discussions,
shed some light on the participants' and observers' knowledge and will lead to a better
understanding of new topics and to a stimulation of progress.
In these Conference Proceedings, the papers have been arranged by sessions. At the
end of each Session the reader will find the participants' questions and comments,
then the summary and conclusions of the Session Chairman or his substitute, such as
they were presented at the Round Table discussion.
In conclusion, we can state as a certain fact that optics is now a most promising
field of research.

P.Ilalley
Capitaine tic
Frigate honoraire
12 rue du I)octcur Kurzenne
78350 Jouy en Josas
France
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INFROVUCT ION
de
l'Editeur

1. La r~~union technique "Special topics in optical propagation" tenue d Monterey, California, Etata-Unis,
avait pour but de passer eunrevue les nouveaux points de la connaissance, techniquement exploitables,
et Lea nouiveaux points du ddveloppement dana Ie doynsine de la propagation et de l'appareillage optiques, qui ont wze application militaire directs pour Lea commnunications et la reconnaissance.
Deux sessions ont dt, dvolus d la reconnaissance, d partir des satellites de surveillance du trafic
ocdanique

la session IlI aur "Les effets de la haute atmoaph~re (thgo:'ie et exp~riences)" et la ass-

sion VI aur "L optique adaptative".
Une session a 6t6 devolue aux ccnn-iniationa strat~giquea et, plus particulirement, aux commiunications
avec Les soua-nvirins en immersion, qui ddpendent de la propagation :La session I.
Lea moB urea ont 4t4 rassemb lgss en session II et 1'appareillage, lea sources lasers, filtres spdciaux,
etc

... ,

en session IV.

Lea points nou~veaux? our la propagation optique concernent
l 'air, pour

1'atmoaphere

aupdrieure,

1 'ecu, pour le transfert radiatif,
le verre, pour Lea effets non-Lingaires.
La transmission optique entre toisatellite et lineplateforme irenergae fait appel d

055

r~sultats.

2. Dana son diacours d'ouverture du symposium AGARD-EPP "Electron'agnetics of the Sea", tenu a Paris en
1970 (voir AGA4RD C.P. 77), monsieur ?e Vice amtiral O'GRADY de l'Etat Major de l'U.S. Navy, sollicitait
1'activitJ du comitg de propaga~ion des ondes 41ectromagn4tiques de 1'AGARD, afin qua soient recherchdas
des moyens non-acoustiques de surveillance de la mer et notaciment des moyens e. mi. de detection et de
localisation des eo us-marina.
La rdunion technique AGARD-EFF "Optical propagaztion in the atmosphere" tenue d Lyngby (Danenw'k) en
1976 (voir AGARD-C.P. 183) et la rdunion technique qui vient d'avoir lieu a Monterey. comportent des
r~ponses partieLles ou des Jlamenta de r4ponaea d la sollicitation du Vice amtiral 0'GRADY.
1Z con vient touts fois de souligner que, si le degrg de notre connaissance de la propagation optique
dana I 'air eat raisonnablement satisfaisant, tant par la copry-hension des phognom~nes que par leur mad~lisation, Is calcul des rdaultats et leur accord avec l'exp6rience, il n'en eat paa de n~me pour la
propagation optique dana 1 'ecu, dormrine de recherche r~cemment ouvert, co

I 'activitJ scientifique et

technique ne a'est ddveloppdle que depuis quelques ddcennies, alora que la recherche optique dana l'air
dure au moins depuis Is ddbut de 1'optique instrumentale.
D'autre part, 1 'sxperimentation dana 1'ecu des mera et l1'acquisition d'une masse auffisante de donndes
de qualit4 sont certainement plus pdniblea et plus co27teuses que dana l'air.

Un tr~s important effort

devrait 4'tre fourrzi, car, du point de vue de la propagation de la lumiare et par la pr~aence de sourcs de bruit,

1'ecu

de 1'OcL~an sat heaucoup plus variable, en fonction du lieu, qua l1'air de 1 'atmo-

sphdre.
Beaucoup rests (Ifaire. Cependant, on sait deja qu'il y a des possibilit~a de transmission intgreasantea, loraque lea conditions sont favorab lea dans I 'ecu et, si n~ceaaaire, dana l1'air. Le but eat, bien
sttr, d'dtsndre ceo possibilitdo d des conditions moins favorables et do pr~ciser lea limitations naturelles.

Xi

3. Par ailleure, ta r4union de Monterey a fourni divere

contributions inportantes dane lea dofllifle8 do

La propagation optique, des sourcee laser dane le bleu-vert, de la detection eur lee fibres optiques
et aurtout des effete non-lindairee.
lone d ce propoe que V enploi du laser a permie d'obtenir dane La 'mtire
dee champs Jlectrquee
d'une inteneitg comparable d cele du champ intra-atomnique, eoit environ 10 10 V/rn et de provoquer zoie
polarisation non-lindaire, done lea milieux non ferro-glectriqueB, ecit dane Lo a zee de arietaux

-Rappe

ou de corpe anvr'phee, ecit dane dee fibree optiquee d Coeur oLide ou liquide.
Ainei, La technologie de oee effete non-Lindairee et notanvrent de ta diffuesion Brilicuin et de V effet
Ramn

etimuZJ e 'eet d~veloppde au coure dee der'nigree anngee ,ivoir "Fiber and integrated optice"

Nato advanced etudy inetitute seriee
841 (1978)_7. Elle a perrmie une bonne compr~hension dee ph~nomiOnee phyeiques qui eont mie en ,jeu et La pr~eentation d'une thgorle oonfirmnde par L'erxpdrience.
Parmni Lee diff~rente rasultate obtenue, cetui qui paraftt Le pluse important et le plue etimnulant pour
L'imagination, eet la r~ponee en conjugaieon de phaee,soit ,?arr~trodiffusion BriLLouin, eoit par rigLange de quatre ondee, dag~n~r6.
Pour eaqprimer La choee eonmirernent, dieone que le milieu, qui regoit le champ de pulsation w et d'expreseion :E =Re 1 (ry,z)e jwti produit le champ

Rejp(xyz)ejwtj

PR

(yzejt

oz! ip* est l 'inrginaire conjugug de 1P.D'oa V appeLlation de "rdflexion par conjugaieon de phaee spatiale ". L 'onde rafL~chie revient eur le chemin de 1 onde incidente.
Pour le moment, de fortes r~flectivitga ont 4t

obtenuee d de faib les denait4s de puiseancee, eur dee

45chantillons de petitee dinmensione. Ce n'eet que le debut du travail, nvzie la perepective eet trae
etimulante.
Pour ta production de Vg'nergie nucidaire cie fusion, L activation par 6chauffenent de petitee billee matariellee, contenant un m Lange de deut~riwn et de tritium, pourrait utiliser des faieceauz lumineux
u.v., trae intenees, autonntiqueient pointas sur La bille, par conjugaieon de phase, d partir de La Lumigre dmise par la bille elle-rme. Pour la tranemieeion de L'4nergie eclaire, entre une etation epatiale et une station terrestre, le faisoeau tree intenee eerai~t autonntiquement point,&
eur La etation terreetre par le signal de eondage grtris par ceLle-ci et renvoy4, amplifiJ, par la station spatiaLe, exactement sur le mime trajet.
Ainsi, l'optique non-lingaire paratt potentiellement capable, L! tarme, de r4eoudre de nombreux probl~.ree
d'adaptation.
-En

chimie-pollution, la reconnaiseance et le dosage de polluants tele que S02 ou lee oxydee d'azote
a diestanoe, en temps reel, par dee moyene optiques pour ta pro-

dans 1'atmoxsph~re peut etre effe etude

tection de L environnement et la &fense.
Ces mdthodee exqploitent L interaction de la lumrigre d'un laeer avec lee mi'ldcu Lee atmosphdriques pour
obtenir, 4 distance, la conposition.
-Lee

fibree optiquee e 'ouvrent d de nouvel le8 poeeibilit,4s dane une nouvelle bande au voisinage de

1 600 nm, qut. si Lee eepoirs sont confirnide, permettra d'eepacer de 100 kmn,ou davantage, lee rdp9teure eur lee cab Lee pour lee commtun-.oation8 eoue-marinee ou terrestree.
Noter que Lee fibree et lee cab lee optiquee prdeentent une grande adcurit46 de transmieeion, par L invuLndrabilitg au brouillage et la difficuLt6 extrme de L 'interoeption. Cee avantagee, qui eont a
joindre

a

beaucoup d'autree, font du c~ble optiquc- z, nmyen de commnunication tactique de choix.

xii

-En

d6teotion optique, I 'enploi des formulations de la n~canique quantique, app liquges d to photod~tec-

tion, ouvre de nouvellee perspectives th-4oriques.
L'enploi d'une lumigre prdaentant

wt

dtat coh4rent d deux photons (TCS)

pourrait permettre de gagner

une dizoine de ddcibele eur le rapport signal 4 bruit ,n4ceaaaired la ddtection et, par consgquent,
eur le bilon de puissance de lo liaison.
It reete d nvntrer exqprimentolement, la poesibilitd de produire wwe lwigre prdeentant cette cohdrence et L!Ilutilieer.
4. J'oijouterai encore que la r~union a comportg la pr~sentation de nombreuses coninunications, dont la plupart 4tajent relatives d des Etudee de pointe.
Bien qu'wn certain nombre de ces comrllunicotione oient ddjd fait l'objet d'articles publiga, leur roepr~eentotion orate et d lo discussion, a permie d'6clairer Lee connoieeances
dee participantset des obeervateure, pour une nwilleure conmpr~heneion de eujete nouveaux et la stinn,semblement, aseocigd4 t
Zation du progr"e.
Dons le pr~sent conrpte rendu, le lecteur trouvera Lee communications groupdes par seesions. A la fin
de choque seseion, eont raeeembtdee tee questione e&- Lee conirentaires des participants, puie lea appr~ciotions et conclusione du prdeident de session oti de eon renmtagant, telles qu'ellee ont EtE prgsentdes d to discussion de table ronde.
line chose est certoine

L'optique eet octuellenent tin donnine de recherche dee plus prometteura.

Pierre HALLEY
Capitaine de Fregarehonoraire
12 rue du Docteur Kurzenne
78350 Jouy en Josas
France
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OVER-THE-HORIZON OPTICAL SCATTER
PROPAGATION IN THE MARINE BOUNDARY LAYER
G. C. Mooradian and M. Geller
NAVAL OCEAN SYSTEMS CENTER
San Diego, California 92152
USA
SUM[MARY

Measurements of the scattering properties from normal marine atmospheric
aerosols for an Over-The-Horizon (OTH) optical propagation channel has been made
for two links: The first link involves an overwater range of 63 km with 19-km
and 40-km horizons; the second involves an overwater range of 128 km with a
19-km horizon. Pathloss measurements as a function of transmitter-receiver
azimuth and elevation angles fcr a 0.51 pm Ar-ion CW laser, and a 1.06 Pm and
.53 pm frequency doubled pulsed Nd:YAC laser are reported. Examples of atmospheric ducting are shown with an accompanying large increase of signal and
severe scintillations. Two theoretical models are presented, one based on
particulate single scatter and the other based on particulate multiple scatter.
Comparison between models and the experimental results are made.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The use of optical frequencies for communication applications is being
pursued in a wide variety of propagation channels in the atmosphere, space, the
marine boundary layer and underwater (HOWARTH, 1977; KARP, 1976; MOORADIAN,
1974).
The application of the optical scatter channel for atmospheric communications has yet to develop within the optical communication community (CURCIO,
1964).
Indeed with few exceptions, most atmospheric laser communication systems
are designed for solely line-of-sight operation and consider any interaction
with particulate media as degrading (BUCHER, 1973). Unfortunately, there is
good basis for this opinion. Recent experimental work (MOORADIAN 1980) has
shown varying but never negligible degrees of spatial, angular, and temporal
degradation of initial laser characteristics after propagation through clouds,
fog, or extended atmospheric paths. The possible utility, however, of atmospheric aerosols or cloud bottoms for Over-The-Hiorizon (OTH) communications in
practical applications will hopefully alter this impression (MOORADIAN 1976,
1971).
The purpose of this effort was threefold:
(1) to describe the performance of two multiwavelength OTH laser links, one with an overwater range of 63
km (Ig-km and 40-km horizons) and the other with a range of 128 km (19-km
horizon); (2) to describe two associated OTH propagation channel models - one
based on particulate single scatter, the other based on particulate multiple
scatter; and (3) to compare experimental results with theoretical predictions.
A complete and thorough theoretical and experimental description of the OTH
optical propagation in the marine boundary layer is given in the Applied Optics
paper (WOORADIAN, 1980) and will not be reported here. Instead the results are
summarized with details left for the reference.
2.

ELOS OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS

The FLOS (Extended Line-of-Sight) optical communications system utilizes
optical aerosol scratter in the marine boundary layer to provide low to moderate
data rate communications over-the-horizon ranges of 30 to 300 miles. The driving requirement is an over-the-horizon communication capability without use of a
relay (MOORADIAN, 1976).
Over-the-horizon optical propagation can occur by a number of different
physical mechanisms. For example, anomalous refractivity gradients and
structures in the marine boundary layer and above can result in refractive propagation beyond the geometric horizon (i.e., the horizon computed neglecting
refraction), where such propagation manifests itself in the form of either
atmospheric ducting or simple downward curvature of the initial beam. The
latter circumstance, experienced when the refractivity falls off monotonically
and approximately linearly in height, can be accommodated analytically by the
effective earth radius concept wherein rectilinear ray paths are used.
The
result is that the earth's radius is imagined to be somewhat larger than its
initial value by an amount that increased as the magnitude of the surface
refractivity gradiant increases. Thus, it is important to appreciate that, in
some situations apparent OTH propagation is not so in fact, because the horizon
is being miscomputed based either on underestimating or ignoring the surface
refractivity gradient.

'
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In this study only bona fide OTH propagation was considered.
That is, only
propagation beyond the true optical horizon as computed taking refractivity
fully into account. This is not to understate the importance or refractive
effects in the atmosphere but rather to emphasize the physical scattering
process under investigation. Hence, such propagation, by definition, can occur
naturally only through scattering by atmospheric aerosols or clouds
(DEIRMENDJIAN, 1969).
A detailed, comprehensive analysis of ELOS propagation has been completed
addressing the following (MOORADIAN 1976): relative contributions from single
and multiple scattering (as a function of range), wavelength dependence, vertical exponential decrease in aerosol concentration with altitude, effects of
refraction, general meteorological parameters (e.g., temperature, humidity, wind
speed) multipath time spread, etc. Figure 1 illustrates the performance of two
different data communication links in an OTH marine environment. The upper
curves give maximum communication range as a function of wind speed and visibilIty for a teletype data link (75 bits/sec) using the single scatter propagation
model.
The lower curves depicts maximum communication range as a function of
wind speed and visibility for a digital voice link (2400 bits/sec) using the
same model.
Pertinent system parameters are indicated in the figure. A typical
condition of visibility 20 km, wind velocity 5 m/s, and relative humidity of 80%
(MCDONNELL DOUGLAS, 1968, NICODEMUS 1972) indicates a voice communications range
of 148 km (2400 BPS), and a teletype range of 187 km (75 BPS).
This assumes
only a modest 10 watt average power Nd:YAG laser employing pulse interval
modulat'on of approximatly 10 bits-per-pulse.
3.

OTH PROPAGATION AT 63km RANGE

In order to perform any quantitative comparison with the above cited models
and gather enough data to determine system feasibility, it was necessary to
determine the following optical scatter channel characteristics during each
experimental run:
(1) the integrated pathloss over the range; (2) the angular
brightness distribution of the source as seen by the receiver, and (3) the
magnitude of the pulse stretching. These propagation parameters depend
critically on both the atmospheric visibility and the elevation-azimuthal angles
of the receiver and secondarily on the aerosol size distribution in the path.
In this section, the recent experimental results derived from an OTH propagation
link between San Diego and Oceanside, California will be described. For this
experiment, the integrated pathloss (received power divided by transmitted
power) was measured using the 514.5-nm line of a 1-W Ar-ion laser and the 532-nm
and 1.06 pm lines of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser. In the latter both wavelengths
transversed the identical propagation path, i.e.,
if refractive dispersion could
be ignored.
The initial scattering channel selected was a 63-km path, almost all of
which is over the ocean. The transmitter was at NOSC in Point Loma. The
receiver was on the beach at the Marine Base at Camp Pendleton. The geometric
horizon was 40 km from the transmitter for the CW experiments and 19 km for the
pulsed.
4.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental results for the 63 km link can be summarized as follows:
-

For visibilities greater than 10 miles, the path loss was nominally
.-100 dB to -120 dB (10 log 10 of the power received divided by the
peak power transmitted)

-

Apparent angular source size was very small (<0.25*) indicating very
highly peaked forward scattering (WELLS 1977)

-

When atmospheric ducting occurred, approximately 100 times more optical
energy was received and severe scintillations were observed (>10 dB)

-

Without ducting, almost no amplitude fluctuations were observed ((1 dB)
due to scattering volume aperture averaging

-

Path loss at 1.o061was 20 dB less than at 0.531A (i.e., the reduced
scattering coefficient at 1.06pdominates the increased forward
scattering phase function at 0.53Ndue to the exponential atmospheric
attenuation)

- The

single scatter model appears to be in better agreement with the
experimental data than the multiply scatter model, though this is not
conclusive
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-

No evidence of pulse dispersion of the 20 ns pulse ws observed at
either 1.06 por 0.53Jf (STOTTS, 1978)

-

No enhancement of received signal with increased transmitter elevation
angle was observed

-

Electrical signal to noise ratios >90 dB have been measured at 1.06,u
(day) with a Nd:YAG laser of -0.05j/pulse.

-

The scattered beam is very sharply peaked in the forward direction
(nominally -20 dB at 10 mrad off-axis in azimuth) and falls off more
rapidly in azimuth than elevation when there was vertical structure in
the aerosol concentration)

5.

OTH PROPAGATION AT 128 km RANGE

The following data was also taken over a Pacific Ocean link, but the ground
range was increased to 128 km. The transmitter was located on the seaward side
of Point Loma (NOSC) at a height of 37 m above the water; the receiver Ws
located on the northern tip of San Clemente Island at a height of 10 a above the
water. The experimental setups are similar to those of the 63 km link with the
following modifications:
(1) replacement of the Nd:YAG pulsed laser source with one of higher peak
power (5 MW vs.- 0.8 HW); (2) a Tektronix 7834 storage scope at the receiver
instead of the Biomation digitizer; (3) increase of the receiver's diameter from
20 cm to 39 cm; (4) two receiver field-of-views (8 mrad and 35 mrad).
The experimental results for the 128 km link can be summarized as follows:

6.

-

Path loss measured was nominally -115 d8 to -135 dB.

-

Apparent angular source size (-I*) was approximately four times larger
than at 63 km.

-

Significant pulse stretching was not observed (<60 ns) and was less
with the 8 mrad receiver field-of--view than with 35 mrad.

-

Electrical signal to noise ratios of 35 dB were measured during day
time.

-

Signals fell off more slowly with angle at 80 miles than at 40 miles
in both azimuth and elevation.

-

Single scatter theory appears to hold.
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ABSTRACT
Using the method of spherical harmonics, we investigate multiple
scattering of incoherent light (or other particles) in an optically thick medium with a plane surface. We report techniques
that are particularly useful when scattered radiance has a forward peak that generates harmonics of very high degree. Convergence of computations hinges mainly on the small number of harmonics in the backscatter and not so much on the large number in
the incident and forward scattered light. The method uses annihilation operators to improve the solution by removing eigenfunctions
that propagate the wrong way. Backscattered radiance at the surface may be calculated without solving for interior radiance.

The problem of radiative transfer by multiple scattering in a homogeneous medium has been
treated by several mathematical techniques.
Prieur and Morel (1973] have reviewed several of these, and
Davison and Sykes [1957] have made an extensive review of similar techniques from the old literature of
neutron transport.
Unlike diffusion approximations, the method of spherical harmonics gives detailed radiance
distributions whose precision is limited only by the effort expended in computation. We report new computational techniques for an optically thick medium with a plane surface at z-O. The method is particularly useful when scattered radiance has a forward peak and thus requires many harmonics to represent its
distribution. That is, the incident light is quite well collimated, and the scattering function is sufficiently pointed to preserve high harmonics beyond the first scatter. We treat the case in which the
radiance is uniform in the x-y plane parallel to the boundary. Sections 1, 2 and 3 develop the theory.
Section 4 relates it to some previous work, and Section 5 describes a numerical example.
I.

~n

GENERAL FORMATION

The medium in question is characterized by absorption rate a and scattering function 0: a
gives fractional loss of light per unit length along any ray, o() gives the fraction scattered per unit
length per unit solid angle in the direction
from the ray (independent of the azimuthal angle around
the ray).
Let S denote spherical harmonics of 0:

n

f

2n+l

-f

hS
0(1)

Pn (cosP) dw,,

(2)

.sphere

where Pn is the Legendre polynomial.
tering constant S :

Let a denote the total beam attenuation rate, and a the total scat-

a - a + a, s - S 0,

(3)

so that the power lost from a collimated beam of light in the r direction is dP -

-aPdr, and P -

P exp(-ar).

The angular distribution of light, i.e. radiance L, is in general a function of time, measurement position r, and direction of observation 0. It gives power per steradian in direction Q per unit
area perpendicular to Q. In our case, L(t,r,0)--L(z,e,o)
since we specialize to the case in which L
is
Lm independent of t, x, and y, and Q is specified by spherical angles, which permit expansion in harmonics
n

(ln-m)l Lm()pm(coae) cos

2

(z8n

4Ym 25n (n+m)!

m

Lm(z)
where 2

m

-J
-

n

L(z,e,4?)Pm(cose)
cos mo dw,
n

nphere

l,

m- 0

_2, m > 0,

dw

-

o,(

n

(5)

sine de d•

Here we have assumed that
is measured from a plane of symmetry; for asymmetric cases, terms in sin SO
must be included. In terms of these harmonics, the well-known Boltzmann equation for radiative transfer is
(n-m+l) La
+ (n-t) L' ' + (2n+l) A L ,
(6)
n+1
n-1
Ann
where L' denotes dL/dz, L_

1

0, and
An

a-Sn

A0

a,

A- - o.

(7)
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The two limits follow from Eq. (3) and S.- 0; the latter in turn follows from Eq. (2). A later discussion
shows that A may be interpreted more or less as the decay rate of the nth harmonics L (z). The limit A.
= a means thrt high harmonics decay at the same rate as a collimated beam. However, far moderate values
of n the harmonics are unaffected by scattering angles less than the size of their lobe structure, and so
the decay rate A is correspondingly less.
n

The form of Eq. (6) obviously suggests an exponential
-kz
C- en
n

solution:
(8)

Substitution gives
(n-m+l) dn

+ (n+mC 1 -

(2n+l) (An/k),

(9)

where C 1 E 0. This equation couples different values of the subscripts, but the superscript m IL the
same throughout. For this reason we shall omit m in nearly all the equations that follow with the understanding that everything except A and z depends on m. Equation (9) is an eigenvalue equation for the
decay rate k. Solutions of interest have positive k (so that L(-) - 0) and eigenvectors C (with elements
C ) such that C ---0 as n---,.
In all cases, k is real (as can be proved by the standard method of
Anppendix A in Reference 9); i.e. there is no oscillating solution, which is fortunate because the search
for k described below would be difficult to implement in the complex plane. Moreover, the ith eigenvector
C() has i-l sign changes before decaying to zero (see Appendix C of Reference 9).
The best way to find the ith eigensolution is to choose an arbitrary normalization, say
C-,.. 1, guess a value for k , and iterate Eq. (9) as a recurrence relation in C until it is apparent
tWWC---b± -, which merely inhicates that the guess for k was not exact. Next adyust the trial value of
ki.,smaller if C changed signs i times or more, larger if otherwise. Repeated trials using a suitable
search pattern converge on the critical eigenvalue such that C
-.
(There is considerable precedent
for truncating Eq. (9) by putting CN+l - 0 and solving as a fin
matrix eigenvalue problem, but this is
less accurate and more difficult.)
The general solution of Eq. (6) is a linear combination of eigensolutions:
L(z)

s

BiC()

exp(-ki z),

(10)

where L (like C) denotes a column vector of components L . There are two problems in using this result.
First, it requires a large number of eigensolutions, paricularly with collimated illumination that requires many spherical harmonics. Unless o() contains unusual off-axis peaks, Ln (z) merely decays quite
uneventfully and should be expressable in only one or two terms.
iThe

JLn(oe,0)

second problem with Eq. (10) concerns boundary conditions. At z = 0, the incident light
is given. Actually L
denotes light barely inside the scattering medium since surface effects
(refraction, reflection, roughness) are not khe subject of this paper. However, there is additional backscattered radiance (diffuse reflection) L
that complicates the initial values because it is not given,
but rather is part of the solution:
Lin
back
L(0,e, ) = L:n(8,0) + L
(6,0).
(Ii)
In these terms, the surface boundary condition is
Lback0(,)

,

(12)

< 7/2,

which is not easy to apply in terms of spherical harmonics because these functions are orthogonal on the
whole sphere, not the hemisphere of Eq. (12). Reference 2 discusses conventional solutions to this problem, Section 2 gives ours.
The condition at the far boundary is simple for an optically thick medium, namely L(-) = 0,
which is already satisfied by choosing positive k for Eqs. (8) and (10). For finite thickness Z we would
have L(Z,6,O) - 0, 1/2 < 6 5T.

The following two sections describe our technique for simplifying the problems just described,
the boundary condition in Section 2 and the complexity of Eq. (10) in Section 3.
2. DIFFUSE REFLECTION FROM THE BOUNDARY
In this section we find the boundary values Ln(O) given the !_-ident light Lin . This accomplishes two things. First, it gives the diffuse reflection Lback by Eq. (0
4thout the necessity for
finding the Interior solution for all z. Second, it facilitates the interio solution also by supplying
the initial values for the differential equation, Eq. (6).
The index i in the general solution, Eq. (10), can be assigned in any way, so let positive i
denote eigenfunctions with positive k, and negative I denote negative k. Segregating these terms in separaLe sums gives
L(z)

-

BiC(i)exp(-kz) +i

- )
B_- IC( i exp(+Ik iIz).

(13)

As mentioned before, a valid solution requires that the second sum vanish, i.e. all coefficients B
- 0,
because the positive exponentials violate the boundary conditions as z-31.
However, Eq. (13) shois the
second sum anyway,so that we can discuss an iterative solution in which these invalid eigenfunctions
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represent the residual error.
We use the transform L
of the incident light as an initial guess for the surface value
L(O), which simply neglects Lback, Eq. (11). Putting this guess in Eq. (13) with z = 0 determines the
set of expansion coefficients BI end B i:
L(0) % L

in

BC

+BiC(i)

•

(14)

Now the second sum, i.e., B., does not vanish because the eigenvectors C
comprise part of the complete
set for expansion of any aiitrary vector, i.e., Lin in our case. If we krl to compute this expansion explicitly, we could improve the estimate of L(O) by merely omitting the invalid second sum. However, we do
not expand explicitly, and so we eliminate these terms in another way. We develop a set of matrix annihilatLion operators N(i) that eliminate the ith vector from a sum but have not other effect:
i
J
(i)is
N (i)C ) - (I1 ( ij)Cj I
,i =J
Thus successive applications of N(_I), N (2),
valid initial vector
L(()

(

etc. improve the estimate of L(0) until it converges to a

(16)

-3)N(-2)N(_))L

which includes diffuse reflection missing from the initial guess Lin. This equation describes a vital
step in our computations, which require explicit expressions for Ni that we develop shortly.
But why form a valid solution by annihilating invalid eigenvectors instead of building it up
from valid ones? The answer lies in convergence rates. The number of annihilation operations required
is comparable with the number of spherical harmonics contained in the diffuse reflection, which is
typically small since backscatter is broad and featureless from multiple scattering events. By contrast,
collimated incident illumination requires many harmonics. Furthermore, when the medium has absorption,
the backscatter is small in comparison with incident illumination. Thus any error caused by terminating
the annihilation operations is an error in the small backscattered part of the light field and not an
error in the large incident illumination.
The annihilation operators are clearly necessary to produce a valid solution, but are they
sufficient to satisfy the boundary condition? From the example in Section 5, it appears that they are
(the very small error that could result from terminating the sequence of annihilations). However, we are
not convinced that this holds in general and suspect that the operations alter the boundary condition in
a benign way: the solution obtained is a valid one in which the incident light differs slightly from
the intended distribution. That is, L(0,6,0) derived from Eq. (16) differs from Lin(O,0) in the hemisphere e < n/2. Further analysis and computations for cases with less absorption and more backscatter
may clarify this point. At worst, one or two iterative adjustments may be required to find the initial Lin
that gives the desired solution. However, consider the practical case in which the boundary is also a refractive discontinuity where Fresnel reflection returns a portion of the backscatter into the medium. This
case requires iterative tinkering with the boundary values anyway, and so the problem with the operators
causes little or no additional labor.
To d relop the annihilation operators, Eqs. (15) and (16), we first define a row vector
of elements
(2n+l)A (-m)!C

-

"n

"

(17)

"n' '-m-! n.

When they are properly normalized, the C(i) form an orthonormal set such that
-C

C

(I) (j)

-6(18)
ij ,

as proved in Appendix B of Reference 9. Now the required operator is
__

N~~(i)
N(I = IC-

(i)
) c(1)
C

,(

(19)

because
N)C
M

=C(j)

C(i) (C(i)C(j))

-

C(j) - C(i) 6 ij

(1

[compare Eq. (15)].
To complete the theory we need the invalid eigenvectors C
to substitute in Eq. (19) and
then use in Eq. (16). For each positive eigenvalue ki, there corresponds i negative one -ki whose eigenvector consists of the elements (-I)n Cn(_I). This is evident from Eq. (9) because the sign change in
alternate Cn cnacels the sign change in . Thus the invalid eigenvecotrs have components
Cn(_i) - (-1)nC(L), ki
In summary, the iterative
Ci, which goes into Eq. (19) for the
vilus L (0). These may be used in Eq.
solving For radiance in the interior of

-ki .

(20)

method described following Eq. (9) gives C(4 , and Eq. (20) gives
annihilation operator. Equation (16) then a6pplies the initial
(4) to find the angular distribution of backscatter without ever
the scattering medium.
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3. INTERIOR SOLUTION
Having established the boundary values L (0), we can readily evaluate the coefficients B needed for the
general solution, Eq. (10), inside the scattering medium. Using the orthogonality propekty, Eq. (18),
and Eq. (10) at z - C, we have
BBi

C(i
()L(O).

(21)

This is quite practical for deep penetration where only a few of the lowest eigenfunctions survive, but
for shallow penetration the required number of eigenfunctions is excessive.
We use the first eigenfunction explicitly and lump all the others into a second exponential
term that represents them approximately:
(22)

Ln(z) - B1 Cn( 1 )exp(-klz) + Qnexp(-qnZ).
Obviously, two or more eigenfunctions would give greater accuracy.
the n coefficients:
Qn - Ln(O)-

Evaluation at z - o readily gives

B1 Cn(1 ).

(23)

Matching first derivatives of Eq. (22) at z = 0 determines the decay rates qn.
derivative,

Let

n denote the negative

X 2 - L'(O)
n
n

(24)

qn

(25)

and then
(An - k, B1 Cn(l))/Qn"

The A must be evaluated from the basic differential equation, i.e. Eq. (6), which gives a recurrence
formula for Am:
n
m
(n-m+l) Am
+ (n-m) A
- (2n+l) A Lm(O),
(26)
n+l
Xnnn
with Am
- 0 Evaluation Is perfectly straightforward for the series in which n - m is odd, which beM-i
gins by putting n - m in Eq. (26):
m

The series in which n

Lm(O).
m+l - (2m+l)Amm
m is even causes a minor problem.

(27)

When we attempt to find the first member by
m
m
putting n - m+l in Eq. (26), we find an equation that has two unknowns, A and A
, and thus fails to
start the series. Instead, one must begin with the asymptotic value for Targe nmAiscussed in the next
section (Eq. (33)1:
-

Am = Lm(O)A sece Pm(cose )
n
n
n
on
o

(28)

and iterate backward until n - m. In practice, one watches the convergence of the odd series going up
in n, and uses this as an interpolation guide to find a starting value for the even series.
In summary, the A's gives the q's, [Eq. (25)], the q's complete Eq. (22) for the harmonics,
and finally the harmonics are transformed back to radiance, [Eq. (4)]. Practical computations run quickly
using the recurrence relation for associated Legendre functions:
.

~n+l (x)
4.

- (nm)m
n2~~xmx

~

(n-m+l)

,(29)

(x)

SMALL ANGLE SOLUTION

Consider a collimated beam of light at normal incidence on the plane surface of a medium with small-angle
scattering such that cosO = 1 is an acceptable approximation. Then instead of Eq. (6), Boltzmann's equation for radiative transfer becomes [Wang and Guth (1951)].
L' + A L
n
nn

-

0--* L (r) - L (O)e'Afr

(30)

L
n

(31)

n

n

Because of axial symmetry, we have
symmetric:

(r)

- o, all n.

If, in addition, the light is perfectly collimated, L is a delta function in solid angle, and Eq. (5) gives
perfect collimation:
otherwise, Ln(O) gradually decays for large n.

Ln (0) - 1, all n ;

(32)

2-5
Now suppose that the surface is tilted by an angle G , as shown in Fig. 1, while keeping
the 0 = 0 axis aligned with the light source, not perpendicular to the surface. For 0 sufficiently small,
it is clear that the small path changes Ar << i/a make little difference, and so the solution is still valid. (However, the irradiance is now cosO instead of 1, and note that r - z sec6 ). All high harmonics,
say n > 20, arise from small angle peaks,say 6 < /20 - 90, and are much more easily computed with the
axis tilted to point at the light source, because the asymmetric terms vanish
[Eq. (31)]. This is a great
saving in the number of harmonics required, of the order N instead of N2 , where N may be as large as 100
for a few degrees of angular resolution.
To match the small-angle solution to the large-angle solution at some value of n, say 20,
we need to rotate the origin of 6 back to the z axis (Fig. 1). The addition theorem of spherical harmonics accomplishes this with the result that
O(z) = P m(cos0o) exp(-Anzsec6o)L(0).
n

n

(33)

0

This independent exponential decay of each harmonic is reminiscent of small-angle theory
using Fourier transforms in which each spacial frequency decays exponentially [Wells (1969), Yura (1971)
and Arnush (1972)]. The connection between the two follows from the following limit of Legendre functions
for large n and small 0:
-

n

(nh)'!

(nA)-mJm[(nA)61]

(n-m)!

The Bessel function in turn represents Fourier transofrms expressed in polar coordinates.
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5.

As an example we choose the
scattering function shown in Fig. 2. This
results in moments S and A in Figs. 3 and
4; see Eqs. (2) and ?7). 1e take equal absorption and scattering constants a - a = 0.5;

Table 1.
First Three Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues

k20.6742

kt=0.5886

C"(

o

1.0000

7
2
3

.4721

4
6

1.0000

.7416
.3836
.032

.6591

.65
268)

-. 1170

.3196

-237:

-.

654

We assume that the incident

.2060
.1280

-.
405
,
-,.4;

37
-... 31"'1

-. 21
-074b
.0967
.097

light is perfectly collimated, which generates an infinite number of high harmonics.
To keep the example simple otherwise, we
choose normal incidence so that only the
harmonics of the incident light are the
same as Eqs. (31) and (32);

7

(), 7o

8

.050
.0257
.0474

-. 4 .!
-.418
-. 37127
-. 2 71

.r078
.000,2

-.
-. 2294
1709

.0042

-. 1705

14
15

.0010
.04

16
1

.0 U015

-. 08A
-. 08 7
-. 0o I0,7
-. 0218
-.016?
-. 0106
-.00)67

9
90

11
12

13

.00007
.00004
.00002

18

19
20

.7774
.383)
.3
.3714.
.3 11n

L

.2 'I

n

L

0

1.0

1.00336

2
3

7.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

99714
1.00222

1

N

7-1)78

I
N(-2) (-I)n"
o

(-31N(-

.99841

.99839

1.00108

1.00094

Lm
n

O(z) = 0,

(34)

all n

by the means explained fol-

lowing that equation. Results appear in
Table 1 for the first three positive k solutions. We form the annihilation operators,
Eqs. (17), (19), and (20), and operated in
n
L(Eq. (34)], with the first three to find
the boundary values in (Eq. (16)]. Convergence of the process is apparent in Table 2.
Computation of the radiance at z-0 [Eq. (4)]
shows that the boundary condition in Eq. (12)
remains quite well satisfied.
L in

L(0,10*)

8

= 8 x 10 6 , L(0,30*) -

7 x 10 6

L(0,600 ) - 6 x 10 - 6 .

1.00402

1.00393
.99672
1.00243

1,

Eq. (9),

9problem,

2 )N(-

=

We solved the eigenvalue

.7524
1

in>0
(0)

n

.2007
.1940

Table 2.
(Fast) Convergence of Annihilation Operators

n

The sharp forward peak in a re-

quires many harmonics and causes A to increase slowly and smoothly to its Timit A =
'
a = 1. The broad backscatter peak, o( 18 0 )
in Fig. 2, causes the slight offset of even
and odd Sn and A n (Figs. 3 and 4), since P
P (cos 180_) - p(-)
- C.i).
n
1
n

Canl

1.0000

.9494

thus a = 1.

k,.O. 730

c (2)

)

EXAMPLE

.99666
1.,. 246
.99840
1.00091

Equation (22)

gives the har-

monics as a function of depth inside the

ccattering medium. The parameters for that
equation appear in Table 3, except for Cn(l)
in Table 1. (Equation (23) gives Qn, and
Eqs. (22) through (28) give qn.)
Note that
Qn is negative for harmonics of low degree,
which means that their decay rate -L^/L increases with z. To understand this, consider
Lo . Since it includes all light regardless
of direction, its decay depends on absorption
a, not scatter, and so -L'/L = <a secO>, just
the decay rate along each ray average over
the radiance distribution. Near the surface,

Table 3.
Computed Parameters for the Example

. 0sec
2
3
4
5

6

7
9

17.70.0
.9967

.58 00
.5971
.6147
.6280
.6401

1.99874
1.0o9q

.6617

.61

.6I)

72

.SM84
.6362

.6402

13

.07
I'lI.0,)r.7
.1i77

.7764
.7213
.7279

.732
.2387

20

-

.9996

10
1

74
73
16
77
79
19

1.0025

.S0

.79
.2 1
.4.9%9

1.Donn
1.0000

.0372

.999

.999

The final step is the trans-

form in Eq. (4) that gives radiance L(z,O).
Results appear in Figs. 5 and 6. The former
shows L versus a with discrete 8 as parameter;
the latter gives polar plots of L versus 0 at
discrete otz.
The straight dashed lines in

.601,.
.79,1.
.671,

.U77
.,6,.9
. ",
7 1
.. 87f

7.00o

-L/L > a.

.692
. 6"
.65,7
.6193
.69i 7

.0 1 7

1,0
.9999
l. 000)

- I for incident light, but secO < 0 for
backscatter, and so -I.'/L < a. Deep in the
medium, most of the light propagates in the
forward hemishpere where secO > 1, and so

.6498
.601

.7
- .7(78
- .)qI

.5000
.155
.564

.A

1.9

.,,."

..,00o

.o06

.1601
1.970o
7.1n97
0

37'6

7.000)7

7.0,;90

.970
.909

1.0000

.o000o

.7.W6
.;''I

Fig. 5 show the absorption decay rate a for
comparison. From i0* to 60, the radiance
decays slower than a because the central core

...- 2
.7n,,i

,9,,

.7n
.729

of slightly scattered light feeds light into

.777
.73P

this angular range faster than angular scatter removes it. Figure 6 shows a poor result
near z - 0, 8 - 90*. The dashed line is an
estimate of the correction. The use of only
three annihilation operators did not produce
enough harmonics of backscatter to follow the

1 " 2,45

sharp discontinuity at 90*, and this glitch
persists to some depth.

Otherwise the re-

sults are quite good.
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I~~1

- -
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The dashed curves in

Fig.

-

-

6 and on the left of Fig.

--

"-

'

.r

5 show our best estimate of the cor-

The approximations we
to greater depth.
rect radiance calculated for shallow penetration and extrapolated affect
the results for small z, and so we
made, expecially ]imiting Eq. (16) to three operators, primarily
This
penetration.
shallow
for
only
valid
is
that
have compared to a quas-sngle-scatter approximation
uses a forward-scatterng parameter that is (neceserlov [1968], as modified by Gordon [1973,
theory by
Within this limitation, the results agree with ours except for the glitch
sarily) defined imprecisely.

near 90 .
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GREEN'S FUNCTION CALCULATION OF THE EFFECTS OF THE
AIR/WATER INTERFACE ON OPTICAL PROPAGATION
R. F. Lutomirski and D. E. Snead
Pacific-Sierra Research Corporation
1456 Cloverfield Boulevard
Santa Monica, California 90404
SUMMARY
A Green's function formulation has been developed for the propagation of radiance in forward scattering
media. The method is used to compute the underwater downwelling radiance and irradiance distributions from
a laser source impinging on the ocean surface from above. Calculating the second moment of the irradiance
generates an analytic expression for the underwater scintillation in terms of the wave curvature statistics
at the surface.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The goal of our analysis is to derive approximate closed-form analytic expressions for the radiance distribution and the irradiance fluctuations over a plane at depth z beneath the water resulting from spatially
coherent radiation (a laser beam or the sun) incident on the surface from above. The technique proposed is
essentially a bookkeeping scheme that keeps track of the radiance as it propagates through the planes of
interest. The propagations from the air/water interface down to depth are tracked by means of a Green's
function.
The technique in principle allows calculation of the radiance distribution for an arbitrary specification
of the wave slope as a function of position on the surface. Averaging over the slope distribution yields
the long-term average radiance at depth; calculating the second moment of the irradiance generates an
analytic expression for the scintillation in terms of the wave curvature statistics at the surface.
2.

ANALYSIS

Figure 1 shows the principal planes at which the radiance is computed. The radiance just above the surface
is represented as the product of two terms: an irradiance term I Jependent on position in that plane I(r'),
and a ray term R(k) dependent on the distribution of ray angles at Lhat point. If the initial irradiance
distribution is Gaussian over a plane inclined at angle 80 with respect to the zenith (the primed system),
then we ean represent the radiance f over a horizontal plane just above the surface by
+-

+
I+R
TV

(1)

,

where
+

I(,y)

=

Lexp(Y

~2++

2T2

2

C 2

co

2a02

80

)

Co

(2

os0(2

and
.
R+ fi(k )6(k - sin 0
in 0)
x
y

(3)

In Eqs. (2) and (3), we use cartesian coordinates x, y, z, with z denoting depth in the water
the projections of unit vectors along the x and y directions, respectively; a is the stc
the Gaussian spot; and 6 is the Dirac delta function.

so ky

If we use N(x, y) to denote the upward unit vector normal to the ocean surface at the
terms of the local slope component; mx, my we have

y, then

-(1+ m

kx are

-iation

ii.

+ mT

Using Snell's law, it can be shown that the transformation of the

e

below-surface values K is given by

k - n{1 - (N • K)_ - NI(N ")
where n

I I II

-

4/3.

2

_ (1 - 1/.

}

,

(5)

To first order in mx, my, Eqs. (4) and (5) combine to yield

II

n(Kx - mx) ,

kx

-

k

- n(Ky - umy) .

.. . y

y

(6a)

.
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The term
U(eo) - 1

-

(sin 8oln)

2

= (1/n) cos

e0

- 1/4 is a reasonable approximation out

is a downlink coupling factor plotted in Fig. 2. Note that A(O)
to 20 deg.
The radiance just beneath the ocean surface is then

(7)

f-I R
where
Tf(e 0 )1+

I-

(8)

(Tf being the Fresnel transmission coefficient) and
R-

6(K

-tmy)6(K. - ix - sin 80 /n)

(9)

will vary within position (x, y) on
is the ray angle distribution at (x, y). The slope components m ,
the surface. After the radiance just beneath the surface f- is specified, the radiance over a plane at
depth z beneath the surface may be calculated using the Green's function g, derived in the Appendix. The
form of the Green's function, which allows us to compute the differential configuration from f- to the
radiance at a point (x, y) at depth z, (r, z), and ray direction K, is shown in the Appendix to be
df(r, K)

=

f(r', K')g(r -

'

-

zK', E - K') d 2 r' d 2K'

(10)

,

and the total radiance of r, z in the direction K is shown to be

f (, )

f]ff-(r',

')g(r

-

K - K
!S

'-

d

2

r' d2K'

.

(11)

The Appendix derives the relationship between the Green's function g, the diffuse attenuation coefficient
and scattering coefficients, the range, and the voluime scattering functions. Asymptotic forms are also
presented there for certain regions of parameters--in particular, the extinct component--valid for short
ranges; and for the multiply scattered component, valid only in an asymptotic sense of many scatterings.
In principle, Eq. (11) completes the solution to the downlink problem in the small-angle scattering
approximation. The extent to which the magnitudes of the surface slope mx, my are known, and vary with
position x, y, can be inserted into Eq. (7) for f-, and the extent to which the volume scattering functions
2
of the water are known can be used to determine the Green's function g. The radiance (W/m /sr) at the
all
incident
directions
K' and surface
K
can
be
found
by
integrating
over
point (r, z) in the distribution
2
positions r'. Further, the radiance (W/m ) at the point (r, z) can be found by integrating fz over all K.
In particular, integrating both sides of 7q. (11) over K yields

Iz(W) -ff..(r, K) d2K -

f-(r', K')G(r - r' - WE')d2

d2V

(12)

where
G(r -

r' - K'

( -

=

z

, K - K') d2 K

(13)

is a pseudo-Green's function that ,-rectly relates the irradiance at r, z to the radiance C(r', K') just
beneath th. surface at depth.
The advantage of this formulation, as in all Green's-function-type solutions, is the separation of the
geometry of the problem (which is the spatial extent and form of the radiance distribution f-) from the
propagation problem (which is defined by either g or G, which in turn determines how elements of f- contribute to the radiance or irradiance, respectively).
3.

SLOPE-AVERAGED IRRADI.

All the slope variations in .me appear only in the values for the radiance at the underside of the surface
f- and not in the Green's function g, whi " depends on the scattering properties of the water. Hence, we
down to depths to obtain f usi-, the same Green's function.
can propagate the slope-averaged radianc,
Z
slopes,
Assuming a normal distribi on for the wb

pmy)

2

x2
20

/

where a2 is the slope variance, assumed equal in the x and y directions.

"t

(14)

Then
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[(K

~

~T(I0

-

2
sin 8 /n) + K2

0(15)

___-_

F

I- R_ p(mx,m ) dm

dm

-2T(e

If 21--

exp2
m
I

0

2
21122
m

]15

is the slope-averaged radiance just beneath the surface. Convoluting with the Green's function and carrying out the integration yields approximate expressions for the slope-averaged underwater radiance and
irradiance distributions.
The irradiance can be shown to be

Co

z )2wAxAy

2

exp

2A

2A 2

/

(16)

where
Tf(e 0 ) exp (-Kz sec 81)

__

z

is the total power reaching depth z.
diffuse attenuation coefficient, and

2

1 +cz

(17)
-1

In Eq. (17), 81

sin

(sin 60 /n) is the refracted angle, K is the

(18)

2 =(Om)2 + sz2/6
where s is the scattering coefficient and 6R is the RMS single scattering angle.
ance of the irradiance distribution
2

A=x

(z sec8

2
a a sec

2

0 +

Then the spatial vari-

1 )2

A y - Ax with 01

,
12 '
0
1 + KZ sec81

0 ,1

(19)

and
x

-

zI sin

1 + Kz$

(
(20)

2

Analogous expressions can be derived for the slope-averaged ray direction distribution. These are also
algebraic and in closed form, but are rather lengthy and beyond the scope of this paper.
Figures 3 through 5 plot iso-irradiance contours resulting from a Gaussian beam of a - 2 m inclined at an
angle of 30 deg (in air) at the air/water interface. In Fig. 3, the incident angle Is 30 deg and the contours are 10 dB apart, with the irradiance increasing as one approaches the surface. The results 5are 2
normalized to 1 W (CW) incident on the ocean surface. Figure 4 plots the variation of the I - 10- W/M
-4
2
contour with incident angle 0.
For 00 = 30 deg, Fig. 5 plots the variation of the I - 10
W/m contour
with RMS slope variation ax.v. It should be emphasized that, owing to the asymptotic form of the Green's
function used in the calculation, these results hold only in the limit of many scatterings.
4.

IRRADIANCE FLUCTUATIONS DUE TO AIR/WATER INTERFACE

Wave curvature can produce speckle patterns--such as observed on the bottom of swimming pools--by focusing
and defocusing the incident radiation. Ovez the relatively shallow depths in which this phenomenon is
observed, one can use the extinction form of the Green's function given in Eq. (A.1Ob). Substituting that
expression into Eq. (13) yields, for the pseudo-Green's function,

G(r -

r' - zK') - e-az

/62

2

2

"Q

2

- z(K - K')]6 (K - V') d K - e z 6 (r - r' - zK')

[r - r' - W

,

(21)

where a = a + a is the extinction coefficient (a being the absorption coefficient). This equation simply
restricts the radiance to propagate along straight lines. For the following example, we assume solar illumination with I+ - constant and vertical incidence (80 - 0). Then Eq. (21) implies
I

I+Tf(80) e-azS
tdx' dK;,6[Kx, - Pmx(x')]6(x - x' - zK')

X,iSdy'dK,6K',
yf

I+Tf(e 0) e-zf

y

,ix-

(y')]6(y

-,

-

y' - zK',)

y

y

X' - Uzmx(x')l dx'f61Y - y' - UZmy(y')] dy'.

(22)

For small curvatures, the 6 function integrals can be evaluated to yield

1 I+Tf (0)

-..
z

+I
1
1 -

T-.7

1+112.''
y

(23)

3-4
where the curvatures a, a are evaluated just abov, the observation point..
y
= I+T f(8 o) ea

1 - wmz(a+

For

Mn, <
y

uxma,

)))

(24)

Bence, we have
a z

61I(x, y) - -I+Tf(8o)
z

Ujs(R' + a') •
x
y

(25)

If we assume the x and y curvatures to be uncorrelated, then the variance of the irrEdiance fluctuations
at a point is given by
(SI1z)
2-[I

e

+Tf

[ (a )7 + T_7(26)

2(zZ)

Nov the average irradiance decays as the diffuse attenuation coefficient K. Hence, the normalized standard
deviation of the fluctuations is
'I

.

_

Y4

z

Z

2 +

-K

(27)

(7

+0

where
2
(m')
x

02
cx
x

and

02
cy

y

()2

are the variances of the component curvatures of the waves.
It follows from Eq. (25) that, for uncorrelated slopes,
61 (X )61z(X 2 )

RI(x

I

- x2 ) -

zl

z2

R ,(x,

x

(28)

.

621 z
Hence, the correlation function of the underwater speckle pattern is equal to the correlation function of
the wave curvature. Both the speckle pattern and the normalized standard deviation decay exponentially
with depth, as exp [-(a - K)zJ.

APPENDIX
GREEN'S FUNCTION FOR MULTIPLE SCATTERING
The present model is based on finding the Green's function g(r, z, K, r', 0, K') for the radiance existing
at the point r, z (where r is transverse to z) and arriving in the (transverse) direction K because a point
source at (r', 0) is emitting flux in the direction K'.
In the small-angle scattering approximation, and neglecting absorption in the medium, the equation for the
transport of radiance f is

30

_

-of + s

d2K

'

S(K - K')f(r', z, K')

(A.1)

,

subject to the specification of f on the plane z - 0: fo(r, K) f(r, 0, K). In Eq. (A.1), u - a + s is
the extinction coefficient (where a is the absorption coefficient), a is the scattering coefficient, and
S is the volume scattering function.
The complete solution is then given by Eq. (9) of Arnush [1972]:

(2w)4 J
()w-

f(r, z,

d2

d2

eFi('-r-r

K)Fo(7, , + zS)G(7, 1)

,

(A.2)

where

r
G(y,

)

-

exp

) .ffd

F

-az +s

z
f
0

2

r

r d2 K -i(-T-'K)F0(r

1

d&Q(O + &I)

-

exp

-az + sz

K)

1

1
f
0.

duQ(

+ uzy)

(A.3)

(A.4)
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and

Sf(K) e-

K

2d fS(K)J0 (OK)K dK

(A.5)

is the Fourier transform of the scattering function.
If we define
2
(21T)

g(r,K)

/

(

8

)•i(X

'r+

'

) d1

d

2

,

(A.6)

then substituting Eqs. (A.3) and (A.6) into Eq. (A.2) and inverting the order of integration yields
f(r, z,

',

f0(

K')g(

-

r' - zK', K - K') d 2 r ' d2K

'

(A.7)

which is the Green's function solution of the problem.
In the general case, the prescription for computing the Green's function g is to
1. Find the Fourier transform of the volume scattering function [Eq. (A.5)].
2. Integrate and exponentiate the Fourier transform [Eq. (A.4)].
3. Find the inverse transform [Eq. (A.6)].
To obtain approximate expressions for g, we observe from Eq. (A.4) that, because Q(O)
1, G(O, 0) = 1, and
1
JO( -) - 0, then Q(-) - 0 and G(-, )
G(y, ) e-s z . The behavior of G(1, g) about g(0, 0) is obtained by
expanding the Bessel function in Eq. (A.5):
B2K2 +

Q()

-

dK 21rK S(K)

1R

i---j--+...

. 1 - ----+

,

for

1

R

(A.8a)

0
where
68R2

f

S(K)2,K 3 dK

dK

,S(2rKf

(A.8b)

I

is the mean square scattering angle and OR - (K2 ) is the RMS scattering angle. These expressions become
clear if we recognize that 27rKdK is the small-angle approximation to 27 sin 8 dO.
Substituting Eq. (A.8) into Eq. (A.4), we obtain in the limit of many scatterings (sz >> 1)

GI(y,
G 2 =e

B) - exp
-

-

-4

[(82 + z8- •

+ z2Y2/3)

.-1
<< (8Rz vs/-

(A.9a)

otherwise .(A.9b)

,

Then, substituting Eq. (A.9) into Eq. (A.6), the Green's function becomes

--

7T s z eR
2-a
- e-a

sze R

62(r _ zK)62 (K) ,

-2

2]

r >>
K>-

RZ sz
RAz

otherwise

.

(A.lOb)

Equation (A.lOa) propagates the multiply scattered wave (in the limit of many scatterings), and Eq. (A.10b)
propagates the extinct component of the irradiance, both for a source with r' - 0, K' - 0.
In addition to the small-angle scattering, there will be absorption and large-angle scattering. The portion
of the volume scattering function corresponding to angles greater than 90 deg will contribute very little to
the flux in the forward direction, and thus appears much like an effective absorption coefficient for propagation in the forward direction. It is customary to incorporate both effects into a diffuse attenuation
coefficient (called K in our analysis). Experiments suggest that K can frequently be approximated by the
sum of the absorption coefficient and one-sixth of the scattering coefficient.
The portion of the volume scattering function that is less than 90 deg, but greater than, say, 30 deg (where
the small-angle absorptions we have used break down) , cannot really be treated by the methods outlined above;
so the full expression of Eq. (A.5) must be used.
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MULTIPLE SCATTERING EFFECTS ON OPTICAL PROPAGATION
IN TURBULENCE AND PARTICLES
Akira Ishimaru
Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington 98195
U.S.A.

SUMMARY
In recent years, there has been considerable interest in the study of the propagation and scattering
characteristics of optical beams in fog and clouds. In contrast with the turbulence, the droplet sizes of
fog and clouds are comparable to a wavelength and the scattering is spread over wide angles. Therefore,
the wave transmission and scattering exhibit different characteristics depending upon whether the particle
sizes are smaller or larger than a wavelength. This paper discusses the following three solutions and
their limitations. The forward scatter approximation is used for large particles, while the diffusion
approximation is used for small particles. The radiative transfer can be used for all sizes. However,
solutions are available only for special wave types and medium geometries.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The propagation of optical beams in the turbulent atmosphere has been studied extensively in the
past and theoretical expressions for wave fluctuations, beam broadening, angular spectra, and pulse
broadening have been obtained. Since the turbulent eddy sizes are much greater than an optical wavelength,
all scattering takes place within a narrow forward angle and the angular broadening is very small. For
this reason, the forward scatter theory has been extensively used in the study of optical propagation in
turbulence. There have also been numerous experimental studies on the optical propagation in the turbulence and the results show good agreement with theoretical predictions. A short summary of these results
is given in [Ishimaru, 1981]. For the detailed account of this aspect of optical propagation, the
readers are referred to extensive literatures [Ishimaru, 1977, 1978a; Strohbehn, 1977; Tatarski, 1961,
1971; Uscinski, 1977; Fante, 1975, 1980; Barabanenkov et al., 1971; Prokhorov et al., 1975].
In recent years, there has been considerable interest in the study of optical beam propagation in
fog and clouds [Mooradian et al., 1979, 1980; Stotts, 1977, 1978; Danielson and Moore, 1969; Furutsu, 1980;
Ito and Furutsu, 1980; Bucher, 1973]. A major difference between this problem and the propagation in the
turbulence is that while the turbulence scale sizes are much greater than an optical wavelength, the
particle sizes are often comparable with a wavelength and the scattering is not always confined within a
narrow forward angle. We discuss three theories applicable to optical propagation in fog: the forward
scatter theory, the diffusion theory, and the radiative transfer theory. The range of validity of each
theory is discussed together with their limitations.
2.

OVERVIEW OF OPTICAL PROPAGATION IN FOG

Fog droplets are water or ice particles with size distribution which is usually within 100 um [Wellset
3
-3
(100 cm- ) and may vary
1979]. 3 The number density p may be typically 108 m
al. 1977;Mooradianetal.,
3
from 106 " 109 m- (I , 1000 cm- ). Maritime fog reported by Wells et al., [1977] has the number density
in the vicinity of Point Loma reported by
p = 0.975 x 106 m 3 at wind velocity V = 1 m/s. The fog
9 -3
Mooradian et al., [1979] has the density p = 0.53 x 10 m . The refractive indices of water at 200 C
are shown in Table I [Ray, 1972] and the scattering ys, absorption ya, and extinction coefficients yt as
functions of wavelength are plotted in Figures 1 and 2. They are delined as follows:
Ys =

f-as(D)n(D)dD

Ya = f' aa(D)n(D)dD

Yt

=

ys + Ya

(1)

where n(D)dD is the number of particles with sizes between D and D + dD, and os(D) and aa(D) are the
scattering and absorption cross-sections of a single particle respectively. Note that for X<lO um, the
scattering is dominant, while for X>1Ovm the absorption becomes more important. Figures 3 and 4 show the
2
2
scattering patterns ISli and IS2 1 of fog with size distributions reported by Mooradian et al., [1979]
scattering
amplitudes defined by Van de Hulst, [1957]. Note that at A = 0.5 um,
Sl
and
S2
are
the
where
the scattering pattern has a sharp forward peak while at X = 15 um, it exhibits a slow variation. In view
of these scattering patterns, we consider general characteristics of the optical scattering in fog in
terms of the forward scatter and the diffusion phenomena. At A = 0.5 pm, the particle sizes are large
compared with a wavelength and the scattering pattern is peaked in the forward direction and the forward
scatter theory similar to that used for the turbulence may be applicable. This is the case of optical
beam with blue-green wavelengths propagating in fog and clouds. Unlike the turbulence case, however, the
angular spread is not negligibly small and the effects of field-of-view of the receiver should be taken
into account. At X = 15 um, the particle sizes are small compared with a wavelength and the angular
spread of the incoherent intensity becomes broad. This is also characteristic of the diffusion phenomena
to be discussed later and therefore, it is expected that the diffusion phenomena dominate for the case of
small particles. We will discuss these two cases in more detail in the following sections. Completely
general formulations for particulate scattering are not available today. However, the radiative transfer
theory is considered as being closest to this general formulation, and we discuss this approach in later
sections.
3.

FORWARD SCATTER THEORY
At visible wavelangths, the scattering takes place mostly in the forward direction and therefore,
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the forward scatter theory developed for turbulence is applicable. However, the angular spread is still
not as small as in the turbulence case and therefore, approximations valid for turbulence may not be used
for particulate scattering.
Let us first consider a collimated beam propagating in fog (Figure 5). Following the analysis given
by Ishimaru, [1978a, p. 419], the power received by a receiver located on the beam axis and with the receiving pattern of expF-6 2 /e2] is given by

I'(L,i) =

- -

(2)

e2] d6

I(L) = fr(L,g) exp

fr(L,-d) exp(-ik-d i)dp d

where r(L,pd) is the mutual coherence function at two points separated by -d and at the distance L from
the transmitter. (See Figure 5.)
We, therefore, obtain

Jr(L, d) exp

I(L) : k

d

47

r(L,'d)

=

Pdj
a =

where

b

expd-ap2-bK2+C d.

.dZ

&I+

a +
a

K(Xpd,c)

=

I

(3)

kW2
0

0

H =

1

c

,

kW2]

o

-H

dL 'c

=

2W2

d

4

y fLdxK(x,Pd,-)
sd '
S

f'$(s)sds

0(s)[l-Jo(ksjPd+

x 1)]sds

B(s)= scattering pattern,

s = 2 sin

For turbulence, it is possible to approximately evaluate the integral for K since the scattering pattern
a(s) is limited within a small range of the angle e. This is not the case for particulate scattering and
some comparisons with experimental data show that more exact numerical evaluation of the integral gives a
good agreement and the approximations used for turbulence fail to agree with experimental data.
The scattering pattern 8(s) may be well approximated by the Henyey-Greenstein formula:

a(s)

(

(o)
[1 +8(
s)
2]

(4)

/2

s0
o

[

O(o)
0

+ _L)
0

For diffusion approximation to be discussed later, the constant so is related to the mean cosine
scattering pattern by the following:

So2

(5)

However, for the forward scatter theory, Equation (5) is not appropriate.
scattering pattern of large particles.
f(e)
where D

=

It should be related to the

[-;- - J1 (ka sin e)

2a is the diameter of the particle,

S2

of the

(6)

Comparing (6) with (4), we get approximately:

(7)

Even though the evaluation of (3) was made numerically giving a good agreement, it is convenient to
obtain an approximate solution to (3). For so << 1 and the following scattering pattern
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(8)

O(o)

O(s) =

n/2

[1 + ()2]
We get the following approximation for
H

H = aL + YsfLdxM(x,d)

(9)

n-2
+ i ~]
Mn-1
ks
[31o
d"
(n-2).
=

2

sin (nit[r(11)]

2

n-

'

T)
2
For Henyey-Greenstein formula, n = 3 and M becomes
Mso =d+

I

(10)

If B(s) is approximated by Gaussian function,

)

B(s) = s(o) exp(-

(11'

0

2

ks 2
M = (--#)
'pd + _

we get

(12)

An analytical solution for I(L) can be obtained using the approximation (12), though these tend to
underestimate the total received power. Using (12), we can evaluate (3) and obtain the following:
I(L) = F(L,Ys=O) exp(-ysL) + F(L,y s O) [l-exp(-ysL)] exp(-YaL)

[02/(1662)]
F(L,y)

r
t
2
A [B - (C /4A)]
2 = 2/(kW )2, and A = k2[

where o is the transmitter beamwidth given by
o

22

2
2O22
+ y
Y-L((kL)
,o_ L2

(13)
+

+

2L(_

+ Y

There are some definite limitations on the use of the forward scatter model. In the forward scatter
theory, the scattering must be confined within a small forward angle and the backscattering must be
negligibly small. This is true only for particles whose sizes are large compared with a wavelength and
for a relatively short distance where the large angle scattering is not taking place. The angular spread
0c is generally given by
Oc = s
Therefore, if

if -s < 1 , and
0

S (T )l/(n

ec

-

0Os

2) if Ts > 1

(14)

> 1,for the Henyey-Greenstein scattering pattern,

s

es = SoTs
and for the Gaussian pattern

e=

So

(15)

(16)

Ts

In general, e s = S Tp where 1 > p > ; . Equation (15) appears to be more reasonable in many practical
cases than (16). Equation (15) also shows that since the angular spread e cannot be too large, the
forward scatter theory is applicable only within the optical distance lmired by
Ts << _
< q < 2
(17)

soq
The pulse broadening is generally given by
Tc
-

U

2
= T0
= c..

If Ts < 1I
if

2

TC
an
and

TC

(T

-

-

T

2(S)2/(n-2)
8

,if Ts > 1.

(18)

For the Henyey-Greenstein case, this becomes

T1 - =T
' Ts
1/C)
87

>

(19)
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and for the Gaussian pattern, it is
Tc
TL-TCT
In general,

TC

S0T
8

>1I.(o

' s

(20)

S272P

L/CT=

(21)

2 > 2p > 1.

,

The angular spread e and the pulse broadening T/(L/C) are sketched in Figures 6 and 7. Note that
for fog particles at X = 8.5 pm, ka = 20 n and s = 3 x 10-2 from (7). Therefore, T << (33) q , 1 < q < 2
s
which covers most distances of practical interest in optical propagation in fog.
4.

DIFFUSION THEORY

As noted in Figure 6, the diffusion may be dominant if the particle sizes are small compared with a
wavelength even at a short optical distance. If the particle sizes are large compared with a wavelength,
the diffusion takes place at a relatively large distance. It should also be noted that the more scattering (ys > Ya) , the more predominant the diffusion becomes.
A diffusion theory was proposed by Ishimaru, [1978b] to explain the behavior of a short pulse. This
will be outlined in this section. Furutsu and Ito, [1980] also proposed a slightly different diffusion
theory.
The propagation characteristics of the wave in a random distribution of scatterers can be described
by the equation of transfer [Ishimaru, 1978a].
d I = -ytI + - fpI'da'

ds

(22)

t

4wr
where I( ,i) is the specific intensity and is approximately related to the mutual coherence function
r(F 1 ,r )
2
I( ,i) = fr(F 1 , 2 ) exp(iki.rd)drd

r(rIF

2)

= <u(F

l )u*(ir2 )>

r = (l/2)(FI+F

2)

and rd = rI-r

2

(23)

and U(FI) is the field at I.
The specific intensity I(Fi) may be expressed as a sum of the coherent and incoherent intensities.
(24)

I = Ic(coherent) + Id(incoherent)

In discrete scatterers, the incoherent (or diffuse) intensity Id tends to be spread out in all angles
and therefore, it is appropriate to expand Id in a series of Legendre functions:
I

Un(i)Pn(COs a)

=

(25)

where u is the angle between s and .he direction of the flux vector Fd.
constitutes the diffusion approximation:

Id = Ud +

-

The first two terms of (25)

(26)

Fd.s

where Udis the average diffuse intensity given by
U

4-

(27)

fldd

The differential equation satisfied by Ud has been obtained [Ishimaru, 1978a,b]
[V'. 3Ytrya]Ud =

Qo = 4

(28)

Y tr+Yt]Fi

where Fi is the incident coherent intensity and the mean cosine of the scattering pattern P and the
transport coefficient Ytr are defined by
-

= fp(o)cos e d+
fp(o)dw
P

Note also the optical distance

t

Ytr

(l
Ys
5P

) +

(29)
Ya

and the scattering distance Ts"
T = YtL and

Ts = ysL

(30,

In the above, we approximated the scattering pattern by a scalar function p(e). The more complete representation of the scattering pattern including the polarization effect requires the use of Stokes'
parameters and matrix formulations.
For the pulse propagation problem, the output pulse power P(t) is given by the Fourier integral:
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P(t)

= -

f

P(

.)e

' i

wt dw

(31)

where P(w) is the frequency spectrum. The received power P (w) consists of the coherent power P (.) and
the incoherent power Pi(w). The incoherent power in the diffusion approximation is given in terfs of the
spectrum of the average intensity Ud which satisfies the following equation:
3

[V-34tr-a]Ud
wherec tr

ytr-i

and

Qo
a

Qo

=

=

Y5

T

[Qtr+Pt)Fi(w)

(32)

a

The solutions to (32) and (31) have been obtained for a beam wave incident on a slab of scatterers
[Shimizu et al., 1979]. An experiment is conducted on the diffusion of a light beam. An optical beam
with a diameter of 0.766 mm is sent into a cylindrical volume with a length of 10 mm and diameter of 22 n
containing latex spheres of 0.481 im diameter in water. The volume densities of the particles are varied
from 10% down to 10-3%. The detector has the receiving area of 0.894 mm 2 , and the field-of-view can be
varied. The intensity is measured as a function of the radial distance from the beam axis. The measured
intensity is compared with the intensity calculated from (32) for the cw case and shows an excellent
agreement.
The backscattered pulse shape is calculated by taking the temporal Fourier transform (31). The experiment was performed using pico-second optical pulse [Shimizu et al., 1979]. Excellent agreements are
obtained between the theory and experimental results, not only in the pulse shape in time, but also in the
relative magnitudes of the pulses for different particle concentrations. It is noted that the transport
coefficient Ytr is an important factor characterizing the backscattered pulse.
5.

PLANE WAVE INCIDENT ON A SLAB OF SCATTERERS

One of the fundamental problems of optical propagation through fog and clouds is the transmission
and backscattering characteristics of a plane optical wave incident on a slab of random distribution of
scatterers. In this section, we examine this problem using the equation of radiative transfer. It should
be noted that the radiative transfer theory has been developed heuristically and its derivation from
Maxwell's equations has not been done to date. Nevertheless, the radiative transfer theory gives good
agreement with existing data and is considered as the best of available theories.
Let us consider a plane wave with arbitrary polarization incident on a slab in an arbitrary direction.
See Figure 8. We choose the x axis in the plane of incidence. In general, the scatterers can have
arbitrary shapes. The equation of transfer can be written in the following general form:
[I] = -[T] [I] +

.-

f[S]

[I'l dw' + [Ii]

(33)

where

(I
[I] =

2 = 4 x l incoherent specific intensity matrix

LV
[T] = 4x4 extinction matrix = [T.

[S] = 4x4 scattering matrix = [S. i, [1I] = 4xl incident specific

intensity matrix. Note that (1] is directed to n and [I'] is directed to n'. Note also that ds is the
differential distance along n and dw' is the differential solid angle in the direction A'. See Figure 9.
The Stokes parameters (il, 12' U, V) are defined as follows:
I = <E1 El*>,

12 = <E2 E2 *>,

U = 2 Re<E 1 E2*>,

V = 2 Im<EiE 2 *>

(34)

where El and E2 are the components of the electric field in the 6 and 0 directions respectively. We-now
examine the matrices IT], [S], and Jil.
5.1

Extinction Matrix (Ti

For spherical particles, the total cross-sections do not depend on the polarization of the incident
wave and therefore, the extinction matrix given in (33) is simply scalar. This is also true if the nonspherical particles are randomly oriented. In a general case, however, it should be a 4x4 matrix.
Consider a wave with the components E1 and E propagating in the direction A. The fields E, and E2
consist of the average (coherent) field <E > and E2> and the fluctuation (incoherent) field Elf and E21.
In general, as the coherent field propagatis, there are some depolarization effects due to the nonspheri cal
shape of the particles. We, therefore, write:
d [<E>] = [M] [CE>)

where

=

E

,

[M] = [Mij

] ,

(35)
ij, = 1,2

L<E2>1
In terms of Mij,

the extinction matrix [T] is expressed as follows (Ishimaru and Cheung, 1981]:

...........................................
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IT] =

2 Re M11

0

0
2 Re M21
-2 Im M21

2 Re M22
2 Re M12

Re M2 1
Re( M 1 +M22 )

2 Im M12

Im(M11 -M22 )

Re M12

Im M

2

1

-Im M2 1

(36)

-Im(M1 1 -M22 )

Re(M11 +M22 )J

The exact determination of the propagation matrix [Mij] has been investigated. However, at present,
this is still one of the outstanding problems. For low densities usually encountered in practice, the
matrix [MiJ] can be well approximated by the Van de Hulst formula. We define the scattering amplitude
matrix [fl of a single particle as:
eikR I
[E(fi)]
T-, f] [E(i')]
(37)

where

wher )

[E16a)l

=[E 2 (fil,

E(A ],I [f)f]
a' ff12(A~a
1
=frf1((A,',)
(,fi,).

[E(ii)]

=LE[2( 6 ,

21

22

Then [M] is given by:

[M] = EMo ] + [M')

,

EMo ]

[

[M A 1 00
= ik

0

0

[I]=i
[M=i

U

1

ofi1(o)
Pf121(o
°)

Pf12 (o)
Pf212
pf
2(° )

2
c

fl(o)

Pf12(o)

of21 (o)

Pf2 2 (0 )

M
= EM..)

,

38)
(38)

1

where ofi(o)
denotes the integration over the size distribution n(D).
1
Pfll (o) = J f11 (o)n(D)dD
(39)
Note that there are no contributions of [M ] to (36) and therefore, only the elements of [M'] are used in
(6).

If all the particles are spherical, 0 then the scattering matrix If] becomes diagonal:
Mll = M22 '

Ml2 = M21 = 0 .

(40)

Therefore, the extinction matrix can be replaced by the scalar extinction coefficient c.
c = pot = ro t(D)n(D)dD

(41)

where ur(D) is the total (extinction) cross-section of a single particle with size D and is given by

Imfll(0)

t
5.2

=

r

f 22 (°)

(42)

Scattering Matrix IS]

[

The scattering matrix IS] can be expressed in terms of the elements of the scattering amplitude
matrix If] in (5).

I

PlfIII 2
P if21 12

2Re(f 11 f21 *)

P11f12 12
if212

pRe(f 1 1 f1 2 *)
pRe(f 21 f22, )

p2Re(fl 2 f22 *)

p21m(f11 f21 *) p21m(f12 f22 *)

oRe(flf

22 *+f1 2 f 21 *)

PIm(f 11 f22 *+f1 2 f21*)

where p[ ] means the integration over the size distribution and p[

"pIm(f1 1 f12 *)
-pIm(f21 f22*)

1
(3

-pIm(f 1lf 22 *-f1 2 f21 *)
pRe(flf

22 *-f1 2 f21

= f IE

n(D)dD.

*)]

In general, fij depends on n,n', the polarization dependence of the scatterers. However, for
spherical particles, fij can be simplified considerably. Following Sekera, E1966], we write
f

= (9't)TI + (rr)T
2

f12 = -(rO)TI + (t{r)T
2
f21 = -(tr)T, + (rt)T
2
f22 = (rr)Tl . (t e)T2
1
with the following notations introuuced by Chandrasekhar, E1960],

el

LI
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+ Up' cos('-) ,
- j sin(o'-#) . (rr)= cos(o'-#)

= [(l-u2)(1-U'2)]

(Lr)-

i-'

. (r.L)

s n(#'-O)

.

(45)

and
x2
r 1-- xA
TrI(X) = Arr(X)

2
xArr(x)
1-X
T2(X) ' AL (x)
T

(x)

'

I-x 2
where x = cos

H = [(l-p2)(l-1-2)]J cos(o'-0) + u', ~ = cos 0, u' = cos e'. (e',.)and (e,) correspond
to the incident and scattered wave directions respectively, and H is the angle between the incident and
scattered waves. A
and Arr are functions of H , and they are related to the scattering functions S2
and SI respectively, used by Van de Hulst, [1957) for the Mie solution.
A
5.3

S2

and

Arr

(46)

1

Incident Intensity Matrix [Iil

We write Stokes' parameters for the incident coherent field <El> and <E2> as [inc (i)J s(n-i),
where 1 is the unit vector in the direction of the incident wave. We then get
[Ill

n 1S(n,i)][linc(1)]

(47)

In the next section, we examine several special cases.
6.

UNPOLARIZED WAVE NORMALLY INCIDENT ON A SLAB

In the preceding section, we presented general formulations of the radiative transfer for a plane
wave incident on a slab of scatterers. In this section, we examine the case of unpolarized waves. Other
cases including circular polarization and linear polarization can be otbained in a similar manner.
If the incident wave is unpolarized, their Stokes' parameters are given by

(48)

[linc] = Io1

where 10

=

I<E1>12

=

I<E2 >12 . The equation of transfer is then simplified to the following form:

dL['
I1
12

*

=

jI] +
+
12

4J d
J [SS211 s'I
2 Ii

di+j~~(9

e-T
F]~~L
F2

(49)

where I, and 12 are the incoherent specific intensities for the field component parallel and perpendicular
to the plane including the z-axis respectively. The scattering matrix elements Sij used in (49) are
normalized with respect to the extinction coefficient and are given by
21r
2

Sil

j2
o
0 9PIfl 1 (n,n')I d(

(50)

PCot
replaced by Ifl 2 1 2 , if 2 112 , and
Note also that we used the optical distance T defined by

Similarly, S12 , $21, and $22 are expressed in the same form with ifl
11
2

If2 2 1 respectively.

2

T = 00tZ
F1 and F2 are given by

(51)

pJA (p)12
FI =

A
Pa t

pJArr(U)1
and

F2

2

(52)

-

PC t

Note that 11 and 12 are the incoherent specific intensity and that the boundary conditions are II = 12 = 0
for u > 0 at T = 0 and II = 12 = 0 for
< 0 at T = To = PCtd.
In Figure 10, the received powers for different fields-of-view are shown as functions of the optical
distance and in Figure 11, the ratio of the inchoerent to coherent power is shown for the optical wave
with A = 15 um.
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7.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we examined three theoretical approaches to the optical propagation in fog. The
forward scatter theory is applicable to the case where the particle sizes are large compared with a
wavelength. The diffusion theory is applicable to the case where the particle sizes are small compared
with a wavelength. The equation of transfer is applicable to all particle sizes, but the solutions are
available only for limited geometry and wave types. Some general characteristics of the received power
are shown together with several numerical calculations.
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INVESTIGATIONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A FORECAST SYSTEM

FOR

UNDERWATER-VISIBILTI( IN THE HELIGOLAND BIGHT

Ekkehard R. Kjaters

German Military Geophysical Office
D - 5580 Traben-Trarbach
Germany

SUMMARY
In the Heligoland Bight, a shallow part of the North Sea, investigations are being carried out in
order to get informations about correlations between meteorological/oceanographic parameters and
turbidity. There are two components that influence underwater visibility: inorganic material and
plankton. During most of the year a reduction of the visibility is caused by sediment particles
stirred up by strong winds. In summer, however, especially in August, plankton can reach such densities that its influence is greater than that of inorganic material. The vertical extension of
the layer rich in plankton is limited by salinity stratifications. During calm periods internal
tides make the salinity boundary layer oscillate up and down. The drastic reduction in transparency by sediment particles normally lasts until the third day after the end of a strom, then a
pronounced improvement can be noticed.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The main operation areas of the German Navy are the western part of the Baltic and the south-eastern part of the North Sea. That makes it necessary to get thorough knowledge of all environmental
factors that might influence the execution of missions.
The Heligoland Bight is a very shallow part of the North Sea, almost the entire region has a depth
of less than 40 m (fig. 1). So there are no technical problems for divers to reach the bottom of
the sea and work there. But what may cause difficulties - apart from stormy weather - 8'e the
optical conditions under water. Under certain circumstances the visibility is that bad, that it is
very hard if not impossible to locate objects optically under water, even if they are very close.
VISSER, M.P. (1978), who made intensive literature studies on data concerning the turbidity of the
North Sea, found out that though there exist a lot of data about the conditions in the area between
the British and Dutch coast, very little is known about the Heligoland Bight apart from the Elbe
estuary and the vicinity of some islands.
In order to get some informations about how the factors that influence the visivility vary in the
Heligoland Bight, the German Military Geophysical Office has been carrying out oceanographic, biological, and meteorological investigations since 1978. To avoid falsifications of the results by
coastal effects, the measurements were made from a ship anchored in the position 54 0 42'N, 07 11#E
(40 nautical miles northwest of Heligoland; see fig. 1).
The two factors that may be responsible for turbidity of the water are the sediment being stirred
up by currents or strong winds and planktonic organisms, the development of which is a function of
the seasons, that means of temperature and light irradiation.
In literature it is often denied that unless in the deep open ocean far from the coast, plankton
has any major effect upon the light attenuation (WYRTKI, K., 1950, HEIDOTTING, J. & OSSMANN, H.-J.,
1978). Despite this opinion special attention was payed to the occurrence of planktonic organisms.
The programme comprehended measurements of temperature and salinity on a vertical profile, sampling

of plankton, determination of the visual depth with the Secchi-diak,and in November 1980 measurements of the attenuation, Moreover wind velocity and direction, air temperature and cloud amount
were measured/estimated.
In the laboratory the plankton samples were examined under the inverted microscope using the technique of UTERMOHL, H. (1958) to find out the relation between plankton and sediment particles; the
plankton species were determined, counted, and measured to be able to calculate their importance
for the visibility.

2.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

By definition "plankton" are organisms that are unable to move over greater distances by their own.
As they are subject to the gravity, they therefore would sink down to the bottom sooner or later,
according to the law of Stokes. Most of the planktonic organisms are algae, and so they need light
for their development. That means that they cannot survive unless they stay in the upper regions
of the sea. To provide this, several ways have been developped to avoid or at least slow down
sinking: the specific weight can be reduced by storing oil or gas in the plasma, or the fricti'nal

resistance can be raised by enlarging the surface. There are stickeohaped diatoms forming colories
that look like stars and have the effect of parachutes, others have long needles at each end.
Barrel-shaped diatoms form long chains, sticking together with some kind of jelly, or they are
equipped with groups of bristles, about ten times as long as their body is. Moreover, some organisms,
the flagellates, possess a flagellum that enables them to move a little bit.
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All these aids have an influence on the propagation of light under water: oil and gas changes the
refraction index in an other way than plasma does, the needles cause diffraction effects.
The projection of the outline of the planktonic organisms, that means their optical effective
surface, varies depending on the point of view. E.g. the surfacl of a Ceratium looked at from one
side is 3500
, the vertical projectio covers merely 2000 pm . A star formed of eight Asterionella cells may cover 1600 pm or 300 )m
only, depending on the point of view.
As all these organisms try to gain an optimum of light for assimilation, their position in space
is not a random one. That means when looking at a large number of planktonts, their distribution
between showing the minimum and the maximum surface is not Gaussian, but shifted to either end,
depending on whether they are looked at horizontally or vertically. Consequently especially at
differences between horizontal
times when plankton influences the turbidity of the water there ar
and vertical visibility.
At night, however, those organisms that are able to change their pcsitions arbitrarily, are distributed randomly, because then the reason for taking special positions - the light - is lacking.

3.

RESULTS

3.1.

Spring

The investigations were carried out in the second half of April 1980. This time of the year is
characterized by decreasing wind intensities (end of the winter storms) and, due to the increase
in the daily insolation, by the beginning of the plankton developmeat (HAGMEIER, E., 1978).
As a relict of the winter aspect, at the beginning of the investigation period the water revealed
high salinity without any stratification. The Secchi-depth varied between 7.5 and 8.5 m. The initial phase of relatively calm weather was interrupted by a storm with wind velocities up to more
than 50 knots, lasting for two days. This led to a drastic reduction of the transparency: 60 hours
after the end of the storm the visibility still was 3.5 m only. But the further improvement took
place rapidly: after six more hours visibility had increased to 5.5 m. This value did not change
very much anymore until the end of April, because from this time on plankton influenced the
transparency almost as much as the inorganic particles did: the ratio between plankton and sediment
was about 1 : 1 to 1 : 2.
The transition from wintry conditions to the spring aspect appeared in salinity, too. The first stage
was a difference in salinity between high tide and low tide with a stratification at low tide. Later
on even at high tide a stratification could be observed, yet it was less distinct than at low tide.

3.2.

Late spring

In 1978 the investigations were made during the second half of May. The weather was calm and sunny
almost all the time, and so it could be observed what happens under undisturbed conditions.
During the first few days salinity did not show any stratification, there was a gradual increase
from top to bottom, sometimes interrupted by upwelling of water with high salinity. The Secchivisibility varied between 6.5 an 9 m. Though after HAGMEIER, E. (1978) by this time of the year the
plankton used to be twice as numerous as in Arpil, in this case the plankton density was that low,
that it had almost no effect on the visibility. (The theoretical minimum free pathlength of light
lay between 100 and 130 m.) The ratio between planktonts and inorganic particles was about 1 : 3
to 1 : 4, so mainly sediment was responsible for the turbidity,
*On

May 24 and 25 the calm weather was interrupted by stong northwesterly winds that caused wave
heights of more than 4 m. By this the stratification of water bodies of different salinities, that
had begun to develop on the sixth calm day, was destroyed, but with the wind calming down again,
it reestablished quickly and remained until the end of the observation period. Two water bodies,
one with a salinity of about 32 %o, the other one with almost 34 %o were seperated by a transition
layer that was between 2 and 5 m thick (fig. 2). During this calm period an internal tide established,
showing the same frequency but thrice the amplitude of the normal tide.
On the first three days following the storm the visibility depth estimated with the Secchi-disk
ranged from 6.7 to 8 m. Later on it increased to 9.5 - 10 m during daytime (clear sky) with values
between 6.5 and 8 m at dawn and dusk.
Am figure 2 shows, visibility was not influenced by plankton, because the surface water contained
very few organisms, still less than deeper la ers. The figure does not 2 give their numbers, but
the surface of the planktonts found in one cm5. (A surface of 25000 um means, that the theoretical
minimum free pathlength is about 100 m.) The concentration of sediment particles had decreased
compared with the first days of the investigation period and thus the factors influencing the
underwater visibility had reached values that probably will be the optimum for this part of the
North Sea.

3.3

Summer

During the summer investigation period in 1979 there was no such sharp boundary between layers of
different salinity as it had appeared im May (fig. 3). Again an internal tide could be observed,
but it was much less distinct than during the calm period, because the influence of the wind from
time to time caused
up - or downwelling of different water bodies.
Such alternations between nutrient renewal by upwelling and mixing, and surface stratification
during settled weather, as they occur in the transitional zone between coastal regions and deep
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sea, create optimum conditions for plankton growth (PINGREE, R.D. et. al, 1978). So this time the
plankton really reached densities that made it become an important factor for underwater visibility (in accordance with the results of a thirteen years observation period near Heligoland, where
the plankton maximum was found in August, too (HAGMEIER, R., 1978), but in contrast to VISSER, M.P.,
(1978), who found the maximum in March/April).
The minimum Secchi-depth registrated was 3.3 m. This did well agree with the minimum theoretical
visibility calculated by the effective surface of the planktonts when they had reached their maximum
density.
But the reduction of the visibility by planton was limited to the layer close to the surface; in
greater depths the number of algal cells decreased enormously (fig. 4). The boundary between water
bodies rich and poor in plankton correlated well with the isohaline of 32 %o. However in the water
body with more than 32 %o salinity the turbidity by inorganic (sediment) material was greater than
in the upper layer: on August 24 at noon, during a period of upwelling, the visibility was almost
the same as it was at 18 hours, though the surface of the planktonts differed by the factor 1.55.
The difference between theoretical and actual visibility must have been caused by the greater portion
of sediment particles in the water body coming up from below.
3.4

Autumn

Due to strong winds over almost all the investigation period in November 1980 there was no stratification in the water. Plankton was distributed almost homogeneously over the water column. The
algae had very little influence on turbidity, the theoretical visibility regarding just the organisms
was more than 45 m all the time.
The ratio between plankton and sediment was in the magnitude of 1 : 20 to 1 : 30. That means that
the reduction of the visibility in autumn is merely a function of wind velocity and the duration
of strong winds.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

In the investigated part of the Heligoland Bight even under most favourable conditions (calm weather
that prevents the raise of sediment particles, minimum in plankton density) the visual depth
(Secchi-depth) hardly ever exceeds 10 m. This "rest turbidity" must be caused by yellow substance
and inorganic particles, of such small size that their sinking rate is that low that the sinking
time is longer than the duration of periods calm enough not to bring up new sediment to the surface.
During most of the year sediment particles are responsible for further increase in light extinction/
attenuation because of the shallowness of the Heligoland Bight that enables the wind to stir up
sediment.
Within three days after a storm most of the inorganic particles have settled again and visibility
increases significantly.

(

Due to tidal currents a thin layer above the bottom always contains such a great quantity of sediment particles that it is nearly nontransparent.
During calm periods internal tides develop at the boundary between water bodies with different salinity. These internal tides periodically alter the thickness of layers of equal attenuation.
In summer plankton is responsible for losses in transparency. Stratification of the organisms is
not correlated with the thermocline but with differences in salinity. The thickness of the layer
rich in plankton may vary between 5 and 15 M.
To be able to give forecasts about underwater visibility, it is necessary to correlate wind velocity and duration of strong winds with the amount of sediment particles stirred up.
As plankton is a relevant factor in summer only, it must be found out, under which meteorological
and oceanographic conditions a mass development or a breakdown of the population takes place.
Furthermore correlations have to be made between attenuation coefficients and in situ observations
of the actual vertical and horizontal visibility with respect to objects of different contrast.
These
are necessary for the human eye with and without optical aids and for various
opticalcorrelations
instruments.
The aim of the forecast system is not to say whether visibility will be 3 or 3.2 m, but to distinguish several degrees, for example "visibility less than 2 m","visibility between 2 and 5 m",
"visibility more than 5 m", respectively the equivalent values for e.g. underwater - t.v..
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Figure 1
South -eastern
North Sea.
Dotted area: water depth greater than 40 m.
X: Position of the ship.
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SUMMARY
Observational experiments on turbulent intensities and aerosol distributions in the marine atmospheric boundary layer (MBL) have been performed over several years. Objectives have been to relate
optical properties to bulk meteorological parameters.
our approach has been to incorporate parameters which define the surface fluxes of momentum, heat, and moisture, the processes at the inversion and the profiles
within the intervening convectively mixed layer.
We have found that optical
2
turbulence (CN ) can be accurately estimated from measure
values of wind, temperature, and humidity
and recent bulk formulae-.-Abulk model for estimating CN values was evaluated on the basis of
optically determined values with good agri&ent- - Good pgreement has also been observed between
extinction values obtained from transmission measurements and those obtained from measu.red aerosol
distributions.
However, an existing empirical expression to relate the latter to wind speed and
relative hunidity appears to be inadequate.
Reformulations should include the height of the inversion and stability dependent transport.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Three atmospheric processes are primarily responsible for the degradation of the transmission of
optical images and electro-optical energy: aerosol extinction, molecular absorption, and turbulent
distortion (scintillation and beam wander).
Optical energy propagation through the atmosphere is
scattered and absorbed by aerosols and molecules and optical wave fronts are deflected and distorted
by turbulent fluctuations in the refractive index.
Tested physical models of these atmospheric
effects and approaches to estimate them from routine meteorological data are required for applications of optical and electro-optical systems.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) investigators have
pOrticipated in field exptrimets- desigune
to improve and verify such models and approaches for the
overwater regime.
These have been performed for U. S. Navy research programs over the past seven
years.
one part of the experiments dealt with the compatibility of optical and meteorological propagation
theories.
For this, direct optical measurements of extinction and scintillation across an overwater
path were compared to values calculated from aerosol and turbulence data obtained at the midpoint of
the optical path from an instrumented research vessel.
A second part of the experiments involved attempts to apply existing models for the marine atmospneric surface layer and mixed layer to describe the optically relevant turbulent and aerosol
properties.
The surface layer is considered to be the region extending from the air-sea interface
to heights of 40-50 meters. Its mean and turbulent properties are closely related to surface fluxes
of momentum, temperature and moisture and, hence, the air-surface (bulk) differences of the mean
properties.
The fluxes themselves are often assumed to be independent of height within the surface
layer.
The mixed layer extends from the top of the surface layer to the base of the capping inversion.
Properties of the mixed layer are determined by both the underlying surface fluxes and entrainment at the inversion.
The latter is influenced further by the existence of clouds. In
general, understandings and models for the boundary layer range from very good for the surface layer
to good for the convectio-ly forced clear mixed layer to fair for convectively forced cloud covered
mixed layer.
The purpose of this paper is to present observational results which address the compatibility of
optical and meteorological theories and the validity of models for estimating the optical parameters
from bulk meteorological data.
For this purpose we include brief reviews of the expected relationship between optical and meteorological parameters and of the scaling laws for turbulence in the
boundary layer.
2.

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN OPTICAL AND METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS

The two atmospheric optical parameters of primary intgrest are the total extinction coefficient and
the refractive-index structure function parameter, CN . The total extinction coefficient (l + a)
parameterizes the loss of optical energy as it is scattered out of the beam or absorbed by molecular
and particulate constituents of the atmosphere.
Thus, it has four components: molecular spattering
and absorption ( = (? + a) and aerosol scattering and absorption (a = a + a ).
The refractiveindex structure funct on parameter parameterizes the intensity of refractive-ifdex spatial
inhomogeneities which distort and tijt
image wave fronts. Both of these parameters can be related
to meteorological parameters:
1) CN to the intensity of small scale turbulent fluctuations and
2) total extinction to the concentration of certain gases and to the size distribution of aerosols.
CN2 for optical wavelengths is
water vapor (CTO)

related to the temperature

(CT2),

water vapor (CQ2

)

structure function parameters as

CN2 . (79 x 10-

p/T)2 (CT2 + 0.113 CTQ + 3.2 x

II)ICIC

0

C

()

and temperature-
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estimates of CN22 can be
Meteorological
where P is the pressure in mrb, T the absolute temperature.
2
2
obtained in two ways: 1) direct measurement of CT , CT , and Co ; and 2) calculation of CT , C.O,
and CQ 2 from bulk meteorological data (water temperature, air ?emperature, humidity and wind sped).
The separate caponents of total extinction (B + a) can be calculated from meteorological data.
Molecular extinction (0) can be obtained using existing models, such as the LGVTAN model developed
by the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (Selby et al, 1978), with observed temperatures and water
vapor concentrations. Aerosol total extinction (a ) can be calculated from the aerosol spectral
density, N(r), as

f =

Tr2 E(nA) N(r) dr

(2)

0

where r is the particle radius, E(n,A) the total scattering efficiency at wavelength, A, and refractive-index, n. Therefore, meteorological estimates of aerosol extinction (scattering) can also
N(r) over a sufficiently wide radius range and
be obtained in two ways: 1) direct measurement of
data (relative humidity, wind speed and any other
2) calculation of N(r)

from bulk meteorological

routinely measured parameter proven to be a factor).
In the next two sections we evaluate results on scintillation and aerosol scattering extinction.
The first set of results are comparisons of optical and measured meteorological values. The second
set of results are of the directly measured and the bulk derived meteorological values.
3.

COMPARISC OF OPTICAL AND METEOROLOGIAL VALUES FOR CN2 AND AEROSOL SCATWERING
EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT

Results for these comparisons ware obtained during a combined meteorological and optical propagation
experiment conducted in Monterey Bay from 28 April to 9 May 1980. The optical measurements were
made over a 13 km overwater path and are described by Crittenden et al (1981) in this proceeding.
The meteorological measurements ware made from the P/V Acania (operated by the Department of
Oceanography of Ni'S) which was stationed near the midpoint of the optical path.
The P/V Pcania was equipped with multi-level measurement systems to measure mean and turbulent wind,
temperature and humidity and aerosol size distribution (.09 pm to 14 um radius).
Descriptions of
the measurement and analyses systems and procedures are given by Schacher et al (1980). TUo measurements requiring further2 description for these comparisons are those of the temperature structure
function parameter, CT , and of the aerosol size distributions.
Meteorological values for CN2 in this comparison ware determined primarily from CT 2 m~asurementl
with minor (less than 15%) adjustments for the water vapor contributions,
CT and C . The CT
measurements ware made with two resistance wires, 2.5 vim platinum sensors, siparated a distance of
30 an in the crosswind direction. CT2 values ware obtained fram FIMS values of the sensed temperature differences. The RMS values were calculated with an analog circuit with a 30 second time constant and the C.,2 values used for the comparisons were obtained with 30 minute averages of the N4S
values.
The aerosol spectra were measured with optical particle counters made by Particle Measurement Systems (PMS) of Boulder, Colorado. The total system consisted of two probes, the classical scattering
(CSAS) and the active scattering (ASAS), controlled by a rAS-32 with computer interfacing. This
system measures aerosols in 90 size channels from 0.09 11to 14.0 v radius. The N(r) spectra ware
determined for half-hour periods. Each spectrum was fit in LrG(N(r)), LOG(r) space with a seventh
order polynomial for 0.09 w < r < 7 p, with a linear fit for r > 7 W. The extinction was then
calculated using these fits for 0.03 w < r < 30 w.
A additional consideration of these optical-meteorological comparisons is that the meteorological
measurements were point averages over a one half hour period and the optical measurements ware path
averages of instantaneous occurrences. As such, we are comparing a time average with a space
average and the two are not exactly equivalent.
The effect of this on the comparisons cannot be
determined without detailed knowledge of the local wind and temperature patterns.
2
2
Comparisons of optically measured C. with meteorological measured C, (calculated from C.2
measurement with correction for pro~able water vapor contributions) Nre show in Figure 1. These
results are presented in Davidson et Pl (1981) in hic data from non-equilibrium condition are
included hich are no,: shown here.
These turbulent C, values have also been corrected far a known

salt loading effect (Fairall et al, 1979).

The salt Toading effect increases measured CT values

for general conditions during these measurements.

The solid line in Figure 1 indicates perfect agreement and the two dashed lines are for factors of
two disagreements.
Flor all2jut twn of the 20 compared values the agreement is within a factor of
two. The meteorological C. values are generally larger by an average factor of 50% and we believe
this is due to the salt lolling effect.
In general, the agreement is very good in view of the
difficulties in both optical and meteorological measurements.
For purposes of the general objective
of this paper, these results show that small scale temperature fluctuations determining overwater
scintillation can be satisfactorily measured from the R/V Acania with the system used.
Comparisons of optically measured aerosol extinction values with extinction values calculated from
measured aerosol spectra (Eq. 2) are shown in Figure 2. These results are presented in Fairall

C;.1.
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et al (1981) along with results fran other intermediate wavelengths.
For this comparison, optically
measured extinction values were reduced for the molecular absorption and scattering using the
LCWTRAN model and shipboard measured relative humidity and temperature.
The agreement between optical and meteorological extinction results is surprisingly good in view of
the fact that these were obtained in a field experiment and the aerosol spectra were extrapolated
beyond r = 14 w. Aqain, the significance of these results is that the necessary meteorological
measurement for optical extirnction (aerosol and molecular) can be made from shipboard (provided the
aerosols are measured over all parts of the spectrum that contribute significantly to the extinction
at the wavelength of interest).
4.

BULK DESCRIPTIONS OF CN2

W are interested in evaluating models and approaches for estimating the CN2 from bulk parameters
such as the wind speed, temperature and humidity on a single level and the surface temperature.
From Eq. 1, the meteorological parameters involved are the variance and covariance structure
function parameters; CT2, CT and C 2 . Existing surface layer scaling on the basis of the surface
fluxes enables the latter to be related to bulk parameters.
This scaling is often referred to as
Monin-Obukhov Scaling (MC6).
Since the details of MOB surface layer scaling are covered in previous papers this discussion will
be limited to a few basic definitions. Near the surface, the height above the surface, Z, can be
normalized by the MDnin-bukhov stability length, L. We can then represent the micrometeorological
properties in terms of height (Z), scaling parameters (T, and U*) and dimensionless functions of
=
Z/L,

CT2 = T,2 Z- 2/ 3 f(s)

(3a)

CQ2 = Q,2 Z-2/3 Af(Q)

(3b)

CTQ = rTQ TQ*Z
2/3 AI/ 2 f()

(3c)

where T* and Q, are the temperature and humidity scaling parameters, f( ) is a dimensionless
function (Wyngard et al, 1971), rT is the temperature-humidity correction parameter (about 0.8)
and A is a constant (about 0.6).
k
scaling length, L, is given by
2
T

U*

L = Kg T, + 0.61 TQ,/P

where U, is the friction velocity, K is Von Karman's constant (0.35),
gravity and p is the density of air.

(4)

g is the acceleration of

2
Note that the scaling parameters are related to the surface fluxes of momentum (T = pu* ),
temperature (Q = -uT,) and water vapor (MG = -u.Q,).
The difficulty of direct flux measurements
led to the dev~lopment of a method that utilizes bulk meteorological quantities (wind speed, u,
temperature, T, and water vapor density, Q).
In this case, the scaling parameter for X(X = u,T,Q)
is obtained from the difference in X from the sea surface (Xs) to some reference height (usually
10 m) in the atmosphere.

X, = cx1/2 (XI0 - Xs)

(5)

where c is the drag coefficient for X (typically, c = 1.3 x 10- 3 over the ocean).
on our 6se of the bulk method can be found in Davidsn et al (1980).

Further details

Ve have evaluated numerous observational results with respect to the bulk approach which includes
both the validity of general scaling expressions given by Eqs. 3a-b and the bulk 2 derivation of the
scaling parameters as accomplished by Eq. 5. Our bulk comparison results for C. (Eq. 3a) are
presented in Davidson et al (1978), results for C 2 and CTQ as well as CT2 are presented in Fairall
et al (1980) and results for another small scale arametef, the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation
rate, are presented in Schacher et al (1981).
The comparison for this discussion will be between bulk derived CN2 and optically measured CN2 for
the Monterey Bay experiment described in Section 3. These comparisons are shown in Figure 3 which
includes equilibrium cases presented by Davidson et al (1981).
In this comparison all but three of
26 pairs of values are within a factor of two of perfect agreement. The mean percent error, taking
the optical values to be correct, is 33% which is extremely good agreement. This agreement is
better than that obtained in the comparison with CN2 derived from CT2 measurements.
Such a result
is partially expected because of inherent measurement errors in the latter.
Results of these comparisons and results of comparison of bulk and turbulence derived parameters in
above referenced papers clearly demonstrates that surface layer optical turbulence, CN,
is very
satisfactorily described by existing bulk formulae and scaling expressions.
In fact, over the ocean
2
Cn can be more accurately determined from bulk model calculations than from 'the more difficult
direct measurements of sall scale temperature and humidity fluctuations.
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5.
5.1

BULK DESCRIPTIONS OF AEROSOL EXIU-r1
ION
The Model

Over the ocean, sea-salt aerosols (0.1 11< r < 20 11)generated by whitecaps are usually the dominant
component of the aerosol extinction coefficient at IR wavelengths. Because the whitecap generation
of sea-salt aerosols is related to the sea state, the wind
marine aerosol component. Another important factor is the
particles (which are actually droplets at RH > 50%) change
changes.
For example, if r(S) is the radius of an aerosol
r is the particle radius at some reference humidity (So -

r (S)

speed is an important factor in the
relative humidity (RH) since aerosol
their size in response to humidity
particle at saturation S (S - R/IO0) and
0.8), then

- ro a(S)

(6)

where a(S) is a function that describes the humidity size dependence.
even over the ocean, the total aerosol spectrum is due to both
We
must also (Nc(ro))
consider and
the locally
fact that,
continental
generated
sea-salt

(Ns(ro,U)) aerosol particles

N(r0
o)

S(r o ) + Ns(roU)

(7)

where only the sea-salt component depends on the wind velocity, u. Since r = r/a and N(ro) =

N(r )a, we can write the aerosol spectrum at ambient saturation and wind sped as
N(r)

= (Nc(r/a) + Ns(r/a,u))/a

(8)

W have used aerosol data from the Joint Air-Sea Interaction Experiment (JASIN) to examine the
Vells-Mnn-Katz (WMK) model B as given by Noonkester (1960). The WM.K model B uses
a(S)

= 0.81 exp(.066*S/(l.058 - S))

(9)

and a continental aerosol of the form
Nc(ro) = B ro -4

(10)

where B = 1.7 is the continental "Junge" coefficient. Since N (r ,u) is a rather complicated
empirical expression we simply refer those interested in more 8etil to Nbonkester (190).
5.2

*

Model EXaluation

This evaluation is basically a comparison of 144K model predictions of aerosol extinction based on
measurements of relative humidity and wind speed with extinctions obtained from measurements of
aerosol spectra. A twenty minute averaging period was used for RH and aerosol spectra. he wind
speed used in Bq. 8 was an average over the 12 hours preceding the aerosol data in order to take
into account the long response times required for sea-salt aerosol generation. This comparison
(Figure 4) asks "given a wind speed and relative humidity, how well does the model predict the
observed extinction"? Clearly, the WMK model predicts very well on the average with a rather large
standard deviation (about half an order of magnitude, or a factor of 3).
A considerably more
stringent comparison asks "given an observed extinction, how well does the model predict this
extinction"? This comparison (Figure 5) is considerably less favorable, particularly in the
extremes of good visibility and low visibility conditions. A certain amount of disagreement of this
type is expected when comparing quantities that are subject to experimental error. However, we
found that a considerable part of the discrepancy is due to overestimation of the continental
aerosol component (WMK assume B = 1.7 while JASIN gives B - 0.24). If we change B to 0.24 and
repeat the comparison (X's in Figure 5), we get some improvement. Furthermore, there is considerable correlation between visible extinction and the amount of continental aerosol; the high visibility conditions are characterized by relatively much smaller continental aerosol densities While
the low visibility conditions have relatively greater continental aerosol densities. The disagreement at high extinction values is due to the inaccuracy of the relative humidity measurement which
is critical under near fog and heavy haze conditions where RH = 100%.
It is important to realize that the WMK model is an average continental, equilibrium surface
generation model. Deviations of the continental
were more than an order of magnitude during
JASIN. The sea salt component is also subject to considerable deviations from equilibrium (this is
one of the reasons for the 12 hour average wind speeds). The deviations from average and equilibrium values are more Important for operational usage and somewhat less important for climatological
and spectrum evaluation usage. An example where both usages are affected is the estimation of IR
extinction using visibile extinctions (visibility observations) and empirical assumptions about
their relationship. %% have plotted the visible to IR extinction ratio in Figure 6 with lines
indicating the 1' model predictions using two different continuntal aerosol coefficients. Since
the continental aerosol coefficients are correlated to visibility, the correct ratio depends not
only on wind speed but also the visibility observation.
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Althounh we have dealt with the stochastic properties of ensemble averages of the aerosols, variations about the average are not necessarily random but are primarily due to changes in synoptic and
mesoscale weather patterns.
In the case of the continental aerosol component, this is basically a
question of air-mass history. In the case of the sea salt aerosol, it is a question of changing
surface generation rates (wind speed) and the production, removal and mixing mechanism in the
marine atmospheric boundary layer. Since the surface generated aerosols are quickly mixed vertically to fill the boundary layer up to the capping inversion, rapid changes in the inversion height, h,
will be reflected in changes in the sea salt aerosol density and, therefore, the extinction coefficient. In Figure 7 we can see that the fractional variations in h are highly correlated with variations in the visible extinction. The correlation with 10.6 viextinction is considerably less
because the large size aerosols (which are heavier contributors to IR extinction) reach equilibrium
more quickly after changes in surface conditions.
6.
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DEPENDENCE OF AIR TO GROUND (LAND AND SEA) VISIBILITY
RANGES ON LOW FLIGHT ALTITUDES IN CONJUNCTION WITH
METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS
H.-E. Hoffmann
German Aerospace Research Establishment (DFVLR)
Institut fUr Physik der Atmosphare
8031 Wessling-Oberpfaffenhofen, W. Germany

Summary
In outdoor tests the influence of different observation and environmental parameters on the visibility of
objects observed from a helicopter was determined. During these tests it has also been researched how
distances for detection, recognition and identification change for observations with the naked eye, when
these observations are made from different altitudes in the lower atmosphere. In one case it showed up
that an increase of the flight altitude by 100 m caused a decrease of the maximum identification range
from 2 to 0.8 km, and of the maximum detection range from 15 to 13 km. This might be explained by layers
of increased aerosol extinction within the range of temperature inversion or below the cumulus condensation
level.
1. Introduction
A series of tests regarding the air to ground visibility has been made during the last few years. In these
tests it was to be found out in which distance objects on the ground (land,water) can be detected,
recognized and identified by an observer in an aircraft and how these visibility ranges are influenced by
various observation and environmental parameters. By environmental parameters, among others, we understand:
Inherent contrast of the observed object
against its background
Surrounding (adaptation) luminance
Sky-ground ratio
Degree of turbidity of the atmosphere.
The environmental parameter "Degree of turbidity of the atmosphere" mentioned at last is one of the parameters having a strong influence on visibility of objects. It is subject to strong local and temporal
fluctuations and usually also changes together with the altitude. The standard visibility (Middleton,1963;
Hoffmann, 1971; Hoffmann and Kuehnemann, 1979a) resp. the meteorological visibility (Ruppersberg and
Schellhase, 1979) is a measure for the degree of turbidity of the atmosphere.
Fig. 1 shows how standard visibility between an aircraft flying in different altitudes and the ground can
change. Here mean standard visibility air to ground up to an altitude of 5 km for the same airspace is
shown, however at three different times. Values for the mean standard visibility have been calculated
according to the values for the scattering coefficient for different altitudes found out by Duntley
(Duntley, 1976). The scattering coefficient was measured by Duntley by means of a nephelometer installed
in an aircraft. The values for the scattering coefficient thus measured in different altitudes were, by
means of equation 1,
VN(a)

= 3,91/a

(1)

(VN(a)

=

standard visibility in the altitude a (km).

,

=

scattering coefficient (km- 1 )

converted to values for the standard visibility in the different altitudes. The determination of a mean
standard visibility V between a certain altitude and the ground was then made by forming the arithmetic
mean value from the iAdividual values for the standard visibilities up to the respective altitude.
Whereas above a height of 2 km the mean standard visibility air to ground V

increases during the three
test times in accordance with the height, the course of this standard visiblity in dependence on the
altitude below a height of 2 km varies considerably. In the one measurement (9) the mean standard
visibility V decreases up to a height of approx. 0.5 km, then remains nearly constant up to a height of
I km. It theft increases continuously in higher altitudes. The curve of the mean standard visibility VN in
the measurement shown in Fig. I by (A) is different. Here the mean standard visibility has approx.
constant values in heights between 0 and 1.5 km, then increases together with the height. The third
measurement in Fig. 1 (a) finally shows that the mean standard visibility from the ground to a maximum
height of 5 km increases nearly continuously.
The tests made by the DFVLR yielded answers to quite special questions regarding the visibility air to
ground (Hoffmann et al., 1979b; Hoffmann, 1979c). Some of the results obtained are used in the following
in order to give statements as to which influence the flight altitude in connection with meteorological
parameters has on the visibility of objects on the ground. The meteorological parameters thought of here
are the vertical run of air temperature, altitude of temperature inversions and cumulus condensation levels.
2. Performance of the tests for determination of the visibility air to ground
Observers in a helicopter approaching in different altitudes the viewing objects on the ground, had to
inform about the moments in which they could "just see" the respective object resp. in which they were
able to "distinguish" certain details in the viewing object. By coordination these times to the flight
path of the helicopter which was determined by means of a radar set, the maximum detection range,
recognition range or identification range could then be calculated. The 4 or 5 observers in the helicopter
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were placed to have normal sight so that their observation results were not influenced by a limited field
of view, dirty windows or vibrations. All observation results given in the next paragraph have been fouind
out with the naked eye, i.e. without using any special observation devices.
The meteorological parameters discussed here were measured either during the test sections that lasted up
to 1 hour, in which observation flights were made, or shortly before or after them. The horizontal standard
visibility on the ground was determined by contrast measurements of natural objects in different directions,
in an approx. 20-minute rhythm (Hoffmann, 1971). Values for the air temperature in dependence on the
altitude and the cloud base were found out by balloon ascents.
3. Test results
The following figures show the results of observations made from 3 - 6 different altitudes. Each point of
these observation results - results for the maximum detection range, the maximum recognition range or the
maximum identification range - represents a mean value of 3 - 5 individual values independent of each other.
Each figure shows the result of a test section which lasted between 30 and 60 minutes.
In addition to the observation results also values for the mean standard visibility air to ground for
different altitudes are given in each figure. The ground value here - i.e. the value for the altitude
0 km - is the one that in the tests was obtained for the standard visibility by contrast measurements at
natural visibility objects, whereas the other values were calculated by means of equation (2):
VN (a) = V0 'exp (c-a)

(2)

The meaning here is:
VN (a) = standard visibility in the altitude a (kin)
= standard visibility on the ground (kin)
V0
= constant = I
c
= altitude (kin)
a
The calculations were based on the supposition that the scattering coefficient exponentially decreases in
the planetery boundary layer along with the altitude in the ideal case, i.e. in an unstratified atmosphere
with regard to temperature and aerosol concentration, resp. that standard visibility exponentially
increases along with the altitude. This supposition was in one case confirmed by the course of the
scattering coefficient measured by Duntley for different heights resulted in curve (o)of Fig. 1.
The assumption on exponentially increasing of standard visibility with the height here was made as - in
contrast to the tests made by Duntley - the scattering coefficient resp. the standard visibility could not
be measured directly for different height. The determination of the mean standard visibility between the
height = 0 and the height a is then effected in the same way as for Fig. 1 by producing mean values out of
the values for standard visibilities in the different heights.
Besides the visual ranges and the mean standard visibilities between the ground and certain altitudes in
the left part of Fig. 2 - 6, in the right parts of these figures the meteorological data regarded here,
such as air temperature, cloud base, type of cloud, and degree of cloud, so far as existent, have been
plotted.
*plotted

Fig. 2 and 3 show visual ranges to be expected if the mean standard visibility air to ground V shows the
course. The maximum detection range when observing a ship increases (see Fig. 2) in a imilar way
as the mean standard visibility air to ground.
The maximum detection range when observing a truck, (see Fig. 3) however, at the beginning increases more
than the mean standard visibility air to ground, but from a height of approx. 300 m the increase is rather
unimportant.
The variable curve of the maximum detection ranges of Fig. 2 and 3 is due to the differing sizes of the
objects observed and can be explained by physiologic-optical interrelationships regarding the contrast
threshold of the human eye (Hoffmann 1972, 1976). During the tests of Fig. 3 the base of the clouds was
somewhat above the heights up to which approaches were effected in order to determine the maximum
detection ranges.
Contrary to the aforegoing figures, the results of Fig. 4 to 6 for the visual ranges show curves which can
not be explained by assumed exponential change of the standard visibility in dependence on the altitude
and a therefrom resulting curve of the mean standard visibility air to ground. As physiologic-optical
interrelationships do not furnish any explanation, too, only changes of the scattering coefficient resp.
of the standard visibility along with the height and thus changes of the aerosol concentration can have
been the reasons.
Three visual ranges that have been determined from 3 different altitudes are plotted in Fig. 4. On the
one hand, the maximum identification range and the maximum detection range in observing a ship from a
helicopter, and on the other hand the maximum detection range inobserving this helicopter from the ship
have been plotted. Up to a height of approx. 190 m the changes of the visual ranges correspond to the
assumed course of the changes of the mean standard visibility V Above 190 m two of the visual ranges
plotted in Fig. 4 then become smaller. The increase of the aerohol concentration being the reason for this
may be explained by the temperature inversion beginning at approx. 170 mnand the cloud base situated in
the same height.
The assumed changes of aerosol concentration in cloud condensation levels become even more apparent, and
also more systematically, in the test results plotted in Fig. S.
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Cumulus clouds in a height of approx. 450 m and 600 m can be related to a decrease of the maximum identification range and the maximum detection range in observing a ship at an approach level of about 350 and
450 m; they can also be related to a constancy resp. to a decrease between approx. 600 and 750 m approach
level. During these tests no temperature inversions were measured.
In the left half of Fig. 6 the maximum identification range observing a 1.5 t truck has been plotted for
heights between 200 and 1000 m. Here the course between a height of approx. 750 m up to 1000 m shows a
Jecrease of the maximum identification range. A temperature inversion has not been registered during these
tests, either. The decrease of the maximum indentification range most probably is due to the 3/8 stratucumulus clouds here as well, under which an increased aerosol concentration has developed.
4. Conclusions
Small changes of the flying altitude .an cause stronger decreases of the visual ranges differing from the
normal run of curve. For example, an increase of the flight altitude by about 100 m was able to cause a
decrease of the maximum identification range from 2 to 0.8 km and of the maximum detection range from 15 to
13 km when observing a ship (see Fig. 5).
In the test results discussed in this report, the heights in which the changes of the visual ranges
appeared were closely related to the height of the temperature inversion or the cloud condensation level.
We have to lay emphasis on the fact that the observations in order to determine the visual ranges in the
tests discussed here, were not made through the clouds, but in the cloudless interfaces.
Obviously the visual ranges were influenced by layers of increased aerosol concentration below temperature
inversions or below cumulus condensation levels.
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DETERMINATION DES PERFORMANCES D'UN SYSTEME COAT
EN REGIME DE POURSUITE:
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de la Compagnie Gdnrale d'Electricitt
F - 91460 MARCOUSSIS

Travail r~aliss sous contrats D.R.E.T. 78/133 et 79/204.

SUMMARY
The paper concerns the computation of the performances of a COAT system when the phase tracking is
operating. Phases errors are detected by "dithering" so the system uses two deformable mirrors of any
type, one for correction, one for modulation. We suppose that the phase errors which must be corrected,
the characteristics of the mirrors used for correction and modulation, the noise spectral density of
the receiver and the gain matrix are known. We determine an expression which represents the gain loss
due to the phase errors and we define a vector space of surfaces with an inner product such that the
loss appears as the squared norm of a vector in that space. Changing the basis of the vector space
permits to express the shape of the wave front as a combination of simple shapes, which may guide the
choice of the mirrors structure. We compute the minima0 loss corresponding to the correcting mirror,
then the loss corresponding to the cobination of the correcting mirror and the modulating mirror. At
last, we introduce the gain matrix and obtain the general loop equation of the complete system.

RESUME
L'expos6 est consacr6 au calcul des performances d'un syst~me COAT en regime de poursuite. Le syst~me
est A miroirs d~formables de type quelconque. La detection des erreurs de phase se fait par modulation
(dithering). On suppose que Von connalt les erreurs de phase A compenser, les dquations des deformees
des miroirs de correction et de modulation, la densitt spectrale du bruit du r~cepteur et la matrice de
gain. On determine une expression caract~ristique de la perte de gain due aux erreurs de phase. On
d~fi it un espace vectoriel de surfaces muni d'un produit scalaire tel que la perte de gain apparalt
comme le carrO de la norme d'un vecteur de cet espace. Les changements de base permettent d'interpr~ter
la forme d'une surface comme une superposition de formes simples, ce qui peut guider le choix de la
structure des miroirs. On calcule Ia perte minimale correspondant aux d~formees du miroir de correction,
puis celle qu'autorise lassociation du miroir correcteur et du miroir de modulation. Enfin, on fait
intervenir la matrice de gain et Von aboutit aux formules g6ndrales du syst~me asservi.

NOTATIONS
Elles sont pr~cis~es dans le texte. Voici les principales.
a

surface de louverture (norm(e A 1)

e (m)
- (M)

champ relatif au point m de louverture
phase au point m de louverture

a,
T

vecteur transpos6 de c
vecteur transpose conjuguO de '

q (r)

perte relative lite A la phase

J

vecteurs repr~sentant des phases T(m),
etc., mesurles sur 'ouverture

-

vecteur correspondant au plan de cote I
par rapport A louverture
¢, '
vecteur de la base initiale oO sont
repr~sent~s les vecteurs precedents
G
base et sous-espace vectoriels
T 1" 1i
ITT
correspondent a un ensemble de
vecteurs i
le ... dfsigne la valeur centre
r'
i c'est necessaire

B(T), E(T)

P', V'

q

vecteurs de composantes ai , bi

(E)

le trait sup rieur designe la valeur

1

moyenne, donc : valeur moyenne de q (c)
matrice de covariance de 6
transform~e de Fourier de la prsc~dente
matrices des vecteurs correspondant aux
dsformses de RI et R2, respectivement
matrice de gain
T
inverse du prodult des matrices V et 0
inverse g~n~ralisw.
vecteur d'erreur et vecteur de bruit
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1.
*

INTRODUCTION

La figure 1 reprisente le schima d'un systfme optique auto-adaptatif (COAT) dont le but est de
concentrer sur une cible ponctuelle T la puissance 4inise par le laser L. La longueur des chemins optiques
compris entre la surface d'onde z, en sortie du laser, et la cible peut Atre perturbie par des diforimtions de E, par les turbulences atinosphiriques, ou par des difauts du systime.
Le miroir R1, dont la surface peut Otre daformie sous l'action des signaux de coninande aj (notas 4asur la
figure) a pour r~le de compenser ces perturbations.
Le miroir R2 est destin@ Ainettre en 6vidence les erreurs de phase. 11 est
signaux b- (notes b). Ces signaux sont orthogonaux entre eux, c'est-A-dire
calcul~e iur un court intervalle de temps, est nulle si j #ik. Ce sont par
daux de fr~quences diffirentes, ou des impulsions survenant A des instants
fournis par un g~n~rateur (Mod).

diforn* sous Vaction des
que la moyenne bj (t) . bik(t),
exeniple des signaux sinusoldlstincts, etc. Ils sont

Le r~cepteur optique "Rec" capte une fraction de la puissance r66mise par la cible. Une batterle de
d~modulateurs (indi qLj~s par des "x"), alinientiss par les mimes signaux bj, permet d'extralre les signaux
d'erreur Ej (notts Er) a partir du signal dftect:6.
Une matrice de conunande G complete le systime.
Les miroirs R1 et R2 peuvent btre constrults de diffirentes fagons
*ensemble de miroirs plans contigus diplaces par des moteurs piizo-Llectriques
*membrane souple dC-form~e par des "actuateurs";
*combinaison d'un miroir dtformable et d'un miroir plan orientable, etc.
Nous suppaserons que toute conunande ai ou b- provoque une deformation proportionnelle
que les deformations s'ajoutent iiniairemeniL

a son

amplitude, et

Dans certaines realisations, les fonctions attribu~es ARI et R2 sont assures par un seul miroir diformable, ce qui est prasfirable thdoriquement, mats peut conduire a des difficult~s techniques puisque R1
doit subir des d~forinations lentes (quelques dizaines ou centaines de hertz) mais d'amplitude notable
(quelques longueurs d'onde), alors que R2 sera appeld a vibrer avec des amplitudes d'une fraction de
longueur d'onde, mals A des friquences plus islev~es.
Notre but est d'analyser le comporteinent du systaine et den 6valuer les performances lorsque 1'asservissement fonctionne, c'est-A-dire lorsque les erreurs de phase sont faibles.

2.

DEFINITION DE LA PERTE RELATIVE

Soit c (in)la phase tradulsant le cheinin optique parcouru par le rayon passant au point m de
lVouverture S. La perte de gain due aux erreurs de phase e est mesurie par la quantit6 q (e)telle que
I - q ()

ert es
exemlela

e:e

dS
S
1

-

do

=

e (m
1 )

1- q

de1 d

IS

e-j e (mn
(mn2)
2) dS2

V(M)dSiz

stdIdB(e est le champ sur Vouverture).

si q (c) =0,25, par eepelaer
On pose:

fS

E (ml) dSj
e (ml
1 ) ej

=fS

donc

fdo
f
Jae do

=donc

=1

el e eJ (El -£2) do, dci

=

Lorsque le systime fonctionne correcteinent, 1'6cart £1
en diveloppant Vexponentlelle,
q (c) 0I

fe

1

e2 (£

J0 e, (£1l- fa

2

-

Alors,
£2 est petit quels que solent ml
1 et mn2.

o

e2 £2 d72)' da1

(2.1)

(2.2)
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L'Oquatlon (2.1) montre que q (c)est lnd~pendant de l'origlne des phases et l'6quatlon (2.2) que c'est
la moyenne quadratique centr~e de lIaphase c, pond~rae par le champ relatif e. Si Von cholsit l'orlglne
des phases de fagon que fa e c do - 0,
q

3.

f,eC 2 do

=

(2.3)

INTERPRETATION VECTORIELLE

Nous donnerons A q (E)une autre interpretation en consld~rant que 1Venseitle des surfacls de
contour a, associa au corps des r~els, constitue un espace vectorlel. Nous noterons par exemple E
lensemble des valeurs c (in).DOautre part, nous inunissons cet espace vectorlel d'un prodult scalaire en
posant
oe(in) If(m) T (mn)do

=

.(3.1)

Win et w Winrepresentant deux surfaces quelconques.
Ainsi on a, par exeinple, u d~signant la surface dsonde de cote @gale A 1 suro0:
f,e2 E2 do2

e2 Q2

ido
I

e .

=

La forinule (2.2) se6crit alors:
q (E)

(C U) il

E

(3.2)

et si 4Eest centr6 ('E
. U= 0), l'expression (2.3) devient
q (E:)

=(3.3)

q (E)est le carr6 de la distance de Pextrinitte du vecteur
a la droite qui porte (figure 2) (la
forinule (2.1) Vexprime conune le carres de la norme du produit exterieur iuA 'e.La valeur centrie de E
(marquee V sur la figure) est la projection de t sur le plan orthogonal a .'Dans une base constitue
de u et de vecteurs F qul lui sont orthogonaux, seules les composantes de c suivant ces derniers interviendront dans le calcul. De telles bases seront dites "centrees" ( . ut
= 0).

4.

BASES

4.1.

Gendralites

Une base est un ensemble de surfaces deLquation z
la fainille de surfaces
z

=

c (m)

=i

=

1 (m) A

partir desquelles on peut construire

Yaif
(in)

relation qu'on ecrira
Za

Les coefficients a1 sont les coordonneses (contravariantes) de dans la base Pfi.
Nous noterons B (T)et
E (1P)
la base et le sous-espace relatifs a l'enseinble des vecteurs 1 .
Par exemple, la deformation que subit le miroir R1 (ou R2) lorsqu'une de ses conunandes est positionnee A
1 et les autres A 0 est un vecteur de base et l'ensemble de ces d~forinations engendre un sous-espace qui
contient toutes les formes que peut prendre R1 (ou R2).
Les vecteurs de la base sont dependants s'il existe des nontres cajnon nuls tels que
fa
11 -- ai '?i (in) = 0, c'est-A-dire si une combinaison des surfaces represente le plan de cote
Si ls duivlens
cntr~ eidesveceur ousurfaces de base sont dependants, alors ces surfaces
perettnt
e rpr~sener e pan e cteconstante.
Une baeetotooaes

i'j=fe'i'jdo

=0

pour i

j. Elle est orthonornee s1 'r .

6jj.

Notons que deux surfaces "orthogonales" ne sont pas en gesneral "perpendiculaires" au sens geoinetrique du
terine.
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4.2.

Base initiale

La base que nous consid~rerons en premier est celle qul permet de repr~senter les surfaces par
leurs cotes en dlfftrents points de a. Elle est indispensable pour effectuer les calculs numiriques. Nous
supposerons, par exemple, qu'elle est constitude d'un ensemble de surfaces 6j, qul sont des prismes de
hauteur di, 6lev~s sur N 66l6ments & aux oi d'une partition de a. Les surfaces 6i sont 6vldemment orthogonales. La base est orthonorm~e si1 1on choisit les hauteurs di de faqon telle que
edi' do
e,

=

dil

f,. e do

=

di 2 ei o~i =

di2 el
N

1

e4 tant la valeur moyenne de e A lVint~rieur de o1 .
Elle est "incompl~te" dans la mesure oG elle est de dimension finie et ne permet pas de repr~senter
nimporte quelle surface. Nous dirons qu'elle est suffisante, si pour tout vecteurecintervenant dans nos
calculs, la valeur minimale qmi de
q

(E-

E ai 61)

qui s'obtient pour un choix convenable des a.
1, est inf~rieure A une limite d~termin~e.
Les surfaces E a1 6-isont 6videnmment d~sfinies A une translation pr~s.
Nous choisissons celle qui est centr~e, pour laquelle

avec
q

(E'j

EI 2

Remy~que6
Ces formules s'appliquent pour toute base orthogonale permettant de repr~senter le plan de cote constante.
Fin de teUacqce
Dans le cas particulier de lensentle de prismes B (6)que nous avons d~fcrit, on obtient

et

f.e cdo

2

oO c'i et ei sont des valeurs moyennes de e et e dans l'&l6ment oi. On notera que les coordonn~es aj sont
proportionnelles A la phase au point i et a la racine carr~se du champ relatif en ce point.
La valeur qmin est la sonue des pertes relatives aux divers 61l-ments de surface

4.3.

i

Notations et formules

Par la suite, nous ne distinguerons plus les vecteurs de lespace des surfaces de leur repr~sentation
%entree" dans B (6j) et EC, par exemple, d~signerl la matrice a une colonne des coordonn~fes du vecteur
dans cette base. La matrice transpos~e sera notte J.
On (!crira la perte q (E:)
sous deux formes, qul pr~sentent chacune leurs; avantages
et sont &squivalentes A q (c) - E a1 2 .
Au vecteur fonction du temps c (t) - E aj (t)6
en z, etc., telles que, par exempl e

correspondent les transform~es de Fourier, Laplace,

00 a (w) est la transform~e de Fourier de ai (t). -+ d~signera la transpostie conjuguse.
L'esp~rance math~wnatique de q s'6crira q et pourra Otre calculte
coordonnfes
q ,
-

4=~w

A partir de la densit6 spectrale de ses

Ei al (w) ai'
E

c

-4

f4- T~.V~
='1d

U
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Changements de base. Reprisentation des perturbations
En giniral, les perturbations que le systhme COAT dolt corriger sont connues dans B (6), c'est-8dire que P'on dispose d'une mesure des phases Bj aux diffirents points de l'ouverture du systime, ou de
l'intercorrilation 81 (t)ej (t -r)T
entre deux points distincts, ou de la densit6 spectrale 61 (w)6j T3T_)
transformie do Fourier do ]a prdcdonte. Los changements do base nous permettent d'exprimor ces perturbations conmme une superposition do diformatlons d'allure simple, par exemple :inclinaison d'un plan d'onde,
sphdricit6, etc., d'amplitude variable dans 1e temps. Souvent, le nontre des surfaces qul interviennent do
fagon significative est infiriour au nomtre N des points donnis initlalement. On pourra ainsi avoir uno
4.4.

reprisentation simplifise et imagde du phinone A compenser et on en disduira 1e nontre et la forms des
surfaces correctrices A introduiro dans le miroir RI. Los coordonnees du vecteur ; dans la nouvelle base
reprisenteront los amplitudes des corrections a apporter. La densitE spectrale do ces coordonnies indiquora
la bande passante quo dolt couvrir l'asservissement, la puissance nicessaire A la connande du miroir, etc.
Los bases los plus agreables A manier sont orthonoruies et "contries".
reprisontant le front d'onde perturbiS est

Nus uppo~ons dans ce qui suit quo le vecteur

6

centri'

La nouvelle base, constit 6e do N vecteurs I,.ost reprisontie par la matrice carrie 0, dont los colonnes
sont los coordonnies dos
dans B86) donc
zi b

y

=

6tant 10 vecteur des nouvelles coordonnees. Si 0 est rigulire,

&0

-1 WTI 0-1 T 00 T-RIlest la matrlce cl ravperauceationpe
fournissentsd los matricelI6i
founisentlescovariances des nouvel los coordonnies et coux do la matrice 1T*= -b- w P 0
densitis spectrales.
q = Tr14 I = T
T~r 0WTalors
Si la nouvelle base ost orthononnise, 4T 0 =
et V'on obtient directoment la participation do chaque surface de base A la porte totale, par exemp;
dipointago, convergence, etc. On en diduira 10 nombre do surfaces correctrices quo doit comporter 1e
systimo pour ramenor la perte a uno valour acceptable.

l ours

~T

En parti ujr, si les surfaces do base correspondent aux vecteurs propres do la matrU, 1 T1 , alors la
matic6 1iso riduit a une matrice diagonale constituie des valours propres do IFf. Ce cas prisonto
l'intirft, au mains thiorique, de permettre 10 maximum do correction avec le minimum do surfaces. Il
permet surtout, conmo nous le disions, d'avoir une roprisentation tris condonsie des caractdristiquos du
phinoine A corrigor.
A titre doexemplo, los figures 3 a, 3 b et 3 c donnent los formes do surfaces propros, leur participation
a la perte totale, et les densitis spectrales obtenues pour un cas tris simple, celul do cinq points
alignis rocovant uno onde qui a travers6 une atmosphire perturbie.

5.

SURFACES CORRECTRICES

Salt filo voctour corrospondant A la diformation quo subit le miroir RI sous l'action do la
conmmande ai positionnie A 1. L'ensomble des diformies Ifi on nombro M, constitue une base. Nous appelonj
0 la matrico A N lignes et M colonnos (M -cN) constituies des coefficients des vecteurs fj dans B (6), a
s'icrlvent alors
1e voctour des coimnandes ai. Los vecteurs do E (Y4)
E a1

4 a

La porte lie a la perturbation

compensie par RI ost

a
~~TT
a
q =
1Pefficaciti do RI.
permettra
do
connaltre
qui
minimise
q,
ce
qui
On chercho le vectour a

La condition d'extremum s'icrit

Si la matrice oT

est rigulitre

a
P

=

le

iIntl
e5

.
q
WoO

0i T~
r 0*11O
IT

0

=p

est un projectour (p2 a P), 0 1 est la projection orthogonale do ; sur E
tejeur fod
10su-sacqetl
carri do la diffirence ontro

10T 01-1 tT
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=

(Il-P)
Tr ((I

-

(Ai),
et sa projection

~T r ((1- P)Iee0TI(lp))

p)p(81

(1 - p))

expression qui fait intervenir la matrics do covariance
etconiplIte ou si ; est dons E (4)

16-TI.

La perte risiduelle est nulle si ]a base

d

Si6
les vecteurs 1isont orthonormits, IJ 0 - 11M (matrice unit# de rang M). AlorsF
T

r

0O

q . AT4

a,2 _ 7M.
. iN.:=
o0 a1 est la coordonnie de

OT;;

b2

dans B (6)et bj la coordonn~e de ; dans B

C)

Si la matrice OT 0'est sing~li~re, c'est que les vecteurs q, ne sont pas indipendants. Ii existe alors un
vecteuranon nul tel que 0 a - 0, c'est-a-dire que E (T~)
contient le plan de cote nulle.
L~ecas nWest pas 'IpVoliqe
aos d~e
aepae
alor
ar I
a .

est par exemple celui des systdmes COAT a miroir seglnent&s. 11 suffit
( Iinverse gnalise, obtenue en inversant les valsurs propres non
,T

)4, 01

telle que:
T

-T=

car a , cofln1t,est vecteur propre de 10 oj- avec la valeur propre zdro, de mime qu'il est vecteur
propre de 101 t avec la mime valeur ziro.
En resum6, B (1)dolt Up~ choisie pour que les vectcurs ; en solent "proches". Ce choix est facilit# par
li6tude de V espace des 0dont les principes ant dtd dicrits prdcidemnent. La perte rdsiduelle Instantande
ou moyenne slobtient ensuite A l'aide des diverses formules que nous avons donnoes.

6.

SIGNAUX D'ERREUR

6.1.

Extraction des signaux d'erreur

Salt q~il'ensemble des M surfaces utilisies pour l'obtentlon des signaux d'erreur. Chacune est
diplacie par un signal bi (t). Nous appelons TIla matrice constituis par les m vecteurs colonne ;r et f ls
vecteur ayant les bi pour coordonnkes. Nous ajoutons la distorsion de phase causee par les iret la
distorsion E, et nous obtenons

=

2 +

6

TT~ +

TTTt

Nous nigligeons ls dernier terms 6crit, car bi (t)est petit.
q est contenu dans le signal fourni par le ricepteur optique, que nous multiplions par 65dans la batteris
de dimodulateurs. Nous supposons que les signaux sont orthogonaux, c'est-A-dire par exemple que
b1 (t)

M.(t= Wai
2

__

et de moyenne nulle (5j (t) -0) , les moyennes dtant calcul,6es stir
tintemps court par rapport aux temps
de riponse du systdme. L'intigration nicessaire au calcul de cette moyenne est assuris par un filtre qul
peut Otre intigrO au riseau de conande et nous considirerons donc que les signaux issus des dimodulateurs
constituent le vecteur d'erreur:
er=

qt

2

+

ET

E

(6.1)

dont les composantes sont les projections de Z- sur les difffrents vecteurs mji.
En particulier, si les
vecteurs ip sont identiques aux vecteurs de correction fi (miroirs R1 et R2 identiques), on est en assure
d'annuler la projection de I sur lespace des tiet d'obtenir la perte minimale que permet le miroir RI.
ILevecteur c contient ]a perturbation

6.2.

A compenser, ;, et Veffet correcteur du miroir R1. On a donc

Annulatlon des erreurs

a -= yT0Si sheI

(6.2)

0-1V
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Les fllinents de IT

*Isont

j, donc

uji

*

(0

et

0

01

0

1 *j) fj

(6.3)

Donc, ou blen:
*B (IF)
ou B (1p).ou les deux, sont de dimension inf~rleure A M4(vecteurs dipendants). Si le rang de
B,(19) est inf~rleur A celul de B (go)11 est impossible d'annuler les erreurs :on ne dispose pas
d un nombre suffisant de paramitres ind~pendants. Si c'est le contralre, 11 faut imposer une
contrainte aux conuandes car on a un paramitre en trap par rapport au noTbre de signaux d'erreur
(on peut alors utiliser 1'lnverse g~n~rals~e de T' t pour d~terminer a);
*ou encore, il existe un vecteur de E (f) orthogonal A E (4).
detection d'erreur, ce qui est f&cheux.

7.

ASSERVISSEMENT

7.1.

Equations des boucles
11 reste, pour finir,

donc "invisible" pour le systome de

A "boucler la boucle".

Avant de le faire,.nous devons tenir compte du bruit du ricepteur en ajoutant au vecteur d'erreur un
moyenne nulle et niatrice
vecteur de bruit, V, auquel on peut attribuer des propriftts simplificatrices
de covariance diagonale. On a donc:

On ferme la boucle grAce

a ]a matrice G en 6crivant
a=

r

I

ce qui sous-entend que les grandeurs sont fonction de p, w ou z. Donc
1.+ G TT 0) a

=

G T

GC

+

et si
s2 + G TT o nest pas singuli~re,
a=

G T

(,+

]1

IG T

+

G)

Won finalement 1'erreur de phase r~slduelle sur Vouverture

+

=
-

*

G
Gt)-1

G T

+(1, +

G T 0Y

(7.1)

GV

Les conditions de stabilites sont bien connues. 11 est n~cessaire par exemple que les valeurs de p. racines
du d~stermlnant deln + G TT 0 alent leurs parties r~elles n~gatives. 11 peut Otre difficile de le vdrifier,
dans le cas g~n~ral, pour des systimes de rang 6lev@, 20 par exeinpie.

Si la matrice 'T0 admet un inverse, alors
Wo1,+

G TT o)-1 G
=

1,T

=

6

+ G TT ,'1-1 ITT ,1-1

-

f(~+

~T3 ~

jT~
-*

(11]~+

~1

++

Gw, )

IT

G -C
~T01
G,

(7.2)

I1~T
(7.3)

Cette expression a Vintdrdt de mettre en 6vidence
- Qj; qui ne depend que du choix des surfaces Vfet
" le terme (ji
est minimal si1 es surfaces *pleur sont Identiques

"un terme r6 qul d~croitlorsque le gain augmente
"un terme rVqul crolt lorsque le gain augmente.

ij,.

Pour un choix des surfaces 'P,11

7.2.

Cas particullers
Examinons doux cas particuliers

t*' ,oO g est un scalaire.
1)G - g(p) I'v
*

[LQ)
+

1

La stabilit# du systLNW est alors trels simple A studier. De plus, toutes les commndes ont la malle
rapiditis.
et si 8
2)5Si los miroirs RI et R2 sont identiques (TV- 4v)
-.

Tt

(U - 'D0

t (Z+ G)0
++~

T

+

(?) est

1(s+G) G

TV

G* (U+G)_i (1+ G)-

Gv

Les 61liments de la diaganale do la matrice_*OT
de 4 dans la base B (fl. Appelons-les Cj CjU.

M

G* (1+ G)4)
sont les densitiss spectrales des coordonnies
+. (,n
+4

*

*
orthonormee (YT 0

GI G

Si la matrice G est diagonale, d'6liment gi, on a donc

a

T

r f(11+G) 1 0TTi

(n+f'
G))
I

+

(

j'

La stabilit6 est 6galement facile A 6tudier. On peut d'autre part choisir chacune des fonctions do
gain gi afin de minimiser la somme des errours dues aux perturbations et au bruit pour chaque
coordonnie.
La matrice T 0 nest pas reguliolro

47.3.

01r'V
dans la relation (7.2) qui restg exacte si G IT 0. Ii
On pout roniplae .IT 4,1
faut donc pour cola quo a, voctour propre A droite 8 valour propre nulle de Tit ait la mime proprifte
vls-A-vis do G et, dans ce cas, la forniule (7.3) demoure valable.

8.

CONCLUSIONS
Llinterpritation vectorielle quo nous avons donnte des systimes COAT prisente divers avantages

a.1)

Elle est trds ginirale.
2) Los calculs sont systimatiquos, facilomont progranmablos avec des algorithmes existants.
3) Uno fois quo los diverses surfaces sont traduites sous forme do coordonnies dans le systime
orthonormd 6, centries et normies, los diverses relations quo l'on est amen6 A 6criro correspondent
A des propriftis giomistriques simples qut en facilitent ]a comprihenslon.
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SUMMA~RY CF SESC~I
PROPAGTI14 EFTELTS IN AIR AND SEA WATER
by
Dr. Richard Andlersoni, Chairman

In this session we have examined the status of theoretical modelling of the radiative transfer
problem through scattering and absorbing mediums and the experimental measurement of the most interesting
and critical parameters involved in the theory.
M~odelling of atmospheric transfer of radiant energy appears to be well in hand. The theory has
been tested and accepted and,' at this time, efforts are being directed to the measurement of the structure
n and CT. Experiments are being performed to determine the structure
contats
n hee mdessuc a
constants in the marine boundary layer to predict visibility, contrast reduction and so forth.
One interesting experiment is described which relies on multiple scattering to propagate optical
energy over the horizon. All of the above indicates a well developed understanding of the optical atmosphere.
The underwater models of radiative transfer are not nearly as well based in scientific theory and
are, in comparison, only first order approximations. Workers in this field have produced neat and convenient forms which are easily interpreted in systems studies. Typically, the underwater models employ gaussian approximations for the phase functions and spatial distribution, for example, to produce forms which
are easily analyzed.
*

As an example of the difference in the level of development between atmospheric and underwater
radiant propagation, those working in atmospherics are measuring scintillation and turbulence. Similiar
phenomenalogical quantities are not yet defined in studies of underwater propagation though they are known
to exist.
This situation derives from at least two sources. The first is the greater difficulty in the acquisition of detailed propagation parameters in the water masses. Secondly, the history of visibility and
atmospheric optics is much older and more relevant to human endeavour resulting in a more sophisticated

state of development.
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giESTIONS AND COMMENTS
OSSON

PROPNATICON EYFl'

- Paper 2

I

IN AIR AND SEA WATER

Multiple scatter of collimated irradiance.

Dr. H. T. Yura

Which source do you point at for the off-axis case, the true or apparent ?

Dr. W. H. Wells . The apparent source. The problem treated here begins just beneath the surface. Various
surface effects, refraction, reflection and roughness, must be treated separately to establish what
we call incident radiance.
Prof. A. Ishimaru : Can this technique be applied to two boundary problems ?
Dr. W. H. Wells : Yes but with some difficulty. We can no longer dismiss the increasing exponential
functions as unphysical. Much more algebra is required to fit boundary conditions. If light is in) = Li n and L (Z, 6 > 90, ) - 0.
cident at z - 0 but not on surface z - Z then L (0, 6 < 90,

- Paper 7 : Dependance of air to ground (land and sea) visibility ranges on low flight altitudes in conjunction with meteorological parameters.
Dr. C. Werner : Comment
After reading the paper of Mr Hoffmann. I lik! to add that we developed and tested a slant range
visibility device based on the lidar technique (1). This technique allows an on - line determination of the visibility in any direction of the atmospheric boundary layer. Test reports are available (2).
(1)

Werner C'.H. R. "Slant range visibility determination from lidar signatures by the two - point - method". Optics and laser technology. Feb. 1981 p. 27 - 36.

(2)

D F V L R Mitt. 81 - 01,

1981.

General comment (Round table discussion)

Dr. W. Welis : The boundary conditions in light entering the ocean are such that the ocean is really a
dark medium unless you look at the sun glint. In mathematically setting up the boundary conditions
at the sutface of the sea you could neglect backscatter and simply take the radiance of the surface
to be equal to the insidious radiance without much error, unless backscatter is the thing you are
interested in measuring specifically. On the other hand are the clouds in the atmosphere. You have
huge percentages of the light coming back out of the boundary and making the mathematical solution
q.ite different in nature and a different set of approximations because of the fact that the downwelling light is part of the "given" and the "upwelling" light is part of the "solution" and here
you have to reconcile them at the boundary.
Mr. R. Anderson : That is true. That is one of the fundamental differences. The scattering albedo is so
much lower in water than in a cloud, for instance. It is a different problem, it is much further
from a complete solution than the atmospheric problem.

i3
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ATMOSPHERIC MEASUREMENTS IN A COASTAL ENVIRONMENT
T. Bakker
Physics Laboratory NDRO-TNO, P.O.Box 96864
2509 JG, The Hague, The Netherlands
SUMMARY
In this paper the results of measurement projects, concerning atmospheric limitations for the application
of electro-optical equipment are reviewed. Results of simultaneous transmission measurements along close
parallel tracks in the visible, the infrared as well as the mm-wave (94GHz) region are compared. Long-ranqe
(5 km) laser transmission measurement results are given. Remote-measurement techniques as well as aerosol
counters were applied in order to determine the relevant atmospheric characteristics. The measurements were
carried out in a coastal environment and on the North Sea. In order to study mutual relationships meteorological measurements were done simultaneously.
1.

INTRODUCTION

During several years atmospheric measurements are being performed by the Physics Laboratory TNO, The Hague.
The main objectives of these measurements are to determine the limitations imposed by the atmosphere on the
application of electro-optical equipment for military purposes (image-intensifiers, TV-camera's thermal infrared
equipment and lasers). Besides the extinction and scattering coefficients of the atmosphere, the meteorological parameters and aerosolproperties are measured as well in order to determine the mutual physical
relationships between all these parameters and with the hope in mind that suitable methods could be developed 1br
forecasting the performance of electro-optical systems under predicted weather conditions. For those purposes the following projects have been carried out:
1.1

The project OPAQUE

An OPAQUE measurement site was installeo ind in operation at the Airbase Ypenburg, located in the South
East direction of the Hague.
1.2

The project LASERLINK

In between the measurement towers of the Physics Laboratory TNO and the tower of the Post-Office Laboratory,
located at a distance of 5 km,measurements have been carried out using C02 lasers and Helium-Neon lasers
as sources. The measurement track was at a height of 35 m above ground level.
1.3

AEROSOL and LIDAR project

At a later stage our efforts were more and more directed towards the development of remote-measurement
techniques. For that reason lidar measurement equipment has been developed. Routine measurement programmes
have been carried out at the Physics Laboratory, resulting in a small data base. In order to relate the
measured results the aerosol-characteristics of the atmosphere were measured at the same time.
1.4

NORTH SEA project

In order to determine the differences between the overland, coastal and maritime environments, measurements
have been carried out aboard the oceanic survey vessel of the Royal Netherlands Navy: H.NI.Ms. Tydeman.
Various trips across the North Sea were made.
2.

MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS AND PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

Before dealing with details and results of the measurements, the environments where these measurements were
done will be described. The locations itself have been indicated on the map, given in fig. 1. In fig. 2
the visibility is given as a function of the winddirection in a polar diagram. In fig. 3 the particle concentration, as measured by Knollenberg counters has been plotted in a polar diagram against winddirection.
From these figures it becomes clear, that visibility is low and particle concentrations are high when the
winds are blowing from the South-East direction. This dependence on winddirection can be explained from
the presence of the heavy polluted industrial area around Rotterdam and Europort Harbour. When the wind is
blowing from the North-West direction on the contrary the highest visibilities have been measured and the
particle concentrations are lowest then. The measurements were performed at the Physics Laboratory TNO,
located North of the Hague at a distance of about 2 km from the sea shore. The prevailing winddirection is
South-West.
3.

THE PROJECT OPAQUE

As mentioned already a complete OPAQUE station was installed at Ypenburg Airbase, located South-East of the
Hague. For a description of the OPAQUE programme the reader is referred to Ill. In this paper the results
of the transmission measurements in the visible, the thermal infrared wavelength regions (3-5 limand 8-12 pm)
and at a frequency of 94 GHz will be discussed. These measurements were done every hour on the hour along
close parallel tracks, (2]. (3].
The infrared transmission measurements were carried out by means of the Barnes Infrared Transmissometer,
type 17-708. The source and receiver were mounted at a height of 1.5 m above the ground; the measurement
base was 500 m. For the visible transmission measurements an Eltro transmissometer was used. At a distance
of 500 m from the source a retroreflector was placed, resulting in an effective measurement base of 1000m.
The 94 GHz source was situated at about 1 m above the ground at a distance of 935 m from the receiver,
which was mounted at a height of 3.5 m above ground level. Rain-intensity meters, rain-rate meters, meteo
equipment, humidity meters, aerosolcounters (Royco, type 225 and Kratel type Partoscope R) were installed
along the measurement track or in its immediate neighbourhood.
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In fig. 4 and 5 histograms are given of the transmission in the 8-12 pm wavelength region for the months
of September and November 1978. In November we had frequently fogs resulting in a high cumulative probability (18%), that the infrared transmission dropped below 50% over 500 m. From these type of histograms
annual surveys have been made, see figs. 6 and 7. Along the horizontal axis the month of the year has been
plotted. Along the vertical axis the probability is given that the transmission is lower than the value of
the parameter, associated with the corresponding curves. One can immediately conclude from these surveys,
that the probability for low transmission values in the 8-12 4m wavelength region is high during Fall and
in Winter and is smaller in Spring and Summer.
Annual surveys have been made now for three years of validated infrared transmission data in the 8-12 4m as
well as in the 3-5 um wavelength region. The same type of histograms and surveys have been made for the
visual transmission and the transmission at 94 GHz. [4]
Besides histograms and annual surveys scatterplots were made. In fig. 8 the transmission in the 8-12 um
region has been plotted in the vertical direction against the transmission in the visible region in the
horizontal direction. These measurements were made in the period Sept.- Nov. 1978. From this figure the
following general conclusions can be drawn:
- With only a few exceptions the transmission in the 8-12 Pm region is equal to or greater than in the
visible region.
- When it is not raining the infrared transmission does hardly depend on the transmission in the visible
region, as long as the visual transmission is larger than 0.2. (Visibility larger than I km).
- During rain the infrared transmission is decreasing and tends to become equal to the visual transmission.
The same conclusions apply to the dependence of the transmission in the 3-5 pm region on the visual transmission.
In fig. 9 the transmission in the 8-12 pm region over 500 m has been plotted along the vertical axis
against the transmission at 94 Gfiz over 935 m along the horizontal axis. These measurements wetealso done
in the period Sept. - Nov.1978. For active mm-wave devices the radiation has to pass through the atmosphere
twice. So the plot gives a good comparison between active mn-wave and passive infrared systems, with
respect to atmospheric limitations. From fig. 9 it may be concluded, that under no rain conditions the
transmission at 94 GHz over 935 m is superior or equal to the transmission in the 8-12 pm band. During rain
the transmissions tend to become more equal.
Very interesting results were found once the dependence of the infrared transmission on humidity was studied. In fig. 10 the transmission in the 8-12 pm band has been plotted against absolute humidity. Although
in general the infrared transmission decreases slowly with increasing water vapour density quite a number
of measurements correspond to much lower transmission values. A much better relation results when the infrared transmission is plotted against relative humidity. From fig. 11 it follows that for values of relative humidity < 0.90 the infrared transmission slowly decreases with increasing relative humidity. When
the relative humidity is larger than 0.90, the infrared transmission can take all values between 0 and 0.95.
Until some years ago it was assumed in infrared systems analysis studies, that the infrared transmission
could reasonably well be described by the amount of precipitable water present in the transmission path.
This amount is proportional to absolute humidity. A possible interpretation of our results is that for
values of relative humidity > 0.90 it is the amount of liquidwater, present in the form of drops in rain
or aerosols in fog that determines the infrared transmission of the atmosphere.
A major achievement was the introduction of the LOWTRAN models [5]. Besides gaseous absorption the extinction
due to aerosols was included. At Ypenburg Airbase aerosol measurements were carried out every hour on the
hour by the Prins Maurits Laboratory TNO. Some results of the measurements on 7 February 1979 have been given
in fig. 12, 13, 14, 15. [6] Along the horizontal axis the size D of the particles is given on a logarithmic
scale. Along the vertical axis the density N(D) of the particles corresponding to a given interval is given
also on a logarithmic scale {I
}.
From the measurement on 17.00 h one might conclude that in particular the larger particles have a marked
influence on the infrared transmittance.
4.

THE PROJECT LASERLINK [7]

As mentioned already laser transmission measurements were carried out at an altitude of 35 m over a baselength of 5 km. The C02 laser used was a Sylvania type 341 P, delivering a continuous power of 2-4 W. It
was cooled by running tap-water; neither the temperature nor the pressure of this cooling water was stabilized. The power supply was not stabilized as well. As a consequence a haphazard switching of the laserline
occurred from time to time. As the wavelength of the transmitted radiation was not monitored the exact wavelength during the transmission measurement was not known. This CO2 laser was designed to operate in the
The output
beam
passed
through a by
7 xa magnifying
a beam
divergence
of
0 mode.
1TEMo
mrad.
The CO,
1aserradi
ati on
was coll1ected
Germani um telescope,
1ens wi th a resulting
di ameter ofin7.5
cm and
a focal length
of 15 cm. The etector was an uncooled pyroelectric one_ Barnej Engineering, type T-300), integrated with a
FET amplifier. The Noise Equivalent Power amounts to 10- WHz- .
The Helium-Neon laser was a Spectra Physics, model P36. It delivered an output beam with a continuous power
of 2 mW and a beamdivergence of 1.5 mrad. This radiation was collected at a distance of 5 km by a Fresnel
lens with a diameter of 24 cm and a focal length of 32 cm. A Silicon photovoltaic detector was used. The
Noise Equivalent Power amounts to 10" 3 WHz-i. No provisions were made for the absolute calibration of the
transmission measurements. Instead the excess loss due to atmospheric extinction was measured. So the 0 db
loss is abritrary and simply refers to specific values of the receiver signals. The rainrate, humidity and
temperature were measured at the transmitter as well as the receiver side of the link. In fig. 16 and 17
this excess loss has been plotted against relative humidity for Helium-Neon as well as CO2 laserradiation
respectively. In particular for C02 laserradiation we see that for relative humidities smaller than
090-0.95 the extinction is almost independent of relative humidity. For values of the relative humidity
larger than 0.95 there is a steep rise in the extinction. The same arguments apply to the extinction of
Helium-Neon radiation. These results confirm the results of our OPAQUE measurements.
A second objective of these measurements was to study the scattering of radiation in the atmosphere under
small angles in the forward direction. For that reason hoths beams were scanned in a horizontal direction
by means of a stepping motor over 9 mr in steps of 0.9 mr. Figs. 18 and 19 give the average beam profile of
the Helium-Neon and the CO2 laser respectively after transmission over a 5 km path through the atmosphere
at an altitude of 35 m above ground level.

Ai
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We never measured a significant change in these profiles under various weather conditions.
It was planned to perform aerosol- and lidarmeasurements during these laserexperiments. Unfortunately
either the laserlink or the lidar and aerosol equipment turned out to be inoperative, so that no simultaneous measurements have been carried out. Because of manpower problems the laser transmission experiments
were stopped in 1979.

*

5.

AEROSOL AND LIDAR PROJECT

Already in an early stage (1974) lidar investigations were performed at the Physics Laboratory TNO.
Experimental feasibility studies were carried out concerning the application of the vibrational and rotational
Raman effects for the remote-measurement of the concentrations of specific gases and the temperature in the
atmosphere respectively. Both methods turned out to be too insensitive for our purposes.
In our experimental set-up besides the Raman-shifted backscatterfed radiation the unshifted Mie-scattered
radiation could be measured as well. The results were so promising that a more definite lidar equipment was
developed, see fig. 20 with the following specifications:
laser
: Neodymium/YAG
wavelength
. 1.06 pm
pulse energy
.
30 mJ
pulse width
.
20 ns
: 2.5 mrad
beam divergence
pulse repetition frequency: 1 Hz
receiver
: plastic Fresnel lens
aperture
: 39 cm
focal length
:60 cm
detector
: YAG 444 (E.G & G.), Silicon photodiode.
rise time
:100 ns
optical bandwith
: 50 nm
overall transmission
: 0.49
The :ange of this monostatic configuration is approximately 1.5 km. The output of the detector was connected
to a Tektronix WP 2221 waveform processing system, including a dual floppy disk unit. In order to improve
the signal to noise ratio the outputsignals of 4-5 successive shots were summed.
The aerosolmeasurements were performed with two optical particle counters from Particle Measuring Systems:
an active scattering aerosol spectrometer probe ASASP-300A and a classical scattering probe CSASP-300A. The
total size interval covered with this equipment ranges from 0.16 pm to 18 pm. In order to reduce errors in
the sample volumes the inlet horns were turned towards the winddirection. [81 The aerosol data were recorded
and processed. The resulting aerosol size distributions log
as a function of log D were approximated
by a first degree polynomium (Junge distribution) and a fifth degree polynomium.
All the measurements were carried out at the Physics Laboratory. The lidar was situated at ground level. The
lidar soundings were done in a fixed direction (740 eastwards with respect to North). The elevation angle of
the lidar was only 50. So the measurement path was completely within the lower atmosphere. The signal originates from a rangeinterval between 200 and 1500 m. The aerosol and meteorological equipment were located at
our measurement tower, approximately 35 m above ground level.
All the data were recorded on datafiles. During 1978 a data base of 181 complete files has been acquired.
Every single datafile comprizes 160 elements with measured and calculated lidar- and aerosoldata, meteorological and environmental parameters, equipment characteristics etc. In a second phase these datafiles
have been used in a statistical analysis in order tc determine whether or not useful numerical information
concerning atmospheric parameters can be derived from the results of these remote-measurements [10, 11]
The most important questions, to be answered are:
- Is it possible to derive the extincticn parameters (absorption as well as scattering coefficients)?
- Is it possible to derive the aerosol characteristics?
From the lidar equation one can easily derive, that in a homogeneous atmosphere the received signal VD
varies as a function of range R, according to:
ln VR 21 = -2AR+In B+C.
A: extinction coefficient
B: volume backscattercoefficient
C: constant, dependent on transmitter and receiver characteristics.
From the slope of the curve A can determined. Knowing C from calibrations B is found after substitution of A.
An inhomogeneous atmosphere can be dealt with by dividing the total range interval of 200 till 1500 m into
at most 4 subranges, that can be ,onsidered as homogeneous. This technique has been applied e.g. in a horizontally stratified and layered atmosphere.
Amongst the atmosphericdndmeteorological parameters, being measured is the visibility, measured with an AEG
scatternmeter as well as by a human observer, looking at distant targets (further indicated as estimated
visibility ESTVIS). It is known that this estimated visibility depends, amongst other parameters, strongly
on the scattering characteristics of the atmosphere. In fig. 21 In ESTVIS has been plotted against-ln B as
measured by lidar. In the following we will use the correlation coefficient as a possible indicator whether
or not a relationship between the parameters exists. In the case of the In ESTVIS vs-ln B dependence this
correlation coefficient amounts to 0.95. When In ESIVIS is plotted against In Afig. 22, as determined from
lidarmeasurements the relation is not as good.(correlation coefficient 0.85). One of the reasons is that as
a result of the relatively short measurement interval (1300 m) the accuracy in the derivation of small A
values is rather limited.
In fig. 23 In CJ, being the constant in the first order polynomial approximation of the aerosol distribution,
has been plotted against In B, as derived from lidar soundings. A relationship is apparent.
In fig. 24 the In of the total particle area ln(AT) is given as a function of In B. It turned out that the
particle area is a better measure for atmospheric scattering than the total particle number NT. An even better relation has been found when In A is plotted against a linear conbination of In B and in ESTVIS, fig. 25.
Of particular interest is of course te relation between the backscatter coefficient B as measured by lidar
and the value BMIE as calculated from the aerosol measurements by applying Mie-theory. In fig. 26
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these quantities have been plotted for Spring 1978 (the relation turns out to be season dependent). A correlation coefficient of 0.83 was found.
A rather practical relation was found between the measured aerosol parameters Cj and v (Junge exponent) in
combination with the relative humidity H on the one side and the calculated
backscatter coefficient BMIE
on the other side. This relation has been depicted in fig. 27. The correlation coefficient amounts to
0.97. This might be an interesting method to derive backscatter coefficients from aerosol measurements
without applying the time consuming Mie calculations on a computer.
In conclusion we consider the lidar as a promising tool to provide numerical information on the relevant
atmospheric parameters. In particular in slant path directions, at open sea and in an operational environment the lidar offers unique possibilities. In fig. 28 the result of an early lidar measurement in ground
fog is given. Although the lidar itself was located in the fog one could measure the thickness of the particular fog (190 m). For the study of interaction layers as exist above sea surfaces the lidar technique
is very promising. We hope to apply lidar for that purpose in the future.
6.

THE NORTH SEA PROJECT

In fall 1980 aerosol measurements were performed at the North Sea aboard the oceanic survey vessel H.Nl.Ms.
Tydeman [12]. Besides the aerosol counters mentioned in Ch. 5 also a PMS high-volume probe, type CSAS 100 HV
was installed aboard this ship. The totale range of aerosol diameters that could be measured was 0.16 pm32 pm. These counters, together with an AEG scatterometer were installed at a height of about 8 m above sealevel. In fig. 29 the equipment is shown. The meteorological parameters and the navigation data were provided
by the ships facilities. The measurements were reduced and combined on data files.
The main objective of these measurements was to investigate whether there are significant differences
between the aerosol-sizedistributions, as measured overland, in harbour, near-coast and at open sea. For
that purpose a number of trips were made, starting in the naval base Den Helder in various directions across
the North Sea. A trip of 1 week was made to Devils Hole, see fig. 30. Ur.fortunately at Devils Hole we could
measure only for I day because of gales and backwater, resulting in equipment failure.
Fig. 31 shows the averaged aerosol-volume distribution (MVDF) log ""-D-(um2 cm "3 ) as a function of log D(pm),
measured at Devils Hole. The length of the vertical bars indicates the spread in the measurement results.
Note the maximum at a diameter of about 5 Pm. This curve is representative for the ones found at open sea.
In fig. 32 the results of aerosol-volume distribution measurements near the coast of Holland are given. Curve
I corresponds to measurements in the neighbourhood of platform NOORDWIJK, located 10 km outside the coast.
Curve 2 was measured on a trip from Den Helder to Scheveningen. Curve 3 was measured 2 km from the coast of
the Hague and curve 4 was measured near the oil rig of Placid Field in the North Sea. One notices a significant gradual change from a Junge type of distribution near the coast to a curve with a maximum at a diameter
of about 5 im at open sea. In table 1, the meteorological and environmental conditions during these measurements are given. In fig.33 the calculated extinctionfactors, corresponding to the curves of fig.32 are given.
curve
fig. 31
fig. 32,1
fig. 32,2
fig. 32,3
fig. 32,4

4ces

location
Devils Hole
NOORDWIJK
den Helder-Schev.
the Hague coast
Placid Field

visibility windspeed
18 km
11 M/S
30 - 10
7
7
6
7
6
30
6

winddirection
2150 (N=O)
200
215
215
290

sea state
4
3
3
3
2

humidity
0.84
0.94
0.97
0.97
0.77

table I
Meteorological and environmental conditions.
The curves presented are only a few examples. A total of 120 individual measurements have been done. A first
conclusion is, that indeed a gradual change in the particle volume distribution occurs between the coastal
and the open-sea environment. Of course more measurements need to be done before a definite statement can be
made.
These measurements have been carried out within the framework of the NATO Defence Research Study Group
AC/243(Panel IV/RSG.8) on: "Atmospheric Optical and Infrared Effects". During the same period aerosol and
meteorological measurements were carried out by a German team from the measurement platform: NORDSEE, by a
British team at the Royal Aircraft Establishment in Farnborough and by a Danish group at the former OPAQUE
site in Lolland. Further investigations have been planned. The application of lidar systems is under consideration.
Of particular interest of course are the physical mechanisms, that are responsible for these marked differenin the particle volume distributions and its effects on the propagation characteristics for visible and
infrared broadband as well as laser radiation. The influence of sea spray on these characteristics has to be
studied in detail.
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ATMOSPHERIC OPTICAL/IR PROPERTIES IN NORTHERN GERMANY

by
R.W.Fenn and E.P.Shettle
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
Hanscom AFB, MA, USA

ABSTRACT

This paper describes results from the NATO measurement program OPAQUE (Bakker, 1976, AGARD Proceedings
183, pages 14- ). The results presented cover the first three years of regular measurements of optical and infrared
propagation properties at one of seven OPAQUE stations, located near Meppen in North West Germany.
Hourly measurements of visible and infrared transmittance in the 3-5 and 8- 12 pm band, of day- and night-time
illuminance, of contrast reduction (path radiance) as well as the meteorological quantities, temperature, dewpoint, and
windspeed have been reduced and analyzed. During limited time periods of the three-year measurement program also
optical/IR turbulence and laser scattering intensity (at 10.6 pm) have been measured.
This paper presents results of the analysis of monthly and seasonal frequency of occurrence of different levels of
these quantities. We present probabilities of occurrence of visibility, 3-5 and 8-12 pm transmittance as a function of
time of day and for different seasons. For this data base we have also derived the frequency of occurrence of various
levels of day- and night-time illumination levels, indicating the dependence on cloud cover and other factors.
This limited climatology of atmospheric optical/IR properties is directly applicable to studies on the effectiveness of
various E/O systems in the European environment.
This data base is also a source for deriving empirical correlations between atmospheric optical/IR properties and
meteorological parameters and conditions. E.g., the relationships between transmittance properties in the visible and
infrared and atmospheric humidity can be demonstrated.
The OPAQUE data also have been a unique data base for testing and validating atmospheric optical models. Results
of comparisons with transmittance model (LOWTRAN) calculations and with illuminance model calculations are shown.
From this large data base, empirical correlations between the optical/IR atmospheric properties and the
meteorological conditions have been developed which can aid in prediction schemes.
The data also have provided a unique source for comparison with and validation of atmospheric optical propagation
models. Results of comparisons with transmittance and illuminance model calculations are shown.
The validation and analysis of the OPAQUE data is being performed as a cooperative effort between the eight
OPAQUE nations and is coordinated within RSG- 14 of Panel IV (AC243).

NOTE: This paper may be requested in Classified form from AGARD until June, 1982 through official national
channels.
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Measurements of Cloud Depolarization and Multiple Scattering
by
Christian Werner and Eqmont Wolff
Institute of Optoelectronics
German Aerospace Research Establishment

(DFVLR)

D-8031 Wessling/Oberpfaffenhofen
Federal Republic of Germany

SUMMARY
To get values of backscatter coefficients, depolarization ratios and multiple scattering
effects a calibrated lidar system is necessary. The DFVLR-lidar-system IV was used for the
measurements. Polarization characteristics and beam properties of the system are calibrated.
An on-line data handling system is added. There are different aperture sizes available, also with a field stop for the single scattering component.
The measurements of cloud depolarization and multiple scattering effects were started
in 1979. The first observation set on different cloud types is available. An anisotropy of
the depolarization with the azimuth angle e was determined. This anisotropy depends on the
size of the cloud dropletts.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Remote sensing of atmospheric parameters by means of lidar methods has become of great interest. This methods are used to examine the scattering of transmitted pulse by the atmospheric molecules and particles. This examination is based on single scattering.
The transmissivity, which has been determined by lidar measurements of clouds and fog
layers, turned out to be higher than the theoretically expected one for a single scattering
process of the direct laser beam. Estimations carried out by different authors of multiple
scattering show that this process could not be neglected [1, 2, 3, 4]. If a laser beam impinges on a thick scattering medium, after penetration through it, it becomes (1) physically
wider,(2) decollimated, and (3) less intense. Figure 1 shows this principle. The laser
pulse is propagating through some cloud levels. The telescope receives the backscattered
radiation. In position 1 the telescope receives single backscattered radiation and also an
increasing portion of multiple backscattered radiation due to spatial and angular spreading,
in position 2 the multiple scattered radiation increases.
If the laser beam is linearly pola zed the backscattered radiation will be partially
depolarized.
To measure the effects described abc e, we constructed a new lidar system: The lidar
system IV consisting of a ruby laser and two Newtonian telescopes with 25 and 40 cm mirror
diameter. By changing the aperture angle of one telescope, the other has a constant aperture
angle, the influence of multiple scattering can easily be revealed.
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There are two research goals for the described cloud measurements: 1) the determination
of the liquid water content of a cloud remotely, and 2) statistical values of cloud multiple
scattering for optical communication.
2.

BACKGROUND

It is known that cloud dropletts scatter a considerable fraction of visible laser light into
a narrow angular lobe in the forward direction [5, 6]. Some light which would for single
scattering be lost from the transmitted beam is scattered back into the beam and reduces
the effective extinction coefficient of the medium. This is important for problems concerned
with measuring atmospheric transmittance using laser light. The relation between extinction
and liquid water content is valid for single scattering only. Pinnick et al [7] showed for
ruby-and Nd:YAG-laser wavelengths the cloud backscatter coefficient B has a simple relation
to the extinction coefficient o : o = 15.8 B, independent of the form of the cloud drop size
distribution.
Dense clouds along a transmission path can produce spatial and temporal spreading of
a laser pulse (1,21. If the radiation is linearly polarized, the multiple scattering produces a depolarization (8,9]. It was known from previous measurements - i.e. with the microwave radar - that iceparticles produce a strong depolarization. The depolarization can be
used to distinguish between ice and water clouds [10,111. To determine the liquid water
content in the mixed phase, both effects of depolarization are mixed [12).
For optical communication it is necessary to know something about the angular behaviour
of the depolarization [13,141. The theoretical calculations do not assume a dependence of
the depolarization on the azimuth angle 0 (15,16,17,18,191. With the measurements we will
describe, we will present results for three items:
1) The experimental test of the multiple scattering.
The multiple scattering correction factor (1-F(T)) using Shipley's [17] theory is
0.62 - 0.02 T
T < 3.5
1 - F(T)
{0.55
3.5 < T S 5.5
0.55 + 0.02 (T- 5.5)
5.5 < T S 7.5
T

= optical thickness

In the lidar equation
Pr

where

-

Pt " K 7 " 8

e - 11

Pr = received power
Pt = transmitted power
K - system constant including the effective receiver area
R - range

the multiple scattering is placed in
Prm . Pt

-2 fR
eo

K
R2

(-F( ))dr

where the optical thickness T is explained as fcdr.
Other authors give similar corrections. Bucher 11] made experimental tests and
determined a pulse lengthening depending on the diffusion depth and the cloud
thickness. The following expression should be valid [2,13]
(1 -

T

with

TR

O) * c

T

=

multipath time spreading

AR

=

cloud thickness

T

= TD (1 - <00s

TD = diffusion depth
<tos O> = 0.97
wo = 0.96 = single scattering albedo =

c
2)
3)

3.

Osca

t

/

ext

= velocity of light

To get a statistical data base on the depolarization for different clouds, and
to test the angular dependency of the depolarization.
Many authors made lidar experiments with clouds by variing the receiver field of
view, the polarization orientation, and using field stops to eliminate the single
backscatter component [201. Carswell et al (211 made laboratory measurements using
a fog chamber and determined a "strongly spatially inhomogeneous radiation field"
for the pure multiply backscattered radiation.

LIDAR SYSTEM

The DFVLR-lidar-system IV is a ruby lidar system constructed for meteorological application.
There is a possibility to determine the water vapor distribution in the boundary layer
using two ruby lasers, and there is a possibility to study cloud parameters by using one
ruby laser and two telescopes. Table 1 shows the parameters of the system (223.
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Table 1: Parameters of the DFVLR-lidar-system IV
Transmitter 1
Ruby laser (Impulsphysics)
Wavelength
Linewidth
Stability
Output energy
Pulse duration
Pulse repetition rate
Transmitter 2
Ruby laser (Laser Associates Ltd.)
Wavelength
Linewidth
Stability
Output energy
Pulse duration
Pulse repetition rate
Receiver 1 / Receiver 2
Mirror diameter
Focal length
Photodiode

0.69428 jnm
<0.00001 Pt
tt
0.00001 Pm
1
Joule
20
ns
1
Hz

0.6942-0.69428
< 0.00001 Pm
:L0.00001 pnm
I
Joule
20
ns
5/100
Hz

um

40/25
cm
250/150 cm
YAG 444 / YAG 444

Figure 2: Lidar system IV
Figure 2 shows the system, which is installed on the top of the DFVLR-Institute of Atmospheric Physics. Measurements in vertical direction are possible. To be independent of
the sky background radiation photodiodes are used especially for the water vapor detection.
Photodiodes are thermal noise limited detectors and the thermal noise is higher than the
daylight sky background noise. Therefore no interference filter is necessary to block the
sky background radiation. The received backscatter radiation reaches the photodiode after

I,
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penetrating a field lense and a polarization filter. For cloud measurements photodiodes
have an additional advantage compared to photomultipliers: there is no overload effect!
Two similar units are used in both telescopes. The polarization filters can be turned
from parallel to perpendicular polarization direction according to the transmitted beam
polarization.
For the cloud studies the small telescope 2 is used with the parallel polarization
direction, telescope 1 receives the perpendicular polarized component.
The geometry of the system was tested. Laser 1 has a determined beam divergence shown
in fig,-e 3. Therefore, the telescopes are used with 5 mrad aperture size. To use the lidar
'tiple scattering determinations, there was a need for a blocking aperture.
syste,
field of view corresponding to the diverging transmitted beam has to be blocked.
The r
shows an example for such a blocking aperture (field stop). The measured signal
Figur,
cause" .,y scattering processes outside the blocked spatial volume.

4A,

,- A
d

Figure 3: Determined beam divergence of Laser 1 (appr. 5 mrad)

F0

Figure 4: Example of a spatial filter (5 mrad blocking aperture and 13 mrad aperture)
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Figure 5: Data handling system
There is an on-line data handling system added to the lidar. Figure 5 shows the data

system which is installed in another room to avoid electromagnetic interference from the
laser ignition to the data transfer. The lidar signals are stored in two Biomation 8100

transient digitizers. The energy of each single laser pulse is measured and stored. In order to avoid short time variations of the cloud structure, the signals are given to two
averaging units connected to the transient digitizers. These averaging units can average
up to 500 signals from the Biomations per second. They offer a 16 bit memory for 2048 words.
The averaging units are controlled via the IEEE-488-bus system by a personal computer Commodore 3016. The operator gives the transient digitizer values of sample interval and input
range, the laser output energy and the amplifier stages into the computer and the computer
calculates the backscatter values and the ratios for interested range intervals. Parallel
to this, the calculated values can be stored on a mini-discette. The program language is
BASIC, so students can handle the system.
4.

CLOUD BACKSCATTER AND DEPOLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS

During half a year at different days lidar measurements of cloud backscatter coefficient
was made f23]. This was the start of a serie of measurements to get a statistic of midEuropean cloud data. Table 2 gives the result with date, time, mean temperature in cloud
level from a nearby radiosonde station, the height above ground, and the maximum backscatter
value in m-1 sr- 1 .
Table 2: Data of measured clouds
R
km

S(R)
m-1 -1

local
time

Te

10.27
10.37
11.23

-14,8

2,76
1,10
2,24

3,0 10-5
106
1,4 10-5

6.2.80

11.23

-14,8

2,68

5

10-5

6.2.80
6.2.80
6.2.80
6.2.80

11.29
13.15
13.15
13.21

-14,8

2,70
1,09
1,21
1,42

6,4
2,0
4
5,5

1010 "5
10_5
10 5

6.2.80
6.2.80

14.17
14.58

- 3,8

1,76
2,19

9
6

10.5
105

6.2.80

15.21

1,99

4,5 104

7.2.80

12.25

- 2,2

0,80

3

10-4

7.2.80
7.2.80
6.3.80
6.3.80

13.15
13.23
9.51
9.51

- 2,2
- 1,1
- 1,1

0,77
0,97
1,39
1,01

2,5
5
1,3
2

104
104
10 5
10"5

17.4.80
17.4.80
17.4.80

15.49
15.49
16.22

-23,7
-53,9
- 1,1

5,10
8,87
2,06

5,3 10"4
1
10"4
1
10"4

28.5.80

12.14

+10,3

0,41

1

12.14

+ 8,5

0,63

2

104

28.5.80
28.5.80
28.5.80
28.5.80
28.5.80
28.5.80
28.5.80
28.5.80
19.6.80
19.6.80
19.6.80

12.28
12.28
12.52
13.06
13.06
13.06
13.06
16.21
16.24
16.39

+10,3
+ 8,5
+ 6,0
+ 6,0

0,40
0,53
1,15
0,99
1,45
1,61
1,73
2,14
2,37
1,72

4
7
4,0
5,0
2,0
1,0
2,0
1,4
8,3
9,7

10"
10"4
10_
10_4
10_4
10_4
103
1043
10
10-

date

6.2.80
6.2.80
6.2.80

7.2.80

12.36

C

- 4,1
- 4,1

0,89

1,5 10-4

10 4

Fl-I
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Tble 2: ( nt.)
date

19.6.80
19.6.80
19.6.80
19.6.80

local
tieii

R

S(R Ix
I-lm 1

16.49
17.06
18.08
18.12

1,67
2,13
2,28
2,21

5,9
1,0
5,6
8,8

10-4
10.4
104
10

The depolarization 6 (6 - SiRTi where S (R) is the lidar signature Br 2 ) wan
r measured
simultaneously. Table 3 gives some examples with date, height above ground, maximum backscatter value 8 and depolarization 6.
Table 3: Examples of depolarization measurements
6 max

Date

R(km)

S(R)max

6.2.80
6.2.80
6.2.80
6.2.80
7.2.80
7.2.80

1,10
1,37
1,42
1,20
0,7
1,0

6.101-105
5:10_
5
2,5.10
1.104,5.10 _

0,11
0,13
0,14
0,42
0,45
0,18

17.4.80

8,9

2.10

0,42

Figure 6 shows an example of a received lidar signal (single echo) for graupel precipitation.

6.2.80

V

i

.

i
1.5

0

3

km

R-

Figure 6: Example of depolarization measurement during precipitation (graupel)
upper trace: lidar signal (voltage versus time a range) of the parallel
polarized backscatter
lower trace: perpendicular polarized backscatter component.
The very large depolarization was measured also by Platt (20]. Figure 7 shows the
averaged profile of the same precipitation. The lidar signatures (ST2 =S(R)) for both telescopes are shown versus altitude. The quotient Q represents the depolarization 6. There
is again a very large depolarization in the precipitation regime and comparable low depolarization within the cloud (above 1.6 km).
There is in general always a depolarization within the cloud which exceeds the clear
air depolarization ( 6=0.05) by a factor of two and more.
For mixed clouds the value 6- 0.2 ist possible. Ice-clouds have values of 6 - 0.4.

I

i,,
Figure 7: Iddar signatures for the graupel
pr=ipitaton ixm in figure 6.
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5.

MEASUREMENTS OF MULTIPLE SCATTERING EFFECTS

5.1

Measurements in 1974

During 1974 we made the first multiple scattering measurements with a similar lidar to
that described above using photomultipliers as detectors and polaroid pictures of the
oscilloscope as signals. Different aperture sizes and different polarization direction
was used as well as the Raman nitrogen component for determination of effects caused by
the multiple scattering. The measurements were carried out under 300 elevation.
Figure 8 shows signals backscattered by a cloud and received with different telescope
aperture angles. The upper beam is the reference signal from telescope 2 with 4 mrad aperture,
the lower beam is the signal from the 40 cm telescope 1 at 2 mrad and 20 mrad. A pulse 2
lengthening at the 20 mrad signal is observed. In figure 9 the computed values of 81 , at
different aperture angle, are plotted versus range R or the height above ground H. The
upper scale shows the depolarization ratio measured at 4 mrad. Each curve represents the
mean value of 10 received signals. The pulse lengthening effect, which shows the influence
of the multiple scattering, is clearly to be seen 11,21.
Figure 10 shows signals backscattered by a cloud at different positions of the depolarization filters. These signals are similar to those reported by CARSWELL [5]. Figure 11
represents the computed values of BT2 obtained at different polarization (parallel and
perpendicular component) and plotted versus range R or height above the ground H. The upper
scale shows the depolarization ratio for this single lidar measurement.

' I~

20

'

22

21

I

_

23

.

,

ps

Figure 8: Signals backscattered by a cloud at different aperture angles (upper beam:
4 mrad constant, lower beam; 2,20 mrad)
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versus range R or height above ground H measured at different

aperture angles. The upper scale shows the depolarization ratio 6.
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Figure 10: Signals backscattered by a cloud at parallel (upper beam) and perpendicular
(lower beam) polarization.
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Figure 11: Values BOT versus range R or height above ground Hfrom figure 10. The upper
scale shows the depolarization ratio 6.
At cloud top due the pulse lengthening process the perpendicular component will be
greater than the parallel one.
Figure 12 shows measurements of the Raman nitrogen component. The curve BT" represents the computed cloud signal at 694.3 nm. The curve B T2 is the computed liqnal from
the Raman nitrocren component at 828.3 nm received with t% 40 cm telescope. The computation
was carried out with the same system constant as for the aerosol measurements, therefore
the values 8 T" are too large. The extinction, which is the influence of the cloud on
the Raman signal, can be seen. This is very small compared with the single scattered shape
of the cloud signal 8 T (dashed line).
By lidar measure#ents of water clouds (mostly stratocumulus clouds) we determined the
influence of the pulse lengthening mechanism. The relation between the single volume scattering coefficient a and the multiple volume scattering coefficient a'could be determined
by calculations and by comparison with measurements of the Raman-nitrogen component r24]
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Figure 12: Values 8TI versus range R
lower scale: SATOA"
SAT 2 for= A694.3 nm
2
upper scale: 8Ra TO
for Raman-nitrogen component atA = 828.3 n.
5.2

Beam spreading

After some necessary changes in the lidar system we renewed these measurements shown in
section 5.1. Telescope 1 was used with a field stop of 5 mrad (13 mrad aperture), telescope
2 has the 5 mrad aperture. Polarization direction for both telescopes was parallel. Both
signals together would give the 13 mrad signature. Figure 13 shows the result. The measured
signatures StB are drawn versus cloud altitude. The quotient q is the ratio for both signatures S 13 (R)/S 5 (R). There is a linear increasing of the multiple scattering starting
at the clud base.
The dashed curve gives the theoretical expected values for an assumed homogeneous
cloud with 6 - 10- 3m-lsr - I ( rs4). The slope of this dashed curve is in good agreement
with the measurements and this demonstrates, that Shipley's correction can be used for
cloud measurements 117, 251.
\m.It see..,,.,
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Figure 13: Example for beam spreading, measured cloud lidar signatures versus altitude.
TII1): 5 mrad field stop, 13 mrad aperture, parallel pal.
T2(II): 5 mrad aperture, parallel pal.,
dashed curve using Shipley% relation,
Q - ratio of signature Tl(II)/T2(II).
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5.3

Pulse lengthening

The pulse lengthening could be studied by measuring the perpendicular polarized component
using telescope I with 5 mrad field stop and 13 mrad aperture. Telescope 2 measures the
parallel polarized component with 5 mrad aperture. Figure 14 shows the result. The signatures are drawn versus cloud altitude. The cloud base height was 200 m lower than that
of figure 13. Contrary to the behaviour of the quotient Q shown in figure 13, there is an
exponential increase of the depolarization with penetration. This caused by multiple scattering processes which change the polarization direction. This effect is direct related to
the pulse lengthening.

21-

SFigure

(
S5.4

~It
I

14: Example for pulse lengthening, measured cloud lidar signatures versus
altitude.
Tl( 1): 5 mrad field stop, 13 mrad aperture, perpend.pol.
T2 (11): 5 mrad aperture, parallel pc1.
Q
:ratio of signatures TI('1)/T2(11)
Dependency of the multiple scattering on the azimuth angle 4
was assumed that the intensity of the multiple scattering is independent of the azimuth angle 9. First laboratory measurements of assymetric behaviour were reported by
Carsell (211. There should be a dependency of the drop size and of the polarization direction.
Because the depolarization is also a value for the angle dependency, we could rotate
the polarizer and measure the value g
where
22

/

nl

i

]-I

is the quotient of the integral backscattering signature of the cloud. Table 4 gives the
results. The values q_ are listed versus the polarization direction. The mean backscatter
Is listed for comparisons.
value RJR2 Ss(P~drj,
Figur'e 15 shows the quotient qs for measurement B in polar coordinates (lot quadrant).
There is an inhomogeneous behaviour! A large portion of the multiple scattering is in forward direction as known from section 5.2. This represents the beam spreading. But there
is an increasing also at 30*-60* before decreasing for the perpendicular component. Measurement C was made at optical thin ice cloud. There is an homogeneous behaviour caused
by low multiple scattering.

I /
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0

Figure 15: Angular behaviour of the multiple scattering, quotient q versus the
polarizer angle for telescope 1 (5 mrad field stop, 13 maad aperture)
Table 4: Results of measurements by variing the receiver polarization direction
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9

D
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5
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CONCLUSION

the described lidar system we could show the effects of multiple scattering from
clouds.The beam spreading and the pulse lengthening could be measured separately. Additional
measurements of signatures for different polarization direction showed an effect of anisotrophy of the multiple scattering.
These measurements should be repeated in the forthcoming years to get a statistic for
different clouds in mid-Europe.
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APPLICATION DES LASERS A LA IIESURE A DISTANCE DES GAZ ATMOSPHERIQUES.
UTILISATION DE LA DIFFUSION RAMAN RESONNANrE.

~Pourny

4

J.C. - Hassab El Naby Salah.
Laboratoire d'Optique Appliqude, Palaiseau (France)

Rdsumd
L'application des lasers A la tdldtection des composds gazeux de l'atmosphdre a 6td ddueloppde
dans diffdrentes techniques lidar faisant appel a plusieurs types d'interaction de la lumi~re monochromatique
du laser avec lea moldcules atmosphEri-rues.
Les mesures par absorption, principalement dans l'infra-rouge, permettent d'atteindre des sensibilitds de lordre du ppb, sur un trajet de mesure de quelques centaines de m~tres. La mesure lidar A
absorption diffdrentielle, momns sensible, apporte la possibilitd d'une exploration dans toutes les directions avec une rdsolution en distance.
La mesure par lidar, basde sur l-adiffusion Raman, permet le sondage de nonibreux: constituants
moldculaires avec une raie laser unique. Son emploi est toutefois liid A 2-amesure de composds de forte
concentration.
L'utilisation de lasers accordables permet de mettre A profit des cas de rdsonance oQI la section
de diffusion Raman augmente fortement. Le cas a dtE dtudid pour No ' so et 03.
2
2
On montre que l-am~thode est int~ressante dans l-ad~tection de ces constituants dispersds en
nuages.

I.

INTRODUCTION

La d~tection et le dosage a distance en temps rdel des composds de latmcsph~re intdressent
plusieurs secteurs de recherche atmosphdrique
2-la
m~stdorologie, 2-aprotection de lenvironnement, 2-a
ddfense.
Bien que 2-esmesures par pr~ldvement soient prdcises, ciles sont pratiquement inadaptaes a 2-a
surveillance permanents d'un grand volume d'air.

(

Des inithodes optiques actives qui exploitent Vinteraction de 2-a lumi~re d'un laser avec 2-es
moldcules atinosphfiriques ont 4t4 appliqudes avec succ~s A l-amesure A distance de 2-acomposition de l'atmos-

ph~re.
&asytme
de tIl~ddtection est inspirE du radar transposEs dans le doniaine des longueurs d'ondes
optiques. 11 act d~nommd LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) . L'Emetteur du lidar est un laser a impulsions.
Le r~cepteur plac6 a c~t6 de Vdmetteur est un t~lescope qui collecte 2-a lumiL~re do laser rigtrodiffusde par
l'atmosph~re. La lumi~re reque est analysde en frdquence et en intensitd. Le temps de trajet aller-retour de
l-a lumiire pernet une analyse r~solue en distance des intensit~s rdtrodiffusdes, loraque 2-a diffusion eat
instantande.
Las phdnomdnes optiques principalement utilisds sont labsorption moldculaire et 2-esdiffusions
de 2-aluinire (Rayleigh, Mie, Raman).

II. ABSORPTION SUR UN LONG TRAJET
11.1. La m~thode par absorption consiste A mesurer 2-atransmission par une dpaisseur d'air A une longueur
d'onde qul set absorb-6e par 2-amoldcule recherchde. En appliquant 2-aloi de Beer-Lambert

T - exp

C-

f

k Mv

di)

On ddduit de 2-atransmission T 2-avaleur intdgral. do 2-aconcentration do composE sur lottrajet
do mesore de longueur L. k C() est I-.coefficient d'absorption diffdrential, qul eat relid A 2-a section

d'absorption par:I
k (c

avec

No

-

2,55 l1

1

1

I.atu

N0

3

(cm . ata)

2

a (cm

(cm-3atm- ).

Cbine lea sections d'absorption cant 42-evdes..) Co

10 19c 2)I2amthode eat aensible.

La tableau C 1 ) montre quoiques mesures faiAeo par ce procddd cur des trajets do quolquem containes do mitres, qdndralemnt en absorption infra-rouqe.
Los sonsibilitds our l-aconcentration moyenne sont do 1*ordre du ppb.
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Tableau 1
4

Ddtection de polluants gazeux par absorption sur un long trajet (ref.

Polluant

NO2

:

*tant

:

0,5

:4,7

:

diode

:5,3

NO

:

CO

:5,3

03

.

CD2

C2 H4

:

diode

CO

*

No

*

(kmn)

:

sensibilitd

3

He Ne
3,39
:0,3
:
0,15 ppm
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - diode

*

Trajet de mesure

X Jim

:Argon ionisd

CH
- 4-- -

4

Laser

1)

1

o ,22

:0,5

9,5

:0,7

-

:10,5

:0,25

:0,08

03

C 2
OD

:10,3

03

CO2

9,5:

:

0,02 ppm

0,5

Lea installations de surveillance peuvent Otre dquipdes de multiples miroirs do renvol permetsinsi une couverture accrue (fig. 1, a). Dens le cas oQ la coopdration d'un miroir do renvoi nest
pas possible, lea objets diffusants qui sont en relief sur le terrain peuvent servir, male is calibration
do leur factour de diffusion eat difficile
et l'installation doit atre plus puissant. (fig. 1, b).

11.2. Lidar A absorption diffdrentielle
Les qaz et adrosols de l'atmosphbre peuvent aussi servir de "rdflecteure"
sur l'absorption moldculaire (fig. 1, c).

p

dens une mesure bas4.

Ce principe a dtd appliquG dons le lidar & absorption diffdrentielle (ref. 2, 3). L'utilisation
do lasers pulsds puissants compense la faiblesse des rdtrodiffusions et peruet des esures rdsolues en distance A partir d'une installation A une soule terminaison.
Le profil de concentration d'une uxoldcule prdsente our 1s trajet du laser eat calculd A partir
des signaux r~trodiff usds par l'air en diffusion Rayleigh-Nbe pour doux longueurs d'onde voisines. Los ionqueurs d'onde sont choisies do tulle fagon qua lea coefficients de rtrodiffusion soient idontiques dens
lea deux ceo ; souls, labsorption par Is moldcule intdressante dif fire pour lea deux raies utilisies.
L'exploitation des signaux rdtrodiffusds fait app.1 A l'Equation du lidar suivante
n-I)-

0

.

8

(X,R)

.

-1-

.

&R.

exp

-

2 (T

(A, R)

+ Ti

(A, R)).

ni (R) est le signal requ exprinm6 en photodlectrons.

a0

eat 1l6nergie 6mise par le laser A la longueur d'ondo A.

8 le coefficient do ritrodiffusion dlastique A la distance R
A I& surface do collection
A- CTla r~solution en distance diterminde par le temps d int~gration du ricepteur
2
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re (X, R) et
C
R) cant lee dpaisseurs optiques de lVatzmosphdre cur ie trajet du faisceau laser entre Ie lidar et Isepaint situd A ls distance R.
Taest

l~a partie qui concerne 1' atmosphdre en 1' absence de isamol~cule absorbents.

T Ise tarme da uniquement A l'ebsorption par Isamoldcule.
nl est on facteur d'efficacitd du rdcepteur.
Quetre valeurs sont n~cessaires pour determiner l~a concentration & one distance R
n CR,X I), n (R,X2 ), n (R + AR,X I), n (R + tAR,X2 )
en appliquant l~aloi de Beer-Lambert, on ddduit l~aconcentration C A l~adistance R
No
n(R+AR,X I n(R,X2
2CK2 -K1 )AR '

nog((R+AR,X
n(R10 x)
2

La sensibilitd de la assure par lidar A absorption diffdrentielle peut Gtre de queiques dizaines
ds ppb pour one rdsolution en distance de 100 m dens l~a assure de NO 2'so2* 0 3 alaide
de lasers 6mttant
dans le visible ou l~eproche U.V. (ref. 1).2
2
3

11.3. Lider Raman
Unietechnique lidar qui utilise on laser unique A longueur d'onde fixe, eat applicable a lIaplupart des espbcee mol~culeires. C'est le lidar Raman.
L'effet Reman eat one diffusion indlastique de la lumiire par les moldcules. La lumi~re Raman
est diffusde avac on ddcalage de fr~quence dgal A1one frdquence de vibration-rotation de l~a moldcule. La
fig. (2) nxntre les transitions possibles qui conduisent a la diffusion Raman.
A la tempdrature ambiante, seules lee raies Stokes, correspondent A A~V- 1, sont otilisebles.
3
2
Les sections de diffusion sont de l'ordre de 10- 4M /sr. et variant evec lIa fr~quence d'excitation suivant
one loi en V4
Leffet Reman a 46tAchoisi pour lea facilitds qu'il
-

apporte dens l'exploitetion du lidar.

La ceioix de la raie laser est libre, meis on laser ultra-violet prdsente les evantages siiivants
asilleure sensibilitd des ddtecteurs photodlectriques, bruit d'obscurith plus feible.
one section de diffusion Reman plus forte.
. ls possibilitt de
assures de Jour enol'absence de bruit de fond solaire si lIa laser a
one longusur d'onde voisine de 2600 A.

- Les raies Reman de vibration sont spdcifiques des esp~ces moldculaires et facilement s~lection1
ndes avec on monochromateur cur one plage spectrale de 4000 cm- A partir de Isa raii laser excitatr.ce.

f

- La diffusion est instantande, ce qui perast d'obtenir des assures rdsolues en distance avec
on laser pulsd, en analysant la variation tamporelle de l'intensitd de Isa lusiL~re rdtrodiffusda.
-Enfin,

l~a lin~arith de l'effet

L'inconvdnient eact Ia

Reman facilite lee assures de concentration.

faible section efficace de l~a diffusion Raman.

LLsquation du lidar Raman perast ddtablir la
profile de concentration d'une moldscule N CR) a
partir des signaux regus a lI& frdquence Raman d~calde v - (v - AV). CF eat Ia section de r~trodiffusion
Raman.
L'intensitd do signal en photons rague par incrdment de distance AR srLscrit
nC(R)

-2 N (R) . a(r)
hv

~

.A AR exp -C(T V0 ) + T (V)
R2

). n

-La
terms d'attdnuation eat composd doun terms d'att~nuation do faisceau laser A laller at on
terms d'attAnuation au retour de Ia lumidre rdtrodiffuade Reamen dont Ia longueur d'onde eat diff~rente.
Cec deux tarmac sont mal connus at demandent one calibration do lidar en temps rdel. La mthode consicte A
insurer en plus lee signawc rdtrodiffusae Raman de moldcules de rdf~renca telles qua 02at N2dont lea prof ile do concentration sont connus.

Dane leacaa do l~a macore do jour, on mat A profit l~a forte absorption de la lumidlre soleire par
l'osone atmosphdrique pour observer lea signaux Raman en l'absence do bruit de fond de lumiL~re solaire. ec
macores sont affectdea d'un terms d'absorption dQ A l1ozone pri sent cur lea trajet do macore. comme cotta
absorption eat rapidomant variable dane lIa r~gion 2660 - 3000 A, l'exploitation des aignaux de 0 2 at N. dent
on connalt le rapport do mlange pormst deapporter on terms correctif qui tient compte de l~a concentration
do 01.
Un. installation lidar Raman adaptde A l~a macore de faiblec concentrations de gaz doit Atro
#quipi. doun laser U.V. trts puissant et d'un t~lescope de grendo surface. One cadence d'dmission rapido permat damfiliorer l~a sensibilitd et do so rapprodier d'one asure en temps r~el. Si Von accepte do perdre en
rdsolution do distance, Isasensibilitd pout Atre augusntde.
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line dtude expC-rin-jtale de la Mesure de jour de l'humiditd aumosphdrique par lidar Raman nous a
permis de ddfinir one installation dquipde de composants tr~s performants dont on peut citer las sp~cificationa A titre d'exemple (ref. 4).
-

laser 'fAG quadrupld en fr~quence

-

t~lescope de 60 cm de diamdtre

-

monochromateur avec une transmission de

-

rendement quantique du ddtecteur 25

:80

Wl A 10 Hz

a

266 nm

10%

%

Compte tenu de ls transmission de l'atmosph~re dans le proche u.V., (fig. 3) lea profils de
vapeur d'eau atnvosphdrique peuvent CAtre obtenus jusqu'A 1,8 km en 300 secondas avec one rdsolution verticale de 30 m. La prdcision de la mesure est encore de 10 % pour une concentration de 10000 ppm de vapeur
d'eau. linem~ma pr~cision peut dtre obtenue jusqu'A 3 km avec une durde de mesure de 10 minutes.
Le lidar Raman est on rnoyen pratique pour le dosage A distance des composds gazeux prdsents
dans Ilatmosph~re A des concentrations de l'ordre de 1000 ppm, linesensibilitd de d~tection de l'ordre du
ppm peut 8tre obtanue A faible distance (ref. 5).
La sensibilitL&du lidar Raman peut 8tre amrAlior~e en recherchant l'augmentation des sections de
diffusion. Comma il a dtd dit prdc~demment, on peut choisir des lasers U.V., mais dans cartaina cas, la
valeur de la section de diffusion d~passe de beaucoup celle pr~vue par 1a loi en \). Cesont des cas de
rdsonance.
11.4. La diffusion Raman rdsonnante
La fluorescence r~sonnante ou diffusion Raman rdsonnante se prdsente lorsque ldnergie des photons de la source d'excitation approche celle d'une transition 6lectronique permise de la rsoldcule. L'effet
s'accospagne d'une absorption de la lumi~re d'excitation at parfois de la lumi~re diffus~e.
On distinque trois cas dont le schdma de transition est repr~sentes dans la fig. 4
-fluorescence
r~sonnante (fig. 4,d) . La transition a lieu antre des niveaux discrets. La laser est accordd
exactement sur la raie d'absorption correspondanta. Le niveso excite a une durde de vie longue. L'effet
r~sonnant est faible en raison des ddsexcitations par collision. L'application quantitative est compliqude.

la diffusion Raman rdsonnante (fig. 4,bet c) a lieu lorsque la longoeor d'onde incidente s'approcha d'une
raie d'absorption 6lectroniqoe de la mol~cule 00 entre dans le continuum d'absorption d'une moldcule. On
paut observer one forte augmentation de la diffusion Raman qui est instantande, at dont l'intensitA ne sera
pas affect~e par l'effet de "quenching" rencontrd en fluorescence r~sonnante.
les progr~s des lasers accordables puls~s permettent d'exploiter c-escas de rdsonance avec la technique
de detection par lidar.

III.

DIFFUSION RESONNA

D

N

2

O,, S

2

SO2 a dtAs6tudide an you de l'application A 1a mesure
La diffusion Raman rdsonnante de NO2,f0
A distance par lidar de ces polluants de fail cocentration.
6tendue de 320 A 1000 nm. L'analysa syst~matique de 1'intensitd de la raia!
am1
n utili.;ant un laser accordable entre 420 et 610 nm a permis A Rosen at al
de vibration de SO2 a 750
(ref. 6) de montrer que la section de diffusion Raman de NO2 ddpasse la valeur pr~vue pour la diffusion
Raman ordinaire.
- NO2 a one bande d'absorption

2

Uganmaximum de 10 ept atteint avec one excitation a 454,7 nm. Las mesures faites sur notre
instllaionde
pecrosopieRamn (ef.7) ousont confirr4 ce r~sultat 1)na pu noter qua Ia nature du
specre
dffud dpend de la longuaur d'onde d'excitation at qua Ia rate F, .1 apparalt nettemant pour
=444,4 nm, 445,5 nm, 447,7 ns.
Pour las autres longueurs d'onde,

on observe on continuum de fluorescence gui masque la raie

Raman.
L'utilisation doune raie d'excitation tr~s Astroite devrait as~liorer la contrasta entre la raie
Raman de r~sonance at la fluorescence.
: 'ozone absorbe fortemant la lumi~re entra 200 at 300 nm, at subit one dissociation. Ce continuum
d ,a~sorption eat la bande de Nartley,(fig. 5). Penney (ref. 81a isontr6 qu'une diffusion Raman r~sonnante
se produit si Ilon excite l'ozone dans cette bande.
- 0

Dana le cas doun continuum, l'ajitstement de la raie du laser d'excitation n'est pas tr~s critique :le gain en section efficace eat lid au coefficient d'absorption de la isoldcule en fonction de la Ionqueur d'onde. Un comprornis doit Astre fait pour tenir compte de l'absorption de la lumibre diffus~e Raman.
linemesure de la section de diffusion de l'o~one comparde A celle de l'oxyg~ne a dtA faite pour
1
la raie de vibration de 01 A 1105 cm- en utilisant comae source d'excitation un laser YAG quadrupld dmettant
a 266 nm.

12La diffusion Raman rdsonnante a dt4 observ6e at le rapport des sections do diffusion dvaluid &
1200. Compte tenu d'un affet de pr~rdsonance pour 02, la section do diffution do 03 est dvaluie &
30 2
2,4 1O- m /sr.
so 2 a une bande d'absorption dlectronique forte qui s'6tend entre 260 et 340 nm, elle a tme structure do
raie (fig. 6). Les mesures de I section de diffusion Raman ont dtA faites par rapport a celle do l-azote.
Un laser A colorant & rhodamine aoubld en frdquence est utilis6 at le raies laser sont ajustdes sur lee
-1
minimums et maximums de la bande d'absorption entre 292 et 298 nm. La raie Raman do S02 & 1151 cm
eat
accompagnde d'un fond de fluorescence.
Le tableau 2 montre le, variations de la section de diffusion Raman rdsonnante do SO ainsi quo
le rapport R entre l'intensitd de la raie Raman t le fond de fluorescence. La valeur do la secton do dif2
fusion de N 2 a 300 nm est de 9,7 1O-34m /sr.
Un facteur de 103 apparalt entre la diffusion Raman rdsonnante de S0 2 et la diffusion Raman do
N2 .

Tableau 2
Section de diffusion Raman rdsonnante de SO 2

XK

*
nm]

:

*IV.

*

292.1

*

292.5

:

293.1

rin.
m

:

293.9

:max.

:

295.2

:

do
()

C [ppm ]

position

S:

max.

.

:Erreur I
2
.10 30 m /sr :

R

9596.6

1.066

23.1

1.01

9876.7

1.075

24.6

1.14

9493.8

1.5441

22.2

1.04

7886

1.926

21.o

1.7

min.

9000.8

1.087

23.8

1.58

295.9

max.

6047

3.093

18.7

1.83

:

297.1

min.

6697.7

1.964

20.3

1.8

:

298.1

max.

9221.7

1.323

22.6

1.4

.

ESTIMATION DES PERFORMANCES D'UN LIDAR RAMAN RES0NANT
L'application de l'4quation du lidar permet d'dvaluer les performances d'un lidar Raman rdsonnant.
Les mesures qui ont dtA faites sur la diffusion rdsonnante de N02, SO2 et 03 nous permettent
d'dvaluer les performances d'installation lidar rdalistes, adaptdes & chaque cas.
Pour 03, on envisage un lidar dont les caractsristiques sont celles du lidar diurne dctites
plus haut. On distingue deux 4ventualit~s
- mesure d'une concentration uniforms de 35 ppb d'ozone
- mesure d'un nuage d'ozone de I ppm sur un fond naturel de 35 ppb.
Pour NO2 et S02 , on se base sur un lidar de caractdristiques suivantes
-

6nergie des impulsions laser
cadence
surface du r4cepteur
transmission do l'optique
rendement quantique du ddtecteur

50 microjoules
10 Hz2
0,8 m
10 1
25 a

yL -- J-.6-4
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Tableau 3

Estimation des performances

Moldcule

N02

fiaaeRmnc--- --- --- a-- -e-laser d'excitation
na

*
:stio

d'un lidar Raman rdsonnant pour MO

R
2
M /sr

(v2)
750
2-- - - - 4

d'absorptiod

3

023

*Scnd'absorptioi

3

023

*R.
Energie laser et
*nombre de tirs

03
1105
-- - - - - -1--

(v
li115
- - - - - - - - 299.9

-29

-33.0
2.4 10

.

11
-23

-122

61

22
50 uiJ
x=1000

80 MYn
x 3000

50 uij
x 750

:Surface du rdcepteur

0.8

0.28

0.8

* R~solution
en distance m.

to1

30

10

Concentration

5 ppmn

*Prdcision de la
mesure A 100m

:de nuit uniquement
10%

Prdcision A 50

m

So2.

S02

.7266

5.6.103

03.

35 ppb
uniforn

nag e5
1 ppm

ppm
.
.

8

de jour
10 %

2%

V. CONCLUSION
Le lidar basd sur l'effet
Raman dp r~sonance permet la d~tection A distance de polluants peu
concentrds, a laide de lasers de faible puissance accordds A la longueur donde correspondant & une transition 6lectronique de l~a moldcule considdrde.
Ce type de lidar est bien adaptd AL la d~stection. de nuaqes de polluants, mais lIa d~termination
de profils de concentration du polluant est plutdt malaisde. Cette diEficult6 pravient de 2iabsozptlon par
cette moldcule de la lumidre du laser et aussi de l~alumiLre diffusde Reman.
La mfithode nest pas gdn~rale, mais elle a le mdrite d'fitre applicable a quelques polluants
importants tels que NO 2 , S02 et 03.

Cette 6tude a dt4 faite avec le soutien de
-

l~aDIRECTION DES RECHERCHES ETUDES ET TECHNIQUES (D.R.E.T.) Contrat 78/045

-

le MINISTERE DU CADREE DE VIC (M.C.V.) Contrat 74/29

-

IsaMETEOROLOGIE NATIONALE, Contrat 2/75r.
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quelques transitions Raman permises pour une molecule
diatomique ( d'apr~s C.14. Penney. 8th international
laser Radar Conference, Philadelphia 1977 )

ab

Fig9. 4

C

d

Sch~mas quantiques de deux 6tats iflectroniques de la molecule et des
interactions possibles avec un photon
a) diffusion Raman ordinaire
b) diffusion Raman r~sonnante a proximitd d'une rale
c) diffusion Raman r~sonnante dans un continuum
1) Cstat Olectronique fondamental (2 niveaux de vibration)
2) Otat excite (plusleurs niveaux de vibration)
3) seufl de photodissociatfon.
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Fig.

3

Coefficients d'attgnuation atmosph6rique au sal dans l'ultra-violet
pour des conditions standard.
(Pour Is diffusion de Hie, Ia concentration en alrosols eat parspour l'ozone on a supposfi une concentra-

rn~tr~e par la visibilit6
tion de, 35 ppb )
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MULTIWAVELENGTH EXTINCTION AND INDEX FLUCTUATION MEASUREMENTS
E. C. Crittenden, Jr, E. A. Milne, A. W. Cooper,
G. W. Rodeback, and S. H. Kalmbach
Department of Physics and Chemistry
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California, 93940
SUMMARY
Techniques have been developed at the Naval Postgraduate School for measurement of
the effects of aerosols and turbulence on optical propagation through the atmosphere. The measurements are made with double ended systems. Path lengths up to 15
km have been utilized. For horizontal paths, the length Is limited by the curvature
of the earth. Both band-filtered grey body and laser sources are used for extinction measurements at 16 wavelengths, from 0.4 to 10 micrometers. A chopped beam is
used with synchronous detection, to Improve signal-to-noise ratio. Detection and
digitization of the received signal are triggered by means of a small-divergence
pulsed pilot laser beam, located at the center of the main beam.
This also provides continuous verification of centering of the beam on the detector and permits
extinction measurements with moving platforms. The pilot beam also functions as a
and airlaser rangefinder. Experiments have been carried out with ship-mounted
craft-mounted sources, and with ship-mounted receivers.
Measurement of the effects
of turbulence on the Index of refraction, expressed in terms of Cn 2, have been
The scintillmade by means of scintillation and Optical Transfer Function (OTF).
ation method preferentially weights the middle of the path relative to the ends,
Equipwhile the 0?? method preferentially weights the telescope end of the path.
ment has been developed to make 0?? measurements with a pulsed source on an airAgreement between predicted and observed values of excraft during a 2fly-over.
tinction and Cn has been steadily Improving, with quite good agreement achieved in the most recent two-week field experiment, MAGAT-1980
(Monterey Aerosol
Generation and Transport) experiment, reported in another paper at this meeting.
(Davidson, et. el. 1981)
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper reports experimental techniques for measurement of effects of turbulence
The measurements are
and turbidity on optical propagation through the atmosphere.
made concurrently with large scale and micrometeorological measurements, and with
measurements of aerosol particle size spectra.
2. TURBULENCE
The

turbulence

structure

constant

for

refractive

index,

Cn 2 , can

be

obtained

from measurements of the atmospheric optical transfer function COT?) for imaging
through the atmosphere, or from measurements of scintillation. Of the two methods,
However, for
in interpretation.
the OT? Is
subject
to fewer complicating
sitatins
n wichthevale
o C 2 is problems
not uniform along the path, the values
The
of Cn2 obtained by the two methods have different path-position weighting.
ethd th en neaestthemeasuringIntuetmshavl.SiiOTF
wight
lation, for the case of a point source and a small aperture receiver, and nonsaturaThe relative weightted conditions, weights the center of the path most heavily.
The weighting for
ings, as a function of path position are shown in Figure 1.
scintillation can be somewhat modified by spatial filtering to shift the maximum
toward either end (Ochs, et. al. 1976), and the curves flatten for saturation conditions (Wang, 1978).
3. RESOLUTION (OTF)
a laser at the
In the technique utilized at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS),
far end of the optical path is diverged to illuminate a fairly large region at the
Instrument end of the path, serving as a point source for viewing by the measuring
telescope, with the Image
Instrument.
The instrument is a high magnificatior
T,)e signal as a function of
scanned across a slit by means of a moving mirror.
the line spread function,
time resulting from the light passing through the
is digitized and signal-processed. The digitized scans can be directly averaged to
obtain a long-term line spread function, or each scan can be centered before
The centering shifts
averaging to produce an image-centored line spread function.
are also tallied and the root mean square deviation calculated to yield *image
wanderw.

4
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The stored average of a number of scans is processed to yield the Fourier transform. This in turn is divided, point by point, by the Fourier transform of 2 the
Cn is
ideal image for the telescope, to yield the OTF of the atmosphere.
obtained by fitting the OTF curve to a theoretical expression by Fried (1966):

OrF=exp 1-21.6 Cno(f)

/

-1

3

1 -

( Y-)/3]}

Where: zo is the range;
f is the angular spatial frequency in cycles per radian;
A
is the wavelength;
a is unity for image centered near field, but decreases to
1/2 for far field;
a is zero for the uncentered average;
D is the diameter of
the optics.
This expression has been found to fit the experimental data over a wide range of
the parameters, in measurements carried out here (Crittenden, et. al., 1978)
As a
result, measurements at a single wavelength can be safely scaled to other wavelengths. Since the effects of turbulence are larger at shorter wavelength, and the
required optical systems are smaller, the measurements are now usually made in the
red or near IR.
'A
4

long-term average OTF and an image-centered OTF curve are shown in Figure 2. The
solid lines are the theoretical curves, fitted with Cn 2 as the single fitting

parameter.
A value of Cn2 is also
2

Cn
where:

available from the image wander by:

= 0.914 o2 D1/ 3 Zo

o2is the variance of the angle of arrival, i.e., the image wander, squared.

When either the source or the instrument is on an unstable platform, only the
Image-centered OTF can be obtained. However, by use of the above equations, the
expected wander due to the atmosphere can be calculated.
Measurement of Cn2 by the OTF method has the advantage that the results are
very insensitive to intensity fluctuation at the source. As a result it is readily
adaptable to use of a source on an unstable platform.
For example, a broadened
laser beam from an aircraft can be utilized as a source with little or no orientation stabilization required.
Another advantage is that the phenomenon does not
appear to saturate in high Cn 2 conditions, as is typical of scintillation,
although saturation-resistant scintillation measurements can be made with Incoher-

ent sources under specialized conditions (Wang, et. el.,1978).
The effect of
finite aperture size is well understood for OTF, in contrast with scintillation,
for which aperture averaging correction shows rather poor consistency, especially
under saturation conditions.

4. SCINTILLATION
Measurement of Cn2 by means of scintillation can be accomplished using relatively unsophisticated techniques, especially where the source
and instrument are
at fixed locations, and either the range is short or Cn2 is small.
The instrument used is a photodetector behind a small circular aperture, and the source a
distant diverged laser. The variance, a 2
, of the logarithm of the intensity is
kn!
given by:
6
2 0.496 C 2 k7/ z 11/6
where k

=2r/A

The value of

XnI

n

0

-nI saturates as the value of C 2

or of the range, increases,

with C2
reaching a maximum value of approximately unity, and falling off slowly,
for higner values of Cn 2 or range.
It is usually considered impractical to

measure Cn2 by this method when the log-intensity variance exceeds about 0.4.

A saturation resistant technique for measuring Cn2 has been developed by Wang
et.el. (1978) utilizing incoherent sources, and large aperture sources and receivers.

However,

the aperture sizes become prohibitively large

for

the long

ranges

For
often needed to avoid shore or ship influence in overwater measurements.
Monterey Bay, with ranges up to 15 km, the simpler coherent source technique has
been used, with long wavelength to minimize saturation (10.6 micrometer CO2
laser) . Saturation was not encountered in the data reported in paper 06 at this
meeting. (Davidson, et. al. 1981) . Aperture averaging has been eliminated in those
data by using small receiver aperture, usually 2.5 cm diameter, less than one tenth
of the first Fresnel zone.
The absence of aperture averaging was also routinely
verified by check measurements made at larger apertures up to 12 cm diameter.

~~'
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Scintillation has been measured here by using a laser source, pulsed at about 1-2
k~z to eliminate the background radiation, which Is always present In daylight conditions even through a narrow band Interference filter.
The frequency Is high
enough to include the highest scintillation frequency components, occurring in the
nonsaturated regime. The signal is synchronously detected, with the receiver triggered by means of a telemetered radio signal from the source. The difference of the
beam-on and background signals is used to reconstruct a Ncw* signal.
This Is processed through a logarithmic ampliffer to produce a log-intensity signal. That signal is digitized at each update of the log signal at the 1-2 kHz rate.
An on-line
minicomputer stores the data to produce a probability density curve such as shown in
Figure 3. The minicomputer then calculates the best-fit of a Gaussian distribution
to obtain the variance, a'
, and from it
r
During most of the measurements
the probability, density c&P~e is viewed directly on an oscillograph screen before
the value of C'n2 is accepted .
Anomolous distributions sometimes occur due to
shifts in laser intensity.
Saturation also is detectable because the distribution
then shifts toward exponential, which on a log-intensity probability density plot
looks a bit like a Gaussian but does not approach zero at low log- intensity.
In seaborne or airborne experimental equipment, a serious problem is the Instability of the platform, often coupled with a rapid change of range. Such systems also
are not amenable to use of retroreflectors because of the large variation of reflectivity with Incidence angle exhibited by most retroreflectors.
One method, used here, to minimize the effects of the above problems, utilizes a
fanned beam source, with the fanned beam oscillated perpendicular to the fan, so
that the receiver sees a pulsed signal. This has the effect of increasing the practical beam width in the direction of the long dimension of the fan, for given central intensity.
The motion in th~e direction perpendicular to the fan sweeping
across detector gives pulses whose Intensities are not affected by small movements
of the source.
The problem of saturation can be reduced by increasing the wavelength; this led to the selection of a CO2 laser source at 10.6 micrometers for
the data reported in paper 06 (Davidson, 1981) at this meeting.
As mentioned earlier, the values of Cn 2 obtained by the scintillation method
emphasize the path center.
This was the driving reason for use of scint.llation
rather2 than OTF to obtain the 14AGAT-1980 results reported in paper 06.
The values
of Cn at the center of Monterey Bay were desired, as these would be more representative of open water than values near shore. Since source and receiver were on
shore on opposite sides of the bay, scintillation was indicated as the preferred
technique.
Fortunately, C 2 remained sufficiently small
that saturation of
did not cause a serious prob'Xem.
5. EXTINCTION

4

*lengths

Measurement of extinction is accomplished with a double-ended system and is
straightforward In principle, although the experimental difficulties are more demanding than for measurement of Cn 2 .
The techniques include some novel methods
for assuring precision in the face of platform instability, source calibration
drift, and atmospheric turbulence. The sources are lasers or grey bodies with wavefrom 0.4 to 10.6 micrometers.
In general, the grey bodies are more stable
than the lasers, and lasers are only used because data at specific laser wavelengths
are required for some applications.
6. GREY BODY SOURCES
Two types of grey body source are in use, a ribbon filament glass-enclosed tungsten
lamp, for the wavelength region from 0.4 to 2.5 micrometers, and an electrically
heated ceramic cylinder, open to the atmosphere, for wavelengths from 2 to 14 micrometers. These sources are, respectively, at the foci of 10 inch and 18 inch diameter Cassegrain telescope transmitter systems. The systems are all-reflective, except
for the envelope of the tungsten lamp.
in each system a chopper wheel interrupts
the light to give a square-wave modulated signal at a frequency of about one kiloThe optical beams transmitted by these sources produce real images of the
source emitters at the plane of the receiver, at a range that usually lies between 2
and 15 kilometers during measurements.
The image width at the receiver Is correspondingly between 4.6 and 34 meters. More Importantly, the width of the projected
image at the receiver, on a calibration range of 335 meters is wide enough to span
the 18 inch diameter aperture of the receiving telescope.
That receiver is an allreflective Cassegrain, forming a real image of the finite width source on a pinhole

'1herz.
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aperture ahead of the detector.
This wavelength is selected by interference filters, as Indicated In Table I. These wavelengths were chosen to lie in the relatively transparent windows of the atmosphere, since the principal interest here has been
in evaluating the extinction due to aerosols, rather than molecular absorption. The
detectors used are also listed in Table I. The detectors are interchanged by means
of a fast interchange system using a rotatable mirror.
The optical systems of the
transmitters and receiver are such that any small off-focus maladjustment does not
alter the received power through the pinhole.
Alignment and focus of the transmitter and receiver are verified by angular scanning to ensure that a flat-topped
variation with sharp edge cut-off is observed.
The grey body sources are currentregulated and the voltage Is monitored.
Source emission is monitored with a photocell mounted in the central obscuration of each telescope. The reflectivity of each
optical system can be Internally monitored with a local LED, transmitting through
the system to a photo cell. This is significant for measurements made in -marine
environment where sea spray is a constant problem.
Calibration of the systems is accomplished by bringing the complete transmitter systen to close range. The transmitter system is mounted on a ground-supported platform with the upper part of the platform within the body of a 3/4 ton truck. The
legs of the platform can be hydraulicly retracted and the truck driven to a calibration site near the receiver.
The minimum range for which the projected real images
of the sources will span the receiver aperture Is about 250 meters.
Calibration
ranges of about 350 meters were usually used.
Signals measured at this range are
attenuated, with careful attention to linearity, and the signals processed through
the same system as for the long range measurements.
Reference unattenuated signal
levels for the long range data are then inferred by application of the Inverse
square law.
sixteen times
The square-wave signals received over the long path are digitized
per cycle.
Synchronization of the digitization with the source pulses is provided
by a trigger signal, generated at the source from the square-wave output of the
monitoring photocell.
This trigger is relayed over a uhf radio telemeter link from
the source to the receiver end of the range.
Four values sampled from the center
of the beam-on portion of the received signal are stored In the computer memory,
and four values from the beam-off portion are similarly stored, to record the background level.
The difference of the averages of the signal and background is then
used to determine the received intensity.
The ratio of this to the calculated unattenuated intensity is the transmittance. This longterm averaging removes the fluctuations due to scintillation In the atmospheric turbulence.
7. LASER SOURCES

Extinction measurements with laser sources are more difficult, since lasers tend
(at least for TEM
lasers) to have Gaussian beam profiles in place of the
"flat- topped" relfmg
formed with a finite source.
Lasers also tend to be less
stable in intensity than grey bodies.
The problem of temporal fluctuations in
intensity can be overcome by telemetering a synchronous reference measurement made
at the source. The gaussian beam profile necessitates very accurate location of the
beam center on the receiver aperture. For the measurements described in this paper,
the beam location Is achieved by using a scanning system conststing of two counterrotating small angle prisms at the source to produce a cyclic deflection of the
beam. This system also produces two electrical pulses each cycle, at the times of
maximum beam deflection.
These pulses are telemetered to the receiver end of the
optical path by radio and used to trigger the sweep of an oscillograph displaying
the intensity of the received optical signal.
If the beam is centered, the forward
and back scans of the beam across the receiver are superimposed on the oscillograph
screen.
The operator at the receiver end relays the position information by voice
radio to the operator at the source end, to optimize the alignment.
Rotation of the
scanning system by 900 permits alignment In the perpendicular plane.
Since
alignment is so critical in the case of the Gaussian beam, the overall accuracy of
extinction data obtained with laser sources Is less than -.1th grey body sources.
8. MOVING PLATFORM

-

PILOT BEAM

Extinction measurements made with moving platforms are more difficult, because of
the problem of assuring that source and receiver are properly aligned.
This difficulty has been surmounted by using a pilot beam.
This Is a GaAs pulsed laser beam
collimated to a small divergence and aligned to lie in the center of the beam from a
grey body source transmitter. The laser pulse is triggered to occur synchronously
with the square-wave modulated grey body beam. The receiver, which may be mounted

q
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on a gyro-stabilized platform on shipboard, is collimated parallel and coaxial with
a small

receiver

for the GaAs pulse.

The GaAs pulse

is

used to trigger

digitizing

Thus a signal is digitized and recorded only if the
of the main receiver pulse.
receiver is in the center of the transmitted optical beam and only if the receiver
Angular deviations of the tracking on shipis pointing in the proper direction.
board, or at the source transmitter, only lead to reduction in the number of
accumulated data points, but not to erroneous data.
The pilot beam pulses, returned to the transmitter by a retroreflector, also serve
as a laser rangefinder to provide continuous values of the range, when the range is

varying.
9. CORRECTION FOR ABSORPTION
The transmittance obtained directly from the ratio of the corrected received and
This
transmitted intensities leads directly to the overall extinction coefficient.
extinction includes the effects of absorption by molecules and aerosol particles,
The aerosol extinction is
and the scattering loss due principally to the aerosol.
extracted from the total extinction using a LOWTRAN calculation of molecular absorption based on the meteorological conditions determined on shipboard.
10. RESULTS
Results obtained during MAGAT-1980, using

the

techniques described

ported in paper 06 at this meeting, where they are used to make

above,

are

re-

direct comparisons

with model predictions.
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TABLE 1.
SUMMARY OF LASER AND GREY BODY

SYSTEMS

LASER SYSTEMS
Detector

Source

Wavelength,
micrometers

Si avalanche

stable

0.4880

Ar

0.6328

He-Ne laser

Very stable

1.06

Nd-YAG laser

3.8

DF laser

InSb 77K PV

CO 2

HgCdTe 77K PC

Unstable,' marginal
for extinction
Laser too bulky
for field use
Unstable but suitable
for scintillation data

10.6

ion laser

Comments

GREYBODY SYSTEMS
Wtvelenqth
micrometers

Filter
bandwidth
mcrometers

0.49

.010

0.63

.010

0.84

.010

1.03

.010

1.06

.010

1.60

.098

2.15

.097

3.80

.40

3.835

.14

10.66

2.85

11.02

.72

Source
10 inch aperture,
2800K grey body,
glass enclosed

Detector
Si avalanche

Matches laser

Window peak

'Matches

Ge p-i-n PV

laser
Window peak

InSb 77K PV
18 inch aperture,
1800K grey ody
open to atmosphere

Window peak
matches laser
Narrow band
HgCdTe 77K PC
ftNarrow

0

k

Comments
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Figure 1.
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Figure 2. Typical long-term average OTF (lower curve) and
image-centered OTF (upper curve) for a path through the
atmosphere. The points are experimental; the solid curveare theoretical with the Fried model, with Cn2 chosen for
best fit.
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MEASUREMENTS OF OPTICAL ATMOSPHERIC QUANTITIES IN EUROPE AND
THEIR APPLICATION TO MODELLING VISIBLE
SPECTRUM CONTRAST TRANSMITTANCE
Richard W. Johnson and Wayne S. Hering
Unierstyof California, San Diego
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Visibility Laboratory
ABSTRACT
An 80 flight series of simultaneous optical and meteorological measurements between
ground level and an altitude of 6 km has been gathered by the Visibility Laboratory under
the sponsorship of the Air Porces Geophysics Laboratory. These flights were conducted as
an independent but related adjunct to the NATO Program OPAQUE.
Data flights were
conducted over several European sites during each of five separate two month periods
selected to be representative of each of the four temporal seasons.
Illustrative data representing altitude profiles of visible spectrum scattering
characteristics are presented,
as are the simultaneous measurements of ambient and
dewpoint temperatures.
In addition to these profile data, several contemporaneous sets
of multi-spectral directional volume scattering function measurements at scattering
angles of 30 and 150 degrees are presented. The use of these data as a basis for the
development of a technique for estimating atmospheric path radiance and contrast
transmittance is discussed.
A computer model for the estimation of these atmospheric proprties that is
The
relatively fast and easy to apply is described with examples of its performance.
model input parameters are wavelength, extra-terrestrial solar irradiance, solar Zenith
angle, the number of atmospheric layers selected and their altitude limits, the average
optical scattering ratio and the single scattering albedo for each layer, and the terrain
reflectance. Using a modelling approximation that relates the directional distribution
of single scattering to the total volume extinction coefficient, and using the deltaEddington method for calculating the diffuse radiative fluxes, the model predicts the
directional path radiance and contrast transmittance of any slant atmospheric path as a
function of wavelength.
*1

*

.

INTRODUCTION

In the increasingly sophisticated world of electro-optical detection, search, and
guidance,
tl'e requirement for establishing and predicting atmospheric influences on
It
is in this
system performance continues to be a primary operational necessity.
general context that the techniques discussed in this paper can most usefully be
addressed. Thus, though the instrument development and data collection portions of this
experimental program have been complete for some time, the analysis of the data is
continuing, and the application of these analytic results is both timely and specifically
germane to the problems of E/O performance within the lower troposphere.
The Visibility Laboratory has for a good number of years conducted an airborne
measurement program in cooperation with, and under the sponsorship of the United States
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory.
For the past several years the program has been
conducted as an independent but cooperative effort, Johnson, et al.
(1979), in
conjunction with the NATO program OPAQUE (Optical AItnospheric Quantities in Europe), Pen,
(1978).
In the remainder of this note we will discuss briefly the measurement program, its
resulting data base, and in more detail, the application of these data to the task of
modelling tropospheric visible spectrum contrast transmittance.
2.

AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION

The nephelometer system, designed and built at the Visibility Laboratory, Duntley,
et al.
(1977) provides measurements of both the total and directional volume scattering
properties of its captured aerosol in four discrete spectral bands, as illustrated in
Fig. 1 . The measurements of total volume scattering coefficient are produced by optical
integration over all scattering angles between 50 and 1720 which are then corrected for
truncation
losses via the systems simultaneous directional scattering
potential
measurements.
The measurements of directional volume scattering function are made at
These
scattering angles of 300 (i.e. forward scatter) and 1500 ( -i.e. backscatter).
narrow angle directional measurements provide the forward to backacattering ratios which
are used to more thoroughly characterize the sample aerosol.
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Upper and lower hemisphere scanning radiometers were designed for the measurement of
sky and terrain radiance distributions. They operate in the same spectral bands as the
nephelometer system, and provide 4w radiance maps processed to yield an average (50 field
of view) radiance value for each 60 in azimuth and each 5 in zenith angle. These
(1970) and since
automatic scanner systems were initially described in Duntley, et al.
were equipped with remotely controlled neutral density filters to enhance their near sun
measurement capabilities.
3.

AIRBORNE MEASUREMENTS

Although there were nearly ninety data missions flown by the instrumented C-130
during the OPAQUE episode, as illustrated in Fig. 2 and Table 1, the general thrust of
these data must be considered in the case study context rather than in the broader
climatological context associated with the host nation's far more extensive set of
(1979).
Nonetheless, there are sufficient
surface measurements.
Johnson, et al.
scattering
the
essential
aerosol
to
clearly
establish
airborne
measurements
tropospheric
optical
properties most
required
for
modelling
those
characteristics
Selected samples of these data which
influencing slant path contrast transmittances.
are
model
development
process
validation
data
throughout the
have
been
used
as
illustrated in Figs. 3 through 7 and discussed briefly in the following paragraphs.
3.1.

Properties

Meteorological

Measurements of atmospheric pressure, temperature and dewpoint temperature were made
throughout each data mission in both the fixed altitude and ascent/descent flight modes.
These data are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 which have been reproduced from Johnson and
Gordon (1980).
In each of these plots, the data represent four separate ascents or
descents.
Each profile is coded with a symbol that links it with its simultaneous
There is good temporal stability within the temperature
(see Fig. 1).
optical data set.
regime during the data interval as is indicated by the generally good reproducibility
Additionally, and as will become
among the four separate profiles shown in Fig. 3.
apparent more importantly, one can see from the overlayed 1200z RAOB data that the
vertical structure of the temperature profiles can be readily identified from either the
fine structured airc:aft data, or the more coarsely defined RAOB data.

4

In Fig. 4, relative humidity, as computed from the measured values of ambient and
has been plotted
in the same format as used to display the
dewpoint
temperature,
Whereas these derived values exhibit a significantly higher degree of
temperature data.
temporal variability, the general reproduction of major structural characteristics, i.e.
from an
apparent however,
immediately
It
is
maintained.
trends,
is
layers
and
examination
of the RAOB data in Fig. 4, that major structural artifacts in derived
properties can be missed if one uses measurements reported at inappropriate altitude
increments.
For example, note the strong moist layer in the Soesterberg data which is
then
for
An
immediate
recommendation
in the RAO
profile.
completely
undetected
enhancing the utility of this type data for model development and/or tactical decision
input would be to provide the basic RAOB data at standardized and relatively fine
altitude increments similar to those inherent in aircraft soundings.
3.2.

Optical
The

Properties

variation

essential

in

requirements

scattering

for

coefficient

accurate

as

a

computations

function

of altitude

of slant

path

is

one

tropospheric

of

the

contrast

transmittance, and thus must be reliably modelled if one presumes to develop predictive
Profile measurements such as those illustrated in Fig. 5 can provide the
capabilities.
spectrum,
and
within
the
visible
for
this
model
development
data
base
required

conceivably

provide

the

necessary4

insights

for

extrapolation

to

longer

optical

wavelengths.
The profile characteristics requiring specific attention are the number and
depth of well defined and reasonably well mixed aer-osol layers, the most representative
directional
scattering
each layer,
and
the
value of scattering coefficient within
The data in Fig. 5 identify the first two
properties of the aerosol within each layer.
In each case there are two well defined layers with the boundary at
characteristics.
The average value of scattering coefficient within each layer
about 1200-1500 meters.

can be readily established subsequent to upper altitude stray
upon directional scattering and sky radiance measurements.
There

is

strong

evidence

that

the

specification

of

the

light

corrections

directional

based

scattering

properties within each aerosol layer can be reasonably deduced from a knowledge of the
(1979) and Johnson (1981).
Johnson, et al.
total volume scattering coefficient alone.
An eximple of the data supporting this contention is illustrated in Fig. 6 from Johnson
In these data, directional scattering function measurements made by
and Gordon (1980).
the Visibility Laboratory ground based nephelometer system are compared with similar data
Whereas the Barteneva data represent over 600 sets of direc.ional
from Barteneva (1960).
scattering measurements using photopic spectral response, the Visibility Laboratory data
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represent measurements made in all four of the responses defined in Pig. 1.

*

The data shown in Fig. 6 have been normalized to reflect only aerosol scattering
characteristics by using a ratio display format.
Thus the vertical axis, Volume
Scattering Function Ratio, represents the ratio of the volume scattering function
04,S)

to

the

Rayleigh

(i.e.

molecular)

volume

scattering

function

RW(z.)

at

the

same

scattering angle P.
i.e.
9(z)-(Z.P)/Xo(Z,)
where z is the altitude parameter.
Likewise, the horizontal axis, Optical Scattering Ratio, represents the ratio of the
total volume scattering coefficient s(z))to the Rayleigh volume scattering coefficient
Rs(z),
i.e.
QZ)-s(z)/s(z).
These data and their airborne equivalents specifically
support the contention that one can develop a parameterization that will adequately
represent the directional scattering properties of an atmospheric aerosol once the
optical scattering ratio Q(z) is specified, a fundamental simplification in any modelling
attempt.
Our second major data set appropriate to the determination of tropospheric slant
path contrast transmittances contains simultaneous measurements of sky and terrain
radiances as determined from each of several different flight altitudes.
In Fig. 7, the
apparent radiances throughout the combined upper and lower hemispheres which surrounded
the aircraft during flight C-466 are defined in one graph. Each of the four individually
coded plots represents the observed radiance along a vertical sweep from the zenith
through the horizon to the nadir and is at a fixed and constant azimuth from the sun.
The multi-spectral data typified by those illustrated in Fig. 7 provide a complete
magnitude specification of the directional radiance field surrounding the aircraft. Thus
they represent the net effects of the solar irradiance upon the total atmosphere within
which the aircraft is implanted, including the influence of the underlying terrain.
It
is these data then, that allow one to close the modelling loop, in that they represent an
essential intermediate step that a model must duplicate if it is to proceed to the
subsequent determination of slant path contrast transmittance.
4.

EXPRESSIONS FOR PATH RADIANCE AND CONTRAST TRANSMITTANCE

The analytic expressions relating the fundamental equation of radiative transfer to
the apparent spectral radiance of a distant target, and the apparent contrast of that
target as observed against its background are well developed by Duntley, et al.
(1957).
Those most directly related to the development of the modelling concepts discussed herein
are summarized below.

*altitude

The apparent spectral radiance of a target t at a range r, as measured
z in a direction defined by zenith angle 0 and azimuth angle 0 is
,L,(z,0.6)

-

T,(z.e.6),Lo(z1,0.

) + L:(z.9,0

from

an

(1)

)

where
,Lo is the inherent spectral radiance of the target, T,
transmittance of the path, and L; is the directional path radiance.

is

the

spectral

As discussed in Duntley, et al.
(1957), the directional path radiance is derived
from the integration along the path of sight of the directional path function
L.(z,*,*)
which is defined as the point function component of path radiance generated by the
scattering of light reaching that point from all points within its surrounding field.
--

The expression for the path function is
L(z,#',4')
zP')df
+(z.,)+

L.(z.0.0) -,,(z)

(2)

where a(zi) is the directional volume scattering function at a scattering angle 0,
W,(z)is the solar scalar irradiance at altitude z.

and

The development from these fundamentals to expressions for the inherent and apparent
spectral contrasts C, and C. of a target t against its background b is straight forward
and results in the directional contrast transmittance along the path r as given by
C,(z.0.4)/C(z,.6)

-

T,(z.0.4)bLo(z,0,#)/t,(,,

)

(3)

As emphasized by Duntley, et al.
(1957), Eq. (3) does not involve restrictive
assumptions and defines the law of contrast reduction in its most general form.
It
should be noted that Eq. (3) is expressed in terms of inherent and apparent background
radiances blo and 4.,, and is thus independent of target characteristics.
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5. MODEL FOR ESTIM4ATING SLANT-PATH CONTRAST TRANSMITTANCE
The inherent variability of atmospheric structure and behavior and the complexities
of radiative transfer processes require effective simplifying assumptions in order that
estimates of contrast transmittance along any slant path in the atmosphere can be made
rapidly and consistently.
In pursuit of this objective, a series of modelling
approximations relating optical properties to meteorological variables were derived from
the broad experimental data base generated by airborne and surface measurement program.
These relationships were combined with available analytic approximations for radiative
transfer calculations to develop an operational technique for the estimation of
directional path radiance and contrast transmittance.
A detailed description of the
model development and validation are presented in a report now being prepared for
publication.
A brief summary of the technique and several examples of model performance
are given in the following paragraphs.
The calculation of the slant-path contrast transmittance with Eq. (3) requires
consistent estimates of interrelated physical parameters.
These include: (a) the
vertical profile of total volume scattering coefficient,
s(z) , (b) the vertical profile
of the phase function for single scattering,
(ff(ZP)/S(Z)]-P(Z'f)
I and (c) vertical
profile of single scattering albedo,
W(Z) - SUV)aO
,
where a(z) is the total volume
attenuation coefficient.
It should be emphasized that the contrast transmittance along
any slant path depends primarily upon the extinction coefficient distribution both along
the path and in the surrounding atmosphere.
Accordingly, an attempt was made to
condition the approximation procedures for all parameters on the existing capability to
model and predict the extinction coefficient structure and behavior from conventional
meteorological measurements and observations.
5.1.

Estimates of the scattering ratio profile

For profile modelling purposes, it is important to consider a conservative measure
of scattering coefficient that in the absence of local sources or sinks does not change
QWz , is
appreciably following the air motion.
The photopic scattering mixing ratio,
As the vertical mixing within an identifiable atmospheric layer
such a parameter.
becomes more complete, QWz
becomes more constant with height within the layer.
The
optical scattering ratio is defined
Q(Z) -S(Z)/SR(Z)
,where
sRt(z)is the total volume
coefficient for Rayleigh scattering at altitude z.

*source

Profiles of QWz derived from the extensive series of airborne optical measurements
made by the Visibility Laboratory, reveal large variability depending upon the aerosol
strength and the nature of the convective and turbulent mixing processes.
The
problem is to model the essential characteristics of the QWz
profiles in a way that
recognizes the operational observing and forecasting limitations yet takes maximum
advantage of existing capabilities.
A prominent feature of the daytime aircraft
soundings of optical scattering is the marked tcidency for QWz
to remain essentially
constant with height in the troposphere above the haze layer and also within the lowlevel haze layer.
The differt-nce in QWz
between adjacent tropospheric layers is
typically much larger than the vertical variability within each layer.
It should be
emphasized that the assumption of constant scattering ratio with height does not hold
well for ground-based stable layers with little vertical mixing such as those associated
with the nocturnal formation of fog.
The computer code developed for this modelling
effort has provision for up to 20 atmospheric layers for use in complex situations when
detailed information about the extinction coefficient profile is available. However, for
application to problems of contrast transmittance in hazy atmospheres in the daytime
following the dispersion of any surface inversion existing at sunrise, it is reasonable
to employ a model consisting of a stratospheric layer and two or three tropospheric
layers of constant optical scattering ratio. Thus, the forecasting problem is reduced to
the prediction of the altitude limits of the atmospheric layers and the scattering ratio
within each layer.
5.2.

Specification of the phase function for single scattering

The asymmetry of the phase function for single particle scattering depends in a
complex way on the size distribution and refractive index of the aerosols present in the
The prominent feature of aerosol
atmosphere and the wavelength of incident light.
scattering is that -as the particle size increases with respect to the wavelength, the
amount of energy scattered in directions close to that of the incident radiation
increases markedly causing larger asymmetry in the phase function.
Since the total
volume scattering coefficient varies approximately as the square or cube of the particle
radius depending upon the size psasaeter, we might expect that the scattering coefficient
or scattering ratio, QWz , might provide, through analytic representation, A good first
approximation for the single scattering phase function. Experimental evidence shows this
to be true.
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The approach used herein for model development was first to represent the single
scattering phase function for %ie scattering
PM[Z.D)
by two term Henyey-(reenqtein
functions (Kattawar, 1975) as follows,
PM0,(II 2.c)

c P1( ,I)+ (I-c)P 2(P,

-

2),

(4)

and
P(P.)

-

(I-g)/ [4r(1 -2coso6+g

2 312

)

1,

(5)

where the asymmetry factor, g, is given by
g

f

-

P(8)cossinMd .

(6)

The phase function for single scattering has the normalized form,

I

P(z,#,#)dfl - I

(7)

In turn, each of the Henyey-Greenstein parameters,
g1 (z) ,
and
c€)
were
2(z)
approximated as
continuous
functions
of the
Mie scattering ratio,
Qz)--I
The
relationships between the phase function for combined aerosol and molecular scattering
and the scattering ratio are bounded by the Rayleigh phase function
(Q-],g-O) for a
clear atmosphere and by a phase function representative of dense clouds or fog for very
larCg
Qz) .
Combined analysis of the asymmetry parameters
(g1,g2,)
as derived from a
least-squares fit of the Henyey-Greenstein functions to the average phase functions
measured by Barteneva (1960) and to the phase functions derived from Mie calculations
using typical aerosol distributions in haze and fog led to a consistent set of empirical
equations expressing the asymmetry parameters as a function of the logarithm of the Mie
scattering ratio, (Q-I).

*integrating

Independent evidence of the general applicability of the model estimates of P(8)
with respect to wavelength and altitude is given by a comparative study of directional
scattering
functions
that
were measured
by
the Visibility
Laboratory
airborne
nephelometer and the Barteneva (1960) phase function measurements (see Section 3 and
Fig. 6).
In addition to the measurement of total volume scattering coefficient, the
nephelometer measured, separately, the directional scattering function at
nominal scattering angles of 300 and 1500 in four wavelength bands cei.tered near 475,
550, 660, and 750 nm.
The analysis by Johnson, et al.
(1979) of the airborne data
gathered by the Visibility Laboratory in Europe and the United States over all seasons
indicates that the derived relationship between the phase functiuns scattering ratio
holds well over all visible wavelengths and over all altitudes up to the highest levels
sampled by the instrumented aircraft (usually near 6 km).
Figures 8 and 9 show a
comparison of phase functions as calculated from the model, calculated from Mie theory,
and measured by Barteneva.
To the extent that more accuracy is desired and more complete information is
available to define
P(z.g),
the overall computer code for calculating path radiance and
contrast transmittance was made general in that it will accept as input for each
atmospheric layer any specified P(zp).
However, in the absence of information other
than an estimate of Q(z) , calculation of P(z,#) from the system of model equations is
recommended for haze only atmospheres.
Important details typical of phase functions for
fog conditions such as the prominent minimum near
f-1W0
and the secondary maximum near
1400 (see
Fig. 9) are smoothed out by the representation with Henyey-Greenstein
functions.
It should
be
emphasized
that
important additional
evidence
of
the
applicability of the model for estimating P(z) from Q(z) will be obtained as we employ
the technique more extensively for the specification of the sky and terrain radiances as
measured in various deployments of the instrumented aircraft.
Sample comparisons of
measure4 and computed radiances are given in the following section.
5.3.

Calculation of the path radiance component due to scattering of diffuse irradiance

As given by the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (2), the component of the
directional path function produced by the scattering of direct solar irradiance incident
on the path is calculated from estimates of the single scattering phase function
determined by the technique described in the previous paragraphs. The second term on the
right hand side of Eq. (2) is the component of path function resulting from the
scattering of diffuse irradiance reaching the path from the surrounding sky and terrain.
As in the case of the direct solar component, the directional dependence of the diffuse
background contribution to the path radiance must be considered.
Precise numerical
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calculation of the radiance distribution resulting from the complex multiple scattering

processes requires large amounts of computer time.

For this reason, great emphasis has

been placed upon the development of rapid approximate methods for radiation transfer
calculations (Mesior and Weaver, 1980).
The appropriate choice of computational method
from among the variety of available methods depends upon the results desired for the
application at hand.
While it is important to retain complete directionality for calculation of the path
radiance component due to single scattering of direct solar irradiance, approximate two
stream methods often can be used effectively for fast calculation of the component due to
scattering of diffuse irradiance provided that the asymmetric influence of the prominent
forward scatter peak is managed adequately. The delta-Eddington approximation introduced
by Joseph, Wiscombe and Weinman (1976) satisfies the requirement.
It differs from the
standard Eddington approximation, which assumes a simple cosine dependence of the single
scattering phase function, in that it approximates the phase function by a truncated
forward scatter peak and a two-term phase function expansion,

Pd(8)-2rS

(I-

cos)+e+orm+3gwsp),

(8)

where r
is the fractional scattering represented by the forward peak and g' is the
asymmetry factor of the truncated phase function.
In effect, the delta-Eddington
approximation transforms most of the scattered radiation in the solar aureole into the
direct solar flux component, and assumes that
r(z) - g2 (z)

(9)

As an integral
part of the
technique
for
estimating directional
contrast
transmittance, the approximate diffuse radiance,
(Lt(z)+LD(z)cosl
, calculated by the
Eddington computer code (Shettle and Weinman, 1979), as modified by the delta-Eddington
approximation, is used directly to obtain the second term on the right hand side of
Eq. (2); so that this component of the path function generated by the scattering of
diffuse irradiance is given by
2
L(z,6',4') a(z j dil - LD(Z) + - LI,,(z) cos.
(10)

5.4.

Calculation of directional path radiance and contrast transmittance

With the procedures for estimating the direct and diffuse components described
above, the directional path radiance L; can be calculated from Eqs. (2) and (3) by finite
summation over successive atmospheric layers using the trapezoidal rule.
The computer
code for calculation of directional path radiance and contrast transmittance along any
slant path in accordance with Eqs. (1) through (8) requires the following input:

6.

1)

a representative wavelength X that
of the sensor in gm

2)

the solar irradiance F,(-)
at the upper limit
corresponding to spectral response of the sensor

3)
4)

the number of atmospheric layers n and the altitude z, of the base
layer in km
the average optical scattering ratio Q(z) for each atmospheric layer

5)

the average single scattering albedo

6)

the average surface reflectance R(96,) and the reflectance of the immediate
background of the viewed object if significantly different than the albedo of
the general background

7)

the object and observer altitudes in km and the viewing angle with respect to
the sun, p, and zenith, 0, in degrees

8)

the solar zenith angle 0, in degrees.

is commensurate with the spectral

w(z)

of

the

atmosphere

response
in

w/m2gm
of

each

for each atmospheric layer

RESULTS OF MODEL CALCULATIONS

Model calculations based upon the extensive
data gathered
by the
airborne
measurement program make possible a close analysis of the dependence of optical
properties on meteorological conditions. Comparative analyses of observed data with the
model calculations are being used to improve techniques for the prediction of image
transmission properties from conventional meteorological observations.
Some examples Cf

...i

i

. I

I

i liA

k

i

i
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trial model calculations are illustrated in the following paragraphs.
Comparisons of the sky and terrain radiance distribution measured by the scanning
radiometers and the model calculations of the radiance distribution from the observed
input parameters are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 for the flight made on 15 August 1978 in
northwestern Germany near Meppen.
A 3-layer atmosphere was assumed for model
calculations wit. the top of the haze layer at 1 .3 km (see scattering coefficient profile
in Fig. 5) and a tropopause height of 10 km.
The observed features of the radiance
distribution are typical of rural clear sky conditions observed in western Europe in the
summer months. At the observation altitude deep within the haze layer at 200m, the sky
radiance in the upsun direction, 0-0V , is substantially larger than the view angle away
from the sun, 0- 1S0 . However, the disparity in sky radiances in the upsun and downsun
directions is much smaller looking upward from an altitude well above the haze layer near
6 km. The rather large fluctuations in measured radiance looking downward from the low
altitude of 200m are caused by differences in the reflectivity of various terrain pattern
features such as the green and brown fields and small wooded areas.
For the same experimental flight, Fig. 12 shows the contrast transmittance
distribution for downward view angles from an observation level of 6 km and target
altitude of 0.2 km that were calculated from the raliance distribution given by both the
aircraft measurement- tnd the model calculations.
Looking overhead, Fig. 13 shows the
apparent contrast as a function of zenith angle for an object at 20 km viewed from 0.2 km
as calculated from the observed and model sky radiance distributions.
The model calculations can be used to assess quantitatively the changes in contrast
transmittance associated with incremental changes in the individual environmental factors
governing image transmission in the atmosphere.
For purposes of illustration,
the
reference atmosphere as described in Table 2 was derived from the measurements made on
15 August 1978 near Meppen, Germany (see Fig. 5). As discussed above, the meteorological
conditions observed on this flight are representative of clear sky conditions for this
geographical area and time of the year. An optical scattering ratio of 16 for the haze
layer converts to a horizontal visual range of about 16 km at the surface assuming an
inherent target contrast of -1 ,no
absorption and an apparent contrast threshold for
detection of 5 percent. The single scattering albedo of 0.83 assumed for the haze layer
is commensurate with measurements in rural areas in the United States by Weiss, et al.
(1980).

*
dzenith

*

For a specified azimuth angle,
the slant range between the sensor and target
altitudes where the apparent contrast of the target and background reduces to a fixed
threshold value can be determined from systematic model calculations for successive
view angles. Calculation of the slant range corresponding to 5 percent apparent
contrast for the reference atmosphere specified in Table 2 and for a series of individual
incremental changes in various atmospheric variables are illustrated in Fig. 14.
it
should be emphasized that the indicated changes in slant range as a function of changes
in the input variables are specific only for the variations about the given set of
conditions, i.e. observation level at 20 kin, target at surface, target reflectivity of
50 percent, azimuth view angle of zero with respect to the sun, and atmospheric structure
as given by the reference atmosphere.
However, the results illustrated here do provide
insight into the relative impact of the parameter changes on contrast transmittance.
Using approximate interpolation methods under the same prescribed conditions, we have
calculated the changes in individual parameters which produce a family of equivalent
effects. Thus, Table 3 illustrates those changes in conditions, any one of which will
result in a corresponding 20% decrease in apparent contrast.
7.

SUMMARY

The computer model developed during the course of the experimental optical
measurement and analysis program can provide relatively fast and consistent estimates of
optical atmospheric properties over any slant path as a function of wavelength in the
visible spectrum.
To the extent that a climatological data base of conventional
meteorological observations exists, the technique in its present form can be used to
estimate readily the frequency distributions of such quantities as spectral contrast
transmittancn as a function of location and season.
Refinements in the model are being made as validation tests and experiments
continue. Early results indicate that further parameterization of selected components of
the model can be male which will improve computational efficiency and at the same time
retain the capability to take advantage of any and all relevant observational and
forecast information. A realistic goal is to employ the computer model as part of a data
acquisition and microprocessing system for real time estimates of image transmission
properties. Future experiments are planned to examine the tradeoffs between the type,
accuracy,
frequency and density of optical/meteorological
observations
and the
reliability of the estimates of spectral contrast transmittance.
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Table 2.
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NUMBER OF LAYERS
ALTITUDE OF TROPOPAUSE
DEPTH OF HAZE LAYER

3
10km
13 Jm

OPTICAL SCATTERING RATIO
STRATOSPHERE
UPPER TROPOSPHERE
HAZE LAYER

1.3
V.3
16.0

SINGLE SCATTERING ALBEI)O
STRATOSPHERE
UPPER TROPOSPHERE
HAZE LAYER

0.99
0.97
0.83

SURFACE REFLECTANCE

007

d_

Table 3.
Parametric ChangesInducing 20% Decreiase in Apparent Contrast
Item
a
d

Parameter
Hae layerdeth. Z
layer scar *ring ratio. Qtz
,:lare
Haze layer single scattering albedo. wlzW
Mid-Troposphere Aerosol Scallering Coeff.

e

Stratosphere Aerosol Scattering Coeff. slaW

Wt

Change
increase
nces
decreased
increase

Amount
10%.
25%
24%
factor of 3

increase

factor of 5.7

COMPARISON OF UNDERWATER RADIANCE MEASUREMENT'S WITH VARIOUS
ANALYTICAL TREATMENTS OF THE RADIATIVE TRANSFER EQUATIONS
R. Anderson and L. Stotts
Naval Ocean Systems Center
San Diego, California 92152

ABSTRACT
In situ experimental data are presented on the off-axis radiance produced by a pulsed underwater laser operating at a wavelength
of 520 nanometers. Path lengths in homogeneous seawater range up to 50 meters with separations of up to more than 6 meters from
the path. Absorption and scattering lengths in the water are about 6 and 4 meters, respectively. These results are compared with the
predictions provided by popular models derived from radiative energy theory. Limitations are clearly shown on the accuracy of the
radiance predicted by these models.
INTRODUCTION
With the introduction of optical and infrared technologies in the areas of communications and surveillance, it has become necessary to account for the atmospheric and oceanic influences on such systems and, in particular, to improve our knowledge of the effects
of particulate multiple scattering on lase- beam propagation. Particulate multiple scatter will, in general, inhibit optimum system performance by inducing additionat beam spread, attenuation, dispersion in the angle of arrival, degradation of spatial coherence, and
2 5
1 11
dispersion in time and frequency of the signal encoding desired information. Several analyticall I and Monste Carlo based1 -1 treatments of Mie-type multiple scatter have been reported in the literature. Unfortunately, very little experimental data are available to
verify or refute these models. 16-19 For the first time, the opportunity has presented itself to compare all proposed models with
experimental in situ data, and several of the approximate solutions are examined and compared to these measurements.
For three months through the summer of 1975 a sophisticated array of ocean optics experiments was conducted from a barge
platform moored in the Southern California bight north of Santa Catalina Island. These tests yielded a prodigious quantity of data on
20
underwater optics and proriagation through the air-sea interface.
The necessity of issuing timely reports on the results of the experiment and their direct application in the sponsoring project
left much of the data unreduced. Indeed, there is still a large quantity of potentially interesting data with no present prospect of review
or closer examination.
This paper will present and discuss the results of an experiment which measured the off-axis radiance in situ from a blue-green
laser underwater. While the basir data were acquired several years ago, the opportunity to reduce the data and examine the results is
recent.
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
To acquire off-axis radiance measurements, an adequate surface support platform was moored in 122 meters (400 feet) of water.
Two optical benches lying in a plane were deployed from the platform, a horizontal bench just above the water surface and a vertical
bench.
A laser light source was carried on the vertical bench by an elevator platform down to depths of 55 meters The axis of the laser
was inclined 12.5 degrees from the zenith in the plane of the experiment toward the horizontal optical bench.
A submerged radiance receiver traveling along the horizontal optical bench could scan an angle ± 80 degrees from the nadir in
the plane of the experiment. No data were taken with the receiver axis oriented out of the experimental plane.

I

MECHANICAL
As depicted in figure 1, the optical benches were attached to the barge in the form of a suspended pipe and an H-beam guide rail
lying in the same plane. Experiments could be conducted through an underwvater path from equipment mounted on both benches. The

vertical optical bench was also used to deploy other equipments for other test objectives.
Several techniques were considered for deploying equipment to the desired depths, and a prok _,dure was devised which would
not require divers and which would reduce boat operations to a minimum. It involved the fabrication ot a single piece of pipe 55 meters
long and 0. 2 meter (approximately 8 inches) in diameter. Deployment of the vertical bench was reduced to fabricating, floating, and
towing the pipe to the desired location. At the test location, it was necessary only to attach one end of the nipe to the barge and to sink
the other. The port aft corner of the barge was fitted with an A-frame support designed to support a vertical load of 9000 kg at an angle
of 30 degrees from the vertical. The vertical pipe and test instniment platform represented a maximum load of approximately 3 tons.
Barge trim recorded during the tests was 0. 15 meter. or a tilt of approximately 5 milliradians fore and aft. The position of the
barge remained relatively stable during the tests. The orientation of the barge and all equipment was known and varied by less th. n
150 milliradians.
The horizontal optical bench was provided by suspending a guide rail along the side of the barge. Both sides of the barge were
first fitted wiLh wooden fenders (0. 2 by I meter cross section). The barge draft was such that the bottom edge of the fenders was in
contact with the surface of the water. An fl-beam (0. 15 meter). 18 meters long, was then suspended with L-brackets and angle iron
0,.1 meter up from the bottom of the fender, The supports were attached to the top flange of the H-beam, leaving the bottom flange to
support and guide a subsurface radiance receiver positioning carriage.
The positioning carriage (fig 2) was fitted with nylon top runners inside the flanges of the H-beam and a spring-loaded roller
which pressed up against the bottom of the beam. A yoke assembly around the underw..ter radiance receiver housing was attached to
bearings on both sides of the positioning carriage. The outboard side of the yoke (fig 2) provided a control arm for pointing the instrument. A protractor was fitted to the outboard side of the positioning carriage. Drilled holes in the protractor aligned with a pin in the
control arm and allowed adjustments of the instrument pointing angle of ± 80 degrees in 5-degree increments. The operator could
easily control the angle to every 2.5 degrees by manually holding the arm. Brakes were provided to lock (be unit in position and
eliminate wave-induced sway.

*
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The platform had the following features Iamong others):
(I) It was sufficiently stable for experiments under a variety of ocean conditions. It provided a work area for up to 7 people
and was equipped to support electrical, mechanical, and electronic equipments;
(2) It provided v-! tical access to depths of approximately 50 meters in the form of an assembly which could be raised, lowered,
and rotated and upon which various instruments could be mounted. The assembly position was fixable to within 3 degrees (an allow-

able swing of 2.5 meters at 50 meter depth);
(3)
the water.
(described
(4)

It provided a method to traverse a submerged optical radiance receiver along a horizontal path slightly below the surface of
It was necessary that orientation of the horizontal path and the pointing of the letector with respect to the vertical elements
in 2 above) be well defined;
It provided support to personnel of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography Visibility Laboratory for the deployment and

operation of the instruments for measuring ocean optical propert;es; and
(5) It enabled mooring, deployment, upkeep, support, watchstanding, small-boat platform-to-shore transportation, and correction of equipment break-downs.
The instrument platform which carried the laser on the vertical optical bench consisted of a 1.5-meter-long tubular guide to
which was welded a horizontal table or platform. The guide section was fitted on its inside surface with a set of runners of a UHFM
polymer designed to glide along the pipe and guide rail. Once installed on the pipe at the test site, the half-ton assembly was raised and
lowered through its 55-meter operating range by an automatic winch. The submerged instrument p!atform is shown on the vertical pipe
in figure 3. The laser mount was constructed so as to hold the laser securely in place and to permit it to be tilted in I0-degree intervals
from zenith to 50 degrees.
The platform was also fitted with a 2-axis tilt sensor to measure deviations in platform position caused by pipe sway. No significant changes in platform position were observed during the tests.

LASER
The underwater light source used in the field tests is a flashlamp-pumped dye laser system, visible in figure 3, specifically designed and built for the project at the Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC). The system consists of three main parts - the laser proper
in a submersible canister, a topside control panel, and 250 feet of interconnecting cable. The general system specifications are gi en in

table I.
Other features of the laser system are:
Automatic control of pulse amplitude
Leak-initiated shutdown
Pressure and temperature interlocks
Stable pulse rate
Telemetry sync output
Rapid dye solution and flashlamp replacement
Table 1, System Specifications
Mechanical
Canister size

41 cm dia X 84 cm height (16 X 33 in)
46 cm dia flange ( 18 in)

Weight

109 kg (240 lb)

Displacement

114 kg (250 Ib)

Depth limit

180 m (600 ft)

Electrical
Input power

I kW, 3 phase, 400 Hz, Y

Lamp energy

up to l0 joules

Operating I'arameters
Pulse repetition rate

20 p/s
7,

Peak pulse amplitude

5 kW (±6' rtel, 10% abs)

Pulse width

0.75 psec

Pulse energy

4 mi/p (nom)

Center wavelength

521.4 nm

Bandwidth

4.65 nm

Beamwidth (in water)

21.4 mrad (FWlIM)

The lasing medium is a solution ot a fltorescent organic dye in ethanol that circulates through a 7.6-cm-long quartz capillary
tube. Curved mirror- at either end of the tube satisfy the feedback requirements for muitimode laser action, and a linear xenon flashlamp acts as the laser pump. The flashlamp and parallel capillary lie along th, foci of a cylindrical elliptical reflector built into the
laser head.
The laser output ' wel is stabiliied by a "eedba'k loop that includes a beamsplitter and fiber optic probe, detector, filter, and
relay circuits within the control unit, and a motor-driven Variac in the high-voltage supply. Tie loop compensates for decreases in output ,aused by flashlamp and dye solution aging processes. Some 8 hours of operation could be expected between lamp and dye changes.
UNI)ERWATE R RADIANCE RECEIVER
The underwater radiance receiver is shown mounted on the horizontal optical hench in figure 4.
lhe receiver is an underwater synchronous. optical pulse amplitude reading radiometer. It is positioned relative to the optical
1xis of a pulsed dye laser either on the axis or at some angle relative to it. aid measures that component of the initially collimated laser
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output that is scattered into the receiver's field-of-view.
The receiver is composed of two major subsystems, the sensor assembly and the receiver-control panel, connected by 46 meters
of multiconductor underwater cable.
Incident light pulses of 0.75-psec width from the dye laser are received through a spectral filter at a rate of 20 per second and
are brought to a focus on the faceplate of a photomultiplier by an ff1.3, 7.6-cm diameter objective lens. A neutral density filter is normally in the optical path to prevent photo multiplier tube damage and to provide over-range protection. This fiter, which has a transmission oi 0. 1% (density 3), may be switched out of the optical path remotely via the filter position control unit located on the
receiver-control panel.
From the photomultiplier, the output pulse passes through a line driver that feeds the shielded coaxial cable connecting the
sensor assembly and the receiver control panel. The pulse is amplified and supplied to a oscilloscope for direct measurement of
instantaneous pulse amplitude.
The same signal is routed to the sample-and-hold circuit, which outputs a DC voltage proportionalto the instantaneous peak
value of the input Following the sample-and-hold, a statistical averaging circuit smooths the pulse-to-pulse fluctuations for monitoring
by a digital voltmeter.
The relatively long pulse length of the dye laser avoids pulse width dispersion problems in the water medium so that peak detection is a valid measure of signal strength. To enhance the signal-to-noise ratio, a clock pulse is initiated in the laser circuitry whose leading edge is synchronized with the transmission of the dye laser pulse. The receiver is thus informed as to the temporal location of a
pulse prior to its arrival. Thus, with the proper delay, the receiver may be switched into the sample mode to receive a signal and
suppress much of the ambient noise. The clock output is also used as an oscilloscope sync for viewing the output of the video 2eiplifier. The inherent uncertainty of the receiver radiance data derives from calibration standards, laser pulse-to-pulse variation, and human
imprecision in reading the signal at ± 15%.
Some of the equipment features and specifications are shown in table 2.

Table 2. Underwater Radiance Receiver.
Aperture
Field-of-view

7.6 cm diameter, F11.3
46 milliradians (in water)

Minimum detectable'signal
Maximum detectable signal
(attenuator in optical path)
Optical bandwidth
Detector

2 X 10- 7 Wcm - 2 - ster- 1
5 Wcm - 2 - ster "1

Detector electrical bandwidth
Output

100 A centered at 5240 A
RCA PF 1023 2 inch diameter, 10 state
photomultiplier
I0 MHz
0- 10 V pulse to oscilloscope

0 - 10 Vdc time averaged peak value to DVM
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
OCEAN OPTICAL PROPERTIES
Optical properties of the waters at the test site were monitored by the Scripps Institution of Oceanography Visibility Laboratory. The principal instruments utilized were the ALSCAT (Alpha and volume scatteriag) and the GASM (General Angle Scatter
21
Meter).
The ALSCAT measured simultaneously the volume attenuation coefficient, kext, and the volume scattering function at three
small angles 3, 6. and 12 milliradians. 2 2 While data were obtained in 10 spectral bands, only the 520-nanometer band applies to this
experiment.
The GASM measured the volume scattering function between 10 degrees and 170 degrees. It was only usable during the night,
however, because of interference from ambient light. The procedure in monitoring ocean optical properties required extensive nighttime observations by both ALSCAT and GASM before and immediately after an experimental procedure. During the conduct of a daylight experimental event the ALSCAT was deployed hourly to sample the water volume.
By regression of the ALSCAT and GASM data using 48 nighttime data sets acquired over a 2-month period, it was possible to
derive the volume scattering coefficient, ksca. and the mean square scattering angle, -o2 , from ALSCAT observations alone with correlation coefficients of 0.980 and 0.946, respectively. In this fashion detailed tabulations of all inherent ocean properties could ,be provided hourly. Figure 5 is a plot of ALSCAT monitored data showing kext , ksca, and kabs during one drop. The volume absorption
coefficient, kabs, is obtained from
kabs =kext

-

ksca

[able 3 shows excerpted tabular values of kabs and ksca for 5-meter depth intervals for the 5 ALSCAT drops made during the
off-axis laser radiance measurements. An important climatological feature was the solar insulation provided by a neavy overcaqt on
23 July 1975. Consequently, no substantial thermal layers developed in the upper 25 meters of the water mass, and the optical characteristics remained relatively uniform. The means and standard deviations of each parameter are shown in table 3 for the times of the
experimental procedure. At each depth the deviations were usually less than I 0%, the largest, due to a short-lived thin scattering layer
near 15 meters depth at 1130 hours, was 18%.
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Table 3. Summary of Daylight Measurements - 23 July 1975.
Depth
(meters)

Time (PDT)
1131

1227

1330

Mean

.171

.170

.173

.170

.171

.001

.271

.288

.30

.288

.288

.012

.171

.173

.173

.172

.168

.172

.002

.296

.306

.306

.300

.273

.296

.014

kab s

.177

.169

.172

.150

.169

.167

.010

ksca

.333

.277

.296

.198

.280

.277

.049

kabs

.157

.164

.155

.145

.152

.155

.007

ksca

.224

.256

.215

.181

.204

.216

.028

kabs

.143

.151

.148

.138

.139

.144

.006

ksca

.174

.202

.191

.159

.163

.178

.018

kabs

.138

.137

.134

.130

.127

.133

.005

ksca

.161

.157

.151

.139

.132

.148

.022

kabs

.133

.133

.125

.126

.129

.129

.004

ksca

.148

.146

.127

.129

.138

.138

.010

kabs

.132

.127

.122

.105

.110

.119

.011

ksca

.143

.32

.122

.089

.099

.117

.023

Parameter

5

10

Is

20

25

30

35

40

0935

1024

kab s

.171

ksca

.291

kabs
ksca

Standard
Deviation

If the mean values for the uppL. 20 meters of water are used, we have
kab s = 0.166
ksl'a
*
*i

=

std dev = 0.008: 5%
std dev = 0.036: 13%

0.269

Such uniformity provides a medium in which measured off-axis radiance values can be compared to~results predicted by various
modeling techniques.
If the uniformity of the upper 25 meters is similarly examined, we have
=

kabs = 0.162

stddev

ksca = 0.251

std dev = 0.050; 20%

0.012;7%

Unfortunately, the uniformity of the tipper 50 meters is not as good as the above. However, to facilitate data comparison to come, we
have averaged the absorption and scattering coefficients to yield
kabs = 0.1428
ksca = 0.1892

- I

m

-1

m

The volume scattering function which most nearly corresponds to these upper 20-25 m values was acquired at 30 meters depth
at 2106 hours and isshown in figur- 6. This should not be significantly different from that throughout the total volume.
DATA ACQUISITION
The radiance measurements recorded the spatial impulse response of the dye laser about an off-axis point. In order to make this
measurement, the optical receiver was transited beneath the water surface along the beam attached to the side of the barge (see figure I).
This receiver was mounted so that it could he stopped at any position along the optical bench and pivoted through 160 (±80 about
the nadir) in the plane which contained the underwater platform suspension pipe and the optical receiver.
Data were gathered is follows:
SI) The dye laser was placed in a preselected angular orientation with respect to the zenith and was lowered to a predetermined
depth, D, so that it transmitted in the plane that contained the laser, the pipe, and the optical receiver. D was known to t 0.2 meter.
(2) The optical receiver was positioned at a known horizontal position, d. away from the laser. The uncertainty in d was
t 0. 1 meter.
(3) fhe angular position, 0. of the optical radiance receiver was set, the dye laser was activated, and the signal level was received
and recorded.
(4) After the angular position of the optical receiver had been exercised through its range, the horizontal position, d. was
changed. and the sequence was repeated.
(5) When a complete sequence of measurements had been made that sufficiently exhausted the receiver angular and horizontal
position possibilities, either the laser depth, its angular orientation, or both were changed. This different configuration then formed a
new set of experimental knowns. and steps (2) through (4) were repeated.
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Data were recorded as notebook entries of carriage position, d, laser depth D, laser tilt, w, and the received signal level. To reduce these quantities to the axial distance between laser and receiver, Z, the distance off the axis, r, and the angle with the optic axis, 0,
we can relate
Z = (d-Dtan0)sin0+Dsec0
r = (d-Dtano)coso

(1)

9 =w-0
For all data taken w = 12.5 degrees. r is always positive and the component of 0 out of the plane of measurement is either 0 or v depending upon the side of the axis on which the receiver is located.
DATA
The radiance distributions round various distances off the optic axis of the laser are reported for three depth locations of the
laser - 22.9, 38. 1, and 45.7 meters. Because of the geometry (figure I), the physical length of the optical path was always greater than
the depth and varied with the location of the optical receiver on the horizontal optical bench.
The measured radiances are plotted in figures 7 through 9. To determine the path radiance transfer function, the ordinate may
be normalized for transmitter power by multiplying by 2 X 10-4.
DISCUSSION OF DATA
Examination of the data in figures 7, 8, and 9 shows the expected behavior in terms of the general trend of the data. The greater
the distance off the optical axis, r, the lower the recorded radiance and the larger the angle of the peak rdiance to the optic axis.
The 3 dB laser beam divergence being 0.0214 radian (in water), only one of the data sets contains an on-axis measurement,
"on-axis" interpreted as the receiver located within the laser beam. This is the curve in figure 9 with a physical optical path of 46.9
meters and a receiver 0.526 meter from the axis. With absorption and scattering ignored, the laser spot diameter would be slightly more
than a meter at the receiver (3 dB diameter), or 1.06 meters ( I/e diameter).
One measure of the reasonableness of the data is made by considering the laser and the receiver as constituting a beam transmissometer. 2 3 Using the radiance from the 46.9-meter path and ignoring the losses in the medium, we can calculate the average power
density over the l/e diameter from the laser at the receiver to be
4X5X 10
r (0.0226 X 46.9)2

5.67X I0WM- 2 = 0.567Wcm ~2

(2)

The measured radiance at 0 = 0 was 1.82 X 10- 3 W cm- 2 sterad - I . Multiplying by the solid angle of the receiver gives an on
axis flux of 3.02 X 10- 6 W cm- 2 ; the loss is then
3.02 X 107 6
0.567

*
*

(3)

exp (-12. 1).

This can be interpreted in terms of the volume attenuation coefficient, kext, as
kext =kabs+ksca

12.1/46.9= 0.259m

~1

(4)

averaged over the path. Comparing this value with table 3 shows reasonable agreement. Better agrtc-.ent would have been obtained
with a smaller field on the receiver to eliminate more of the scattered photons.
The quality of the data can be judged from the curves in figures 7 through 9. The curves were plotted without benefit of a curve
fitting routine by simply connecting data points by line segments. The resulting shapes show only minor dispersion in some of the data
points, generally less than ± IV2dB from points at which a fair curve would have resulted.
Another observation, though not immediately obvious, is that the radiance distributions do not appear to be symmetrical about
the maxima. The slope of the radiance distributions appears greater on the side toward negative observation angles. That is, the radiance decreases more rapidly in directions away from the source than in directions looking toward the optical axis.
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
For brevity, we will limit our discussion here to those models which yield closed-form, analytical solutions. The fundamental
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equation of interest is the equation of radiative transfer for a plane-parallel scattering medium.

(p

-p-

+ I IIr, r.P. 0, 0

10(r, r.,

t)-wOf

where
scattered radiance,

I

E

I0
u
r
Z

E source radiance within the scattering medium,
- cos 0.
= kext Z = optical thickness of the medium,
physical thickness of the medium.

r

-planar

(0.0)

spatial coordinates,

angular coordinates,

1o

p(0.;O.0

') I ('.r, it;'.

t)dy'd',

(5)

q,
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kscalkext single scatter albedo,
scalar phase function of the medium,
volume scattering coefficient,
volume extinction coefficient,

WO
p
ksca
kext

= time.

t
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Figure 10 depicts the spatial and angular coordinates pictorially. Following Arnush, it can be shown that Eq. (5) reduces to

+

"

(z,r,y)

+kext)

00

- kextlO(z,r, 7)+F,
Y+

p('y,-y'I)l(z,r, y')d 2''

(6)

for time-independent radiation transfer under the small-angle-scattering approximation.
Several authors4 ' 5 ,8 have attempted closed-form solutions of equation (6). Arnush used Fourier analysis and a highly peaked
scalar phase function,

-- exp{-70O

p(8) =

(7)

to yield a solution of the form
N(z,Zz,) = Noexp{-a272+by'r-r2r

2}

(8)
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radius of the initial laser beam.
beamwidth of the initial laser beam,

8
using only the low frequency Fourier components of the scattered radiance. Stotts, on the other hand, solved equation (2) using
Fourier analysis and a distributed source to produce a solution of the form

N' z, rY)

=

NO =

PTexp -(l-o
O) r
lr 0 2 + _L 0Z2_021

(9a)

I
+
WO7 ^f02
4 (r 0 2 + )1 wo rZ2 12)

(9b)

Noexp{-a272

+
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r- r 2 / r l 2

(9)
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r I WO0 r7' 0 21

a

d

(r0 2+ -

Z

Z

r12 = r02+ _L w0,Z2

2
02

( 9c)

(9d)
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assuming fT 0 and a gaussian scalar phase function. Fante approached the solution to equation (6) by expanding the integral on the
right-hand side in Taylor series. In particular, he transformed equation (6) into the following form

4
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SN wO kext 102
r -S

6N

2

N+(

oO)kextN

kextNO

(10)

-2 2 4
neglecting terms of order 'wo kext 1,0
) V N and higher. Unfortunately, his solution to equation (10) could only be evaluated
numerically for the scattered radiance. However, if one assumes
2
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following Stotts. 8 It is interesting to note thdt for
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0, all the above solutions reduce to the following form:
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This can be found by noting that
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(14)

Because of the small values of r0 and y1.used in the experiment, we will use equations (13) for the rest of our discussion.
In Arnush's formulation, the parameter , was assumed to be on the order of 10. Figure 6 shows plotted values of equation (7)
using -y= 10 against the experimentally measured form of p (0). The- appear to be in reasonable agreement; thus, we will assume this
value for the rest of this analysis. This implies
2
't02 --(0.1414)2 rad .

which is in good agreement with earlier measurements or mean scatter angles in these same waters.
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COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND THEORY
Figures I I and 12 compare experimental data with equation (13) for r = (2.48 m, a) and Z = 24 m, and r = (6.9 m, 1)and
Z e 25 m. respectively. The values assumed for kabs and ksca were 0.166 m - I and 0.269 m -1 ,respectively. It is apparent that the
model does not predict as peaked a radiance distribution as measured "near" the optic axis, and as broad a radiance distribution as

[

.-
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measured "far" from the axis. In addition, the peaking angle of the radiance isdifferent between theory and model, the theory's peak
always being less. This is illustrated in more detail in table 4 as a function of the apparent source location for the 20-25 m depth range
(the smaller y, the smaller the peak angle, and vice versa).
Table 4. Location of Apparent Source - (z - y) meters.

Z-=
Z=
Z=
Z=

23.3;
23.7;
24.0;
25.0;

r= 0.46
r = 0.99
r= 2.48
r= 6.90

Predicted y

Observed y

7.77
7.88
7.99
8.32

19.8
206
17.2
14.2

In light of the work of Stotts, 2 8 and Tam and Zardecki, 2 9 this is not too surprising. The former showed that the use of the lower
frequency Fourier components yields only the diffusive radiance distribution and not the multiple forward-scattered radiation. This was
contained in the higher order components. Tam and Zardecki 2 9 verified this peaking nature of the complete numerical solution of
equation (6) but did not indicate why the Arnush/Stotts approximation 2 9 worked only in the large scattering limit.
Another indicator that the above models yield only the diffusive radiance distribution is that the first two formalisms give the
14
to
same distribution, for -y = 0 = r0 , independent of the scalar phase function used. This type of performance was shown by Bucher
be true only when one was in the diffusion regime of scattering. Thus, for greater scattering depths and/or further off-axis, the models
should agree more with theory. To test this, compare equation (13) with data gathered from the 45.7 source depth. The structure of
the water will be ignored to first order (since the models assume homogeneity) by averaging kabs and ksca over a 50-meter path.
This yields
- I

Vabs = 0. 1428 m

Rsca = 0.1892 m-I
Figure 13 compares equation (13) and experimental data for r = (3.9 m, 0) and Z = 42.8, i.e., - 8 scattering lengths. It is apparent that
the broadening and peaking of theory and experiment are more in agreement. A similar trend is illustrated in figure 14 for r= (3.9 m, ir)
and Z = 47.6 m (i.e., - 9 scattering lengths). Unfortunately, their magnitudes are not very close. This is probably because we still have
not fully transitioned to the diffusion domain. This hypothesis is somewhat supported by figure 15, where we have moved farther offaxis from the previous two figures and observe better correlation. The point to be made isthat current proposed closed-form analytical
models have validity range limitations, and hence must be used with care in order to accurately predict experimental or overall system
performance.

CONCLUSIONS
J

Several closed-form solutions of the equation of radiative transfer using small angle approximations have been examined. It has
been shown that the solutions are equivalent and insensitive to the specific phase function used with a collimated pencil beam. The predicted radiance values are generally underestimated at less than 10 scattering lengths. The low frequency approximation made in
Fourier space to facilitate the closed-form solution of the equations obscures details in the radiance distributions attributable to multiple small angle forward scatter. Thus, these models provide reasonable answers only where kscaZ 10.
It should be noted that the water characteristics used in analysis of the deeper data (9 scattering lengths) required an averaging
of the inherent propagation parameters over the column. In general, this water column was composed of two distinct layers with a
well defined transition. To first order, this analysis issufficient to show the limitations of current models. Further work with these
experimental results using Monte Carlo techniques or numerical solutions of the Fante 5 model, equation (10), is indicated to account
for this structure.
The sensitivity of any modeling effort to the precise propagation parameters of the medium should always be carefully treated.
I n the experimental portion of this work, the water column was sampled once an hour in I meter depth intervals. Comparing consecutive data results, such as figure 6, reveals little correlation between small scale details of the water properties over a one-hour period.
The data were clearly undersampled, although the gross features were adequately sampled. Future work should incorporate sampling
every 10 minutes to insure that the propagation parameters are well documented. Such a routine requires new and more versatile
instruments for monitoring inherent water properties.
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DOWNLINK LASER CLOUD PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT
G.R. Hoatetter and P.J. Titterton
GTE Products Corporation
Sylvania Systems Group-Western Division
PO Box 188
Mountain View, California 94042

SUMMARY
During August and September 1979, GTE conducted the Downlink Laser Cloud Experiment on the island of Kauai,
Hawaii. The experiment was designed to obtain the first measurements of laser pulse stretching resulting from downward
vertical propagation through a cloud. For the nonuniform clouds that were present over Kauai, pulse stretching was
found to be less than was expected from propagation theory.
The clouds were characterized by an aircraft-borne Knollenberg particle counter and by attenuation of moonlight passing
through the cloud layer. For cloud geometric thicknesses of 4,000 to 8,600 feet and optical thicknesses of 19 to 86, the
received pulsewidths ranged from 1 to 7 microseconds. These received pulsewidths were from 0.05 to 0.2 of the theoretically predicted values. Typically, the received pulses were composed of a fast and a slow component, indicating at
least two different propagation modes through the clouds. The widths of the slow components were approximately equal
to the theoretical values predicted for the entire pulse.
1.

INTRODUCTION

During August and September 1979, GTE conducted the Downlink Laser Cloud Experiment. This experiment was designed
to obtain the first data on the laser pulse stretching resulting from vertical propagation through a cloud layer. Previous
measurements of cloud-induced pulse stretching had been between adjacent mountaintops. (Bucher, E. A., 1970 and
1973.)
The key elements of the experiment are illustrated in Figure 1 and include (a) the laser; (b) the ground-based receiver
equipment; (c) the laser being fired as part of the routine preflight check; (d) the aircraft used to measure and characterize the clouds; (e) the layout of the experiment conducted at Kauai, Hawaii; and (f) an aerial view of the Kauai test
site where the ground receiver was located.
The experiment was designed so that the laser pulse was transmitted from a high altitude aircraft and propagated
through cloud layers to the optical receiver equipment on the ground. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the experiment was conducted at night. The data from the received laser pulse were digitized, stored on magnetic tapes, and have
since been analyzed both manually and through the use of computer analysis techniques. The clouds through which the
pulses propagated were characterized as to their geometric and optical thicknesses.
2.

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

The test site, test equipment, and data-taking procedures are discussed in the following paragraphs. Test-site selection
involved choosing the general area as well as the specific location of the receiver equipment in the test area. The test
equipment description covers the equipment used and its specific characteristics. The description of measurement operations provides a monthly schedule and includes details of the duties of the participants.
2.1

Test Site

Test site selection was based on four major requirements. The first requirement was that there be a high probability that
a solid layer of clouds would consistently form above the site. The second requirement was to ensure the safety of the
aircraft that would fly into the cloud layer above the selected site. The third requirement, a relatively unpopulated site,
was imposed by the inclusion of an alternative experiment that operated simultaneously with the downlink laser cloud
experiment. The fourth was the quality of access to the site and the presence of a flat area large enough to accommodate the generator and two trailers.
The east side of the island of Kauai, Hawaii, was chosen as the primary location because it best met the four site selection requirements. The site is located at longitude iSV261W and latitude 2:f316"N. It satisfies the first and fourth
requirements for selection because it lies in a long, flat valley that leads up to the nearby mountain peaks 4.5 miles
away. It is against these mountains that clouds are driven almost daily by the summer trade winds, thus consistently
providing a solid layer of clouds over an easily accessible site.
The second requirement, the safety of the aircraft, was assured by three factors. The site was at a safe distance from
the nearby mountains, the Lihue Airport provided navigation aids and lights to orient the pilot, and strobe lights were set
up in the middle of the valley to add additional visual references for the pilot.
The third requirement, involving the alternative experiment, was satisfied because most of the length of the valley is
unpopulated. This was an important factor because the alternative equipment, designed and manufactured by HSS,
Incorporated, measured characteristics of the moonlight emerging from the bottom of the cloud. Since the moonlight
coming through the cloud is indistinguishable from scattered city lights, the test site had to be located far from a large
population center.
The test setup for the experiment is shown in Figure le. The facilities and services supplied by the Pacific Missile
Range Facility (PMRF) at Barking Sands included the radar which tracked the high altitude aircraft with an accuracy of
approximately 10 feet. The radar controller could, therefore, direct the aircraft carrying the laser transmitter directly
over the receiver on the ground. The airspace in and around the island was controlled by the Barking Sands test range
and the FAA. Hence, the second aircraft, which was flying through and characterizing the cloud layers, could fly the
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pattern most suited to this purpose without posing a danger to other aircraft in the area. The Barking Sends test range
also supplied miscellaneous support equipment such as generators, mobile shelters, and communication facilities.
*

2.2

Test Equipment

The test equipment included the laser transmitter, platform, receiver, and aloud characterization equipment. The laser
source was carried to en altitude of 40,000 feet in a T-39 aircraft, which was leased specificaily for this experiment.
(See Figure 1c.) The outgoing beam was expanded to an angle of ±15 degrees so that it formed a spot 3.7 miles (6 kUlometers) in diameter on the tops of the clouds 35,000 feet below. The laser transmitter, shown in Figure Ia, has four key
components. The large white object is a cooler. The water lines are connected to the laser head located just below the
cooler. The green laser beam exits through the small window on the right side of the unit, and the power supply and
control electronics are at the right of the laser head end cooler.
The laser pulses contained an average of 0.12 joules of energy and had a duration of approximately 15 nanoseconds at a
wavelength of 0.532 micrometer. The laser was operated at a rate of 10 pulses per second. The firing time of these
pulses was controlled from an oven-stabilized crystal oscillator time reference, the accuracy of which enabled
synchronization of the transmitting and receiving equipment once an initial pulse was detected.
The laser was mounted in the aircraft's cabin as shown in Figure 2a. The beam coming out of the laser was expanded and
deflected down into the final expansion optics in the escape hatch just below the laser. The beam exited from the aircraft through a window in that escape hatch. (See Figure 2b.) The path of the beam was enclosed in tubing both for
safety and for reduction of glare, which would interfere with the pilot's vision during night operation. The laser was
designed to operate over air-pressure changes encountered as the aircraft flew to and from 40,000 feet during each test
flight. A photograph of the laser being test fired before takeoff is shown in Figure 1c. The transmitter characteristics
are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Transmitter Characteristics
Type
Wavelength
E nergy
Pulsewidth
Pulse Rote
Average Power
Beam Divergence
Eye-Safe Range

Frequency-Doubled Nd:YAG Loser
0.532 Micrometer
0. 12 Joules Per Pulse
15 Nanoseconds
10 Per Second
1.2 Watts
-~300 Full Angle
164 Feet

The receiving equipment was designed to detect the transmitted laser pulse with an adequate signal-to-noise ratio. The
N~avy downlink propagation model (Stotts, L.B. 1979) can be used to predict the attenuation experienced by the laser
pulse as well as the pulsewidth after propagating through a cloud layer. For clouds 1,600 to 6,500 feet thick, the estimated half-power pulsewidth varies from 5 to 50 microseconds. Therefore, the receiver equipment was designed to have
a time resolution of 200 nanoseconds and to cover a window of 100 microseconds.
The receiver signal level can also be predicted from the model. The receiver had an optical power signal-to-noise ratio
ranging from 1360 to 7.4 for clouds 1,000 to 6,000 feet thick. This signal-to-noise ratio is for a single pulse and was
improved during the data analysis phase by averaging the signal from several pulses.
The receiver, shown in Figure lb, uses a large area (6.8 inches in diameter) photomultiplier detector. Because of the
detector's large surface area and wide field of view, a Wratten filter with a half-power optical bandwidth of 300
angstroms was employed. The signal from the photomultiplier was amplified in broadband amplifiers, compressed by a
logarithmic amplifier, and applied to a transient digitizer capable of digitizing one sample every 200 nanoseconds. This
data-handling system had an instantaneous dynamic range of three orders 6f magnitude in voltage and a 3-percent resolution. The digital output of the transient digitizer, combined with digital identification information, was stored on a
digital tape recorder that is compatible with IBM computers. The identification information that was added to the data
included 15 characters and 4 coded characters, the former indicating run number, day, hours, minutes, and seconds, and
the latter indicating system gain, system bandwidth, special test conditions, etc. The system also had playback capability
so that data could be reviewed and studied in the field. Just as the transmitter was operated from a stable time
reference, the ground receiver also employed an oven-stabilized crystal oscillator so that it began digitizing data just
before the laser pulse arrived. These oscillators were accurate enough that their center frequency drift rates were less
than 2X(10-) and synchronization of the units was required only once each day.
The receiver equipment as set up in one trailer is shown in Figure 3a. The detector was placed outside where it had an
unobstructed view of the sky over its ±45 degree field of view. (Sec Figure 3b.) A 75-kilowatt diesel generator and three
radio links to the other participants in the experimental program also supported the receiver ground base. The receiver
characteristics are summarized
in Table 2. Tal 2.R
cie Ch r trsis

Aperture Diameter
Field of View
Optical Bandwidth
Electronic Bandwidth
Sample Period
Dynamic Range (Voltage)
Data Format

6.7 Inches
± 450
300 A (30 nm)
2.5 MHz
0.200 Microsecond
1000: I
IBM Compatible
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In order to attempt to compare the experimental results with analytical models, the clouds through which the laser
pulses propagated were characterized. This aspect of the test program used the equipment and expertise of the Navy
Ocean Systems Center, San Diego, and was conducted by Dr. Douglas Jensen. The equipment was installed in a twinengine light aircraft as shown in Figure ld. The cloud probe aircraft sampled the size and number density of the particles
in the clouds and recorded temperature, dew point, and altitude. The cloud's particle density was measured by two
Knollenberg probes in ranges of 0.5 to 29.5 micrometers and 14.7 to 320 micrometers. During the data reduction phase,
test personnel used data reduction equipment to process the raw cloud data into cloud extinction coefficients, geometric
thicknesses, and integrated optical thicknesses.
The cloud optical thickness was also inferred from measurements of moonlight irradiance at the surface by using the
Navy propagation model (Stotts, L.B., 1979). The measurements were taken separately by NOSC and HSB.
2.3 Equipment Test and Calibration
The calibration of the receiver and transmitter equipment, which can be traced to the National Bureau of Standards, was
done before the equipment was taken to the test site. After calibration, the equipment was subjected to various combinations of temperature, vibration, and altitude stress, with no measurable degradation.
2.4 Kauai TestPrgrm O~utline
During the test program 2 checkout flights and 17 test flights were conducted, resulting in 360 pulse profile runs
averaging 60 seconds each and producing over 200,000 pulse shape profile records. The measurement flights were conducted between August 20 and September 21, 1979. HSS operated their equipment from August 31 through September 12
in parallel with the pulse shape recording equipment for possible correlation of their moonlight data with the laser
pulsewidth.
These measurements were obtained in spite of the fact that the tests were conducted during an unusually dry period. The
random fluctuations in the weather were unpredictable, but the fact that the tests were conducted at a spot 4.5 miles
from the wettest place on Earth resulted in useful date. The test schedule is shown in Figure 4a.
As seen in Figure 4b, the daily schedule used at the beginning of the tests began with GTE personnel analyzing the
weather to make a go versus no-go decision. (For this description, assume that sunset is at 7:30 p.m.) At 8:00 p.m. all
personnel were prepared for the tests and the FSI (Flight Systems, Incorporated) laser transmitter aircraft took off from
Barking Sands. By 8:30 p.m. all personnel were at their test stations and testing began. After 2 hours of testing, at 10:30
p.m., the test was over and the aircraft returned to their base of operations.
The daily schedule was changed on the days when HSS was operating. Since HSS used moonlight, the operation was
scheduled to coordinate with the time when the Moon was at a high elevation angle. This meant operating at 3:00 a.m. in
some cases.
2.5 Test Operations
The high altitude aircraft and the air controller at Barking Sands worked as a team to position the laser-transmitter
aircraft directly over the ground receiver with an accuracy of approximately 650 feet. (See Figure 5.) The turn portion
of the dogbone flight pattern (determined by the minimum turning radius at 40,000 feet) required approximately
150 seconds. The resulting doghone required 18 minutes to complete. This meant that the aircraft would pass over the
test site approximately every 9 minutes. As the program continued, a figure-eight pattern was adopted because it
required less turning to reverse course and head back over the site. With this pattern, the aircraft passed over the site
every 6 minutes, which significantly increased the data rate. Plots as well as computer printouts of aircraft position for
every second were available for each pass of the test program.
The cloud probe aircraft operated on a more independent basis. Using strobe lights set up by GTE personnel, the pilot
oriented himself to the receiver site location and began entering the clouds directly above the receiver site. He climbed
at a slow rate, enabling characterization of the clouds, until he arrived above the cloud layer. He then proceeded to the
east side of the island over the water, where he could safely descend. Returning over Lihue Airport he would begin
another run toward the receiver location. Since each cycle of the cloud probe aircraft typically required 20 minutes
compared with the 6 minutes per pass of the laser platform, there was no need to synchronize the flight paths of the two
aircraft.
3. DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS

I

The experiment consisted of 19 flights: 17 for measurements and 2 for test flights. Thirteen of the flights resulted in
good data and three produced only marginal data. During these 19 flights, 360 data runs were made, producing over
?nl0,000 separate pulse shape records.
The following paragraphs discuss the data reduction procedure, the systematic error correction techniques, the measured
cloud data, and the analysis of the relationship between the pulse and cloud data.
3.1 Data Reduction Procedure
The data come from three main sources. Data such as flight time, run number, weather description, and test equipment
parameters were recorded at the test site on both audio and cassette tape and in two separate logbooks. Aircraft position and miss-distance calculations were obtained from the Pacific Missile Range Facility tracking radars. These outputs
were in the form of two independent printouts, with data for every second of the 40 hours of the aircraft flight time.
The weather data from the probe aircraft came in the form of audio cassette recordings and logbook summaries. AD of
the data were thoroughly studied and scrutinized for errors and inconsistencies, and the inconsistencies were resolved.
The first task in the data analysis effort was to use time to generate tables of cross-references between the run
numbering systems used by PMRF, GTE, and the NOSC cloud probe aircraft. The computer printouts from PMRF, listing
aircraft position as a function of time, were used as the primary time reference for the experiment. With this foundation
of aircraft position versus time, all of the data tapes were reviewed and cataloged. To aid in this survey, strip-chart
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recordings of pulse peek value versus time were made for all of the data tapes. The portion of each data run during
which the equipment was saturated can be determined from these charts. (Such saturation implies that there were very
few clouds between tehigh altitude aircraft and the ground.)
These recordings allowed prioritizing of the many data runs. Those runs during which no beam saturation occurred were
given a high priority in the succeeding data reduction procedures. Only the 80 high priority runs have so far been
examined in detail, and they are the basis of the data analysis presented in the following paragraphs.
With the data correlated, cross-referenced, checked for errors, and cataloged, more detailed data analysis could
proceed. The first step in the data analysis was to reduce the pulse shape data from 19 reels of tape to 2 reels. A
special-puirpose tape-reading program was developed to read the tapes, throw out incorrect records, and average every
10 pulses to form a single average pulse. The averaging was done by reading the data from the tape, choosing an appropriate voltage value from a table (which described the transfer function of the logarithmic amplifier), and then
averaging these voltages into a single average pulse shape. The average pulse shape was then processed back through the
same logarithmic table and stored on new digital recording tapes.
The next stage in the data analysis procedure was to operate on the 80 high priority runs and deduce sev;eral pulse shape
parameters. This analysis was done separately for each 1 second of data, and the results were averaged over each
5-second interval centered around the time at which the aircraft was directly overhead. The data that resulted from the
central 5 seconds were chosen to be the basis of further data analysis. It was these data which were compared with the
cloud characteristics.
3.2 Data System Characteristics
The pulse shape recorded by the data system would be accurate only if the impulse response of the data system had a
time const~nt much shorter than the time constant of the data. Figure 6a shows some photographs of the system
response to the laser energy when propagated through relatively clear air. When there was no cloud attenuation, these
laser pulses in most cases saturated the detector and the data system.
The impulse response shown in Figure 6a, therefore, shows that, in the worst case, the distortion caused by the detector
and the recording system is negligible. The detector and amplifying system are a series of gain elements with individual
bandwidths of more than 10 MHz. Together they form a system with a 3 dB bandwidth of approximately 2.5 MHz. This
implies a 10- to 90-percent rise time on the order of 140 nanoseconds. This bandwidth and the corresponding time constant are commensurate with the data sampling interval of 200 nanoseconds. Since the time constant shown in Figure 6a
is less than 150 nanoseconds, the time estimates of pulse shapes of I to 2 microseconds can be attributed to propagation
characteristics rather than to recording system characteristics.
The data records were averaged to form composite pulse shapes. It is important to determine whether such averaging
would hide pulse shape characteristics, thereby producing distorted pulse shapes and data analysis. In Figures 6b and
Figure 6c, consecutive individual data pulses and consecutive 1-second averages are shown. It can be seen that there is
very little variation from pulse to pulse and from second to second.
The logarithmic amplifier used in the system had a three-decade calibrated dynamic range. By exactly calibrating its
transfer function and using this function in the data analysis, this source of systematic error was eliminated.
3.3 Cloud Characteristics
The test program began to operate on the first day of a 1-month period that was characterized by the weather bureau at
Lihue as being an unusually dry period. The one advantage to operating 4.5 miles from the wettest spot on Earth, Mt.
Waialeale, is that even during such a relatively dry period, clouds and rain will occur. The clouds experienced during the
test program were cumulus and striated both vertically and horizontally. Typical comments from Dr. Douglas Jensen
(NOSC) were "pockets of thick clouds separated by thin haze from a level of 2,000 feet to typically 6,000 or 7,000 feet."
The tops in general were very nonuniform, and clouds varied typically from 6,000 to 10,000 feet.
Sunset was at approximately 7:30 p.m. during much of the test program, and after many days of observation the cyclic
nature of the cloud pattern became apparent. One hour after sunset the clouds covered much of the valley, and a light
rain shower would be observed. This rain shower would occur typically between 8:00 and 8:30 p.m. By 10:00 p.m. a second
cloud condition would occur. Between these two cloudy conditions the cloud pattern would become more scattered and in
some cases almost clear. After 12:30 or 1:00 a.m. a third period of cloudiness would occur. This pattern was not always
observed, and in some cases a single cloudy period would occur at approximately 11:30 p.m.
Many of the data obtained by the cloud probe aircraft have been analyzed by Dr. Jensen. The optical thicknesses predicted by the analysis of these data are much less than the optical thicknesses inferred from a moonlight attenuation
technique. In previous experiments, where the Knollenberg data ware used in conjunction with an attenuation measurement in which the cloud pattern was a more uniform stratus layer, the measured and predicted data agreed within a
factor of two. Therefore, the unusually low predicted value is attributed to the broken nature of the cloud pattern experienced during the program. One conclusion is that more modeling should be done to understand optical transmission
through broken clouds.
As indicated above, optical thickness was also predicted by making measurements of the attenuation of moonlight
through the cloud pattern. This information was recorded separately by HSS and also by NOSO. Their data roughly agree
and correlate with a value estimated by observers at the test site.
3.4 Analysis and Results
The first step in this phase of data analysis and interpretation was to compare the value of pulsewidth predicted from
theory and the value of the measured pulsewidth. The next step was to take into consideration the unusual, but consistent, shape of the pulse that has been described as being made up of two components, one with a short and one with a
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long time constant. Using the long time constant as a pulse shape parameter, we again compared the shape with the
theoretical prediction. This comparison showed a reasonable agreement. A detailed discussion of this process of analysis
is presented in the following paragraphs.
The theory that is used here to describe the relationship between pulse shape and cloud geometric and optical thicknesses is contained in the Na%y propagation model (Stotts, L.B., 1979). The optical thickness data from HSS, together
with the geometric thickness estimated by the observers in the cloud probe aircraft, were applied to the theoretical
relationship and resulted in predicted values of half-power pulsewidths. These values and the corresponding measured
values are compared in Figure 7a. The vertical axis is the measured value for each pulse shape. The horizontal axis is the
theoretical value. The solid line on the graph represents the position of data points if the measured and theoretical
values were in pcrfect agreement. All of the runs during which HSS had estimated the optical thickness are plotted as
points on this graph.
The general conclusion from this graph is that the measured pulsewidth values are much less than expected. The ratio
(theoretical to measured) of values ranges from 3 to over 16. The average is approximately 8. This is the primary conelusion from the experimental program. For the measured clouds, the pulsewidth was much less than expected.
In order to understand the results better, an additional analytical step was taken. As shown in Figure 7b for the raw data
and in Figure 7c for the reduced data, the pulse shape could be considered as the summation of two pulses with different
characteristic exponential time constants. Since the pulse parameters (time to peak and half width) characterize time
dependence near the peak of the pulse, they are influenced mainly by the short time constant component of the pulse.
The lack of correlation of these values with predicted values, therefore, indicates a lack of correlation between the
short time constant component and our present theory.
This disagreement leads to the idea of comparing the long time constant characteristic with the theoretical prediction.
The Navy propagation model description of the pulse shape gives a relationship between the slope of a pulse (the time it
takes for the pulse to fall to l/e of its peak value) and the half-power pulsewidth. The pulsewidth is approximately 2.45
times the value of the slope. Using this relationship, we drew a graph of the theoretical pulsewidth, predicted from cloud
characteristics, compared with the pulsewidth inferred from the long time constant value obtained from the semilog
plots. This graph, Figure 7d, shows much better agreement between theory and measurement.
The exact implications of this agreement are not clear. One can certainly say that if the short time constant component
were not in the pulse shape, this experiment would provide good agreement between theory and measurement. However,
the measured pulse shapes were dominated by a short rise and fall time characteristic, and the pulsewidths were much
less than expected.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The principal conclusion that resulted from the data analysis is that for the clouds that were tested in Kauai, the
stretching of a laser pulse (as measured by its time-to-peak and half-power width) is less than was expected from propagation theory. The mechanism responsible for these shorter pulsewidths is not completely understood at this time. It does
appear that the nonuniform cloud layers experienced at Kauai do not stretch the laser pulses to the extent that a single
uniform layer of clouds with the same thickness would stretch the pulses. The nonuniform clouds experienced during the
tests at Kauai were very difficult to characterize independently and accurately. However, the laser pulsewidth
measurements were direct and accurate measurements of the pulse stretching that resulted from multiple scattering in
the clouds.
The measured puls'width (full width, half maximum (FWHM)) ranged from 1 to 7 microseconds for clouds ranging from
4,000 to 8,600 feet thick and having an optical thickness estimated to range from 19 to 86. The measured pulsewidth
values are from 0.5 to 0.2 of the theoretically predicted pulsewidths. The data pulses typically appear to be composed
of a fast and a slow propagation mode. The narrow pulsewidths are caused by the short time constant component, the
existence of which was unknown before this experimental program.
The analysis of the observed laser pulse shapes in relation to the cloud thickness leads to three major conclusions. First,
for a cloud of a certain geometric thickness, the laser pulsewidth was less than predicted by the theory. Second, the
analytical cloud models should be improved to include real-world cloud geometries (e.g., nonuniform clouds). Third, more

field experimentation should be done to determine if the lesser amount of pulse stretching is observed with other types

of cloud patterns found at other locations in the world.
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LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS OF LIGHT PROPAGATION IN TURBID MEDIA
Allan I. Carswell
Dept. of Physics and CRESS
York University, 4700 Keele St., Downsview, Ont. Canada
SUM14ARY
The propagation and scattering of laser beams in turbid media have been investigated
experimentally.
Water droplet clouds and liquid water su.spensions of scatterers have
been studied.
A major area of interest has been the use of polarization information
to measure multiple scattering.
In the forward direction the effects of multiple
scattering on the extinction coefficient and on the beam shape have been measured.
It
has been found that the incident beam characteristics (width, polarization, coherence)
are strongly preserved in the forward direction even at extinction coefficients as
high as 5 rn- 1 . In the backward direction measurements of cloud reflectance have been
made.
The polarization of the reflected signal is found to be spatially anisotropic
and to depend strongly on the size parameter of the scatterers.
Applications of the
findings for diagnostics of turbid situations in the atmosphere are discussed.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The propagation of laser beams in the atmosphere and in the ocean is of great current
interest.
Such beams can be used for a variety of remote sensing and communications
applications. An area of particular importance is the interact-ion of the laser beams
with conditions of higher turbidity because in these situations many of the desirable
properties of the laser beam are significantly degraded.
In such turbid media the
optical prcpagation is complicated by the presence of strong multiple scattering. As
a result, the quantitative description of the radiation transport of laser beams in
turbid media is not well developed.

*
*

It is possible however, by using the characteristics of the laser beams themselves to
experimentally investigate the effects of such high turbidity on the beam propagation.
The laser source provides an incident beam whose properties (such as irradiance,
wavelength, polarization state, degree of coherence etc.) can be carefully controlled.
In addition, the beam can be accurately defined in both space and time. As a result
it is possible to launch into a turbid medium a well-defined probe signal and to
watch the evolution of its characteristics arising from interactions with the turbid
medium. We have been investigating the value of such measurements recently as part
of our program on lidar diagnostics of the atmosphere.
(Pal, S.R. and Carswell, A.I.,
1976).
We have studied lidar returns from atmospheric clouds and fogs. As well, we
have conducted a number of complementary laboratory measurements on laser propagation
and scattering in dense water droplet clouds and liquid water suspensions of known
scatterers.
In this work an area of particular interest has been the utilization of
polarization information and spatial filtering for quantitative measurements of
multiple scattering.
In this paper I summarize briefly some of our recent findings.
The polarization state of a laser probe beam can be carefully controlled and accurately
measured. As the beam interacts with the turbid medium, the polarization state of the
transmitted and scattered radiation will be altered and the changes can be used as a
diagnostic of the properties of the turbid medium. The scattering of a linearlypolarized incident beam from spherical particles is particularly interesting.
In this
case, in the backward direction, the scattering from perfect spheres preserves the
linear polarization.
Thus any cross-polarized component observed in the backscatter
direction is a direct measurement of the multiple scattering taking place.
(Pal, S.R.
and Carswell, A.I., 1973).
With spatial filtering we make use of the fact that the incident laser beam geometry can
be employed to accurately define the single scattering volume. By using a combination
of receiver fields of view and spatial filters, such as aperture stops, it is possible
to investigate various regions in an around the single-scattering volume. For example,
it is possible to arrange an optical system such that the receiver cannot see the
incident laser beam via single scattering.
In such a situation, the only radiation
reaching the receiver will come via multiple scattering.
Thus it is possible to measure
quantitatively the properties of "pure"s multiply-scattered radiation.
(Ryan, J.S.
Pal, S.R. and Carswell, A.I., 1979)
The laboratory apparatus used for the water droplet cloud measurements is shown in
An argon laser (wavelength 514 nm), a 1 m3
Fig. 1. (Ryan, J.S. and Carswell, 1978).
cloud chamber and two photometer systems are used. The photometers are arranged to
collect scattered light in the forward and backward directions. The photometers are
equipped for absolute intensity and polarization measurements and have variable entrance
aperture and focal-plane field stops. An ultrasonic nebuliter is used for generating
the water-droplet clouds. The experimentally measured cloud size distribution is
described by a modified gamma function having a modal radius at 2.5 pimand exhibiting
droplet radii in the range 1-10 urn. Very stable and reproducible drop size distributions
can be generated and this is an important factor in making the scattering measurements.
With the system, attenuation coefficients of up to 5 m-l can be readily obtained.
For
this value of attenuation the droplet number density is of the order of 5 x 104 cm-3 .
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MEASUREMENTS
a)

Forward Scattering

Using the system of Fig. 1 we have conducted a number of measurements of the optical
transfer in both the forward and backward directions. For all of these measurements a
parameter of importance in the characterization of the cloud is the attenuation
coefficient, a. This coefficient is measured by monitoring the transmitted signal as
a function of the droplet number density over a known path length in the cloud. At
high cloud densities it is necessary to ascertain the effect of multiple scattering on
the measured attenuation coefficient. Since the phase function of the water droplet
clouds is highly peaked in the forward direction, the beam scanning photometer measuring
the transmitted signal will record not only the unscattered radiation but also the light
which is scattered at small angles in the direction of the incident beam.
This, along
with an additional contribution arising from multiple scattering would cause a reduction
in the effective attenuation coefficient of the cloud as the particle density increases.
This reduction would depend on the receiver aperture and the field of view.
In Fig. 2 we show sample data obtained on the dependence of the measured attenuation on
the field of view of the forward receiver. In this measurement the receiver aperture
was slightly larger than the diameter of the unattenuated laser beam. From Fig.2 it is
seen for the lower cloud densities, the Q value obtained through the application of the
simple Beers law relation is independent of the field of view. For the highest value
of attenuation (5 m-1l) it is seen that the a value tends to decrease with increasing
receiver field of view. This behaviour shows the effects of the increasing contribution
of multiple scattering leading to a reduction in the measured value of the attenuation
coefficient. This is an aspect which can be studied quantitatively in some detail by
using a range of the appropriate parameters in the experiments. For most of our
measurements however, we reduced the receiver aperture and field of view to insure that
the multiple scattering effects were minimal.
Using the scanning capability of the forward-scatter receiver it is possible to measure
the beam profile of the transmitted radiation as a function of the cloud properties.
In Fig.3 we show a sample data set for the receiver with a 1mm aperture and a 40 field
of view. Five profiles a e shown for cloud attenuation coefficients, ranging from
zero (no cloud) to 5.3 mT' In this figure the irradiance of the five profiles is
normalized to unity on the beam axis so that the behaviour of the off-axis radiation
can be more clearly observed. The curves show that at all attenuation levels a narrow
Gaussian core is retained in the beam down to at least the 10% signal level even in the
densest fogs. This is attributable to the fact that near the beam axis the received
signal is dominated by direct and singly-scattered light which has a very narrow angular
distribution and thus preserves the incident Gaussian bean shape near the axis. Careful
analysis of the beam wings at higher a values is possible and the transition from singlyscattered to multiply-scattered radiation can explain the behaviour observed. (Ryan,J.S.
and Carswell, A.I., 1978). Comparison with theoretical modelling of the appropriate
geometries is possible.
Using curves such as those of Fig. 3 it is possible to plot the beam width as a function
of the attenuation coefficient. In defining the bean width it is necessary to stipulate
the level of irradiance chosen. 2 In Fig. 4 we show the bean width corresponding to Fig. 3
for the irradiance levels of l/e , 1%, 0.1% and 0.01%. The plots of Fig. 4 show clearly
that the core of the beam undergoes relatively little broadening even at the highest
values of attenuation. The quantitative variations of such curves, of course, depend
strongly on the optical parameters employed. When narrow fields are utilized the
effects of multiple scattering are greatly reduced as would be expected. From such
measurements it is possible to obtain information not only on the multiple scattering
process but also on the angular scattering dependence (phase function) of the scattering
droplets.

p

we have also investigated the polarization properties of the transnitted beam and have
found that the incident polarization is strongly preserved in the forward direction
even at rather large values of a.
Figure 5 shows sample results of the measured beam
polarization (Ryan, J.S. and Carswell, A.l., 1978).
In this case the polarization of
the beam is described in terms of the two polarization conponents P,, and P-L where
P11 is the power measured with the scanner polarizer aligned parallel to the polariza~tion
direction of the incident beam and P., is the power measured with the polarizer perpendicular to this direction. From these two components, one can obtain the linear
depolarization ratio 6 = P_
In Fig, 5 are shown plots of the measured 6 values
1 /P
11 .
as a function of distance off-axis distance from the beam. It is found that the linear
polarization of the beam is very strongly preserved even in the densest clouds. The
on-axis value is essentially that of the incident beam. Although the off-axis value of
6 increases it is by only a very small amount (a few parts in 103). Such measurements
in the water-droplet fogs have consistently shown that the incident linear polarization
is preserved in the multiply-scattered field even at rather significant off-axis scattering angles. This preservation of transmitted beam polarization is very important in the
analysis of backacatter polarization measurements. Since the beam stays linearly
polarized, any backscatter polarization changes are a result of backscattering only and
not a mixture of forward and backward effects.
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In some recent work we have also been investigating the change of spatial coherence in
the transmitted beam. It has been found that in the forward direction the transmitted
field displays a very strong speckle pattern characteristic of coherent scattering
processes. In Fig. 6 we show a sample of the speckle pattern obtained in the forward
direction. This photograph shows a small region of the forward scattered field
approximately 50 off the beam axis. The speckle pattern is observed to vary in time as
the cloud droplets move through the laser beam. The detailed spatial and temporal
structure of the speckle pattern depends on the particular geometry of the system. Our
measurements indicate that a considerable amount of useful information may be derivable
from such measurements.
(b)

Backscattering

In our measurements, the primary interest has been in the backscattered signal because
of our application of these measurements to the interpretation of lidar data.
(Pal, S.R.
and Carswell, A.I., 1976).
We have investigated in some detail the dependence of the
total backscattered signal on the cloud density and the optical properties of the transmitting and receiving system. We have been especially interested in the information
content of the polarization signal and the use of this to investigate multiple-scattering
properties.
A complete specification of the polarization of any light beam can be provided by its
Stokes parameters. These parameters of the backscattered light are determined in our
experiments through four power measurements with a linear polarizer and quarter wave
retarder in the receiver system. The Stokes parameters are obtained through the following linear combinations of measured signals. (Ryan, J.S., Pal, S.R. and Carswell, A.I.,
1979).
I = P1i + P'
Q = P 1 - PL
U=2P
V

=

5 ,5

I -

- I

2P4 5 0

Where P1 and P1 are the quantities introduced previously. P 5 45 is the power measured
with reference axes of both polarizing elements at 450 with respect to the incident
polarization direction,P 0,the power measured with the polarizer axis at 450 and the
quarter wave retarder axis parallel to this direction. The ellipticity, £ and rotation
angle x of the polarization ellipse are calculated from the Stokes parameters as
C = 1 - (I t (I 2 -v 2 )"12/1Iv1
X = 1/2 tan -l1(u/Q)
The linear depolarization ratio introduced previously can also be written as:
6 = (I-Q)/(I+Q)
As already mentioned the perpendicular component of the backscattered signal can be
used as a quantitative measurement of the multiple scattering taking place when linearly
polarized light is incident on spherical scatterers. It is clear that the perpendicular
component arising from multiple scattering could originate in several ways. The multiple
scattering could (a) rotate the polarization direction of the incident wave (i.e. x
would change,) (b) change the state of the polarized wave (i.e. convert linear to
elliptical polarization and c would change) or (c) depolarize the incident wave converting some of the linearly polarized light to unpolarized light. By careful measurements of the Stokes parameters it is possible to distinguish among these several
mechanisms. In Fig.7 we show sample results for the dependence of the rotation angle
and the ellipticity of the backscattered signal from the water droplet cloud at different
densities. Such results have shown that the values of the rotation and ellipticity do
not differ consistently from their initial values (with no cloud).
It may be concluded
therefore, that the polarized component of the backscatter is linearly polarized in the
direction of the polarization of the incident beam. Thus the increase in the perpendicular component would appear to arise solely from the presence of unpolarized light.
This
would indicate that the backscattering from such clouds at all a values has a
Stokes
vector of the form [I,Q,0,0].
This would then lead to the conclusion that the
backscattered
radiation
is
a
superposition
of linearly polarized light and unpolarized
light.
(We will see below that this conclusion
is not necessarily valid.)
If this is the case however, the backscattered signal depends only on t1-e two components
P11 and PL and it is possible to utilize the polarization information to separate the
contributions of singly and multiply scattered radiation. This can be achieved as
follows. If we denote the total backscatter power as PT we see that
PI + P1 and
, = +
+
11
1
u
P, P11 Pmu
PT=

m
uu

psm +
11

pm
u

_A _
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where P1 and P11 are the single-and multiple-scatter components which preserve the
incident polarization and PI is the multiple-scatter component which is unpolarized.
(This unpolarized signal also contributes an Equal amount to the P11 signal).
Using appropriate polarization measurements it is possible to separate the various
components in the above equations and to determine their individual contributions to
the backscattered signal. We can measure Pm directly since it is just PL . We can
also measure the linear depolarization ratig of the pure multiple scattering, 6m by
using spatial filters to prevent any of the singly-scattered radiation from reaching
the receiver. We note that
pm
u
pm + Pm
11
u
By rearranging we have P1 = pm(
If
u
power from single scattering
m

- 6 )/6 .
m
m

Thus we can write for the backscatter

P/
2P'~) =P 11 +
(P
PTPs=
All of the quantities on the right side of this equation are measured to determine
P1 . This quantity can then be compared with single-scatter calculations for the system.
(Ryan, J.S. Pal, S.R. and Carswell, A.I., 1979).

In Fig 8.we show the results of such an analysis and it is apparent that quite good
agreement is obtained. It is also obvious from such measurements that in dense clouds,
the backscatter contribution from multiple scattering can be quite large even for
rather small receiver fields of view.
In the foregoing analysis the measurements were based on the total backscattered return
integrated over the entire field of view of the receiver. Implicit in the analysis was
the assumption that the polarization state of the wave was uniform over this field.
In recent work we have discovered that the polarization of the multiply-scattered
radiation field is far from uniform. In fact, the multiply-backscattered radiation
has been found to be anisotropic with preferred polarization directions which depend on
the position of the scattering volume within the field of view of the receiver. Examples
of this distribution are shown in Figs.9 and 10. These show photographs of the signal
backscattered from the water droplet cloud for an incident beam linearly polarized in
the vertical direction in the figures. Figure 9 is the result obtained with the camera
polarizer perpendicular to the incident polarization direction, and Fig 10 is for the
camera polarizer parallel.

*

It is apparent in both of these photographs that the entire multiply-backscattered
field is highly polarized.
In both instances, we see an intensity distribution in the
general shape of a cross. When the polarization axes of the transmitter and receiver
are parallel this cross is oriented with its maxima vertical and horizontal as in
Fig 10. When the viewing polarizer is perpendicular we see that the vertical and
horizontal directions have now effectively zero intensity and the arms of the cross have
rotated 45' to the intermediate position. Because of the symmetry of these polarization
fields, when he resultant polarization over the whole field of view is averaged in
Stokes parameter measurements, the presence of this anisotropy is not detected
We can see this for example if we consider a receivor field of view which has one half
receiving parallel polarized radiation and one half receiving perpendicular polarized
radiation of equal intensity. In this case the receiver would measure a resultant
Stokes vector [1,0,0,0] = I1,Q,0,0] + [I, -Q,0,0] which would indicate unpolarized
radiation over the entire field of view. A similar conclusion would be reached if
the two halfs were illuminated by linearly polarized radiation at 430 to the parallel
axis (since again [I,0,U,0] + [I,0,-U,0] = 11,0,0,0,]) or by opposite handed circularly
polarized light ([I,0,0,V] + [I,0,0,-V] = (1,0,0,0,]). This shows the great limitation
of applying a Stokes vector measurement to any region of spatially non-uniform
polarization.
We have undertaken an investigation of the observed anistropy in greater detail by
making backscattering measurements of water suspensions of monodisperse polystyrene
spheres. Sample photographs of the backscattering from these liquid suspensions are
shown in Fig. 11 (Carswell, A.I. and Pal, S.R., 1980).
For these measurements a small
cylindrical cell 7 cm in diameter and 7 cm in length was employed.
In this case the
source was a linearly polarized helium neon laser. A range of sphere diameters, d, from
about 0.08 um to 6.8 um was employed. With the 0.633 um wavelength,
, this represented
a variation in the scattering size parameter, id/X from 0.4 to 34. The measurements
have shown that with particles of larger sizes (6.8 pm) the intensity distributions are
very similar to those obtained in the cloud chamber. That is, when viewed with the
unaided eye the multiply-backscattered field appears quite homogeneous, but when
viewed through a linear polarizer. the cross-shaped pattern is clearly evident.
As
the size parameter decreases however, a significant change in the multiply-scattered
field is observed. This behaviour is easily seen in Fig. 1l.
These observations can be explained qualitatively in terms of the single scattering
characteristics of the spherical particles. For very small size parameters we have
primarily a Rayleigh scattering process. With linearly polarized incident radiation

-71=
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it is well known that in this case there is no radiation scattered in the direction of
the electric vector (vertical in Fig. 11).
Our observations of the multiple scattering
for the smallest particles reflect this single-scattering characteristic. For these
small particles the multiply-scattered fiold shows the lack of scattering in the
direction of the electric vector. It is however quite surprising how well the multiple
scattering preserves the intensity and polarization dependence of the single scattering
even though the radiation field has undergone a large number of scattering events.
For the larger particles the more general Mie theory applies and in this case also
the observations qualitatively reflect the characteristics of the single-scattering
properties. We are at present undertaking comparisons of our measurements with Mie
scattering calculations.
Although the general correspondence of the multiply-scattered
field to the singly-scattered polarization distribution can be made, it is clear that
one would not expect a complete correspondence in view of the fact that a large number
of scattering events are involved.
From the observations it is evident that the spatial distribution of the backscattered
polarization field is strongly dependent on the size parameter of the scattering. This
means that with application of appropriate spatial filters to sample different regions
of the backscattered field it should be possible to obtain some quantitative information
about the size regime of the scattering particles from the backscattering at a single
wavelength.
We have recently undertaken such measurements with our atmospheric lidar system and
in Fig. 12 we show the type of spatial filters used for these measurements. This
figure shows the sector geometry of the series of spatial filters employed. These
filters were photographically reduced to the appropriate dimensions and sequentially
introduced into the focal plane of the lidar receivers. Multiple channels equipped
with similar filters were simultaneously employed to allow appropriate signal normalizations.
In all of the spatial filters the central portion is blocked to eliminate
the singly-scattered return. Thus by sequentially using the filters it is possible to
observe the spatial distribution of the multiply scattered radiation in the focal
plane of the lidar in a fashion similar to that shown in the photographs of Fig. 11.
The end results of such a measurement are shown in Fig. 13 for the lidar return from
the base of a low level cloud. In this figure the backscattered signal levels from
the various angular regions are displayed in a polar plot. The solid and dotted
arrows indicate that for all of the spatial filter orientations the receiver and
transmitter polarization directions were vertical in the figures. Comparison of the
lidar data of Fig. 13 with the lower right hand photographs of Fig. 11 indicates that
for the particular cloud layer sampled, the particle sizes were in the Rayleigh
regime since the pattern has the very definite anisotropy associated with the patterns
of Fig. 11 for very small size parameter. Further work in this direction is in pocess
and we feel that substantial useful new information can be obtained.
*The

backscattering data described above is all obtained from the total return signal
integrated over the full length of the laser beam in the turbid media. In addition to
such data it is also desirable to observe the spatial dependence of the backscattered
signal properties as the beam progresses through the scattering chamber. Such data
could then be directly related to lidar return signals which have range-resolved
scattering information. One aporoach to such measurements would be the use of short
laser pulses and time-resolved backscatter measurements similar to those obtained with
the lidar system. For laboratory systems having dimensions of only a few meters however, useful range resolutions would require extremely' short pulses, probably in the
sub-nonosecond region, and would involve the use of very high-speed electronic systems
since the entire interaction would be over in a few tens of nanoseconds.
An alternate method would be to employ selective chopping of the light signal within
the cloud along with phase-sensitive detection of the scattered radiation. This method
requires only a )air of rotating chopper blades at different depths in the cloud to
interrupt the beam, and a lock-in amplifier to extract the desired scattered signal.
Recently we have investigated this second method and found that it works extremely
well providing excellent range-resolved backscattered data from the laboratory system.
The apparatus consisted of a chopper assembly with semi-circular blades mounted on a
shaft so that they could be positioned at various depths in the cloud.
The apparatus
was designed to ensure that the blades filled the entire field of view of the backscatter photometer. Each blade was coated with a non-reflective layer to minimize
signals. The blades were off-set so that as the shaft rotated the backscattering from
two different thicknesses of fog were alternately viewed. This signal when fed into
a lock-in system provided an output signal that depended directly on the magnitude of
the scattering from the layer between the two chopper blades.
A sample of the range-resolved data obtained with this system is shown in Fig. 14.
In
this figure the backscattered return signal magnitude is shown for a series of values
of the attenuation coefficient, a, for five layers at differ,,t depths in the cloud.
These measurements were made in the cloud chamber with the cia.pper blades having a
fixed separation of 15 cm. They were located at sequentially increasing depths in the
fog so that the returns from the five different layers (0 to 15 cm, 15 to 30, 30
to 45, 45 to 60, 55 to 70.)
The slight overlap in the bottom two layers was caused by
the distance limitation in the apparatus. The data are plotted in the form of
histograms shewing the backscatter signal level as a function of beam penetration. The
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parallel and perpendicular components of the return signal are shown in the histograms by the clear and shaded portions respectively.
The data of Fig. 14 show the excellent potential of this approach for range-resolved
backscattering measurements. The increase of signal with increasing a is clearly
evident. The measurements also show how the scattering process changes from beizlg
an essentially volumetric return at low a values to a more surface-like return at high
a values where the first layer of the cloud contributes the majority of the backscattered signal and the returns from deeper layers are very heavily attenuated. Based
on the signal-to-noise values of these measurements it is felt that range resolutions
of the order of a few centimeters can be readily obtained in the laboratory using this
technique.
By taking the ratio of the perpendicular to the parallel polarized return it is also
possible to derive the variation of the linear dpolarization ratio, 6, as a function
of depth in the cloud. This has been done and results are shown in Fig. 15 where the
data are again illustrated in histogram form. This time the 6 values are shown as a
function of penetration depth for several different values of the attenuation coefficient, a. Although there is a somewhat larger scatter in the data the results do show
clearly the range dependence of 6. For a = lm-1 the cloud is relatively transparent
and the value of delta is rather uniform throughout the depth of the cloud at a value
of the order of 0.12. At a = 2 m- l the dependence of 6 on penetration into the cloud
is beginning to appear quite clearly. This reflects the fact that the density of the
cloud is high enough that a photon scattered forward from near the surface Lf the
cloud has a reasonable probability of being scattered back towards the backscattered
photometer from greater depths in the cloud. With further increases in a, this effect
becomes increasingly prominent. The increase of 6 with penetration depth becomes
quite large at the highest values of a. For a = 4m-1 , 6 from the deepest layer reaches
0.55. This behaviour is similar to that observed in lidar measurements on atmospheric
clouds.
Based on our measurements thus far we are confident that this technique can add
substantially to our understanding of the multiple scattering processus taking place in
such turbid situations.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have reviewed briefly a number of our measurements on laser interactions with turbid media. The results indicate the potential of the measuring
techniques for adding to our understanding of beam propagation in the presence of strong
multiple scattering. They also indicate that there are many new aspects of this
problem which remain to be investigated.
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REMOTE SENSING OF THE DIFFUSE ATTENUATION
COEFFICIENT OF OCEAN WATER
R. W. Austin
Visibility Laboratory
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
La Jolla, California, U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
A technique has been devised which uses remotely sensed spectral radiances from the sea to assess the optical diffuse attenuation
coefficient, K(A), of near-surface ocean water. With spectral image data from a sensor such as the Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS)
carried on NIMBUS-7, it is possible to rapidly compute the K() fields for large ocean areas and obtain K *images* which show synoptic,
spatial distribution of this attenuation coefficient. As a result of the frequent repeated coverage of which the satellite is capable, the
potential exists for developing an extensive data base of both the regional distribution and seasonal variations of this optical property of sea
water over the world's oceans. Such a data base would be impossible to compile by conventional sampling techniques.
A knowledge of the distribution of K is of obvious importance to optical communication and surveillance systems design and
operational planning. Presently available data is very limited and suffers from grossly inadequate sampling both in space and time.
The technique described utilizes a relationship that has been determined between the value of K and the ratio of the upwelling
radiances leaving the sea surface at two wavelengths. The relationship was developed to provide an algorithm for inferring K from the
radiance images obtained by the CZCS, thus the wavelengths were selected from those used by this sensor, viz., 443, 520, 550 and 670 nm.
The majority of the radiance arriving at the spacecraft is the result of scattering in the atmosphere and is unrelated to the radiance signal
generated by the water. A necessary step in the processing of the data received by the sensor is, therefore, the effective removal of these
atmospheric path radiance signals before the K algorithm is applied. Examples of the eflicacy of these removal techniques are given
together with examples of the spatial distributions of K in several ocean areas.
1. INTRODUCTION
The existing body of knowledge regarding the distribution of ocean properties has in large measure been restricted by the

s

ocean data sampling techniques. Data are usually obtained at ocean stations whose separation have been determined by a preconceived
notion of the nature of the horizontal variability of the phenomena under study or, more usually, by the economics of ship operating costs
or the amount of available survey time and the ocean area to be examined. The result is the equivalent' of viewing the ocean through a
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two-dimensional, low pass spatial filter. All knowledge of the high spatial frequency variations of the phenomena are lost. Remote sensing
of surface properties from aircraft or spacecraft provides the investigator with a means of economically sampling at high spatial frequency,
thereby obtaining a synoptic view of the properties at high resolution. Furthermore, by revisiting the region, the temporal as well as the
spatial variations may be assessed.
Our knowledge of the worldwide distribution of the optical properties of sea water is indeed limited. Only a few major cruises have
taken place where optical properties have been measured. The sampling, both in space and in time, have, therefore, been very restricted.
Fortunately, except for the immediate coastal regions and for some limited regions affected by a few major rivers, most of the world's
ocean water seems to behave in a predictable manner with regard to the near surface optical properties. The departure from pure water
properties seems to be due almost entirely to the presence of various species of phytoplankton and their products of degradation. While
the species distribution and concentration changes from location to location, the pigments involved are ubiquitous. The optical properties,
then, are primarily the result of the absorption of the chlorophyll and related accessory pigments and of the scattering properties of these
algal organisms or of their detrital products.
2. GENERAL OCEAN COLOR RELATIONSHIPS
The color of the ocean as perceived from above by an observer or remote sensor is determined by the upwelling spectral radiance,
L., leaving the water surface. This radiance is the product of the downwelling irradiance, E,, and the radiance reflectance, PL. Thus,
L,( ) - PL( ) Ed()

.

(I)

The irradiance reflectance, PE, is
PE -

EU/E,

-

(2)

Morel and Prieur (1977) have shown that p. can be closely approximated by the relationship
PE - 0.33 bb/a

(3)

where bb is the backscat!er coefficient and a is the absorption coefficient for the water and its dissolved aid suspended matter. A coupling
between L, and E, is needed to utilize this relationship between the inherent optical properties a and bb and the upwelling radiance.
Austin (1980) has pointed out that the ratio Q - EU/LU, where L, is now the radiance from the nadir, departs significantly from the value
of ir which has frequently been assumed for the ocean* and is,in fact, close to 5 for a number of cases that have been examined. Thus
_

-0.33

Q

. bb - Ed

a

(4)

and the upwellinr ocean radiance will depend oil the spectral nature of a, bb, Ed, and Q.
Figure I shows the spectral reflectance factors, RL - wPL, for a variety of stations in the Gulf of Mexico, With the exception of
Stations 3 and 4. which were in shallow water (10m and 14m respectively) and show effects of bottom reflectance and/or resuspension of
bottom sediments, the remaining spectral reflectances show systematic changes in the blue and green portions of the spectrum. In fact. this
change in the shape of the curves as indicated by the blue-green ratio is related to the concentration of chlorophyll-a and associated
pigments. Their shapes and the existence of a "hinge point" around 500 nm was predicted by Duniley, ef al., (1974) from laboratory
'The value of vf applies to uniform or lambertian reflectors.
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measurements of a and bb and the modeling of the spectral reflectance from radiative transfer theory.
As might be expected, a similar behavior is found in the shape of the spectral radiances which are observed at the water surface.
Figure b shows that the ratio of upwelling radiances at 443 and 520 nm is highly correlated with the radiance ratio of 443 and 550 nm.
The data used to form this regression were obtained by a variety of investiptors working in widely different water types. Figure 2b shows
a similar regression between L.(443)/L.(670) and L,(443)/L.(550). A least squares power law curve was fitted to the data for each set of
ratios. The resulting expressions are
L.(443)
L, (520)

. .

(443) 10.742
4(550)

1

156 data points, r2 - 0.985
and

L (443)

12061

L.(670)

(443) 11.661

(6)

(550)

.

101 data points, r2- 0.943

The implication that may be derived from the excellence of these regressions is that if one such ratio is known, t others may be
inferred and the shape of the spectral radiance curve specified- Further, if the absolute value of the radiance is known at one wavelength,
together with a radiance ratio, the absolute spectral radiance at other wavelengths may be specified. Figure 3 depicts the manner in which
the radiances at 443, 550 and 670 nm depend on the ratio of the radiances at 443 and 550 nm if L.(520) is assumed fixed. Similarly, Fig. 4
displays the same information plotted against wavelength showing the hinge-point-like behavior of spectral radiances that results were
L. (520) fixed.
3. THE DIFFUSE ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT
The diffuse attenuation coefficient of ocean water is a property that may be inferred from the ocean color. Ithas beer used by
Jerlov (1951), Smith and Baker (1978) and others as a means of classifying ocean waters. It is a property that is of significance to a variety
of problems associated with the penetration of natural daylight into the ocean and is also an important variable in evaluating the
propagation of artificial light in sea water for various optical and communications and surveillance systems.
An attenuation coefficient may be defined for the upwelling and downwelling radiance and irradiance light fields. For example, K
may be defined operationally as
I dE
KE Edz

(Ta)

I dL
L
dz"

(7b)

or
KL

solution of Eqs. (7) is of the form

jiThe

-

E(z 2 ) - E(z 1 ) e K(

()

z2- z l)

hence
I

K- -

~z

I
2-zl

I E(zi).(9
E(z )
2

K is most frequently determined from measurements of the vertical profile of the downwelling irradiance. However, in the
development of the technique for the remote sensing of K, the values of K associated with the upwelling radiance or irradiance were used
for two reasons, both related to the presence of the sun in the downwelling light field. First, the upwelling K's are less affected by solar
position and depth of measurement and may be, therefore, more nearly associated with the inherent optical properties. Second, because of
the more gradual change in upwelling radiance with angle and because the upwelling light field is less subject to rapid fluctuations caused by
the refraction of sunlight at the moving ocean surface, the measurement of the upwelling light field and, therefore, the resulting K's tends
to be more precise.
3.1 The K Algorithm
The use of remote sensing techniques for the determination of K implies the existence of a relationship between the sensible
upwelling radiances available at the remote sensor and the derived K. The method developed by Austin and Petzold (1980) uses a
relationship between K and L.(443)/L,(550) which was derived from spectral data from a variety of investigators and locations. The
relationship is
I Lu(443) 1-1490
K(490) - 0.0883

I

+ 0.022

(10)

where K(490) is the value of K at a wavelength of 490 nm. Figure 5 shows the data used in the empirical derivation of the relationship
and compares the reported or measured values, Kn. with the L.(443)/L.(550) ratio and with Kr, the values calculated using Eq. (10).
The
table in
the various
sources
and showsK,-K
the means (T) and the standard deviations (s) for the ratio of the calculated to the
and for their
differences,
measured
K's,Fig.
i.e..5 lists
K,/K,.,
.

4. THE REMOTE SENSING OF K
All of the above is based on in-water measurements. The remote sensing of K requires an instrument designed specifically for over
water measurements. LANDSAT, or other imaging sensors designed for land or meteorological applications, do not have appropriate
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sensitivities or spectral characteristics for the task. An instrument suitable for this purpose is the Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS)
carried on NIMBUS-7, launched in October 1978. The CZCS has six spectral bands, four of which were optimized specifically for sensing
water properties. These four bands are at wavelengths of 443, 520, 550 and 670 nm and each have a bandwidth of 20 nm. The spatial
resolution at the nadir is 800 meters and the cross-track scan is 1968 picture elements wide. The total swath width is 1660 km and
successive scans form a raster of slightly overlapping lines as a result of the along-track motion of the spacecraft. The data are arbitrarily
packaged into two-minute scenes containing 970 scan lines. Each scene contains l.9x10 6 picture elements and covers a region
2
1660x770 im, or 1.275x106 km in area.
The signal arriving at the remote sensor, L., is comprised of a large component due to the path radiance, L', resulting from the
scattering of ambient light by the intervening atmosphere; a small component due to sky radiance reflected from the water surface and
transmitted back up through the atmosphere; and the residual of the water radiance, L. , after it has been attenuated by passage through
the water surface and through the atmosphere (Austin, 1974). Figure 6 depicts these components schematically. Table I shows the
magnitude of the components of the signal received from individual resolution elements in three CZCS scenes. In the table, L, is the
portion of the path radiance due to molecular (Rayleigh) scattering in the atmosphere, and LA is the component of path radiance
contributed by scattering from the larger particulates (aerosols) in the atmosphere. The radiance due to skylight reflected from the water
surface has been included as a part of LR and LA in computations from which the table was derived.
It can be seen from Table I that that portion of the received signal containing information related to the water color is a small
fraction of the total signal. It is necessary, therefore, to remove the effects of the intervening atmosphere in a most accurate manner if the
algorithms for inferring water properties from emerging radiances are to be effective. The NASA Experiment Team for the CZCS is
developing and validating atmospheric correction algorithms for this purpose (Gordon. 1978). One version of this algorithm developed at
the Visibility Laboratory (Smith & Wilson, 1980) invokes the relationship between L. (443)/L. (670) and L. (443)/L, (550) given in Eq. (6)
in an iterative technique which solves for the surface radiances and requires fewer measured or stipulated parameters. This technique
"forces" the resulting upwelling water radiances to conform with the relationship of Eq. (6) and, therefore, assumes the relationship is truly
universal. The radiances in Table I were computed using this technique.

Table I
Typical CZCS Signal Components
Band I
44 3

mm

Band 2

Band 3

Band 4

520um

550jum

670Am

Orbit 350

Li

3.272

1.663

1.264

0.478

18 Nov 1978

LA

0.304

0.279

0.269

0.178

NW Atlantic

L,

0.759

0.732

0.594

0.042

Ta
TAL

0.729
0.553

0.816
0.597

0.828
0.492

0.901
0.038

L,

4.129

2.539

2.025

0.694

LR
LA

4.144
0.217

2.107
0.199

1.601
0.192

0.606
0.127

Lu(443)/Lu(550)-l.28
- I
K(490)-0.083m

Orbit 660
II Dec 1978
Mid Pacific

.

L.

0.854

0.305

0.243

0.0087

T,
TAL,

0.753
0.643

0.835
0.255

0.846
0.206

0.914
0.008

L,

5.004

2.561

1.999

0.741

Orbit 3226

Li

5.116

2.601

1.977

0.748

14 Jun 1979

LA

0.657

0603

0.582

0.386

L (413)/Lu(550) -0.821

L.

0.676

0.900

0.823

0.078

K(490)-0140m

Ta

0.690

0.783

0.800

0.876

TALW

0.466

0.705

0.658

0.068

L,

6.239

3.909

3.217

1.202

Lu(443)/Lu(550)-3.51
K (490)-0.036mt

Radiances in Aw cm -2nm -I.srI

L, - La + L A + T,L, , L. -,-L

Lu

5. RESULTS
A variety of surface validation cruises have been conducted in the Gulf of Mexico, and the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. These
campaigns were thoroughly instrumented with equipment for the measurement of the optical, physical and biological conditions of the
ocean and the pertinent optical properties of the atmosphere (Austin. 1980) Oceanographic stations were selected to provide data beneath
the NIMBUS-7 in the footprint of the CZCS. Figure 7 compares the values of K measured on these cruises with the values obtained from
the CZCS images for the station's locations using the iterative atmospheric ;,nd the in-water K algorithms. The measured values of K
were determined for the surface waters to the first optical depth. i r., I/K meters It can be shown that 870, of the emerging signal results
from a weighted interaction between the downwelling light field and the water in the first I/K meters. This thickness of water may be
considered the effective remote sensing depth. The excellent agrcemcnt between the measured and calculated K's as shown in Fig, 7
provides strong evidence that the in-water and atmospheric algorithms are satisfactory.
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Many applications. however, require a knowledge of the attenuation coefficient to depths significantly in excess of the first optical
depth and the value of remotely sensed Ks would be abridged if the attenuation properties below this surface layer were completely
independent of the surface values. Figure 8 shows a regression of data obtained on twelve stations on a cruise from Japan to Seattle,
Washington in July 1980. The average or effective K over the upper 100 meters have been plotted against the average K over the first
attenuation length (i.e., first optical depth). There appears from the results to be a reasonable presumption that the remotely sensed K/'
can be used to infer the average value of the diffuse attenuation coefficient over depths significantly greater than the effective remote
sensing depth.
Figures 9, 10 and IIare images of the distribution of K(490) for three ocean areas. The images represent subsets of the larger 2
minute CZCS scenes that were processed using the iterative algorithm for the removal of the atmospheric effects and2 Eq. (10) for the
calculation of K. Each image consists of 512 lines of 512 picture elements (pixels) and covers approximately 175,000 km of ocean. Pixels
containing clouds or land areas are flagged and are set to zero (black). Bright areas near the edge of clouds result from an imperfect
thresholding criteria for setting this flag.
Figure 9 was obtained from a scene on Orbit #350 on November 18, 1978. The location is south of Newfoundland in the western
-1
Atlantic. The indicated values of K(490) at the right side of the image are about 0.05 m , increasing to about 0.09 m t in the left side of
the image.
Figure 10 was processed from a portion of Orbit #660 on December iI, 1978. The location is northwest of Wake Island in the
western Pacific. The water is quite clear in this region with much of the area showing values of K(490) below 0.035 m t. The water near
-1
-t
the top center appears to have K's approaching 0.05 m and the region at the upper left corner of the scene has values above 0.05,S m .
Figure I I represents an area just east of Cape Cod showing the eastern portion of Georges Bank in th. upper left and the meanders
of the north wall of the Gulf Stream showing at .nhebottom. The scene was obtained on Orbit #3226 on June 14, 1979. The clearest water
-1
in the scene occurs at the bottom where the K in Gulf Stream is less than 0.05 m . The majority of the water falls-1 between K - 0.05 and
0.10 m- t. On Georges Bank the K exceeds 0.126 m twith some areas reaching indicated values as high as 0.25 m .
6. SUMMARY
Validation experiments conducted in conjunction with Coastal Zone Color Scanner operations appear to verify remote sensing
techniques developed to assess the diffuse attenuation coefficient of ocean water. Further, the surface values of this coefficient which may
be determined by remote sensing, appear to be sufficiently well correlated with the average coefficient over the upper 100 meters to permit
the use of remote sensing for estimating the diffuse light transmittance of ocean water to these depths. The sensor and the techniques are
available, and a significant data base of CZCS scenes has already been acquired. The global distribution of these attenuation properties
together with a knowledge of the scale of their spatial and temporal variability can now be determined.
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SURFACE RADIANCE IN CZCS BANDS
LU(520) - I

I
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Fig. 3.
Plots of the variations
in
Lu(443), Lu(550) and Lu(670)

<

with Lu(520) fixed

at

unity and

the ratio Lu(443)/Lu(550) as the
independent variable.
Based on
Equations (5) and (6).
-j
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Fig. 4. Plots of the upwelling

2M...

radiances, Lu, at 443, 550 and
670
against
wavelength
with
Lu(520) = 1
and
the
ratio
Lu(443)/Lu(550) as a parameter.
lines are
interconnecting
The
primarily to aid in identifying
the points with the appropriate

ratio but also serve to crudely
indicate the manner in which the
spectral signature varies with
The labels at the
this ratio.
right are the diffuse attenuation
coefficient
values
(K(490) in m-1 ) and the chlorophll
pilment
concentrations
(CA in mg/m ) applicable to the
radiance ratio for that curve.
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Mapping of tLe diffuse attenuaFig. 9.
Location is
tion coefficient at 490nm.
south and east of the Grand Banks of
From CZCS Orbit #350,
Newfoundland.
November 18, 1978.

diffuse
the
of
Mapping
10.
Fig.
nm.
at
490
coefficeint
attenuation
Location is in the open Pacific Ocean
From CZCS
northwest of Wake Island.
Orbit #660, December 11, 1978.

of
the
diffuse
11.
Mapping
Fig.
attenuation coefficient at 490nm. LocaGeorges Bank
tion is east of Cape Cod.
North wall of
visiblA in upper left.
Gulf Stream appears at bottom of image.
From CZCS Orbit #3226, June 14, 1979.
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Atmospheric optical and IR-data collected recently and during the last years at the ground as well as aloft,
together with meteorological data, are being used for model development e.g. prediction of transmission,
directional path radiance and contrast transmittance of any slant atmospheric path as a function of wavelength, model validation and improvement e.g. transmission codes and aerosol models and probability of occurrence studies of the individual parameters. These data should also be used for E/O system performance and feasibility studies as well as for the development of forecasting methods for optical and IR-atmospheric quantities.
In the area of remote measurements of atmospheric quantities, the LIDAR backscatter signal seems to be an
effective tool for multiscatter anplysis when analyzed with respect to polarization. The spatially anisotropic polarized backscatter signal is related to the size parameters of the scatterers and thus may provide a new tool for aerosol sizing purposes.
Experiments showed, that laser pulse stretchening through inhomogeneous clouds is much less than expected
foliowing propagation theory for homogeneous turbid media.
Remote trace gas determination can be performed very accurately using a Raman LIDAR. Work should go on
including artificial (battlefield created) gases.
Observation experiments on turbulent intensities and aerosol distributions as well as transmission measurements in the maritime atmospheric boundary layer have been performed over years near the Monterey San Diego coast in the Pacific Ocean. Whereas the optical turbulence seems to be very accurately estimated
by bulk meteorological quantities this is not yet so for the aerosol size distribution, where a reformulation of the existing models seems to be necessary, taking additionally into account the height of the inversion layer, stability of transport and air mass type, etc.
Such intensive measurements lack up till now for European coastal areas and for high seas.

*
*at

Laser (520 ra) underwater propagation experimental results, compared with predictions provided by popular
models derived from radiative theory, show that the predicted values underestimate the experimental ones
less than 10 scattering lengths.
Remote sensing techniques from satellites seem capable to assess the diffuse attenuation coefficient of
ocean water for the upper 100 m.
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Atmospheric measurements in a coastal environment.

Paper 9

Dr. M. Carnevale : Referring to the "laser link project" how much homogeneous was the link in order to
ensure that meteorological measurements taken in just one point be representative of all the link ?

Dr. T. Bakker : As is mentioned in the paper meteorological measurements were done at the receiver as
well at the transmitter sides of the link. We used only those measurements where the conditions at
both locations were identical within certain limits. We planned to apply lidar measurements in parallel, which would give an immediate answer to the homogeneity problem. Unfortunately either the lidar
or the laser link was inoperative.
-

Paper 12 : Use of resonant Raman scattering for remote sensing of atmospheric gases.

Dr. C. Werner : Do you think that 10 % accuracy in your absolute humidity measurement is sufficient enough
also for the relative humidity ?
Mr.J. C. Pourny : A comparable accuracy is obtained with the radiosoundings at an altitude of 2 000 m. The
improvement of the precision will come from the increase of the laser power and rate. The reduction
of the time of acquisition of data is important, as meteorological parameters may vary quickly.
- Paper 13 :

Multiwavelength extinction and index fluctuation measurements.

Dr. J. Vernin : Have you done any measurements of the probability density function in the case of saturation regime ?
Dr. E. C. Crittenden : We have encountered probability density curves under saturation conditions that approach the exponential distribution. This has occurred for data taken in a hot desert location on sunny
days. The curve shape is qualitatively rather like the Gaussian except that t'e tail of the curve on
the side toward the origin rises above the horizontal axis. In the field this is possibly a useful
warning of the existence of saturation, although one would usually already be alerted to saturation
because of the high value of sigma, unless saturation is so heavy as to cause sigma to have risen to
2
the maximum and then fallen off again. We have not attempted to measure C by means of scintillation
under saturation conditions. In the data discussed in this paper and also reported in paper 06, saturation never occurred on the paths over water during the periods reported.
-

Paper

5: Comparison of underwater radiance measurements with various analytical treatments of the raradiative transfer equations.

Mr.R. C. Honey

Did your laser attract any marine life ?

Mr.R. Anderson
No fish or other marine life was noted directly by divers or inferred from signal level
dropouts. The laser was operated on several occasions at night and provided a brilliant display in the
water and on overhead clouds. Even then, no interference was noted from macroscopic animals in the
beam.
-

Paper 16 : Downlink laser cloud propagation experiments.

Pr. A. tshimaru : Was the angular spectrum measured ?

Was the transmitted light diffused ?
Dr. P. J. Titterton : We did no, measure the angular spectrum.
The light was diverged to k 150.
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RECENT AURORAL AND AIRGLOW

EURMM

IN THE IWEAPM

A. T. Stair, Jr. and R. Nadile
Optical Physics Division
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
Hanscom AFB, NA 01731
3. C. Ulwick, K. D. Baker and D. J. Baker
Electrical Engineering Department
Utah State University
Logan, UT 94322
Abstract
AFGL has developed specialized
cryogenic infrared instrumentation for
measuring the aurora, airglow, and upper
atmospheric emissions from aircraft,
rockets, and satellite platforms,
Starting in 1972, a series of some 30
rockets have been launched from Poker
Flat, Alaska. The highlights of these
measurements, the first auroral enhancements at wavelengths longer than 2
micrometers and the first upper atmospheric radiation observed from 70 to 150
km in the wavelength region 2 - 20 pm,
will be reviewed. In addition, more
recent data obtained by a rocketborne
cryogenic telescoped spectrometer which
scanned the earthlimb and observed
infrared (1.5 - 17 pm) emissions from 20
km to 200 km tangent altitudes, will be
discussed,
Introduction

(

From the viewpoint of IR processes,
the atmosphere can be divided into two
altitude regimes. We consider a lower
atmosphere from the surface to roughly
30 km, where collisions between molecules
are rapid enough to maintain a Bo~tzmann
distribution of the vibrational-rotational
states. For this region of the atmosphere,
the important radiative mechanisms are
simply absorption and thermal emission.
Above 60 km, on the other hand, collisions
between molecules are considerably less
effective in maintaining excited vibtational states, and radiative equilibrium
becomes important. For this upper atmospheric region, there is additionally a
large number of competing processes
associated with IR airglow and auroral
radiation,
We distinguish the aurora from airglow. The airglow results primarily from
reactions among solar-generated labile
species and from the excitation of atmospheric constituents by solar radiation.
Consequently, the airglow is global in
extent, with significant diurnal variability. There is also an empirically
observed relationship between airglow
intensity and structure related to geomagnetic disturbances. The aurora, on the
other hand, comes primarily through

Because of the interaction of the charged
particles with the geomagnetic field,
auroral radiation is concentrated in an
oval centered on the geomagnetic laditude
of 670. The auroral events occur most
often in the local geomagnetic evening
and midnight sectors and are routine daily
occurrences.
Viewing Geometry For
Rocket Probe Measurements
Carrying out measurements of the
radiation occurring in the upper atmosphere is difficult. The radiation levels
are extremely low, and in fact, measurements are presently dependent on development and improvement of existing techniques. Further, these measurements often
must be made with the lower atmospheric
thermal emission as an interfering background. The thermal emission in the
direction is essentially the
vertical
300 0 K blackbody radiation with radiance
levels between 10- 4 and 10- 3 w/cm 2 -steradjm, many orders of magnitude greater than
the upper atmosphere levels.
The availability of rocket probe
instrumentation utilizing cryogenic
sensors has opened the atmospheric regions
to infrared studies. In particular, by
operating above the lower atmosphere, they
allow us to study the vertical distribution of infrared radiation, which constitutes the basic data required to understand the physical mechanisms underlying
the infrared emissions.
There are two modes of operation
available. We can record the change in
zenith radiance as the rocket changer
altitude. The derivative of the siqnal
with respect to altitude then gives the
height profile of the emission. The
alternate procedure is to carry out a
vertical scan through the limb and view
the atmosphere tangentially. These are
illustrated in Figure 1. Vertical probe
measurements are referenced to the
altitude of the sensor. For the limb
scanning geometry, the tangent height, H,
is used. This is the height of the
sensor line of sight's closest approach
to the earth'. surface.
Vertical viewing probes have the

excitation, ionization and reactions among

advantage of catching and measuring a

atmospheric species by energetic

localized transient phenomenon such as an

charged

aurora.

particles, electrons, and protons.

.drL

In addition, for improving model/
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detectors, with the entire sensor
operating at liquid nitrogen temperatures.
In addition to the CVF spectrometer, the
rocket payloads were instrumented with
diagnostic sensors including a 3914angstrom photometer, which provided a
measure of auroral activity.
Additidnally, in 1976, a rocket probe
experiment carried out measurements at
significantly higher resolution, using a
helium-cooled interferometer spectrometer
(HIRIS). The sensor was built by the
Honeywell Radiation Center in conjunction
with AFGL and was based on a specially
developed interferometer by Idealab, Inc.
Figure 1.

Rocket experiment measurement

modes.
experiment comparisons, the vertical data
are consistent with localized measurements
of temperature, concentration, and
density, parameters which are vital to
calculations of radiation whether in
equilibrium or not.
Experiental Data
Project ICECAP
The first infrared spectral radiance
measurements of the aurora and the upper
atmosphere were carried out by the Air
Force Geophysics Laboratory (Baker et al.,
1974; Stair et al., 1974-1978; Rogers et
al., 1976-1977) under the program name
ICECAP (Infrared Chemistry Experiments-Coordinated Auroral Program) which was
supported by the Defense Nuclear Agency.
Measurements were made from rocket probes
utilizirn cryogenically cooled instrumentation with a series of launches during
the 1972-1976 period from Poker Flat,
Alaska. Infrared spectra from 1.5 to 24
micrometers were measured under a variety

Data were obtained over the wavelength

region from 4 to 16 micrometers (2500 to
resolution
600 cm-l) with a - spectral
better than 2 cm 1 . The payload rotated
(not planned), vertical to dovnlooking to
vertical, at 10.5 deg/sec and took a
spectrum every 1.4 sec. The auroral
conditions during flight were highly
variable; consequently, the data assessment is still in progress.
Spectra were obtained of the CO2 v 3
band, the NO fundamental and first overtone. In each of the above wavelength
regions, distinct auroral enhancements
were observed. Figure 2 is a spectrum
obtained by a nitrogen-cooled CVF spectrometer at 86 km during a bright auroral
breakup. Fiqure 3 indicates the peak
radiance values observed for different
auroral intensities, including the data
obtained during the IBC III* auroral
breakup. For the 5.3 micrometer band,
the weaker auroral profiles show radiance
levels essentially equivalent to those for
the quiet background, except that there
are slight auroral enhancements in the 90
to 110 km region.
atmaimmmnisVCW

of auroral conditions, ranging from

aurorally quiet to an intense auroral
breakup. The main infrared emission
originating from NO, OH, CO2. and 03 showed
varying degrees of enhancement associated
with the aurora.

Five of the probe flights carried SWIR
low-resolution spectral instrumentation
(1.6 to 5.3 micrometers), while two of the
flights took low-resolution spectra in the
LWIR (7 to 24 micrometers) region. Data
were taken primarily at night in the zenith
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direction with approximately 2 deg fields
of view.
The sensors utilized circular variable
interference filters (CVF) to obtain the
spectral data. The CVF spectrometers were
built by the Electro-Dynamics Laboratories
of Utah State University. The resolution
of the filters and, therefore, most of the
spectral data were in the 3 to 4 percent
range (A a 0.04A). For the LWIR measurements, arsenic-doped silicon detectors were
used with liquid helium cooled sensors,
while the SWIR Instrumentation used In:Sb

0
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WAVtLEINOTH

Figure 2.

Auroral emission spectrum
(vertical view).

The high altitude layer of emission
at 5.3 micrometers observed under quiet
auroral conditions has also been reported
by the Russians (Markov et al., 1976) from
a limb-viewing satellite experiment.
Figure 4 is a plot of two selected
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Rocket Experiment) was launched on
September 28, 1977 (Nadile et al., 19771
Stair et al., 1978).
This payloaJ had
three coaligned primary sensors:
(1) a
telescoped 2-channel photometer, (2) a
cryogenic (770K) telescoped SWIR CV?
spectrometer, and (3) a cryogenic (10oK)
telescoped LVIR CVF spectrometer. The
spectrometers covered tbe 1.4 to 16
micrometer region. The telescopes had

1/4-deg fields of view with high off-axis9

!"

,local

________,__,__

*-,.--,

Figure 3.

.-....

Zenith peak spectral radiance
of an aurora measured with SWIR
spectrometer.

rejection (point source rejection of 10at 1 deg off-axis) and were coaligned to
better than 0.1 deg. The payload reached
an altitude of 285 km and the earthlimb
was spatially scanned from hard earth to
horizontal at 0.5 deg/sec while
taking a spectrum at 2 scans/sec. The
spectrometers were built at Utah State
University and the telescopes at the
Honeywell Radiation Center.

A spectrum of the dark atmosphere
from 4 to 16 Um at a tangent height of
approximately 124 km is shown in Figure 5.
spectra obtained by HIRIS. The lower
This data, obtained with the liquid
dotted curve, obtained on the upleg of the
helium cooled spectrometer, is shown in
flight at 98 km while oriented at a 15-deg
two spectral intervals to match the split
angle, observed a weakly disturbelevation
ed (auroral) condition. The upper
coverage of that instrument's two element
spdctauralscotaion.d ath uppr
kcircular
variable filter. Emission from
spectrum, also obtained at 98 km at a 15the NO fundamental (by - 1) at 5.3 jam with
th
of
1 a
P a
resoled
cle
downthe
but during
deg elevation angle,
clearly resolved P and R branches of the
leg, was viewing a bright class 11/111
legrl
wa vi . e
aubrghl acausty wI s
1-0
transition
dominates
at
this
altitude.
auroral arc.
The auroral activity wasThlogweentfetr
shetog
The long wavelength feature is the strong
documented by all sky cameras and scanning
C0 2 v2 emission showing the intense Q
photometers. The auroral spectrum is
branch at 15 Um.
interpreted as NO produced in a highly
excited vibrational distribution due to
o.s
the chemiluminescent reaction N( 2 D) + 02
ri LIN
NO + 0 (Rawlins et al., 1980).
Laboratory
,-n"-measurements obtained in the AFGL/OPR
,.
cryogenic facility COCHISE (Kennealy et
al., 1978) support this conclusion.
'.
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Night spectrum at 124 km (limb

aview).
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As the tangent altitude is decreased
to approximately 110 km (not shown), the
5.4 Um NO emission increases, peaking at
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WAVENUMBER

Figure 4.

Aurorally enhanced and quiescent
nitric oxide spectra at high
resolution,

The Spectral Limb-Scanning Experiment
The Sphas
A liu*b-scanning infrared spectral
probe designated SPIRE (Spectral Infrared

6.5 x 10- 7 watts cm-2 sr'lm.
At about
this same altitude, 03 (v3) emission at
9.6 um is first detected above sensor
threshold and increases rapidly to the
level shown in Figure 6, a spectrum of the
dark atmosphere at 81 km. The CO band
at 15 Um has also increased markeily
allowing the spectrometer to just resolve
the Q branches of some of the weaker
transitions, such as 100 e 010, 13.8 Pm
and 020 * 010, 16.2 Pm. NO(l-0) emission
dropped off slightly from its peak and
is shown here riding on an instrument
induced background.
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Figure 8.

,EG-U

view).

81 km (limb

Night spectrum at
view),

Figure 7 is Figue
a
spectrum
at
at approxipprxiaspetru
7is
(81 km) measured
Mately the same altitude
limb scans.
during one of the sunlit
Significant differences from the night
(1) intense emission from
spectra are:
the 4.3 um CO 2 band due to solar pumped
-1
2
fluorescence (7.5 x 10-6 watt cm- srmI
7
10
x
2.5
of
value
a
night
compared to
watt cm2a~r-Im-1), (2) reduced ozone
emission at 9.6 pm, and (3) appearance of
a band at -10.5 pm which is due either to
CO 2 (101 - 120) and (021 - 120) solar
pumped fluorescence (James and Kumer,
1973) and/or 03 (010, 020, 030, ...)
chemiluminescene due to the exothermic
0 + 02 + M * 0 3T + M recombination
reaction.

region and at lover tangent altitudes.
Several features unique to the day spectra
Figure
(-561.56,
kin): due
appearare
to
spike9 at
of a in
sharp
ance shown
a band peeked
of 0a
fluorescenceh(0-);
Ao0a1ly a bn eked
of 0
s
f
due to fluorescence
probai
dm,
at 2.7
Of C0 2 and/or H20; and the solar pumped
fluorescence of the CO2 emission at 4.3 Uma.
At still lower altitudes (-40 kmi), we
return to a spectrum of the night atmosphere obtained by the long wavelength
New features
spectrometer (Figure 10).
are 4.8 um due to 03 (N1+ v3) and C02
(2
m du to He
); 6.3
combined v+
8itA No2 (v3) and 11.3 us due to
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Substantial day-night differences are
also evident in the data from the liquid
nitrogen cooled spectrometer. Figure 8
shows a night spectrum at -80 km tangent
height with emission features interpreted
as follows: hydroxyl airglow due to the

H

014

* 02 reaction,

k.

nio)

.9

5

all)

O.

£

s

0*I(av - 2)

from 1.4 to 2.3 jm and OH(Av - 1) from 2.5
to 3.5 um with a peak at 2.94 pm corre-

sponding to the 2-1 transition; and CO2
(v 3 ) at 4.26 Pm.
The sunlit spectra show such weaker

hydroxyl intensities,

to

5

Sunlit
f.0 spectrum at 9. km
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view) .

both in
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Figure 10.
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Night spectrunm at 40 km (limb
view).

Figure 11 is a summary plot of night
peak radiance values versus approximate
tangent altitudes for some of the observed
species. The emission at 5.3 Um due to
the 1-0 transition of NO can be seen as a
broad layer peaked around 110 km. For a
non-auroral case, which this is, the
populating mechanism for the high altitude
radiation is due to 0 atom interchange
NO + 0' * NO' + o. This layer was also
observed during the ICECAP vertical sounding and has been reported by Russian
investigators from a limb viewing
satellite (Markov et al., 1976).
A recent
paper by Kockarts (1980) has demonstrated
the importance of this feature in the
radiative cooling of the upper atmosphere.
The 9.6 Um emission due to the v 3 band of
03 is observed from 25 km to 120 km. The
layer around 90 km is very marked in this
data. There is an increase in ozone
concentration at these altitudes which
accounts for this effect. More unexpected
is a "layer" in the limb radiance of the
15 Pm CO 2 v 2 emission. An effect like
this was observed in a 1974 vertical viewIng CVF flight but was not evident in the
1973 data (Stair et al., 1974).
Ongoing
analysis of this data (Sharma and Nadile,
1980) indicate an unexpectedly high c oss
section for 0 + CO 2 (000) * 0 + CO 2
.
The 4.26 Um C0 2 v3 band becomes completely
optically thick below 50 km as seen by the
knee in the data. As mentioned previously,

Kennealy, J. P. et al. 1978.
"Nitric Oxide Chemi-Excitation Occurring
in the Reaction Between Metastable
Nitrogen Atoms and Oxygen Molecules,"

this wavelength region is significantly

J. Chen. Phys.

enhanced in the sunlit data by solar
fluorescence (2.7 um and 2.77 Um
absorption) and transitions at 4.3 pm
which are not resolved from the 4.26 Um v 3
band. The radiance level versus altitude
of both 6.3 Vt, H 2 0 and 11.3 um, HNO 3 , do
not appear to have any significant day/
night variation in agreement with earlier
balloon-borne measurements (Murcray. 1978).
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IR rocket probe studies of the upper
atmosphere and the aurora will continue
through the 1980's. As an example, we
will carry out rocket probe studies with
cryogenic field-widened interferometers.
The instruments will view jn the senith
direction, will have I cm- spectral
resolutions, will cover the 2 to 7 micron
region, and will obtain data under day,
night and auroral conditions. A major
effort is underway to couple the recovered
HIRIS interferometer to a high spatial
resolution telescope for a limb-scanning
experiment to study upper atmospheric
physics and chemistry from the Space
Shuttle (CIRRIS).
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ABSTRACT
Several hours of data were gathered on three successful data flights conducted as part of the
Balloon Altitude Mosaic Measurements (BAMM) program which was designed to collect spectral, spatial,
and temporal statistics on the infrared earth/atmospheric backgrounds. The program was conducted by
the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) under the sponsorship of the Space Division (SD), formerly
the Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO). Two of these flights were out of Holloman AFB, NM
and data were collected on a wide range of infared backgrounds characteristic of the Southwestern
United States. A third mission was flown from Keesler AFB, MS and provided statistics of the Gulf
Coast region as well as solar specular reflections off land, water, and clouds. Measurements were
made with a two-color SWIR radiometer and with a Michelson interferometer-spctrometer covering the
2.5 to 5.5 micron region from float altitudes of 70,000 to 100,000 ft.
Both instruments were spatially
co-aligned such that their 4x4 mosaic focal planes projected over-lapping footprints on the ground
simultaneously. Data collected on these flights were reduced and relevant statistics were compiled.
Samples of the data and results are presented in this paper.
I.

INTRODUCTION

The BAMM program objective was to gather earth/atmosphere background infrared data, relevant
to the staring mosaic sensor concept utilizing balloon-borne instrumentation. Characteristics of the
infrared background essential to the staring concept are the spectral, spatial, and temporal statistics
of the various categories of background. Such information is essential to surveillance sensor system
designers in the evaluation, trade-off, and design of systems based on the staring concept.

*scanning

*characteristic

The passive staring surveillance system concept derives its potential advantage from the
invariability of the background during the operation of the sensor. If this premise could be
substantiated by actual measurement, then the staring concept would unequivocally be superior to the
concept. Background clutter problems could be alleviated by the implementation of a simple
scheme of signal change detection since such a change could occur only when a target traversed the
sensor field-of-view (POV). However, there are numerous natural phenomena which contribute to the
variations in the background as observed by the staring sensor. Such phenomena include atmospheric
turbulence, cloud motion, weatherfronts, temporally modulated solar specular reflections, and spatial
background clutter induced by sensor platform instabilities. The BAMM program was therefore designed
for the collection of the temporal background data from these natural phenomena. As a part of the
BAMMImeasurement series, three successful data gathering flights were conducted during 1978-1979. Two
flights were from Holloman AFB, NK resulting in a wide variety of infrared background information
of the Southwestern United States. The third flight from Keesler AFB, MS added futher
statistics of infrared background variability caused by solar specular reflections off land, water,
and clouds.
The spatial, spectral, and temporal data of the earth/atmosphere infrared background were
measured with two co-aligned instruments mounted on a balloon platform capable of providing scan,
dither, and stare functions. The radiometer, with a 4 x 4 mosaic element focal plane, provided high
sensitivity meisurements in the SWIR while the interferometer, equipped with a physically identical
4 x 4 mosaic element focal plane, provided spectral coverage from 2.5 to 5.5 micron. The infrared
instrumentation developed for the BAMM program were guided by such system parameters as spectral
bandwidth and band location, sensitivity, FOV, end observation time pertinent to future surveillance
sensors monitoring points sources with radiant intensities of one kilowatt/sr or higher.
A description of the BAMM infrared instrumentation is given in the following section and
samples of the reduced data of the variety of background are included.
2.

INSTRUMENTATION

2.1

Infrared Mosaic Radiometer

A schematic of the BANM radiometer is shown in Figure 1. The instrument provides SWIR radiometric
data in both a wide band and narrow band filters, Rl and R2, respectively. Three filter positions are
selectable, and a fourth position is used to block off all incoming radiation. In position I the
wider filter (RI) is inserted into the optical system. In position 2 the narrww filter (R2) is
optically inserted into the system and in position 3, (R3), an aperture is used in tandem with R2 to
reduce extremely bright backgrounds. A dust shutter which protects the internal assembly from foreign
matter contamination is opened by command when operations commence. The focal plane of the instrument
is shown in Figure 2. Both the focal plane and the spectral filLers are operated at cryogenic

temperatures. Table I sumarizes some of the more important specifications of the radiometer.

Details
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of the BAKM radiometer design has been given by Murphy.

Specifications of the optical filters have

fbeenrported by Ransom.
chopper.

The background radiation entering the radiometer is interrupted by means of a rotary mechanical
This permits bandpass filtering of the signal at the chopper carrier frequency, retaining DC

scene response while eliminating low-frequency noise of the detectors and electronics.

required radiometer dynamic range of

TABLE I
A.

Electrical Bandwidth:

B.

Dynamic Range:

C.

Optics Entrance Aperture:

To achieve the

106, the following scheme was devised.
BAHN RADIOMETER SPECIFICATIONS

20 Hz

1.00 x 106

1.6" diameter (clear aperture), 2" focal length; optics anti-

reflection coated.
D.

Detectors: PbS (16 element array, each element approx. 0.050" x 0.050" with 0.008" spacing
between elements); D*(2.8, 200, 1) > I x 1012. Element No.
13 is 0.025" x 0.025".

E.

Overall FOV:

F.

IFOV (each detector): 1.5* x 1.5* full-angle square (0.8 Km x 0.8 Km at a distance of 31
Km).
Element No. 13 is 0.72' x 0.72' square (0.39 Km x 0.39 Km at 31 Km range.)

G.

Detector Operating Temperatures:

H.

Spectral Bandwidth: Defined by optical interference filters cooled to 77*K.

I.

Cryogenic Hold Time:

Approx. 6.0* x 6.0' full-angle square.

163*K

10 hra. (3.6 liters of LN2 or about 6.4 lb.)

J. Optical Chopping Frequency:

200 Hz synchronously demodulated in-flight and sampled at 137

Hz for formatting PCM telemetry.
The chopper-modulated signal from each radiometer (each detector element) is preamplified and
fed to three other amplifiers of different gains. All three of these signals are synchronously
demodulated, filtered to 20-Hz bandwidth and fed to the pulse code modulAtion (PCM) encoder where all
48 signals (three gains, 16 detection channels) are formatted for telemetry using a sample rate of 137
2
Hz. The radiometer
sensitivity is limited to 5.0 x 10-10 w/cm -sr-band at low background levels and
-9
2
to 5.0 x 10
w/cm -sr-bands at higher background levels.
2.2
*

4

Interferometer

The BAMM interferometer provides spectral coverage from 2.5-5.5 micron and contains internal hot
and cold reference sources. A 4 x 4 array of Indium Antimonide (InSb) detectors is cooled to operational
temperature with liquid nitrogen. Two scan rates and four gain selections of Xl, X4, X16 and X64 are
provided and can be selected by ground command. The calibration modes and the optical alignment can
also be controlled from the ground. The important characteristics are summarized in Table 2.
The optical layout of the interferometer system Is shown in Figure 3. The basic building
block of the unit is a Michelson type modulator which provides a method of coding the spectral elements
of the incoming optical energy from a source. The components of the Michelson modulator include the
beamsplitter-compensator, the translating mirror, and the adjustable fixed mirror. Background scenes
are focused on the detector array by the three element lens system.
The Michelson interferometer cube is capable of achieving + 0.05 cm of optical path difference
-1
(10cm
resolution) at scan rates of appriximately 5 and 20 double-sided scans per second. The movable
mirror is driven linearly one way throug. the full stroke length, stopped, and driven linearly in
reverse through the full stroke length. This allows spectral data to be obtained while the movable
mirror is being driven in either direction.
The interferometer field of view is defined by the active detectors in the InSb focal plane
(same basic layout as radiometer array). Each 0.0475 in. square detector provides an IFOV of 23.75
mr square with a 4 mr gap between IFOV's. A total FOV coverage of 6.0 degree square is achieved with
the mosaic focal plane. At a range of 31 km, the focotprint of each detector is 0.73 km limiting the
spatial resolution to 1.37 cycles/Km. Lower spatial resolution may, of course, be achieved by grouping
the detectors to project larger effective footprints on the ground. In addition, one of the detectors
in the array of 16 is 0.025 in. square, which provides a high spatial resolution of 2.58 cycles/Km.
2.3

TV Camera

Lorated on the platform is a TV camera which is used primarily for visual real-time background
target-scene acquisition before the data taking sequence. This Is a standard TV camera modified
optically to provide a ground resolution of 1 Kft at an altitude of 100 Kft (0.01 radians JIFOV]).
The total ground coverage is 50 Kft x 37.5 Kft (28' x 21.1') with this coarse resolution. This is
achieved with a lens system with an effective F/5.6 and a focal length of 30 ,m.
A motorized zoom feature, controlled from the ground support, permits the operator to increase
the spatial resolution by a factor of 10 to 100 ft. footprint. At this full zoom, the effective
focal length is 300 mm decreasing total field coverage to 4.2 kft x 3.2 kft (2.4* x 1.8*).
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TABLE 2
5M04 INTERFEROMETER SPECIFICATIONS
4

A.

Spectral Range:

B.

NESR:

2.5-5.5 um (4000 - 1818 cm-)
2

4.5 x 10-10 watt/cm -sr-cm
-1

10 cm

-1

@ 4.3 um

, OPD + .05 cm

C.

Spectral Resolution:

0.

Scan Rate: 5 Scans/sec or 20 scans/sec (4 detectors)

E.

Signal Passband:

500 - 2000 Hz in normal mode, 500 - 8000 Hz in fast mode

F.

Detector System:

InSb 16-element array, each .0475 x .0475 inch, .008 inch spacing.
(4.3 um) -

G.

Dynamic Range:

H.

Overall FOV:

D*

2

1 x 1011 cm Hzl/ /W at 77°K

105
60 x 6

°

square, one element FOV 1.35

°

x 1.35* square (.73

x .73 Km @ 31 Km

distance)
I.

Optical Alignment:

J.

Optical Entrance Size:

K.

Optical Components: Triplet lens Ge and Si coated (F/l, 0.002 inch blur circle), beamsplitter

50 sec of arc
1.8 inches diameter clear

and compensator Ca Fl coated, end mirrors gold coated.

2.4

*This

L.

Cryogenic Hold Time:

M.

Calibration:

10 hours

Internal hot and cold (77*K) sources

Pointing Platform

The pointing platform was a gyro compass stabilized system which provides 1 arc min/sec drift
stability with a true pointing accuracy of 0.10 North in azimuth. After lock on the platfor, system
was capable of stare stabilities of the order of 0.01 Km/sec (nominally 0.1 Km drift in 10 seconds).
stability was achieved by the use of a three axis servo controlled system which accommodated for
balloon velocity, rotation and pendulocity. This corresponds to I arc min/sec at balloon altitude,
which equates of 0.05 arc sec/sec stability from synchronous altitude.
2.5

Data Processing

Processing of the data field tapes was accomplished in its entirety by AFGL, from decommutation
of the data tapes to the generation of final data statistical formats. The computer codes used in
processing the IR instruments, i.e., radiometer and Interferometer, were documented in the BANM series
reports.
The final products in the data processing are preserved in microfische.
final products are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
3.

Included in the

Radiance Time Profile
Histogram
Exceedance
Biased Power Spectral Density (PSD)
Biased Truncated (or smoothed) PSD
Autocovariance
Unbiased Truncated PSD

Results

The critical parameter in the staring and dither scenes is drift velocity. This was obtained
from the video recordings by direct measurement of movement of ground reference points on the display.
A typical value for a stare scene instability referenced to a synchronous satellite is approximately
0.1 seconds of arc per second. There are periods of essentially zero velocity determined from the
video data by observing a well-distinguished landmark. The dither scenes are representative of a
drift rate 0.25 to 0.6 seconds of arc per second at synchronous altitude. Certain scenes also exhibited
a well-defined Jitter rate of 0.2 Km/sec. Noise level for the medium gain amplifier network of the
SWIR radiometer is in the range of 5.0 x 10 10 to 1.0 x 10- 9 watt/cm 2 -sr-band for all three
filters RI, R2 and R3. This can be coverted to noise in the power spectrum.
N -

-7

I x 10

2

2

(uw/cm /sr/band) /Hz
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Sq

The ?MSR of the Interferometer is
NESR I

10

5 x 10-

2

watt/cm -sr-cm

-1
-1

The spectral bands of I1, 12 and 13 are 108, 100 and 134 cm
level for these bands is on the order of
NER

=

-8

5 x 10

watt/cm

2

wide respectively; hence, the noise

sr band

which is sufficient for BAHM objectives. For benign scenes, the atmospheric absorption from the
C0 2 ( y 3) bands is sufficient to attenuate the background fluctuation in the I1 and 12 spectral bands
to a level below the instrument NER. This is evident in the generally predominantly flat PSD's for I1
and 12. For scenes with specular points present, data taken with I1 and 12 filters provided useful
Information despite the background fluctuation attenuation due to the atmospheric absorption. Wide
band interferometer filter 13 provided fluctuation data for all scenes analyzed in flights 2 and 3.
Comparison of interferometer filters I1, 12, and 13 data with corresponding SWIR radiometer data in
the scan scenes showed point correlations in amplitude which were also correlated to ground features
in the video data.
In general, correlation of the radiance-time traces with ground features and/or clouds identified
in the video data is qualitatively quite good. The results of a quantitative correlation of the IR
data with the video data in terms of spatial extent of the specular regions is very favorable. A
wide variety of earth/atmosphere infrared background data were gathered on the three BAM? data flights
exhibiting statistics which range from being benign to most operational systems, to being adverse to
staring systems even in the best operational environment. A sample spectrum of a benign scene, reduced
from the data gathered with the interferometer, is shown in Figure 4. Characteristics of a blackbody
spectral distribution, attenuated in the 2200-2400 cm-1 region by the intervening atmospheric, are
quite apparent. The spectrum of an active scene, where solar specular scatter is present, is shown
in Figure 5. The increased magnitude of the spectrum throughout most of the spectral range provides
an indication of the severity the solar specular scatter has on the background data statistics.
Three platform modes were used to gather background spatial, temporal, and spectral data. The
reduced data statistics for the three modes (stare, dither, and scan) indicated strong similarity of
statistical behavior for the different classes of background. As an example, the histograms of the
background data showed both uni-mode and multi-mode distributions for scenes observed in all three
platform modes. An uni-mode histogram, as that shown in Figure 6 from radiometer data of sand
background, is typical of very benign scenes which also visually (from video recordings) appear to be
structurally uniform. Such probability distribution is reminiscent of the system Gaussian noise.
Multi-mode histograms are to be expected from data of scans across scenes which contain high
spatial structures. However, such histograms were also obtained from dither and stare modes data of
high structured background. These multi-mode histograms in the dither and stare modes are the results
of platform instabilities causing the sensors FOV to drift over the background, resulting in false
signal chinges. Figure 7 is i sample of a multi-mode histogram reduced from stare mode data of
4mountains.
The Power Spectral Density (PSD) distributions reduced from the data exhibited nc definite
characteristics. Benign scenes for example had PSD which were essentially uniform with frequency. An
example of a stare mode PSD of a benign scene is shown in Figure 8. An important conclusion to be
drawn from such data statistics s that the atmospheric turbulence produces temporal changes below the
sensitivity designed into the instruments.
PSDs of the reduced data generally have peaks at low frequencies and the PSD curves roll off
to the system noise floor at high frequencies. Such low frequency PSD peaks of the stare data are
attributed to the background spatial structure induced by platform motion into temporal signals.
Natural temporal PSD, however, was observed In one instance when a cloud drifted into the instruments
field during a stare data take. Figure 9 shows the increase in the low frequency PSD peak of a
particular detector (#7), in which the cloud did appear, over that of a detector (#5), in which the
cloud was absent. Detector #5, however, has a PSD low frequency peak attributed to the platform drift
effects.
Active scenes tend to produce PSDs with steeper roll-offs. Figure 10 is the PSD reduced for a
stare scene which contained solar specular point. The -2 power roll-off in the PSD curve is again the
induced result of platform motion during the stare period. The impact of solar specular reflection is
demonstrated in Figure 11 which is the PSD reduced from a scan across the solar specular point. The
increase in PSD level and the steeper slope (higher than -2) indicates the potential problem that solar
specular reflections may pose to infrared surveillance systems.
4

Background Data Conclusions

The three BAM data flights produced results which were very consistent from flight to flight.
BAM data were gathered with the instruments (SWIg radiometer with 2 bands, and interferometer covering
2.5 - 5.5 um) in three modes, i.e. stare, dither, and scan. Scans were made in azimuth, cross-elevation,
and elevation directions.
BANM data represent the first temporal information on e'rth/ atmospheric background in the
SWIR and MWIR. Platform stabilities of better than 0.01 Km/sec permitted the instruments to gather
temporal background from 0.01 to 10 Hz.
The following are highlights of RAM data results:
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Stare scenes where platform stability were excellent indicated that atmospheric scintillations
in the SWIR and MWIR were below the sensitivities of the instruments. The conclusion is: atmospheric
scintillations are below 5 watt/sr in equivalent target intensities in the SWIR.
PSDs obtained from stare data showed no distinct characteristic roll-off with frequency.
Analysis of video data, taken simultaneous to the IR data, led to the conclusion that these stare mode
PSDs were the results of the low platform drifts inducing background spatial structure into false
temporal information. The resulting PSDs generally have peak values at low frequency and rolloff to
system noise floor at high frequencies. The slopes of the curves were dependent on the PSD peaks Sn
relation to the system noise floor, a higher peak will generate a steeper slope. The peaks were
governed by the background features and the drift characteristics. Solar specular scatter, for example,
would induced very high PSD peaks leading to PSD slopes approaching f-2 .
BAMM scan data of benign scenes produced PSDs that were apparently lower in roll-off rate than
the familiar f-2 . An envelope characteristic of the footprint transfer function was evident in azimuth
scan data. Elevation scan PSDs exhibit spatial frequency limitations in the data, caused by geometrical
enlargement of the instrument footprint at high viewing angles. Solar specular scatter introduce
large transient signals at the detector outputs which, when processed, produced PSDs of higher magnitude
than those of benign scenes, and demonstrated PSD slopes steeper than f- 2 .
The variability of reduced data, from detectors within an array, of the same scene indicates
the important role of local background statistics. Platform motion sweeping the instruments field
across these variable local background features induces variable detector outputs. When extreme
features are sensed by neighboring detectors, especially in the presence of solar specular scatter,
large differences in detector data are observed. These potential problems must therefore be considered
in the design of future IR staring and scanning surveillance systems.
The importance of solar scatter must be stressed since BAHM data show the dominance of solar
effects in active scenes. Two other observations intensify the role of solar scatter. One, the solar
specular point extent appears to be wavelength dependent being larger in the RI band and 13 band,
where energy transmission is higher, than the 11 and 12 bands. Second, the view angle dependence of
the specular point necessitates the consideration of the background geometry in dealing with solar
scatter suppression. The specular point extent therefore could depend on both the observation wavelength
as well as where the solar energy is impinging, (i.e. water, clouds, mountains, etc.) The results
introduced by a cloud traversing an instruments field also indicate the importance, to a lesser extent
than solar scatter, the importance of temporal clutter from clouds and therefore weather fronts, etc.
The voluminous data gathered on the three BAMM flights represent a significant step in the
effort to generate a complete and useful data base of temporal earth/atmosphere backgrounds. Background
information in the SWIR and MWIR were collected on terrain typical of the Gulf coast and Southwest
United States. Various classes of benign and active scenes were observed from which the above
conclusions were drawn.
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N
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SUMMARY
Several geophysical parameters can be deduced from multidimensional statistical analysis of stellar
scintillation. In particular, the motion of the various atmospheric turbulent layers can be determined both
in magnitude and direction, in addition to their turbulent strength (as measured by C2 or C2) as a function
of altitude.
Until now, the sequential analysis method took'20 min, during which time stationarity could not
be guaranteed because of intermittency. Here we present a system which is faster as a result of better use
of available information. It consists of a very light-sensitive image receiver (television camera), followed by a specialized numerical computer (two-dimensional correlator) which utilizes in real time the spatial
distribution of the irradiance of a large telescope entrance pupil.
This apparatus allows us to identify fast temporal variations of the vertical profiles of turbulence
strength, using sounding only 10 sec apart. By tracking the double star y Virginia, we achieve a vertical
2
resolution of about 1.7 km. Temporal evolution of C
at a given altitude shows that the turbulence remains
N of a few kilometers length. A statistical study of
for several hours but it concentrates in small patches
these variations shows that Oit is possible to modelize the intermittency of the atmospheric turbulence by a
time lag power law such as T 31
I.

INTRODUCTION

Great attention has been given to atmospheric turbulence in recent years, under the increasing pressure of aviation requirements. Furthermore, improvement of meteorological forecasting, vertical transport of
pollutants and problems of optical observation and communication require thorough knowledge of thermal nonhomogeneities in the atmosphere.
Several measurements have been made in situ, using aircraft (Lilly and Lester, 1974) and balloons
(Lawrence et al., 1970 ; Bufton et al., 1972 ; Coulman, 1973 ; Bartetti et al., 1974). Nevertheless, it soon
became obvious that the measurements were not sufficiently continuous in time with respect to the intermittency of the turbulence. There is urgent need for an improved remote ground-based apparatus capable of ensuring continuous measurement of turbulence in space and time. In this field, the best results have been obtained through the use of radar (Atlas and Metcalf, 1970 ; Browning and WatkinA, 1970 ; Konrad, 1970). Nevertheless, this method is restricted by the difficulty of achieving an absolute calibration of the temperature
fluctuations, and by its poor sensitivity to turbulence. Rencently, many investigations have been made on
VHF doppler radars (T.E. Vanzandt et al. 1978 ; W.L. Ecklund et al., 1979 ; K.S. Cage and B.B. Balsley, 1980).
Another method is to use the effect of turbulence on the propagation of a beam coming from a source
above the atmosphere. A recent theory of propagation in random media has been extensively developed (Tatarski, 1961 ; Lawrence and Strohbehn, 1970). Its application to stellar scintillation was begun by uni-dimensional analysis : either temporal or spatial correlation and power spectrum (Mikesell et al., 1951 ; Protheroe, 1961). But it is difficult to obtain vertical profiles because of the lack of precision in inverting
an integral relationship. But a multi-dimensional analysis of scintillation leads to more complete and
easier-to-process information. For some year, this approach has allowed us to detect turbulent layers, to
determine their speed and their respective altitude (Vernin and Roddier, 1973 ; Rocca et al., 1974) and to
use (Vernin and Roddier, 1975) spatiotemporal power spectrum or correlation techniques involving spatioangular correlation.
Mjre recently we constructed a fast optical ground-based apparatus (Azouit and Vernin, 1980) which
processes in real time the spatial distribution of irradiance of a double star. Comparison with simultaneous
in situ masurement of turbulence (Azouit et al., 1980) was satisfactory. Thus, we conclude that our apparatus in a very powerful system to monitor the turbulence between 2 and 30 km. Supplying a vertical profile
every ten seconds, it may be useful for studying the intermittency of turbulent phenomena in the atmosphere.
2.

PRINCIPLE

Stellar scintillation isarandom function of five dimensions I(x,at) where the observer's position
is x , the star coordinate a and the time
t . In this paper, we will focvis our attention on spatio-angular correlation to obtain vertical profiles of turbulence. But for one who is interested in achieving wind
speeds, we refer to our article (Azouit and Vernin, 1980).
We have demonstrated (Vernin and Roddier, 1975) that the spatial correlation of the scintillation of
a double star, measured in the direction p which is parallel to the component separation e , gives a spatioangular correlation
C(p,e)

-

<I(x,)(x+p,

a+e)>/<I,

2

where 6 is the angular separation of the two stars. The altitudes
to the positions p i of the maxima of the function C(o,6) by

TJP

(I)
hi

of the turbulent layers are connected
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22

-

Ohi
(2)

This is a triangulation method. The intensity of the maxims shows us the strength of the refractive index
structure constant CJ(h i ) integrated over an atmospheric thickness Ah , which is dependent on the correlation width Ap by
Ah

Thus

Ah

-

AP/0

(3)

is the thickness above which it is impossible to separate two layers.

Our apparatus is shown on Fig. 1. A field lens is put at the focus of a large entrance pupil making
an image of the telescope pupil on the television target. We have opted for a T.V. camera for its electrical
readout to ensure a real-time analysis. The faintness of observed light sources leads us to use a very sensitive tube (ISOCON tube) equipped with a one-stage image intensifier. The camera gives us 50 images per second
of the 1.93 m. entrance pupil of the great telescope of the Haute-Provence Observatory (France).
On Fig. 2, we present the electronic apparatus for signal processing.
3.

TWO OBSERVATIONS OF SPATIO-TEMPORAL EVOLUTION OF ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE

Here we present the results of two nights of observation on April 24 and 25, 1980. We used the great
telescope of Haute-Provence Observatory. We tracked the double star yVirginis whose component separation is
3.92 arcsecond allowing a vertical resolution, taking in account relation (3), of 2-5 km. The useful part
of the telescope where we make our calculus is 0.52 m, thus permitting an exploration of the atmosphere up
to 28 km. But during the observations, yVirginis did not pass through the zenith and its sec z was 1.5.
Instead of ranging the layers along a slanted line, we choose tf project them on a vertical line dividing
both the altitudes and turbulence strength by 1.5. So we explored the atmosphere up to 18 km with a vertical
resolution of 1.7 km. In fact, the first few kms of atmosphere are not accessible since such low layers do
not produce any scintillation.

Each night we track the double star during 3 hours. The computer was programmed to give us a vertical
profile every 20 sec. So it computed and stocked on disk about 540 successive profiles. On Fig. 3, we have
shown the temporal evolution of the turbulence strength CJ versus altitude (Y axis) and time (X axis), for
April 24, 1980. Fig. 4 refers to the night of April25, 1980. The plot uses 16 grey levels for Ci ranging
from O to 30- 16 m-2 /3.

Jto

On the first night, one can see three main layers at a mean altitude of 2.2, 7.2 and 12.5 kms above
the observer. The lower the layer, the stronger the turbulence. The two lower layers sce, to be stabler than
the upper one, which shows some spotinesd. One can see that the height of the layers drifts between certain
limits. The middle layer varies between 6.5 and 7.9 kms, while the upper one lies between 11.5 and 13.5 kms.
It is interesting to compare these altitudes with the tropopauses deduced from meteorological soundings made
at the Ntmes station, 330 km from the observatory. On this night there were two temperature profile inversions
at 9.5 and 14.2 kms respectively. Noting that the telescope is 650 m above sea level, the two tropopauses
are very close to the upper boundary of the two observed layers. Furthermore, the middle layer corresponds
a strong shear.
On the second night, one can notice a simpler situation, with only two layers at an altitude of
2.5 kis and 8.7 + 0.9 km respectively. The turbulence strength is roughly twice that of the night before
and the upper layer corresponds fairly well with the unique tropopause at 11.7 kms associated with a shear
of 23 m s- between 30.3 and 12.4 kms.

*

On Fig. 5 for comparison, we have plotted two experimental models derived from Hufnagel (1974) and
Barletti (1976). For the last one, the two curves correspond respectively to the average of many soundings
and to the weaker CJ . The other curves correspond to our observations averaged on 3 hours each night,
showing a layered structure of the atmosphere with a permanent lack of turbulence near 5 km.
2

4.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TEMPORAL EVOLUTION OF C
N

Because it is evident that the turbulence in a given layer is persistent but intermittent, we have
tried to characterize it by some temporal parameter or law.
S

2

.

For example, on Fig 6(a), we have plotted the time evolution of C on April 24, at an altitude of
12 km right within a turbulent layer. Each point is the estimation of C2 Nover 20 sec. Measurements begin
at 21 N T.U. and end at 0 H. On the bottom (b) we plot the same curve buv smoothed by a 200 sec. sliding
window.
It is obvious that the phenomenon is highly intermittent for all scales ranging between 20 sec. and
3 hours, and thus it appears to be a random process. In order to study its property, we have computed the
structure function of the temporal variations of C2 (t) for altitudes chosen inside turbulent layers
N
2
2
2
DC2(T) - <(C (ht t) - C (htt+T))2>f2<C >2
N tN
N t'
N
where ht is the height of the turbulent layer, < > denots an ensemble average and
is
a a time lag. The
means were calculated by averaging along the time t for each realization C (htt) and further by averaging
on 8 turbulent layers distributed over 6 nights, representing 32 hours of observations.
Fig. 7 shows the computed curve Dc2(r) versus the lag T in a log-log plane. The dots represent
the experimental points while the straight Ctine is the best fit if we neglect the last two points. On the
horizontal scale, the upper graduation is the time lag and the lower is an approximate length deduced from
the mean velocity of the 8 layers, if we assume a frozen turbulence structure.
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We can thus infer that

DC 2 (T)

follows a power law such as

D

0(T)
0.018 T 0.31

r < 10 min
with 10 a <
We must compare our power law with the time variability of winds over lags r ranging from a few minutes
to several hours. Gage and Clark, (1978), found a power of 1/3 very close to our 0.31. They conclude that
3
since the rI/3 power law for lag variability is consistent with a k-5/ inertial range, their observations
provide evidence for a mesoscale inertial range.
5.

CONCLUSION

We have extended our study of stellar scintillation to a two-dimensional analysis through the use
of a large telescope, a surface photoelectric image receiver and a specialized two-dimensional correlator.
This improved method allows us to investigate the turbulence strength CJ both in altitude and in time with
a resolution of 1.7 km and 10 sec. respectively.
All our observations show a layered atmospheric turbulence as already proved by many other techniques
and authors. Our ground-based optical apparatus is, in many respects, comparable to the radars. For example,
it is possible to follow the time variations of turbulence strength over periods ranging from 10 sec. to 3
hours simultaneously for several altitudes. If we average our profiles over a whole night, we are very close
to experimental models.
2
At a given altitude, the time variations of C
appear to be a random process with energy at all
2
scales. A statistical study shows that the structure function of C (t) follows a power law for time lag.
O '3 1
The best fit gives a time lag dependance satisfying T
, for T ranging from 10 sec to 10 min. We have
thus a powerful tool to study the intermittency over the outer scale (nesoscale).
Since our technique uses a narrow light beam passing through the atmosphere without volume integration
it seems that we should be able to begin a study of intermittency in the inner scale. For instance, the scatter
of adjacent points in Fig. 4 is not due to a lack of precision, but probably to the spotiness of the small
scales of order of 10 cm. This hypothesis is under investigation.
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INFRARED RADIANCE MODEL OF THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE
T.C. Degges
H.J.P. Smith
Visidyne, Inc.
5 Corporate Place
South Bedford Street
Burlington, MA 01803
A knowledge of the natural infrared radiance originating in the earth's upper
atmosphere is of interest for systems design, military surveillance and the
advancement of knowledge about physical processes in the upper atmosphere. A
physical model to predict infrared emission has been implemented in a computer
program that computes infrared radiances for an earth's limb viewing geometry.
spectral region covered lies between 2.5 and 25 micrometers and

The nominal

emphasis is placed on radiation originating at altitudes between 50 and 300 km.
The basic result from the model is the calculation of the populations of
vibrational states of the important infrared emitters such as carbon dioxide,
water vapor, ozone and nitric oxide. In the troposphere and lower stratosphere,
molecular collisions are rapid enough to maintain vibrational populations in
kinetic equilibrium.

At higher altitudes, radiative de-excitation may be faster

than collisional or radiative excitation, and a non-equilibrium vibrational
population results.
The model uses collisional excitation and de-excitation
rates obtained from published data when possible and balances collisional
processes with absorption and emission of infrared radiation. The equations of
radiative transfer are solved at each level to include absorption of radiation
d

Some
from the earth's surface, all other atmospheric levels and the sun.
collisional rates have not yet been measured. Some of these have been estimated
by comparison with known rates and some have been approximated by comparing
model calculations with rocket probe measurements.
Observations of the infrared limb have been made from a rocket platform in
"ie Air Force Geophysics Laboratory Spectral Infrared Rocket Experiment (SPIRE
experiment).
We have inverted some of this data using a statistical method.
First a model for the emission process must be assumed. We also assume that the
emitting species has a uniform vertical profile in the region of the limb scans.
With these assumptions, a best fit statistical analysis of the observed limb
radiance profile is maoe to derive a profile of the radiating species. We use
both a non-linear least squares and a non-linear minimum chi-square best fit
criterion. We will present examples of profiles obtained from the SPIRE data by
this method, and discuss the accuracy and sources of uncertainty in the
analysis.
1.0

Introduction

The research reported here has had as its major objective the continued
development and improvement of an infrared radiance model of the atmosphere.
Such models are designed to simulate the radiative properties of the atmosphere

wo
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to provide predictions for Air Force and other Department of Defense design and
Comparison with available experimental measurements
surveillance programs.
provides greater understanding of the atmosphere and serves to check the
adequacy of the models. This paper summarizes work done since the report of
Degges and Smith (Reference 1).
The goal

of this effort

has been the further development

of a computer

infrared radiance background of the earth's

program to simulate the natural

upper atmosphere. The nominal spectral region under study lies between 2.5 and
25 micrometers and emphasis is placed on radiation originating at altitudes
The general problem area is of interest for
between 60 and 500 k-ilometers.
systems design, military surveillance and the advancement of knowledge about
physical processes in the upper atmosphere. The immediate application of this
work is to aid in developing optimum infrared background measurements programs
and in interpreting the results of such measurements.
In the troposhere and lower stratosphere, collisional processes are rapid
enough to control the population of vibrational levels. Above 30 to 50 km,
however, collisional excitation becomes less efficient and radiative processes
become important. The combined effects of collisional and radiative processes
Below an altitude of about 9 kmm molecular
must therefore be considered.
nitrogen and oxygen are the most important collision partners.

Above that

altitude, atomic oxygen becomes important, both in exciting nitric oxide and in
determining molecular oxygen and nitrogen vibrational temperatures.
2.0
The

Physical Processes and Modeling
physical

processes

transport of infrared

and

assumptions

used

in developing

a model

for

radiation in the upper atmosphere are sketched below,

beginning with a general overview.
Figure 1 illustrates the geometry employed in the current modeling study. A
molecule at Point P absorbs radiation from three sources; (1) a collimated beam
from the sun, (2) a lower boundary which radiates as a black body, and (3) other
molecules between the lower and upper boundaries. Radiative transfer functions
have been derived to compute the effects of absorption of radiation by other
molecules between each of the sources and the molecule at Point P. At the same
time, each molecule is colliding with other molecules. These collisions excite
and de-excite vibrational and rotational levels of the molecule and supplement
or compete with radiational excitation and de-excitation.
In the absence of collisional
integral

excitation and de-excitation, the simplest

equation that may be written to describe radiative transport

finite plane parallel atmosphere is

BEL.

in a
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J( ) : )

5'maxk

- tI ) J(t)dt + S( )

1

(1)

0

This equation assumes that there is only one radiative transition involved and
that the radiation emitted by a molecule after absorption is independent of the
direction of incidence. Here r is a measure of the optical path length in the
vertical direction. J(, ) is a dimensionless measure of the population of the
KI( ) is the radiative transfer function which

upper, emitting molecular state.

accounts for absorption of radiation emitted by molecules at a vertical path
length -T distant from the absorbing molecule. S(-t)is an auxiliary function
which includes the effects of radiation originating outside the atmosphere.

If

there is only a black body source located at the lower boundary from which
optical path length is measured (T = 0 at the lower boundary) then
S(T) = - No K2 (")

(2)

is the radiance of the lower boundary in arbitrary units such as watts
2
cm-2-ster - I
-ster "I or the spectral radiance in units such as watts cm

Here N
cm

(wavelength interval)-1.
In the gray or spectrally independent case, when Equation (2) holds, the
kernal function K()

is the first exponential integral E1 (T) and the function

K2 (T) describing absorption from the black body source is the second exponential
integral E2 (T).
These functions are described in detail in such works as
kourganoff (Reference 2).
When a colimated beam of light is incident on the top of the atmosphere,
another term must be added to the function S(t) in Equations (1) and (2) to
account for this.
has an intensity

If the flux is incident at a zenith angle with cosine p and
in arbitrary units such as rF watts cm- 2 normal to its

direction, the term added to S(t) has the form FM1[ max - r)/m].
case, M1 ( ) is simply exp

(-

).

In the gray

The corresponding functions for individual

spectral lines and bands will be described after a closer
interaction of electromagnetic radiation with a single molecule.

look

at

the

In developing a realistic model of the interaction of radiation with matter,
it is necessary to take into account the details of absorption.

Line shape must

be considered because it determines the amount of radiation escaping from an
optically thick layer of gas. Thus, for a large optical thickness (greater than
a magnitude of about 10), the total emission from an isolated spectral line with
Lorentz shape is proportional to the square root of the optical thickness, while
that from a line with Doppler shape is proportional to the square root of the
logarithm of

the optical

thickness.

In addition, absorption

of radiation

emitted at one place in the gas by a molecule at another location cannot be
computed without knowledge of the line shape.

W : , "....................................
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,r,...--...

,' '

,,
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At

high altitudes,

the profile

of the

spectral

absorption

curve of an
individual line in a variation-rotation band is predominantly due to velocity or
boppler broadening. Kuhn and London (Reference 3), who investigated the heat
budget of the atmosphere between 30 and 110 ki, reported that radiative transfer
calculations require the use of the Voigt profile (including both collisional
and Doppler broadening) at altitudes between 20 and 70 km. However, the Doppler
profile is adequate at higher altitudes where the Doppler shape is the largest
contributor to line broadening.
The radiative transfe- functions required to treat transfer of resonance
radiation in a single line are well

known for the Voigt profile and its two

limiting cases, the Doppler and Lorentz profiles.

Avrett and Hummer (Reference

4) review the properties of these functions, giving series expansions for small
values of optical thickness.
For a single line with Voigt profile, the radiative transfer functions for
use in Equation (1) are
2

Kl(a, ) =f(a,x)]

K2 (a,T)

EI[Tf(a,x)] dx

f(a,x) E2 [f(a,x)] dx

=

M (t

=

(3)

(4a)

(4b)

ano
M1 (a,T)

4

f(a,x)e-Tf(ax) dx

(5)

In extending this treatnent of radiative transfer to a vibration-rotation
band, in adjition to assuming that each line has the same Voigt profile shape,
the following assumptions are made:
1. Rotational levels within a vibrational level
remain in equilibrium with the translational
temperature.
2. There is a complete redistribution of frequency
within a single line following absorption of
radiation.
3. There is complete redistribution of absorbed
energy among all rotational levels.
4. Line strengths are used as if each line were at
the band center, neglecting wavelength
variation across a band.
5. There is no overlap of adjacent lines.
6. Temperature variations at different levels do
not affect the radiative transfer.
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If g
so that

is the fraction of total band strength associated with a single line,
Z gj

1

(6)

J

and the sum over J may involve complete sumation over rotational quantum number
for two or more branches. The optical thickness at the center of a single line
will be given by Tgj, where t is the optical thickness that would result if the
entire

band strength were

in a single line.

Then the radiative transfer

functions for a band may be defined as functions of radiative transfer functions
for a single line, as follows:
Kb (aj ) = I

1

Kb (a

JJ

) =

g2 K, (aTgj)

(7)

gj K2 (aTgj)

(8)

gj)

(9)

gj M1 (a,

1

In practice, rather than formally integrate a modified Equation (1) including
a T dependent A to account for collisional de-excitation, and an additional
source term to account for collisional excitation, the computer program sets an
initial vibrational population at each altitude and computes the total radiative
excitation at each level which results from the sum of radiation from the earth
ano lower atmosphere, the sun and other levels in the atmosphere.
The band functions are used to determine the effects of absorption between a
molecule at a given altitude and the various sources of radiation affecting a
given band in the following way.
boundary and to each level
- ]conditions,

The vertical optical paths to the lower
in the atmosphere are computed and, for daytime

the optical path to the assumed top of the atmosphere in the
direction of the sun using the secant of the solar zenith angle as a multiple.
The effective radiation from the lower boundary is determined by multiplying the
surface radiancy by the appropriate Kb2 function.

The effective radiation from

the other levels of the atmosphere may be obtained by integrating the produce of
emission at each level and the band function KI,
Satmftp)

p~

=

.
b (at
- t) dt
atmP - t) K1 pp
p(10)

J(t

-,

P) Kb (a, t -T p) dt

p
Numerical integration is avoided for contributions from nearby atmospheric
layers by assuming that the relative vibrational population between two points
varies linearly with optical thickness. The integral relations between the band
are used in the form
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J2(A + Bt) Kb (a,t) dt
ba

-J(t) Kb (a, t) dt
bb

A

)
K ) - J(

J(

+1

1

2)

Kb (a,

Kb (a,i)

(11)

2

1~

2t

where
b

--

(a,t) dt

(12)

0

At large optical thicknesses, where the contribution to excitation is small, the
radiative transfer functions used in the programs are not accurate enough for
the subtractions in Equation (11) to yield meaningful results and Equation (10)
is evaluated by the trapezoidal rule.
Vibrational populations are determined by balancing collisional and radiative
excitation and de-excitation rates. The new vibrational populations are used to
compute a second approximation to the radition field. The iterative process is
repeated
between two and ten times, depending on the molecular
vibration-rotation transition involved.
Total

band

intensities

at

an

observation

point

inside

or

outside

the

atmosphere are computed by determining the optical path from each level to the
observation point and integrating the product of local emission rate and the
band function MbI (a,- ). This integration also uses a semi-analytical form for
atmospheric layers close to the assumed detector location with the relation
ortJ (t) b (a, t) dt -A

+ Bt) Mb (a, t) dt

1
=

1
J(rl) Lb (a, i

+
where

+

T

-

J(T 2) Lb (a,T 2 )

(a,

L) 1 (a,

(13)

2

2 -1

b
L5
(a,-r

Mb (a, t) dt

(14)

and

(a. ) =

Lb (a,t) dt

(15)

Again, trapezoidal integration is used for layers far away
The

spectral

distribution of radiation

nrom the detector.

is determined by

finding a mean

effective temperature and line-of-sight column density for the radiating
molecules, computing intensity for each line in the band with the line function
L(a, r), summing the line emission rates and scaling each line emission rate so
that the total band intensity is obtained.
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The above analysis has been presented for the general Voigt profile.

Actual

use of the radiative transfer functions in the programs has been restricted to
the Doppler profile. This restriction is adequate for the water vapor and ozone
bands which in the concentrations used in the program have a maximum vertical
optical thickness at line center less than three. For limb viewing of carbon
Efforts to find a general way
dioxide bands the Voigt profile should be used.
of setting up the radiative transfer functions to use a Voigt profile that
varies with altitude have not been successful.

Exploratory calculations show

that the computed radiance values for strongest bands at a tangent height of 60
kilometers may be in error by 20 - 50 percent. In view of the uncertainties in
chemical abundances, this error is not felt to be serious.
functions have been used for the non-linear
The match between radiative
molecules as were used for the linear molecules.
transfer functions has been made by determining a single "effective" rotational
This was done by computing
constant for the non-linear tri-atomic molecules.
actual radiative transfer functions for a limited range of optical thicknesses
The

same radiative

transfer

adequate to cover that need in the model. The computed functions were compared
with those for the linear molecules and the effective rotational constant need
to produce an approximate match at optical thickness at line center of about two
was used.
3.0

Results From Computational Model

The high altitude spectral radiance program can produce spectral radiance
profiles for wavelengths between 2.5 and 25 mmicrometers or between 400 and 4000
Results are presented here based on estimated abundance profiles
of the four species CO2 , H2 0, 03 and NO. The temperature and pressure profiles
Upwelling
used were -aken from the U.S. Atmosphere, 1976 (Reference 5).
terrestrial radiances are assumed to be those corresponding to a black body

wave numbers.

source at the ground level temperature.
Representative limb viewing radiance profiles are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
These results are based on the concentration profiles of Reference 1, with
number densities of N2 , 02 and 0 from Reference 5. Comparison of day and night
profiles for a given tangent height shows that the low energy (small wave number
and long wavelength) band radiances do not vary appreciably during the day. The
high altitude high energy bands, however, do vary in intensity by as much as two
orders of magnitude as a result of resonant and fluorescent emission following
absorption of solar radition. This is shown clearly in the CO2 4.3 micrometer
bands and in the water vapor complex at 2.7 micrometers.
may be more convenient to have available the total
radiance of an individual band rather than the spectrum of the region where the
This may aid in making allowances for species abundances
band is located.
different from those assumed in a computation or in assigning an experimentally
For some purposes,

it

observed radiance value to one species rather than another.
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Figures 4 and 5 show night and day limb radiance values for CO2 bands.

Note

particularly the seven bands of the CO2 15 micrometer band complex, the 4.3
micrometer v3 band and the two fluorescent bands originating from the V3 state,
the 10.42 micrometer 000-10001 band and the 9.60 micrometer 00011.
The 15
micrometer band radiances vary little between day anc night.
During the day,
however, the radiance of the 4.3 micrometer band rises from its night value of
-8
and 2 x 10- 7
between 1i-9 and 10- 8 watts/cm2-ster to a value of between 10
watts/cm 2-ster.

This band is thick in the limb viewing geometry, and most of

the increase is due to increased vibrational temperatures at altitudes above 90
km.
the 10.41 and 9.60 micrometer bands, which have much lower optical
thickness, gives a better indication of the altitudes at which the solar
excitation is important. The 60 km value is about 4 x 10-8 watts/cm 2 -ster day
or night.
A limited amount of data from the ICECAP Program is available for comparison
with the results of the radiance computer program.
Figure 6 compares peak
spectral radiance values for the 15 micrometer band measured by Rogers, et al.
(Reference 6) with those computed by the present mocel and concentrations of
Reference 1 (Model 1), and (Model II) using the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1962
(Reference 7) temperature profile with 180 K resopaus temperature and uniform
mixing of CO2 . The differences are due principally to differing temperature
profiles and assumed CO2 mixing ratios.
Figure 7 compares the radiance model prediction with the data of Rogers, et
al. (Reference 6), this time for the ozone v3 bano. The amount of ozone used
for the calculation is optically thin in the upwaro cirection, and doubling the
amount would double the computed radiance. The plottec experimental data agrees
with the measurement to within a factor of two.
The shape of the observed
radiance curve supports the accuracy of the ozone measurements of Hays and Roble
(Reference 8) and their interpretation that their observed ultraviolet
absorption is due to ozone and not a mesopheric aerosol layer. Figure 7, as
well as Figure 6, shows that at least some results of the radiance program are
in agreement with measured radiances, and suggests that with more accurate data
on atmospheric temperature and composition, observations will either confirm
model predictions or show how modeling algorithms must be modified. Rogers, et
al.

(Reference 0) have used this model

to determine mesopheric

water vapor

composition.
Limb viewing geometry from a rocket or satellite offers advantages for
inversion techniques.
A principal advantage arises in the narrowing of the
individual rotational linewidths as the altitude increases. This decrease in
linewioth together with temperature variations causes the band structures to
narrow as well and thus provides for gaps in the IR spectra of the major species
in which the spectra of minor species may be observec.
A case in point is
providea by the AFGL SPIRE experiment in which a rocket instrumented with CVF
spectrometers was launched at local dawn from Poker Flat, Alaska. Although the
6 on band of H2 0 predominates at lower altitudes, the ' band of NO2 is observed
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on the nightside between the P and R branches of water as the tangent height
increases

through

the

stratosphere.

This

has

been

concentrations of NO2 (Reference 10) using the
radiance-transmission program, FASCODE (Reference 11).

used to
AFGL

estimate the
line-by-line

The line-by-line method of inversion is clearly not efficient for inverting
Another method was devised applying the
to such broad-band measurements.
non-linear least squares technique( References 12, 13) ) using Marguardt's maximum neighborhood technique (Reference 14). The heart of this technique lies in
the approximation of the radiative mechanism of the moelcule of interest. To
illustrate the use of the least-squares method a simple band model was selected
for the P branch of the 6 um water band. The results of the inversion are shown
in Figure HS A1 where we have plotted some of the RMS variance data from Harries
(Reference 14). The agreement is satisfactory clnsidering the known variability
of water vapor and the fact that the SPIRE measurement is at sub-artic latitudes
and Harries' results are heavily weighted by the more humid mid-latitude
observations.
In summary, a number of inversion methods have been applied with success to
IR limb scanning measurements. Further development of the statistical method is
expected for use in the forthcoming CIRRIS experiment aboard the space shuttle.
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MINIMUM DETECTABLE QUANTITIES OF TRACE GASES
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ABSTRACT
We will summarize studies that define the capability of a Fourier spectrometer
(FTS) system to remotely detect and characterize particular gaseous emissions by groundlevel stationary sources.
The principal result of the studies is a tabulation of predicted minimum detectable quantities (MDO's) for 14 trace gases including DF, HF and N2 0.
The detectable (observable) quantity of the target gas is essentially the product of
the molecular column thickness of the gas in the line-of-sight and the Planck spectral
radiance difference between the target gas and background averaged over the detection
band.
The MDQ's are the values of this quantity which correspond to approximately 95 percent probability of detection and one percent probability of false detection. Although
derived for a particular baseline system and measurement geometry, the results can be
scaled to other conditions.

*

The baseline FTS systems modelled in the studies employ mosaic focal planes
together with optical designs or data processing techniques that perform background subDetection and
traction to obtain the target-background spectral radiance contrast.
quantification of the target gases are based on the degree of correlation of the observed
The pretarget spectral contrast with predicted target spectral contrast signatures.
dicted signatures for some of the target molecules are based on radiance/transmittance
spectra generated by the computer code FASCOD1 developed by the U.S. Air Force Geophysics
It is shown that this type of spectral correlation provides unambiguous
Laboratory.
detection and accurate quantification at spectrum signal-to-noise levels significantly
less than unity.
1.

INTRODUCTION

A localized cloud of particular gases that have IR absorption bands, eg, the
chemical effluent of a stationary source or the exhaust plume of an aircraft engine, can
be detected on the basis of the contrast it produces in an infrared scene image. obvious
requirements in this method of remote detection are that the cloud temperature is different from the background brightness temperature and that the resultant spatial radiance
contrast is distinguishable from background clutter.
Resolution of the IR image into many spectral elements will enhance the ability of
the system to distinguish between different target species having overlapping spectral
bands and to suppress the effects of interferences, particularly those resulting from
spatial and temporal variations in atmospheric absorption and background emission.
and. othses that seinly
i
nd
watge
codplu-bcrure
smetof whichleethe
ofdTeos
msiis pnicture inecFig.et1.avscne tat
Tlds
hemdetctio prbluem thatd ws stuied
specromthavin tat msaicnl
cludesetos
aschmica effluentclou ise viewaredtb anairsbrnen
A related study performed by the Space Systems Group (ANAPOL, et at, 1979)
the background.
compared both FTS and grating spectrometer concepts as candidates for this application.
The study showed that when the relative throughputs and efficiencies and detector array
requirements are compared (for the particular instantaneous fields of view and telescope
sizes represented in our baseline sensor models) , the FTS system is clearly superior,
assuming the detector arrays were representative of then-current (1979) technology.
The basic radiometric design requirements and tradeoffs for this type of FTS
application were established in an earlier study that was summarized yesterday by
Mr. Coleman (Paper No. 22).
The FTS baseline configuration that was selected uses a four-port Michelson interferometer with a single dichroic and two detector mosaics in each of the two output ports
This arrangement allows the simultaneous detection of up to four different
(see Fig. 2).
The fourth port (a second input port) provides for illumination of the
target species.
back side of the interferometer beamsplitter by an internal blackbody reference or by a
different (background) portion of the external scene than is viewed by the primary input
port.
Utilization of the fourth port in this manner effects an optical lubtraction of
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Detection Scenario

the scene and reference blackbody spectra or of the displaced scene spectra, and, more
important, results in a potentially large reduction in the interferogram dynamic range
(see VANASSE, et al, 1977). If the reference blackbody and background have the same
brightness temperature, the resultant target-background spectral contrast obtained by
this optical scheme is the same as would be obtained using a conventional single-port
interferometer and merely subtracting the outputs of two different mosaic elements. The
details of the selected baseline configuration are given in a technical report to be
published by the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (ZACHOR, 1980).
The computed system noise-equivalent spectral radiances (NESR's) and corresponding
MDO's given in this paper apply to the baseline configuration defined in ZACHOR, 1980.
However, many of the results are applicable, with suitable scaling and/or redefinition
of parameters, to other sensor configurations including non-multiplexing spectrometers.
Also, the results assume that the sensor views the target in the nadir direction from an
altitude above most of the atmosphere. A Midlatitude Summer model atmosphere is assumed.
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THEORETICAL BASIS

2.

The idea of a "minimum detectable quantity" (MDQ) implies that the target gas concentrations are very low. It also implies a benign background, since background (and
atmospheric) interferences would generally require using a higher detection threshold,
which would allow detection only at higher concentration levels. Specifically, it will
be assumed that the target cloud is optically thin in the spectral bands used for detection, and that the background and atmosphere in the two fields of view (IFOV's) used to
obtain the spectral contrast are identical. We will discuss in Section 4 how the effects
of background and atmospheric interferences can affect the computed MDQ's. The only type
of interference included is system (detector) noise.
It can be shown that under the stated assumptions the spectral radiance contrast
for the two IFOV's indicated in Fig. 1 is given by
N 2 -N 1 c DT

ANV

D

=

uEB

Lg

+ NOISE,
(1)

(TgTsfc)

where
TV = atmospheric spectral transmittance between the target and sensor,
gV= spectral absorption coefficient of the (single) target gas,
u = molecular column thickness of the target gas (number of molecules
per unit area),
and

between the radiance of a blackbody at the gas temperaAi = difference
ture T and the actual radiance of the background at temperature
Tsfc, gaveraged over the detection spectral band.

The detectable quantity, denoted by D, is essentially a scale factor in the measured
contrast spectrum. Equation (1) is an approximation only because we have replaced the
actual spectral variation ABu by its average value. However, the variation is slow
compared to that of TV and agy and is nearly linear over narrow spectral bands, so that
the approximation is a good one, especially if TV = 1 and agV is more-or-less symmetrical about the center of the detection band.
can be obtained using a lineA reasonably accurate theoretical estimate of T a
by-line computer code such as AFGL's FASCODI. Then an eMimate D' of D can be obtained
by finding the value that minimizes the mean square difference between the measured
is a function of the gas temperature, but
spectrum ANV and D'T a . Of course, a
"
the use ofgsome guess temperature in computing a gV will not
3a 9V /3T <<3AB V /aT Vg4ence
re ult In a large egror in D-.
Some simple types of background and atmospheric interferences can be suppressed by
from these spectra before they are used to estisubtracting the means of AN and T a
mate D. Assuming this operation hsg5 een performed on Eq. (1), the least-squares estimator of D is
D'

(a-a) (b-E)
2
(55) 2 -

=

~

L(b-

Cab
-- 7(2)
a

where a F AN + NOISE, b = Ta , and the summations are over the digitized spectrum
values. EquXtion (2) is thevpgscription for computing the estimate D' given the measurement a and reference contrast spectrum b. By combining Eqs. (1) and (2), we find that
D can also be expressed by

D'

D + abn

(3)

-I
0
b

where ab
and 0b1s

is the covariance of the digitized reference spectrum and the spectrum noise,
the variance of the digitized reference spectrum.

The spectrum noise samples will be Gaussian with zero mean, and the samples will
also be independent provided the sample spacing is equal to the resolution AV of the FTS
system. It can be shown that if the spacing is AV the second term of Eq. (3) is simply
bn
b

xon
-

Mab

=

/I NE RT
-

£xo

(4)

D

/ ob

.4

.

*
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where x is a unit normal random variate, M is the total number of resolved spectral
elements in the spectra a and b, and NESR is the average system noise-equivalent
sectral radiance over the detection band. Note that the effective rms noise an equals
/7
because AN, is the difference of two measurements with independent noise, or the
result of an optical subtraction (interference) of two modulated interferometer signals
with equal photometric (dc) components. Thus, the rms uncertainty in D, is aD /
(A Ob ) .
The quantity
abD

S
V-

(5)

is the rms signal variation over the rms spectral noise or the spectral detection signaZto-noise. Since D'/ao
is this quantity times A, it is evident that for sufficiently
large M, the detectabie quantity can be estimated accurately even if local spectrum features are well below the noise level (S/N << 1).
D will be negative if the target gas is observed in absorption (is cooler than the
background) and positive if it is observed in emission. Hence, detection of the target
gas can be based on the test

1D'I

?R

(6)

where RD is some predetermined threshold. Knowing the statistics of D' (Eqs. 3 and 4)
we can work out the statistics for ID'I for both target present (D # 0) and target not
present (D = 0), and finally determine a threshold R that yields satisfactory detection
and false detection probabilities. It can be shown that the value
RD

=

2.58 o D ' = 2.58

/

(7)

Y REM

results in approximately 95 percent detection probability and approximately one percent
false detection probability when D equals
4.23 oD'

=

MOO

4.23

.

(8)

/i ob
This, by definition, is the minimum detectable quantity.

The N-i , M and a all vary with Av. One can argue that a near-optimum value for
Av is the halfwidth of thg target-1 gas spectral lines, which is -0.1 cm-1 foj targets near
sea-level. That is, Av - 0.1 cm
will give the smallest MDO from Eq. (8).
The single
parameter in Eq. (8) that depends on the target gas and detection geometry is 0 h, the
standard deviation of the reference spectrum Tvagv degraded to 0.1 cm-

resolution.

Figure 3 is an example of a radiance spectrum N 2 , transmission spectrum Tv and
reference spectrum T Micomputed using FASCODl. The spectrum N2 ( N1 ) determines the
system NF-R since the detectors in the baseline system are background limited.
3.

MDQ RESULTS

The study determined the MDQ's for several candidate detection bands of each of
14 different molecular species. The "best" band for each species was selected on the
basis of the corresponding minimum detectable column thicknesses (MIN u's) for a given
temperature difference between target cloud and background. The relationship between
MIN u and MDQ is, of course, strongly dependent on the spectral location of the detection
band through the Planck function temperature derivative. Table 1 lists the best bands,
the l-'s for a 10-second spectrum scan time, the corresponding MDQ and the MIN v. The
last quantity is the minimum detectable concentration in ppmV for tho conditions noted in
the table footnote.
4.

DISCUSSION

The computed MDQ's can be used to determine the combinations of localized trace
gas column thickness and gas-background temperature difference that can be detected from
a high altitude platform. The method as we have presented it can also quantify the
detectable quantity D, but not the column thickness or temperature difference. This

One can use spectra having many points per Av -- this would not appreciablly affect the
MDQ, but Eq. (8) would not be valid for calculating the MDQ unless N is redefined.
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deficiency might not be important in some applications. For example, the method might
be useful as a screening technique to limit the number of targets or events that will
or more sophisticated remote detection techniques.
require in-eitu measurements
3
we have examined the possibility of inferring u, To and Tsf, by a more detailed
analysis of the measured spectra and have concluded that hese quantities can be determined with reasonable accuracy when the detectable quantity is much greater than the MDQ.
However, if the target cloud contains another species (such as C02 ) that may not be of
particular interest but is present in sufficiently large quantity, the cloud temperature
can be determined with high accuracy by a detailed analysis of its spectrum, and then
accuracy, even if the target
the target
gas column thickness canThebe capabilities
inferred withof high
the method to infer target gas
present at the MDQ level.
gas is

column thickness and temperature requires a detailed specification of the expected total
composition of the cloud.
We examined the effects of errors in the estimate of atmospheric transmittance TV
arising from normal variations in the vertical column thickness and distribution of
~atmospheric species. These uncertainties result in MDO and D' estimates that vary by
less than a factor of two for most of the 14 species.

- +

~Atmospheric

~will

spatial variations on a scale equal to the displacement of the two
IFOV's wi'l not significantly alter the detection and false detection probabilities if
spectral elements with strong atmospheric lines are excluded from the correlation
processing. For most of the 14 selected detection bands the number of spectral elements
that must be excluded to ensure high performance is not large enough to increase the MDQ
significantly. The study also showed that serious degradation of system performance
result from spatial variations in background temperature unless the spectra measured
in the two IFOV's are "prewhitened"; i.e., the Planck spectral radiance difference in
the measured contrast spectrum must be removed before it is correlated with the reference
spectrum.
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Table 1.

MDQ and MIN v

4
Gas
HF
HC1
NO 2

Band (cm- 1)

(W/cm2 sr-cm -1)

3240-3440

8.6 x 10-10

2900-3000
2850-2935

DF

2700-2900

HBr

2450-2650

N 20
CO
HI

2160-2210
2130-2185
2100-2200

1.3 x 10

-9

1.4 x 10

-9

2.6 x 10

-9

3.9 x 10

-9

3.1 x 10

-9

3.6 x 10

-9

4.8 x 10

-9

3.9 x 10

-9

Results

MDQ 2
(molec/cm
(W/cm2 -sr-cm -1 )
6.7 x 1013

MI

(2.1 x 106)

2.5 x 109

20

1.3 x 1010

92

3.5 x 109

17

2.4 x 1010

51

3.1 x 1010

22

7.2 x 1010

16

8.7 x 1012

5310

2.1 x 1012

163

CH 4

1295-1310

so2

1090-1210

1.5 x 10 8

2.7 x 1011

16

NH

915-970

1.1 x 10-8

2.0 x 1010

1.0

3.4 x 1010

1.6

5.7 x 1010

2.8

6.7 x 1011

32

4.0 x 1011

19

3
HNO 3

887.5-902.5

-

6.0 x 10

-9
-9

C 2 H4 02

880-1000

2.0 x 10

CH 3 I

790-990

2.4 x 10 -

NO 2

710-795

1.3 x 10

-8

v

(ppmV)

For baseline system and dwell time = 10 secs.
MIN v = minimum detectable volume concentration for td = 10 secs., cloud thickness =
10 m, AT = 50 C., Tsfc = 300K.
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SUMMARY OF SESSION III

UPPER ATMOSPHERE EFFECTS : THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS
by
Prof. A. M. Scheggi, Chairwoman

This session previously planned for including 9 papers was reduced to 5 papers, due to withdrawing
or lack of clearance for 4 of them. Interesting experimental results CSPIRE, BAMON experimentt] were
shown (19, 20, 23) on infrared earth's upper atmosphere emission (L 1:5 - 20 pm) obtained from data measured by rocket or baloon borne sophisticated instrumentation (such as for instance specialized cryogenic
i.r. instrumentations, cryogenic telescope spectrometer, SWIR spectrometer, MICHELSON interferometer
spectrometer etc.) and the comparison with theoretical models were also discussed. Remote sensing of the
structure tunction of the atmosphere by means of stellar scintillation measurements was described (21),
performed with a new fast optical ground based apparatus (including a large telescope, a surface photo
electric image receiver and a specialized two-dimensional correlator). Comparison with other technique
measurements was quite satisfactory. The method appears to be a powerful tool for studying the phenomena
of intermittency in the inner and outer scale and thus allowing to model the turbulence temporal variation.
Other reported studies (25) were aimed to define the capability and design requirements of a remote
Fourier spectrometer system to detect and characterize gaseous emissions by ground level stationary sources. Further field tests will be useful to demonstrate the effectiveness of the developed method.

*gned

In conclusion the researches described in the cited papers have a twofolded interest : there is
the aspect of the basic knowledge of the physical and chemical processes occuring in the upper atmosphere
for which the remarkable amount and quality of data already collected or which will be obtained with desiexperiments are of fundamental help. But there is also the practical interest of having an improved
modeling of the atmosphere and related propagation effects in connection with problems such as sensing
systems design or military surveillance.
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CH SE~SSION III

UPPER ANOSR

-Paper
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THBOM AND EXERM~r

213 Optical Caremote sensing in the upper atmosphere by multidimensional analysis of stellar

1k. D. W. Hanson :Have you compared the whole aperture scintillation calculated from a measured profile
with the whole aperture scintillation directly measured with your instrument ?
Mr. J. Vernin :We have compared the scintillation on a small aperture and the scintillation deduced
from a measured profile with the whole aperture scintillation. The agreement is very good.
(When you have the %2jprofile it is possible to make the integration over the whole atmosphere.
If you have only one photomultiplier, YOU put on the entrance a pupil. You can reach the rate of
acintillation and you know that there ia a connection between the integral of 2~over the whole
atmosphere and the rate of scintillation on the pupil).
Dr.A. Consortini :Do you think that it will be possible to do measurement with time lag x large in order to have informationa on long period variations ?
Mr.J. Vernin :We are restricted to the period of the star passing near from the meridian (about 3 hours).
For longer time lag (a day), we are restricted by the weather and the time we can use the telescope.
I think it would be very difficult to make a daily statistical analysis.
Mr.J. C. Pourny :Faites-vous lea meaures de nuit ?
Mr.J. Vernin :Oui uniquement. Toutefois las mesures de viteases de couches turbulentes, dont is n'ai
pas parli ici, qui se font our des 6toilas excesaivenent brillantes, peuvent se faire de jour.
Mr.J. C. Pourny :Loraque vous pourauivez une fitoile avec le tfilescope vous fites obligfi de changer la
direction de visae. Quelle compte en tenez-vous ?
lir.J. Vernin :Le problime eat d'effectuer la correction par s~cante z au fur at A mesure que V'on suit
1'6toile.
Le changement de direction de visde n'est pas autrement ginant, car la vitease angulaire du tfilescope eat petite devant la vitesse angulaire de d~placement des couches.
*Mr..?.

C. Pourny :Pouvez-voua dficrire l'autocorrfilateur sur lea images de cam~ra ?
Hr..?. Vernin :Notre corr~lateur a 6td conqu pour utiliser le maximum de l'information bidimensionnelle

*
f

contanue dane nos images. Dane le cas d'une corrdlation bidimensionnelle nous effectuona le produit
d'un point particulier de l'image par tous lea autres points. Pour une corrfilation A une dimension,
nous faisona is produit du premier point d'une ligne TV par tons lea autres points de Ia mime ligne
at nous accumulona toutes lea lignes. Dans lea deux caa on peut montrer qua la fonction calculfie
converge vera la corrilation recherchie.
14r.P. Halley :Vous avez fait allusion aux ondes de grevit6. Avaz-vous tentAi le rapprochemement antre
las scintillationa optiques observies et des meaures de preasion baromfitriques effectu~ea au aol,
c'eat-A-dire le rapprochement avec des ondes acoustiw-gravitationnelles ?
Mr.J. Vernin :Non, noua n'avons jamaia fait de mesures simultanfies avec des microbarographes au niveau
du aol, par contre nous avona fait beaucoup, de mesures avec des sondes embarqufies par des ballons
pour mesurer la preasion, la temp~rature, tr~s rapidement, c'est-&-dire lea fluctuations duiCa at
des sondes qui meauraient aussi la vitease pour essayer de retrouver le gradient de vent A l'intArieur des couches (Aiquipe de J. BARAT du service d'aironomie du CNRS). Disons qua lea risultata sont
en cours d'61aboration at qu'il y a une tr~s bonne concordance entre le C2 qu'on trouve avec lea sondes de tempfirature at nos mesures at qu'il y a aussi une bonne concordance Trlatruectrvde par lea capteurs de vitesse at Ia turbulence de tempfirature mesurle par Una autre mathode.
Dr.C.R. Giuliano :In looking at the color-coded sounding data there appeared to be a few occasions when
the turbulence almost disappeared. Would you comment on these observations.
Dr. J. Vernin :It appears actualy that in some circumstances several layers show simultaneously a lovi
level of turbulence. In that cases the astronomers will have a very good "Seeing".
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LINE-OF-SIGHT OPTICAL COMMUNICATION THROUGH LOW-VISIBILITY WEATHER
Jeffrey H. Shapiro
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
and Research Laboratory of Electronics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
SUMMARY
There exists the possibility of improved atmospheric optical communication through
low-visibility weather by exploitation of the scattered light. This paper summarizes the
multiple forward-scatter propagation model for a line-of-sight optical link operating in
low-visibility weather. Using this model, digital communication performance for diffractionlimited and wide field-of-view receivers are compared. It is shown that background-light
suppression is the key to extended link operability in the daytime. Three techniques for
achieving this suppression are: use of a wide-angle narrowbend optical filter at the
receiver, operation at mid-ultraviolet wavelengths, and use of adaptive phase compensation
at the receiver. The promise and drawbacks of these approaches are briefly discussed.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The apparent limitations imposed by low-visibility weather conditions (haze,rain, snow,
fog, etc.) on atmospheric optical communication systems are self evident. Consider a conventional line-of-sight link, whose receiver responds only to the unscattered light arriving
along the boresiqht from the transmitter. The principal effect of low-visibility atmospheric
propagation on this link is to increase the path loss incurred by a factor of exp(-BL),
where a is the atmospheric extinction coefficient at the operating wavelength, and L is the
path length. A commonly acgepted approximation holds that exp(-BL), at visible wavelengths,
will be on the order of 10
when L equals the visibility (Middleton, W.E.K.,1958;McCartney,
E.J.,1976).
At these wavelengths, therefore, a conventional system must withstand a 40dB
extinction loss to operate reliably when the visibility is half the path length; an 80dB
power margin is needed when the visibility is a quarter of the path length.
The severity of the preceding extinction levels justifies the use of fiber optics for
reliable,high-bandwidth, terrestrial optical-communication networks. Even so, there are
circumstances in which atmospheric links may be preferable. For example, where cable
rights-of-way are unobtainable, or where frequent link and network reconfiguration is
necessary, or where optical-broadcast operation is desired.
To some extent, the atmospheric-link outage time caused by low-visibility weather can
be reduced by operation at a wavelength, such as the 10.6 pm C0 2 -laser wavelength, for which
the extinction coefficient is smaller than that for visible wavelengths (Chu,T.S., and Hogg,
D.C.,1968; Kopeika, N.S., and Bordogna, J.,1970).
This approach, however, merely postpones
the inevitable. In particular, although a smaller 8 value enables operation at a higher L
value for the same extinction, the conventional system is still limited to small optical
thickness, T = 8L, operation because of the e- T extinction loss. On the other hand, the
extinction coefficient at most visible and many infrared wavlengths is due primarily to
scattering rather than absorption. There exists, therefore, the potential for improved
line-of-sight optical link operability through exploitation of the scattered light in
addition to the unscattered light (Heggestad, H.M.,1968;Kennedy, R.S.,1970;Clark,J.R., and
Baird, J.R.,1975; Robinson,S.R.,1977;Shapiro, J.H., and Warde,C.,1981).
For several years, the Optical Propagation and Communication Research Group at M.I.T.
has been concerned with the problem of line-of-sight optical communications under lowvisibility weather conditions. Drawing upon the talents of device physicists and communication engineers this group has been addressing the issues of optical propagation in turbid
atmospheres (Paik,W.H.,et al.,1978;Reilly,D.M., and Warde,C.,1979;Nakai,J.,1980;Ross,W.S.,
1980;Nguyen,T.T.,1980; Ross,W.S.,et al.,1981), communication through optical scattering
channels (Kennedy, R.S.,1970;Robinson,S.R.,1977;Paik,W.H.,1978;Shapiro, J.H.,1980;Shapiro,
J.H., and Warde,C.,1981), and devices and techniques for space distributed optical phase
compensation (Warde,C.,et al.,1978;Fisher,A.D., and Warde,C.,1979;Fisher,A.D.,1981).
This paper summarizes some of our recent communication analysis work. The development
here is partly tutorial in order to emphasize the close interrelationships between propagation effects, communication system design, and device technology in approaching the fundamental performance limits for atmospheric optical communication.
2.

COMMUNICATION ANALYSIS

This section comprises an abbreviated communication analysis for line-of-sight optical
scattering channels based upon the multiple forward-scatter (MFS) propagation model
(Shapiro,J.H.,1980;Ross,W.S., et al.,1981).
2.1

Propagation Model

In the MFS propagation model, the single-scatter atmospheric phase function is assumed
to have a sharp forward-scattering peak plus significant amounts of wide-angle scatter and
backscatter. It is assumed that the receiver does not collect any light that has undergone widt,-angle scatter or backscatter so that these portions of the scattering function
may be lumped into the absorption term (Mooradian,G.C.,et al.,1979).
The resultinq
truncated phase function, which consists solely of the forward-scattering peak permits
the multiple-scattering equations to be solved via the small-angle approximation. Although
the validity of this theory is not fully established, experiments (Mooradian,G.C., et al.,
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1979;Psso,C.R.,979;Ross,W.S.,et al.,1981) indicate that it is consistent with observed
power transfer and angular spread characteristics.
Multipath predictions are less
well validated (Nakai,J.,1980) and no confirmation is available as yet for the coherence
time prediction. Nevertheless, lacking a better model at this time, we shall employ the
MFS approach.
Its principal results are as follows.
Power Transfer
Consider a continuous-wave laser transmitter of power PT, wavelength X, and initial
beam divergence OT (half cone angle).
Suppose the beam from this source is directed
towards a receiver L meters away with entrance pupil radius PR and field-of-view half
cone angle OR . Let the intervening propagation medium be a turbid atmosphere of absorption
coeffiecient aa , scattering coefficient 8 , forward-scattering efficiency 0, and rootmean-square forward scatter angle 6.
Under far-field propagation conditions, with 0L >>I,
the average detected power obeys (Shapiro,J.H.,1980)
<P
PD > =

[PT(PR/6 TL)
T(i)
D 1 + (0o/6T) 2

2]

exp[-a'L(
'P-B
[l + (6o/0R) 2 ]

In Eq.(1): P (pPR/8_L) 2 is the free-space propagation detected power; 2 exp 1-8 'L is the
effective ab orptidn loss, wh~re 8a
= 8 + s (I - 4);
[1 + (0o/8_)-]is-the beam
spread loss; and 11 + (0 / ) F-i is ths angular spread loss. Here 6 = 21/2/kp , for
k = 21r/A, gives the heam spPead/angular spread angle in terms of the c~annel coherence
length p0 = (3/6soLk2 F2)172. As will be seen below, <PD> greatly exceeds the unscattered
detected power,

where $ =8 a +

s

2
expl-aL],
(PD)uns = (PT(PR/aTL)
, under low-visibility conditions (8sL >> 1).

(2)

Multipath Spread
Suppose, in the system just described, that the field envelope at the source is
modulated to a bandwidth W Hz. This modulation will undergo flat fading, i.e., all the
frequency components of the beam suffer the same scattering-induced fading, when W is less
than the coherence bandwidth of the channel, Wc , given by (Nakai,J.,1980)
Wc = 14c/7r8SO(L6F) 2

(3)

In Eq.(3), c is the speed of light, and far-field propagation with 8sL >> 1 and 6 /0 >> 1
has been assumed. It follows from this result that multi~ath spread can be neglegte
for (transform-limited) pulses whose duration exceeds Wc- . Conversely, intersymbol
interference will occur in a digital communication link that employs a pulse modulation
format with pulse rate in excess of Wc-1.
Coherence Time
Suppose that in the system being considered, a pulse of duration T is transmitted by
the source. This pulse will undergo time-independent fading if T is less than the channel
coherence time, Tc . Via the frozen-flow hypothesis, we have (Ishimaru,A.,1978)
Tc = Po/v ,

(4)

where v is the transverse wind velocity. If the channel is underspread, i.e., if TcWc > 1,
then a pulse of duration T < T and bandwidth W = T- 1 < Wc will propagate without
suffering multipath spread or Eime-dependent fading.
2.2

Receiver Analysis

Consider the transmission of a single bit of information over the preceding propagation
channel via binary pulse-position modulation with transmitter peak power PT' pulse duration
T, and bit interval Tb > 2T. In a real communication system a sequence of bits will be
transmitted by repeated use of a basic signalling scheme. We have chosen binary pulseposition modulation for analysis because its symmetry obviates the need for channel parameter knowledge in designing optimum post-detection processing electronics._I
We shall assume an underspread channel (see below), with T < Tc and T
< W c, so that
the pulses
arrive undistorted except for a random fading level. For the sake of
brevity, only shot-noise-limited direct detection will be considered. Heterodyne-detection
receivers for the low-visibility channel have been studied as well (KennedyR.S.,1970;
Robinson,S.R.,1977).
The direct-detection systems are simpler to build, and when they
are quantum limited they outperform heterodyne systems.
Direct-Detection Receiver
A dTirect detection receiver for the preceding communication problem is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Optics are employed to focus the light collected within a OR hilf cone angle
field of view over the entrance pupil through an interference filter onto a photomultiplier
tube. The resulting output current is supplied to a discriminator/c-nter gated by the
receiver clock. We assume that the receiver clock is synchronized t
he pulse arrival
times for the two possible message bit values. In the real sequentia, communication
system, this synchronization information must be obtained with a tracking loop, or via a
synchronization preamble attached to the data stream.
The electronics counts photon detections occuring in the two time intervals corresponding to the message 0 and the message 1 pulses, and chooses the bit value associated
with the larger count as its output. Because of the symmetry of the pulse-position
modulation signal set, the foregoing photocurrent processor is the minimum error probability
decision rule. However, two general receivers may still be distinguished within the
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framework of Fig. I according to whether OR is matched to the diffraction limit 1/kP R of
the entrance-pupil optics, or to the angular-spread limit e of the channel. The former
receiver is the conventional "unscattered-light-only" systeg alluded to in the Introduction.
The latter system is a wide field-of-view ("photon bucket") receiver which responds to
the scattered light plus the unscattered light illuminating the entrance pupil. By
employing the low-photon coherence condition (Kennedy,R.S.,1970) the following simple
error probability results can be derived for these receivers.
Diffraction-Limited Performance
The diffraction-limited receiver uses the optimum field of view for communication
through free space. In low-visibility weather, however, it is a very inefficient collector
of signal light, although it is far less susceptible to background-light shot noise than
is wide field-of-view reception. The error probability for the diffraction-limited
receiver obeys (Kennedy,R.S.,1970;Robinson,S.R.,1977;Shapiro,J.H.,1980)

Pr(e)

<

2

exp(-nSDL) '

PDL
4

2"1exp(-nSDLPDL/ ),

>>

1

PDL >> 1

where nSDL = n; exp(-BL),
n=
1DL

2
nPTTPR/0TL) /2hv,

nSDL/nB

nB =

AXNXT/hv

for n the detector quantum efficiency, hv the photon energy, AX the optical filter bandwidth, and N X the background light spectral radiance.
Equation (5) exhibits the well known background light threshold effect. That is, when
the signal-to-background ratio pDL > 1, performance is signal shot-noise (quantum)
<<
1, performance is background shot-noise limited. For the same average
limited; when P
, it is greatly disadvantageous to be background
number of detecad signal photons,n
shot-noise limited. Equation (5) alB shows the exponential extinction of nSD L from its
free-space value n* as the optical thickness increases.
Wide Field-Df-View Performance
When there are significant amounts of scattering in the channel, better signal energy
the receiver field of view to the angular spread of the
extraction results from matching
0
scattered light, i.e., e = 0. This added signal energy is accompanied by increased
background-light collect~on. The resulting error probability satisfies (Kennedy, R.S.,1970;
Robinson,S.R.,1977;Shapiro,J.H.,1980)
2ep(n 5

,

p >> 1
(6)

Pr(e) <
2-1exp(nsi/4),

P << 1

2

where ns = n* exp[-Ba'L]/[l + (0o/eT) 1,
and

.9

nP 2/2PR2nB *
Comparison of Eqs. (5) and (6) reveals that indeed the wide field-of-view receiver
has better signal energy collection than the diffraction-limited receiver but its signalto-background ratio may be considerably worse than that for diffraction-limited reception.
Thus, the wide field-of-view receiver yields a lower error probability than diffractionlimited reception does when the former is signal shot-noise limited, but the reverse may
be true when the wide-field system is background limited.
2.3

Example

In order to assess the degree to which scattered-light utilization can extend the
operability of a line-of-sight link, we must substitute transmitter, receiver, and channel
parameters into the foregoing performance results. A sample calculation follows. The
transmitter is assumed to be a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser with P = 1OW, X = 0.53 pm,
PR = 5 cf, n = 0.1, and
T = 100 3s,and 9 = 10 mr. The receiver is assumed to hIve
pm. Twe channel is assumid to have 6 = 0 km , 8s= A- km-2, h = 0.57, OF = 11.3
%X = 10
mr, v = 2.5 m/s, daytime NA = 1OW/m-Srom,and nighttime NX = 'C . W/m Srpm. These values
are merely representative; our intent is not to provide an exhaustive assessment of system
performance.
Propagation Effects
Figure 2 shows plots of ns/n* and nSnL/nS vs. path length L (using a dB scale, i.e.,
Notice that at L = I km, which corresponds roughly to the visibility,
10 log ns/nA, etc.).
the scattered light dominates the unscattered light by about 5 dB; at L=4 km the scattered
light is 30 dB stronger than the unscattered light. In Fig. 3 are plots of the beamspread/angular-spread angle e vs. path length; over the range shown e varies from about
8
one to three times the forwar scatter angle OF . The coherence bandwiath result Eq. (3),
has not been plotted because at worst (L = 5.5 km) Wc = 152 MHz so that TWc >> 1 prevails
under all conditions considered below. Finally, Fig. 4 shows the coherence time Tc
This result must be regarded with some
predicted from the frozen-flow formula (Eq. (4)).
skepticism because of the absence of experimental data. Note that TcWc 5 1 (the channel
is underspread) for all path lengths between 1 and 5.5 km.
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Communication Performance
In Fig. 5, curve a is a plot of the n§ value that is achieved with the given
transmitter and receiver parameters. Curve b shows the n value that is rqured to
yield Pr(e) = 103-under daytime or nighttime background conditions for diffractionlimited reception. (The daytime and nighttime ng requirements coincide because the
3
diffraction-limited receiver is signal shot-noise limited in either case; the Pr(e) = 10value has been selected as a reasonable starting point from which reliable information
transmission can be obtained via error-correcting codes.)
Curves c and d show the n*
values that are needed for a wide field-of-view receiver to yield Pr(e) = 10- 3 under
daytime and nighttime background conditions, respectively. Whenever curve a lies above
the appropriate receiver curve, that receiver will have an error probability of less than
10- 3 . We see, therefore, that the
diffraction-limited receiver outperforms the wide
field-of-view receiver out to L = 2.8 km in the daytime. This is because of the former's
superior background light discrimination (cf. Fig. 2).
At longer path lengths, the
daytime wide field-of-view receiver is superior because of its better signal light collection. For the given transmitter/receiver parameters both approaches yield Pr(e) < 10-3
out to about L = 2.7 km, which is almost three times the visibility. At night, however,
the reduced background spectral radiance permits successful wide field-of-view reception
out to about L = 4.5 km, which is more than four times the visibility. Moreover, nighttime wide field-of-view reception outperforms diffraction-limited reception over the
entire path range considered.
3.

BACKGROUND-LIGHT SUPPRESSION

The moral of the communication example in Section 2 is as follows. For the low
background levels anticipated in nighttime operation, line-of-sight link operability can
be maintained over path lengths substantially beyond the visibility by means of wide
field-of-view reception. Unfortunately, the high background levels expected in the daytime
may make daytime scattered-light utilization no more effective than the conventional
(diffraction-limited) receiver. It behooves us, therefore, to seek techniques for reducing
background-light collection in wide field-of-view (daytime) receivers. Three options are
available: a) reducing the optical filter bandwidth by means of new or improved filter
technology, b) reducing the background spectral radiance through operation at mid-ultraviolet wavelengths, and c) reducing the effective receiver field-of-view (aith minimal signal
energy loss) via adaptive phase compensation.
3.1

Wide Field-of-View Narrowband Filters
The best developed technology, at present, for narrowband optical filters is that
of interference filters. However, this technology is fundamentally ill-suited to the
needs of wide field-of-view scattered light reception because of the inherent coupling
between the angular and spectral characteristics of interference filters. In particular,
a filter made of material with refractive index n whose peak-transmission wavelength is
Xp for normally-incident illumination has a peak-transmission wavelength
2
2
' = Xp[
- n- sin
]1/2
(7)

j

for illumination at angle e (Lerner, R.M.,1971).
Accordingly, interference-filter technology is incapable of the AX
10- 5 jim 6 R
30 mr specifications necessary to significantly
improve the daytime performance calculated in the previous section.
Absorption-type filters afford a decoupling between spectral ind angular transmission
charactersitics, but materials for which very narrow optical bandwidths can be achieved
with high peak-wavelength transmission are not known. On the other hand, extremely
narrowband wide-angle filters can be made, in principle, by exploiting the zero-crossing
of birefringence at the band edge in a uniaxial semiconductor (Lotspeich,J.F.,1979); the
technology of these devices may be the solution to the wide field-of-view receiver problem.
Another promising alternative is the use of nearly degenerate four-wave mixing (Pepper,
D.M., and Abrams,R.L.,1978).
This approach suffers the disadvantage that an auxiliary
high-power laser is required at the receiver, and its narrowband response is achieved by
an active process which creates additional noise. (The analyses in (Yuen,H.P., and Shapiro,
J.H.,1979) can be adapted to show that this additional noise must be equivalent to at least
one noise photon per detected spatio-temporal mode.)
3.2

Mid-Uitraviclet Communication

Most of the daytime background noise at visible wavelengths is due to scattered sunlight. In the spectral region below 0.29 pm, no solar radiation reaches the earth because
of absorption in the ozone layer of the earth's upper atmosphere (Simon,R.E.,1974). As
there is relatively little ozone near the ground, operation in the 0.2 Um - 0.3 pm midultraviolet region affords a region for "solar blind" wide field-of-view reception (Reilly,
D.M.,1976;Ross,W.S.,1980).
(The restriction to wavelengths longer than 0.2 pm is imposed
by the high molecular oxygen absorption below 0.2 un (DitchburnR.W., and YoungP.A.,1962).)
The principal difficulty facing the potential user of this waveband is the relative dearth
of suitable source and modulator technology as compared with that available at visible
and near-infrared wavelengths.
3.3

Adaptive Phase Compensation

Adaptive phase compensation of the received signal wavefront enables the receiver to
detect essentially all the signal light arriving over a wide field-of-view while accepting
background light over what amounts to a diffraction-limited field-of-view.
The operating principles of a direct-detection phase compensated receiver for the
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low-visibility channel are illustrated in Fig. 6. The received optical field first passes
through a phase modulator that adds the appropriate control phase *m(rt) to "straighten
out" the wavefront of the signal light. The compensated beam is then optically filtered,
part of it is fed back to a phase estimator whose output is used to provide the control
signal to the modulator, and the remaining compensated light is supplied to a diffractionlimited direct-detection communication receiver. Assuming that perfect phase estimation
and correction have been performed (with a miniscule fraction of the signal light being
split off for the feedback loop) the receiver error probability for pulse-position modulation signals is given by (Robinson,S.R.,1977;Shapiro,J.H.,1980)
Pr(e) <

2- 1 exp(-nsPc)'
1 2-1 exp(-nsPc 1PC/4),

PPC

>> 1

VPC

<<

1

where
nspC =nsn/4,

'PC

=nspCnB"

Equation (8) confirms our earlier statement: when compensation can be accomplished, we
have a receiver whose signal light collection is comparable to that of wide field-of-view
reception and whose background-light discrimination is comparable to that of diffractionlimited reception.
Unfortunately, achieving perfect compensation is no mean task. The phase estimation
loop requires about four detected photons per coherence area per coherence time to maintain adequate lock (Robinson,S.R.,1976). When all the signal light is diverted to the
estimation system, this condition becomes
2

nSpo Tc/4p R2T > 4.

(9)

Figure 7 shows the n value required for the system in Section 2.3 to maintain good phase
tracking in daytime background ight. Comparison with the available ng values (curve a
of Fig. 5) shows that in our sample calculation phase tracking cannot be accomplished in
the daytime. Even if this were not so, there would still be substantial difficulty in
realizing the phase modulator necessary for perfect compensation, since this element would
have to control
M = 2p R2 /Po2

(10)

spatial modes at T
Hz bandwidth (Robinson,S.R.,1977). Figure 8 shows log M s. L
for hhe parameter values ir. Section 2.3. Notice that M must vary from 6.8 x i0 to 3.7
x 10 as L goes from 1 km to 5.5 km for this example.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

It appears that the MFS propagation model is well-suited to providing parameter
values needed for the design of low-visibility optical communication systems. The power
transfer and angular spread predictions of this model are reasonably well grounded in
Experiment, but more work needs to be done on the multipath and coherence time behavior.
The coherence time is especially important since this parameter is crucial in determining
the applicability of adaptive phase compensation to the low-visibility channel.
The communication theory of the low-visibility channel is fairly complete for singlebit transmission. Thus, in conjunction with the propagation model, it is now possible to
obtain a preliminary assessment of link operability for a particular propagation geometry
if the atmospheric scattering parameters are known. It is clear from our sample calculation
that the principal conclusion to be drawn from such an analysis is the necessity of background-light suppression to reilize useful scattered-light reception.
There are three generic approaches to the problem of background-light suppression,
viz. the use of a wide-angle narrowband filter at the receiver, zuid-ultraviolet operation,
and adaptive phase compensation at the receiver. All of these approaches require significant device development.
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MERCURIC BROMIDE DISSOCIATION LASERS
E. Schimitschek
Naval Ocean Systems Center
San Diego, CA 92152

SUMMARY
HgBr 2 /HgBr dissociation lasers, excited by electric discharge, have recently
been shown to be efficient, scalable and wavelength-tunable sources in the
blue-green spectral region. This paper will review the principal features of
these lasers, their performance status and potential applications for underwater
communication systems.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Successful implementation of several advanced Navy system concepts, e.g., airsubmarine communication (both tactical and strategic), optical detection of
submarines at missile-launching depths and underwater surveillance, critically
depends on the availability of powerful, pulsed lasers operating in the "bluegreen window" of ocean water. The projected performance of those lasers varies
somewhat with the specific application; however, for most cases the performance
will be within the following baseline boundaries:
Table I
Baseline Laser Performance for Blue-Green Systems
Wavelength
Pulse energy
Pulse width
Repetition rate
Efficiency
Operating lifetime (MTBF)

480 ± 20 nm
0.1 - 10 Joules
20 - 1,000 nsec
100 - 1,000 Hz
> 1% (overall)
10 - 40,000 hrs

Short pulsewidth is required for ranging and detection systems, but is not
necessary for communication systems operating through heavy cloud layers (pulse
stretching through multiple scattering). Required operating lifetime strongly
depends on mission and platform accessibility. For laser communication, where
the laser might be placed on a satellite, extremely long operation times would
be required to make the system viable and cost-effective.
The HgBr 2 /HgBr dissociation laser is one among several laser technologies now
being explored for their potential usefulness in B/G systems. In this paper,
work on that laser will be described which was performed at the Naval Ocean
Systems Center.
2.

THE HgBr?/HgBr DISSOCIATION LASER

At room temperature, HgBr 2 , is a white, crystalline powder with fairly low
vapor pressure (-10- 4 torr). On heating, the pressure rises quickly and
reaches several torr at 155 0 C (Fig. 1).
UV light around 200 nm is strongly
absorbed by HgBr 2 vapor (C200 nm -16x!04 liter mole-lem-l) and causes photodissociation with simultaneous fluorescence in the blue-green spectral region:
HgBr 2 + hp pump -#HgBr(B) + Br
HgBr(B) - HgBr(X) + hp fluorescence
HgBr(X) + Br + M

-.

HgBr 2
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Three features in process (I) are important:
(a) The quantum efficiency to produce the upper laser level is very high.
(b) The B-state of the HgBr is predominently ionic, whereas the X-state is
mostly colavent. This results in a strong Franck-Condon shift of the two electronic states. Together with fast relaxation within the vibrational manifolds
in the presence of high buffer gas concentrations, the result is that the
terminal levels will be essentially empty (Fig. 2).
(c) If container materials are chosen so that no side reaction can occur,
the dissociation process is cyclic and the parent molecule HgBr2 is reconstituted.
Using an ArF laser as pump source, we were able to demonstrate lasing by process
(I) (SCHIMITSCHEK, E.J., CELTO, J.E., and TRIAS, J.A., 1977). Lasing occurred
at several lines simultaneously centered around the strongest one at 502 nm.
Although the HgBr 2 /HgBr photodissociation laser works quite well and should be
scalable to high pulse energies, the limited efficiency and lifetime of the ArF
pump reduces the practicality of this approach.
Dissociative excitation of HgBr 2 can also be accomplished by collisions of the
first and second kind rather than by photons. These considerations led us to
experiments with direct discharge excitation and resulted in demonstrating
lasing of HgBr 2 /HgBr in a UV-preionized discharge (SCHIMITSCHEK, E. J. and
CELTO, J.E., 1978).
In the meantime, this laser has undergone considerable
developments, some of which are discussed here.
2.1

UV-Preionized Discharge Excitation

Dissociative excitation of HgBr 2 into HgBr(B) only requires between 6-7 eV.
Therefore, limiting the electron temperature as well as providing for fast
vibrational relaxation, calls for operating the discharge at fairly high buffer
gas pressures. Also, the short radiative lifetime of the HgBr(B)- state
(-27 nsec), which is further shortened by collisional deactivation, requires
fast, high-rate pumping, conveniently obtained in a transverse discharge. At
low rep. rates, external heat has to be provided to maintain the HgBr 2 partial
pressure at several torr. A typical discharge configuration is shown in Fig. 3.
All metal parts are 316 stainless steel, although tungsten and molybdenum were
used by us with good results. In our UV-preionized discharge, the number
density of the laser mixture is typically 1.2 Amagat, consisting mainly of Ne
with 2.5% N 2 and 0.25% HgBr 2 (-155 0 C).
The formation of the HgBr B-state in a self-sustained discharge seems mainly to
occur via two channels:
HgBr 2 + e--. HgBr(B) + Br +e-

Ka

HgBr 2 + N* -

Ilib

HgBr(B) + N 2

Process na probably occurs in all buffer gas mixtures, whereas hIb becomes more
important with increasing N 2 concentrations.
Two additional formation pathways can be postulated, but, most likely, will be
less significant
+

HgBr 2 + e
HgBr2 + e-

-.
-'

HgBr(B) + Br

Iia

flgBr(B) + Br-

hIb
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Quantitative data on the formation kinetics from modelling are becoming available now, as some of the previously unknown basic cross-sections are measured.
HgBr(X) is a radical and is not stable in the vapor phase. The recombination
channels are not known in detail, but assuming no material is lost in sidereactions, several two- and three-body reactions can be postulated which reform
HgBr 2 from the reaction products. To get accurate data on the reconstitution
processes of HgBr 2 and the time scales involved, will be very important for a
better understanding of this laser.
3.

LASER PERFORMANCE

3.1

Single Shot Experiments

Most of our single shot experiments were performed with relatively small
discharge volumes of about 120cm 3 . A Pyrex glass tube of 7 cm i.d. and 75 cm
length was equipped with O-ring sealed brewster windows. The electrodes were
two half-sections of a 2.5 cm o.d. 316 stainless steel tube, crimped at the ends
to avoid arcing. The discharge length was 50 cm and the electrode spacing 3 cm.
Each electrode was connected to the power supply with 6 adjustable glass-metal
feedthroughs. A series of single line spark gaps above the electrodes provided
the UV-preionization. The main discharge was driven by a Blumlein-type
capacitor bank switched by a grounded grid thyratron. The laser tube was loaded
with a small amount of HgBr 2 powder, evacuated and back-filled with the buffer
gas. The valved-off tube was placed in an oven, which kept the center temperature regulated at 155*C (-2.3 torr HgBr 2 ). The window ends were slightly
warmer to prevent condensation.
Measured output energies as a function of buffer gas composition and energy
stored in the capacitors are shown in Fig. 4. Lasing efficiency of 1% could be
achieved, although not at maximum output.

dadded

By monitoring voltage, current and side-light fluorescence intensities during
the discharge at different N2 concentrations, we conclude that the effect of
N2 is most likely threefold: as expressed in lIb, N2 helps in the
formation of HgBr(B); it also improves the extraction efficiency, possibly by
reducing bottlenecking of the lower laser levels; also, it cools the electron
temperature thereby allowing the discharge to run for a longer time at higher
impedance, resulting in better power transfer.
More recently, using the same construction
principle, we built a larger tube
with a discharge volume of about 720 cm3 . We were able to extract 360 mJ out
of this device. So far, discharge instabilities limited the efficiency to about
0.3%. Efficient, large volume operation of this laser with conventional
UV-Preionization methods could be difficult. On the other hand, X-ray and
E-beam preionization should readily allow scaling to several liters and
corresponding energy levels.
p[

3.2

Repetition Rate Scaling

In stationary gas mixtures of dimensions and pressures considered here, the time
it takes to smooth out density gradients from the previous discharge, limits the
rep rate to about 1 pps. Otherwise, severe arcing occurs. To avoid this
problem, the gas has to be circulated.
We have obtained stable laser operation at 100 pps by recirculating the buffer
gas and HgBr 2 vapor mixture inside the laser tube with a tangential (or crossflow) blower. Fig. 5 shows the arrangement of the different parts inside the
tube in cross-section. The container is a 75 cm long Pyrex tube with 15 cm i.d.
The cathode (C) is located at the bottom of the tube and the anode (A) is held
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in place by spiderweb-like supports.
Both electrodes are connected with metalglass feedthroughs to a folded Blumlein-type driver. The heater (H) provides
additional heat to the tube, apart from the one coming from the discharge. The
blower (B) recirculates the HgBr 2 /buffer gas mixture continuously inside the
tube, clearing the discharge region between the electrodes of hot gases. When
operating temperature is reached, the thermocouple (T)shuts off the heater (H)
and from then on the laser is self-heating, a balance having been established
between discharge heat input and heat loss through the glass walls.
We have run this laser at 100 pps and 30 mJ/pulse for 1-2 hours at a time.
output is quite steady with a slow decrease after about 106 shots.
3.3

The

Lifetime Issues

The present lifetime limitation is caused by side-reactions with the stainless
steel parts, particularly the electrodes. What seems to happen is that reactive
dissociation products like Br and Br2 , form metal bromides with Fe, Ni, Cr and
others. Their vapor pressure is probably too low at 155*C to detrimentally
affect the lasing. However, their formation results in an excess of Hg. Hg
then reacts with HgBr 2 and forms Hg 2 Br2 , a material which is yellow at
elevated temperature and fluoresces pinkish under a black-light lamp. Both
effects can be seen after prolonged lasing. Hg2 Br2 is supposed to
disproportion in the vapor phase into HgBr 2 and Hg, but enough Hg 2 Br2
probably accumulates to interfere with efficient lasing, either by absorption,
quenching or scattering.
Although stainless steel is a convenient material to use for initial experiments, it has been recognized from the beginning that long term corrosion is a
problem. Recent results obtained at Westinghouse (LIU, C.S., FELDMAN, D.W., and
HIRAYAMA, C., 1980) indicate that certain noble metals are much more compatible
with the lasing species and long operation times might be achievable.
3.4

Narrow-bandwidth Operation

The HgBr B -. X fluorescence band is quite broad and structured, being made up of
many vibrational and rotational lines with added complexity from the Br and Hg
isotopes (Fig. 6a). The laser spectrum from a free running oscillator consists
of several peaks, distributed around 502 and 504 run (Fig. 6b).
For application
in communication systems, it is important for the laser to emit at a very
narrow, single line for effective background noise rejection. In the main gain
region, it is possible to operate HgBr with narrow-bandwith by injectionlocking.
Using a tunable dye laser as source, we effectively locked the HgBr laser
length between 495 and 505 nm with a bandwidth of less than 0.05 nm (Fig.
The pulse energy obtained with injection-locking is (at least in the main
region) somewhat higher than free-running, because of the shorter turn-on
for lasing in the resonator.
4.

wave6c).
gain
time

CONCLUSIONS

The UV-preionized HgBr 2 /HgBr dissociation laser, excited by electric
discharge, has been operated at-0.4J energy/pulse, 1% efficiency, 100 pps and
0.05 nm bandwidth. Although so far, those performance data have not been
obtained simultaneously, there is little doubt that that could be done.
Experiments performed at other laboratories indicate that with X-ray or e-beam
preionization, larger pulse energies can be extracted. In the near future, the
technology will be available to build 100-1,000 watt average power, efficient
and compact HgBr lasers. The most critical issue still to be resolved is
material compatibility to achieve exceedingly long lifetimes.
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If the lifetime problems can be solved - and there are indications that they
will be - the HgBr 2 /HgBr laser should have far-reaching impact on blue-green
Naval systems in the area of tactical and strategic communication as well as in
surveillance.
5.
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A

Fig. 5 Cross-section of 100 H~zTHg~r2 /14g~r laser. Anode (A) and
cathode (C) are connected to driver. (S) are two rows of
prelonization spark gaps. (Ht)is an auxiliary heater In a
quartz tube, shut off when the thermo-couple (T) senses
operating temperature. (8) is a -rosa-flow blower,
circulating the gas mixture in the laser tube.
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COPPER VAPOR LASERS:

A REVIEW

T. W. Karras
General Electric Company
King of Prussia, PA, U.S.A.

*

ABSTRACT
The pulsed copper vapor laser is a practical useful source for emission in the blue-green.
It can be operated as a high temperature sealed-off device with no moving mechanical parts
and therefore is well suited to long life applications. Furthermore, its efficiency is
among the highest of lasers emitting in the visible, making its operation at moderate to
high average powers practicable.
Typical operation for two discharge configurations will be discussed:
an immature transverse discharge node and a more developed longitudinal discharge mode.
Both have been
demonstrated at average powers exceeding 50 watts. Master oscillator power amplifier
operation has been used to extend the power of nominal 15-watt modules to over 100 watts.
This device also shows great flexibility in its various output parameters. Repetition rate
can be varied from a single pulse to over 100 kilohertz.
Pulse width can be changed from
5 to 185 nanoseconds.
its volume can be greatly increased while maintaining constant
specific output.
Computer modeling studies will be discussed which can be used to project power scaling and
these other output characteristics.
A.

INTRODUCTION

The copper vapor laser is one of a class of pulsed self-terminating systems which emit in
a wavelength band centered upon the visible (Walter, W.T., 1966).
The gold laser line at
312.2 nm (Markova, S.V., 1978) and the strorntium laser line at 6.45Vi (Platonov, A.V., 1978)
represent the extremes in this range. While even at these extremes over 1 watt has been
reported, the neutral atom copper laser, with its dominant line at 510.5 mm and a secondary
line at 578.2 n, is the most highly developed.
This wavelength
(Hargrove, R.S..,
tions requiring
vapor laser has
ting parameters

is appropriate for water transmission (White, M., 1980), dye laser pumping
1980), silicon annealing (Pivirotto, T.J., 1980), and many other applicamoderate to high average power.
As a result of this interest the copper
been demonstrated at higher power levels and over a wider range of operathan any other laser of this class.

The following paper will discuss the physics and technology involved, the current state-ofthe-art, and new computer simulation programs.
B.
*1)

BACKGROUND
Physics

Laser operation in neutral copper vapor, as in other media of this class, is inherently
pulsed or self-terminated because the lower laser state is metastable. No mechanism for
depopulating this state concurrently with excitation of the upper laser state has yet been
found. Thus, the basic process has a cyclic pattern. A fast electrical discharge pulse
produces an inversion, and this is followed sequentially by laser oscillation and an extended period during which the metastable lower state must relax before the cycle can be
repeated (Walter, W.T., 1966).
The nature of this operation can be easily seen by referring to the energy level diagram of
the copper atom shown in Figure 1. The upper laser states (42 p) are excited from the ground
state by direct electron collisions.
These levels are resonant states which are strongly
large and a significant percentage of the available copper atoms will be excited into these
levels.
The resonance radiation will, at low copper densities, quickly deplete this excitation
before an inversion can be established. However, with sufficient copper vapor density the
resonance transitions are radiatively trapped. This is equivalent to a lengthening of the
natural lifetime of the resonance lines and changes the branching ratio to favor the (laser)
transitions into the 420 levels. Thus, a population inversion of the 42p states relative
to the 42D states can be obtained. Laser oscillation in the 510.5 nm and 578.2 nm lines
results when optical feedback from mirrors is provided.
2)

Technology

Laser oscillation in atomic copper vapor was first reported by Walter in 1966. That work
A major inused a furnace and pure copper metal to produce the vapor pressure desired.
provement was made when Petrash and co-workers in the Soviet Union developed a discharge
The required discharge tube temperature
heated device during 1972 (Isaev, A.A., 1972).
(copper vapor density) was achieved by a proper balance of input power to the electrical
discharge and thermal insulation of the discharge tube. Thus, because the waste heat from
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the discharge which excited the copper atoms also heated the laser tube, no additional
source of energy was required. The overall system efficiency of the laser was thus
improved.
A fundamental change in vapor source was developed by Russell and co-workers in response to
the high temperatures required to vaporize pure copper (Chen, C.J., 1975). This technique
used copper halides to provide the required vapor pressure at much lower temperatures. The
compounds could then be dissociated, producing free copper, with the same discharge pulses
that produced the inversion. Discharge heating was of course ultimately used in this sort
of device as well. While many of the laboratory demonstrations obtained with the copper
halide technology were generally equivalent to those obtained with a pure metal vapor source
(Kazaryan, M.A., 1980), the best performance that now represents the state-of-the-art was
obtained with pure metal. The following discussions will thus be limited to that technology.
Other major additions to the technology followed quickly. Transverse discharge operation
was shown to have higher specific output than the longitudinal mode most commonly used
(Isakov, I.M., 1976). Master oscillator power amplifier techniques were also shown to be
practicable for increasing beam power and quality (Anderson, R.S., 1975). Unstable resonators produced nearly diffraction-limited output (Zemskov, K.I., 1974) and high pressure
sealed-off operation extended laser lifetime to over 3,000 hours (Burmakin, V.A., 1978).
Commercial sales also began (Laser Focus, 1976). The basic elements of a practical long
life technology gradually came together.
Throughout this period of quickening development, advances in output power also took place
at an increasing rate. Figure 2 shows how the maximum published output power increased
during the last thirteen years, using both Soviet and American sources. As is often the
case for such a plot, it follows an exponential trend. The reason for this dependence is
not clear since different organizations and technolbgies were involved. However, it is
interesting to note that there are two different trends for the two countries. Evidently
the dynamics of these two interacting groups are different.
C.

LASER CHARACTERISTICS

1)

Longitudinal Discharge Lasers

The present state-of-the-art has been dominated by longitudinal discharge devices. This is
in large part due to the relative simplicity of this design. Simple ceramic discharge tubes
are used with electrodes at either end. The hot zone is confined to center regions of the
tube with cylindrical insulators or heat shields. The device thus assumes a simple coaxial
form. Testing of different discharge tubes under various operating conditions is quite
straightforward and a large number of laboratories have been able to make contributions.
*
*comparable

This has led to a wide variation in device characteristics. Table 1 lists the characteristics of several lasers with output of 10-20 watts average power. It can be seen that
output could be achieved with substantially different tube diameters, buffer
pressure, and repetition rate. Each device was optimized differently producing this result.
Table 1. Characteristics of Several Experimental
Longitudinal Discharge Copper Vapor Lasers
Institure

Nuclear

of

Research

Lebedev
Institute
(Ref. 7)
1.5 cm

Atmospheric
Physics
(Ref. 15)
2.0 cm

GE
(Ref. 16)
3.8 cm

Center
Negev
(Ref. 17)
4.0 cm

Active Length

70 cm

26.5 cm

60 cm

50 cm

Repetition Rate

15 kHz

8 kHz

1-3 kHz

2-5 kHz

Buffer Pressure

20 torr Ne

20 torr Ne

5 torr He

200 torr Ne

Average Power

16 W

9.75 W

12-18 W

15-20 W

Efficiency

1%

Discharge Tube
Diameter

Specific Energy

8.6 vJ/cm

2.6%
3

11.8 vJ/cm

0.5-1.0%
3

9-17 pJ/cm

0.6-0.8%
3

5.5-12.7 pj/cm 3

Table 2 gives a set of optimum characteristics, each generally obtained on a different
device. For instance, the 55-watt average power figure was obtained with a 7.3 cm ID discharge tube (Warner, B.E., 1980) and the 150 kHz rate with one of 1.6 mm.
The wide range of capabilities covered by Tables 1 and 2 makes the copper vapor laser
suitable for a wide range of applications. The dye pumping capability mentioned in the
introduction coupled with high average power has made copper lasers useful as components
in higher power systems used in photochemical studies (Grove, R.E., 1980). The short pulse
length is useful in measurement of coastal water depths (White, R., 1980, and Karras, T.W.,
1980). High data rate atmospheric probing has used the high repetition rate capability
(Barber, T.R., 1979). Several copper lasers are offered commercially and the characteristics of a representative sample are shown on Table 3.

-----------------------------------
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Table 2.

Optimum Characteristics of Copper Vapor Lasers
Longitudinal
Discharge

Transverse
Discharge

Maximum Average Power

55 W

75 W

Pulse Duration

5-185 nsec

5-30 nsec

Maximum Peak Power

800 kW

%i KW

Maximum Efficiency

3%

2.5%

Repetition Rate

Single Pulse-150 kHz

Single Pulse-70 kHz

Maximum Lifetime-Sealed Off

3,000 hours

Maximum Specific Energy

75 pJ/cm 3

Table 3.

2)

3

650 uJ/cm

3

Commercially Available Copper Vapor Lasers
GE
Model
6-15

USSR
Milan
10

Laser
Consultants
Model
CU-31

CJ Research
Systems
Model
CU-1001

Average Power

15 W

15 W

2 W

i W

Pulse Duration

30 nsec

10 nsec

20 nsec

30 nsec

Beam Diameter

2.3 cm

2 cm

1.5 cm

2 cm

Maximum Laser
Power Consumption
Nominal
Repetition Rate

3 kW

4 kW

6 kHz

15 kz

3 kW
2 kHz

10 kHz

Transverse Discharge Lasers

The transverse discharge configuration often used with gas lasers is more complex when
applied to high temperature devices such as the copper laser. Most designs require that
penetrations be made through thermal or electrical insulators (Bokhan, P.A., 1978).
The
long or multiple electrodes can thus lead to substantial thermal and vapor loss. The only
alternative appears to involve electrical feed from the ends of a ceramic tube (Buzhinskii,
0.1., 1979), giving an external appearance similar to that of a longitudinal discharge
device.
The optimum characteristics thus far demonstrated with transverse discharge copper vapor
lasers are also shown in Table 2. It is important to note that while many of these values
are superior to those shown for longitudinal discharge devices they were not obtained
during practical discharge heated operation. In fact, even the 75-watt value, far above any
other previously reported with a transverse discharge, was obtained during experiments using
auxiliary heating (Artem'ev, A.Yu., 1980).
This lack of development reflects the practical difficulties involved. Excellent results
can be obtained in laboratory experiments, such as those reporting high specific energy
(Bricks, B.G., 1975 and Fedorov, A.I., 1978), but their extension to practical large volume
operation has not been accomplished (Bokhan, P.A., 1978).
Typical examples of the kind of results that have been obtained are given in Table 4.
Table 4.

Characteristics of Several Experimental
Transverse Discharge Copper Vapor Lasers

Bricks
(Ref. 23)

Bokhan
(Ref. 25)

Buzhinskii
(Ref. 26)

Artem'ev
(Ref. 22)

Active Zone
Dimensions

2xlx0.5 cm

6x0.6x0.8

42x5x2 cm

?

Average Power

1.8 W

0.07 W

10 mJ Single Pulse

75 W

Efficiency

----

0.4%

2.5%

1.6%

Repetition Rate

18 kHz

1 klz

----

3 kHz

Specific Energy

50 PJ/cm 3

26 pJ/cm 3

21.6 pJ/cm 3

Buffer Pressure

70 torr Ne

470 torr Ne

400 torr Ne

(Burst)

?
532 torr Ne

The large electrode area of a transverse discharge laser might be expected to lead a very
large peak current requirement. This has bee avoided by the use of large buffer gas
pressure. Thus, even with high applied field strength the current density is low and
specific input energy is maintained at required levels. At the extremes, then, are the high
current density, low field strength, longitudinal discharge devices and, at the other, low
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current density, high field strength, transverse discharge devices.
The ultimate trade off appears to be between the simplicity and lower specific energy of
longitudinal devices and the complex structure but higher specific energy of the transverse discharge devices. Other factors, such as average power and efficiency, appear
comparable. Of course, a simple reliable transverse discharge design could change the
balance but at this time practical applications are still dominated by longitudinal discharge systems.
D.

POWER SCALING

The most important of the laser characteristics covered in the previous section is that
of output power. Most applications are critically dependent upon it. As pointed out
earlier, master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) techniques have been developed to use
limited power modules as building blocks to produce high power output (Anderson, R.S.,
1975; Grove, R.E., 1980 and Anderson, R.S., 1967). As the number of modules is increased
the complexity of the control system mounts, eventually leading to practical limits to
the attainable power. A high power module, however, can extend the total output without
increase in complexity.
Increase in specific loading of the plasma is the most straightforward method of increasing specific, and therefore total, output of a single module. As noted above, this can
be done at low pressure, low field strength across the discharge, and high discharge
current, or at high pressure, high field strength across the discharge, and low discharge
current. The controlling parameter is the energy (and power) deposited by the discharge
per unit volume of active medium (specific input). Figure 3 shows this dependence for a
wide variety of tubes of different diameter tested in our laboratory.
Since specific loading of the laser cannot be increased indefinitely, increase in active
laser volume must also be turned to.
Some of the earliest experiments with the copper vapor laser, during the late 1960's,
showed that increased average power and pulse energy could be obtained by such scaling
of the laser volume. An increase 3of discharge tube ID from 1 cm to 5 cm, and consequently volume from 60 to 1600 cm , produced a peak power increase from 2 kW to 40 kW
(Walter, W.T., 1967). The average power also increased in roughly the same proportion
from 0.02 W to 0.5 W (Walter, W.T., 1966 and 1968).

dAnderson,

More detailed experiments at a later time and using higher specific loading energy also
showed an increase of power with volume. Work in the U.S., at General Electric in 1975,
showed a steady increase in average and peak power as discharge tube diameter was raised
while maintaining the specific output energy at about 39 pJ/cm 3 (Anderson, R.S., 1975 and
R.S., 1975). This work was extended to discharge tube diameters of 3.8 cm in
work conducted a year later (Anderson, R.S., 1976). There it was shown that, for constant specific loading, the specific output grew linearly with active laser volume.
Specific energy of 25 pJ/cm 3 was maintained with a variety of tubes up to 3.2 cm ID and
only fell off above this diameter because sufficient input was not supplied. Pulse
energy of 12 mJ, the highest demonstrated to that date, was obtained.
This work was confirmed in Israel where output was also shown to rise linearly with laser
volume usinq laser tubes with diameters up to 3.0 cm ID (Smilanski, I., 1978). A constant 8 uJ/cm 3 specific output was maintained at 4 kHz. In a succeeding paper, data was
presented that extended this to a 4 cm ID discharge tube (Smilanski, I., 1979).
There are modes of operation (e.g., those involving the use of a low pressure helium
buffer) in which this scaling would be limited by metantable deactivation at the discharge tube walls (Miller, J.L., 1979). However, the presence of a volume active process
which allowed laser operation when walls were remote had been previously reported by this
laboratory in 1975 (Bricks, B.G., 1975). This took place in a high pressure (75-100 torr)
neon buffer and it was suggested that collisions of the second kind between electrons and
the copper metastable were responsible for the deexcitation. The transition from a wall
dominated to a volume active deexcitation mechanism has since been confirmed (Bokhan,
P.A., 1978) and the usefulness of high pressure neon, in particular, in the operation of
large volume lasers has been noted (Warner, B.E., 1980 and Karras, T.W., 1980).
The importance of preionization in this volume active process had been mentioned (Bricks,
B.G., 1975), but recent work has clarified it. Too little will shorten the pulse width,
eventually at a cost of reduced pulse energy (Karras, T.W., 1980). Too much will limit
or prevent operation in large diameter tubes. A proper balance, when repetition rate
and recombination processes are taken into account, will lead to an optimum output
(Smilanski, I., 1980 and Bokhan, P.A., 1980). Techniques for controlling this preionization, by using the current which charges the discharge capacitor, include command
charging and bypass charging (Karras, T.W., 1980).
Recent analysis of data obtained with laser tubes varying from about I cm ID to over 7 cm
ID, uling optimum preionization (repetition rate), and loaded with approximately 0.2
mJ/cm J input, showed that the specific output was uniformly in the range of 5-6 1Jj/cm 3 .
This is consistent with Figure 3 and indicates that the projections shown there can be
extended to large diameter large volume devices. Experiments at lower specific energy
have been conducted in tubes as much as 10 cm ID supporting this conclusion (Ludmirsky, A.,
1979).
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E.

COMPUTER MODELING

As the physical size of laser modules increases, the incentive to design with computer
simulation becomes greater. The empirical techniques previously used may have required
less effort than the construction of an appropriate computer code but the development of
large high power devices changes that trade off. The recent increase in the number and
sophistication of computer codes applicable to copper vapor laser simulation attests to
the general acceptance of this fact (Kusher, M.J. and Culick, F.E.C., 1980; Kushner, M.J.
and Warner, B.E., 1980; Walter, W.T., 1980; and Arlantsev, S.V., 1980).
Computer models for simulation of longitudinal discharge copper laser operation were
Succeeding work
first attempted during early device development (Leonard, D.A., 1967).
maximum performance that might be obtained (efficiency 7%, specific
was used to estimate
3
energy 3 mJ/cm ) ( Eletskii, A.V., 1975) but a model that was useful over a wide range
of operatina conditions was not developed.
Recent work has been quite successful in that regard. Work by Kushner (Kushner, M.J. and
Warner, B.E., 1980) and Walter (Walter, W.T., 1980) have shown excellent agreement over a
wide range of variables. Figure 4 shows such agreement between computer results obtained
by Kushner (Kushner, M.J. and Warner, B.E., 1980) and experimental data obtained in this
laboratory at a variety of repetition rates with a General Electric Model 6-15 laser.
Walter has shown similar correspondence between his computer predictions and laser pulse
Possibly most signienergy obtained at different capacitor voltages (Walter, W.T., 1980).
ficant is the agreement Walter obtained with the state populations measured by Smilanski
(Walter, W.T., 1980, and Smilanski, I., 1980).
Evidently microscopic variables are predicted as well as the laser output.
A computer model for a transverse discharge copper laser recently reported in the Soviet
literature (Arlantsev, S. V., 1980), appears to be equally sophisticated. The results
of this program are also found to agree with experiment but the principal purpose of the
work is to determine an optimum operating condition for high buffer pressure operation.
This result is summarized in Table 5. The principal limitation in volume scaling of
these results was found to be heating of the gas and so wall or electrode dimensions are
a major consideration. At these high buffer pressures the maximum electrode width was
found to be 4.5 cm. In the single pulse regime of operation, where there is time for
diffusion cooling, preliminary results showed operation to be only weakly dependent upon
buffer density. Furthermore, they showed that the optimum copper density grows with the
applied field strength reaching 1016-1017 cm - 3 at 10-20 kV/cm. This is in rough agreement with early results obtained in our laboratory (Bricks, B.G., 1977).
Table 5.

Optimum Transverse Discharge Laser Operating Conditions
(Arlantsev, S.V., 1980)

Characteristic

Value

Neon Density
Copper Density

4-8 x 1018 cm -3
-3
0.5-1.0 x 1016 cm

Applied Field Strength

%1 kV/cm

Specific Loading of Stored Energy

3 mJ/cm

Repetition Rate

2.5 kHz

Specific Average Power

36-55 mW/cm3

3

We are now investigating operation in large diameter devices at low repetition rates.
Preliminary results indicate that from several tenths to over I joule per pulse should
be practicable.
F.

SUMMARY

The copper vapor laser is an effective high power pulsed source with emission in the
visible. It can operate over a wide range of parameters with efficiency of over 1%.
Scaling to higher powers has progressed steadily and over 100 watts from a single oscillator module can be projected. This may be done with a large diameter longitudinal
discharge configuration but transverse discharge devices are receiving increasing
attention.

IL
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RECENT DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH-POWER VISIBLE LASER SOURCES
EMPLOYING SOLID-STATE SLAB LASERS AND NONLINEAR
HARMONIC CONVERSION TECHNIQUES
by
Yuang S. Liu, W.B. Jones, and J.P. Chernoeb
General Electric Company
Corporate Research and Development
Schenectady, New York 12301
U.S.A.
SUMMARY
Recent developments in high-power solid-state lasers (Nd:YAG, Nd:glass) have greatly improved both average power capability and beam brightness.
This has been a result, to a large extent, of the development of the total-internal-reflection slab-type solid-state laser configuration, which provides a selfcompensating mechanism to minimize the thermally induced distortion commonly observed in solid-state lasers.€l .2.3) Near diffraction-limited, high
peak-power, high average-power solid-state lasers are ideal pump sources for nonlinear frequency conversions using harmonic generation, stimulated
Raman scattering and/or pumping dye lasers for ultraviolet (UVI. visible, and infrared (IR) coherent light sources. Continuously tunable coherent sources
(4)
2
covering a spectral range Irom 0. Mm to beyond 3 tim, using these combined techniques, have been reported.
In the present paper, we report recent developments of high-power solid-state slab laser technology in both Nd:YAG and Nd:glass. High-power nonlinear frequency conversion, employing second harmonic generation in various nonlinear crystals is discussed. Nonlinear phase-matching properties critical
to efficient frequency conversion in LilO3, LiNbO3 , CDA, KDP, and recently developed KTP (KTiOPO 4 ) are presented. Efficient frequency conversion in
the average power range exceeding 10 W imposes severe constraints in both fundamental beam properties and the nonlinear processes in various media.
I.

INTRODUCTION

A slab-type solid-state laser which produces a high-brightness laser beam at high pump powers has been developed. The configuration is particularly
useful for glass host material operated at high average power levels. Although laser glass is available in large volumes of good optical quality and glass
lasers can produce high-energy pulses over a wide range of pulse durations, the use of the glass laser in the standard rod configuration has been limited in
average power capability because the relatively low heat conductivity of glass leads to high thermal stress at high pump power and, thus, large optical distortion.
In the slab-type laser configuration, the solid host material (e.g., Nd:glass, Nd:Y AG) is in the form of a rectangular cross-section slab with plane parallel surfaces or faces. The configuration is shown schematically in Figure Ia. The slab is face-pumped optically, i.e., illuminated through two opposing slab
faces, to obtain the required inversion energy in the active material, and, simultaneously, the same faces are cooled to obtain a one-dimensional, steady,
thermal state. Thermal stress results in the slab from the heating which is concomitant with optical pumping and cooling. The volume heating is symmetrical relative to the center plane of the slab, and, therefore, the thermal stress averaged from one slab surface to the other is zero. These conditions
lead to a high degree of compensation for thermal-optic distortion for a beam passing from one slab face to the other. The laser beam is introduced into
the slab through suitable entrance optics, usually through a surface at Brewster's angle, as shown in Figure lb. With this arrangement, a relatively thin
slab of solid host material can be used so that efficient cooling is possible, and at the same time, the active material is swept efficiently by the beam.
Near diffraction-limited, high peak power, and high average power solid-state slab lasers are ideal pump sources for nonlinear frequency conversion,
using harmonic generation and stimulated Raman scattering for generating visible, UV, and IR coherent sources. The advances in this type of solid-state
pump laser have led to the progress made in the development of high-power visible laser sources using harmonic conversion techniques. In this report, we
review the recent development in solid-state slab lasers (Nd:glass, Nd:YAG) and discuss parameters relevant to the high-power second harmonic generation using nonlinear crystals. These discussions are applicable to other types of harmonic conversions, such as third and fourth harmonic generation.
2

SOLID-STATE SLAB-TYPE LASERS

The cross section of an arrangement of a slab laser, pump lamps, and lamp reflectors is shown in Figure 2. The intrinsic compensation for thermaldistortion effects occurs only for paraxial rays in a plane of reflection (p-plane). In the ideal case, the thermal gradients are parallel to a p-plane and, therefore, the principal thermal-optic distortion in the slab is compensated intrinsically. However, if the inversion pumping (strictly slab heating) is not uniform
across the slab width, transverse thermal gradients will occur for which there is no intrinsic compensation. Consequently, care must be taken that the
pumping distribution is uniform across the slab width to avoid distortion perpendicular to the p-plane. In practice, this has entailed a careful design of the
reflectors for the pump lamps in order to achieve the required uniformity of pumping, as well as efficient coupling between the discharge lamps and the
active material
Slab cooling must be arranged so that the faces are cooled to equal temperatures and temperature gradients along the slab faces are minimized. In practice slab cooling has been accomplished either by convection cooing with a fluid (of sufficiently small refractive index) flowing across the slab faces or by
conduction cooling through a thin layer of gas to the cooled windows used for the pump radiation In either case the problem of minimizing surface temperature gradients occurs mainly at the lateral edges where the slab supports are located.
The slab configurations have been operated in a variety of modes for a number of applications In all designs that have been implemented, the pump
lamps employed have been linear discharge tubes Kr-filled for continuous wave (cw) operation and Xe-filled for pulsed operation. Two types of solid host
materials have been used Nd-YAG and Nd:glass. Nd:YAG is a crystalline material with relatively high heat conductivity available only in limited sizes of
good optical quality For these reasons, slab fracture due to thermal stress is of so concern in YAG designs, fot pumping is limited by pump-lamp characteristics much below rates for which the slab heating can cause thermal fracture Single-slab Nd:YAG laser designs have operated cw at 150 W beam
power output, pulsed mode at 5 J/puse, 20 pps, and Q-switched at 0 5 J/pulse. 20 pps. all with beam quality less than five times diffraction-limited
Designs with NdiYAG have also been used as low-distortion amplifiers for Q-switched oscillators at repetition rates up to 20 pps.
In contrast to Nd YAG. Ndglass is available in essentially any desired size, with excellent optical quality The low specific-gain coefficient of glass
makes it useful only for pulse-pumped operation. The low heat conductivity is the key factor that sets a limit on glass slab thickness that can be used in a
given design without exceeding the thermal fracture limit. In typical designs for operation in the range 3 to 10 pps, the inversion that can he obtained,
3
which is compatible with useful pump-lamp operation, falls in the range 0.25 to 0S J/cm per pump pulse For 10 pps operation, the heating associated
with the desired invernion per pulse limits the slab thickness to approximately 6 mm Since the thermal stress in a slab is proportional to the thickness
squared for a given heat loading density, 12 mm is a suitable thickness for 3 pps operation
The principal application of the Nd:glass slab laser has been as aQ-switched oscillator-amplifier in a single slab operating at a repetition rate of 3 to
10 pp., with an output beam energy greater than 2 )/pulse and of sufficiently good quality for efficient second harmonic generation in a KD*P crystal.
Unlike the traaitional rd geometry, the slab laser with its large aperture aspect ratio lends itself to incorporation of both functions, oscillator and amplifier,
in a single laser head. This provides a higher overall efficiency with a reduction in system complexity. Although the thermal self-compensating aspects of
the slab geometry and the low gain necessary for the specific performance would permit the operation of an oscillator at high average powers, other system
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oscillacomponents, such as the Pockels cell and cavity mirrors, are more limited in average power thermal capability and rule out use of a single multipass
2
150 MW/cm with a beam
densities on the order of 100 toconfiguration,
11),requires power
KD*P (Type
generation using
second harmonic
efficient
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tor. Furthermore,
TEMoo
an
oscillator-amplifier
In
oscillator.
the
for
divergence of less than I mrad. This requirement dictates TEMo. mode operation
in order to obtain
operation is more easily maintained. In general, at the beam energy levels of interest here, the folded-beam amplifier is required
sufficient beam intensity.
that result from nonuniformities
The limit on beam quality obtainable with the Nd:glass slab laser is determined by the spurious temperature gradients
distortion, to be very sensitive to
in pumping and cooling of the slab. The low thermal conductivity of glass causes thermal gradiants. and thus thermal
pumping power, but the
nonuniformities in heating and cooling. In all practical cases, there is significant thermal distortion in the s-plane with maximum
intrinsic compensation in the p-plane results in negligible distortion in this plane.
is pumped with two 10-mm bore,
In one laser design, a 6-mm thick. 46-mm wide, 280-mm long slab of LHG-5 phosphate glass is employed. The slab
ethylene glycol and water mixture
20-cm long, Xe-filled flashlamps in the arrangement shown in Figure 2. The slab is convection-cooled by flowing an
deflection (in the s-plane) of a ray
over the polished slab faces. Figure 3 shows the distortion measured with a shearing interferometer and plotted as the
permissable power level (which
passing through the slab at positions along the width of the slab. This distortion results from pumping at the maximum
3
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of
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The
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pps).
produces 0.28 J/cm inversion.
due to the large temperature gration is sufficiently low for a high-quality amplifier. Near the lateral edges of the slab aperture, the distortion increases
passthrough the slab in a cendients near the edges. The laser oscillator-amplifier is configured with an electro-optic, Q-switched oscillator with one beam
of 0.25 J/pulse. The remainder of the slab is
tral part of the aperture area where the lowest distortion is measured. The oscillator produces a TEMoo beam
amplifier and emerges with a diverused in a four-pass folded amplifier to yield a beam of 2 J/pulse. The beam suffers some distortion in the four-pass
second harmonic conversion
gence of approximately three times the diffraction limit. The beam quality at this energy level is adequate for efficient (40%)
in a Type ii KD'P crystal.
HIGH-POWER NONLINEAR HARMONIC CONVERSION

3.

conversion from a slab-type solidIn this section, techniques and design parameters for generating high average power visible radiation using harmonic
laser, using various nonlinear crystals, has
state laser are discussed. Although the second, third, and fourth harmonic generation from a Nd solid-state
exceeding 10 W and pulse energy over
been well studied, efficient second harmonic conversion from a solid-state slab-laser in the average power range,
brightness, pulse shape, and
several joules, imposes some severe constraints with respects to both the fundamental beam properties (such as beam
transverse mode distribution) and the nonlinear media employed.
Phase Matching Properties

3.1

and second harmonic wave
It is well known that efficient second harmonic generation in nonlinear crystals requires phase matching of the fundamental
conversion efficiency
harmonic
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a
crystal
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double
vectors. Dispersion and
can be expressed as,
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where 710is the power conversion efficiency under the perfect phase-match condition and 10 is a function of the
nonlinear coefficient of the crystal. Further,
Ak -

k2 - 2kl.

with k I - 21r nt/k. and k 2 - 2v n 2iA

2.

function
the wavelengths for the fundamental and second harmonic waves, respectively. The
where I,. n2, A,2. and A2 denote the refractive indices and
harmonic waves in the
sinc46 - (sini,/4 is the phase mismatch term, where 4,- AA.L/2 and L is the interaction length for the fundamental and second
crystal.
of many parameters, and 86
The maximum conversion efficiency is obtained when 4 - o, i.e., with no phase-mismatch. The quantity 6 is a function
can be expressed as
(2)
+
_-$80 + 8, 8T+ i8E
S
electric field from the perfect
where 8h. 80. 8 T. and 8Edenote the deviations with the wavelength, angular displacement, temperature, and the applied
efficiency is realized when the sum
phase-matching condition. For high-power applications, these quantities are interrelated and the maximum conversion
of the terms in Equation 2 is minimized.
shown in Figure 4.(,6) In
The spectral phase-matching properties of several commonly used nonlinear crystals have been measured; the results are
tunable Nd:glass laser, and
these measurements, the relative second harmonic conversion efficiency vs wavelength was measured using a line-narrowed,
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I. LiNbO3 , 90 phase-matched, temperature-tuned
°
?. Deuterated CsH 2 AYO 4 (CD'AI. 90 phase-matched, temperature-tuned.
3 LilO3, Type I angle-tuned at 22 *C.
4. KH 2PO4 (KDP), Type I angle-tuned at 22 *C.
S. Deuterated KH 2PO4 (KD*P), Type II angle-tuned at 22 *C.
6. KTiOPO 4 (KTP), Type II angle-tuned at 22 *C.
at which the second harmonic
The phase-matching bandwidth is defined as L .A, where AX is the full-spectral width of the fundamental wavelength
conversion efficiency is reduced to one-half the maximum value (FWHM).
typical spectral bandwidth of
The spectral phase-matching bandwidth is of concern when a wideband source, such as a Nd:glass laser, is employed. The
second harmonic conversion.
a Q-switched Nd:glass oscillator is about 100 A. Thus line narrowing is required in a Nd:glass laser for high-efficiency
birefringent filter offers a simple and lossless tuning method particAmong various tuning techniques, we have found that an intracavity Brewster-angle
t )
Birefringent materials. such as LiNbO 3 , can be used for low-power applicsularly useful for a low-pin, high-power oscillator, such as a Nd:glas laser.
applications. The tuning and line-narrowing
ttons, while materials with a higher damage threshold, such as KDP and quartz, are required for high-power
characteristics for a Q-switched Nd:glass oscillator, using an x-cut LiNbO 3 birefringent filter,2 are shown in Figure 5. For the higher power application, 3additional low-finesse solid etalons
mm thick KD'P has been employed at an intracavity power density exceeding 500 MW/cm without damage. However,
are required to reduce the line width to about I A.
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3.2

Nonlinear Materials with High-Power Capability

The selection of a nonlinear optical material for application at an average power exceeding 10 W is limited by the average power and peak power densities that a crystal can tolerate. Thermally induced phase mismatch, resulting from beam power absorption, limits the average power capability. The damage threshold limits the peak power density capability. There are only a few optical crystals materials available that satisfy these requirements. These are:
KD*P. CD°A. and the most recently developed KTP crystals. Each of these crystals has properties which are unique for certain applications. Table 2 lists
some of the special characteristics of these crystals. Some of the unique properties of these crystals and the results obtained with them are reviewed below.
3.2.1

KD*P (Deuterated KH 2PO4 )

KD'P is the most highly developed of the three nonlinear crystals discussed. The deuterated material is required to reduce absorption at 1.0 6 um and
thus minimize the thermally induced phase mismatch. Crystals are available in large sizes with excellent optical quality.
The KD*P crystal has a low absorption constant (< 0.01 cm- 1 ) and a high power-density damage threshold at 1.06 ,m. Effects due to thermally
induced phase mismatching are negligibly small at an incident average power level up to about 25 W, with peak power density of 250 MW/cm 2 and a 35 ns
pulse duration. Nonlinear absorption due to two-photon processes is also insignificant under these conditions.
The effective nonlinear constant of a KD*P crystal depends upon the types of nonlinear interactions involved. It can be shown that the effective nonlinear constant for the Type II interaction, relative to that for Type I, is proportional to (sin 2ell)/(sin e1) where e, and 0l1 are, respectively, the phasematching angles for each type of phase matching. Given that Ol= 41.5- and Olt= 53.5 °, the ratio has a value of 1.44, and, consequently, enhancement of
the second harmonic efficiency by a factor of about two can be obtained by using the Type 11phase matching instead of the Type I.
A critical parameter in achieving a high conversion efficiency is the angular tolerance for phase matching. This is particularly important in the highpower application because of the difficulty in maintaining a low divergent beam. The angular tolerance for phase matching in Type II interaction for KD*P
is greater by a factor of about two, as compared to that found in the Type I. The values of LAO were measured to be S mrad-cm for a KD'P (Type II) and
2.4 mrad-cm for KD*P in Type I interaction.
In Figure 6, the energy conversion efficiency as a function of the incident power density is shown for a KD'P crystal of 35 mm length.
32.2

CD*A (deuterated CsH 2AsO 4 )

CD'A is isomorphic with KD*P and is usually found to be a more efficient harmonic converter than KDP. The temperature-tuned, 90* phase°
matched CD*A is a preferred configuration. However, the 90 phase-matching temperature of the crystal at 1.0 6Mm is - 110 *C. This temperature is
sufficiently high that the crystal is susceptible to damage due to dehydration, which occurs at about 150 o. 8 ) The damage level for a temperature-tuned
CD*A was less than 10 W at an energy density of about 2 j-cm - 2 (35 ns). This property has severely limited the usefulness of 90° phase-matched CDA
for high-power harmonic conversion.
The CD°A can also be used in higher-power applications with Type I angle-tuned phase matching at room temperature. This configuration is illustrated
in Figure 7. The upper graph shows the crystal orientation and the incident 1.06-Am beam polarization. The lower curve shows the angular phasematching tolerance in 8-direction: a value AOL = 9.0 mrad-cm has been measured. The angular phase-matching tolerance in 40-direction has a value close
to that of a 90* phase-matched crystal. Due to a larger angular tolerance, Type I CD*A is usually found to be more efficient in second harmonic generation than KD*P (Type Ill.
3.2.3

"

tNTP (KTiOPO 4 )

KTP is a new type of nonlinear crystal which is currently under development.i 6 , 9 ) The crystal exhibits several unique properties, including a high nonlinear coefficient comparable to that of Ba2 NaNbSO 15 , a high damage threshold, and a low degree of sensitivity to thermally induced phase mismatch.
These combined properties make KTP the most attractive crystal for high-power frequency conversion.
The spectral, angular, and temperature phase-matching characteristics for second harmonic generation at 1.06 Am in KTP are shown in Table I. The
large temperature bandwidth observed is a unique characteristic of this nonlinear material. Because of its large nonlinear coefficieni, this further reduces
the length of crystal required for high conversion efficiency. As a result, a second harmonic generation efficiency near 50% can be readily obtained in a
3.5 mm crystal length at an incident power t-.cinsity of about 100 MW/cm 2 The energy conversion efficiency of one KTP crystal (3.5-mm length) as a
function of input power density is shown in Figure 8.
4.

SUMMARY

The development of the high-power solid-state slab laser has greatly improved the beam brightness and average power capabilities obtainable from a
solid-state laser Previously, the average power from a solid-state laser has been limited by the thermal-optical distortion due to the relatively low thermal
conductivity of the laser medium. In the slab-type solid-state laser, the optical beam inside the active medium undergoes total-internal reflection to provide a self-compensation of optical wavefront distortion due to thermally-induced index variation. Furthermore, because of the optical symmetry along a
totally internally reflected zig-zag beam path, the net effect of the stress-induced birefringence disappears when integrated over the entire optical path
inside the gain medium, and the depolarization effect is eliminated This configuration makes possible a solid-state Nd:giass laser operable at a power level
much exceeding that previously achieved, while maintaining a beam quality near the diffraction-limit. Nonlinear frequency conversion from a high-powe
slab-type solid-stale laser offers the opportuniity of developing high-power visible laser sources exceeding 10 W average power level.
5
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Table I
SUMMARY OF PHASE-MATCHING PROPERTIES FOR SECOND HARMONIC
GENERATION IN KD*P, CD*A. AND KTP

CD*A

KD*P
Type of Phase Matching
and Temperature

Type I
@22 *C

Type 11
@22 T

Type 1
@22 *C

Spectral Bandwidth
L -AX (FWHM) (A-cm)

KTP
90.

@105 *C

5.7

72.5

55.7

22.5

Angular Bandwidth
L -A0 (FWHM) (mrad-cm)

2.4

5

9

>50

Is

Temperature Bandwidth
L .,IT(FWH M) (*C-cm)

6t

6.

6t

6

is

Phase-matching angle

4V0

5.5*

820

90.

26*

Walk-off angle

27

Is

tValues are estimated

3.1!

22.5

Type 11
@25 *C
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Table 2
PROPERTIES OF ED*P, CD-A, AND KTP FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF
OF PHASE-MATCH AT I."6/n
Crystal

Type of Phase Matching

KD*P

Type 11@ 22 "C

Properties
9
*
0
*
*
*

CD*A

90" @ 05 "C

0

*
I
a
a
Type I@ 25 "C

0

*
KTP

Type II @ 25 °C

*
a
0
*
*
*

II
$

Effective nonlinear coefficient larger
than Type I
Angular bandwidth larger than Type I
Large spectral bandwidth
High damage thresholds for both
peak power and average power
Sensitive to temperature change
Larger-size material available
Noncritical phase match
Higher efficiency than that of KD*P
Lower damage threshold
Dehydration at - 150 *C causing
permanent damage
Larger size crystal not available
Room-temperature Operation
Improved damage threshold
Large nonlinear coefficient
High conversion efficiency
Relatively insensitive to
temperature variation
Small walk-off angle
Nonhygroscopic
Crystal size limit
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DOWN-CONVERSION OF RARE GAS HALIDE LASERS FOR BLUE-GREEN APPLICATIONS
R. Burnham, N. Djeu, B. L. Wexler
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D. C. 20375
SUMMARY
Rare-gas halide lasers, down-converted to the blue-green region, appear to be sufficiently scalable and efficient for applications in blue-green communieations systems.
Recent progress in Raman conversion of the XeCl laser output in atomic and molecular

media are reviewed in this paper.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The rare-gas halide lasers have the highest combined potential for overall efficiency
and scalability of any visible-uv laser yet discovered. As such, they appear to be
suitable as pump lasers for a high-average-power blue-green laser for space-based
strategic communications. Of the rare-gas halides, the rare-gas fluorides were
initially found to be greatly superior to the others in efficiency. Recently, the
XeCl laser has been improved significantly and has shown overall efficiency and
scalability comparable to KrF. In addition, the use of HC1 as a halogen donor in
this laser has been shown to prolong the running time of the laser in a rep. rated
system significantly beyond that obtained in the rare-gas fluorides. This result is
apparently attributable to the absence of buildup of deleterious contaminants in the
laser gas, and to the tendency of the HCl to recombine following the XeCl laser pulse.
XeCl, therefore, appears to be the most suitable rare-gas halide for long lived laser
systems.

The XeCl laser operates at 308 nm and therefore must be down-converted to the bluegreen region (450-510 nm).

The most effective down-conversion technique to be demon-

strated has been stimulated Raman scattering. Photon conversion efficiencies in
excess of 70% have been observed in both electronic and vibrational (molecular) stimulated Raman scattering experiments using rare-gas halide lasers as pumps. Since the
Raman medium is left unchanged in the conversion process (no irreversible photochemistry) this down-conversion technique is appropriate to long-lived blue-green
laser systems.
2.

XeCl LASER PERFORMANCE

Among the rare-gas halides the XeCl laser appears to be most suitable for blue-green
applications. First, the XeCl laser has been excited in self-sustained discharges
with overall efficiencies of 1-2%, (LIN, S. C. and LEVATTER, J. I., 1979), using
both uv and x-ray preionization to obtain discharge uniformity in volumes greater
than one liter. Specific output energies of I J/1-amagat have been obtained with
a total output of five joules at 308 nm. A schematic diagram of a typical x-ray
preionized XeCl laser is given in Fig. 1. Thus, the XeCl laser satisfies both the
requirement for high efficiency (in the uv) and for high single pulse energy.
The second set of requirements on the blue-green laser is associated with the operating lifetime of the system. Here the XeCl laser has been shown to be significantly
superior to the other rare-gas halides. In repetitively pulsed devices the XeCl
laser has been operated for 3 x 106 shots to half power without gas treatment
(McKEE, et. al., 1981) and for greater than 107 shots with gas cleanup and replenishment of the halogen donor (TENNANT, R., 1980). These lifetimes are comparable to
those of the external electrical components used to power the laser (i.e., capacitors
and switches). The long operating life observed with the XeCl laser results from the
use of HCl as the halogen donor. This is because the strong bond strength of HCl
favors its reformation after each laser shot. In addition, most materials commonly
used in construction of rare-gas halide lasers appear to be easily passivated against
chemical attack by HCl.
3.

RAMAN DOWNCONVERSION OF THE XeCl LASER

The requirement for high efficiency in blue-green applications dictates that frequency shifting of the 308 nm output from XeCl must itself be accomplished with very
high efficiency. Fortunately, an efficient means for down-conversion has been found
in stimulated Raman scattering in atomic and molecular gases. Conversion of the XeCl
laser output to 459 nm has been demonstrated with an overall efficiency of 40-50%

in a number of experiments using lead vapor as a Raman active medium (BURNHAM, R. and
DJEU, N., 1978). Conversion is accomplished in a single Raman step since the Stokes
shift in lead is approximately 1/3 of the initial 308 nm pump photon energy. An
energy level diagram for Raman shifting in lead is shown in Fig. 2a. Temporal shapes
for the pump (308 nm) and Stokes (459 nm) pulses are shown in Fig. 3. Raman shifting
in atomic vapors has the advantage that competing non-linear effects such as secondStokes generation and four-wave mixing have small transition probabilities compared
to first Stokes generation which is enhanced by a strong near-resonance single-photon transition. Thus, beam quality requirements for efficient conversion are not
severe.
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An alternative approach to efficient down-conversion from the uv to the blue-green
region is also under study (KOMINE, H. and STAPPAERTS, E. A., 1979). This approach
involves multiple Raman scattering in hydrogen. Because the Raman shift in H, is
only 4155 cm - 1 , three successive scattering events are required to shift the output
from the XeCl laser to the blue-green region. A diagram of third Stokes Raman
generation in H 2 is shown in Fig. 2b. The requirement for high overall efficiency
(- 50%) in downconversion dictates that each step of the molecular Raman scattering
process be accomplished with - 80% efficiency. To date, single step molecular Raman
shifting in the uv has been accomplished with an efficiency of - 50% in H2 (LORIE,
T. R., et. al., 1979). A net efficiency of 30% for third Stokes generation has also
been observed in experiments using a Raman oscillator-amplifier configuration pumped
by a short-pulse (- 10 ns) XeCi laser (KOMINE, H. and STAPPAERTS, E. A., 1980). The
experimental arrangement used in the latter experiment is shown in Fig. 4. Calculations indicate that, in principle, complete conversion of the uv pump laser pulse
should be possible using such an oscillator-amplifier arrangement (NEWMAN, J. H. and
SCHINDLER, G. M., 1981). Since Raman conversion in hydrogen is a non-resonant process, the Raman gains for practically all Stokes orders are of the same magnitude.
The spatial and temporal shape of the pump beam must, therefore, be carefully controlled to prevent buildup of undesired Stokes orders. Four-wave mixing processes
which convert the pump energy into Stokes and anti-Stokes orders are also probable
in molecular Raman shifting. These higher-order parasitic processes are primarily
responsible for the less-than-optimum efficiencies for conversion from the uv to
the blue-green observed to date in molecular Raman experiments. However, down-conversion using multiple Stokes shifts in hydrogen is very attractive because the cell
containing the Raman medium at pressures of - 10 atmospheres operates at room temperature. The issue of Raman cell life ceases to be a problem under the molecular
approach to frequency shifting to the blue-green.
Raman down-conversion in both atomic and molecular vapors is an area of continuing
research for blue-green laser systems.
4.

NARROW BAND LASER OPERATION

The XeCl laser has been tuned between 307.6 and 308.8 nm using an injection locked

amplifier such as shown in Fig. 4.(REINTJES, J., 1980).

A laser linewidth of - 0.01

nm was obtained by using a grating in the oscillator. The linewidth could be further
narrowed to < 0.001 nm by using etalons as frequency selective elements. This laser
has been used to generate Raman-converted output in Pb vapor between 458 and 460 nm
with linewidths of < 0.015 nm. The efficiency obtained in these experiments was
somewhat higher than that obtained with a free running pump laser because extraction
from both the XeCl laser and the Raman laser was improved by injection locking.
5.
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NARROW BANDPASS

LARGE FIELD OF VIEW OPTICAL FILTERS

William J. Rosenberg and Alan M. Title
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory
3251 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, California 94304

ABSTRACT
This article reviews the types and capabilities of birefringent filters. The general operating principles of Lyot (perfect polarizers), partial polarizing, and Solc (no internal polarizers) filters are
introduced. Appropriate techniques for tuning each filter type are presented. Field of view of birefringent filters is dl .t.sssed and is compared to Fabry-Perot and interference filters. The transmission and
throughput advantage of birefringent filters are shown. Finally, the current state-of-the-art in practical filters is reviewed.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the reader to the principles and capabilities of birefri~lgent filter systems. Although these filters have been used by solar physicists to study spectral lines in
the solar atmosphere, their use in other disciplines has been limited.
While commercial versi'is have
been produced they have been expensive and have not achieved their full potential. Recent developments,
however show that they can be practical optical devices.
Their tunability and enormous throughput advantages, combined with new construction techniques, make them ideal for monochromatic collection.
We hope to provide a useful, though brief, introduction to birefringent filters in this presentstion.
In Section 2, the fundamental operation of a birefringent element is discussed.
Since these are
the building blocks of birefringent filters it is important to understand their effect on incident
light. The time domain, impulse response, analytic technique is also introduced in Section 2.
The three main types of birefringent filters, Lyot, partial polarizing, and Solc, are presented in
Section 3. Differences among these and the capabilities of each are discussed.
Tuning is introduced in Section 4. The emphasis is on waveplate tuning since that has proven to be
the most practical at this time. Other mechanical and electrical techniques are presented briefly.
A major feature of birefringent filters is their large field of view. This gives them a significant
throughput advantage ever other filter techniques for both imaging and collection.
The basic principles
of wide field systems and the resulting capabilities are presented in Section 5.
A crucial issue in any optical system is transmission, or more precisely, throughput.
Since polarizers are inherently lossy elements their use in birefringent filters limits the overall transmission. The
capabilities and limitations are discussed in Section 6.
Finally, Section 7 contains a brief resume of the state of the art in birefringent filters.
rent capabilities in spectral resolution and aperture size are discussed.

2.

The cur-

SIMPLE BIREFRINGENT ELEMENTS

The essential principle involved in birefringent filters is that light originating in a single polarization state can be made to interfere with itself.
In a birefringent element this is accomplished by
decomposing the input wave into two orthogonal polarization components, delaying one component relative to
the other, and then recombining the components to effect interference.
This process is illustrated in
Figure 1.
The light is forced into a single polarization state by the entrance polarizer.
By placing
this polarizer at 450 to the fast and slow axes of the birefringent crystal, two components of equal amplitude are created. A relative delay is introduced between these components by the difference in propagation velocity along these two axes.
Finally, the exit polarizer forces the two waves, the ordinary and
the extraordinary, to recombine and, hence, interfere.
An analogous situation occurs in a Michelson interferometer as shown in Figure 2. Here the two paths
are created by a 50:50 beamsplitter and the relative delay is introduced by the path length difference
between the two arms.
Interference is effected by recombining the two beams with the beam splitter as
shown. This analogy can be carried further by using po arizing beam splitters which create orthogonally
polarized waves in the two paths just as in the birefringent element. Practical filter elements have been
made this way and are very similar to birefringent elements (Title and Ramsey, 1980).
The effect of placing either a birefringent element or a Michelson interferometer in an optical path
is to transmit at some wavelengths and to reject at others. In particular, the output due to white light
input is a channel spectrum with alternating light and dark bands in the spectrum. Mathematically, the
spectral transfer function of such an element is

T(A) -

2

coo (----)

(1)

with A, the birefringence, d, the thickness of the element and I, the wavelength. The birefringence is
the difference between the ordinary and extraordinary indices of refraction, n and n , respectively. A
thick plate produces a channel spectrum of many thin bands closely spaced whife a thtn plate produces a

channel spectrum of fewer but wider bands.
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An alternative perspective on birefringent systems is impulse response analysis borrowed from electrical engineering (Bracewell, 1965). Here, the Fourier transform duality between time and spectral domains
is used to characterize birefringent filters. As in electrical filter theory the spectral transfer function of an optical filter is the square magnitude of the Fourier transform of its impulse response. For a
birefringent element, or Michelson interferometer, the impulse response is especially easy to derive. As
shown in Figure 3, an impulse passing through the entrance polarizer is split and travels along the fast
These two impulses are separated in time by the delay of the element.
and slow axes of the element.
Finally, the exit polarizer creates two identically polarized impulses as the output. The orthogonally
polarized impulses which are rejected by the exit polarizer represent the power which is lost in the dark
The impulse response of the element is thus a pair of impulses separated
bands of the channel spectrum.
in time by
At "-d (no

-

(2)
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c

e

in which c is the vacuum speed of light. Specifically this may he written as
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Since the absolute time of arrival of the impulses is not important in specifying the square magnitude of
the transform, (3) is usually written as
h(t)

At

1

At

1

In equations (3) and (4), 6(t-a) is the Dirac delta function representing an impulse at time a.
well known, equation (1) is the square mag.:itude of the Fourier transform of equation (3) or (4).

As is

3. FILTER TYPES
The simple birefringent elements described in Section 2 can be combined in several different ways to
produce useful optical filters.
The three major classes, Lyot, partial polarizing, and Solc, differ in
In this section we will review these
the use of polarizers between successive elements in a filter.
filter types, but will only reference the details and derivations of many of the properties of the
filters.
Lyot filters are the simplest of the filter types (Lyot, 1933).
In a Lyot filter, as shown In Figure
Each element has an
4, simple elements whose lengths are in the ratios 1:2:4:8:.. 2 n are cascaded.
entrance and exit polarizer. The exit polarizer of each element serves as the entrance polarizer of the
next.
Each element, in effect, serves as a blocking filter for the next thickest element, doubling the
spectral spacing between transmission maxima while changing the narrow pass band response only slightly.
The overall effect of a four-element Lyot filter is shown in Figure 5. The transmission profile for each
element is shown along with the overall profile for the entire filter. Since the elements are in series
The impulse response for the
the overall profile is the product of the individual spectral responses.
entire filter is the convolution of the individual responses, a uniformly weighted impulse sequence.
The transmission profile for a Lyot filter with n elements is
2 2nwcAt

T(A)

1 sin
2
4 n 8is
sn 2 ( wcAt
-)
n

(5)

in which At is the time delay of the shortest element. For a transmission maximum at A.,
(full width at half maximum) is approximately

the bandwidth

X2

FWM-

.88 2n 0

(6)

while the free spectral range is
A2
(7)

FSR - -cht

Consequently the finesse, the ratio of free spectral range to bandwidth, of Lyot filters is
F - 1.13

2n

(8)

Practical filters have been be built with a FWHMof .05 A at A5000 A and a finesse of 290. The height of
the first sidelobe, the largest secondary maximum, relative to the peak transmission, of a Lyot filter is
approximately .045, or -13 db.
The most well known is the contrast
There are many possible variations of the basic Lyot filter.
This element,
element Lyot in which one additional element is added to the filter (Schoolmn, 1973).
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longest element. Its purpose is to reduce the heights of the sidelobes and thereby increase the slgnal-tonoise, or contrast, in the filter transmission.
Other variations include other modifications of the
1:2:4.... length ratios and deviations from having all the polarizers parallel.
By using contrast elements, the transmission spectral response may be varied somewhat from the pure
Lyot response.
Unfortunately, the freedom to specify spectral response is limited. Ammann and Chang
(1965) describe a method for synthesizing arbitrary transmission functions but it is of more academic than
practical interest.
The theoretical transmission can be very low and the large number of polarizers
limits the actual transmission even more.
By substituting partial polarizers in place of the perfect polarizers in a Lyot filter we can
construct filters with arbitrary spectral transmission functions. In practice, since the partial polarizers are less lossy than perfect polarizers, this can also result in an increase in throughput for the
filter. The details of how arbitrary partial polarizing filters are synthesized are too lengthy for this
presentation, but a simple example will demonstrate the principles involved (Title, 1976).
Consider the configuration shown in Figure 6. As in a Lyot filter the crystals are in the ratios 1:2
and there are perfect polarizers at the entrance and exit planes of the filter. Between the two crystals,
however, is a partial polarizer. It transmits 100% of vertically polarized light and some fraction, p, of
the horizontally polarized component. Notice, also, that the crystals are oriented orthogonally. One has
its fast axis at +450 while the other has its fast axis at -450 .
There is a simple way to visualize the operation of a partial polarizing module. As illustrated in
Figure 7, the partial polarizing module may be considered to be a parallel combination of two optical
paths. One contains a slightly attenuating perfect polarizer between the two birefringent plates while
the other, acounting for the orthogonal transmittance of the part4dl polarizer, has just a neutral density
filter between the two plates. The impulse response of such a combination is just the superposition of
the impulse responses of the two components. The perfect polarizer section behaves just like a normal
Lyot combination and has the impulse response:
(l-P)
4i-

+ 6(t + At) + 6(t -

y2~t+

2

) + 8(t -3

-*)}

2

(9)

2

The neutral density path, because the two crystals are crossed, acts like a single short element and has
the impulse response:
16(t +-)

+ 6(t - A-)}

(10)

In expressions (9) and (10), p is the orthogonal transmission of the partial polarizer.
results in the overall impulse response:
l-p
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(

(11)

Alternatively, the intermediate impulse responses of partial polarizing filters may be considered to be
vector valued. That is, they have both vertically and horizontally polarized components. At the exit
polarizer, when only one component is transmitted the orthogonal component disappears but until that time
it must be considered. Following the partial polarizer there still remains a small horizontal component
in each impulse.
This causes the apodization (amplitude taper) of the responses following the second
crystal and the exit polarizer.
As p varies between 0 (perfect polarizer) and 1 (no polarizer) the apodizations may be varied
continuously. The corresponding spectral transmission is shown in Figure 8 for several values of p.
While this example has only shown a simple partial polarizing module the applicability of partial
.,olarizers is considerably more general. Any symmetric apodized impulse response may be synthesized using
partial polarizers between crystals. In fact, the two orthogonally polarized beams available at the exit
aperture can have separately, almost independently, selectable impulse responses, This means that with a
polarizing beam splitter as the exit polarizer, two separate transmission functions could be realized
imultaneously.
Ivan Solc (1965) showed that it is even possible to construct birefringent filters without any intermediate polarizers. The original Solc filters were very simple to describe, but have been very difficult
to understand. They came in two forms, as shown in Figure 9, the fan filter and the folded filter. In a
fan filter, n identical, unit length, birefringent plates are stacked as in a fanned deck of playing
cards. The orientations of the plates are:
a, 3a, 5a,

(2n-l)a

(12)

where a - 450 /n. The orientations are symmetric around 450 and distributed regularly through the quadrant. Thus a four-plate filter would have its plates oriented at 11.250, 33.750, 56.250, and 78.75 . For
the fan filter the entrance and exit polarizers are oriented parallel at 00.
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The folded filter is simpler in design. Its plates are oriented, alternately, at + e and - a. A
four-plate folded filter would have Its plates oriented at 11.250, -11.250, 11.250, and -11.250.
The
entrance polarizer is at 00, but the exit polarizer is at 900.
The spectral transmissions of the fan and folded Solc filters are equivalent. They both have the
same profile, although they are shifted from each other by half the free spectral range. In Figure 10,
the transmission profiles of the four-plate fan and folded filters are shown. In general Evans (1958) has
shown that the transmission profile of an n plate Solc filter is:
T(X) -

sin X cos

tan

2

in which
WcAt
coa X I COS -X -COs

a

and a, as before, is 450 /n.
In Figure 11 we compare Solc fan and Lyot filters.
Notice that for filters using the same total
crystal thickness the Lyot filter has slightly lower secondary maxima (side lobes) for comparable bandwidths.
This was observed soon after Solc invented these filters and was thought to be a significant
disadvantage.
This objection, however, was due largely .o a lack of understanding as to how the Solc
filters really worked.
Harris, Ammann, and Chang (1964) made a significant contribution to the development of Solc filters
by applying the impulse response concept to these filters.
As in the analysis of partial polarizing
filters the impulse response must be considered to be a vector quantity. Unlike the partial polarizing
networks, however, in which the ccvenient coordinate system remains constant throughout the network, for
Solc filters a better choice is one in which the coordinate system rotates with the crystal plates. In
partic,tlar, at each intermediate stage the convenient coordinate axes are the fast and slow axes of the
preceeding crystal plate. By combining this idea with a mathematical technique developed by Pegis for Lhe
synthesis of multilayer dielectric interference filters, Harris et al demonstrated a general synthesis
technique for Solc filters. That is, given any discrete time, finite impulse response, there is a set of
crystal plate orientation angles which synthesizes such a filter. Thus, for example, with the plate orientation angles:
8.40, 18.90, 31.40, 45.00, 58.60, 71.10, 81.60

the corresponding filter would exactly duplicate the transmission profile of a Lyot filter. Schiffman and
Young (1968) using the Harris procedure, demonstrated that more interesting filters could be built. They
built a Dolph-Chebyshev minimum sidelobe filter. Figure 12 shows various seven-plate filter configurations and their spectral responses.
It is difficult to compare these filters directly since there are several attributes involved. The
standard Lyot filter, or the Lyot filter with contrast element, while less general in its spectral characteristics requires far fewer elements than an equivalent Solc filter. The Solc filter, however, uses only
two polarizers and therefore can achieve higher transmission in practice since even good polarizers have
some losses. Partial polarizing filters or Lyot filters using some partial polarizing modules represent a
compromise. They use more elements than a Lyot filtkr but have higher transmission and spectral versatility.

iseveral

Iraorder to reduce the complexity of Solc filters and make them more practical the present authors
have developed procedures for synthesizing Solc filters with a combination of long and short plates. It
was recognized that the Harris synthesis procedure specified several crystal orientation sets, each of
which would synthesize the exact same transmission profile.
By considering orientation sets in which
adjacent plates are parallel or nearly parallel, some filters have been developed which use far
fewer plates than the usual Solc filters.
Figure 13 shows a transmission profile and two crystal sets
which synthesize it.
Notice that while the total amount of crystal is the same for both filters, the
second uses only about half as many elements. In general, these modified Solc filters use between onethird and one-half as many elements as a normal Solc filter.
It is possible to make hybrids in which two Solc filter sections separated by a polarizer are combined to make a higher finesse filter. Conceptually this is the same as thinking of the first half of a
Lyot filter as the blocker for the qecond half. A combination of two of the modified Solc sections illustrated in Figure 13 is shown in Figure 14.
The combined filter uses only ten elements but has a finesse
of greater than 60. The price paid for this seven-fold increase in finesse with only twice the number of
elements is the additional loss due to the extra polarizer. In practice, it is a matter of making appropriate compromises between number of elements and number of polarizers. More of one can always be traded
for fewer of the other.
4. TUNING BIREFRINGENT FILTERS
One of the major advantages of birefringent filters over interference filters is the ease with which
they can be tuned. There are, in fact, three basic tuning techniques which can be used in birefringent
systems. The direct method, similar to air spaced Fabry-Perot tunable filters, is actually to change the
birefringent optical path length. An indirec, method which uses quarter wave plate analyzers as optical
compensators for each retardation plate is more practical, however. Finally, electro-optical techniques
which adjust the retardation of certain crystals can be used.
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For the direct method some mechanism for adjusting the birefringent optical path length must be
employed. Temperature control has often been used. The dominant effect of temperature change is a change
in birefringence, although there is a physical length change also. For quartz the result is approximately
a shift of -.5 A per degree Celcius while for calcite the shift is -.3 A per degree Celcius in the
visible. The length can also be changed mechanically by using wedge shaped retardation plates in pairs.
By sliding one plate in and out with respect to its mate, the physical thickness is changed. For imaging
systems such a change in the optical path is undesirable, but for some applications it works well. A Solc
filter with wedge tuning has been built and works well as an order separation filter for a spectrograph.
By far the best tuning method is to use quarter wave plate analyzers (Tttle and Rosenberg, 1979a).
The basic configuration is shown in Figure 15. A quarter wave plate, achromatic over the wavelength range
of interest, is mounted immediately following the retardation plate.
Tuning is then accomplished by
rotation of the exit polarizer. Mathematically this procedure can be shown to work, but intuitively it is
difficult to understand.
Briefly, the output of the retardation plate is elliptically polarized light,
whose ellipticity is a function of wavelength,
£

-

(14)

d

ellipticity - horizontal axis

an

vertical axis

--

(ne

n

The quarter wave plate, as a polarization analyzer, transforms elliptically
linearly polarized wave whose crientation is a function of the ellipticity,
6

tan -1.

polarized

light into a

(15)

The orientation as a function of wavelengtb becomes
wd
r

At 0

=

- n o ) - nw •

(16)

0, vertical, the natural wavelength, Ao, is selected.
S1
-wd

The tuning relationship is, therefore,

1
(ne - no)1(
--t)

(17)

0

Rotation by half a revolution tunes through a free spectral range of the element. The sensitivity of the
wavelength setting to angular orientation errors actually decreases for the longer, narrow bandwidth
elements. This property makes tuning to within a small fraction of the filter bandwidth very practical.
For practical filters it is desirable to avoid rotating the polarizer as in Figure 15 since that
would require rotating the following retardation plate and therefore all the subsequent elements. This
may be avoided by introducing a rotatable half wave plate before the exit polarizer as shown in Figure
16.
The polarizers and retardation plates remain fixed which improves the imaging performance and only
the half wave plates rotate.
Partial polarizing filters and Solc filters retain both orthogonal polarization components from
element to element. The tuning sections, therefore, must tune both polarization states simultaneously.
The configurations shown in Figures 15 and 16 do not maintain the proper phase relationship between the
orthogonal polarizations and must be modified in order to tune more general filters.
In Figure 17 a
general tuning configuration is shown.
Notice that an additional, fixed, quarter wave plate has been
added after the rotating half wave plate.
The extra quarter wave is just the retardation needed to
correct the phase difference between the orthogonal polarizations.

9Electro-optic

tuning is also possible, but has not yet been utilized in practical filter systems.
There are two principles which can be used for electro-optic tuning. The first is to change the retardation of a birefringent element in response to an electric field. Materials such as ADP or KDP are used
for this purpose and may either be used as the retardation element itself or as an additional tuning
section following the main element.
The other type of electro-optic tuning is a replacement for the
rotating half wave plate in the tuning elements of Figures 16 and 17. Liquid crystal elements may be used
as electrically controlled half wave plates, but have not yet been used in tunable birefringent filters.
The advantage of electrical tuning is that there are no moving parts in the optical path. Unfortunately, the electro-optic materials which have been used to date all require either transparent electrodes
in the optical path or large electric voltages. The problems arise because transparent electrodes aren't
really quite transparent enough. If several layers are included in a filter the losses combine to reduce
the transmission significantly. If, alternatively, transverse electric fields are used for apertures of
several centimeters the voltages required become excessive. Many liquid crystals, for example, require
fields of about I volt/micron.
5. FIELD OF VIEW
Other than tunability, the great advantage of birefringent filters is the large field of view
possible (Title and Rosenberg, 1979b).
Unlike interference filters in which the off axis behavior is
isotropic, uniaxial birefringent crystals have a strong azimuthal dependence. In particular, the fringe
pattern of a uniaxial birefringent element is a series of hyperbolic isochromes rather than the circular
pattern of an interference filter. Moreover, the change in retardation actually changes sign between
consecutive quadrants of the fringe pattern. For rays at 00 azimuth, with respect to the optic axis, the
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angle as:
retardation decreases with incidence
°)
s
A[l

=4

i

°

n2

l

i

2n

(18)

2

0

while in the next quadrant, at an azimuth of 900, the retardation increases as
(i,900 )

-

A0 [1 + sin2i
0

(19)
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At arbitrary azimuth, 0, the retardation variation is
A -

A

2

[I ---sin2i (cos e - n sin20)]
2n 0
ne

(20)

0

The azimuthal behavior is the key to making widefield elements.
If two plates are combined with
their optic axes crossed then the positive increase in etardation of one plate will be offset by the
negative change in retardation of the other plate. Lyot has shown that there are two ways to exploit
this behavior. The first is to use two identical plates of the same uniaxial material. Then, to avoid
just having the plates cancel and produce a wide field zero retardation, a half wave plate must be placed
between the two crossed elements. Such a configuration is shown in Figure 18. The spectral capability of
the wide field element is limited by the half wave plate. If it is achromatic then so will be the wide
field element (Title, 1975).
Anothor type of wide field element can be made by crossing two retardation plates, one being uniaxial
positive and the other, uniaxial negative.
Again the positive and negative azimuthal quadrants will
cancel, but now the fast and slow axes will line up from one crystal to the next. Remember that for a
uniaxial positive crystal the fast axis coincides with the optic axis while for a uniaxial negative cystal
they are orthogonal. A wide field element may, therefore, be made from a combination such as quartz and
calcite.
The negative and positive retardation changes, as given by equations (18) and (19), are not exactly
equal. There is, therefore, still some limitation to the field of a wide field element. To second order
the retardation of a wide field combination is:
4(1)
4° [

A

=i-A []

st2i (ne-n°)

in
4n 2

e

0]

(21)

ne

0

The variation of transmitted wavelength as a function of incident angle is, therefore,
sin 2 i

6X
0

ne-no

4n

(22)

e
0

This should be compared with the variation for interference filters, which is
ax

_

Ao

sin21(23)
2n2

in which n is the index of the spacer layer.
results from the factor

The field advantage of the wide field birefringent element

n -n
2n
For quartz this factor is .003 and for calcite it is -.058 resulting in large field advantages for birefringent elements. For very small birefringences the second order approximations are not sufficient and
more exact computations are necessary. The results of such exact computations are shown in Figure 19 for
elements operating at 5000 A. The incident angle corresponding to the relative wavelength tolerance,
6X/X, is shown for quartz, calcite, and an air spaced Fabry-Perot interference filter.
6.

THROUGHPUT

For any filter system shequestion always asked is, "How much light can be accepted?" This encompasses a variety of factors, but results in an objective basis for comparison between filter systems. The
acceptance of any system can always be Increased by using a larger aperture filter, so any comparison
Achievable aperture limitations may then be considered separsimilar apertures.
assume therefore,
amsong
ately. types
Whatmust
remains,
is the solid acceptance angle over which the filter operates and the
losses in the filter itself.
Birefringent filters operate over a large solid angle as implied by the field of view discussion in
Section 5. The throughput advantage relative to Fabry-Perot interference filters is shown In Figure 20
for filters constructed of quartz and calcite. In practice this advantage is a factor of 50 to 200.
The throughput advantage of birefringent
polarizers. These need not be serious losses,

system is somewhat diminished by internal losses in the
however, if efficient polarizers are used. An unavoidable
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loss is due to the entrance polarizer.
This means that 50% of
unless the source is polarized. A Lyot filter with a finesse of
transmission, in polarized light, is 95%, the overall attenuation
mission of such a filter would then be 32% in unpolarized light.
three polarizers could transmit 43% in unpolarized light.

the incident light is lost imediately
250 requires nine polarizers. If their
is a factor of 63%. The overall transA modified Solc hybrid design using only

In the visible spectrum, where sheet polarizers are readily available, the Lyot designs are practical. Transmissions of about 30% are therefore realistic. For the infrared or ultraviolet the hybrid Solc
filters become more attractive and will then yield transmissions of about 40%.
The overall throughput
advantage of birefringent filters, relative to ideal interference filters is therefore a factor of 15 to
80 in unpolarized light or 30 to 160 in polarized light.

7.

STATE OF THE ART

Although birefringent filters have been in use for almost 50 years, relatively few have actually been
constructed and used an a routine basis. Most have been delicate instruments requiring carefully controlled thermal environments. They failed, moreover, to exploit the tuning advantages described previously.
Recently, however, several filters have been built for space flight applications.
They have been
specifically designed to be rugged enough to be space qualifiable and to operate over a large temperature
range.
By using achromatic waveplates they are also fully tunable throughout the visible spectrum.
In
Figure 21, a 20A quartz filter is shown.
It has a 7.5 cm clear aperture and is fully blocked and tunable
in the visible.
A O.1A calcite filter
is shown in Figure 22.
While it is also tunable throughout the
visible it has a free spectral range of only 12A so that blocking filters are required. It operates under
0
0
computer control and compensates for temperature variations by tuning.
Operation from 5 C to 50 C is
therefore possible with no thermal controller. A solid Michelson analog birefringent element has also
been built and operated with this filter
(Title and Ramsey, 1980).
It has a bandwidth of O.lA and is
insensitive to temperature variations because of the specific combination of glasses used in its construction.
Additionally, a fixed frequency Lyot filter
for laser communications was recently finished and is
shown in Figure 23.
It has a 10 cm entrance aperture and tapers to 7.5 cm at the exit.
The birefringent
elements are quartz which gives it a ±200 field of view Pnd a 2 A bandwidth at X5320 A. Although it is
fixed frequency its elements have tuning sections for initial spectral alignment and calibration.
At the present time we are constructing a 0.05A calcite filter.
Like its O.1A prototype it will be
space qualified and fully tunable. A modified Solc filter with a 3.4A bandwidth is being built with a 10
cm clear aperture. It will be tunable and have wide field elements like the Lyot filters.
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OPTICAL RECEIVERS FOR UNDERWATER COMMUNICATION
AUTHORS:
John E. Jackson, Gary M. Lee, Charles M. Ciany
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company - St. Louis Division
ABSTRACT
Optical communications to submerged submarines requires an extremely sensitive receiver with a wide field of view and
narrow optical bandwidth. The receiver requires a narrow optical bandwidth filter to discriminate against solar and
bioluminescent background sources. The filter c.enter wavelength should be selectable to match that of the most efficient
laser transmitter. The receiver should have a large effective aperture (this may require multiple subapertures due to submarine space limitations). The field of view should be large (>450 full cone) to collect a significant fraction of the scattered
signal. The transmission of all of the optical elements should be high. The detector must have a high quantum efficiency
and be capable of operating v.,th very large background variations from nighttime to full day light conditions (> 150 dB
variation). It is also desirable that the receiver be capable of efficient operation at varying depths.
This paper discusse5 the tradeoffs which must be considered to develop an optimum overall receiver design. The available
choices for a receiver filter are discussed and an overall receiver configuration is developed.
GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS
SYMBOLS:
Current Signal to noise ratio

SNI
IS

=

G

=

Total signal current at photocathode (amperes)
Gain of PMT
1.602 10- 19 (coulomb) (electronic charge)
Electronic Bandwidth (Hz)

e
BE

Background current at photocathode (amperes)

ITotal
,0
ID

=

Total dark current at photocathode (amperes)

IM

=

Total current at photocathode from miscellaneous sources (amperes)

F

Multiplication noise factor of PMT

ND

Number of PMT's
0
1.38054 10-23 (J/ K (Bollzman's constant)

k

Resistive temperature -- (°K)

T
Fa

Noise factor of amplifier

RL

Output Load resistor of PMT's (ohms)

E

=

t

Energy in Laser pulse (J)
PMT responsivity (amperes/watt)

R
=

Pulse width (sec)
2
Receiver aperture area (m )

Ar
d

=

Effective receiver diameter (m)

d

=

Diameter of laser spot at receiver (m)

Ta
Tcl

=
=

Transmission due to atmosphere
Transmission due to clouds

Taw

-

Transmission due to air-water interface

Tw

=

Transmission due to water
Relative angular
(watts/steradian)

RS
TF

radiance

distribution

at

receiver

referenced

to

receiver

zenith

of

signal

Transmission of narrow band filter

To

=

Transmission of all receiver components (including material absorption and coated interfaces) excluding narrow band filter

Tv

=

Transmission due to vignetting
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=
-

OF
I

Receiver half angle FOV (deg)
Zenith angle referenced to receiver zenith (deg)
Azimuth angle (deg)
Wavelength (angstroms = A)

,X
HB

=

2
Background irradiance (watts/(m * Angstrom))

Effective FWHM of optical filter

BO
RB

=

Relative angular radiance distribution at Receiver referenced to receiver zenith of Background
(watts/steradian)

ACRONYMS:
FOV

Field of View

NBOF

Narrow Band Optical Filter
Extremely Low Frequency

ELF
VLF

=

Very Low Frequency

UV

=

Ultraviolet

BER

Bit Error Rate

PMT

Photomultiplier Tube

QE

Quantum Efficiency

FSR

Free Spectral Range

BNBF

Birefringent Narrow Band Filter

DBF

Dispersive Birefringent Filter

MCPC

Modified Compound Parabolic Concentrator

AGC

Automatic Gain Control

PPM

Pulse Position Modulation

DPIM

Differential Pulse Interval Modulation

1.0 INTRODUCTION
One of the most serious communication problems facing the Na, , today is that of transferring information to submarines
without affecting their operational capabilities. Ideally such a communications capability should be available at all operational speeds and depths and not require any external receivers which would compromise the submarine's strategic or
tactical function. In addition, the communications system should be survivable in the face of a nuclear attack. Until recently, most attempts at solving this problem have focused on systems which utilize the lower end of the electromagnetic
spectr im for transmission of the desired information (i.e., ELF, VLF, etc.) since the transmission in sea water is high as
shown in Figure 1. The advent of the high power UV-visible laser has changed this emphasis to include optical techniques
since this spectral region also has a high transmission.
4

In order for optical techniques to be effectilve, the submarine must be retrofited wit, an optical receiver optimized for detection of short laser pulses in the presence of all the natural underwater background noise sources. Figure 2 illustrates
the configuration of this communication link. The more important noise sources are the solar background and
bioluminescence. Due to scattering in clouds and water, the signal and background irradiance typically have a very wide
angular distribution at the operational submarine depth. The spectral content of the solar background is well known. The
laser wavelength is yet to be determined but generally it is assumed that it will have a bandwidth of less than 1 A centered in the 450 nm to 550 nm blue-green window which is the region of the optical spectrum most highly transmitted
by most ocean waters encountered operationally. Jerlov (1) has characterized the sea water transmission for the spectral region of interest in much more detail according to water type. Figure 3 shows the types of water in various
parts of the oceans. Figure 4 defines the spectral transmission of the most important water types at operational
depth. As observed, a large amount of signal and background is absorbed in the water; consequently, the receiver
must be designed to compensate for this large loss.
Since laser power is always a very precious and scarce commodity in optical communication systems, the natural
inclination of the designer is to stress receiver technology to the limit in order to minimize required laser power.
Although receivers usually seem simpler than lasers, the designer quickly discovers that there are fundamental
theoretical and practical constraints that set limits to receiver performance that are just as unyielding as the more
obvious limits on laser power.

OIL.
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In order to discriminate between the noise sources and the signal, optical receivers generally rely upon temporal,
spectral, and spacial or angular discrimination. Because the clouds and water scatter the light to such a large degree, spacial or angular discrimination is not feasible at large depths leaving only temporal and spectral. The temporal discrimination is also complicated by the fact that clouds, and to a lesser extent water, cause pulse spreading. Most of the laser sources that are anticipated have output pulse widths of <200 ns but at the receiver, the
pulse is spread from 1 to 50 lsec depending primarily on the cloud thickness. An adaptive electronic bandwidth
filter is used to optimally separate out the signal pulse frorni the low frequency background irradiance variations
and the corresponding wideband shot noise.
Spectral discrimination is straight forward in principle. The practical implementation of a wide field of view (FOV)
narrow band optical filter (NBOF) is the real challenge to the receiver designer. The NBOF should have an optical
bandwidth that matches that of the signal source plus any wavelength shift due to Doppler effects. The NBOF
should have a large aperture and a large FOV in order to accept as much signal as practical. The NBOF and other
receiver optical components should also have as large a transmission as practical.
The
shot
sun.
gain

detector is required to have a large quantum efficiency and low detector noise so that the receiver is signal
noise limited for nighttime conditions and background noise limited for high background conditions of full
These requirements can most efficiontly be achieved with an S-20 photomultiplier tube (PMT) with dynamic
control of from 1 to 106.

From the total communications system point of view, the total link loss is calculated (for each submarine location
at its operational depth, cloud conditions, water type, background, angle of incidence, etc.) and the transmitter
laser spot size is changed such that the link margin will be adequate to assure a communication performance of
10-6 bit error rate (BER).
If the submarine depth increases, then the received signal will be smaller and the number of bit errors will increase. If the submarine comes up to shallower depths or even out of the water, the attenuation due to the water is greatly decreased and the angular distribution of the signal and background sources are greatly changed especially for no cloud conditions. In the limit for the out of the water case, no signal would be collected for a laser
signal source outside of the FOV of the receiver.

(

The receiver aperture area (Ar) is proportional to
should Ar be? "rhe final answer to this question
mum cost of delivered laser power plus cost of
analysis can only be done after the laser and its
A r of jm 2 has been assumed,

the amount of laser power required at the transmitter. How large
can only be arrived at from a cost trade off analysis of the minireceiver area times the number of submarine receivers. This cost
scanning and delivery system have been defined. An estimate for

2.0 ANALYTICAL RECEIVER MODEL
Assuming that the receiver response and the signal and background radiance profiles are time independent, the optimum
receiver design requires the solution of a three dimensional detection problem. Let
S(0, 0, X) =

Underwater signal radiance pru.file at the receiver
(watts/(steradian e m 2 * A))

N(0, 0, X) - Underwater background radiance profile at the receiver

(watts'/(steradian e m2
F(,

0, X)

=

*

A))

Receiver response to a point source

where 0 and 0 are the spherical coordinate angles and X is the wavelength. The mean signal and noise power at
the detector output is given by
.o
Xs = J

Xn
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The receiver design problem is to choose F(0, 0, X) to maximize the probability of detecting the signal which is roughly
equivalent to maximizing signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). For optical detection, S/N is proportional to

r
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f
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S/N

S:

Xn

2

3.600 f90

0

0

f

:S

S (0,6,X) F (0.9X) sinO dOdd

(3)

N ( A ) F (,,X) sin dOd

In particular the receiver performamce can be given by
IsG
SNI
4T BE Fa ]1/2
20BEG 2 (I
-Io+
- RL
D + IM + Is) F ND+

(4)

The required value of SNI is dependent upon the modulation format (PPM or DPIM), the type of detection (greatest of or
threshold), and the noise photoelectrons per slot width. For these variables, SNI is bounded by 5 to 10.6.
The signal and background currents are given by equations (5) and (6) respectively.
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If the receiver is background limited where
16 > >

4 kT BE Fa
RL

IS + IM + ID and 2e BE G2 IB F ND >>

then Ep 'an be solved for and is given by
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(7)

Ep =

]1/2

A

jJ

o

RS TF To TV cosO sin dl d

O

Rs sin0 d0 do

If the receiver is signal shot noise limited where
4 kT BE Fa
IS >

> IB

+ IM +

ID and 2e BE G2 IS F ND >>

then Ep can be solved for and is given by

t d 2 (SNI)

2

3600

(2e BE F)

Ep =
d2 R (Ta Tct Taw Tw )

1

360

900

fO

RS sinO

d
(8)

O

f

RS TF To TV cosO sine dO do

Equations (7) and (8) set the upper and lower bounds of required laser energy for the extreme conditions of high background and no background respectively.
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The receiver components selected will define many of the parameters of the given equations. Table 1 lists the major receiver components and the parameters they affect. The parameters that are affected by the various communication scenario conditions while maintaining a constant BER are given in Table 2.

3.0 TRANSMIT LASER CENTER WAVELENGTH
If one could choose the laser wavelength that was the most optimum from the receivers point of view, what would it be?
Assuming that the transmission of the optics and NBOF are roughly independent of wavelength, or1y water transmission,
solar irradiance, and detector quantum efficiency need be considered to determine the relative receiver responsivity versus
wavelength. Figure 5 shows the maximum quantum efficiency (QE) that can be expected from head on PMT's. Figure 6
sea water,
shows the relative required laser power in dB versus wavelength for 11.7 absorption lengths in Jerlov Type III
full solar irradiance, and the best QE PMT's.
Superimposed on the continuous curve are spikes that represent the Fraunhofer absorption lines of the solar spectrum.
Note that if a laser could be matched to one or these lines a savings of at least 5 dB in laser power could be gained.
Ignoring the Fraunhofer lines for the 450 nm to 550 nm interval, only a 3 dB variation occurs.
4.0 NARROW BAND OPTICAL FILTER
The selection of the NBOF type and its design is the single most important design task. The selected NBOF will determine
the requirements of the optical transfer system, the blocking filter, and the detector array configuration. The parameters of
importance for the NBOF are the optical bandwidth (Bo), free spectral range (FSR), the acceptance FOV, transmission, aperture area, out of band rejection, and thermal stability or control required. Table 3 lists all of the conceived generic filter concepts that could be considered.
In order for a filter concept to be useful for this application, it must be wide angle; i.e., the filtering action should
not be affected by the angle of incidence. Most common narrowband filters use interference and are affected by
the angle of incidence.
Atomic/molecular basis filters (2 ) are unaffected by the angle of incidence but only certain wavelengths are found
to be passed by these filter types.
Self-filtering narrowband detectors are truly wide angle but their bandwidth is greater than 10 A. Wide angle,
very narrowband filters could be constructed using the concept of hole-burning in saturable absorbers ( 3 ) but the
effect only occurs stabally at liquid helium temperatures and no research has been done to prove the feasibility of
this approach.
Schineller 4 ) developed a narrowband wide angle filter using single mode waveguides as the spacer in a FabryPerot filter; but the aperture sizes and transmission are not adequate for this application.
Christiansen scattering filters (5 , 6) employ particles in liquid suspension which have an index of refraction whose
rate of change with wavelength is different from that of the liquid. If the index of refraction of the particles and
liquid are equal at a particular wavelength, then the suspension will transmit perfectly at that wavelength and be
unaffected by the angle of incidence. At all other wavelengths, scattering will occur and wavelength selection can
be i ,plemented. Because the angle parameter is required to discriminate against scattering, the Christiansen scattering filter cannot be wide angle. But the concept can be extended to the Christiansen-Bragg filter (7 ) where a
multilayer coating is constructed such that two materials composing the alternate layers have an index of refraction that is equal at some wavelength. At other wavelengths, the multilayer coating is designed to be a high reflection coating; thus filtering action should be observed. Although this approach shows theoretical promise, required materials do not seem to exist for implementation into a viable filter concept.
Both the dispersive birefringent filter (81 (DBF) and the isotropic-index coupled-wave filter(9 ) (ICF) have recently
been undergoing reearch and development. Both use the fact that some materials exhibit zero birefringence at a
wavelength of interest. At the wavelength where the birefringence is zero, the material is isotrcpic and no angle
of incidence effects are exhibited. Although simple DBF and iCF filters have been demonstrated having very
promising performance characteristics the type of filter required for the submarine receiver hAs not been
demonstrated.
Of the concepts listed in Table 3, only the birefringent narrowband filter (10. 11, t2. 131 (BNBF) employing
crystaline quartz is a viable candidate for near term implementation.
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Typical BNBF characteristics are given in Table 4. Figure 7 shows a schematic of a single stage of the two stage
hybrid Soic filter. In actuality, the elements are not rotated with respect to one another but instead a waveplate
is inserted between each element pair to control the effective polarization rotation from one element to the next.
Figure 8 defines the transmission performance of the BNBF versus angle of incidence; for an angle of incidence of
21 0 (in air), the transmission falls to 50% of the on axis value. Figure 9 and 10 defines the spectral transmission of the BNBF on an expanded and strunk wavelength scale respectively.
5.0 OPTICS
The requirements on the receiver optical system are to optimally transfer signal light through the NBOF onto the detector
sensitive area while limiting the FOV to that most efficiently filtered by the NBOF. The limiting FOV is required to prevent
background at large angles of incidence from being collected onto the detector. The transmission at the laser signal
wavelength will decrease with angle of incidence to the NBOF due to the center wavelength shift with angle of incidence;
but since the background is a continuum in wavelength, the total background transmission with angle of incidence is essentially constant except for the cosine of the incident angle aperture area loss effect.
Since no imaging capability is required, nonimaging concentrators (14) which are most highly transmissive can be used
to both limit the angular acceptance to the required FOV and transfer the light flux from the NBOF to the detector. As a side benefit, the nonimaging concentrator in the form of a modified compound parabolic concentrator
(MCPC) is also used to limit the angles of incidence to the detector sensitive area to values where quantum efficiency is not degraded due to fresnel reflection losses.
Very simply the optics consists simply of four components shown in Figure 11. The entrance window is highly
transmissive but structurally strong to support the required pressure difference. The NBOF is the limiting aperture
of the total receiver.

6.0 OPTICAL DETECTOR
The operational submarine receiver will encounter a large range of incident background levels due to large changes in
exoatmospheric background irradiation from daytime to nighttime, changes in atmospheric attenuation from cloudy to
cloudfree conditions, and large changes in water attenuation from Jerlov Type lB (clean) to Jerlov Type III
(dirty) water.
Figure 12 illustrates the components of background dynamic range variations in the operational system and quantifies
each. Note that a total dynamic range of 165 dB in receiver background is anticipated.
The first step in designing a receiver to meet the dynamic range requirement is the choice of an appropriate optical detector and associated gain control. The detector should also have:
0
*
*

*
*
*

High QE in the blue-green spectrum
Large photocathode area in comparison to tube area
High maximum photocathode and anode current ratings
Low dark current noise
Large range of multiplier gain to limit anode power dissipation under high background conditions (low-gain operation)
and provide insensitivity to electronics and dark currant noise under low-background conditions (high gain operation)
Response time less than the received laser signal pulse width

Solid state detectors have both high QE and high current capability but the required large area detectors have high thermal
noise preventing shot noise limited operation in low background conditions since no gain is available. Conventional head
on type photomultiplier tubes (PMT's) can be operated either shot noise limited (because of their high gains) or background noise limited. The S-20 photocathode sensitive surface has an order of magnitude greater cathode current (250
na/cm 2 ) capability than any other and has an adequate QE especially with the prismatic window photocathodes of
EMI. PMT temperature should be held at less than 20*C where the dark current is lesa than 10-16 ,.mp/cm 2
so that its responsivity is not degraded for low background conditions.
7.0 THERMAL CONTROL
Normal thermal control is required to maintain the detector at less than 20*C and control the processing and control electronics within their normal operating temperature of 20 0 C ± 20 0 C. But very sensitive temperature control is required to
keep the NOF at a specially uniform bias temperature of about 45 0 C with a control variation of about ±O.50C. The
adequacy of this control to a large part will determine how narrow a band pass the NBOF should hove.
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8.0 ELECTRONICS
The electronics must provide optimal noise rejection to maximize the probability of detecting the laser pulses. The system
uses a pulse position modulation format where the pulse can be in any one of a number of slots. The receiver electronics
must first establish and maintain time sychronization with the transmitter and then detect the arrival time of each pulse.
Synchronization can be provided either by the use of a messag- preamble or by using the arrival time of each pulse as the
reference for the next pulse.
The electronics must also provide AGC signals to protect the detectors and must combine the output of the detectors prior to signal processing. Some decoding both for error correction and security may also be required.
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TABLE 1. PARAMETERS DEFINED BY MAJOR RECEIVER COMPONENTS
RECEIVER PERFORMANCE
PARAMETERS AFFECTED

MAJOR RECEIVER COMPONENT
PRESSURE WINDOW

TO

DYNAMIC SCATTERER

RS, RB, To

BLOCKING FILTER

So, To

OPTICAL ATTENUATOR

TO

NARROW BAND OPTICAL FILTER

BO , TF , TV, d

COMPOUND PARABOLIC CONCENTRATOR

OF, TO

PMT

ND , R, G, F, ID, To

PROCESSING ELECTRONICS

BE, RL, F,

THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
- FOR NARROW BAND FILTER
- FOR PMT
- FOR ELECTRONICS

TF
ID , F
F, , T

TABLE 2. COMMUNICATION SCENARIO CONDITIONS AND PARAMETERS
AFFECTED TO MAINTAIN CONSTANT BER
SCENARIO CONDITION

PARAMETERS

BACKGROUND LEVEL

ds , He, G, IS, IS - TO

BACKGROUND SOURCE POSITION

ds, H. G. IS, Re, Is, To , To. Tsw. Tw

LASER SOURCE POSITION (9, 0)

ds, To, To, Tgw, Tw, Rs

RECEIVER DEPTH

46, G, I1, IS , To, RB, Rs

JERLOV WATER TYPE

4, G, IS, Is, To , RB. RS , Tw

CLOUDS

d, G, Ig, IS, To , Re, RS , Td, Taw, ts

SEA STATE

d, G, I. Is. To , RB, RS , T.w

RECEIVER ATTITUDE

d G,

(9. *)

1
IG.
s, T,

.

R
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TABLE 3. GENERIC FILTER CONCEPTS

SOLID STATE

a
*
0
*
-

BIREFRINGENT NARROWBAND FILTER
DISPERSIVE BIREFRINGENT FILTERS
ISOTROPIC-INDEX COUPLED-WAVE OPTICAL FILTERS
FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETER FILTERS
INTERFERENCE FILTERS

FILTERS

0
a
*
*
0

SELF-FILTERING NARROWBAND DETECTORS
ACOUSTICALLY TUNABLE OPTICAL FILTERS
IMPURITY INDUCED FLUORESCENCE OF RARE EARTH IONS
HOLE-BURNING IN SATURABLE ABSORBER
CHRISTIANSEN-BRAGG FILTERS

*
*

CHRISTIANSEN SCATTERING FILTERS
SINGLE MODE WAVEGUIDE FABRY-PEROT FILTERS

0

SPECULAR REFLECTION
ATOMIC RESONANCE ABSORPTION AND FLUORESCENCE
FILTERS
ATOMIC RESONANCE ABSORPTION AND PHOTOIONIZATION
DETECTORS
MOLECULAR BASED FILTERS

ATOMIC/MOLECULAR

a

BASIS

0
•

TABLE 4. SELECTED BIREFRINGENT NARROW-BAND FILTER CHARACTERISTICS
CHARACTERISTICS

VALUE

BIREFRINGENT MATERIAL

CRYSTALINE QUARTZ (NATURAL OR
SYNTHETIC)

DESIGN TYPE

2 STAGE HYBRID SOLC (3 POLARIZERS
AND 16 FIELD WIDENED QUARTZ
ELEMENTS)

APERTURE SIZE

15 CM X 15 CM

LENGTH

15 CM

OPTICAL BANDWIDTH, B0

3A

OPTIMUM FOV

±170

(IN WATER)

ON-AXIS TRANSMISSION

35%

FREE SPECTRAL RANGE, FSR

750 A

SIDE LOBE TRANSMISSION

<1%

REFERENCE CENTER PASS WAVELENGTH

5320 A

THERMAL STABILITY

0.5 A/oC

REQUIRED THERMAL CONTROL

± .50C

-,'I

-

-

,-1
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REGIONAL DISTRIBUTIN OF OPTICAL WATER TYPES
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UNDERWATER SOLAR SPECTRUM AT OPERATIONAL DEPTH
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Optical Fiber Communication at different Transmission Wavelengths
K. Hess and H. Haupt
SEL Research Centre (ITT), Stuttgart, Germany
SUMMARY
34-Mbit/s optical transmission systems operated at 850 nm and 1200 nm and using graded-index multimode fibres are reported and compared. The results of a field trial with an 850 nm system which had been started
in 1978 in the local telephone network of Berlin, prove that fibre optic transmission systems are well
suited for real applications. The development of GaInAsP/InP-dh-laser and GaInAs/InP-pin-diode enable to
take advantage of the superior fibre characteristics at 1200 nm. As a result a remarkable increase of repeater spacings has been achieved and a distance of 36 km has been bridged without repeater. This reduces
drastically the number of repeaters in trunk lines and the required maintenance and makes most systems independent of power feading, thus leading to the breakthrough in terms of reliability and economy.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Optical communication systems are expected to be used widespread in the near future. Low-loss high-bandwidth
optical fibres offer some fundamental advantages as compared with metallic conductors. Repeater spacings
are significantly increased providing in addition a much wider bandwidth. The complete electrical isolation
eliminates grounding and safety-related problems. Crosstalk between adjacent fibres is simply prevented by
opaque coatings. Fibres are neither susceptible to nor do they emit electromagnetic radiation; they are
immune to interference. Small size, light cables are further advantages.
Apart from the fibre cables the main components of an optical communication system are the light source in
the transmitter and the photodetector in the receiver. Semiconductor devices are the components of choice
because they are small, efficient, capable to operate at frequencies extending into the GHz range and also
offer the possibility of being combined with couplers, switches and modulators to form singlechip integrated optical circuits.
2.

FIBRE CHARACTERISTICS

The design of optical fibre systems is governed by two transmission parameters, namely attenuation and dispersion of fibre (Fig. 2). The losses in fibre waveguides are due to both material imperfections and to
waveguide -related mechanisms. The losses of this fibre (core diameter 49 pm, numerical aperture 0.22)
at 850 nm, 1200 nm and 155C nm are 2.1 dB/km, 0.54 dB/km and 0.31 dB/km respectively (1). Fabrication of
such extremely low-loss fibres in the long wavelength range has been enabled by reduction of hydroxyl ions
in the fibre core and cladding. The material dispersion of doped silica fibres approaches zero near 1.3 pm.
Low loss and minimum dispersion are highly important for long haul and wide bandwidth systems.
3.

TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS AT 850 NM WAVELENGTH

Most of installed field trial systems operate at transmission wavelengths near 850 nm, utilizing GaAs/GaAlAs
double-heterostructure lasers or light emitting diodes (LEDs) as sources and silicon avalanche photodiodes
(APDs) or pin-diodes as detectors. This choice of wavelength regime was made primarily on the basis of the
advanced development state and the commercial availability of these sources and detectors.
German PTT Adm.inistration has initiated field trials to test the potential of optical transmission systems
in the telecommunication network. Sponsored by German PTT and German Ministry of Research and Technology,
Standard Elektrik Lorenz has installed a 34 Mbit/s optical field trial system in the local telephone network of Berlin in 1978 (2). The link connects two local telephone exchanges and has a length of 4.3 km (in
one direction) and 8.6 km (in a loop), respectively. The cable route between the exchange offices has been
carefully selected in order to test the optical cable under severe environmental conditions such as sharp
directional changes, vibrations caused by motorways and underground, tensional stress and interference from
electrical railways.
This system comprises a GaAlAs/GaAs dh laser and a Si APD. The cable contains eight graded-index fibres
with 4.7 dB/km attenuation and 1.95 ns/km dispersion (average values) for a numerical a perture of 0.25.
The receiver sensitivity (mean optical power to achieve a bit error rate of 10-9) is -53 dBm. The large
margin of the system (20.5 dB) allows a link of double the length i.e. 8.6 km to be bridged without a repeater.
Tests and measurements carried out in the meantime by the German Bundespost indicate that system performance has not changed within the last three years and that optical transmission systems are well suited
for real applications.
Two other communication systems carrying actual traffic with maximum repeater spacings above 9 km (1.: 34
Mbit/s system telephone traffic over a link of 14.5 km, installed in the Stuttgart area in 1980, 2.: 2 Mbit/s
system along a power distribution line) work also satisfactorily.
4.

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM AT 1200 NM WAVELENGTH

4.1

ORtical Devices
In order to take advantage of the superior fibre characteristics at 1200 nm, it is necessary, of
course, to have sources and detectors with high performnce available for this wavelength. The
emission of lasers and LEDs in the GaAs/GaAlAs system is restricted to wavelengths shorter than
900 nm and silicon photodetectors have essentially no response beyond 11GO nm. With respect to lasers, there is no elemental or binary III-V compound semiconductor with a direct bandgap correspon-
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ponding to this wavelength region. With respect to photodlodes, Ge (bandgap energy 0.65 eV) and GaSb (bandgap energy 0.07 eV) are candidates for this spectral region. Ge is one of the semiconductor materials most
widely investigated and has been used for fabrication of pin and avalanche detectors for several years (3,4).
Ge APDs are the only commercially available avalanche detectors for wavelengths longer 1 pm at present. Due
to the high dark current and to the almost identical ionization coefficients for electrons and holes, Ge
photodlodes are not suitable for optical transmission in the low Mbit/s range. But, as the importance of the
dark current decreases with increasing bandwidth, such detectors may be advantageous at high bitrates.
The most promising material system for both lasers and photodetectors in the wavelength range 1.0 to 1.6 pm
is (GaIn)(As,P) (5;6). Fig. 2 illustrates the dependence of the energy bandgap on alloy composition for
this material system. The solid curves running approximately horizontally across the alloy system are constant-bandgap curves and the dashed lines are the iso-lattice-constant curves. Quaternary alloys have one degree of freedom more than ternary alloys, thus allowing the independent control of energy bandgap and lattice
constant over rather wide ranges. For this reason, GaInAsP layers with a bandgap energy corresponding to
wavelengths between 960 nm and 1660 nm can be deposited lattice-matched to InP substrates by proper choice
of the alloy composition.
We have realized both GaInAsP/InP dh lasers, emitting at 1.2 pm and GaInAs/InP-pin-diodes efficient in the
wavelength range 1.0 to 1.6 pm. Fig. 3 shows the lay-out of the laser. The four layer double-heterostructure is grown by liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) in a horizontal graphite slider
boat, using super-cooling techor Te- doped, n-4.10icm), an undoped
nique. The wafer consists of 1ln n-type InP confining layer (SnGaInAsP active layer (n=2-10 cm-3) a p-type InP confining layer (Zn-doped, p=2-5.101 7cm-3) and a p-type 18
GaInAsP cap layer (Zn-doped, p=2.108cm-3) successively grown on an n-type InP substrate (Sn-doped. n=2.10
cm-3). The bandgap of the quaternary layers corresponds to 1.2 pm and the lattice mismatch is smaller than
.05 %. Close lattice matching between the active layer and the adjacent barrier layers is necessary for efficient device operation. Stripe-geometry lasers have been fabricated by depositing a 120 nm thick S10 2
layer on the GaInAsP cap layer and etching 15 pm wide grooves into the SiO by standard photolithographic
techniques. Contacts have been formed by evaporation In-Zn-Ag-Au and Au/Sn onto the p- and n- type sides,
respectively. The wafer is cleaved to a length of about 200 pm. The chip is soldered "up-side-down" with the
epitaxial side to the heat sink.
The lasers operate continously at room temperature at an emission wavelength close to 1.2 pm. Fig. 4 shows
the light-current characteristic from one side of a cw-operated laser at three different temperatures (numerical aperture is .5). The laser threshold is 180 mA and the differential quantum efficiency is 22 % per
face. For the emission of 4 mW optical power from one face an injection current of 200 mA is required. The
lowest value of threshold current2 density obtained for room temperature pulsed operation of broad-contact
GaInAsP/InP dh laser is 1.4 kA/cm . The cavity length of this laser is 280 Vm, the stripe width 120 pm and
the active layer thickness 0.3 pm. This means a reduced threshold current density of 4.6 kA/cm2 pm, comparable to the value of GaAIAs/GaAs lasers.
An important factor of the semiconductor lasers for practical use is the temperature dependence of the lasing threshold current. The change in pulsed threshold of the GaInAsP/InP dh lasers with increasing temperature is shown in Fig. 5. Over the range 15 to 700 C the data are well fitted by the expression I-exp(T/T o )
with To=50-70 K. This value of Tois considerable smaller than that of GaInAsP/InP lasers, which means a
high rate of threshold current increase with temperature, and which limits the range of cw operation at the
high temperature side. This is so far the main difficulty of the GaInAsP/InP lasers. The steeper temperature
sensitivity of these lasers may be compensated to some extend however, by the higher thermal conductivity of
the InP layers, which is an important factor in cw or high-duty-cycle operation. From Fig. 6 it can be seen,
that the laser operates in a number of longitudinal modes. The most intensive mode appears at 1 195 nm and
the longitudinal mode separation is 0.6 nm. The far field emission patterns along and perpendicular to
the junction plane are shown in Fig. 7. Typical emission beam divergences at half peak intensity are 6" parallel to the junction plane and 45" perpendicular to the junction plane and this beam divergence must be
considered when the laser emission is coupled into an optical fibre.
A cross section of the GaInAs/InP pin-diode is shown in Fig. 8. The 5 to 10 pm thick ternary Ga.471n 53 As
layer is undoped and has a background doping concentration as low as 3.10 15 cm-3 . The pn-junction is formed
later in a closed ampoule by diffusion of zinc. Au/Zn and Au/Sn contact layers are evaporated onto the pand n- type sides, respectively. Inverse mesa-type structures with 150 pm diameter are fabricated by fotolithographic processes. The light signal impinges onto the InP substratc, penetrates this without remarkable
attenuation and is absorbed in GaInAs within the depletion region. The Si0 2 layer reduces the reflection
losses, yet it is not optimized in this respect. The diodes have a high external quantum efficieny (Fig. 9),
even at a low reverse bias voltage of -3 V. The quantum efficiency is higher 60 % in the whole spectral range
from 960 to 1640 nm with a 1200 nm value of 65 %. Hence, this diode can also be used in optical receivers for
wavelengths around 1300 and 1550 nm, comprising the whole low loss wavelength range of silia fibres. Capacitance and dark current of the diode in dependence of bias voltage are show, in Fig. 10. The capacitance decreases from 3 pF (at zero bias voltage) to 1.4 pF at -5 V; at this bias the dark current is 30 nA. From the
response of a GaInAs/InP diode to a 1200 nm laser light signal (Fig. 11), measured at a bias voltage of -5 V
and a load resistance of 50 n, rise and fall time of about .5 ns have been evaluated. These response times
Sare RC-limited and they can be reduced further by smaller capacitance and/or series resistance.
4.2

System Characteristics
For a simple interface to usual PCM test equipment and to a standardized PCM-480 system the optical
transmission system has to be terminated at both sides by an HD83-to-blnary code converter as shown
in Fig. 12. The binary bit-stream at the transmit side is scrambled into a randomized bit sequence
by a 7-stage shift register with fixed feedback, in order to reduce the loading of the laser diode
by an all "ones" sequence and to facilitate the clock recovery at the receiver side. At the receiver
side the bit stream is descrambled in the inverse shift register. Code conversion, scrambling and descrambling, as well as clock recovery are well known techniques ard do not specifically apply to
optical transmission.
The GaInAs/InP dh laser is return-to-zero operated at 34 Mbit/s with a duty cycle of 1:3. The optical
output power is backlight controlled by a GaInAs/InP pin-photodiode. The fibres used are secondary
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coated graded-index fibres with a core diameter of 50 him. The total length of 36 km consists of seven arcfused individual pieces. The fibre ends are joined to the transmitter and receiver by the double-eccentric
ball cage connectors. Total link loss including splices and connectors Is 35.3 dB. The optical receiver is
a trmnsimoedance amolifier with a GaInAs/InP Din-diode. A bit-error-rate (BER) of N-9 is achieved with a
minimum optical average power of -41.7 d m. The signal power budget of the system is given in Table I.
For comparism the power budget of a 34 Mbitt/s-system at 850 nm with comparable effort (except an APD instead
of a pin-diode) is listed. Requiring the same system margin, the repeater spacing of the 1200 nm system is
2.5 times longer than for 850 nm, though using an APD.
The pulse dispersion in the graded-index fibres of our system is very small (3.5 ns for the total fibre
length). This allows to transmit also 140 Mbit/s over the distance of 30 km.
5.

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM AT 1550 NM WAVELENGTH

Fiber systems with this wavelength may have a greater potential in terms of repeater spacings. However, at
the moment the use of this wavelength range is restricted mainly by the following problems:
i) devel opment of required light sources is less advanced as in the case of 1200/1300 nm and wafer growth
is more difficult
ii) material dispersion of low loss fibres is zero at wavelengths around 1300 nm; so far shift of zero dispersion to 1550 nm is always coupled with an increase of fibre losses.
But as the problems appear to be solvable within the next years, this wavelenghts range seems to be very
promising for optical links with extremely wide repeater spacings.
6.

CONCLUSION

Optical transmission system, operating at 850 nm have already proven reliability in communication systems
carrying actual traffic over repeater spacings of at least nine km.
Experimental systems for 1200 nm transmission wavelength have demonstrated the even much bigger potential
in terms of repeater spacings and bandwidth and will certainly dominate if the lasers and detectors have
reached the expected high performance.
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TABLE I:

Signal power budget for 34 Mbit/s systems
a) our 1200 nm experimental system (GaInAsP/InP laser and GaInAs/InP pin-diode)
b) an 850 nm system (GaAlAs/GaAs laser and Si - APO)

Transmision Wavelength:
Optical Power of Laser (CW):
"0" and "1" Equally Occuring:
Duty Cycle 1:3:
Coupling Loss Laser-Fibre
(measured with 2 km reference fibre):

b) 850 nm

a) 1200 nm
4 mW
3 dB
4.8 dB

- 4.5 dBm

Coupling Loss Fibre-Detector:

32.2
1.5
1.6
35.3

System Margin:

r,

-

14.2 km 1 3,2 dB/km =
2 x 0.75 dB
=
=
4 x 0.2 dB

dB
dB
dB
dO

45.4
1.5
0.8
47.7

3.5 dBm

dB
dB
dB
dB

1.0 dB

1.0 dB

Mean Power Incident upon Detector:
9
Minimum Power Receiver Sensitivity (BER=10- )

7 dBm

2.7 dB

2.7 dB

Mean Power Launched into Fibre
Fibre Cable Loss:
36.1 km & 0.89 dB/km:
Connector Loss: 2 x 0.75 dB:
lice Losses: 8 x 0.2 dB:
tal Link Losses:

5 mW
3 dB
4.8 dB

6 dBm

-

- 52.2 dBm
- 53.0 dfm

40.8 dBm

T4.dI
0.8 dB

0.9 dB

*
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SUMMARY OF SESSION IV
NOVEL COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES AND DEVICES
by
Matthew B.White, Ph.D., Chairman
There are essentially four distinct blue-green laser approaches that are presently being actively pursued in the US
for various applications.
The frequency-doubled Nd :YAG laser is the only source of intense green radiation that is sufficiently well
developed to be suitable for near term underwater systems applications that require highly reliable components.
Present state-of-the-art frequency-doubled Nd :YAG lasers are capable of producing on the order of a joule per pulse
of green output at a ten hertz pulse repetition rate. The average power that is achievable by these devices could
perhaps be doubled by using clever thermal engineering in conjunction with oscillator-amplifier configurations. However, scaling the average output power per aperture to much above twenty watts will probably require major advances
in both laser cavity design and doubling crystal technology.
The discharge pumped mercury bromide dissociation laser and the frequency downshifted xenon chloride excimer
laser are, at present, the most vigorously pursued US blue-green laser options. The emphasis placed upon the development of these devices can be principally attributed to their perceived ultimate utility for satellite to underwater
communications. There are sizable ongoing DARPA-funded programs in the US to scale both these laser to the one
joule per pulse/one hundred hertz levels.
The mercury bromide laser operates directly in the green (near 51 OOA) and is tunable over at least two hundred
Angstroms with a bandwidth of less than one Angstrom. Overall efficiences of over one percent have been achieved,
and two percent appears possible.
The xenon chloride laser, on the other hand, operates in the ultra-violet (at 3510OA) and must therefore be
frequency downshifted to the blue-green. This is most easily and efficiently achieved through use of Stimulated Raman
Effect in either hot lead vapor or molecular hydrogen. Although the lead vapor approach is somewhat inconvenient
from a hardware implementation standpoint, it requires only one Raman Stokes shift to reach the blue-green, and is
therefore inherently capable of high efficiency. Over fifty percent UV-to-blue-green down-conversion efficiency has
been reported, and sixty-five percent appears possible. The molecular gas approach, on the other hand, does not involve
the use of a hot corrosive gas as the Raman medium, but requires three successive Stokes shifts to yield blue-green
radiation. Over thirty percent down-conversion efficiency has been achieved using this approach.
The other blue-green radiation source that is being given significant attention in the US is the copper vapor laser
(output wavelength = 51 OA). This device has been slowly developed over the last ten years, principally in the US,
the Soviet Union, and Israel. A system that produces seventy-five watts of average power has recently been demonstrated in the laboratory, and devices with fifteen watts of average output power are now available commercially in both
the US and the Soviet Union. Because iiighly allowed electronic transitions are involved in its operation, the copper
vapor laser possesses a relatively poor energy storage capability, and is therefore not able to produce high output energy
per pulse. However, for some applications, this deficiency is more than compensated for by the fact that the copper
vapor laser is capable of high pulse repetition rate operation ( 10-20 kHz) at efficiencies exceeding one percent.
US military applications have been identified that require the unique features of all four of the blue-green laser
sources mentioned above. It is therefore likely that US development of these lasers will continue at least at the present
level for the next three to five years.
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QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS
ON SESSION IV
NOVEL COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES AND DEVICES
-Paper

27

Line-of-sight optical communication through low-visibility weather

Dr. M. Cgrnevale : Is the multiple forward scatter propagation model a satisfactory one ? Which way
could it be improved?
Prof. J. H. Shapiro : The multiple-forward-scatter (MFS) model is an ad hoc approach for which there is
as yet no rigourous theoretical region of validity. Experiments performeq at NOSC and by our group
seem to indicate a reasonable agreement between data and MFS theory for the power transfer predictions.
We have used a diffusion analysis for the wide-angle plus back-scattered light that the MFS approach
treats as absorbed.
This analysis shovs that the diffuse light is far weaker than the MFS light in our experiments and in
the calculational example given in this paper. More work on validating and/or refining the HIS model
would be worthwhile.
-.Paper 28

Mercuric bromide dissociation lasers

Dr. C. Werner: You mentioned in the introduction of your paper that coastal bottom profiling is one of
the applications. Do you think that you can use the same kind of laser (Mercury bromide dies. laser)
also for this application ? I think you need shorter pulse lengths.
Dr. E. Schimitschek : Coastal bottom profiling is one of the application areas for blue-green lasers,
but not necessarily to be done with mercury bromide dissociation lasers. For that
application, very
short pulses (, 2.5 nsec) of relatively low energy (,-lmJ) are best. Doubled Nd3+ : YAG and copper
lasers are presently being developed and tested for this purpose.
-Paper

29 : Copper vapor lasers : a review

Mr.W. B. Jones : Would you comment on the beam quality that is obtained with this type laser.
Dr. T. W. Karras : In the far field you can obtain a gaussian spot of near diffraction limited performance by using an unstable resonator. Most experiments use stable resonators however with about
2 - 4 m r divergence.
-

Paper 30 : Recent development of high power visible laser sources employing solid state slab - type
lasers and non - linear harmonic conversion techniques.
Ir.T. Bakker : KD P, you mentioned to confine the spectrum at the fundamental frequency. How much of
laser output power at this fundamental frequency is lost by this confinement technique ?

Jthe

Mr.W. B. Jones : Since there is some inhomogeneous broadening of the fluorescence line of Nd 3+ glass,
there is a reduction of oscillator output as the laser line is narrowed with an intra.avity filter.
Thus there is an optimum linewidth for maximum output of the 0.53 lm beam. Using a KD-P crystal or
the second harmonic conversion, the optimum linewidth for the Nd glass laser is approximately 2 A.
-

Paper 32 : Narrow bandpass, large field-of-view optical filters
Mr. W. B. Jones : In the multiplate filters, are the elements AR coated or is there any problem with
Fresnel reflections ?
Dr. W. J. Rosenberg : We either AR coat the elements or immerse them in an index matching fluid.
Mr. M. A. Blizard : In several of your viewgraphs the quantity representing the abcissa was missing.
You said the curves were *dentical in nature to antennae patterns (which are of the form
zn An cos(no) where 0 - 7 A cos 6 and e is the angle of incidence). Is your abcissa quantity ?

*

Is there any ambiguity between X and 0 in your filters ?
Dr. W. J. Rosenberg : The curves are mathemltically equivalent to antenna radiation patterns.
The abcissa is reciprocal wavelength 2 7T

and the curves are on - axis transmiscion profiles

Off - axis effects are more complicated than the simple geometri. path length changes represented by sin 0. The actual off - axis effects are a combination oi %tometric path length changes
and the change in aspect angle of the ellipsoidal wavefront of the extraordinary ray. The resulting off - axis effect is given by equations (20) and (21) for narrow field and wide field
elements, respectively.
-

Paper 33 : Optical receivers for underwater comunication
Dr. M. Carnevale : At the present state-of-the-art of the technology is it possible to have to day an
air-submarine communication system ? Or some of the components must still be improved.
Mr. J.E. Jackson : Yes it is possible to construct a system that would coumunicate to a designated submarine or submarines ; but technology does not exist to accomodate the required strategic requirements of scanning the total ocean surfaces every 15 minutes, with the required communication message
length.
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NONLINEAR ADAPTIVE OPTICS
Concetto R. Giuliano
Hughes Research Laboratories
Malibu, California 90265 USA
ABSTRACT
This paper presents a brief history of the activity in the new field of nonlinear optical phase
conjugation. Besides interest in questions surrounding the physics of conjugate wave generation, there is
a promise of applying this phenomenon to lasers and laser-related fields such as adaptive optics, laser
fusion, laser communications, and power transmission. Several nonlinear optical phenomena are known to
exhibit conjugate wave generation, two of the most promising of which are stimulated Brillouin scattering,
SBS, and degenerate four-wave mixing, DFWM. The basic physics of these phenome, a is discussed briefly and
several examples are given of how they might be used for specific applications. A comparison is made of
"nonlinear" adaptive optics and "conventional" adaptive optics, the principal advantage of the former being
the promise of great simplicity over the latter.
Introduction
In recent years a considerable amount of interest has been generated in a new approach to adaptive
optics, nonlinear optical phase conjugation. This approach, which exploits a recently discovered property
of several nonlinear optical phenomena for generating conjugate waves, offers the promise of greatly
simplifying the currently pursued adaptive optics technologies; the multichannel servos, wavefront sensors,
and deformable mirrors employed in conventional systems would be replaced by a single nonlinear optical
element.
This paper first discusses what is meant by optical phase conjugation. This is followed by a discussion
of the principle for utilizing a nonlinear conjugator in an adaptive optics application. Next we discuss how
to make nonlinear conjugators and describe briefly the physics of the two most promising nonlinear phenomena.
Then we present several examples of potential applications for optical phase conjugation and finally summarize
where we stand by tabulating the wide range of wavelengths and experimental conditions under which nonlinear
phase conjugation has been observed.
What Is Phase Conjugation
Before launching into a discussion of the means of achieving optical phase conjugation it may be useful
to describe the properties of conjugate fields. Consider for example an optical wave of frequency w moving in
the positive z direction
E = Re ['(x,yz) exp(iwt)]
where '(x,y,z) = A(x,y) exp i(-kz + ¢(x,y)), A real.

The phase conjugate of the wave E is defined as

E(phase conjugate) = Re [4*(x,y,z) exp(iwt)]
= Re [A(xy) exp i(kz - O(x,y)) exp(iwt)]
Note that to get the phase conjugate wave we take the complex conjugate of only the spatial part of E leaving
the temporal part unchanged. The conjugate wave corresponds to a wave moving in the -z direction with the
phase ¢(x,y) reversed relative to the incident wave. This is equivalent to leaving the spatial part of E
unchanged and reversing the sign of t, hence the term "time reversal". We can think of the conjugation
process as a kind of reflection process combined with a phase reversal.
An intuitive appreciation of phase conjugation can be realized by comparing reflection from an ordinary
mirror to reflection from a "conjugate mirror." This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Here we show a diverging
spherical wave striking an ordinary mirror at an angle 0 and leaving the mirror at an angle -0 while continuing to diverge. In contrast the same wave striking the conjugate mirror is converted to a converging
wave that retraces the path of the incident wave.
To elaborate a bit further, suppose the wave incident on the conjugator were aberrated - if for example
a uniform plane wave were passed through a distorting medium such as a piece of bottle glass or a turbulent
atmosphere or a severely strained optical element. Such a wave incident on a conjugator would result in a new
wave that would be as severely aberrated as the input wave. However when the output wave passes back through
the aberrator it will emerge completely free of distortion instead of twice as distorted as would be the case
if the conjugate mirror were replaced with an ordinary mirror. In fact it is this type of demonstrationpassing a clean wave through an aberrator, into a conjugator, and back through the aberrator to recover the
clean wave again-that is the subject of the first published observations in 1971 and 1972 of optical phase
conjugation by researchers In the Soviet Union.
The Use Of Nonlinear Phase Conjugation In Adaptive Optics
The property of phase conjugators to restore severely aberrated waves to their original unaberrated state
on double passing the distorting medium suggests a potential application to adaptive optics. However it
wasn't until several years after the first observations of phase conjugation that a concept for application to
adaptive optics was first described (Wang and Giuliano, 1978). This concept is illustrated in Fig. 2. The
goal is to deliver energy from the laser system to the target or receiver while minimizing the deleterious
effects of optical path distortions which spread the beam and reduce the energy density at the target. Here
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we discuss the elements of the scheme in the context of a laser fusion application in which the energy is
to be deposited onto a target pellet assumed to be a small sphere.
The first element is the generation of a reference. This is done, for example, by illuminating the
target with a pulsed laser source whose wavelength iswithin the gain bandwidth of the system's amplifiers.
Having been illuminated, the pellet now acts as a source that radiates in all directions. Some of the
light from the pellet reference is captured in the aperture of the focusing element (shown in the figure as
a lens) and enters the optical system. Note that in a real system that contains many optical elements and
possibly a propagation medium the reference wave accumulates phase distortions which can cause its phasefront to deviate substantially from what it would be if it propagated in free space and encountered
perfectly figured optics.
The second element of the scheme is amplification of the distorted reference wave followed by the third
element, conjugation. After conjugation the wave undergoes further amplification and propagates back
through the optical train; this time because of the conjugation process the phase distortions accumulated
step-by-step on the first paiss are eliminated in a reverse sequence as the wave makes the second pass
through the system. The result of this process is the delivery to the target of an intense (if the gain is
sufficiently high) pulse of light that is virtually diffraction limited or, more precisely, a pulse whose
wavefront incident on the target is a replica of the reference wavefront that radiated from the target in
the first place.
The beauty of this approach is that once the reference is created everything else follows automatically. Moreover, for laser fusion systems which consist of multiple arms that irradiate the target from
several directions the problem of beam alignment, pointing, and focusing using conventional technology is
extremely complex requiring that the target be precisely located within a narrowly defined field of view
and requiring sophisticated sensor/servo systems to say nothing of the many tens of optical elements,
turning mirrors, etc. within the optical train, each of which is a source of optical distortion. The use
of phase conjugators in multiple arm systems has the potential for eliminating this complexity. A single
reference pulse illuminating the target to initiate the process can result in precise delivery of energy
from a multiple arm system. Pointing and focusing are automatically provided no matter where the pellet is
located in the target chamber (within reason); simultaneity of arrival of the intense pulses is assured by
making all arms the same length to fairly loose tolerances, i.e., a small fraction of the pulse length
(,Insec or ".30 cm).
Similar considerations to those just described apply to the delivery of laser energy to a remote
receiver or target through a turbulent atmospheric path. It is often of utmost importance to deliver the
energy in a beam that has minimal distortion. "Conventional" adaptive optics approaches utilize schemes
that somehow or other measure the atmospheric turbulence along the propagation path and then use deformable
mirrors to predistort the outgoing laser beam in a manner to just compensate for the atmospheric distortions
to be encountered along the propagation path to the target. Sensing the atmospheric path errors can be
accomplished by measuring the phasefront of a reference wave that originates from a bright glint or a beacon
at the target. The reference wave from the target glint is received at the aperture of the laser transmitter.
This aperture is divided into a number of subapertures for each of which a local wavefront tilt is measured
using for example, Hartmann sensors or shearing interferometers. The size of each subaperture is chosen to
be consistent with the scale of atmospheric turbulence one expects to encounter for the particular operating
conditions. The wavefront tilt information is used to drive actuators on a deformable mirror from which the
outgoing laser beam reflects on its way out to the target. Through this sequence of wavefront measurement,
error signal generation, and mirror deformation the outgoing wave is transmitted as the phase conjugate of
the incoming reference wave.
Here we see the essential contrasting features between conventional adaptive optics and nonlinear
adaptive optics. In the conventional case the reference wave is measured and discarded, the results of the
measurement used to obtain the necessary settings on the deformable mirror actuators. This is followed by
the transmission of a beam from a different source, i.e. the laser, (hopefully one relatively free of
distortion) through the optical system. In the nonlinear case, the reference wave is not discarded, nor is
it measured in the usual sense of the word. It is amplified, conjugated and retransmitted.
One distinct advantage of the nonlinear over the conventional approach to wavefront correction of laser
beams is that compensation will still occur even if the reference wave has substantial transverse amplitude
variation, as will be the case in the event of severe turbulence; the conventional approach does not
compensate for amplitude variations - only phase variations.
In the conventional adaptive optics approach the reference wave, since it is measured and then discarded,
need not be at the same wavelength as the wave that is ultimately transmitted. It can be derived from a
completely different source in no way related to the laser. Of course if the reference wave and transmitted
wave have vastly different wavelengths the compensation process may suffer because of dispersive effects.
Nevertheless this fact represents a potential advantage over the nonlinear approach in which the reference
wave must have a wavelength that is compatible with the amplification process and the conjugation process.
Key to the feasibility of nonlinear phase conjugation to adapieotclste aeheonnd
amplifier gain and conjugator efficiency, especially for cases that involve weak references. Other critical
issues are target range, reference optical cross section, illuminator power (or beacon power), and
collecting aperture of the receiver/transmitter. As we will see below certain types of conjugators can
have reflectivities well in excess of 100%. a factor that is of great importance from an applications point
of view.
How Are Conjugators Made
Up to this point we have assigned the function of phase conjugation to a "black box" labeled $'
Several nonlinear optical effects have been reported that exhibit phase conjugation. Zel'dovlch and
coworkers (1972) and Nosach and coworkers (1972) observed wavefront conjugation resulting from the nonlinear
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optical phenomenon, stimulated Brillouin scattering, SBS. Stepanov and coworkers (1971) observed conjugation via real-time holography, a phenomenon that is similar to degenerate four-wave mixing, DFWM, a
nonlinear phenomenon recognized by Hellwarth (1977) as a conjugation process and subsequently demonstrated
by Bloom and Bjorklund (1977). Other nonlinear optical processes that give rise to conjugate wave
generation are backward stimulated Raman scattering, SRS, (Zel'dovich, et. al., 1977) and three-wave down
conversion (Yariv, 1976, and Avizonis, et. al., 1977).
In the following two sections we will discuss briefly two of the most promisin ionlinear phase
conjugation phenomena and attempt to give some intuitive physical understanding of how they work.
Stimulated Brillouin Scattering
Stimulated Brillouin scattering, SBS, involves the generation of a coherent acoustic wave through the
interaction of an intense optical wave with a nonlinear medium. The mechanism generally acts through
electrostriction, that is the tendency of the medium to increase its density where the electric field is
large relative to where it is small. Without going into details of the SBS mechanism it is observed that
when an intense light wave is allowed to propagate in a nonlinear medium, there results above a certain
threshold intensity an intense back-scattered optical wave that is frequency down-shifted by an amount equal
to the acoustic frequency. The collinear process, that is, the one that corresponds to counterpropagating
incident and scattered waves has the highest gain of all the possible scattering processes and is the only
one observed in SBS. In this process the acoustic wave propagates in the same direction as the incident wave
and can be thought of as a moving mirror or dielectric stack from which the incident wave reflects to give a
Doppler-shifted scattered wave. In fact, the wavelength of the SBS-generated acoustic wave is 1/2 that of
the optical wave in the medium and as such is a moving half-wave dielectric stack.
When thinking of SBS in terms of electrostriction we note that the two counterpropagating optical waves
interfere to form a moving interference pattern whose speed Vfrineaet
yeinpaj r _.= (wl-)/(kl+k2 ) is equal to
the speed of sound in the medium. In fact it is this condition teat allws for the buildup of the acoustic
wave and the scattered optical wave at the expense of the incident optical wave.
Analysis by Zel'dovich et. al. (1972) and by Hellwarth (1978) has indicated that under certain
conditions the process for which the Brillouin gain is greatest is the one in which the scattered wave is
the conjugate of the incident wave. Consequently, an aberrated input wave generates through SBS an equally
aberrated acoustic wave with a phase surface that exactly matches (See fig. 3). The nonlinear process can
be thought of as creating in the medium a deformable mirror whose surface is just right to reverse the phase
of the reflected wave over that of the incident wave so that the reflected wave, when it retraces the
original path, has removed from it whatever phase errors were accumulated in the first pass. The idea of
time reversal comes from the notion that if one were able to take a moving picture of the incident wave, the
complete behavior of the conjugate wave would be obtained by running the movie backwards.
SBS can be made to occur in a highly controlled manner and with efficiencies approaching unity especially
under the conditions where it works best as a conjugator, i.e. in multimode optical waveguide configurations.
It has been observed at a wide range of optical wavelengths and under both cw and pulsed conditions.
d

Degenerate Four Wave Mixing
Four-wave mixing is a nonlinear process in which three input waves mix to yield a fourth output wave.
The geometry for degenerate four wave mixing DFWM is shown in Fig. 4. The three input waves consist of two
counterpropagating pump waves, labeled Ef and Eb (f for forward and b for backward), taken to be plane waves
and a probe wave Ep entering at an arbitro r angle to the pumps. Under these conditions the waves couple
,
through the third-order susceptibility, X&3, to yield a fourth wave, Es, which is proportional to t
EE
J
spatial complex conjugate of Ep. The third order polarization that yields the conjugate wave, PNL=XM
°
is proportional to the product of the three input wave amplitudes. More specifically, in isotropic medi
the nonlinear polarization that yields the conjugate of Ep can be shown to arise from the contribution of
three separate terms,
PNL=A(O)(f.tp)tb+A(-0)(t b*t)tf+B(tf.tb)Ep

(1)

The first two terms in equation (1) are responsible for the analogy between DFWM and holography. Each
contains a scalar product in parentheses corresponding to the interference between one of the pump waves and
the probe wave which is then multiplied by the field of the other pump wave. Thus each term corresponds to
the creation of a hologram using one of the pumps and the probe while simultaneously reading it out with the
other pump. This is illustrated in a simple way in Fig. 5, where we show the holographic (or dual grating)
picture of DFWM. In the figure the formation process and readout process are shown separated for simplicity
whereas in fact they take place at the same time. The formation process is shown as the generation of two
overlapping grating structures (also shown separately for simplicity) each one consisting of a series of
planes whose normals are in the directions tf-tp and tb-t respectively and whose separations are given by
o = X/(2 sin 0/2). We refer to the pattern arising from ?he interference between forward pump and probe as
the large-spaced grating and the one between backward pump and probe as the small spaced grating. The readout
process occurs when the backward pump scatters from the large-spaced grating and the forward pump scatters
from the small-spaced grating yielding the conjugate wave. Thus one can view the phenomenon described by the
first two terms in equation (1) as one in which the refractive index of the nonlinear material is spatially
modulated by the interference between pump and probe followed by scattering by the other pump.
Thl third term in equation (1), B(f.tb)t* has no holographic analogy. Here the scalar product between
ff and Eb corresponds to a nonlinear index whlh has no spatial modulation but which oscillates at a frequency
2w. The probe wave interacting with this driven coherent excitation at 2w creates a polarization that results
in conjugate wave generation.

.0
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The relative sizes of the coefficients A and B in (1)depend strongly on the properties of the
nonlinear medium chosen for the four-wave interaction. In particular, if the nonlinear medium has an
optical resonance for a single quantum transition at a frequency near wi, the frequency of the experiment, large enhancements (Abram and Lind, 1978) of the four wave mixing signals arising from the first
two terms in (1)are possible over that obtainable from a nonresonant system. For example, if the nonlinear
medium consists of an ensemble of 2-level atoms, the near resonant contribution to the nonlinear index will
manifest itself as a spatial modulation of the population of the lower state relative to the upper state.
The gratings formed by interference between pumps and probe would be "population gratings" i.e., if one were
to walk along the direction Itf-ltp
in the nonlinear medium one would notice that the population of atoms in
the excited state relative to the ground state would vary sinusoidally with a period D = A/(2 sin 012).
Alternatively, if the medium possesses a pair of energy levels of the same parity such that they may be
coupled coherently through an interaction involving 2 quanta, then the third term in (1)may be dominant
in contributing to the four wave signal.
Unlike SB.1
where the conjugate wave intensity cannot exceed the input intensity, DFWM allows for
conjugate reflectivities (i.e., Isignal/lprobe) in excess of unity and in fact many such examples have been
observed experimentally (see below). This fact has practical implications for DFWM.
Another characteristic of DFWM that can have practical impact involves its behavior for waves of
different polarization. In fact, increased fundamental understanding of DFWM
has been obtained through
experiments in which the polarizations of pumps and probe waves have been manipulated to achieve the desired
results. (Steel, et. al., 1979).
Note that each of the terms in equation (1) involves the scalar product between two fields multiplied
by a third field. We see that a given term will contribute to the nonlinear polarization only if the scalar
product term is non-zero, that is only if the fields in the scalar product have polarization components
along a common direction. This fact can be exploited to explore the fundamental properties of IJFbM. For
example by performing an experiment in which Ef and E are linearly copolarized while Eb is cross polarized
one is examing the contribution of only the first of Vhe three terms in (1) i.e., the large spaced grating.
Note that in this example the conjugate wave will emerge with the polarization of the backward pump, Eb,
which is cross pola-ized to the probe wave Ep. Hence, by appropriate selection of co- and cross-polarized
combinations one can examine separately the contributions of the different terms in (1)for various nonlinear materials.
Fidelity Of Aberration Correction

*

*

One of the questions that comes up in connection with the conjugation process is, how good is it? The
answer is, perfect-within the measurement limits that have been employed so far. Qualitative evidence of
the ability of a conjugator to correct for optical distortion is depicted in Fig. 6. Here we show far field
photographs of a laser beam profile showing a) the unperturbed laser, b) the beam after having passed through
a random aberrator (an etched glass plate), and c) the beam profile obtained after the aberrated beam was
conjugated and passed back through the etched glass plate. When the detailed profile of the beam in a) is
compared with that of c) using a multiple explosure photographic technique it is found that they are identical
within experimental measurement error (Lind and Giuliano, 1979). These measurements extend from the center
of the beam out into the wings where the intensity is as low as 10-5 of the on-axis peak intensity. The most
severe random aberration employed in this work is one that degrided the unperturbed diffraction-limited beam
to 035 times the diffraction limit. Note, this degradation corresponds to a reduction of on-axis intensity
by a factor of about 1000 from the unperturbed to the perturbed condition. These kinds of results have been
demonstrated for both SBS and DFWM (Lind and Giuliano, 1979).
It appears that the only limitation to the fidelity of the conjugation process is the effective aperture
of the conjugator itself. This isequivalent to saying that the laws of diffraction still hold. In other
words if a conjugator having a finite aperture a is located a distance L away from a random phase plate the
smallest transverse scale of aberration that will be compensated will be of order )XL/a - smaller scale
transverse bumps in the phase fronts emanating from the phase plate will not be compensated when the
conjugate wa9e passes back through.
Another way of saying this is that light that comes from small scale regions, smaller than )5L/a,
will diffract by the time it gets to the conjugator such that an appreciable fraction will spill over the
collecting aperture. Hence, if you don't collect all the light, you can't conjugate it completely.
Optical Resonators With Conjugate Mirrors
An interesting and potentially valuable application for phase conjugate optics is the use of a phase
conjugator as an element in an optical resonator. Fig. 7 shows schematically the essential features of a
phase conjugate resonator, an optical resonator in which one (or both) of the conventional mirrors is
replaced by a conjugate mirror. Several analytical papers (Lam and Brown, 1980, Bel'dyugln, et. al., 1979,
AuYeung, et. al., 1979, Belanger, et. al., 1980) have been written predicting the properties of these devices
and a few experimental demonstrations have taken place (Pepper, et. al.. 1978, Feinberg and Hellwarth, 1980,
L ind and Steel, 1980).
There are several unique properties that phase conjugate resonators are expected to exhibit. One of
these is the curious property that such a resonator will not possess longitudinal modes that depend on the
cavity length.
An ordinary optical resonator possesses longitudinal modes separated in frequency by c/2L. where L is
the cavity length. This is a consequence of the boundary condition that after one round trip the wave that
corresponds to a mode must constructively interfere with itself. Stated another way, the net accumulated
phase after one round trip must be an integral times 2n, i.e. the only waves that "fit" in the resonator are
those for which nX-2L. n an integer. In contrast, in a phase conjugate resonator the phi c!that is
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accumulated as the wave propagates from the ordinary mirror to the conjugate mirror is subtracted by the
same amount on the way back to the ordinary mirror so that in one round trip the net accumulated phase is
always zero. Consequently, a phase conjugate resonator of length L can support any wavelength consistent
with the bandwidth of the gain medium and the conjugator itself. Moreover a conjugate resonator oscillating
at a particular wavelength will continue to oscillate at that wavelength independent of whether or not the
cavity length is varied. This in contrast to an ordinary resonator whose spectral output will exhibit "mode
hopping" and frequency drifting if the cavity length is allowed to vary.
Another property of a phase conjugate resonator, one which is highly attractive for application to high
power oscillators, is that of compensation for intracavity optical distortion. It can be shown that if one
extracts the light from the "ordinary' mirror end of the resonator the transverse phase of the wave will only
depend on the figure of the output mirror itself and not on any other sources of distortion within the body
of the resonator (Lam and Brown, 1980). This feature has been qualitatively demonstrated in laboratory
experiments (Feinberg and Hellwarth, 1980, Lind and Steel, 1980).
Self-Steering Power Transmission Systems
One intriguing potential application of phase conjugation is in the transmission of high power electromagnetic radiation from a space-borne power generating station to a terrestrial site. Many concepts have
appeared over the years that involve the conversion of solar energy to electrical energy in a space station
followed by a beaming of the energy to earth via coherent optical or microwave power. N SA is also
interested in the possibility of direct conversion of solar energy for pumping high power space-borne lasers.
One of the concerns about this type of concept is the safety requirement to provide accurate pointing of the
multi-megawatt beams from the space station to the earth station with high reliability.
Phase conjugation provides a unique approach to this potential problem as illustrated conceptually in
Fig. 8. The space based power generating station consists of a power source, i.e. solar radiation, a coherent
oscillator, e.g. a high energy laser, and a four-wave mixing medium. The space-borne high energy laser proviJes the counterpropagating pumps for the four wave mixing medium which could in one possible implementation
be contained within the resonant cavity of the laser itself. Ideally the pump power and nonlinear medium
would be chosen so that coupling from the laser resonator is provided through the nonlinear medium via a
pilot beam that originates at the terrestrial receiving station. The conjugation process returns the earthdirected output beam along the same path that the input beam is received thus assuring that the only energy
delivered to earth is along the pilot beam) path. Moreover the energy circulating inside the space borne
laser will only be coupled out when the pilot beam is present.
Image Transmission And Delivery Of Special Field Distributions

*

*

Optical phase conjugation has application in a number of areas in which one wishes to deliver a "special"
field distribution from one point to another. An example of a special field distribution is an image. One
of the first such potential applications suggested has to do with the transmission of images along optical
fibers (Yariv, 1976). The problem with sending an image along an optical fiber and recovering it at the
other end is that modal dispersion in the fiber causes a scrambling of spatial information which can
seriously degrade the image. If one could send an image through a len~th of fiber, then into a conjugator.
and finally through another fiber identical to the f-rst it can be easily shown that the effects of modal
dispersion would be undone by the insertion of the conjugator at the midpoint and the image could be
recovered. The real question here is whether or not it would be possible to find lengths of fiber that are
"identical" with respect to their modal dispersion characteristics, an issue yet to be addressed experimentally.
Another area involving imaging and optical phase conjugation is in photolithography. Projection of
complex patterns onto photo resist layers is of great technological importance in the microelectronics
industry. Projection systems using conventional optical techniques are very complex in their design due to
the need for near diffraction-limited low f-number performance.

-'

An approach to a lenseless 1:1 projection system employing optical phase conjugation is shown in Fig. 9.
The object, in this case a transparency, is illuminated from the back with a laser. The image is formed on
the surface of the sample to be exposed after having reflected from the conjugator by way of the beam
splitter. Advantages of this type of scheme are that diffraction-limited performance can be achieved without
the need for expensive optical components. (The only element that needs to be of high optical quality is the
beam-splitter). This approach accomplishes the same goal as in contact photolithography without the need
(sometimes highly undesirable) of placing the mask in direct contact with the sample. Projection of high
quality images via a scheme similar to that described in Fig. 9 has recently been demonstrated (Levenson,
1980).
A variation on the photolithography application is one in which it is important to deliver a special
field distribution to a target plane at intensities that are substantially higher than could be used to
illuminate a mask or transparency without causing damage. This scheme is shown in Fig. 10. Here the mask
is illuminated using a low power beam. This is amplified, conjugated, reamplified. and delivered to the
target as a high intensity beam having a special field distribution. An experiment demonstrating this sort
of approach has been reported recently (Pilipetskli, et. a]., 1978). This type of scheme would be applicable
to situations such as laser annealing in which one wished to irradiate specific areas on the sample and not
others. Another potential use would be in laser fusion if it were deemed important to illuminate the target
pellet with other than a quasluniform illumination function.
Pump Manpulation in DFWdM
Till this point the applications we have discussed are essentially independent of the type of
conjugator employed. We will now discuss examples of applications that are unique to DF1WM. Four wave mixing
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more complicated experimentally than 585 because it requires the use of auxiliary pump waves. However
for this reason it offers a greater flexibility in that the pump parameters can be purposely modified to
yield an output wave which in addition to being the spatial conjugate of the input wave has some other
desirable p;,operty that one may exploit for a specific application. We will give examples in the following.
Pointing Control by Pump "Misalignment'
Take the laser fusion example illustrated in Fig. 2. Suppose the target were moving transverse to the
direction of the beam at a speed sufficiently large that itwill have moved an appreciable fraction of a beam
diameter in the time it takes light to travel from the target to the conjugator and back to the target again.
In this case, the goal of delivering the laser energy to the target will not be met unless it is possible to
override the tendency of a true conjugatoi to produce a retro beam. Wecan deviate from the precise retro
behavior by intentionally misaligning the pumps from the counterpropagatin geometry. The degree to which
the direction of the conjugate wave deviates from the reference wave as the pumps are misaligned can be
calculated in a strai ght- forward manner from the phase matching conditions and is a function of the pump
misalignment angle and the pump-probe angle. The conjugate wave reflectivity drops off as the pumps are
misaligned but only a few percent for misalignments of the order of a few milliradians (Lind and O'Meara,
1980).
Thus by controlling the precise propagation direction of the pump waves it is possible to control the
direction of the conjugate wave. Of course it is important to remember that compensation for optical path
errors begins to degrade if the conjugate wave is not allowed to exactly retrace the path taken by the
reference wave. The extent to which this happens depends upon the detailed spatial structure of the
propagation path errors and will ultimately limit the amount of point ahead that can be tolerated in an
adaptive optical system.
Pump Polarization Manipulation
As discusseu earlier it is possible to generate a conjugate wave whose polarization isorthogonal to
that of the reference wave. This fact allows the physical separation of the two waves through the use of
polarization splitters opening the door for a variety of applications. One such application is the repointing
of the conjugate wave away from the retrodirection or possible refocusing to different a plane than that from
which the reference originates. This concept is shown schematically in Fig. 11.
Another application that takes advantage of polarization separation is shown in Fig. 12. Here we
illustrate a concept for a high power-high brightness laser (Hon, 1980) consisting of an oscillator whose
output is spatially filtered, an amplifier or amplifier chain that is double passed, and a conjugator that
rotates the optical polarization (i.e. a four wave mixer with cross polarized pumps as shown). Because the
conjugation occurs between the first and second pass of the amplifier the optical distortions in the amplifier
chain are compensated: the polarization rotation allows efficient coupling of the energy through the
polarization splitter while minimizing feedback into the oscillator.
As in all the other applications described in this paper this concept requires that the optical
distortions experienced on the first pass through the amplifier are the same as those on the second pass.
To the extent that this is true the aberration compensation will be perfect.
Pump Temporal Modulation
Another application using four-wave mixing in a similar manner to that just described is in the area of
covert optical commnunications. The application here is one in which it is necessary to impart information
to one of a number of remotely located mobile receiver sites from an airborne or space-borne platform without
broadcasting over a wide area. Here again the four wave mixer is situated in the transmitter location and
the receiver sites are equipped with interrogating lasers. See Fig. 13. At prearrangeo times the
interrogators illuminate the remotely located transmitter using their interrogating lasers tuned to a
predetermined operating frequency. For the example considered here the interrogating beam and one of the
pump beams is taken to be cw and the other pump is modulated in an appropriate fashion. The information is
transmitted as a modulated conjugate wave back to the interrogation site. In this way the information is
communicated only to those sites that possess the proper interrogation capability. There is the additional
advantage that the total power required to operate the transmitter is potentially many orders of magnitude
smaller than that required for a broadcasting system.
Several other pump parameters can be varied with potentially interesting results. The imposition of
phase variations on the pump waves results in a transfer to the signal wave and has the potential tor
imposing focus or other phase informtion on the conjugate wave which could be important for certain adaptive
optics applications.
Whats Been Done
Lets conclude this paper with a brief summnary of where we stand after these relatively few years in this
young field. Most of the fundamental physical understanding of the physics of optical phase conjugation is
well in hand. Many predictions of the details of DFW'M have been experimentally confirmed with good
agreement; deviations from theoretical predictions are understood at least qualitatively. A large number of
demonstrations have been made both under pulsed and cw conditions, over a wide range of wavelengths and for
many di Fferent materi als. Table I gives a feeling for this. Here we show wavelength, type of laser employed,
laser operating conditions (pulsed or cw). type of nonlinear interaction, nonlinear material, and pertinent
cormments (percent reflectivities, power densities, conjugator longitudinal dimensions) along with references.
Note that there have been a number of impressively high reflectivities observed at modest power densities in
samples of modest dimensions.
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939l2-71M I

R PULSED NONLINEAR
WAVELENGTH
10pum

3.8

pm

1.06pm

0.69/$m

581"

(

NONLINEAR

OR CW

INTERACTION

PULSED

DFVM
DFWM
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37%, 200 kW/crnk 2 crn
2
10%. 100 kW/cm , 0.5 MM

(LIND, et aI., 1979)
(JAIN AND STEEL. 19)0

DFWM
DFWM
DFWM

0O 2 (INVERTED)
Ge
KCI: ROO4

0.6%
2
25%,10 MW/cm . 15 cm
NARROW BAND RESPONSE

(FISHER AND FELDMAN, 1979)
(BERGMANN, etd.,1978)
(WATKINS. t al., 1990)

PULSED

DFWM
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Nd: YAG PULSED

DFWM

S1

160%.1

SBS
DFWM
3 WM

CS2 , CH4
Nd: YAG
LiFORMATE

10- 90%
-0.6%
POOR CORRECTION

(HON, 1960)
(TOMITA. 1979)
(AVIZONIS, at al.,
1977)

DFWM
SBS

BON (DYE)
CS2

600%
10-90%

(MOSES AND WU,1960)
(NOSACH, et al.,
1972)

SBS
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CH 4
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30% (PRELIM)

(ZEL 'DOVICH, at al., 19721
(LIND AND JAIN. 1979)

DFWM
DFWM
DFWM

CdS3JSe GLASS
CS2
Na

-5%
>100%. 40 cm
40%. NARROW BAND

(LIND AND JAIN. 1979)
(PEPPER,at at.. 1978)
(LIND AND STEEL. 19801)

PULSED
DOUBLED PULSED
Nd: YAG

DFWM
DFWM
OFWM

Na
CdS, CdSeGLASSES
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10%,NARROW BAND
- 30%
-0.1% (PRELIM)

(BLOOM, tal.. 1978)
(LIND AND JAIN. 1979)
(LIND AND JAIN, 1979)

PULSED

DFWM
DFWM
DFWM

RHODAMINE 6
RHODAMINE B
CdS.CdSeGLASS

>100%, 1 mm
-10% (PRELIM) (ALSO 56s0A)
- 1% (PRELIM)

(LIND,1960)
(LIND. log)
(LIND AND JAIN, 1979)

DFWM
DFWM
DFWM
DFWM

RUBY
BSO
aTiO3
LIQUID CRYSTALS

-0.2%
-1% SLOW
>100% SLOW
-0.1% SLOW

(LIAO AND BLOOM. 1978)
(HUIGNARD, at al., 1979)
(FEINBERG AND HELLWARTH, 1960)

C0 2

OF

RUBY

DYE

51

DYE

48mA.5145A

As

+

PULSED

CW

CW

MEDIUM

(DEPATIE AND HAUEISEN, 191)

tmm.
6 MW/cm

2

(JAIN, etal.. 1979)

(LIND AND JIAIN,1979)

This is only the beginning; there's a lot yet to be done especially in finding new nonlinear materials
tailored for specific applications. The only demonstrations carried out so far have been on a laboratory
scale under controlled conditions using well behaved, low average power lasers. No demonstrations have yet
been made at high average powers using conjuqators that are larger than a centimeter or so in cross section
(usually smaller). In addition, the issue of taking a weak input wave, amplifying it and conjugating it
with sufficient overall gain that the output wave has adequate energy for practical applications is yet to
be addressed experimentally. Other issues include the fidelity of conjugation via DFWM under very high
reflectivity conditions, the extent to which other nonlinear phenomena might compete with the desired
conjugation process, how a conjugator behaves under extremely weak signal conditions, and how the DFWM
reflectivity degrades as the probe: pump ratio approaches unity.
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PHASE CONJUGATION AND DEGENERATE FOUR WAVE MIXING
IN PHOTOREFRACTIVE Bi 1 2 SiO 20 CRYSTAL
J.P HUIGNARD, J.P. HERRIAU
Laboratoire Central de Recherches, THOMSON-CSF
Domaine de Corbeville-914l01 ORSAY (France).
Abstract
Phase conjugate wavefront generation has recently received much attention because of its potential applications to real-time adaptive optics, information processing
and imaging through phase disturbing media or optical fibres. The object of the lecture
is to demonstrate an alternative approach to phase conjugation by using real-time holography and degenerate four wave mixing in photorefractive Bi 1 2 Si 020 crystals (B.S.O.)
(See for a review : STEPANOV, B.I et al 1971 ; HELLWARTH, R.W. 1977 ; YARIV; Y. 1978
JAIN, R.K.-KLEIN, M.B. 1979 ; MARKOV et al, 1980 ; HUIGNARD, J.P. et al 1979).

Introduction
BSO crystals are now known to be very attractive materials for dynamic holographic experiments and phase conjugate wavefront generation. Main interesting characteristics result from a "photographic" sensitivity for hologram recording and erasure at
Argon laser lines and good optical quality. Specific application of the crystal to real
time interferometry, image processing, and imaging capabilities through phase disturbing
media will be considered in this conference. The physical process involved for hologram
recording are now well established. The crystal is biased with a transverse electric
field E0 in the 110 crystallographic direction and illuminated with holographic fringes
(Incident beams in the 11O directions)
(figure 1-a). The recording medium contains
donors and trapping centers. The electrons released from donors centers are driven in
the conduction band by a diffusion or external applied field. Trapping of these charges
leads to a space charge field which modulates the birefringence through linear electrooptic effect (phase volume hologram recording). The specific properties of these crystals
arise from the characteristic "drift" and "diffusion" lengths v rE and (DT) 1/2, which
are larger or comparable to usual holographic fringes.where 1A is charge mobility ;
t
is lifetime before trapping,
-D is diffusion coefficient and E is the applied electric field (GLASS, A.M. 1978 ; HUIGNARD, J.P. MICHERON, F. 1976). o
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Crystallographic orientation for holographic recording in BSO -rystals.
(See
Figure I-a). Typical recording - erasure cycle - Incident power 13 mW.cm
. X - 488 nm
Applied Voltage 6 kV.cm-1. Crystal size 1O x 10 mm 2 - thickness 3 mm (Fig. 1-b)
According to the theoretical models this efficient charge transport provides the
ultimate photorefractive sensitivity. Typical incident energy required for elementary
grating recorfing at beam ratio of one is between 100-300 vJ.cm 2 X - 488 nm -or A- 514 nm
E - 6 kV.cm . BSO crystals actually provides the best known photorefractive sensitivity combined with crystal disponibility in large size area and required optical quality.
A typical recording and erasure cycle in the BSO is given in Figure 1-b. Since uniform
illumination with the reference beam relaxes the space charge field, a special optical
configuration is required to permanently observe the diffracted wavefront. This is
achieved by retroreflection of the plane wave reference beam. This mode of readout
causes the crystal to diffract in real-time a phase conjugate wavefront of any complex
incident object wavefront. (Figure 2).
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Figure 2
Phase conjugation and degenerate four wave mixing in BSO cyrstals.
The main properties and applications of the crystal will be reviewed while including
numerous experimental results 7

I) Imaging through a phase disturbing media
Real-time transposition of the KOGELNIK imaging technique through a phase
disturbing media will be experimentally demonstrated (HUIGNARD J.P. et al, 1979). The
incident object-wavefront travels through a strongly inhomogeneous and phase disturbing
media : Phase distortions can thus be removed by allowing the time reversed phase conjugate wavefront to travel back through the aberrating medium. Efficiency of the device
will be analysed in terms of phase conjugate wavefront reflectivity. (figures 3-4).
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App~ication of phase conjugation to imaging through phase disturbing media.
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Figure 4
Reconstructed image with aberrating glass plate
(a) direct imaging through
aberrating glass, (b) imaging via real-time phase-conjugate wavefront generation,
(c) imaging with a vertical misalignment of the mirror by 1.5 mrad.
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2) Spatial frequency dependence of wavefront reflectivity
Precise knowledge of the spatial frequency response of the recording paramemeters in BSO constitutes an important feature for imaging applications. (HUIGNARD J.P
et al, 1980). According to the respective values of applied field E and fringe spacing
A "drift" or "diffusion" of the photocarriera affect differently the conjugate waveFront intensity. Experimental results are interpreted on the basis of the recent dynamic
theory of Kuktarev at al. which applies to photorefractive crystals with long transport
lengths of the photocarriers (XUKHTAREV N. et al, 1979 ; KUKHTAREV N, ODULOV. S, 1980).
This theory describes in a dynamic way any possible changes of the fringe pattern along
the crystal length due to the intensity distribution between the two writing beams (beam
coupling) for both the initital and steady state stage of the hologram formation. From
the results presented in Figure 5 it is demonstrated that BSO provides the interesting
property that the modulation transfer function cay be controlled with external applied
provides low pass spatial filtering.
field Z0 Recording by "drift" with E - 6 kV.cm
0 high pass filterging is achieved and
Through a pull "diffusion" process E
E - 2 kV,cm , allows a flat spatia? frequency response. These specific properties
s~ould be important for application of the crystal to real-time image processing.
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3) Real-time interferometry
BSO appears to be particularly suitable for in situ interferometry without
any displacement and processing of the recording medium. These experiments take advantages of the high quality reconstructed images and photographic sensitivity for recorreusable without any
ding and erasure at Argon laser lines. The material is continously
-1
(MARRAKCHI et al, 1980).
fatigue effect and permanent applied field of about 6 kV.cm
Application of degenerate four wave mixing in BSO to mode pattern visualisa
tion of a vibrating membrane can be explained as follows . when the object structure
considered in Figure 6 is vibrating at frequency F we now obtain a diffracted image Id
on which are superimposed dark fringes corresponding to zero of Bessel function J 214F6 1
1
0
- local vibration amplitude.
Following Powell and Stetson theory, this arises when the time constant
build-up the hologram at saturation time is long compared to the vibation period.
T >> T for time average intensity recording in the crystal volume.
T - I/F

to

For each excitation frequency of the membrane, the so described method permits
in a dynamic way a mode pattern visualisation of the vibrating structure. These dynamic
properties of the crystal should bring and important improvement for application of
coherent optical techniques to industrial non destructive testing.
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Application of phase conjugation in BSO to mode pattern visualisation of a
diffuse Vibrating Loudspeaker membrane.
4) Degenerate four wave mixing with a pulsed laser
The purpose of this paragraph is to demonstrate temporal respnnse of the
crystal on a nanosecond time scale using a frequency doubled Nd, YAG Laser (X - 532 nm
pulse width - 30 ns) as a writing source. (HERMANN et al, 1981)
The optical configuration used for real-time grating recording and readout
is given in Figure 7. The retro.mirror is placed just behind the BSO crystal in order
to obtain a negligeable optical delay of the readout pulse with respect to the incident
writing laser pulse. The laser source is a high quality single transverse and longitudinal mode Nd-YAG Q switched by a dye cell and whose TEM
operation is obtained by
use
small aperture
the cavity.
The output
frequency
dolbled
a KD ofP a
crystal.
A total in
energy
is so available
in pulse
a 20 nsisthen
diffraction
limited
spot.in

,Probe

beam

Conjugate
Lc
beam
B.S.0.

Mirror
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Figure YA
7 :Four
wave
mixing in
pulsed
photorefractive
laser
_
as writing
a frequency doubled
source.
Crystal sizeBSO crystals
4 x 4 mm with
- Thickness - 8 mm
fringe spacing A - 7
c:Applied voltage in the 110 direction :2,5 kV. Conjugate
beam reflectivity p To

bereflectivity
prae f.
c
usqetso:5Oiga
cuuaino
rpe
ht
The beam is expanded to a diameter of 6 mm in order to achieve a good uniformity of crystal illumination on the entrance face (distance between electrodes : 4 mm
Interaction length of the recording beams : 8 mm). The single mode operation of the
laser maintains an optimum fringe contrast inside the cystal volume. Typical experimental results re-drawn from oscilloscope trace of the incident writing beams are given in
Fig. 8. Fig. 8a shows the oscilloscope trace of the incident writing pulse, and Fig. 8b is the conjugate
image pulse generated
by thefor
fourwave
mixingshots
set up.
As seen
on this picture the Wavefront
reflectivity
increases
subsequent
s owing
an accumulation
of trapped photo-

carriers. The conjugate beam reflectivity p -"
reaches in this experiment a saturation value of the order of 0.1 %. From these eperiments, the following conclusions can
retained

:

- The response time of the BSO can be fast (
5 ns) provided that the incident power
density on the recording beams is high ( > 10 kW.cm - 2 at X - 532 nm). The corresponding
diffraction efficiency is proportionnal to the square of incident laser intensity before
saturation.
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The energy S
required fQr elementari grating
recording is nearly equivalent for both
CW or pulsed experiments S
100-500 UJ.m -2 . Comparable values of saturation efficiency or wave front reflectivity are also obtained for equivalent experimental conditions
(fringe spacing A 5 pm ; Applied electric field E0
6-8 kV.cm -1 ; crystal thickness
=8 m).
-
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Figure 8

(a) Incident laser pulse. Power density on the crystal : I = 50 kW.cm - 2 at
- 532 nm (Relative units).
0
(b) Evolution of conjugate beam reflectivity p as a function of the number
of shots. Saturation occurs for N : 5
Conclusion

Real-time holography and degenerate four wave mixing in Bi] 2 Si 0
crystals
provides another way of generating a phase conjugate wavefront. Because of Re low
energy required to build-up the space charge field at Argon Laser lines and holographic
*spatial carrier frequencies, the crystal should provide new attractive developments and
applications which include real-time interferometry, coherent image processing, optical
computing and imaging through all kinds of stationary or moving phase disturbing media.
The demonstrated capabilities of nanosecond writing and erasing time constants also
suggest applications of the crystal to high speed adaptive optics and coherent optical
processing.
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SUMMARY
A set of equations which describes pulse propagation in multimode optical fibers in the presence of
an intensity-dependent refractive index is derived by taking advantage of the coupled-mode theory usually
employed for describing the influence of fiber imperfections on linear propagation. This approach takes into account in a natural way the role of the waveguide structure in terms of the propagation constants and
the spatial configurations of the propagating modes and can be applied to the most general refractive index distribution. In particular, the conditions under which envelope soliton transmission in the presence
of many modes can take place are discussed. The way in which these conditions are modified by the possible
presence of carrier fluctuations is finally considered.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The nonlinear response of a dielectric medium includes contributions to the polarization from quadratic, cubic and higher order terms in the electric field. The related nonlinear effects can be most conveniently observed at relatively low powers over the long interaction lengths provided by an optical fiber.
This circumstance can also make these processes detrimental for telecommunication fibers, in that they increase signal attenuation and dispersion. Among the effects associated with third-order nonlinearity, stimulated Raman scattering, stimulated Brillouin scattering and self-phase mouulation put a limit on the peak power transmissible on a fiber link. In particular, self-phase modulation directly influences dispersion and can become significant at power levels below the critical powers of sti,ulated Raman and Brillouin
scattering, so that it may set the ultimate limit on the pulse power in high capacity single-mode fibers
(STOLEN, R.H., 1979). This fact justifies a detailed investigation of pulse propagation in single-mode and
multimode optical fibers in the presence of this mechanism alone.

J

,J

Self-phase modulation is associated with the intensity-dependent self-induced changes of the refractive index resulting from the contribution to the third-order polarizability proportional to the fielJ itself.
These variations of the refractive index , proportional to the intensity of the field, give rise to selffocusing (CHIAO, R.Y.,GARMIRE, E., and TOWNES, C.H., 1964), an effect usually negligible in fibers where an
intrinsic radial confinement is already present, and to phase-modulation of the propagating pulse connected
with the phase charges induced by the pulse itself. The corresponding frequency broadening (the leading edge of the pulse is downshifted in frequency and the trailing edge upshifted) gives rise in general to an increase of dispersion and pulse spreading (SHIMIZU, F., 1967), which may limit the information transmissible
in a fiber. However, as first pointed out by HASEGAWA and TAPPERT (1973), it is possible, in the presence
of anomalous dispersion, to choose the pulse intensity and shape in such a way as to balance exactly the efFect of chromatic dispersion broadening the pulse with that of self-phase modulation which tends to shrink
it. These stable solutions which propagate as distortion-free pulses are called "bright solitons" end have
been recently experimentally observed by MOLLENAUER, STOLEN and GORDON (1980).
In general. self-phase modulation Iv studied in single-mode fibers (STOLEN, R.H., LIN, C., 1978). In
hin frame, the influence on soliton transmission of the radial dependence of the refractive index profile
ano of its oventual longitudinal inhomogeneity has been explicitly taken into account IBENOOW, B., GIANINO,
P.O., TZOAR, N., and JAIN, M.. 198C), and the effects of the fast intensity fluctuations of the exciting
source placed into evidence (CROSIGNANI, B., DI PORTO, P., and PAPAS, C.H., 1980). The first attempt to include the effect of the presence of many modes has been made by HASEGAWA (1980), who addresses himself to
the problem of longitudinal self-confinement of optical pulses without explicity examining the possibility
of propagating solitons over a r iltimode fiber. In a recent paper (CROSIGNANI, B., 01 PORTO. P., and PAPAS,
C.H., 1981), we have adopted a different method for investigating nonlinear propagation associated with intensity dependent refractive index, based on the extension of the coupled-mode formalism usually employed
for describing linear propagation in optical fibers in the presence of irregularities fMARCIISE. D., 1975).
This method, which in particular allows to recover in a simple way the results concerning single-mode fibers, furtisnes the most natural approach for studying the effect of the presence of more than one mode on
nonlinear propagation, as already shown for the case of the two orthogonally polarized states of a singlemode fiber (CROSIGNANI, B., OI PORTO, P.. 1981).
In the present paper, we extend the results of ref. 12 to describe nonlinear pulse evolution in multimode fibers. We derive a set of nonlinear differential equations for the mode amplitudes which determine
the behavior of the field, including the case where the different modes are excited at different frequencies. This last situation is relevant for obtaining the conditions under which multimode fibers can support
solitons. Finally, we examine the influence on soliton transmission of the statistical fluctuations of the
source and of the degree of correlation among the various modes.
2.

COUPLEO-MODE THEORY APPRCACH

Let us briefly recall the formalism of coupled-mode theory developed for describing time-dependent propagation in the presence of fiber imperfections (MARCUSE, D., 19751 CROSIGNANI, B.. 0I PORTO, P., and PAPAS,
C.H., 1977). Denotlng bv E and H the time-Fnurier transforms at (angular) frequency w oi the electric and
magnetic field and by n(x,y,zrw) the refractive index distribution pertaining to the perturbed fiber, one
has to find solutions of the Maxwell's equations
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where E and U ° are the electric and magnetic permeabilities of vacuum. To this end, E and H are expressed as Yinear combinations of the modes E
]exp{-iB (wiz and H (w)expf-iS (wizi pert-ning TV the ideal
(that is. without imperfections] wavegui-d characterized by a re~ractive in~ex distribution n1 (x~y1W). with
z-dependent expansion coefficients. Following this procedure (normal mode expansion technique), one obtains
a set of linear coupled differential equations for the expansion coefficients which are equivalent to Maxwell's equations and generate solutions automatically satisfying the boundary conditions. More specifically,
if one writes the forward-traveling transverse part of the electric field in the form
(2]

tT (rz,t) - I fEMT[_;w)Cm(Z;w)expfiwt - iBm(~zd
m
where r-(x.y) indicates the transverse coordinates and
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can be shown to obey the set of equations (MARCUSE, 0., 1975)
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and
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P = (1/2) Ifs .E (rjwlxH (r'wldxdy
z mT-T--'

e being a unit vector in the positive z-direction. The normalization constant P does not depend on the mode
and the transverse partsof E and H are assumed to be real, the relative longitudinal parts being then purely imaginary quantities.
'
m
The above formalism can be as well applied to describe situations in which the departure of the fiber
from Ideality is associated with nonlinear effects giving rise to a variation of the refractive index. In our
case, one has (CHIAO, R.J..GARMIRE, E.. and TOWNES, C.H., 1964)
n(r,z;w)

nl(r,z;w) + n 2 lr.z,t)l2

-

(7)

where E is the analytic representation of the electric field and n2 a nonlinear coefficient approximately
independent from w. The expression of n furnished by Eq.(7) can be inserted in Eq.[1], so that a derivation
analogous to that leading to the set of Eqs.(4) still applies. providad that the bandwidth 6w and the average frequency w ° of the field verify the (generally satisfied) condition
6w/w

(8)

<< I

In this way, one obtains the set of equations
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In deriving the set of Eqs.(91 and (10], we have assumed n /n21 and the validity of the local approximation for the refractive index, that is
n
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Besides, we have taken advantage of the relation
1 2

(12)

GzXHmT(riw) = (co/uo) 1 nl[ w)EMT(r)Jw)

approximately true for weakly-guiding fibers, for simplifying Eq.(6). If we now observe that the E (r|)'s
are smoothly varying functions of w and recall Eq.(8), the set of Eqs.(9) can be recast in the siiir form
dc
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0
•
having assumed, in full generality, the amplitude c (zw) of each mode to be centered on a frequency Wm
iwt) and integrate over w in the interval (0," ),
i
If we multiply both sides of Eq.(13) by 2exp{-iBM(wTz
after expanding 8 (w) around w up to the second-order derivative, we obtain a set of coupled equations in
the time-domain, which reads m
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and the slowly varying amplitudes im are defined through the relation
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The choice of different frequencies wm for the different modes is suggested by the fact that, as we
shall see in next Section, solitonprepagetion can occur only by suitably selecting the different frequencies at which the different modes are excited. Conversely, nonlinear propagation of a generical pulse is usually investigated through Eq.15) by exciting all the modes at the same central frequency u;
The set of Eqs.(15) can be substantially simplified if 8 (w )#8 (c ) for all mn. In fact, one can
in this case resort to the rotating wave approximation and neglect the fast oscillating terms of the kind
exp(i{8m(Wm)-Bn(Wn)}Z), thus getting
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The set of Eqs.(15) refers to an ideal fiber, mode coupling being only due to the presence of nonlinear effects. Whenever the fiber possesses intrinsic departures from ideality associated with imperfections,
Eqs.(15) are modified by adding on the right-hand side a linear contribution of the kind
(20)

Kmn(z)exp(i(Wn-wm)t - {8n(wn_8m wC)}z)'n
K
where the coupling coefficients Kmn depend on the fiber irregularities.
3.

SOLITON PROPAGATION

The set of Eqs.(19) can admit particular solutions in the form of envelope solitons provided that all
the modes are made to travel with a common group velocity, that is if their excitation frequencies wI, w2 ...
are chosen in such a way that
d8l/dW)W .

1.

......

d0 2 /dw)

(21)

1/V

In fact, the structure of Eqs.(19) implius that nonlinear coupling does not modify the group velocity
of the single modes, so that modal dispersion, obviously detrimental for soliton propagation, can only be
avoided by imposing the coincidence of the group velocities assured by Eq.(21). Under this circumstance. it
is immediate to verify that solutions of the set of Eqs.19) in the form of bright solitone are given by
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are satisfied. Since all the Rm ns are positive quantities, Eqs.123) imply, as a necessary condition for
the existence of solitons, allm~he A's to be negative, that is
m
(24)
, m=l,2 .....
0
d2B/dW2j Wm

The set of Eqs.(23) furnishes inmanvery natural way the existence condition for soliton propagation in
terms of the superposition integrals R " and the propagation constants B of the various modes. In particular, the influence of the waveguide onm~he existence region of bright sol tons (in its absence, brig~t sol ton propagation 13 possible only for anomalous material dispersion) is expressed by Eq.(24), where c-0 /dw
m
contains both material and waveguide dispersion, and is valid for any refractive index profile.
In particular, if only one polarization state is excited, Eq.(23) furnishes
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while for the two polarization-states of a single-mode fiber one has
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and R2 1 since due to the orthoIn writing Eq.(26), we have neglected the terms proportional to R
gonality of the transverse components of the two states, they contain on y the longitudinal components which,
for weakly-guiding fibers, are small compared to the transverse ones. The same argument allows us to verify,
starting from Eq.(15), that Eq.(26) holds true for the two polarization-states of a perfectly circular singlemode fiber also if in thiscase their degeneracy (1 (w)-0(W} so that, according to Eq.(21), w -w) prevents
one from applying the rotating-wave approximation leading from Eq.(15) to Eq.(19). For this kind of fiber.
all the R's coincide so that the set of Eqs.(26) reduces to the single equation
2
[/2
R 1 1 'i,wm
1)(I1 01 + i'20 12)
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which shows that the peak intensity necessary for soliton transmission can be shared between the two polariin an arbitrary way. The departure from degeneracy occurring in polarization-maintaining fibers
(elliptical or stress-birefringent) is in most cases small enough to preserve the validity of Eq.(27), notwithstanding the smll difference between ,wand w necessary to satisfy Eq.(21), and the associated difference between B1 and 82 Justifies the neglection o? the linear coupling (see Eq.(20)} always present in nonideal fibers.
4.

INTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS OF THE CARRIER AND SOLITON PROPAGATION

The results of the previous Sections concern a situation in which the pulsb undergoing nonlinear propagation is obtained by suitably modulating a carrier free from fluctuations, which is true whenever the pulse duration T fulfills the condition
<<t

,

(28]

where tc is the coherence time of the exciting source. In this Section, we wish to consider for sake of completeness the opposite situation in which
T >> tc

(29)

To this end, we observe that Eq.(193 holds true for the single realization of the field, whose random
nature is associated with the fluctuations of the exciting source. The hypothesis contained in Eq.(29) allows
us to consider a situation in which the detector performs an average of the instantaneous intensity over time intervals much larger than tC (and smaller than T), which is equivalent to an ensemble averaging operation
over the source fluctuations. Accordingly, we write
(30)

im(Z,t) = Fm(z.t)Sm(Z.t)exp(-iXmz)

F representing the fast fluctuating part and S the deterministic (real) signal of duration T which one wishes to propagate, the relevant quantity being m
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where the angularbrackets indicate the averaging operation. By multiplying both sides of Eq.(19).by I(zt)
9m
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and its complex conjugate by 0 (z,t3, by adding and subtracting the resulting expressions and averaging. one
obtainsm
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In deriving Eq.(32) and Eq.(33), we have assumed
Fm . 8 exp(iy m

(34)

where B and y are real statistically indepandent stationary variables [e.g., <A 2(z~t)> is Independent from
in
in
z and t Iandmwe have defined
f

m

*<8

m

a 8B/at 2>/<B2>

m

< a3y2/at2>

m

.(35)

m

The set of Eq.(33) admits, once that Eq.(21J Is satisfied, a soliton-type solution of the kind
S (z,t)

Samsech{(t-z/V I/rVT)

-

(36)

provided that the two conditions
-(1/A T22
m
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(37)

and
2
2
Xm . -(1/2Amr 3(1 + f tr I

m-1.2 ...

(38)

are fulfilled.
The influence of the field fluctuations is essentially associated with the appareance of the coefficients <B 2B2>/<82> .In particular, for the single-mode case, Eq.[37) reduces to
in

n

in

-(1/AIT 2)

R1'1
1

2> 2
1 0
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with
n .<4>

*Equation

< 2>2

(40)

(403 concides with Eq.(23) (in the single-mode case) if n-1, that is for an amplitude-stabilized source. In general, n is greater than one and attains the value two for a chaotic source so that soliton propagation can be achieved in this case with half the power required with a laser source.
5.
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THEORY OF NONLINEAR PULSE PROPAGATION IN INH4OOGENEOUS DISPERSIVE MEDIA:APPLICATION TO OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES
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SUMARY
We analyze nonlinear pulse propagation in longitudinally uniform and nonuniform optical waveguides. The
approximate analysis employed takes account of various physical effects associated with transverse confinement, dispersion and nonlinearity. One concludes that both bright and dark solitons may be supported
in typical fiberguides under a variety of conditions. This is in marked contrast to the unbounded
medium case, where bright solitons exist only under conditions of anomolous dispersion. In the presence
of weak longitudinal inhomogenity, one finds that solitons continue to propagate without a change of
shape, but that their group velocity becomes time-dependent.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The possibility of transmitting undistorted pulses with high peak powers could prove useful and find
application in various fields. Intense, ultrashort light pulses guided by fibers could be used to
achieve ultrahigh data rates in communications, to perform surgery in medicine, for cutting and welding in industrial processes, etc. The nonlinearity which governs the propagation characteristics
arises from the real part of the guide refractive index, although dissipative nonlinear processes could
in principle affect the pulse as well.
The theoretical problem of transmission of nonlinear pulses in optical waveguides is both interesting
and challenging, since it involves the simultaneous interplay of transverse confinement, dispersion and
nonlinearity. Solutions inmany areas of physics have already been obtained (SCOTT, A.C., et al.,
1973, for example) and considerable knowledge has been gained for the one-dimensional pulse propagation
case, while two - or three-dimensional nonlinear propagation is still in its infancy stage (GERSTEN,J.I.,
et al., 1975; KAW, P.K., et al., 1975; WILCOX, J.Z., et al., 1975; ZAKHROV, V.E., et al., 1979).
A critical limitation in the realization of the full-bandwidth capability of optical transmission
systems is pulse broadening resulting from dispersion effects (GLOGE, C., 1971; KECK, D., 1976, for
example). Although dispersion can be minimized by an appropriate choice of guide materials,
geometry and operating frequency, it is apparent that dispersion effects will be detrimental for sufficiently narrow pulsewidths. To overcome this problem the nonlinear dependence of the refractive
index on pulse intensity may be used. Here the dispersion effects result in the broadening of the
pulse, while nonlinearity tends to sharpen it. It is the appropriate interplay of these opposite
effects which can lead to a stable soliton solution for the optical pulse. But nonlinearity can also
introduce a host of other effects (CHIAO, R.Y., et al., 1964; HASEGAWA, A., et al., 1973; TZOAR, N.,
et al., 1976; SHIMIZU, F., 1967) such as self-focusing and self-phase modulation. However, each of
these effects is dominant only in certain regimes characterized by the dispersion, peak intensity
and nonlinear parameters.
Self-focusing, which occurs for finite-sized beams, requires a very high critical intensity. This
phenomenon is an instability which causes a finite-sized beam to collapse to a point, due to an effective focusing lens induced by its own intensity. The condition for self-focusing is independent
of the dispersion parameter and represents a competition between nonlinearity and diffraction effects.
Indeed, for Gaussian beams the condition for self-focusing to occur is given by
2
k o2>

co

where k - 2 v/ A , where X is the free space wavelength: co (cNL ) is the linear (nonlinear)
dielectric function; and Po and Eo are, respectively, the radius and on-axis field intensity of
the beam. This condition is not affected by the guide's parameters. The guide, by balancing diffraction, provides stable trapping of the beam at a finite size even for fields below the critical
field (the critical field is defined by Eq. (1)when the equal sign is taken). For glasses one finds
the critical power for self focusing to be of the order of 107-10 W/cm 2 , much greater than the power
needed for soliton propagation.
Self-phase modulation is observed at high intensities when dispersion effects are negligible and no
solitary solution can be sustained. Inorder to achieve solitary pulse propagation, we deliberately
limit the pulse intensity so that the nonlinearity just balances the dispersion effects instead of
dominating them (as would be the case for self-phase modulation).
The soliton problem in optical waveguldes appears to have been considered first by HASEGAWA and
TAPPERT (HT) (1973) but these authors did not take detailed account of the transverse inhomogeneity
in their analysis. Subsequently, JAIN and TZOAR (T)(1978) introduced an approach that accounted for
the transverse inhomogeneity of the waveguide in an average fashion, and were thereby able to demonstrate that in fact typical fiberguides could indeed support "bright" solitons. This contrasts with the
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results of HT who found that anomolous material dispersion or very large core-clad differences
(An - 0.5) are required for "bright" solitons to exist. The approach of JT has been generalized by
BENDOW, GIANINO, TZOAR and JAIN (BGTJ) (1980) to include variational analysis and to treat longitudinal
inhomogeneities, and by CROSIGNANI, PAPAS and 01 PORTO (1980) to consider the role of intensity
fluctuations on nonlinear solition propagation in optical waveguides.
2.

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Consider an optical waveguide having a dispersive and nonlinear refractive index of the form
n(r. w,E) - nI (r, w) + n2 IEI2

(2)

where w is the frequency, E is the electric field and n2 the nonlinear coefficient, taken to be independent of frequency. Moreover, n, is represented by its local approximation, i.e.

nI(r, w) = nl(a)f(r).

(3)

In what follows we consider propagation of pulses which are narrowly cpntered about a given frequency wo
and assume that nl(w) is a slowly varying function of w in the vicinity of ao. The electric field
is taken to be
i(qz- W 0 t)
E(r,t) = e A(rt) e

(4)

where Ae is a unit vector in the transverse direction, r = (4,z),and z is the direction of propagation. We then obtain for A the wave equation:

2

2

rL..+ L_ _q2 + 21q 3z + f(r)ko 2 + 2ikokof(r)
a2 8z"2
n2ko22 ~
~
t
0

2
2' + 2-0, IA(r.t)l ]
k+k)f(r)
0k77o0

5

t) = 0.

In Eq. (5) k(w) = w/c ni(a) and the primes indicate derivatives with respect to w at w ao.
The appearance of the time and frequency derivatives only to second order is a consequence of using the
slowly varying envelope approximation in deriving Eq. (5).
*

*on

For the waveguide problem f is always inhomogeneous in the transverse direction, i.e., f(r) = f p).
Under these conditions it is extremely difficult to obtain time-dependent solutions to Eq. (5). either
analytically or numerically. We therefore seek an approximate solution to Eq. (5), based on the observation that the material dispersion in optical waveguides is generally very small. Our previous
discussion regarding the balance between dispersion and nonlinearity suggests that the nonlinear
effects will also be small in the guide case. We thus expect a negligible effect from the nonlinearity
on the mode structure of the guide. Physically, the spatial trapping of the beam and its localization
within the guide is dominated by the transverse inhomogeneity. If nonlinearity were absent, the pulse
in the guide would experience broadening due to dispersion. The correspondingly small effect induced
by the nonlinearity is capable of balancing this longitudinal dispersion. Moreover, it seems reasonable
general grounds to assume that transverse inhomogeneity has only a weak effect on the longitudinal
propagation of a pulse along a narrow guide. Rather, the main effect of the transverse inhomogeneity is
to determine the mode structure of the linear guide, with the longitudinal.,propagation characteristics
of the modes subsequently being modified by the nonlinearity. This approach, which was first introduced
by JT, leads to an approximate solution
(6)

A(r,t) = *(p)Q(z,t)

where the longitudinal characteristics of the pulse are found by taking the transverse average of
Eq. (5). Taking any of the linear mode solutions for #(p), multiplying Eq. (5) by #(p),
using Eq. (6) for A(r,t) and integating over the cross section of the guide, results in the following
wave equation for e(z,t):
2

[dI-q2 + T4Z)ko2d 2
+ +z

-

(kok
0
kk+

2

02 )T(z) a_r
k,

at

aZ
+ d21e1 2 + 21(q a

+ kok f'(z)

)) (z,t) -0.

(7)

*()

(8)

In eq. (7) we define the function f(z) as

f(z) - f d
and

#(+) f(p.z)
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2
=

J

d p)

(9)

.(p)

TP

k0 2 J d

S2

)14.

(10)

t)

(11)

0

The electric field can now be written as
z"
e0(z,t) e(q -

t

The effect of the waveguide is now included solely by means of the parameters dl, d2 and

(z).

3. LONGITUDINALLY HOMOGENEOUS GUIDES
Here f(z) =f and Eq. (7) supports a particular

We now consider the longitudinally homogeneous guide.
e(t-z/v), where
solitary solution for e(z,t)
v

=

q/kok f

(12)

0o sech[y(t-z/v)]

(13)

and
e
with the conditions:

q2 =ko2 T

[

(k

dI + d2

2
Fok)2(koko + k0 )
0

,T

o/2,

y2:

/

(14a)

d 00
1 2 2

(14b)

q
The significant difference of our result (given in Eqs. (14)) from the homogeneous medium case, is the
factor dl above, which is a direct consequence of the transverse inhomogeneity, i.e., the waveguiding
mechanism. For example, we consider the condition for the "bright" soliton solution, given in Eq. (13)
when the nonlinear factor d2 is larger than zero. The requirement y > 0 implies that
• a

•

I

1 + [dI

+

d2 eo2 ]/kof

kok~
I t

I+ k

> 1.
(15)

0

For the present case, in which d! will be negative, Eq. (15) may be satisfied even when k4" > 0.
This contrasts with previous predictions and with the one dimensional soliton soltions which predict
that "bright" solitons will exist only if k" < 0.
We point out that Eq. 2(7) adm ts a "dark" soliton solution, first realized by HT. Here a solution
1. We shall consider here only
exists for 01 1
(1 - 6j sech [ y(t-z/v)])
of the form e =
the particular case of dark solitons where el is taken to be unity. We thus obtain
e = 0o tanh[y (t-z/v)]

(16)

T + d, + d2 %2

(17a)

and the corresponding conditions

q2

S(k

--

0k

-

(kok

+

k

2

For the "dark" soliton we require the existence condition
I
2
1 + [d1 + d2 eo2]/ko 7

o0

(17b)

o

(18)

I

which may be satisfied for either ko t 0, depending on the values of the remaining parameters. We
also point out that as inthe case of plane waves there exists a zero dispersion condition in our theory.
For plane waves ko= 0 indicates the zero dispersion condition which determines the freque.;y at which
a pulse of "zero" amplitude will propagate without distortion. In our case the zero-dispersion condition becomes
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k kok'
+ -j7~
o

+d l
=..- )o
k0 f

(19)

#

for either type of soliton. Since dI < 0 we require ko > 0 for the zero-dispersion condition to be
realized. To illustrate these results %e consider the truncated quadratic profile

f(;)=

{

I - p2/L2

;

P < P0

2/1
2
- 00

)O.

(20)

We approximate j( P) by the transverse wave solution for the linear problem when PO +-, in order
to avoid numerical computations. This approximation is very good for the lowest modes. Following our
procedures described above, we obtain for the bright soliton,

O = eo sech[y(t-z/v)],
2
0 (T_
q2=k
=

0

)+ , no k° 2 e0 2 ,
Fn
0(1

[(kokof) /q2].[koko+ko 2] I

2

°

2,

=

2

= (k L)

1(e k Po /L 1) + 1.

The zero-dispersion condition becomes

koko

kl

0

0

(22)

For 1 pm light in fuled silica we then have k L
2 x 102. If p0 2/L2 = 2%, for example,
Po - 4.5 um, while if poz/L2 =1%, P0 - 3.2 um. T Ese estimates become increasingly inaccurate as po/L decreases. JT have obtained similar results in a previous paper, where regimes
of bright and dark solitons as a function of I and wo are indicated graphically as well. These
authors also present calculations for step-index fibers, utilizing the transverse function of the
linear problem (i.e. the Bessel function). We may use their graphical results to estimate the solitor
pulse power density for typical cases. We find, e.g., for the lowest-order mode in a silica fiber
with core radius ~ 5 urmand carrier wavelength I pm, that the power density P - 105 W/cm 2 for a
pulsewidth of r ~ 1ns.
Our theory was developed under the assumption that the electric field is coherent and can be
written in terms of a well-defined, time-dependent deterministic function. CROSIGNANI, PAPAS and
DI PORTO (1980) have generalized the above theory to include pulse propagation in optical waveguides
when the source of the radiation has a finite coherence time arising from its statistical fluctuations.
Here, e(z,t) of Eq. (6), must be replaced by Ael e(z,t) where A and & represent a time-dependent
fluctuating amplitude and phase for the source, respectively, with characteristic fluctuation time much
smaller than the pulse wjdth. The most importnt result of their work, in terms of our formalism, is
that one must replace 00 in Eq. (14b) , by eo n. where n is given by
2

=

<A4 >/0 2 >

.

(23)

Here, < > represents the time, or equivalently the ensemble, average of the fluctuating field. For
a coherent source n = 1 and one obtains our previous results. However, for a chaotic source n - 2,
and therefore, assuming all other parameters remain unchanged, one needs only half of the intensity to
support the soliton solution.
4. LONGITUDINALLY INHOMOGENEOUS WAVEGUIDES
The nonlinear pulse propagation problem becuis further cuiplfcated when the yuide refrdctive
index varies as a function of z. Longitudinal inhomogeneity is, in fact, quite common, and stems
from compositional and diametral variations, as well as microbending. Such variations can be modelled,
at least approximately, by retaining a longitudinal dependence in the effective guide refractive index,
f-f(z), in Eq. (7). Unfortunately, there are no known methods of solving Eq. (7) in this instance. On
the other hand, methods for treating slowly varying variations have been developed, within the adiabatic
approximation, for one-dimensional nonlinear propagation in the absence of frequency dispersion (CHEN,
N.H., et al., 1976 and 1978). We are thus led to consider an approximation in which dispersion and
longitudinal inhomogeneity are assumed decoupled; specifically, we assume
2

at

2

a ta

(z)=f(O)

(24)
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i.e., the dispersive terms are replaced by their values in the homogeneous limit. Thus, we retain
interactions between transverse inhomogeneity, dispersion and nonlinearity, on the one hand, and
between longitudinal inhomogeneity and nonlinearity on the other.
The solution of Eq. (7) in this instance is straightforward but tedious. The reader
interested in details is directed to BENDOW, et al. (1979 and 1980); we will here just state
the results. As in the longitudinally homogeneous case, E is given formally by Eq. (11), but 6
now takes the form

e(zt) - 0 sechUy(z-vet)] ei(q e q)z ei(we *wo)t

(25)

where y - yknknf/q and qw
and ve are the effective wave vector, frequency and soliton
group velocity of the longituainally inhomogeneous waveguide, respectively. These are given by
(GIA;INO, P.O., et al., 1980)
ve = Z(t)/t;

qe = qR[Z(t)];

R(x) = (1-2koko

we = wo + qeve-W[(t)]/t

2
"q-2 An(x))
0o 1

W(x) = (2kok ,?)-

q fXR(s)ds

(26)

where
Z = (2k kI?)"z

(27)

n=
00
ko If(z) - f(O)]
2
2k 'f(1-(k k+k ,2)q /kok')
0

00

0

00

and Z is determined from the classifical Hamiltonian relation
_(t)

0

(28)

f dz
An(z))2

2(- -2kokj

The principal result of the above development is that, remarkably, the soliton retains its shape
in the presence of weak longitudinal inhomogeneity, although its velocity changes according to
Eqs. (26)-(28). The time-dependent velo 5 ity in this case contrasts markedly with that of the longitudinally homogeneous case where v=q/kokoT is a constant. For example, when the inhomogeneity is
nearly linear, i.e., when An = 2az, then

kk

kk / f -ci(----) t,

Ve

(29)
(

0 0

so that the soliton acquires a constant acceleration proportional to a. When the inhomogeneity varies
quadratically, An= a2z 2, then

ve

qy
kokof

(2- sin
- 2czt
--,(0

(30)

i.e., the velocity varies sinusiodally as a function of t. Not surprisingly, the soliton executes
oscillatory motion as a function of time, charactersitic of a particle trapped in a harmonic well.
Formal solutions may be written down for a variety of other cases as well, such as An - sin 2 a z,
in which case ye involves elliptic itegrals (GIANINO, P.D., et al., 1980). In this instance, one again
finds that the soliton exectues a complicated oscillatory motion as a function of time.
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HOW TO TAP A FIBER-OPTIC LINK AND ELUDE
DETECTION

-

WHAT'S NEW IN QUANTUM COMMUNICATION

Jeffrey H. Shapiro
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
and Research Laboratory of Electronics
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Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
SUMMARY

The cornerstone of semiclassical optical communication theory is the conditional Poisson
process statistical model for direct detection, from which the signal plus additive white
Gaussian noise statistical models for heterodyne and homodyne detection may be derived.
This paper reviews the relationship between these results and recently derived quantummechanical photodetection formulas. It is shown that the two coincide only when the
radiation field incident on the detector is in a Glauber coherent state or a random
mixture of such states. The two-photon coherent states, which are not of this class, are
described. They have novel quantum-noise characteristics that permit noise reduction to
be realized in homodyne detection. In particular, use of two-photon coherent state light
makes possible high signal-to-noise ratio detection from a directional coupler that is
very weakly linked to an information-bearing optical waveguide. Accordingly, a low-loss
waveguide tap may permit an unauthorized party to obtain information from an optical data
bus in a virtually undetectable manner. This result as well as other mysteries and
applications of two-photon coherent states are explained.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The quantum-mechanical theory of optical communications seeks to delineate the ultimate physical constraints imposed on the transmission of information (Helstrom,C.W.,et al.,
1970; Holevo,A.S.,1973;Yuen,H.P.,et al.,1975;Helstrom, C.W.,1976).
In particular, by
establishing the structure and performance of optimum optical communication systems within
an abstract quantum-mechanical framework, this theory yields benchmarks against which the
performance of conventional systems, i.e., those which employ laser transmitters and
direct, heterodyne, or homodyne detection receivers, can be compared. Moreover, to the
extent that there is a large difference between the performance of an optimum quantum
system and that of conventional systems, there is a strong justification for undertaking
the research necessary to produce the devices which realize (or approximate) the optimum
quantum system.
Much of the work to date in quantum communication theory has focused on determining
optimum quantum measurements when the radiation field in the vicinity of the receiver is
in a Glauber coherent state or a classically random mixture of such states. This is a
realistic assumption in that conventional light sources such as incandescent lamps, lightemitting diodes, and lasers produce radiation fields which satisfy the foregoing condition.
Unfortunately, the performance obtained with optimum measurements of these states is not
dramatically better than that of the best conventional receiver for the same signal field.
It might appear, therefore, that there is little hope that quantum communication theory
will open up new vistas for optical communication technology. However, to determine the
ultimate performance limitations imposed by quantum effects it is essential to consider
optimum quantum state generation in addition to optimum quantum state measurement. In
this area, quantum communication theory does predict startlingly different communication
possibilities, as described below.
For the past several years we have been engaged in quantum-transmitter theory research.
We have found that certain "generalized" coherent states of the radiation field, called
two-photon coherent states (TCS), offer the potential for greatly improved optical communications (Yuen, H. P.,1976;Yuen, H.P., and Shapiro,J.H.,1978;Shapiro, J.H.,et al.,1979;Yuen,
H.P.,
and Shapiro,
J.H.,1980).
TCS are, in essence,
minimum uncertainty
states
the quadrature
components
of the The
electromagnetic
field possessing
an asymmetric
noisefordivision between the two quadratures. TCS light beams have yet to be observed experimentally;
they can be generated, in principle, through interferometric conbination of the two output
beams from a degenerate four-wave mixer (Yuen, H.P., and Shapiro,J.H.,1979).
As the
technology of these mixers is rapidly advancing, due to their conjugate-wave applications
in adaptive optics, the prospects for TCS generation are good.
Because of their novel quantum-fluctuation behavior, TCS light beams yield demonstrably different noise statistics from ordinary laser light in direct, homodyne, and heterodyne detection systems. The most promising configuration appears to be homodyning, for
which a TCS source can give a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) value (N + 1) times that of
an ordinary laser when both produce Nc photons, on average, over the observation interval.
This noise-reduction capability of TC§ light makes possible high SNR detection from a
directional coupler that is very weakly linked to an information-bearing optical waveguide
(Shapiro,J.H.,1980a). Accordingly, a low-loss waveguide tap may permit an unauthorized
party to obtain information from an optical data bus in a virtually undetectable manner
(Shapiro,J.H.,1980b).
This paper is aimed at conveying the essential features of TCS communication theory
without recourse to detailed analysis. We begin with a tutorial discussion of the
quantum interpretation of photodetection.
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2.

QUANTUM-FIELD PHOTODETECTION

This section comprises an abbreviated survey of the quantum measurements realizable
with photoemissive detectors (Shapiro,J.H.,et al.,1979; Yuen,H.P., and Shapiro,J.H.,1980).
2.1

Quantum Fields

Consider the single-mode narrowband optical field of center frequency Wo whose complex
envelope is
E(t) = (wo/T) 1/ 2 a exp(-jw t) ,

(1)

for 0 < t < T, where It is Planck's constant in joules-sec/radian, and the polarization
and spatial characteristics have been suppressed. In classical physics, a is a complexvalued parameter whose real and imaginary parts, a, and a2 , give the normalized quadrature
components of E(t), and whose squared modulus,
IaL',gives the normalized energy in E(t).
For a ron-random field a, and a 2 will be constants a, and a2 ; for a random field a1 = a 1
and a2 = a 2 will occur with some probability density p(alfa).
In quantum physics, Eq. l) is a field-operator representation in terms of a, the
photon-annihilation operator for the mode. The field quadratures a1 and a 2 are now conjugate observables whose measurement uncertainties obey the Heisenberg inequality
<a

1

2><a

2 2> >

1/16 .

(2)

The quantum analog of the classical field with a
a is the Glauber coherent state la',
which could be produced as the output of a stabflized laser operating far above threshold.
The state la> yields equality in (2) with equal fluctuation levels in the a1 and a 2
quadratures. Conventional light sources produce a classically random mixture of coherent
states ma> with some probability density p(al,a 2 ); this additional randomness leads to
increased noise in both quadratures.
2.2

Direct Detection

In an idealized photon counting system, the field (1) illuminates a unity quantum
efficiency photoemissive detector with no internal noise. The photocount output of this
direct detection scheme, N, is the number of emissions that occur during the time interva
0 < t < T. The semiclassical photodetection theory treats the field classically and the
emTssins as a conditional Poisson process (Gagliardi,R.M., and Karp,S.,1976), so that
Pr[N=nla] = (1,12 n/n!)exp(- Iu

*coherent

)

(3)

For a non-random field, this il the well-known "photon noise" whose mean count <N> and
variance var(N) both equal Jul , which is the field energy in photon units. For a random
field, Eq.(3) must be averaged over the probability density p(al,a2);this invariably
leads "excess noise", viz. var(N) > <N3.
The quantum theory of photodetection holds that N realizes the photon-number operator
observable a-a (Kelley,P.L., and Kleiner,W.H.,1964), so that for a coherent-state field
a(c>
there results the same Poisson distribution (3).
It follows that the semiclassical
formulation is correct only if the field is in a "classical" state, i.e., a Glauber
state or a classically random mixture of such states. For example, the photon
number state In>, which is not of this class, yields the non-random count distribution N=n
with probability one. The two-photon coherent states are also non-classical,
2.3

L,

2

Field Detection

In an idealized field detection system the field (1) illuminates a photoemissive
detector in combination with the field from a strong local oscillator laser. In homodyne
detection, the local oscillator frequency is wo, and a baseband filter extracts a normalized
output level y. In heterodyne detection, tne local oscillator frequency is wo+wIF , and a
passband filter at the intermediate frequency wjp extracts a normalized output complex
envelope X = yl+jy 2 . The semiclassical and quantum statistics for these measurements are
as follows.
Homodyne Detection
Suppose the local oscillator is in phase with the signal field (1),
The semiclassical
theory holds that y has mean value a1 , variance 1/4, and a Gaussian probability density,
when a - a. Moreover, the mean value is due to the signal field, and the noise is due to
the local oscillator through the shot effect. The quantum theory tells us that y realizes
the a1 observable. Thus, for a coherent-state field la> the same y statistics obtain.
However, the quantum theory correctly shows that the noise is not due to the local oscillator through the shot effect, but rather to the fundamental quantum fluctuations in the a1
quadrature of the signal field.
Heterodyne Detection
The semiclassical theory predicts that X equals a plus a zero-mean circulo-complex
Gaussian random variable with variance one, when a - a. Once again the mean is ascribed to
the signal field and fluctuations to local oscillator shot noise. The quantum theory has
that X realizes the a measurement. For a coherent-state field la> this gives the same
statistics for y, buT the noise turns out to be due to the quantum fluctuations in the
signal field and an image-band field (frequency wo + 2 wrF)"

t'.

R
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3.

TWO-PHOTON COHERENT STATES
Let p and v be complex numbers which satisfy

l2 P2

2
I~
1,
1,2 =
=1(4)

4

and let b obey

b= Pa + vat

(5)

where a is the annihilation operator in (1).
The TCS 0;ii,v> is the eigenstate of b with
eigenvalue 6. The relevant properties of TCS are summarized below (Yuen,H.P.,1976;Shapiro,
J.H.,et al.,1979;Yuen, H.P., and Shapiro,J.H.,1979;Yuen,H.P., and Shapiro,J.H.,]980).
3.1

State Properties and State Generation

When LF-=i,,=0 the TCS IB;P,v> is the Glauber coherent state B>; for v#O the TCS
8;p,v> is a non-classical state. When ii,v are positive real the TCS 1B;vI,v> is a minimum
uncertainty state for the Heisenberg inequality (2) with
<Aa 1 2 > = (-)

and

2/4 < 1/4 ,

(6)

<Aa 2 2> = (11+V)2/4 > 1/4 .
Thus the TCS allow an interchange between the quantum fluctuations in the a1 and a 2 quadrature at minimum uncertainty product.
Equation (5) iplies that TCS generation may be achieved with active optical systems
which mix the annihilation and creation operators for a single field mode. One attractive
approach to TCS generation is degenerate four-wave mixing. The usual classical analysis
of such mixers shows the output beams to be mixtures of one input beam and the complex
conjugate of the other (Yariv,A., and Pepper,D.M.,1977).
In a quantized theory, the conjugate amplitude becomes a creation operator and TCS generation should result from interferometric combination of the two output beams (Yuen,H.P., and Shapiro,J.H.,1979).
3.2

Photodetection Statistics

Suppose, in the photodetection systems of Section 2, that the field (1) is in the TCS
IB;p,\>, with B,v,x > 0. Using the quantum photodetection formulas we obtain the following
results.
Direct Detection
The photocount N is Hermite distributed
Pr[N=n] =

n+l
1/2 2
)I
lj ) Hn(B/(21/v)

(nn
(vn/2 n

2
.

exp[-

+ VB/0i],

(7)

and var(N) < <N> can occur.
Homodn

Detection
seband output y is Gaussian distributed with mean (i-) 6 and variance (pi-v) 2/4 <
1/4. By appropriate choice of 6,p,v, a signal-to-noise ratio of 4N (Ns+1) can be achieved
for homodyne detection of a TCS field as compared to an SNR of 4N. for a coherent state
field, both with average energy Ns photons.
Heterodyne Detection
The passbane 'tput complex envelope y is Gaussian distributed with mean
pendent real and imaygnary parts, and
var(y I )

-

[(p-v)2 + 11/4

(0-V)8, inde-

(8)

var(y 2 ) = [(p+V)2 + 1]/4
The first term in each variance is due to the TCS signal field; the second term in each
variance is due to the zero-point fluctuations of the vacuum-state image-band field.
4.

THE TCS WAVEGUIDE TAP

Consider an information-bearing single-mode optical waveguide. Suppose this waveguide
is tapped by bringing an auxiliary waveguide into proximity to form a directional coupler
of coupling constant K>0. With as and a being the annihilation operators for the signal
and tap waveguide fields entering the cotpler, and a,' and at' the respective output field
annihilation operators, the coupler equations are
-5
a
-ta'

= (l-K) 1/ 2 a=

K 1/2a s +

-t '
- K1 /2at
(1-K)

(9)

1 2

/ at

We wish to show that TCS noise-reduction permits high SNR detection from at' at very low
coupling levels.
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Suppose that the incoming signal field is the coherent state INs1/2 >, which has N
photons. An ordinary waveguide tap would not supply an input to the at-port, so that
zero-point fluctuations prevail there. As a result a homodyne-detection measurement of
at, yields signal-to-noise ratio
< a 1>2
SNR =

<aa>2

K<a

-

2> + (l-K)<Aa 2>

4KN

At low K values, the predominant noise contribution comes from the vacuum-state fluctuati ns
in a
Thus, by supplying a TCS 10;p,v> at the at-port, with v,v>0 chosen to make <Aatl >
= KlI1-K) we get a signal-to-noise ratio
SNRTc S = 2Ns

(11)

for all K>O.
This shows that by means of TCS quantum-noise reduction a very low insertion
loss tap can have the same signal-to-noise ratio as a 50% insertion loss (K=0.5) conventional tap (Shapiro,J.H.,1980a).
5.

*

DISCUSSION

The preceding result suggests that it may be possible for an unauthorized party to
obtain information from an optical data bus in a virtually undetectable manner by employing
a high SNR waveguide tap whose insertion loss is extremely small.
In fact it may be considerably more difficult to achieve undetectable tapping of present-day fiber-optic networks
in that we have omitted certain loss considerations as well as the effects of multiple
spatial modes from our analysis. Nevertheless, the basic fact seems clear that quantumnoise reduction techniques permit very different communication possibilities than the
usual semiclassical photodetection formulas would allow.
We foresee a TCS wavequide tap, in particular configured as a At switch, as a new
integrated-optics network element.
With this device, the information waveguide can be
tapped either at high insertion loss (in the conventional manner) or at low insertion loss
(via TCS noise-reduction).
In the former case new information can be loaded on the information waveguide through the at-port. In the latter, the original information remains,
virtually unattenuated, on the main waveguide for other users farther downstream. An
hierarchic data bus or a quasi-passive ring network are two network topologies which could
benefit from the availability of such a switch/tap.
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USE OF A REMOTELY CONTROLLED INTEGRATED DIRECTIONAL COUPLER
SWITCH IN AN OPTICAL FIBER LINK
P. PAPUCHON, C. PUECH, and A. SCHNAPPER
THOMSON CSF Laboratoire Central de Recherches
B.P. n* 10
91401 ORSAY (FRANCE)

SUMMARY
For the past several years, there has been increasing interest shown in bistable optical devices.
Optical bistability was first observed using Fabry Perot resonators filled with saturable absorbers or
electrooptical materials to generate feedback and obtain bistable behaviour.
In fact a Fabry Perot cavity is not required and optical bistability has been observed with bulk
or integrated modulators or switches.
In their output light intensity versus incident light intensity behaviour, such devices can exhibit
hysteresis and can be used as optical limiters, pulse shapers, "optical transistors" and bistable switches.
In this paper experimental result concerning the remote control of a bistable directional coupler
switch will be reported. It will be shown that the output light from the directional coupler can be
switched from one channel to the other via switching informations contained in the incident light itself
INTRODUCTION
Since several years there has been increasing interest in bistable optical devices.
Optical bistability was first observed with Fabry Perot interferometer filled with saturable absorbers or electrooptical materials to generate the feedback and obtain the bistable behaviour (1-5).
In fact, to observe optical bistability it is sufficient to use a device the transmission of which is a
non linear fonction of an external parameter. Then the effect can be observed using classical bulk or integrated modulators or switches (6-10).
In their output light intensity versus incident light intensity behaviour, such devices can exhibit
hysteresis and can be used as optical limiters, pulse shapers, "optical transistors" and bistable devices.
In this paper we will report experimental results concerning the remote control of a bistable directional coupler switch.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVICE
Directional coupler switches in Ti : LiNbO 3 are now well known devices (11-13).
The operation of these devices is based on the evanescent coupling between two dielectric waveguides
(in general single mode waveguides). Using the electrooptic effect, the properties of the coupler can be
modified and an electrooptical switch can be realized.
The transmission characteristics of this kind of circuit depends on various important parameters
which are : the coupling length 1, the phase mismatch
AA . P,-p. between the two waveguides and the
interaction length L which is the length along which the two waveguides are coupled,
A schematic of the basic directional coupler device is shown on Fig. 1.
If E
) and E(I.) are the amplitudes of the slowly varying electric fields of the guided light in the
two waveguides, it can be shown easily that the light output intensities
I, (L)
I.E (L)I' and
L
can be expressed by
E-, (L)I'
"l (L)

IT(J).

L)

(

-

.T(o)
Z A)L 1A

A')

4A'Io

WX!1111 I
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q

"

when

(0 )

and where

0

L&eq

A 5

in the so call two section
The switch is in the

or

reversal configuration (12-13)

@ state

(o) .o (o)(o),0o
in the * state

,

,()-

,

when the following conditions are satisfied

A - +

D state:

A:

state:

__

ca)

These conditions are summarized on the switching diagram of Fig. 2 which is a plot of the loci of
states as a fonction of L/l and Ap L/.
0
and 0
Experimentally the corresponding Ap can be obtained using the electrooptical effect via electric

the

fields applied with suitable electrodes (11-12-13).
To look at the properties of the switch as a bistable element, part of the light coming out from one
of the waveguides is supposed to be detected and sent back to the drive electrodes. In the case where the
light is detected at the output of waveguide 2, the induced A can be written as

(4
Where

d p, is used to bias the switch to the desired operating point.

(!,(O))can then be calculated and typical results are
(I:t
)
The switching characteristics
shown in Fig. 3 for a directional coupler in which L ..2,05 (corresponding to the coupler used in the
experiments).
The type of response represented by the third curve in Fig. 3 can be used to realized a remotely
has been redrawn for the two outputs
controlled switch. Consider Fig. 4a where such a type of response
of the switch (I and IZ ). Let us suppose that the input light intensity varies between I inf. and
I sup * Thus, if the light emerges initially from the guide 1, by decreasing the input intensity below
the value I inf., light will then comme out from guide 2 and will stay in this state until the input
in which case the light is switched back in waveguide 1. The
light intensity becomes higher than I su
corresponding outputs are shown on Fig. b and 4c.
EXPERIMENTS
P

Experiments have been performed to verify the previous conclusions. We use a two section stepped
reversal directional coupler switch to obtain electrically the two states of the switch.

The waveguides are realized by titanium in diffusion technique in a C plate of LiNb03-Gold electrodes are then realized and the edges of the crystal are polished to permit end fire coupling of the TE
polarized light which is used all along the experiments.
The response of the switch when voltage is applied to the electrodes is shown on Fig. 5 (no feedback)
For
A = 5145 A which is the wavelength used in our experiments, we have, for this particular
p" .
coupler:

e

and

_

0O"
2o,
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To observe the response of
used. The laser beam, amplitude
coupled in the device the other
dent light. This signal is sent

the device when inserted in a feedback loop the set up of Fig. 6 was
modulated by an acoustooptic modulator (A.M.) is partly end-fire
part being detected by PD3 to give a signal proportional to the incito the V, (X)input of an oscilloscope.

The two output light intensities I (I)and I&.(L) are then detected by the photodetectors PD,
and the corresponding signals sent to the Y. and VZ inputs of the oscilloscope. At the same
atime,
nd PD.&
a part of the detected signal coming from PD& is used to drive the electrodes A and D
(feedback loop). The electrodes B and C receive a bias voltage inducing a a L, which is ajusted
to obtain a large bistability domain area.
By applying a triangular control signal the bistable behaviour of the switch can be observed
(Fig. 7).
To achieve the remote control of the device, the CW level of the input light is adjusted to be
slightly higher than I inf.' (inFig. 4). A square wave voltage is superimposed and applied to the A.M.
to simulate an information channel. At this point the maxinum light intensity must be kept below I sup.
(inFig. 4) to obtain the self switching of the device. By superposing an electrical pulse to the command voltage of the A M (input light intensity greater than I sup.) the output is switched from
guide 2 to guide 1.
By making the incident light suddenly lower than I nf
guide 2.

the output is then switched back to wave-

The corresponding experimental results are shown on Fig. 8 where the top trace represents the command voltage of the A.M (the switching pulse are not visible on this photograph). The two other traces
show the outputs of guide 1 and 2 respectively switched on and off via periodical switching pulses contained in the incident light itself.
CONCLUSION
Experiments concerning the remote control of an integrated optical switch have been reported. In
our case switching time of the order of 100 /us has been obtained only limited by the electronic feedback loop. Much faster switching is expected since response time smaller than 500 ps has already been
obtained for the switch itself.
Such remotely controlled switches can find import~nt applications in high speed commnunication systems where the information train containing its own address can be self oriented to the desired output
channel.
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FIGURE

CAPTIONS

Fig.

I

-Directional

Fig.

2

-

Switching diagram of a two sections stepped OIreversal switch

Fig.

3

-

Theoretical response curves of a directional coupler switch inserted in a
feedback loop (curves 1 to 3 coorespond to increasing values of
which is used to bias the device).

Fig.

4a)

-

Principle of the remotely controlled switch -output light intensities of
guides 1 and 2 versus incident light intensity (11 (0))

coupler configuration

b) - typical incident light signal including the pulsesfor the remote control
of the switch
c) - output light intensities of guides 1 and 2 respectively when signal represented on fig. 4b is coupled in guide 1
Fig.

5

-

Response of the switch in the stepped Of
back)

Fig.

6

-

Experimental set up used to test the properties of the switch when inserted
in a feedback loop and to perform the remote switching experiments.

Fig.

7

-

Output light intensities in guides 1 and 2 when the switch is inserted in a
feedback loop versus input light intensity. (upper trace :guide 2. lower
trace :guide 1)

Fig.

8

-

Experimental results demonstrating the remote control of the switch
- top trace :input light intensity detected by PD 3 (the switching pulses
are not visible on this photograph),
- middle trace
output light intensity of guide 1 detected by PD 1,
- bottom trace: output light intensity of guide 2 detected by PD 2.

reversal configuration (no feed-
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QUESTUONS AND COF*9VTS
ON SESSION V
NON- 1N=OpTics
Paper 35

Non-linear adaptive optics

Mr.J. E. Jackson : How is the point ahead requirement accomodated for space applications ?
Dr. C. R. Giuliano : The point-ahead requirements are the same as for conventional adaptive optics and
indicate the need for a beacon or retroreflector that leads the relay mirror by the required distance.

Paper 38 : Theory on non-linear propagation in multimode optical fibres
Pr. A. M. Scheggi : (1) Can you give practical values of power threshold beyond which these non-linear
effects occur ?
(2) Did you consider solutions such as multimode graded index fibres ?
They should satisfy even better the assumption you make.
Dr. B. Crosignani : (1) Experimental soliton propagation has been obtained with powers of about 1 w
(see Ref. 5).
(2) The present theory applies to any kind of index profile.
Paper 39 : Theory of non-linear pulse propagation in inhomogeneous dispersive media-application to optical
waveguides.
Mr.J. Harris

Does the velocity of bright soliton propagation depend upon the soliton amplitude ?

Pr. N. Tzoar
In principle, if you use our equations (12) and (14a), the velocity of the bright soliton
depends on the soliton amplitude. In practice however, for fibers, this dependence is very small.
The main role of the soliton amplitude is to compensate between dispersion and non-linear effects
to produce a steady state pulse.

(
jPr.

Dr. G. R. Guiliano : When there is interest in propagating as solitons whole trains of pulses. Is there
any concern about the possibility that a single pulse may propagate as a soliton. But once you consider many pulses the whole thing might fall apart. How far apart must they be in order not to perturb one another ?
N. Tzoar
I cannot give you a precise answer to your question. I do not know of a rigorous proof
that a non-linear wave equation will support an undistorted prain of pulses. Let us consider for a
moment the case of a single pulse. If we look for the propagation of a truncated hyperbolic secant
pulse, numerical solution indicates that the pulse propagates large distances without noticeable
distortion provided the truncation is taken to be far in the tail of the pulse. It is therefore reasonable to assume that two well separated pulses will also propagate large distances without much
distortion. However, quantitative information regarding your question can be only obtained either
experimentally or by numerical solutions.
Paper 40 : How to tap a fiber-optic link and elude detection. What's new in quantum communication.
Dr. B. Crosignani

What happens to the entropy of the whole system ?

Pr. J. H. Shapiro
Quantum noise manipulation through TCS, generation does not violate fundamental physical laws. Consider the symnetric fluctuations of the Glauber coherent state • <Aa 2 > = <As 2 > - 1/4.
2

2

2

The TCS with <Aa6> < 1/4 and <Aa > > 1/4 ; <Aa > <Aa2> = 1/16 will have more total
__
2~
1
2
1

2oise
os
<Aa 1> + <Aa 2> than the value 1/2 found for Glauber states. Thus, by analogy with a refrigerator as
pointed out by Willard Wells, we are "cooling" part of the universe and "heating" another part in
such a way that total fluctuations (and hence entropy) are increased. Moreover, as with the refrigerator. TCS generation requires an expense of energy in order to drive the quadrature components
away from their natural condition of symmetric noise content.

2

2

Dr. W. H. Wells : As I understand this, you take noise out of one quadrature, say cos wt at the expense
of the other sin wt, which is then very noisy. So you must be very careful of phase stability. In
particular, a counter measure to tapping is simply to use unstable phase deliberately, as in conventional fiberoptic communicationa. Even in an advanced homodyne system, one could deliberately use
a laser with very short coherence length and equal paths of signal and phase reference from the
same laser. In this case it appears that a tapper must extract lots of power merely to make his
phase - tracking loop work. Is this correct ?
Pr. J. H. Shapiro : Tn essence, what you say is true. My analysis for waveguide tapping has been presented for single-mode waveguides and monochromatic light sources. However the future direction of
fiber-optic communications seems to be heading towards single-mode fibers with lasers whose frequency stability is compatible with heterodyne/homodyne detection. Moreover some groups are specifically working towards heterodyne reception fiber-links. In such links one can in principle adopt a
spread-spectrum mudulation format ; retain heterodyne detection at the intended receiver ; make tapping very difficult. This would then be a fiber-optic version of spread-spectrum low-probability of
intercept radio comnication.

S5-2
Pr.W. H. Wells : I like to think of quantum noise by analogy to thermal noise. Then is it valid to think
of your 4-wave system as a quantum refrigerator ? In this analogy, it cools one quadrature dumping
heat in the other. As in the Carnot cycle, there is a fundamental limit on efficiency, so more heat
is dumped in one quadrature than is extracted from the other. Then the problem of phase stability is
one of insulating the heat sink from the quadrature that is cooled. Right ?
Pr. J. H. Shapiro : Indeed, by skewing the noise distribution between the quadratures one must supply
energy to the system. As shown in my published works however, the energy in the TCS beam needed for
waveguide tapping remains quite modest at 10-20 dB quantum noise reduction.
Dr. W. H. Wells : On a phasor diagram (see sketch) I understand that you change the usual circular uncertainty (a) to a vertical or horizontal ellipse (b or c). Is there a way to make the ellipse always
radial (d) so that phase modulation is noiseless ? Or in the phase direction (e) so that AM is noiseless ? If not, is the limitation fundamental or state of the art ?

sin.

dpl

c

amp.

hase

cos amp.
Fr. J. H. Shapiro
One can set up a TCS noise ellipse to have any angular orientation desired by choice
of the state parameters. This will not however lead to noiseless reception for analog transmission
using phase modulation. Low-noise reception of double-sideband suppressed carrier amplitude modulation, on the other hand is possible, as can be deduced from amplitude modulation results in my published work.
Dr.W. H. Wells : Will you do the experiment ?
Fr. J. H. Shapiro : Yes.
-

Paper 41 : Use for remotely controlled integrated directional coupler switch in an optical fiber link.

Ir. T. Bakker : In order to determine the amplification of your optical transistor, it must be rather important to know the amplification in the reverse direction. The feed back from the output to the input. Did you measure that as well ?
Dr. J. P. Huignard : In the optical transistor mode a low modulation can be amplified, for example, we demonstrated a gain of about 50, using a characteristic with a very non-linear part. I do not think we
have studied this problem in detail.

General comment (Round table discussion)
Dr. W. H. Wells : Nonlinear optics is not my specialty and my opinion may not be authorative.
I was very intrigued with the phase conjugation discussion and the interesting way that those waves
behave to take errors in the propagation medium and various other applications. We heard about two
such techniques : One involving a simulated Brillouin scattering and the other involved four wave
mixing. I guess that was sort of a subject to itself, the four wave mixing, and its applications and
we went from there to optical fibers and non-linearities in these which is quite a different subject.
These non-linearities are not in the sorts of time intervals, bandwidths and powerlevels used in optical telecommunications today, but I am looking forward to a time when we shall see this experimentally observed and pulses hanging together by virtue of non-linearity in the fiber medium itself.
I was quite intrigued with Dr. Shapiro's technique for getting rid of the quantum noise in one quadrature, cooling off the cosine while heating up the sine phase in a link. Most people accept this as
being quite fundamental, until you look into it then it isn't quite so fundamental. Experiments have not
been done, but are forthcoming I understand from him. I am not sure what the practical implications are
there and will be intrigued to find out.

--
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RESOLVING POWER EVALUATION OF OPTICAL ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE
Anna

Consortini

Istituto di Ricerca sule Onde Elettromagnetiche of C.N.R.
Via Panciatichi, 64
50127 Firenze (Italy)

SUMMARY
The resolving power is evaluated of coherent optical adaptive systems in the turbulent atmosphere. General
formulas are given for two systems which produce different kinds of partial corrections of phase and amplitude fluctuations.Numerical results are presented in the case of a modified Karmen model of turbulence.
The conclusion is that even a partial correction can allow one to overcome the limit of the aperture diameter imposed by the turbulence.
1.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years adaptive optical systems have been developed, where suitable techniques allow one to
compensate, at least partially ,
for the deformations of the incident wavefronts due to the medium in front of the optical instruments. Such a compensation may be obtained in real time. As a consequence an improvement of the image quality is obtained.
In the present paper we evaluate the resolving power of an adaptive optical system. operating in the atmosphere, which partially corrects a radiationi nitially coherent, deteriorated by the atmospheric turbulence.
The considered model of turbulence is of Karman type.
To correct, (partially) the field fluctuations means to reduce the structure function or the power spectrum of the fluctuations. Therefore in order to investigate the resolution of the system one needs to know
what kind of correction the system introduces and what the residual fluctuations are. One problem is therefore to describe in a sufficiently simple and general way the behaviour of the correcting system. We have
examined two different behaviours. In a case the power spectra of the fluctuations of phase and ofamplitude respectively are cut at a given frequency Kcwhich corresponds to eliminate all the fluctuations having
a spatial frequency less than Kc and to maintain unaltered the fluctuations with frequencies higher than
Kc.This behaviour has been already used by other Authors (FANTE 1976, and WANG 1977) in connection with a
Kolmogorov-Tatarski model of turbulence. In the other case the system is assumed to reduce the structure
functions of amplitude and phase fluctuations by factors less than one. Both cases of short and long exposures have been also examined. Horizonthal propagation has been considered.
S

2.

POSITION OF THE PROBLEM

From the point of view oF image formation the optical system can be skematized as a lens of diameter 0 and
focal length F, illuminated by the corrected radiation. According to FRIED (1966) the resolving power of a
system illuminated by a radiation having travelled a path In a random medium is described in terms of the
quantityQ. defined as
rDIXF
2

4.

I
JO

cr(f)>

f df

(1)

where f denotes the spatial frequency, X the wavelength and <T(f)> the modulation transfer function of the
"optical system" constituted by the lens and the turbulent medium. BracKets denote statistical averages.
Recall that in the case of long exposures the resolving power is obtained with a sufficiently long exposure time (theoretically infinitely long), while in the case of short exposures the resolving power represents the mean value obtained by averaging an infinite number of instantaneous images. It is well known
that in the case isoplanatism the transfer function <T(f)> can be written as a product of two transfer
functions
<T[f)> = To(f) exp
where t

(2)

G (xFf

f) denotes the transfer function 3f the lens given by

Ta

T (f)

arccos

0
0

_-- '

for

f < -

for

f > O

and the exponential term represents the modulation transfer function due to the atmosphere. Our unlimited
confidence in the adaptive techniques leads us to the work hypothesis that the system corrects also the
anisoplanatism due to the turbulence, so that we can apply eq. 2.
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The expression of G(AFf) is different in the two cases of short and long exposures. For long exposures
one has
(4)
0 (p) + 0 (p]
G(p) - Dw(p)
w
X
S
where Ow denotes the wave structure function of a spherical wave having travelled a path L in the atmosphere and having been corrected by the adaptive techniques. Ow is the sum of the corresponding structure functions of the log-amplitude DX and of the phase Ds. In the case of short exposures
XFf) 2 fo
- 0 w(p)
(p3 - 32 (I(F c- FL) D (r)r dr

(5)

where

L

arccos

+1 3

-

2 (

-

J

-E

(6

These are approximated expressions. as noted by WANG (1977), and care must be taken to use them within the
limits of their validity.
The atmospheric turbulence, assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic, is described by mear, of a modified
Karman model, according to which the spatial frequency spectrum of the refrative index fluctuations is
given by
2

n

(K) = 0.033 C

n

2

2}

exp(- K /K

m

2

2

-

/

(K + K ) 11 6

(7)

a

where C2 represents the structure constant of the refractive index, Km .5.92/X, and K o . I lL o , X and L
denoting the inner and the outer scale of the turbulence, respectively. This expression of the spectrum
allows one to take into account the effect of both the inner and the outer scale of the turbulenceN . For
small fluctuations, the two-dimensional spectral density of phase fluctuations. F , and that of log-aemplitude fluctuations F x of a spherical waveafter a path L in the atmospherewithout any correction, are
given byMtSHIMARU A., 1969).
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result to be of the form
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The "prime on top denotes structure functions not corrected by the adaptive system. Correspondingly the
function G(p) given by Eq.(5) takes the form G(p) given by

G'(p)
I

-

D'

2

2
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3.

RESOLVING POWER OF ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS

3.1.

System acting on the spectra of fluctuations as a high pass filter

F

Let us assume that the partial correction introduced by the system is such that the spectra FS and
of phase and amplitude fluctuations after correction be given by
FS . Fx - 0
FS

for K < KC

. F

FA

(12)

for K > KC

F
FA

where , depends on the considered system. This corresponds to evaluate the integrals in dK. appearing in
Eqs. (18), (11). and (12]. from KC to infinite, instead of from 0 to infinite.
In Fig. 1 the results 7 arelreported of the numerical evaluation for a system using a radiation operating at
the wavenumer k - 10 m , after a path of 1 km through the atmosphere, in a particular case of atmospheric turbulence. Solid lines refer to long exposure3, dashed lines to short exposures. The resolving power,
suitably normalized, is represented versus aperture diameter, for a number of values of K ' The curve
KC - 0 corresponds to the case D of
no correction, the line K * e to perfect correction. In abscissa is re.
presented also the quantity K
3.2

F

System acting on the spectra of fluctuations as an attenuator
In this case the correction introduced by the system is assumed to be such that the spectra FS and
, after correction, be given by:

FS - a F;

Fx

BF

where a and B are constant factors not larger than 1. On the aperture the corrected structure functions
are given by:
D

a

CX ()

Consequently Eq.12 becomes

B D'(P)

*

L
G(p) - a' 'C + 0.264 Bk2s2C

fdn(H
0

-(KL) 2/(nKm)
2

Cos 2 ££Z9)2)

*

L3-----Te

H KdK

where H is still given by (13).
Numerical computations have been done for this type of correction in the case as Fig.1.
The resolving power versus the diameter aperture is represented in Fig.2 for different values of a and B.
Solid lines refer to long exposures, dashed lines to short exposures. The asymptotic behaviour is represented by stright lines. Each line is labelled by the couple of values a and B. As it appears from these figure, amplitude fluctuations play a practically negligible role as expected. This result is in agreement
with re results that WANG (1977) and FANTE (1976) have obtained in the case of Kolmogorov-Tatarski turbulence and systems correcting the spectrum.
4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

As it appears from Fig.s 1 and 2, for both types of adaptive corrections examined the short expoaures are
favourable with respect to the long ones at low corrections and diameters of the order of Lo . At largrr
diameters they coincides. At low corrections there is an optimum value of D where the resolving power presents a maximum. This behaviour can be qualitatively explained by noting that for values of 0 sufficiently
small (<LO) the aperture is smaller than a coherence area of the phase and the overall effect of the turbulerce over the aperture is a tilt of the wavefront. If on the contrary the diameter becomes large and
comprises a large number of coherence areas the averaging effect of the aperture is the same (ergodic
theorem) as that of time.
Th, main result of the present work
to large increases in the resolving
first kind here considered, and a *
turbulence on the aperture diameter
aperture diameter.

b

is that even partial corrections of the phase fluctuations give rise
power. If the corrections are sufficient [K - 3 for systems of the
.2 for systems of the second type) the limiiations imposed by the
are overcome and the resolving power continuously increases with the
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ADAPTIVE OPTICS FOR THERMAL BLOOMING
by
Wilbur P.Brown
Hughes Research Laboratories
3011 Malibu Canyon Road
Malibu, California 90265

ABSTRACT

*

Fundamental limitations on the ability to correct for the effects of thermal blooming will be discussed. [t will be
shown that in contrast to the correction of linear propagation effects such as those caused by atmospheric turbulence, in
which essentially full correction can be achieved given a suitable reference, the effects of thermal blooming cannot be
completely compensated for in general. The degree to which thermal blooming can be compensated depends on the
magnitude of the blooming effects, their distribution along the propagation path. and the type of correction algorithm.
Optimum correction is obtained by adaptive algorithms that are based on sensing target plane irradiance with a time
constant that is long compared to the thermal blooming time constant. In fact, systems that respond faster than the
medium may cause the target irradiance to decrease rather than increase. Conventional return wave adaptive systems that
sense the phase of the reference wave and outgoing wave multidither systems that employ fast phase dithers in conjunction with a target irradiance sensor suffer this defect. Adaptive systems based on a slow dithering of the transmitted wave
in conjunction with a target irradiance sensor provide the best correction. Computer simulation results illustrating these
considerations will be given. In addition, results from work in progress on the combined effects of thermal blooming
and turbulence at visible wavelengths and the adaptive correction of these effects will also be discussed. We expect this
work to show that amplitude scintillation associated with the turbulence will significantly affect the degree of correction
obtained.
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Anisoplanatism In Adaptive Optics
David L. Fried
the Optical Sciences Company
Placentia, Ca. 92670
ABSTRACT
In this paper we examine the consequences for an adaptive optics system of the fact that the tur .alence induced wavefront distortion for two propagation paths with only very slightly different propagation directions can be significantly different. 'Weconsider the implications of this fact for a compensated
imaging system and for an adaptive optics laser transmitter. Theory and numerical results are presented.
The basic results are presented in terms of the average optical transfer function of a compensated imaging system in terms of the average antenna gain of a adaptive optics laser transmitter, each expressed as
a function of the angular separation, i , between the propagation path along which the reference signal
arrives and the propagation path along which the adaptive optics system is to provide performance.
It is shown that for high spatial frequencies (for the compensated imaging system), and for large
aperture diameter- (for the adaptive laser optics transmitter), i. e. , large compared to ro/X and to ro,
"isoplanatic patch"
respectively, the magnitude of the anisoplanatisn effect can be characterized by an
angular size which we denote by 00 . If the angular separation between the two propagation paths is 0
it is shown that the optical transfer function and the antenna gain are each reduced by a factor of
P
exp [ - (0/ 0 ) /3 1. This simply expressed performance reduction factor represents an asymptotic limit
for very h'gh spatial frequencies and for very large transmitter diameters. For lower spatial frequencies
and smaller transmitter diameters the reduction factor is not as severe. Numerical results are presented to illustrate this.

1.

Introduction

In this paper we shall present some results which we have obtained over the last several years in
in analyzing limitations in the performance of adaptive optics systems. We have been concerned with the
performance of an adaptive optics imaging system as measured by the OTF, and the performance of an
adaptive optics laser transmitter as measured by the antenna gain. We shall present results concerning
two effects we refer to here as "random
two effects which can degrade system performance -which
apodization", and as "anisoplanatism".
*While
41

adaptive optics are normally thought of as providing only phase corrections,they could also
adjust the transmission across the aperture. This can be thought of as representing a complex phase
correction, where conventional adaptive optics only provide the real part of the complex phase correction.
Provision of thp ability to also provide the imaginary part of the complex phase correction can be thought
of as representing an apodization capability. Since this would be used to compensate for the random
effects of atmospheric turbulence we consider it to represent a random apodization capability -hence
our choice of the term.
We shall present results defining system performances with and without random apodization.
Rather surprisingly we have found that the form of the random apodization correction that optimizes performance of an adaptive optics imaging system is quite different from that which optimizes performance
of an adaptive optics laser transmitter. It will be noted in examining these results that in general the
magnitude of the effects associated with random apodization are quite small, nominally inconsequential.
The adaptive optics systems we are concerned with rely on a beacon to provide information on
the instantaneous (random) phase correction required to produce compensation for the effects of atmospheric turbulence. It is normally assumed that the beacon is colocated with the target, the target being
either the object being imaged or the aim -point to which the transmitted laser beam is directed. When
this assumption is satisfied, and if there are no wavelength (dependent refraction effects) differences
between the beacon and the imaging signal or laser beam, then there should be essentially perfect coincidence of the two propagation paths between the adaptive optics system and the beacon, and between
the adaptive optics system and the target. When the two paths are exactly coincident then the wavefront
distortion that is sensed by analyzing the beacon is exactly what the adaptive optics should be adjusted
to correct for. In that case the adaptive optics system'o imaging or laser transmitter performance will
be exactly equal to the diffraction limited value. If the beacon is located in a position (or rather in a
direction) that is slightly displaced from that of the target then the system performance can still be very
nearly equal to the diffraction limited value, but only if the separation of the beacon and the target is
sufficiently slight. In such a case we say that the beacon and the target are in the same isoplanatic patch.
If the separation between the positions of (or rather the directions to) the beacon and the target is
more substantialthen the two propagation paths through the atmospheric turbulence will be significantly
different. In such a case the wavefront distortion measured by observing the beacon does not accurately
indicate what adaptive optics wavefront distortion correction is needed to compensate for the turbulence
encountered on the target's propagation path. As a result the adaptive optics system performance will be
significantly less than diffraction limited. For this case we say that the system is suffering from anisoplanatism effects.
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In this paper we shall present results for the effects of anisoplanatism on system performance of
an adaptive optics imaging system and of an adaptive optics laser transmitter. Results will be shown
including random apodization effects, both with and without random apodization compensation in the adapt ive optics, as well as results obtained with a very simple geometric optics propagation theory, in which
random apodization considerations are manifestly absent. An examination of these results will show that
in general, no matter how it is treated the random apodization effects are more-or-less inconsequential
and that the geometric optics type results contain all of the interesting aspects of the results.
Starting from the geometric optics version of the anisoplanatism dependence results we shall
show how the formulas giving the results can be cast into a quite generalized and numerically quite easy
to use form. It will be shown that the propagation path can be characterized by a very few propagation
parameters. Finally a set of graphs will be presented in normalized form allowing the effects of anisoplanatism on the performance of optics systems to be rapidly determined.

2.

Diffraction Limited System Performance

We take the optical transfer function (OTF) as our basic measure of the performance of an imaging
system. Working with a spatial frequency vector f , whose magnitude, f , is measured in cycles per
radian of field-of-view. For operation at a wavelength X with a clear circular aperture of diameter D
it is well known that the diffraction limited OTF can be written as
TOL (f)

K (Xf/D)

(I)

,

where
"
1
if x l > (x)
2xlT [cos
KW i ()0,

I

-x(l

(2)
(2)

if x

-x)1I ]

For a laser transmitter it is convenient to define the antenna gain as the ratio of peak power density at the aim -point to the transmitted laser power, all times the square of the range from the trans m itter to the target. This definition differs from the rf engineering definition of transmitter antenna
gain relative to isotropic to the extent that it yieldsa value for antenna gain that is numerically smaller
by a factor of (4rr) " than the gain defined relative to isotropic. Our definition has the convenience of
having dimensions of inverse steradians, and thus being in a sense the inverse of the laser transmitter's
beam spread. This antenna gain tnes
the transmitted laser power gives the effective laser beam intensity
in the far field in units of watts per steradian. It is easy to show that for a diffraction limited laser trans mitter operating at a laser wavelength X, and having a clear circular aperture of diameter 0, the antenna
gain is
GOa. =

,

3.

(3)

'(DI/X)

Random Apodization Effects

Atmospheric turbulence will produce a complex phase shift on the beacon signal. Measured at the
position denoted by the two-dimensional vector r on the aperture plane of our optical system, we write
this random complex phase shift as 0 (r) - i (7
r). The real part of this, 0 (r), is the random function
which we normally understand when we refer to the "turbulence induced phase shift". Conventional adaptive optics measure and compensate for this real phase shift, 0 (r). The (negative of the) imaginary
part of the complex phase shift, A (r), is referred to as the "log-amplitude variation" and is a loga-ithmic
measure of the variation (called scintillation) of beacon intensity across the aperture plane. It is this
variation that gives rise to the random apodization effects, and for which adaptive optics with random
apodization compensation capability must compensate.
Where ordinary adaptive optics applies a real phase correctior, equal to - 0 (r), adaptive optics
with random apodization correction would apply a complex phase shift correction equal to
-0
{ r) + i 1 A (r). Here a is some constant choosen to optimize system performance . It is easy to
see that for an adaptive optics imaging system with random apodizaion compensation, the performance
of an imaging system will be optimized with
= + 1. For an adaptive optics laser transmitter system
with a capability of providing random apodization compensation we find that while the choice of the optimum
value of u is not nearly so sharply defined, it appears that for most situations choosing J= gives
very near optimum results.
To present our results for system performance considering random apodization effects,it is first
necessary to define the statistics of log -amplitude variation. The statical nature of the log -amplitude
variation is given for our purposes by the log -amplitude covarlance, C (p ). This function is defined
by the expression
CA( I

*

I" I,
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=
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-

A

(4)

,

There are some very real practical (possibly also fundamental) problems involved in trying to implement
random apodization correction. Working with extreme values for u will simply aggravate these problems
Here we shall ignore this matter of practicality.
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where
r(5)
The angle brackets, (,.. >, used here and throughout this paperpmply an ensemble average. Implicit in
the fact that in Eq. (4) C , is not written as a function of J (r + r') [ as well being a function of (r - r)
and that £ in Eq. (5) is not written as a function of r , is the assumption of stationarity of the logamplitude statistics.
We have been able to show that for an adaptive optics imaging system (when the beacon and the
target are coincident, so that there is no anisoplanatism) if the system does not provide for random
apodization compensationthe optical transfer function can be written as
< T

> = T.,

(f) exp

-C 1 (0) + CA ( X f)

(6)

.

It is appropriate to remark here that the nature of the propagation statistics is such that the logamplitude variance, Cg (0), is never significantly greater than 0. 5, and that the log -amplitude covariance is a relatively short range function, i. e., C,, (r) vanishes for large values of r. Since X f
corresponds to the diameter of an aperture whose diameter is such that it just barely allows diffraction
limited imaging of the spatial frequency, f , for the higher spatial frequencies which mostly ar( of
interest to us, CA ( Xf) can be considered to be very nearly zero. In this case we can write
ST f)

T., (7)

exp [-CA (0)

(7)

When random apodization correction is provided by the adaptive optics, with u = + 1,
there is no residual turbulence induced degradation. In that case it can be shown that the imaging system's
OTF is identical to the diffraction limited value, i. e.,

( T (?))

= T., (?)

(8)

For an adaptive optics laser transmitter (when the beacon is coincident with the target, so that
there is no anisoplanatism) if the system does not provide for random apodization compensation, then it
can be shown that the antenna gain is given by the expression
G
o,
e-p[
CA.(0) 3 rd' K (r/D) exp E Cf(7)
9
(>= G
ep[-C()
K
(9

dr K (r/D)
where D is the aperture diameter. In as much as the log-amplitude covariance function, CC (r) , is -.
short range function relative to aperture diameters that are nominally of interest to us, it follows that
the quantity in the curly brackets is nearly equal to unity. Accordingly we can write for this case

G(G)

G L exp[-

(10)

C (0)

For an adaptive optics laser transmitter which is capable of providing random apodization corn pensation, evaluation of system performances is complicated by the fact that implementation of random
apodization compensation implies a variation in the average laser power transmitted. Assuming that the
log-amplitude variations are normally distributed, as theory and experimental evidence both seem to
indicate, then it can be shown that introducing random apodization correction will result in a change in
the average transmitted laser power by a factor of
M = exp C Z

(

+l)C

) ((1)

Obviously there is no change in the average laser power that is transmitted when k = 0, the case of no
optimum
performance.
random apodization
compensation, and when t = I , the case which we find to generally give nearly
We have been able to show that the average antenna gain of an adaptive optics laser transmitter
system with random apodization compensation varies with our choice of a according to the expression

-]

(o

--

L exp E

(I +

)2 CA (0)

f)

efdr K (r/D)

)

(lZ)

Assuming that we are dealing with a laser transmitter with a larger aperture diameter, so that because of
the fact that the log -amplitude covariance tsa limited range function, the exponential in the Integrand is
equal to unity over most of the range of the r -integration, then it follows that the quantity in the curly
brackets is a very weak function of ik. From this it follows that the average antenna gain is nearly
optimized when we choose & = - I. In this case the average antenna gain of the adaptive optics laser
transmitter with random apodization compensation is
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G> =

dr K (1/D) exp C 4 C(13)

OL

d47 K

(13)

7 /ID)

It is perhaps interesting to note that in the rather unusual case of a very small laser transmitter
diameter, when the diameter is much less than the very limited.range of the log-amplitude covariance
by CA ( 0) in Eq. (12). When this is
function, then it is a reasonable approximation to replace CA (r)
done our result for the average antenna gain reduces to
exp C - 4&h C

(G ) = GOL

(14)

(0)1

Clearly, for this tiny aperture case the laser transmitters average antenna gain is maximized by choosing
a very large negative value for u. This can be recognized as a form of "burst trans.tission", sending
out most of the transmitted laser power in the instants when the random variable, A(r), (which is well
correlated over the entire tiny aperture) takes alarge value. The concept, while not unphysical, is of
limited value,and for the adaptive optics laser transmitters of general interest to us Eq. (13) applies
when random apodization compensation is employed.

4.

Theoretical Results

Anisoplanatism:

To study anisoplanatism effects we consider the case in which the separation between the beacon
position and the target position corresponds to the angle 0 as seen from the location of the adaptive
optics system. In presenting our results for this problem it, s convenient to make use of an extension of
We consider two sources at angular
the definition of the log -amplitude covariance function, CA (r,).
positions 01 and 02 where

0=91

(15)

- 02

(These can be thought of as sources colocated with the beacon and with the target. ) Then the extended
log-amplitude covariance function can be defined by the expression
r r-- ,)

C

(

-

£ (r,6 ) - 1 ]

1 A
£ (rO,) -

(16)

.

In the case in which _0 is equal to zero the extended log-amplitude covariance function reduces to the
ordinary log -amplitude covariance function, i. e.
(17)

= Cf(r)

Cj(r, 0)

We have been able to show that the value of the extended log -amplitude covariance function expressed as
an integral over the propagation path can be written as

*

s=

0

PATH

r

XJ (

v/k)]

-are C 1 -cos(

dr

.dv CN2

k

8_

1 - (v/L)

I

-Ov

I

]

(18)

,

where the propagation path has length L and runs from v = 0 at the plane where the log -amplitude
In Eq. (18) CHO denotes the so called refractivevariation is measured to v = L at the point source.
index structure constant (a measure of the optical strength of turbulence) and k is the optical wave
.
number, equal to 2 '/
We have found it convenient to define the function S (r,O) according to the equation
S (r,)

rdv Ca

= 2. 905 k

I

1 15/3 +

r [ I -(v/L)

o0v

0 AT H

r

-

[1

-

(v/L)a

[ r [ I -(v/L)

-

s

]'

+ 2 r 0l
-?2

r0 [1

-

(v/L)

v c+
vc+

-(v/L)

where c corresponds to the cosine of the angle between the orientations of r
given by the expression
=

-c

tv

Ieve

fev 12

1)

,

(19)

and 0, and has a value

(20)
(

rf
r
-;.,$1(rO)

We have been able to show that for an adaptive optics imaging system that has no random apodi zation compensation capability,the optical transfer function can be written as

(

T(i) )

= TO

(')e

xp

-S(

f, )+CA(0, 0) -CA(Xf.O)

+ CA ( Xf, 0) + CA ( Xf. -0) "](z1)

q6

740

M

V

11114i1

-2CS(0.#)

Consideration of Eq. 'a (17) and (19) makes it clear that this resultreduces to the c-orresponding result,
as given in Eq. (6), when there is no anisoplanatiom, i. e. , when 0 equals zero. Taking account of the
limited range of the log -amplitude covariance function, a property not only of the ordinary covariance,
Cg ( Xf), but also of the extended covariance, C) (Xf, 0). we argue that for all but the very lowest spatial
frequencies, i. e. , for all spatial frequencies of interest to us, we can drop the extended log-amplitude
covariance functions which have X f as an argument. Accordingly we can write in place of Eq. (21)
, TOL (f)exp [ -S (Xf,0) + C

T(f

This quite obvisouly, in view of Eq. 'a (17) and (19),
no anisoplanatism.

(0,0) -2

Ct (0,)

(22)

.

reduces to the results given in Eq. (7) when there is

Similarly, we have been able to show that for an adaptive optics imaging system with random
apodization compensation capability, the optical transfer function can be written as

)

(T(f)

= TD (f ) exp

I

-S

0) + 4

(),f

C C1

(0,0) - C, (0,0)

23.

(23)

result
From consideration of Eq. 's (17) and (19) it is clear that this result reduces to the corresponding
given in Eq. (8) when there is no anisoplanatism, i. e. , when 0 equals zero.
As a practical matter we can in general ignore the log -amp'itude covariance functions in Eq. Is
(22) and (23), in as much as these quantities make an almost negligible impact on the results, being
independent of the spatial frequency, f, and being quite limited in magnitude. Accordingly we suggest
that we take as the appropriate expression for the anisoplanatism dependent optical transfer function for
an adaptive optics imaging system,with or without the ability to compensate for random apodization,
(?)

=TO

(Tf)

eXPC

-S (X f

(24)

1")

We believe it is interesting to remark that we obtain exactly this result when we utilize a very simple
geometric optics type propagation theory with no allowance for diffraction effects. In such a geometric
optics theory the ray from a source to a measurement point is assumed to run in a straight line (no
bending), with no diffraction (interference) effects, with the ray simply accumulating phase shift contri
the
at
of
note
taken
only
is
shift
phase
The
path.
the
along
variations
-index
butions from the refractive
measurement, i. e. , the aperture plane (or the aim point), where its system performance implication
is determined. Correlation of the random phase shifts for two rays arises simply because whatever
proximity there is between the two rays insures some correlation of the refractive -index variations
encountered along the two ray paths. Obviously most all of our results for anisoplanatism effects on
adaptive optics imaging systems are subsumed in this rather simple geometric optics propagation theory.
Our analysis of anisoplanatism effects in an adaptive optics laser transmitter without random
apodization compensation leads to the result that antenna gain has the value

(G>

=

2 CA((0- )

-.C r,0
Sdr K (ri/DC) exp .S (7,_?) + C (,O)
1
+
CA(r,
-0)2
+ C). (r.)
(r+iD)
d1(r)e

GOL

to the
It is easy to see that when there Is no anisoplanatism, i. a. , when 0 equals zero, this reduces
function
covariance
-amplitude
log
the
that
fact
the
of
account
Taking
Eq..(9).
of
result
given
previously
by the
is a short ranged function of r , then for large aperture diameters we can approximate Eq. (25)
result that

i(G

(rID) exp

dr
dK
)

G0

expC

.(0,0)
-2

C(0,)

When there is no anisoplanatism, i. e. , when t
previously given by Eq. (10).

dr K

equals zero,

-S

(7, 1)2

(r/D)

this result reduces to the result

For an adaptive optics laser transmitter with the ability to provide random apodization compensation, assuming that the random apodization compensiation is set on the basis of 1 = -I (which value
we recall was shown to provide near optimum results for a large aperture diameter system in the absence
of an anisoplanatism effects),we have been able to show that in general the antenna gain has the value
r

(G)o~G1

d

r

K

( r / D )

e xp

[

S

(

7,1

) + 2

[

C

K (r/D)

(

) + C

r'

)

(7
.

It is obvious that in the absence of any anisoplanatism, I. e. , when 0 equals zero, this result reduces to
that previously given in Eq. (13).
Making use of the fact that the log -amplitude covariance function is a short ranged function of r,
that we are dealing with a fairly large diameter aperture laser transmitter, we can
assuming
and
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replace our results for the adaptive optics without random apodization compensation, as given by Eq. (Z5),
and with random apodization compensation, as given by Eq. (27) by the approximate one that

ffdr K (r / D) exp[

( G

)

-S(r,

(28)

GO L

This expression represents our basic result for the effect of anisoplanatism on the antenna gain of an
adaptive optics laser transmitter, and is in a sense exactly parallel to the result we gave in Eq (24) for
the effect of anisoplanatism on an adaptive optics imaging system.
Just as we noted after Eq. (24) we remark again here that this result, i. e. , Eq. (28),is exactly
what we obtain when we utilize a very simple geometric optics type of propagation theory in our cal culations of an antenna gain. This simple propagation theory makes no allowance for diffraction effects.
It simply accumulates refractive -index variations along a straight line ray running between the point
source (or target) and the aperture. It is only at the end of the ray that the accumulated variations in
refractive-index are expressed as a phase shift to evaluate the implications for system performance.
Eq. Is (24) and (28), backed up by Eq. (19),represent the basic results for anisoplanatism. In the
next section we examine these equations quantitatively, developing numerical and simplified approximate
asymptotic results.

5.

Quantitative Results

Anisoplanatism:

It is convenient to start our development of quantitative results for anisoplanatism effects by
considering Eq. (19) in the two limiting cases of r/O going to infinity and of r/O going to zero. When
r/O goes to infinity it is easy to see that the two five-sixths power terms in Eq. (19) each take on an
approximate value of - j f r C(v/L) ) js/a, and accordingly we can write

S (r,e)

lim

2

= 2.905k

fdv C,2 (Ov)5

/

(29)

3

PATH

Similarly when r/0 goes to zero it is easy to see that the two five-sixths power terms in Eq. (19) each
(OV)43 , and accordingly we can write
take on an approximate value of -

lim
r/0

-

Ifdv CNs [ r

2

LI - (v/L) ]

]5/

3

(30)

,PATH

r0 and t% by the expressions

If we define the quantities

ro

= 2.905k

S (r, 0)

°

2

) k2

= [(2.905/6.88

fdv C.

Cl - (v/R)

(31)

,

)&133rs

P AT H

and

0o = f2.905 k2 jdv C,

2

vr' 3 ]-

(32)

PATH

then we can rewrite Eq. ts (29) and (30) in rather compact form as

rltv-.

= (#/ 0o)o

S (r, 0)

lir

(33)

,

-

and
S(r,O)
lim
r/0-o

= 6.88(r/ro

s/s

rewrite

we can

Making use of the quantities r o and 0o

C (r/ro) (0/0o)

S (r, 0)

(34)

Eq. (19) as

t (r/r)
W C

(0/0)

(v/L) 16"

+ a-518 v

(35)

]

where
a/ (0)

= A fdv

C.

2

( Cfls [1

-

2

3

Ieo-5f

PATH
-

; I '-I I I

*CQ C I

-k

Q

"

T

-

(v/L) 12 + _ C I - (v/L) I vZo'- c + a"

1-(v/L)]a

,

-

;

-2[ I -(v/L)

-

r-

;

3v to

c +Orl

va

.o4-

vo e

.

.

1'l ,

(36)
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where
(37)

a o = ro/0o
and
A = 2. 905 ko (ro

)8Y 6

o

(38)

From Eq. Is (31), (32), and (37) it follows that
,fdv CHO [1

A = 6.88

- (v/L)

5/3

1-1

(39)

,

PAT 14

and accordingly we can rewrite Eq. (36) as
6.88 f ,dv

W(Q)

'

C,

C I -(v/L)

PATH

C I - (v/L.)l

x 10

{f [1

-

dv CHO

38/a 3-1

PAT H

-

3

6
7V' VG' eo

+

-

'S

(v/L) ]' + 2 Cl - (v/L) I v Z

-JIQ[i -(v/L) 1

-2 [1 -(v/L) )v

.o0-

c + d - va

c +

-'1 v1

-

'

4o- 1c).

(40)

It is obvious from consideration of Eq. Is (Z4) and (35) that if we understand how d (Q) behaves as
a function of Q. we understand the effects of anisoplanatism on the performance of an adaptive optics
imaging system. To gain some insight into the asymptotic behavior of .0(Q) for very large and for very
small values of Q we have developed power series expansions for the five-sixth power curly bracket
terms in Eq. (40). Making use of these expansions we have been able to recast Eq. (40) in the following
two asymptotic forms;
add(a)

( -W

El -

(

-.

ca )

(.3

for Q >> 1

,

(41)

*

and
%6. 88 del

.1 (Q)

-(

I - jc

)

d

for Q<< 1

3),

(42)

where
a

=v5-

o"

3

dd

C.3

l

dv C.3 vW3

v/L) I'/' v2

Fi

(43)

PAT H

PATH

and

I.eo
IB1

=

,fdv CE1-(v/L)1

a

21v

s

PATH

If

dv CHOC[I -(v/L)

/3

,

(44)

P AT H

Taking note of Eq. (35) it is easy to see that Eq. 's (41) and (42) are ir. agreement with Eq. 's (34) and (35),
respectively.
To gain a more complete insight into the behavior of the function P (Q) we have developed numer ical results for the case of a nominal horizontal propagation path, in particular the case in which the
value of CH' is the same along the entire propagation path. In this we note that not only are the values
of a and 0 independent of the value of CH2 ras can be seen by studying Eq. 'a (43) and (44)] but that
the value of Zo is also independent of the value of CHO [as can be seen from a consideration of Eq. Is
(31), (32), and (37) ].In as much as eo has a value independent of CHO , then it follows from consideration
of Eq. (40) that the function *0 (Q) is independent of the value of CN2 when CH, has a constant value
along the propagation path. In Fig. I we show .0 (Q) as a function of 0 for c = 0. 00,0. 25, 0. 50, 0. 75,
and 1. 00. To test the limits of usefulness of the asymptotic results given by Eq. 's (41) and (42), in Fig. 2
we have reproduced the .0(Q) curves for c = 0. 00 and 1. 00, and superimposed on these we have plotted
the asymptotic values as the dashed line curves. As can be seen the asymptotic results are not useful
6
around the peaks of the W (Q) curves, which appear to occur at about (6. 88) "e
-- 0. 314. However,
about a factor of 3 (for c
1. 00) to 15 (for c = 0. 00) away from the peak, and beyond, the asymptotic
1
approximations appear to be quite accurate.
For this case of a constant value for CH, we have found that the following expressions apply for
the various parameters introduced above;
= 3. 02 k" 1/
=
=.

"

0.950k-

3.18 L
a=
. 020
B = 2. 206

L-"

~

"

L-
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(C.)

"

,

(45)

,

(46)

,
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.1(0) For Constant C."

Figure Z. Asymptotic Approximation.
Constant CN

.

Results are shown for c = 0. 00, 0. ZS. 0. SO, 0. 75,
and 1. 00. The lowest of the curves corresponds to c -f0. 00
(with the c - 0. ZS curve so nearly coincident with it as to be
Indistinguishable, ) while the highest of the curves corresponds
to C - 1. 00.

The asymptotic approxiations to P (0) given by Eq.ta
(41) and (42) are shown here as the dash curves, for the two
cases of c v 0. 00 and 1. 00. The corresponding exact result,
taken from Fig. 1, are shown as the solid curves. The upper
curve corresponds to c = 1. 00. As can be seen for c a 1. 00
we may consider the a symptotic approximations to be quilte
useful for Q < 0. 1 and 0 > 1. 0. while for c = 0.00 the corre sponding limits are 0 < 0. 02 and 0 > S. 0.

Santenna
a

;. , .I.-

'

I

~malized

Making use of the nurmerical results for .0 (Q) shown in Fig. I we have evaluated the anisoplanatism
limited antenna gain of an adaptive optics laser transmitter for a propagation path along which the value of
The calculations are based on use of Eq. 'a (28) and (35) along with Eq. Is (31) and (32)
CN3 is constant.
[or Eq. Is (45) and (46) 1 for the values of the path length L and the value of the optical strength of tur.
butence, i. e. ,the refractive -index structure constant, C, 1
However, by evaluating the normalized
gain,
G )/GC
and
0 L, considering this as a function of the normalized aperture diameter, D/ro,
expressing the parametric dependence of antenna gain on the angular separation in normalized form, i. e.,
as a dependence on the normalized angular separation parameter, 0/00, we have been able to develop a
set of results with no explicit dependence on path length or strength of turbulence. ( kny such dependence
is implicit in the dependence of the normalization parameters, ro and 00o, on these propagation path pararn eters. ) In Fig.
3 we show these results for the effect of anisoplanatism on the normalized adaptive optics
.
laser transmitter antenna gain as a function of normalized aperture diameter, D/ro, for value of the nor angular separation, 0/0 0 ranging from 0. 25 to 6. 0. Table 1 shows the numerical values used in
preparing Fig. 3.

We may generally characterize each of the curves shown in the following way.
For very small
and for very large values of D/to, the value of ( G >/GDt is constant. For small values of D/to,
(G ) /GD L is about equal to unity, while for large values of ( G )/GDt its value is equal to exp [-(0/0o)"]3
The applicability of this expression may be tested (and verified) numeri ally from the data plotted, but its
form is obtained analytically by consideration of Eq. Is (28) and (33) in the limiting case of very large
aperture diameters. It will be observed in examination of Fig. 3 that the drop off of ( G )/GID L from its
initial value of unity occurs at about D/r o equal unity. We have been unable to obtain an expression
characterizing the dependence of ( G )/GDL on D/r 0 in the transition region. and simply note that the
slope is greater , the greater the value of the normalized angular separation, 0/0 o . Similarly, we have
been unable to obtain a convenient expression for the value of D/r o at which the large aperture asymptotic
results region may be considered to ha,
been reached.

-

~The

rather convenient and impressively complete normalization which we have been able to force
upon our results suggests the possibility that we have captured most all of the dependence on the distri bution of the strength of turbulence in the dependence of ro and 00 an these quantities. We have developed
some evdnethat
suggests that for cases of practical interest this in very nearly t rue. Our evidence

--

~optics

is based on results for propagation through the atmosphere, between ground and space -with the adaptive
s
system on the ground and the beacon target in space, using the profile for the distribution of Cs
as a function of altitude shown in Fig.
time.)

4. (Two profiles are shown,

one for daytime and the other for night-

For thi ; ground/space propagation problem it is convenient to modify the various integrals given
previously in the following ways.
First we replace v/L by zero since for all value@ of v for which C.2
is not negligibly small, v/L is negligibly small. Second we change the variable of integration from v
to the variable h, corresponding to attitude, reptaceing v by h see ( Y) where T is the zet, ith angie
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EQ
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IES

With these changes we get the new results, in place of Eq.'s(31),

associated with the propagation path.
(32), (40), (43), and (44) that

z:

1E4

one kiloemeter attitude the value of CNNis Independent of whether it in daytime or nighttime. Below one kilometer
values of C.9 are shown for daytime and nighttime.

The normalized antenna gain. ( G )/G.. .(where G. i
diffraction limited antenna gain) is *I-. we as a function of tedistinct
normatized transmitter aperture diameter, Dir 0 , for various
vatues of the normalized angular separation. 0/0a. Each curve
corresponds to a vatue of #/#o running over the set of values
0.25., 0. 50. 0. 7S. 1. 00, 1.ZS, 1. 50. 2. 0. 2.5S. 3. 0, 3. 5, 4. 0.
5. 0. and6. 0.

00

1E3

ALTITUDE ABOVE SITE (m)

O/to

Figure 3. Effect of Ani soplanatism On The Normalized
Antenna Gain of An Adaptive optics Laser

ro=

tI2

6

2

'5

given in Fig. 4 we obtain in place of Eq

[sec (')) "
[ sec (T)~

ag(45)

(56)
,5

(57)

,(58)

where

L

and

(0. 955

I7319]

(59)

0. 846)

(60)
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I=

f

2. 651

I

2. 930

(61)

to allow us to show both the daytime and the
.•. I •
In these equations we have used the notation
The daytime value appears to the left of the vertical bar, i. e. , we
nighttime results in one expression.
have f day value I night value ].
By means of Eq. (52) used in conjunction with the CN' data of Fig. 4 we have developed numerical
results for . (Q) . These results are shown in Fig. Is 5a and 5b for daytime and nighttime, respectively,
for c = 0. 00, 0. 25, 0. 50, 0. 75, and 1. 00.
These two sets of results and te
constant CNM results
of Fig. 1 are, generally speaking, quite similar. There are however, some noticeable differences in
the values of the three sets of curves around Q = 1.
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Results are calculated with Eq. (52)
dshown

(h) NIGHTTIME

IE-S

) DAYTIME

--

using the values of C.'

in Fig. 4. with Fig. 5a based on the daytime values of C."
and Fig. Sb based on the nighttirre values. Results are shown for
c=0.00, 0. Z5. 0. S0. 0.75, and 1.00. The lowest of the curves in
each figure corresponds to c = 0. 00 while the highest is for c = 1.00.
0. 00 a. to be just
The curve for c 2 0. 25 is so close to that for c
barely distinguishable near the peak.

The ability of the asymptotic approximations defined by Eq. 's (41) and (42), using the values
of c and 5 given by Eq. 's (60) and (61), to match the numerical values of . (Q) in Fig. Is 5a and 5b may
be jaded by consideration of Fig. Is 6a and 6b. In Fig. 's 6a and 6b we have reproduced the c = 0. 00 and
c = 1. 00 curves from Fig. Is 5a and 5b, respectively, and shown them as the solid curves. The asymptotic
apnroximations are shown as the dashed curves. Though some of the details of the fit of the asymptotic
2
approximations to the corresponding exact results are different than they were for the constant CM case
offer
about
shown in Fig. 2, we may consider the general quality of the fits and the remarks that we might
the utility of the asymptotic approximations to be the same.
Making use of the 0 (Q) values shown in Fig. 's 5a and 5b [ as calculated from Eq. (52) with the
data of Fig. 4 ], and using Eq. 's (28) and (35) we have calculated a set of normalized antenna gain
of anisoplanatism on the performance of an adaptive optics laser transmitter
resu'ts showing the effects
for ground to space transmission. We have found that these results are so nearly identical for daytime
and nighttime, and for various zenith angles,that we shall simply present here one graph (the daytime
This is shown in Fig. 7. It is
zero degree zenith angle case) for both times of day and all zenith angles.
2
results shown in Fig. 3, indicate
significant to note that these results,when overlayed on the constant C
a nearly perfect match. To the extent that differences exist they are less than a line width. Accordingly
we suggeet that th- normalized antenna gain results shown in Fig. 3 may be considered to be a very
nearly universal set of results.
2
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a ier, degree zenith angle, hot they are identical (to within line -ttth type an cuescyl to results
i-ned l,,r other zenith angles ani for nighttinme conditions.
Moreover, the resits shown here
Aepeair to he dentical tio those obtained ftir p ropagatiiin over a path Aloing which (',2i
C
stant,
h
-t. r.ar
shin in Fig- 3
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TABLE I
lfect Of Anisoplanatiam On The Normalized Antenna Gain
Of An Adaptive Optics Laser Tranematter.
The antenna gain, ( G ) . is normalited by dividing by the
diffraction limited antenna gain, %t . Results are shown as a function
of normallzed aperture diameter and of normalized angular separation.
The aperture diameter, D, is normalized by dividing by to . while the
angular separation, 0, is normalized by adividing by 0o. The vialues
shown here correspond to the constant Cu case plotted in Fig. 3 but
are also very nearly identical to the vertical propagation results plotted
in Fig. 7.
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REDUCTION OF ANISOPLANATIC ERRORS
Donald W. Hanson
Rome Air Development Center
Griffiss Air Force Base, N.Y. 13441
Nathan Schwartz
Syracuse University
Syracuse, N.Y. 13210
SUMMARY
An optimum linear estimator for the phase at the point ahead angle is developed for the
case where the optical line of sight slews through the turbulent atmosphere faster than
the turbulence is transported by the ambient winds. Difficulties encountered when using
the standard approach to optimum linear estimation are discussed.
The optimium linear
estimate is developed in terms of the structure and hyperstructure functions, rather than
the correlation function, since the correlation function for the phase aberrations
is
difficult to observe.
The relaxation in station keeping requirements which can be
achieved through the use of the optimum linear estimator is derived and found
to be on
the order of 15%.
I.

INTRODUCTION

The performance of phase conjugate adaptive optical systems is limited by several sources
of error, such as sampling error, photon error, amplitude scintillation error, and
anisoplanatic
error.
When transmitting to a moving cooperative target, which has a
bright beacon, the first three errors can in theory be reduced to negligible levels
through the use of nonlinear optics. However, presently the anisoplanatic error can only
be reduced through the use of a spatially separated beacon located at the point ahead
angle.
Since the anisoplanatic error increases rapidly with station keeping errors, it
is necessary to maintain the station keeping between the beacon and the receiver with
very high accuracy. A method for reducing the station keeping requirements between the
receiver and the beacon is developed. The method estimates the future value of a random
process based on observed data. Before developing the estimate we review the ill-behaved
nature of random processes associated with optical propagation, and introduce the
structure and hyperstructure functions.
1.1

Description of Random Processes

In
the study of real physical systems the analyses can usually be greatly simplified if
the processes which describe the systems can assumed to be stationary in the wide sense
(i.e.,
second order statistics are not a function of absolute time).
However for many
physical systems of interest the assumption of wide sense stationarity cannot be used
since parameters of these systems have mean values which tend to be a function of
absolute time. Meteorological processes such as wind speed, temperature,
and pressure
are examples of processes which tend to have mean values which are a function of absolute
time. Since such processes are nonstationary, they are nonergodic.
Therefore, time
averages cannot be used in place of ensemble averages. However, since time averages are
all that are available, attempts are made to use the time averages as ensemble averages
to implement the powerful statistical analysis procedures which have been developed over
the last several hundred years.
When attempting to use the time averages, it is
difficult to assess which fluctuations are associated with first order statistics and
which are associated with higher order statistics. For example meteorological parameters
such as wind speed, temperature, and pressure at a given location have variations with
periods of less than 0.01 seconds and greater than days, years, and probably much longer.
Thus when using
the
time averages of these processes it is difficult to determine the
correlation function. Large variances can result when
time averages are used to
approximate ergodic averages
for such processes.
These large variances can lead to
mathematical problems when analyzing such processes.
To avoid these types of problems a statistical description, called the structure
function,
related to
the difference between the value of the process at two different
times, has been developed (KOLMOGOROV, A.N.., 1941).
The differencing process
tends
to
suppress
slow fluctuations (i.e., those which have a period longer than the differencing
time) and to suppress problems associated with large variances.
Time averages of the
difference function are
thus more representative of ensemble averages than are time
averages of the basic process.
1.2 The Structure Function
The temporal structure function of
defined as follows:

the random process

f(t),

where the
< > brackets
indicate an ensemble average.
process in equation (1.1) eliminates any dependence on

denoted

as

D(t1, t2),

is

Assuming that the differencing
absolute
time
the structure
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function can be written as follows:
Df(tl -t2 ) ={[f(t)
We note that D

where:

-

(1.2)

f(t 2 )]

can be written as follows:

2
Cf(tlpt 1 ) - Cf(tl,t 2 ) + Cf t2 ,t2 )
Df(ti -t 2 )
C f(t 1t 2 ) is the correlation function of the process f.

(1.3)

For processes with large variances, direct measurement of the structure
the
procedure of differencing
large quantities, which can lead
difficulties.

function avoids
to mathematical

Formulation of the spatial structure function follows in a straight forward
the above.

manner

from

1.3 The Hyperstructure Function
The hyperstructure function is
similar to the structure function, and is useful for
describing processes which are a function of more than one variable (Fried D.L..,1974).
The hyperstructure function, F, of the random process f(X,,P), where
x and
arbitrary variables (e.g., time, linear dimension, angle) is defined as:
f(

, 2, l,$ 2 1 ' {[f(xl,$
1 )

are

two

-f('2,1)

x [fIl,42 ) - f( 2 ,
x)]}
(1.4)
Note that for the case where
= 'W the hyperstructure function reduces to the structure
function.
The purpose of thl difierencing procedure in equation (1.4) is to reduce the
dependence of F on the absolute value of the variables x and ip. Thus, at least over a
certain range of xx
and p1 p2 F can be written as:
Ff(

1

l, - x2,1

-

={f(x,

-

x

x~f(xlp 2 ) - f(x2,2)1
In the next section we determine the optimum linear estimate for the
in terms of the structure and hyperstructure functions.

prediction

(1.5)
problem

2.0 SOLUTION OF THE PREDICTION PROBLEM USING THE HYPERSTRUCTURE FUNCTION
2.1 Standard Procedure
*denote

We wish toAform an estimate of the future value of the process f, i.e.,
as f(t+At).
The standard approach
for the optimum estimate
follows.
We assume that we have the observed data set (fi) where:

f(t+At), which we
is developed as

fi = f(ti)

(2.1)

We can represent the observed data as a vector t where:
IT = [flff2,f3,

,fn]

(2.2)

The optimum linear estimate is given by:

where:

A
f(t+At) = a-T
the vector multiplication is the standard inner product;

(2,3)

IT is the transpose of I ; and
the vector a is chosen such that the orthogonality principle is satisfied, i.e.,:
([f(t+At)
Using equation (2.3)

-

(t+At)] I )- 4

(2.4)

in equation (2.4) gives:

([f(t+At) - a.? I I } = 6

(2,S)

Carrying out the multiplications and the expectation gives the matrix equation:
C (t+At,t )-(a C (t l,t,)+a C (t ,t)+...+a C (t ,t
Cf(t+At~t
)a2f
C f(tAtt2)-a
2 )-(alCf(t
1 .t 22)+a
IC (il
2C f(tt2,t2)+'+n
2't 2)+--- +a nC £
f(ttn
n'tt2
2))
S=O
C (t+At,t )-(ac

L!.

f

(tl1t )+a2Cf (t2' t )+-.+a C f (tn' t

(2,6)
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Solution of this equation determines the vector a? which will provide the optimum
estimate. If the process is stationary equation (2.6) can be written as follows:
+a2Cflt 2-tl1)+" "-+an~fltntl))

alCf(O)

If (t+At-t 1)-(
lm

linear

C f(t+ At-t 2 )- (a I1C f (t 1-t 2 )

Cf(t+At-tn)-(aCf(tt)+a

a2C f(0)

[

Cf(t

2

+''-+anC f(tn-t 2))
(2.7)

0
2

t)+

C(O)

Both equations (2.6) and (2.7) require knowledge of the correlation function.
We also
note that equations
(2.6) and (2.7) involve the difference of the variance and the
correlation function of the process for various times. Thus for processes with large
variances, equations
(2.6) and (2.7) pose a mathematical stability problem, since they
involve the difference of large quantities in an attempt to observe small quantities.
2.2 Optimum Linear Estimate for the Future Value of the Difference Between Two Random
Variables of a Process.
For many practical cases of interest the value of a process at some absolute time is not
what is required. Many times the problem can instead be formulated such that it is the
difference between the value of the random process at two different times that is of
interest. Formulation of the problem in such a manner allows use of the hyperstructure
function and the structure function, functions which can be observed, to describe the
process. We now develop the optimum linear estimate for the future value of the
difference between two random variables of the same process.
We desire an estimate, h(t+ft), of h(t+At) where:
(2.8)

- f(t+At)

h(t+At) - f(t)

For many processes the differencing procedure in equation (2.8) will remove the
nonstationary aspects of the process f(t), at least for a certain range of At.
For
processes for which this is true, such as meteorological processes, we can use time
averages to approximate ensemble averages.
Obviously one approach to forming the desired estimate would be to measure
f(t) and
form an estimate of f(t+At) separately using the procedures discussed in section 2.1.
develop another approach which does not require the assumption of stationarity
knowledge of the correlation function of the process.

to
We
or

We will use the observed data set (h i ) where:
hi(At) = f(ti)

-

f(tiat)

(2.9)

We define the temporal hyperstructure function for a process, which is a function of a
single variable, as follows:
Ff(t i-t

j

At)

= {[hi(At))[hi (t)]}

(2.10)

We note that for t. = t. the temporal hyperstructure function reduces
structure function. We~form a linear estimate of h(t+At) as follows:
(t+ t) = a. h

to

the

temporal
(2.11)

and optimize the estimate by requiring that:
{[h(t+At) eh
Ih =0

(2.12)

Multiplying and taking the expectation gives:
f(t-t,
F f (t-t

At)-[
2

a 1 Df( At)

At)-[a F f(t -t

2

if 1"2

+a 2 Ff(t 2-tl,At)+'+a n Ff(t n-t

' At)+

a Df(At)
•f

I ,

t)

1

+.'"+anF f(t -t 2' t)
nf

"

=

(2.13)

a D f (At)
f(t tn At)-[a F f(t -t n, At)+a 2F f(t 2-t At)+... +
where Df(At) is the temporal structure function of the process f(t).
Comparing equations (2.13) and (2.7) we see that they are identical except that in
equation
(2.13) the hyperstructure
function, F, and the structure function, D, have
replaced the correlation function, C. It is important to emphasize that F and D can be
determined through time domain averages since the differencing procedure creates a

2!

i~
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process which is stationary, at least for some values of At. Thus equation (2.13) can be
solved since the Ff(t|-t At)
and Df(At) can be determined, whereas neither equation
(2.6) nor equation (2.7) caA be solved since the Cf's cannot be determined through time
domain averages. Also the problems associated with large variances have been suppressed
through the use of the hyperstructure function.
Thus, equation (2.13) involves the
difference of small quantities while attempting to observe small quantities.
2.3 Optimum Linear Estimate for the Difference Between Two
Random Variables of a Process Which is a Function of Two Variables
The development in this section follows that in the previous section very closely.
Here
the problem of interest is to predict the future value of the difference between two
random variables of a process which is a function of both space and time.
We desire to form an estimate, g(p,t+At), of g(p,t+At) where:
g(p,t) - [f(i
and

,t)

1

- f('

2

,t)J

(2.14)

P - jx I

(2.15)

We note that implicit in the definition of equation (2.14) is the assumption that the
differencing procedure has removed any nonhomogeneous and nonisotropic characteristics of
the process f(t), thus making g a function of p and t only.
Obviously one approach to forming the desired estimate would be to form an estimate of
f(xl,t+At) and f(x2 ,t+At) separately using the procedures discussed in section 2.1.
As
before, we develop another approach which does not require the assumption of stationarity
or knowledge of the correlation function of the process.
We will use the observed data set (gi(p)) where:
(2.16)

gi (p) = g(p,t i )
Using equation (1.5) we note that:
<gip)gj(P)> = Ff(Pti-tj)

(2.17)

Implicit in equation (2.17) is the assumption that the differencing procedure has removed
any nonstationary characteristics of f.
We form a linear estimate of g(p,t+At) as follows:

(

g(p,t+At)

g2.18)

=

(e

and optimize the estimate by requiring that:

<[g(p,t+At)

-a*

]S
9

(2.19)

.

Multiplying and taking the expectation gives:
f(p,t+at-tl)-(
ajDflp)
+a2Ff(P,t2-tl)+"" +anf(t-t)
Ff(P,t+At-t2)-(alFflp,tl-t21+

a2Df!P)

}

+' '+anFf(p'tn-tZ)))
(2.20)

p,t+At-tn)-(alFf(P,t -tn)+a2Ff(p,t -tn

)+ '' '+

anDf(p)

where Df(p) is the spatial structure function of f.

~process

Comparing equations (2.20) and
(2.7) we see that they are identical except that in
equation (2.20) the hyperstructure function, F. ani the structure function, D, have
replaced the correlation function, C. It is important to emphasize that F and D can be
determined
through
time domain at averages
the differencing
creates
a
which
is stationary,
least for since
some values
of p and At. procedure
Thus equation
(2.20)
can be solved since Ff ip,t-t.) can be determined, whereas neither equation
(2.6) nor
equation
(2.7) can be iol4ed since the Cf's cannot be determined through time domain
averages. Once again we note that the problems associated with having a process with
large variances are suppressed in equation (2.20).
In the next section we will apply the
optimum linear estimate to the reduction of anisoplanatic errors.
3.0 THE OPTIMUM LINEAR ESTIMATE FOR THE POINT AHEAD ANGLE
First we derive the anisoplanatic error, then we derive the estimate for reducing it.

(
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3.1 Derivation of the Spatial-Angular Structure Function
We define the spatial-angular structure function, denoted as H,(p.0).
H

<{[(1$

1)

-

as follows:
(3.1)

o20

r
(*(x2,;22)-1)
(3.2)
where:
12and
. X
x2
H (pe) is the mean square phase differgnce between two points in the aperture plane at
two different zenith angles. Thus, H#( ,6) quantifies the anisoplanatic error.
Figures la, b and c illustrate the nomenclature used in equation (3.1).
As shown in
figures lb and c, the phase difference between points x1 and 42 will in general be
different for different zenith angles due to atmospheric distortion.
This is what
creates the anisoplanatic error. It can be shown that equation (3.1) can be written as
(HANSON, D.W.., 1981)z
H ( ,)
- 2.91 k2 (sect) p5 /3 fdhCM(h){l + (zh) s / 3
-

2
(1/2) [1 + 2hz cosa + (zh) ]S/6

(1/2) [1 - 2hz cosa + (zh) 2 ]$ / 61
where:

(3.3)

0 is the zenith angle;
k is the wave number (i.e.,2w /A );
X is the wavelenth of the optical signal;
Cn2 is the refractive index structure parameter;
z = (esec )/p;

(3.4)

h is the vertical distance (i.e.,
a is the angle between P and

altitude) above the ground transmitter; and

.

Equation
(3.3) is the basic result of this section. It determines the anisoplanatic
error in terms of the propagation path. 2 In general, the integral must be evaluated using
numerical techniques for a particular Cn(h) profile.

(

3.2 Reduction of the Anisoplanatic Error

d
We wish to reduce the anisoplanatic error given by Ho. We pause briefly to recapitulate
that our knowledge of the additive phase noise is limited.
What we know about the
process is its structure function, its hyperstructure function,and its spatial-angular
structure function. These equations are all developed based on the assumption that the
turbulence is Kolmorgorov. Thus for these equations to be valid the separation between
the propagation paths in figure 1 must be within the inertial subrange.
Finally, the last assumption that we must make is the so called Taylor's hypothesis, also
called the frozen flow theory. This theory assumes that in the time scales of interest
the elements of turbulence remain fixed in shape (i.e., "frozen").
Time variations in
the turbulence-induced aberrations are assumed to be caused by the wind transporting the
"frozen" turbulence pattern through the propagation path.
The ambient winds along a propagation path from ground to space have varying speeds and
directions as a function of altitude. Thus for a system with a fixed propagation path
the turbulence pattern would be moving in a random fashion and no prediction would be
possible.
For a near earth satellite, however, the slew rate of the line of eight
(i.e.,
) will cause the propagation path to cut through the atmosphere, thus producing
a pseudo-wind.
If the speed of the pseudo-wind predominates over the natural winds at
all altitudes, then the turbulence pattern at each altitude will appear to move at the
same angular velocity.
For a satellite at an altitude of 200 km the slew rate of the
line of sight is approximately 0.039 rad/sec near zenith.
The tangential velocity at
altitude h is thus:
V - (0.039) h m/sec

(3.5)

In the
lower altitudes, wind speeds are usually under 8 m/sec. Thus for h ) 200 m the
pseudo-wind will predominate over the ambient winds. The typical maximum windspeed, 100
m/sec, usually occurs at about 12 km. At 12 km, the pseudo-windspeed is 468 m/sec, thus
the pseudo-wind easily predominates at the higher altitudes.
Thus there is a direct
relationship between time and the angle moved at each height of turbulence, for low earth
orbiting satellites. This allows us to translate an observation over a certain time
interval to an observation over a corresponding angle, and thus, allows use of equation
(2.13). Therefore, the optimum linear estimate for the point ahead angle, 8 , is given
by:
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all angles are coplanar, and;

where:

is determined by solving:
Fj(p,1+

-'*2)-( aF lP,z¢) +a2Fl,;)
* 2F,(p,*+

-n(a

-

P'

)+a 2 F,(p'

+ -+anF

1

4

2.

)+

+

lP, n-

(3.7)

anF(p)

F (p',

41-n)-(a1F,(_,1 -P*';)'(3.7
Equations (3.6) and (3.7) are the basic result of this section. In the next section we
will evaluate the anisoplanatic error for a typical case and determine how much this
error can be reduced through utilization of the optimum estimate.
4.0 EVALUATION OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE OPTIMUM ESTIMATOR
In this section we will obtain numerical results to determine how well the optimum
estimator performs. First we evaluate the error without the estimate and then the error
with the estimate.
4.1 Magnitude of the Anisoplanatic Error
The anisoplanatic error is given by equation (3.3). To evaluate the integral a profile
of turbulence, i.e., C
as a function of h, must be selected. The most extensive
measurements of the strength of turbulence as a function of altitude have been made at
the ARPA Maui Optical Station. The model of k_ versus h derived from those measurements
is shown in figure 2. This model will be used to evaluate the performance of the optimum
estimator.
Once we know what to use for Crt in equation (3.3) we can perform a numerical
integration. This numerical integration was accomplished using a computer program
adapted from Fried (FRIED, D.L.., 1977).
For a typical case of p = 1 m;

a = 0; 4= 0;
rad

H (1.50 prad) = 4.78

2

at x=

and a point ahead angle,
.55 um

6= 50 urad; we get:
(4.1)

This is obviously a significant error. It corresponds to an rms error of approximately
.35 A which is about 3.5 times greater than the total wavefront error typically budgete.
for all error sources in an optical system. It is this unacceptably large anisoplanatic
phase error which generates the requirement for the separation between the reference
beacon and the receiver.
4.2 Reduction of the Anisoplanatic Error Through Use of the Optimum Linear Estimate
Before evaluating the error in the estimate we must stop to realize that equations (3.6)
and (3.7) only provide the optimum estimate for the selected observed data set (gi( )).
The equations do not tell us how to select the elements of the set. We will thus
evaluate the performance of the estimation procedure for different angular spacings.
We
will compare the error for eacj_ of the optimum estimates to select which elements should
be chosen for inclusion in (gi(p)).
First we use equation (3.7) to find a for each (gi(p)), then
error using:
2
<e > = <

,

-

Before we can solve
(HANSON, D.W... 1981):

equation
2

I1

find

the

(3.7)

5/3 (sec)

square
(4.2)

we must evaluate the F,'s.
[22

It can be shown that
(4.3)

I

is the integral in equation (3.3); and

1=
I2

(4.4.)

C2C(h) dh

To determine the performance of the estimation procedure as a function of
angle,O L , where:

eL

mean

gp,$+4)]2>

F (',4) - (2.91/2) kp
where:

we

n(i

-

look-back

(4.S)

+

we choose n = 2, p = I m,

the

0=

0.05 < (YLA)

0, and let:
< 1

(4.6)

for values of 0 between 5 and 50 urad. In figure 3 we plot the reduction in mean square
error achieved by the estimate as a function of the ratio of eL to e. From figure 3 we
see that the performance of the estimate is not a strong function of this ratio.
In figure 4 we plot the maximum reduction in mean square error, for n - 2, for each point
ahead angle of figure 3. The estimate is seen to give reasonable performance (i.e.,. 20%
improvement)
for point ahead angles less than 8 urad, while providing very marginal
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performance for a point ahead angle of 50 urad.
5.0 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
5.1 Discussion of results
The data in figure 3 shows that the performance of the estimate is not a strong function
of the look back angle.
We believe that
this is a result of the fact the phase
abberrations are mostly linear, and that a good estimate of this component can be made
over a wide range of look back angles. One would also expect that the estimate would
provide better results for small point ahead angles, as shown in figure 4, since for
small angles there is better correlation between the measured data and the desired data
than there is for larger angles. We believe that the magnitude of the improvement shown
in figure 3 is significant as discussed in the next section.
5.2 System Implications
Using equation
(3.3) we lee that the mean square wavefront error for a station keeping
error of 5 urad is .145 rad , at a wavelength of .5 P'm.
This corresponds to an rms
wavefront error of
.06x , which is a reasonable budget for the station keeping error,
since an optical system with .IX rms wavefront error is considered a good system.
We car interpret the point ahead angle in figure 3 to be the station keeping error
allowable between the beacon and the desired receiver. Thus, through utilization of the
estimation process developed in this paper the allowable station keeping error can be
increased by approximately 15% while maintaining the same wavefront error. Although this
increase seema small, it is truly significant since it could extend the lifetime of a
system costing 100's of millions of dollars, with a very nominal investment in signal
processing electronics. Alternatively the weight of the propellant required to maintain
the station keeping could be reduced by 15%.
Since almost all space systems have
difficulty meeting the design goals for system weight, use of the developed estimation
procedure could make the difference between meeting or not meeting the desired system
weight goals. Different systems may require varying station keeping requirements.
In
general, the more stringent the station keeping specification, the more the benefit from
the estimation procedure developed herein.
It is important to point out that the data needed to obtain this optimum linear estimate,
i.e.,
the Ft's
in equation (3.7),
are already available in current adaptive optical
systems. No a priori knowledge of the turbulence profile, or any other atmospheric
characteristic, is required.

I.
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PHASE MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS FOR ADAPTIVE OPTICS
James C. Wyant
Chris L. Koliopoulos
Optical Sciences Center
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721

SUMMARY
This paper describes and compares two basic categories of phase measurement systems for adaptive optics:
sensors that measure the wavefront directly and slope measurement sensors. Both self-referencing and nonself-referencing wavefront sensors are discussed and interferometric and geometric slope sensors are
compared. The conclusion is reached that of the phase measurement systems studied to date the lateral shear
interferometer and the nutating Hsrtmann sensor are of the most general use due to their high efficiency
and simplicity, however there is a whole class of optical tracking sensors that appear promising for use
as phase measurement systems for adaptive optics applications, which warrant future study.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The heart of any adaptive optics system is the phase measurement system, generally referred to as the
wavefront sensor. The purpose of this paper is to describe and compare the different categories of wavefront sensors and to point out the relative advantages and disadvantages of each.
Wavefront sensors can be divided into two broad categories:
1) sensors that measure the wavefront directly
and 2) sensors that measure the slope of the wavefront from which the wavefront is determined by an integration process. Direct measurement wavefront sensors can be further divided into two categories: 1) those
requiring an external reference beam and 2) self-referencing sensors. Wavefront sensors requiring an external reference beam have limited use in adaptive optics. Self-referencing wavefront sensors are convenient to use, however they are always extremely light inefficient. Slope sensors, which are the most
commonly used wavefront sensors in adaptive optics, can also be divided into two categories:
1) interferometric sensors and 2) geometrical sensors. The interferometric sensors are generally of the lateral shear
type and the geometrical sensors are generally of the Htartmann type. While at first glance these two
sensors appear quite different, they are rather similar in nature and performance as will be illustrated in
this paper. Slope sensors are not limited to lateral shear interferometers and Hartmann sensors, but rather
any tracking sensor can be used as a slope sensor for an adaptive optics system.
All the interferometric sensors described in this paper have a common feature in that the phase of the
interference pattern is measured electronically. For this reason, the initial part of this paper describes
electronic phase measurement techniques.
2.
j

ELECTRONIC PHASE MEASUREMENT

Electronic phase measurement techniques for interferometric applications fall into two general categories:
1) sensors for which the phase difference between the two interfering beams is changed at a constant continuous rate in time, producing a frequency difference between the two beams and 2) sensors for which the
phase difference between the two interfering beams is changed in discrete steps in time, Interferometers
using phase measurement techniques of the first type given above are often called heterodyne or AC interferometers, while interferometers using the second type of phase measurement technique given above are
called phase-shifting or phase stepping interferometers.
Figure 1 shows various techniques that can be used as a frequency shifter in a heterodyne interferometr.
For example, if the reference mirror in the interferometer moves at a velocity V, the frequency of the
light reflected at normal incidence is frequency shifted an amount 2V/X. Likewise, if circularly polarized
light is transmitted through a rotating half-wave plate, the frequency of the transmitted light is changed
1
an imount equal to twice the rotation rate of the half-wave plate.
A convenient way to implement this
polarization frequency shifter is to place a fixed quarter-wave plate and a rotating quarter-wave plate in
the reference arm of the interferometer so both quarter-wave plates are used in double pass.
If the first
quarter-wave plate is properly oriented it converts linearly polarized light into circularly polarized
light. Since the rotating quarter-wave plate is used in double pass it acts as a rotating half-wave plate
which frequency shifts the light transmitted through it, and the stationary quarter-wave plate converts the
circularly polarized light back to lincarly polarized light.
The principal difficulty in using rotating
half-wave and quarter-wave plates is that for reasonable rotation rates it is not possible to obtain a
frequency shift much larger than I or 2 Kliz.
A diffraction grating can also be used as a frequency qhifter since it shifts the frequency of the Nth
order by an amount NVf, where V is the velocity component of the grating perpendicular to the grating lines
and f is the spatial frequency of the grating. Equivalently, the frequency shift is equal to N times the
number of grating lines that pass a given point per second. Note that, for a grating, the frequency shift
is independent of wavelength. An acousto-optic Bragg cell frequency-shifts the diffract- i light in the
same way as a moving diffraction grating. In this case the traveling acoustic wave serves as the moving
grating. The frequency shift of the first diffracted order is equal to the frequency used to drive the
Bragg cell, independent of the wavelength of the light.
Although numerous phase-measurement techniques exist, we will limit our discussion to three techniques:
1) zero-crossing, 2) phase-lock, and 3) N-bucket.
In the zero-crossing technique a clock starts when the refetence signal passes through zero, and stops when
the test signal passes through zero. The ratio of the time the clock runs to the period of the signal gives
the phase difference between the two signals.
In practice, the sinusoidal signals are greatly amplified to
yield a square wave to improve the zero-crossing detection. The phase measurement is performed modulo 2n.
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Figure 1. Phase-shifting techniques.
In the phase-lock technique the phase difference between the two interfering beams is dithered, for example
by use of a piezoelectric transducer mounted on a mirror. In addition to the high-frequency phase dither,
a low-frequency phase shifter is required. If 6(t) = A sin wt is the high-frequency phase dither,
Ii(x,y), 12 (x,y) are the intensities of the two interfering beams, and 6(x,y) is the phase being measured,
then the detected signal can be written
I(x,y;t) = I1 (x,y) + 12 ,Y) + 2Vlj(x,y)I 2 (x,y) cos[6(x,y) + A sinwt]
2

= I1+I2+2/11I2 {cos6(x,y)[Ja0(A) + 2J 2 (A)cos wt + ...
-

sin6(x,y)[2J(A)sinwt + 2a3(A)sin3wt +

.

]}

(1)

where Jn is the nth-order Bessel function.
If, by use of the low-frequency phase shifter, 6(x,y) is made equal to nn, then sin6(x,y) equals zero and
the amplitude of the signal at the frequency of the fundamental dither frequency will be zero. By measuring
the phase shift required to make sin6(x,y)=O, which can be achieved for example by measuring the voltage
applied to a piezuelectric transducer used to move a mirror, the phase 6(x,y) can be determined. This
2
phase-lock technique is commonly used in multi-dither COAT (coherent optical adaptive techniques) systems.
In the so-called N-bucket technique the period of the sinusoidal signal produced by the interference of the
two beanis of different optical frequencies is broken into subperiods. For example, in the four bucket
method, each period of the sinusoidal signal is broken into four quarter-periods. If A, B, C, and D are the
number of photons detected during the first, second, third, and fourth quarter-periods, respectively, the
relative phase 0 of the signal is given by
A- C(2
tan(O-45) = B -

where
2n if
works
three
._--

(2)

the phase is measured with respect to the beginning of the quarter-period. The measurement is modulo
the signs of numerator and denominator are accounted for. It can be shown that the "bucket" technique
as long as the period of the sinusoidal signal is broken into three or more equal subperiods. If
quarter periods are used the phase is given by

A- C()
tan(0+45) = 2B - (A+C)

(3)

In a phase shifting interferometer a moving mirror, a rotating half- or quarter-wave plate, or a moving
griting can be moved in discrete stc-s to give discrete phase shifts. Likewise, an E-O modulator can be
used to produce discrete phase shifts.
Eq. (4) gives the irradiance that would be obtained at four different phase steps separated by 90*.
1 + Ioycos (4)

Ii
12

=

10 - Ioysin (4)

13 = 10 - I ycos (4)

I

I ysin (4)

(4)
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From Eq. (4) it follows that the phase, 0, is given by

*

= tan-

I1-3

t

()

If only three phase steps separated by 900 are used it follows from Eq. (4) that
€

=

tan- 1 lII+I-212

(6)

It is not necessary that the phase step be 900. If I is the intensity of the interference pattern obtained
by stepping the phase an amount n(2yr/N), the phase 0 can be determined by using Eq. (7).3 In this case the
resulting intensity I is multiplied by a cosine and sine and summed and ratioed to give the tan of the
phase difference 0. nThis method is equivalent to synchronous detection techniques in communication theory.
N
tano =

I

n

sin (n (2 /N) ] I

N

I {I
n=l

(7)

cos[n(21T/N)]}

A good feature of phase shifting techniques is that they can be used with solid state detector arrays such
as photodiode or CCD arrays. An irradiance distribution can be measured then the detector can be read out
and the output stored in memory. The phase difference between the two interfering beams can be changed an
appropriate amount such as 900 and the detector can be read out again. This can be repeated for three or
more times and then the phase distribution can be calculated. With a CCD array the N-bucket technique can
be used as well as the phase shifting technique. The signal is integrated for a quarter-period, then very
rapidly the integrated signal is switched out of the detector sites. The detector continues to integrate
for another quarter period while the detector is read out. At the end of the second quarter-period the
integrated signal is again very rapidly switched out of the detector sites and the process is repeated. If
the signal level is sufficiently high, data can be taken at megahertz rates.
The use of solid state detector arrays offers large density of detector elements in a small package, integration of high frequency irradiance noise, and a parallel in-serial out philosophy which reduces electronic
processing to an absolute minimum. Complex algorithms can readily be encoded in digital logic.
3. DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF WAVEFRONT
If an external reference beam is available probably the best instrument for measuring the wavefront directly
is the Twyman-Green interferometer. Unfortunately, for most adaptive optics systems a reference wavefront
is not available, and a self-referencing wavefront sensor is required. Two such self-referencing interferometers are the radial shear interferometer and the Smartt interferometer.
A radial shear interferometer is illustrated in Figure 2. The wavefront being measured is interfered with
an expanded version of itself. If the expansion or magnification ratio is sufficiently large, the wavefront of the expanded beam can be thought of as being a constant over the region of overlap with the wavefront being measured. Thus, the interference pattern gives us the wavefront directly. Any of the electronic
phase measurement techniques mentioned above can be used to determine the phase distribution.
A second self-referencing interferomete. is the Smartt point diffraction interferometer (PDI) illustrated
in Figure 3. In the PDI the wavefront being measured is focused onto a plate containing a small pinhole of
diameter smaller than 1/2 the Airy disk diameter that would be obtained if the focused beam had no aberration. 4 The plate has a partially transmitting coating that transmits between 0.1 and 1% of the incident
light. The light diffracted by the pinhole serves as a spherical reference wavefront which interferes with
the attenuated beam passing through the plate. The resulting interference pattern gives directly the wavefront aberrations. To obtain maximum fringe contrast, the plate attenuation should be selected such that
the diffracted spherical wave and the attenuated transmitted beam have the same intensity.
The PDI can be modified as illustrated in Figure 4 so electronic phase measurement techniques can be used.
Now the pinhole is made through a piece of birefringent material such as mica. The thickness of the birefringent material is selected such that it acts as a half-wave plate and it is oriented so as to rotate
the direction of polarization of the incident light 900. Thus the diffracted spherical wave and the
directly transmitted wave have orthogonal polarization. An E-0 modulator can be used to shift the relative
phases of the beams. Likewise, a stationary quarter-wave plate and a rotating half-wave plate can be used
to produce either a relative phase shift or a relative frequency shift between the two beams as described
above.
A problem with the PDI is that if beam jitter is present the focused beam will move around relative to the
pinhole, and the amount of light in the diffracted spherical beam will vary. Figure 5 shows a modified
POI that does not have this problem. In this interferometer the beam is defocused on the small disk used
to produce a spherical wavefront for the reference surface, thus allowing for beam wander of the input beam.
The larger the defocused spot, the larger the tilt can be before the fringe contrast changes. Of course
the larger the defocused spot the less light we have in the reference beam. For example, for a tilt
tolerance of ± 10 fringes, and a reflecting spot diameter of 1/2 the Airy disk diameter, the reference beam
will contain about 0.2% of the incident light.
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It should be noted that the two sides of the polarization cube are made slightly unequal so the reference
spot and focused spot in the test arm of the interferometer appear to be the same distance from the output
side of the cube when the light falling on the reference spot is suitably defocused. If this condition is
not satisfied, the two interfering beams would have a different radius of curvature and defocus fringes
would result.
It should also be mentioned, that while the interferometer has been modified so reasonable tilt does not
cause a degradation in the contrast of the interference fringes, as the tilt of the input beam changes, the
number of fringes in the interferogram does change. That is, the interferometer does correctly measure the
amount of tilt in the wavefront.
A major problem with all self-referencing wavefront measurement interferometers is that they are not light
efficient. For example, in the radial shear interferometer one beam is expanded a sufficient amount such
that the phase distribution across the region of the beam used to form the interferogram is uniform. The
amount of beam magnification required to obtain a sufficiently uniform phase across the interference region
of course depends upon the amount of aberration present. A reasonable area magnification is generally at
least 100. Since the two interfering beams should have roughly the same irradiance over the overlap region
this means that in a typical radial shear interferometer 1% or less of the light is utilized.
Similar light in-efficiencies occur in the point diffraction interferometer. As mentioned above, to match
beam intensities the plate has a partially transmitting coating that transmits only 0.1 to 1% of the incident light. So, again, 1% or less of the light is utilized. The PDI modified so beam jitter does not
introduce interference contrast variations is even less light efficient. For this reason, these selfreferencing interferometers find application with laser-based systems.
4. SLOPE MEASUREMENT
The wavefront phase distribution can also be measured indirectly by measuring the slope of the wavefront
and using an integration process to calculate the wavefront phase itself. Slope measurement instruments
fall into two main categories: 1) interferometric and 2) geometric tests. The most common interferometer
for measuring wavefront slope is the lateral shear interferometer and the most common geometric slope
measuring instrument used in adaptive optics is the Hartmann sensor, although there are many geometrical
optical trackers which can also be used.
In a lateral shear interferometer (LSI) the pupil wavefront is interferometrically compared with a shifted
version of itself. Interference fringes exist where these two pupil images overlap, and the position or
phase of these fringes gives the average wavefront slope in the shear direction over the shear distance.
Two interferograms having shear in orthogonal directions are required to determine the wavefront. During
the past several years improved techniques have been developed for obtaining the wavefront from the slope
data obtained directly from the LSI, which is commonly called the wavefront difference function. 5 It has
been shown that the rms error in the wavefront is approximately equal to the rms error in the
wavefront
6
difference function multiplied by the ratio of the detector spacing to the shear distance.
A convenient and the most popular LSI in adaptive optics systems is the radial Ronchi grating shown in
Figure 6.7 In the Ronchi grating LSI the light is focused onto the grating. The interference of the 0
and the +1 orders gives a lateral shear interferogram, as does the interference of the 0 and -1 order, the
+1 and -1, +3 and 0, etc. (Note that for a 50% duty cycle grating the even orders will be missing.) Because of the interference of the many different orders, the Ronchi ruling does not serve as a good LSI if
the fringes are viewed visually. However, as a heterodyne interferometer it works superbly. The reason
is as follows: If the grating is rotated, the different diffracted orders are frequency shifted an amount
equal to the number of grating lines passing a given point times the order numi-r
If the frequency shift
of the first order is v, then the frequency shift of the third order is 3v, and I is -v, the zero order is
0, etc. The irradiance of the interference pattern produced by any two orders will vary sinusoidally at a
frequency equal to the difference frequency between the two diffracted orders. It thus follows that if the
even orders are absent, the only two interference patterns whose irradiance varies sinusoidally with time
at frequency v are the interference patterns resulting from the interference of the 0 and +1 and 0 and -1
orders. If the electronics used to measure the phase uses filters that pass only frequencies near v, the
other interference patterns will not be detected. Thus, we are left with only two lateral shear interferograms that contain approximately 4S% of the incident light. A complete analysis shows that since the amount
of shear is the same for the two interferograms, for most instances the measured data are the same as if only
a single lateral shear interferogram were present. It can be shown that the resulting filtered signal
detected by the detector is given by
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A is the shear between the 0 and first order and the wavefront phase, *(x,y) is equal to (2w/X)W(x,y),
where W(x,y) is the optical path length variation relative to a reference sphere. The modulation frequency
w is equal to 21r(v/d), where v is the grating velocity for a point a distance r from the grating center
and d is the grating line spacing for this point. Note that for a radial grating v/d is independent of the
position on the grating.
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Figure 6. Radial Ronchi grating lateral shear interferometer.
(a) Radial Ronchi grating, (b) wavefront imaged on
grating, (c) lateral sheared images showing 0, +1,
and -1 diffraction orders.

It is of interest to note that while the above result is based upon a diffraction analysis, a purely geometrical approach gives a similar result for the fundamental frequency signal if derivatives of *(x,y) of
order higher than one are set equal to zero. Thus, for very small shear, i.e., a coarse Ronchi ruling, a
geometrical analysis and a diffraction analysis give essentially the same result. For this reason the
Ronchi grating LSI is often called a chopper.
A good feature of the Ronchi grating LSI, as well as of several other grating LSI's, is that they work well
with white light. First, the modulation frequency w depends only upon the grating velocity and period, and
it is completely independent of wavelength. Second, the shear a is proportional to wavelength, which at
first thought appears bad; however, this means that 6# (x,y) = 2irW(x,y)/X is independent of wavelength as
long as the optical path difference, W(x,y) is not a function of wavelength. Thus, as long as the shear is
sufficiently small, the signal is independent of the wavelength. For most practical applications, as long
as the shear is not more than approximately 10% of the pupil diameter, wavelength effects can be neglected.
A shear of 10% of the pupil diameter corresponds to a grating spacing of approximately four times the Airy
disk diameter.
Another good feature of most grating LSI's, including the Ronchi grating LSI, is that they work reasonably
well with an incoherent extended light source. For a given number of received photons, the wavefront phase
measurement error does depend upon the size of the extended source; however, the larger number of photons
from an extended source eases the effect of increased size. If the shear is half the aperture diameter
required to resolve the light source, for circular or square objects the measurement accuracy is
independent
6
of the object size and the only characteristics of the object influencing accuracy is radiance.
If N is the radiance of a circular or square light source, T is the transmission of the entire optical path,
p is the responsivity of the photodetector, T is the total integration time, and the effective aperture of
each detector is equal to the detector spacing, in which case all the available light is used, for photonlimited operation, ae, the error in the measured wavefront error is given by

ae

= (.1Ix10- 9 )
X(NTp-r)

(9)

if the shear is set equal to half the aperture diameter required to resolve the light source. 6 With a
radial Ronchi grating LSI the amount of shear can be optimized by varying the radial position on the grating
at which the light is focused.
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The basic principle of a Hartmann sensor used to measure wavefront slope error is illustrated in Figure 7.
In the Hartmann sensor the wavefront disturbance being measured is imaged onto a lens array. If the incoming
wavefront were perfect, each lens would focus the light at its own null position. Local slope variations
across the wavefront, however, displace the foci from their ideal positions. This image displacement is
directly related to the slope error in the wavefront and can be measured with a quadrant detector. If the
geometry of the lens array is not precisely known, it can be calibrated by illuminating it with a wavefront
of known high quality. Since in general an AC signal is preferred to a DC signal, it is common to nutate
the angle of the beam incident upon the lens placed in front of the detector elements. Now the signal coming
out of each detector element is time varying at a known rate, and improved measurement accuracy is obtainable.
The signals obtained using a nutating Hartmann sensor can be understood by looking at Figure 8. If no slope
error is present the light spot focused on the quadrant sensor travels in a circle of radius a centered at
the center of the quadrant sensor. Figure 8b shows the signal produced by the sum of detector elements 1
and 4, 2 and 3, 1 and 2, and 3 and 4. Since the focused spot spends equal time focused on each detector
element all signals have the same time width. However, if a +x slope error is present the focused spot
will spend more time on detector elements 1 and 4 than on elements 2 and 3 and the signals out of elements
1 and 4 and 2 and 3 will be as shown in Figure Bc. Likewise, a slope error in the y direction will cause
the pulses given by the sum of detectors I and 2 and detectors 3 and 4 to have unequal length. Thus, by
measuring the relative pulse length both x and y slope errors can be measured.
Most likely for future Hartmann sensors rather than using a separate quadrant detector at the focus of each
lens, a CCD array will be used as the detector. Four adjacent detector elements will act as quad detector
and while all detectors can be used in parallel, they can be read out in serial, and thus simplify the
sensor electronics. Breadboard systems have been demonstrated using this approach.
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Figure 7. In a Hartmann test, displacement of an image yields
wavefront-slope error.
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The shot-noise-limited performance of the Hartmann test is
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where aOe
is the rinserror in measuring the phase tilt across a single element of the Hartmann sensor and P.
3
is the number of photons detected by the detector placed behind each lens in the array. Since the rms
wavefront-phase error is approximately equal to the rms wavefront-phase tilt across each aperture, the error
is approximately equal to w divided by the square root of the number of photons detected by each sensor
element, and is independent of the aperture size. It is assumed that the pupil area of each sensing element
is sufficiently small that the object cannot be resolved by a single lenslet.
It is interesting to note while we have been discussing the use of a radial grating lateral shear interferometer (chopper) and the Hartmann sensor as wavefront sensors for adaptive optics, they can also be thought
of as trackers. That is, they are measuring the direction of the light beam coming into the optical system.
The only difference between using these sensors as wavefront sensors rather than trackers is that when they
are used as wavefront sensors the optical system's aperture is broken up into many small sub-apertures and
the wavefront sensor is working as a tracker for each of these sub-apertures. Thus, trackers and wavefront
sensors are really equivalent and any tracker can also be used as a phase sensor. To first order, geometric
optical analysis can be used but a complete analysis usually reveals error producing effects. All of these
wavefront sensors can be scaled for use in the visible or infrared.
Over the years many trackers have been studied and references 8 and 9 give a summary of the most useful
trackers. Probably many of these trackers should be studied in more detail to see if there is not one that
would make a better phase sensor than either the radial grating lateral shear interferometer or the Hartmann
sensor. One such sensor which looks promising in that it has high efficiency, requires fewer detector
elements than the lateral shear interferometer or Hartmann sensor, provides AC operation and variable sensitivity and can work with broad-band extended sources is the Quadrant Reticle Wavefront Sensor (QRWS).
The QRWS operates upon the wavefront to be analyzed in the image plane. The reticle shown in Figure 9 is
placed in the image plane of an optical system. The reticle consists of alternating opaque and clear
quadrants, hence the name. The optical system and operation of the QRWS is shown in Figure 10. Following
the optical wavefront through the system; the input beam is reflected off a nutating mirror upon which is
imaged the wavefront disturbance. Assuming the nutating mirror is at the front focus of lens 1, the
Fourier transform of the wavefront disturbance is incident upon the quadrant reticle. Due to the nutating
mirror, this focused spot describes a circular path on the reticle. The light that is transmitted by the
reticle is then passed through lens 2 which re-images the wavefront disturbance onto a detector array.
Although the focused spot moves in a circle, the re-imaged pupil is motionless, however, there is an AC
modulation of the light incident on the detector due to the focused spot being obstructed by the opaque
quadrants as it moves in its circular path. It is this modulation that provides information as to the
wavefront slope in each sub-aperture of the pupil as defined by the detector array.
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Figure 9. Quadrant reticle.

Figure 10.

Quadrant Reticle Wavefront Sensor.
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The signals produced by the QRWS are similar to the signals produced by the nutating Hlartmann sensor.
see this in detail, several examples will be given, based upon a simple geometrical analysis.

To

The Quadrant Reticle Wavefront Sensor can simply be used as a tracker; that is, the overall tilt across the
whole pupil can be obtained. Assume a point source is to be used and no aberrations present. As depicted
in Figure lla, the image of the point source is shown tracing a circular path centered on the axis or
center of symmetry of the reticle. The output signal from all the detectors are the same and are as shown.
Since the spot spends equal time in each quadrant of the reticle, the electronic waveform is of equal
duration on and off.
If now there is a displacement of the point source in the y-direction, the center of the circular path is
no longer at the center of symmetry of the reticle pattern and therefore the image spends differing times
in the quadrants as it moves about its path. The signal waveform also reflects this by showing a variation
in the pulse width and pulse timing (Figure llb). Similarly a displacement of the point source in the
x-direction produces a variation in pulse width and timing (Figure Ilc). By comparing these signals to a
reference source that is used to drive the nutating mirror the x and y displacements can be obtained.
This is the basis of wavefront sensing of slope errors in each sub-aperture of the pupil. By dividing the
re-imaged pupil into sub-apertures through the use of a detector array, the signal waveform of each detector
can be observed and compared to the reference signal to obtain the slope across that sub-aperture.
Assume now that there exists a slope error across a sub-aporture in the pupil and a point source is used.
As shown in Figure 12, the slope in the sub-aperture causes a fraction of the light to be displaced from
the image of the point source. As the image moves in its circular path due to the nutating mirror, the
signal that is detected at the re-imaged sub-aperture with the slope error reflects the displacement
similar to the previous examples of overall tilt sensing. The larger the slope error, the farther away
from the center of symmetry the image due to that sub-aperture lies, the larger the difference in pulse
width between the detected signal and the reference signal. Thus it can be seen that this sensor is
capable of a wide dynamic range.
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Figure 11.

Quadrant reticle wavefront sensor used as a tracker.
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Thus the important advantage of the Quadrant Reticle Wavefront Sensor is the ability to sense x and y slope
errors within a sub-aperture with only one detector. This reduces the total number of detectors needed for
a system, which reduces cost, size, and complexity, while increasing reliability. As an example, the ITEK
Real-Tim Atmospheric Compensation System which uses a radial grating lateral shear heterodyne interferometer
requires 2 sixteen element detector arrays, one for sensing x slope error and one for y slope errors. Using
the QRWS, only twelve detectors are required to sense both x and y slopes, not 32 (Figure 13).
Note also
that this sensor uses 50% of the light in transmission, and if a reflective reticle is used instead of an

opaque reticle, 100% of the light is used. Thus depending on the application, a large reduction in detector
elements can be obtained. Sensitivity to slope errors can be changed by changing the nutation amplitude
which changes the radius of the circular path taken by the image. Unlike the radial grating interferometer
which requires the physical radial motion of the gratings, the QRWS can change its sensitivity by simply
applying a different voltage to the PZT driven nutating mirror. This can be adjusted in both x and y drives.
It is seen that the Quadrant Reticle Wavefront Sensor offers a simple solution to wavefront sensing and
tracking. Many of the features of the Radial trating Shearing Interferometer and the nutating Hartmann
sensor are combined in the QRWS to produce what may be a sensor which has all the advantages of both sensors
but none of their individual disadvantages. There may be other trackers which can be used as even better
wavefront sensors.
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Detector reduction of QRWS over the radial grating shearing interferometer.
(The spots are actuator points, squares are detectors measuring slope across
a sub-aperture.)

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Wavefront sensing is a necessary tool for providing informational feedback in adaptive optical systems. By
choosing the appropriate form of the sensor, complexity can be reduced through considerations of light
availability and use of solid state integrating detector arrays, among other things. Wavefront sensors can
provide accurate wavefront information with a wide variety of light sources, coherent or incoherent. As
system complexity increases, a hierarchy of sensors will be used to provide specific functions from simple
but high speed tilt (tracking) and focus measurement, to phasing of segments, to high spatial resolution
figure sensing. By understanding the fundamental principles of interferometry and wavefront sensing, the
designer can choose the appropriate sensor for the task.
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ADAPTIVE OPTICAL SYSTEMS USING DISCRETE COMPONENTS
John W. Hardy
Itek Optical Systems
10 Maguire Road
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the present state of development in adaptive optical systems in
which the mzjor functions of wavefront sensing, computation, and wavefront correction are
performed by discrete components. Most current adaptive systems are of this type, sharing
the common feature that they possess a finite number of degrees of freedom. The operating
principles and performance of the most important adaptive optical devices developed during
the last few years are described, including wavefront sensors, detector arrays, electronic
data processors, and deformable mirrors. Typical system configurations for compensated
imaging and laser beam control are described. Limitations of discrete technology at the
device and system level are reviewed. The paper concludes with an assessment of the directions in which adaptive optical systems may evolve.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Adaptive optical systems have been developed for a variety of applications during the
last decade. These applications include figure control of large optical mirrors, laser
beam pointing and focusing, image compensation for ground based telescopes, and wavefront
compensation of high energy laser beams. The purpose of these systems is to minimize the
effects of random disturbances which degrade optical wavefront quality, such as vibration,
temperature changes, and atmospheric turbulence.
Most adaptive systems built to date have employed discrete optical and electronic
components to perform the basic functions of wavefront sensing and wavefront compensation.
Two typical system configurations are shown in Fig. 1. The purpose of the compensated
imaging system in Fig. 1 is to eliminate the effects of atmospneric turbulence on the images
of distant objects, such as astronomical objects or satellites observed by ground-based
telescopes. Light reflected from the object is analyzed in real time by the wavefront
sensor to determine the instantaneous wavefront aberrations. The required wavefront compensation is computed and control signals are sent to the active mirrors to close the adaptive loop, minimizing the wavefront errors at the wavefront sensor. A beam divider splits
off part of the light to form the compensated image.
The purpose of the laser system in Fig. 1 is to cbncentrate the radiated energy on a
distant target through a turbulent propagation path. The phase conjugation system shown
operates in a similar way to compensated imaging, using radiation from the target to measure the wavefront distortion. The outgoing beam is precompensated with the same wavefront,
and by the principle of optical reciprocity, after traversing the turbulent path in the
reverse direction, it will be sharply focused upon reaching the target.
As a conseouence of their discrete structure, most existing adaptive optics systems
have a limited number of degrees of freedom, often less than 100. Future ground-based
optical systems for surveillance, communications, and defense may employ large apertures
which will require thousands of degrees of freedom. It is therefore appropriate to review
the state of the art of discrete adaptive optics components to determine their limitations
in terms of hardware and performance and to investigate approaches which will remove these
limitations. In the discussion that follows, the emphasis will be on adaptive systems
designed to compensate for high-speed, high-order optical wavefront disturbances such as
those produced by mechanical vibration, atmospheric turbulence, and instabilities within a
laser resonator because these error sources produce the maximum stress in terms of speed
and number of degrees of freedom.

(a)

(b)

Compensated imaging

Laser communication and laser beam control
Fig. I

Adaptive optics systems

----------------------------------
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The three most important parameters determining the design and complexity of discrete
adaptive systems are:
Number of degrees of freedom
N
* Wavefront correction range
* Temporal frequency response.
The number of degrees of freedom can be equated to the number of independent modes or zones
to be compensated in the wavefront, which is usually a function of the aperture size.
The wavefront correction range and temporal frequency response requirements are governed largely by the severity of the environmental effects to be compensated.
For a wavefront propagating through Kolmogorov turbulence, the variance in phase between two points is proportional to (d/io)'/1 where d is the separation between the points,
and r0 is the turbulence coherence length. The importance of r0 is that it provides a
convenient parameter defining the strength of turbulence in a propagation path, from which
the required actuator spacing and compensation range of an adaptive compensator can be derived. At visible wavelengths, typical values for ro, up-looking through the earth's atmosphere to space, range between about 2 and 20 cm. -The value of r0 scales as the 6/5
power of the wavelength.
The spatial frequencies of the wavefront disturbance normally range from an inner
scale of a few millimeters to an outer scale of several meters. Thus, to measure and compensate an atmospherically distorted wavefront exactly requires the adaptive optical devices to have spatial resolution in the order of hundreds of cycles per meter. For a 1meter aperture, this would imply between 10" and 106 discrete zones. Fortunately, the
error due to matching the wavefront does not become significant until the zone spacing
becomes comparable with the coherence length r0 . It is this fact that allows good performance to be obtained from adaptive systems, even with a limited number of degrees of
freedom (Hardy, J.W., 1978).
The shape of an optical wavefront may be represented in two different ways: (1) using
an array of independent localized zonal functions, or (2) using a set of orthogonal wholeaperture modal functions. Main characteristics of these two approaches are summarized in
Fig.
2. required
Analytically,
the two
systems
are equivalent
in terms
of the number
of there
degrees
freedom
to specify
a given
wavefront
to a certain
precision.
However,
are of
major practical differences especially in the implementation of wavefront sensors and compensation devices.

Modal

Zernike
polynomials

Wavefront
error
array

* Optimal for small
number of modes
Tilt and defocus
easy to implement

Karhunen.
Loeve
functions
Zonal

* Optimal for large
number of modes
0 Difficult to implement
Lowest fitting error

(aussian

* Large ezcursi,,n
due to overlap
Pyramid
(piston
plus tilt)
Radial

super

Gaussian

Fig. 2

Essentially decoupled
Simple implementation

J

Wavefront compensation strategies

All practical wavefront sensors and most deformable mirrors use the zonal approach.
With zonal mirrors, the main variable is the shape of the influence function of each zone,
which determines the wavefront fitting error. Mirrors with very stiff actuators, such as
piezoelectric devices, generally have compact influence functions which have little crosscoupling and allow simple implementation. The lowest fitting error is achieved with Gaussian influence functions which, however, spread over adjacent zones and therefore necessitate more complex computations to take account of the cross-coupling.
For modal compensation, the well-known Zernike polynomials, which correspond to systematic optical aberrations such as defocus and astigmatism encountered in conventional
optical components, may be employed; for turbulence compensation these are optimal only
for a small number of modes. A more general set of functions, the Karhunen-Loeve (Wang,
J.Y., 1978), can be optimized for turbulence compensation with apertures of any size.
Consequently, at the present time modal compensation is restricted to small apertures with
few degrees of freedom, while large apertures employ zonal compensation.
The wavefront correction range and temporal frequency response requirements for adaptive optical systems vary greatly according to the application, as depicted in Fig. 3.
These requirements primarily affect the adaptive servo loop, specifically the measurement
(integration) time, computation time, and the dynamic range and bandwidth of the wavefront
correction device. Also shown on Fig. 3 are typical capabilities of three different types
of deformable mirror. It can be seen that the frequency and range requirements of current
adaptive systems are well covered by the available devices. We now consider in more detail
the basic components used in discrete adaptive systems.
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2. WAVEFRONT SENSORS
It is not possible directly to measure the phase of an optical wavefront, as no existing detectors will respond to the temporal frequencies involved (=5 x 0Hz). Three
techniques are commonly employed to overcome this problem:
1. Measurements can be made on the intensity distribution of the image produced by
the entire wavefront.
2. A reference wavefront of the same or slightly different wavelength is combined
with the wavefront to be measured to produce interference fringes which can then be detected by conventional photoelectric (intensity) detectors.
3. The wavefront slope of small zones of the wavefront may be independently measured.
This can be achieved by using a shearing interferometer or by dividing up the aperture and
measuring the position of the image produced by each zone (the Hartmann test).
Each of these three approaches has its own advantages and disadvantages. For example,
image-plane measurements are useful in high-power systems especially when a non-linear
effect (thermal blooming) is present. The well-known multidither adaptive system is an
example of this approach. However, the photon efficiency of this technique is inversely
proportional to the number of degrees of freedom, resulting in low efficiency for large
apertures. For this reason it is not suitable for compensated imaging.
Coherent detection requires the use of a local phase reference, and its unambiguous
range of phase measurement is restricted to ±1 rad. Such detection systems are useful at
longer laser wavelengths (3 to 12 pm) where the dynamic range is compatible with atmospheric
phase variations.
Wavefront slope measurement is an extremely useful and versatile approach, as it may
be used with either coherent or incoherent light, is highly efficient, and allows an unrestricted dynamic range. Its main drawback is that the wavefront must be reconstructed
from the individual slope measurements. This is no problem for small apertures, but may
be a factor in very large systems.
Two specific approaches to wavefront slope measurement will now be described.
Hartmann Sensor
The Hartmann sensor (shown schematically in Fig. 4) is based on the well-known Hartmann test for checking the figure of large optical objectives. The wavefront is divided
into a number of zones, usually contiguous and of equal size. The light from each zone
is brought to a separate focus and the position of the centroid of each image is measured
in two dimensions by a photoelectric device. These position measurements reveal the mean
wavefront slope over each zone. Residual wavefront curvature over each zone is not measured, and in fact degrades the signal-to-noise ratio. To obtain the highest signal-tonoise ratio, the photoelectric detector for each zone should consist of an array of elements with a matched filter detection system. In practice, useful performance can be
obtained with a simple quadrant detector for each zone.
The main problem with the Hartmann sensor is to achieve and maintain the necessary
alignment precision between the optical subaperture and the detectors, which is on the
order of I Um at visible wavelengths. A secondary problem is to balance the photoelectric
response of the detector elements and direct-current offsets in the amplifiers.
Solutions to these problems are: first, to use a local (laser) source which forms a
common reference for all detectors (Schmutz, L.E., 1979); and second, to nutate the input
optical beam, using an offset rotating mirror or a two-axis mirror driven with sine and
cosine orthogonal inputs, to generate alternating-current signals from each detector which
can be processed with a high degree of precision.
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Shearing Interferometer
In a shearing interferometer, the wavefront to be measured is amplitude-divided into
two components which are mutually displaced and recombined with each other to generate an
interference pattern. If the path lengths of the two beams are equal, then fringes are
generated even with an incoherent light source, because light from each element of the

source interferes w~th a (disnlaced) duplicate of itself.
There are several methods of producing sheared wavefronts. One of the most useful
is a Ronchi grating located at the focus of the beam, as shown in Fig. 5. The grating
produces multiple disvlaced images of the incident wavefront corresponding to the oddorder sidebands. The shear distance, s, defined as the displacement between the zeroorder and first-order sidebands, is equal to XvF where v is the grating frequency and F
the focal distance. The Phase difference between the sheared.wavefronts is

*where

a is the average wavefront slope over the distance s.
Because s is proportional to ), the measured Phase difference of the interfering
sidebands is directly vrwMvE1Tnal to the wavefront slone, independent of A. This Phase
difference may be
Wed by moving the grating and using an array of Photoelectric
detectors
e the intensity changes in each zone of the wavefront.
If the grating
vel4*19e's V, the modulation frequency generated by grating motion is:

Wo

= V . V

The electrical signal at one detector output is
I

= A
jk

[

I

+ Y

T
IF"

cos (Wt +
0

4)1

jk0j

where Y is the contrast or modulation of the interference Pattern. The phase of this
electrical signal may be extracted by multiplying'it by a reference signal cos w t obtained directly from the grating motion. In this way an array of electrical voltages is
obtained, each one proportional to the slope of the optical.vmvefront in the corresponding
zone of the aperture. In practice, rotating gratings with radial (sunburst) patterns are
employed to shear the wavefront in two orthogonal directions to Provide two orthogonal sets
of slope measurements from which the wavefront itself may be reconstructed (Hardy, J.W.,
1977).
-I order

Zero order

I

Fig. 5
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Shearing interferometer using a Ronchi grating
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Some further insight into the operation of this wavefront seidsor can be gained by
considering the grating as a chopping reticle located at the image of the reference source.
If we consider the aperture of the optical system as being divided into many zones, each
corresponding to one detector element in the array, then each zone will produce an image
of the reference object at the grating. A wavefront tilt across one zone will displace
that image so that it is chopped either earlier or later depending on the direction of
tilt. The chopped light from each zone is picked up by the corresponding detector element
and converted into an electrical signal. The time difference between each signal and a
fixed reference is measured electrically to provide an output proportional to the wavefront
tilt in each zone.
From this viewpoint, certain similarities between the grating shearing interferometer
(SI) and the Hartmann sensor become apparent. The main difference is that the SI requires
only one critical component (the grating) which operates on all zones of the aperture
simultaneously, obviating the need for auxiliary alignment sources, whereas the Hartmann
sensor has two critical components (the subaperture lens and detector) for each zone.
The grating shearing interferometer can be made to measure large wavefront slopes
unambiguously by using a small shear distance which is obtained with a large grating
spacing. The radial grating makes possible a variable-shear interferometer in which the
low spatial frequency at maximum radius provides a large dynamic range for initial closing
of the adaptive loop, while the high spatial frequency at minimum radius provides the
high sensitivity required to obtain small residual wavefront errors during normal operation.
Detector Arrays
Interferometric and slope-measurement wavefront sensors require detector arrays to
convert the interference pattern intensity variations into electrical signals that can be
analyzed to yield the required phase or slope data. The requirements on detectors for
wavefront sensing are quite different from those of normal imaging systems. For example,
the number of resolution elements is relatively small (usually less than 1,000), the frame
rate is very high (over 1,000 frames per second) and photon-noise limited operation is
often required.
Because of these requirements, discrete detector arrays are employed rather than
scanned image tubes. Photomultiplier tube arrays have been employed in several state-ofthe-art wavefront sensors. End-on photomultipliers of half-inch diameter can be packed
together with their associated signal conditioning electronics to form a compact and
efficient detector array. To obtain the maximum photon efficiency, the detector plate is
split into contiguous zones using a fly's eye lens array. An advantage of this arrangement
is that each tube can be individually replaced without disturbing the rest of the array.
For very large arrays, even small photomultipliers become unwieldy and more compact
devices must be found. For laser wavefront sensors operating at relatively high power,
silicon or other semiconductor diodes can be employed. For photon-limited operation,
intensified diode arrays appear to be feasible (Alting-Mees, H.R., 1979).
Wavefront Reconstruction
All slope-measuring wavefront sensors require a reconstruction operation to recover
the wavefront itself. Normally, two orthogonal wavefront slope measurements are made for
each actuator location; in other words, there are twice as many measurements as unknowns
so that a least-squares fit can be performed with beneficial effects on error propagation.
The reconstruction operation can be performed either numerically in a digital computer or in hardware using an analog computer. Fig. 6 shows several reconstruction
strategies that have been used or proposed (Hudgin, R.H., 1977)(Herman, J., 1980; Southwell.
W.H., 1980).
These are all based on orthogonal x- and y- slope measurements, but the
arrangement of the measuring zones with respect to each other and to the actuator locations
is different in each case. Because of edge effects, the number of independent slope measurements for a given number of actuators, N2 , varies considerably for small apertures, but
for large N, the number of measurements required converges to 2N in each case. The error
propagation, defined as the least-squares wavefront error divided by the mean square error
in the slope measurement, can be made less than unity by using the appropriate algorithm.
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The wavefront reconstruction algorithm used with shearing interferometer wavefront
sensors is shown in Fig. 7, and is based on the rule that the wavefront value at any oint
is equal to the average of the adjacent values plus the average of the measured phase differences. The computation itself can be done faster in hardware than in software, and in
fact lends itself to a simple analog implementation (Hardy, J. W., 1977).
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Fig. 7 Wavefront reconstruction algorithm
3. WAVEFRONT CORRECTION DEVICES
The phase of a wavefront can be controlled either by changing the velocity of propagation or by changing the optical path length. The former is achieved by varying the refractive index of a medium, while the latter is implemented by moving a reflective surface
such as a mirror or by a moving grating as in a Bragg cell.
At the present time, reflective devices are the most successful and widely used
wavefront correctors. Bragg cells have been used at infrared wavelengths. Refractive
devices have not been successful because of the difficulty of inducing sufficiently large
changes of refractive index in devices of practical size.
Other problems with refractive wavefront correctors are spectral absorption and the
difficulty of obtaining uniformity in transmission. Most of these problems are avoided
with reflecting type wavefront correctors. Mirror coatings are available with high optical
efficiencies over wide spectral ranges from ultraviolet to far infrared. Because the
optical path is confined to one side of the mirror surface, a great variety of substrate
materials and methods of deforming the mirror are available. Finally, the wavefront deformation is a true optical path length change, independent of wavelength.
The regimes in which active mirrors operate may be separated in terms of wavefront
correction range and frequency response have been shown in Fig. 3.
Because of the greatly differing operational requirements as well as the difference
in physical size, each regime has its own special set of technical problems and solutions.
To meet these varying requirements, the following basic types of active mirrors, shown
schematically in Fig. 8, have been developed:
1. Segmented mirrors
a. Piston only
b. Piston plus tilt
2. Continuous thin-plate mirrors
a. Discrete position actuators
b. Discrete force actuators
c. Bending moment actuators
3. Monolithic mirrors
4. Membrane or pellicle mirrors.
We will now consider each type of active mirror and its associated actuators and control
system in more detail.

Monolithic Miro
Discretepoettonactuatos

Dicrt force actuators

piton pls tilt

Piston only
Segmeted Mirors

Bendlv* momentactuators.
Cono
hitn-lt
Plate Mirrors

Fig. 8 Types of active mirrors

4

!
1
Membrime Mirror
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3.1
*

Small piston-type segmented mirrors have been used for generation of multidither
tagging signals and for correction of atmospheric turbulence. These mirrors employ
cylindrical peizoelectric position actuators and are capable of a deflection of several
micrometers with useful bandwidths of over 1 KHz.
From the optical design point of view, the use of segments providing both Piston and
tilt capability is preferable to piston-only correction because fewer segments are required to match a given wavefront. The total number of actuators or degrees of freedom is
essentially the same in each case.
For small and medium sized apertureu to a few meters in diameter, the use of
a
ocninuously deformable mirrors.
segmented mirrors isgvn
The prime application of segmented mirrors is in very large arrays which must of
necessity be assembled out of a large number of separate components each of which may be
over a meter in diameter.
Each segment of such an array is supported at three points by actuators, which may be
shared with adjoining segments, giving three degrees of freedom which may be thought of as
the average position of the surface (the piston component) plus tilt components in two
orthogonal directions.
The shape of each segment is expected to remain constant (e.g., a section of a sphere
or paraboloid) during normal operation, thereby setting requirements on rigidity. Light
weight is also advantageous for most applications. While early segmented mirrors used
solid glass segments, the trend now is toward light weight fabrication using a thin faceplate supported by a ribbed or box-like backing structure.
Edge matching of the segments is an important requirement in astronomical mirrors used
in wide spectral bands, and special sensors are used for this purpose. Large segmented
arrays are being designed with an expected figure error of less than 0.1 pm (Mast, T., 1980).
3.2

.6

*

Segmented Mirrors

Deformable Thin-Plate Mirrors

For active mirrors in the medium size range from about 10 cm up to 2 or 3 m in diameter,
the continuous thin-plate type with discrete actuator has reached the highest stage of development.
Deformation of a thin plate requires the application of an array of forces, usually,
but not necessarily, applied at discrete Points. The spacing of actuators depends on the
spatial frequency of the expected mirror deformations; at least two actuators per deformation wavelength are generally required. While an array of discrete actuators can always be
adjusted to produce zero mean figure error, there is a residual ripple which causes an rms
surface error, the magnitude of which can be reduced by closer spacing of actuators.
The actuator forces may either be applied normal to the mirror surface reacting
against a coimmon backing plate or they may be applied as sets of equal and opposite bending moments to the mirror itself, in which case no external reaction is generated. Within
these two distinct approaches to mirror deformation there are several variations. In the
first group, using normal forces, we can make a distinction between "position" actuators
whose stiffness is greater than that of the mirror itself, and "force"~ actuators whose
stiffness is less than that of the mirror. The position actuator is the natural one to
use when there is little reaction from the mirror, as for example when separate segments
are used, but it has two serious drawbacks when used with thin plates. The first difficulty
is that high stiffness is required not only in the actuators, but also in the backing plate.
To operate as a position actuator with a deflection error of, say, 10 percent, it is necessary for the actuator and the backplate to be 10 times stiffer than the mirror; this requirement implies a massive and heavy structure, which may negate the advantages of active
control. The second problem is that any deflections in the backing plate due to gravity,
structural, or thermal effects are efficiently transferred to the faceplate. While such
motion can be sensed and corrected in an active optical system, it does consume part of
the dynamic range of the actuator and should be minimized as far as possible.
For these reasons, large thin-plate mirrors generally use force actuators, which act
through a spring. In small mirrors, such as the example shown in Fig. 9, provision of the
necessary backplate stiffness and stability is not a great problem.
Active area diameter

165 mm

Surface deformation

±8 pm for ± 1.5W0 V

Response function

Zero at adjacent actuator

Surface figure

0.22 pm peak-to-peak (non-energized)

Frequency response

>1 KHz

Overall diameter

250 mm

Weight

12 Kg

Fig. 9

37-actuator deformable mirror
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In the second group of bending moment actuators, the moments may be applied at discrete
points using posts or levers attached to the mirror, or may be applied as distributed forces
over areas of the mirror.
In summarizing the characteristics of thin-plate deformable mirrors, two main items
stand out:
1. The actuator influence functions are normally wide, extending out to the first
or second ring of surrounding actuators so that in a hexagonal array, 6 to 18 adjacent
actuators are affected. This interaction must be taken into account in the design of the
control system.
2. A thin-plate mirror is subject to numerous mechanical resonant modes, the frequencies and amplitudes of which depend on the actuator design and damping.
These characteristics are of greater importance in high-bandwidth mirrors than in
large mirrors used for figure control. As the operating frequency gets higher, the problem
of obtaining stable operation of a multichannel interacting control system with additional
phase shifts due to faceplate resonances becomes severe. For high-bandwidth operation,
interaction and resonance problems are greatly reduced in the monolithic active mirrors
described next.
3.3

Monolithic Active Mirrors

The concept involved in monolithic active mirrors is to use a homogeneous block of
material for the mirror substrate in which local deformations can be induced and controlled by external means. In effect, the functions of the faceplate, actuators, and backplate
are all combined in one monolith.
Devices of this type have good mechanical properties, such as stiffness, stability,
and shock resistance, making them more tolerant to an operational environment than conventional active devices assembled out of a multiplicity of parts.
The monolithic piezoelectric mirror (MPM) was developed at Itek (Feinleib, J., 1974;
Everson, J.H., 1978), and has proved to be admirably suited for correction of atmospheric
wavefront distortion at visible wavelengths. The basic construction of an MPM employs a
circular slab of lead zirconate titanate (PZT) piezoelectric ceramic typically 5 to 10 cm
in diameter and 1.2 to 2.5 cm thick. An array of electrodes is located at the top surface.
A control voltage is applied to each, using the electrode at the base of the slab as a common reference. A thin glass plate bonded to the top surface is optically polished and
aluminized to form the reflecting surface.
The MPM has the following characteristics:
1. When voltages are applied to the electrodes, the piezoelectric deformation occurs
close to the top surface.
2. The induced deformations are localized in the vicinity of the activated electrode.
3. The coupling between neighboring electrodes can be adjusted close to zero by
varying the geometry of the electrodes.
4. There is no measurable bending of the block when voltages are applied to the
electrodes.
The sensitivity of practical devices is in the range of 0.25 to 0.5-um surface deflection per KV, depending on the type of PZT material. The maximum interelectrode voltage is
limited by the depolarization field, which is typically 1.5KV/mm.
Some control can be obtained over the sensitivity and the shape of the influence
function by varying the electrode configuration and the glass thickness.
A typical MPM response function is shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10

MPH response function. Interactuator spacing is 3.8 mm.

The frequency response of MPM devices is extremely good, being limited primarily by
the natural modes of the PZT block which, because of its large thickness-to-diameter ratio,
occur at high frequencies. Typical devices have a flat response to over 10 KHz and have
been operated at discrete frequencies as high as 60 KHz, although such frequencies can
excite resonant modes.

F
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A typical MPM and its frequency response are shown in Fig. 11, and interferograms
depicting the surface deformations achievable are shown in Fig. 12.
Because of the small interaction between actuators, the compensating networks usually
required with thin plate mirrors are not necessary with MPM's, resulting in some simplification of hardware. However., MPM actuator sensitivity is lower than with discrete PZT
actuators; requiring higher driving voltages.
Experimental MPN's have been built with 300 active elements within a 75-rn diameter.
Resonance Spectrum

Undamped

Damped

0.1

0.

1 5

10 2'0

50 10

Frequency, kilz

Fig. 11

Fig. 12
3.4

*~

Typical MPM and frequency response

Controlled surface deformation of an MPM

Membrane M'irrors

A membrane is distinguished from a thin plate by having no inherent stiffness so that
tension must be applied to maintain flatness: relatively small forces are required to
otain the deflections necessary for optical wavefront correction.
The use of membranes as high-bandwidth, high-order active mirrors has been pioneered
at Perkin-Elmer (Grosso, R.P., 1977). The metal membrane is typically 0.5 to 1.0 Uim
thick and is positioned between a transparent electrode carrying a bias voltage VB and an
array of electrodes, to each of which is applied the bias voltage plus a signal1 voltage
membrane is at ground potential, and experiences no net force so long as V~ - 0.
NVThe
en
a signal voltage is applied to one actuator, a deflection is produced, centerel
around that actuator. The memnbrane is operated at low air pressure (2 torr) to obtain a
favorable compromise between sensitivity (which is maximized in vacuum), and membrane
re sonant frequency which is at a minimum in vacuum. The incident light beam passes
through the sealing window and the transparent electrode before being reflected off the
membrane. In one experimental device using electrostatic actuators with a 50-rn-diameter
membrane, a deflection of 0.15 x 10'6 was obtained for VB -200 V and VS - 100 V.
4.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATION~S

The overall system design of discrete-component adaptive optics systems is well understood, even though it involves a large number of parameters, many of which can only be
specified statistically. Some parameters (notably those describing atmospheric turbulence)
change rapidly over a wide range, making real-time control over certain system parameters
necessary to optimize performance.
Performance analysis of adaptive systems operating at energy levels where non-linear
effects such as thermal blooming are insignificant, is straightforward. The theoretical
capabilities and limitations of these systems are consequently well defined.
In contrast, the hardware for discrete component systems is still in a state of evolution and has not yet reached the maturity of the systems concepts.
A current problem in adaptive system design is how to utilize the available hardware
in the most effective way, taking into account factors such as technical risk, cost, and
reliability; a discussion of this topic is, however, outside the scope of the paper. In
this section we will concentrate on the major considerations which determine the performance
of adaptive systems operating in a linear regime.
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The main parameters influencing the performance of discrete component phase-conjugate
adaptive optics systems are identified in Fig. 13. Radiation from the reference source
encounters wavefront disturbances in the propagation path, reaches the wavefront corrector
and then travels to the wavefront sensor, where electrical signals defining the wavefront
error are generated. The electrical data are fed through a processor which provides spatial
and temporal smoothing before being applied to the wavefront corrector to close the feedack loop. The main sources of error in this model are: (1) wavefront fitting error aF,
which depends on how closely the wavefront corrector can match the actual wavefront error;
(2) detection error OD

,

which is essentially the reciprocal of the signal-to-noise ratio of

the wavefront error output; and (3) prediction error OT, whicl' is due to the time delay
between the measurement of a wavefront error and its correcti ..
The overall residual wavefront error variance is given by:
02 .

+ c2 + a2

The residual error computed in this way defines the on-axis quality of the compensated

image of a distant source.
Using the principle of optical reciprocity, this residual error also defines the
beam quality of radiation reaching the target from an outgoing laser beam precompensated
by the deformable mirror, using radiation received from the target for measurement. In
this case, the laser beam is assumed initially perfect and no thermal blooming effects
are included.
Tn the case of off-axis images, an additional error due to anisoplanatism must be
included. A similar error occurs when a transmitted laser beam is slewed to track a moving
target. If the target has a velocity component V across the line of sight, then the angle
between the light received from the target (used for measurement) and the direction of the
transmitted beam must be 2V/C. When this angle is comparable with the isoplanatic angle
of the propagation path, then an isoplanatic error is introduced.
In Fig. 13, the source is defined by its radiance and its angular subtense a; for an
unresolved source, only the radiant intensity would be specified. The optical effects of
the propagation path can be described by three parameters: the transverse coherence length,
r0 , the isoplanatic angle, 0n, and the characteristic temporal bandwidth, fo. The parameters r0 and 80 are governed by the distribution of the refractive index structure C2 along
the propagation path, while f0 is largely determined by crosswind velocities and angu ar
slewing rates. It should be noted that these three parameters are integrated values for
the entire propagation path.
Wavefront and overall tilt angle excursions for ro = 10 cm (moderate turbulence) and
r0 = 5 cm (high turbulence) are shown in Fig. 14. For small apertures, it can be seen that
most of the wavefront disturbance is overall tilt, or angle-of-arrival variation, which can
be removed with a two-axis mirror, thereby considerably reducing the excursion required on
the deformable mirror. Corresponding power spectra for a single point on the wavefront with
and without overall tilt removed and the overall tilt spectrum itself are shown in Fig. 15
for a typical observatory site with r0 = 10 cm.
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Compensation loop parameters
for discrete phase-conjugation
system

Fig. 14

Wavefront and overall tilt
angle excursions due to
atmospheric turbulence

The isoplanatic angle e6 is determined by the turbulence strength far from the compensated telescope aperture and is particularly small with uniform turbulence such as that
occurring in a horizontal path. The iso planatic angle up-looking through the entire earth's
atmosphere
at the zenith, specified as the angle at which the wavefront phase error is 6.88
rad 2 at a wavelength of 0.5 um, is generally in the range 3 to 6 arc-sec.
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Turbulence power spectra

The wavefront corrector must be capable of removing the wavefront excursions generated
by the propagation path. For a discrete actuator deformable mirror, this implies three
major requirements:
1. The surface excursion of the mirror must be compatible with the requirements of
Fig. 14.
2. The frequency response of the mirror must be compatible with the power spectra
shown in Fig. 15.

3. The number of actuators must be sufficient to keep the wavefront fitting error
within the assigned budget.
The wavefront fitting error depends both on the wavefront statistics and on the mirror
response function. For Kolmogorov turbulence compensated by a monolithic piezoelectric
mirror, the fitting error is given by (Hudgin, R. H., 1977)
JD

oF = 0.01 (r

5/3

waves2

F
0
where D is the diameter of the compensated aperture and N is the number of zones across
the diameter.
Fig. 16 shows the relationship between D and N for a fitting error of o = 0.05 wave
for different values of r0 corresponding to average turbulence for a vertical path looking
through the atmosphere at wavelengths of 0.25, 0.50, and 3.8 Um. The number of zones or
actuators required becomes a practical problem for discrete systems with large apertures at
visible and UV wavelengths.
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Number of actuators required to achieve a fitting error
of 0.05 wave with zonal compensation

Wavefront sensors contain many practical sources of measurement error such as optical
aberrations and alignment which can be minimized by good engineering. However, there is
one fundamental limitation which cannot be avoided, namely the noise produced by detection
of the radiation from the reference source. At infrared wavelengths, this is primarily
electrical noise. At visible and ultraviolet wavelengths, individual photons can be detected, so the noise is then due to fluctuations in the photon arrival rate. For a shearing
interferometer operating at visible wavelengths, the detection error variance is given by
02 .

D

2r 2-y2 S2 p

waves 2 per aperture zone

where
y

-

modulation (contrast) of reference source

S - shear distance

P = photons detected per unit area per measurement time
Note that the detection error depends on the shear distance but not on the actual size of
each zone. The zone size influences the wavefront fitting error, OF. Minimization of the
detection error requires the product y 2S 2 to be maximized. In a shearing interferometer,
y is generally a function of S, so that control of the shear distance, which is easily
achieved with the radial-grating interferometer, is essential to performance optimization
when P is small.
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The prediction error a is a function of the time required to measure and compensate
the wavefront error in relation to the characteristic change time of the disturbance. The
prediction error increases as the integration time of the adaptive loop increases, as shown
in Fig. 17a. However, a longer integration time allows more photons to be collected, so
the detection error decreases with longer integration time. The optimum integration time,
tl, is that which minimizes the detector plus prediction errors. The total wavefront error
will decrease with increasing reference source brightness until the fitting error becomes
dominant as shown in Fig. 17b.
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Wavefront error components

Many systems problems remain to be solved in adaptive optics, the most troublesome of
which is anisoplanatism. In the context of compensated imaging, atmospheric anisoplanatism
limits the field of view that can be compensated by a single device (such as a deformable
mirror) to a few arc-sec. In laser systems transferring power to moving targets, the angle
by which the beam must be pointed ahead to offset the round-trip time of the radiation may
be greater than the isoplantic patch, resulting in a considerable reduction (or even nullification) of the wavefront compensation.
One final aspect of discrete adaptive optics systems will be considered: cost versus
performance. The main factor influencing the cost of a discrete adaptive system is the
number of actuators, N2 . Typical values of N for several different wavelengths have been
shown in Fig. 16 as a function of telescope aperture.
Because adaptive optics systems are still in the development stage, a large part of
their cost now consists of engineering and design work. If these initial development costs
are considered
as non-recurring, the cost of future discrete systems will be of the form
CA - (A + BN2), where A is the cost of items such as the optics, mechanical structure, and
control systems which are almost independent of the telescope aperture size, and B is the
cost per actuator of the replicated hardware, mostly electronics. The expected cost
of
future discrete adaptive systems is shown in Fig. 18, using values of A = 5 x l0s and
B = 5 x 10' in 1980 dollars.
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The cost of conventional telescopes, including the dome and peripherals, is also49 showr
in Fig. 18, using the relation C - 0.5 D"' in 1980 dollars (Meinel, A. B., 1977). The
cost of a discrete adaptive system, based on the above assumptions, is seen to be generally
comparable with that of the telescope, except for very small apertures. Because of the
difference in exponents, the relative cost of the adaptive system actually decreases as the
telescope size increases.
The question of cost-effectiveness must be approached with some care, because alternative methods of achieving equivalent performance are not necessarily available. In the case
of imaging systems, it is not clear that any alternative exists for compensating groundbased telescopes against atmospheric turbulence. For astronomical purposes, various forms
of interferometry have shown promising results with slowly changing objects, but these
techniques have yet to be proved effective with rapidly moving objects such as satellites.
The one clear alternative is to put a telescope into orbit; the cost of NASA's 2.4-m space
telescope is already in excess of $200 million, excluding the shuttle launch.
For laser beam energy transfer between earth and space, the only alternatives to adaptive wavefront control are, first, the brute force approach of increasing the laser power
to overcome the losses, or, second, to place the laser transmitter in orbit. Both of these
alternatives are likely to be much more expensive than an adaptive optics system.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The discrete approach to adaptive wavefront compensation has proven feasibility. It
enables random wavefront distortion that degrades the performance of optical systems to be
neutralized with a hardware complexity comparable with that of the optical systems it is
supporting. In comparison with the alternatives, adaptive wavefront compensation appears
to be the most cost-effective solution to many current imaging and laser power transfer
problems.
Future technology may allow the sequential functions of wavefront measurement and
compensation to be implemented by a single integrated device with spatial resolution determined by the structure of the material itself, rather than by an array of discrete devices. Such a solution has already been found for phase conjugation using non-linear
physical processes in gases and crystals. Such devices implement the wavefront compensation required for an optical beam to retrace its path through a turbulent medium and regain
its original form. The application of these systems is restricted to scenarios in which
coherent radiation emanates from a point source at or near the target, propagates through
a randomly perturbed medium to a collector, is reflected by the conjugate mirror, and is
then retransmitted at high power through the same medium to focus at or near the original
source. The conjugate mirror required for this task has a surface deviation exactly equal
to that of the incident wavefront. Its effect is to reverse the direction of propagation
of the wavefront without changing its shape. For image compensation, the required function
may be termed a "half conjugator" in which an initially distorted waveform is flattened by
the adaptive mirror. The development of fully integrated "half conjugators" would remove
many of the constraints of discrete devices and would constitute a major advance in adaptive
optics.
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SUMMARY OF SESSION VI

ADAPTIVE OPTICS
by
Mr Donald W. Hanson

The design and performance of adaptive optical systems used to reduce the degrading effects of atmospheric turbulence is dependent on several key turbulence parameters : the phase coherence length ; the
isoplanatic angle ; and the temporal bandwidth of the aberrations. Further measurements are required to
establish nominal values of these parameters.
Nonlinear optics has the potential for providing excellent adaptive optics performance. However, there
are applications (e.g., white light imaging) where nonlinear optics cannot be used. In addition, application of nonlinear optics technology in systems does not appear likely in the near future. Therefore, technology development should continue in the area of discrete wavefront correctors and wavefront sensors to
increase the number of degrees oi freedom in each while reducing cost and complexity.
The subject of thermal blooming at visible wavelengths is not well understood. Research into the atmospheric absorption mechanisms at visible wavelengths is required. The interaction between scintillation
of the laser beam and thermal blooming needs to be established since phase compensation for thermal blooming may not be effective if there is a strong interaction. It would be desirable to obtain simplified
analytical results which could then be checked with more rigorous computer simulations.
It would be desirable to improve the accuracy of analyses which are used to predict the performance
of adaptive optical systems. Currently analyses are adequate for top level system design, more accurate
analytical results required for detailed design trafeoffs. Existing computer simulations would be useful
in validating the analytical results.
Anisoplanatic errors can significantly reduce the performance of both imaging and communicatior. adaptive optical systems. Further research is required to reduce the effects of anisoplanatic errors on system performance for all applications.
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Paper 43

Resolving power evaluation uf optical adaptive systems through the atmosphere.

Dr. Greenwood : I think it might be useful for those in the audience who are interested in this work to
take a look at the paper I have written in the Journal of optical society about two or three years
ago where much of that methodology has been given.
Dr. J. Vernin : Why do you use Karman spectrum instead of Kolmogorov spectrum ?
Dr. A. Consortini : The question of Dr. Vernin gives me the opportunity to discuss a problem in which we
have been involved from many years.
The Karman model represents a complete Kolmogorov spectrum, so that it would be more appropriate to
refer to it as Karman-Kolmogorov model.
Recall that, according to Kolmogorov, the structure function D of, say, the temperature or refractive index fluctuations,
depends on r in different ways in the three different regions r - A
(where D e r2 ), A << r << L (where D a r2 3) and r >> Lo. The Karman model satisfies the 2/3°law
in the A < r < L region an saturates for r >> L . The modified Karman model correctly describes
also theobehaviour in the range r - X . The modified Karman model is therefore a continuous mathematical function which correctly describes the behaviour of the structure function given asymptotically
by the Kolmogorov theory in the three different regions.
2

-

2

K /IK

The spectrum 0n (K) - 0.033 C2K - 11/3 e
m which is generally referred to as Kolmogorov spectrum
nT
n
(or 2/3 law in terms of structure function) would be appliable if L would be infinite. In both case
SnT - for K - 0. It has been noted that the region r > L is an inhomogeneous and anisotropic region so that it is difficult to give a behaviour of the structure function there. However, assuming
a saturating behaviour takes at least into account the physical fact that the fluctuations due to
turbulence at two points, a distance r apart, become uncorrelated when the distance is larger than Lo.
Correspondingly the spectrum tends to a finite value for K 0
0. On the contrary the spectrum 0n
diverges for K - 0 and the corresponding structure function diverges for r - -, which correspongs to
fluctuations more and more correlated. Of course in the region K >> K the two spectra become practically equal. However this does not mean at all that the two spectra are equivalent when they are
used in the theory of propagation, for deriving the fluctuations of a wave which has travelled a path
through the turbulence. For instance, we have shown that the behaviour of the spectrum for K < K
plays a role in the structure function of phase fluctuations over a wavefront after propagating
distance through the atmosphere, not only for points at distances r > Lo, but also for points at distance r < L . This fact has a consequence, for example, in the determination of the parameters of the
turbulence ?rom propagation experiments.
For a more detailed discussion on these problems see e.g. : A. Consortini, L. Ronchi ("Some Comments
on the Theory of e.m. Propagation in a Turbulent Atmosphere") Lettere al Nuovo Cimento Serie I 2, 683,
21 November 1969 ; R. F. Lutomirski and H. T. ¥ura J. Opt. Soc. Am. 59, 319, 69 ; A. Consortini,
L. Ronchi Lettere al Nuovo Cimento 3, 571, 1972 ; A. Consortini, L. Ronchi Applied Optics II, 1205,
1972.
- Paper 8 : Ditermination des performances d'un systime COAT en rfgime de poursuite.
Dr. E. Spitz : Le fait que le miroir eat briag irrdguligrement. Est-ce-que cel& donne des directions parasites de r~ception iventuellement 7
Mr.G. Roger .Bien 961r.11 y a des prdcautiona 9 prendre eur l'intarvslle entre la miroirs, sur Ia disposition des miroirs. On a lea mhmes phfnomanes qu'avec lea antennes, dans le domains radio.
- Paper 45 : Adaptive optics for thermal blooming
Question : You spoke of introducing a phase lag in demodulating the multidither signal. I assume that
what is meant is that there is a phase lag in the dither signal. To take it out, you need a lead rather than a lag, but that this lead is, in effect, provided by putting a lag on the demodulation reference signal. Is this correct ?
Dr. W. P. Brown : Its a lag in the demodulation, in the referenced signal for the demodulation.
- Paper 47

Reduction of anisoplanatic errors.

Dr. J. Vernin : Why don't you use the Hufnagel model in your computation 7
Mr. D. W. Hanson : As shown in a previous paper (Hanson D. W. temperature turbulence measurements at ANDS",
AGARD C. P. 238, 44-1, 1978) we have not found good agreement between measured data and the Hufnagel
modet.

S6-3

-Paper

4

: Phase measurement systems for adaptive optics

Dr. E. Spitz : When you have got several s sources and not only ona. The tiacking system doesn't work
any more ? For example the Hartman' method wouldn't work ?
Dr. J. C. Wyant : If the sources are incoherent with respect to each other, the tracking system will
in meny situations still work. However, if the sources are coherent with respect to each other,
the tracking system will not perform properly.
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